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Abstract
This presentation focuses on different community arts education instructional
models for low income and underserved students. High vs. low impact programs
will be discussed, as well as differences between low exposure vs. high
commitment from students and families. Participants will be challenged to
embrace the ‘big picture’ vision for success including collaboration, sustainability,
and service to all aspects of the community, as well as support for challenged
students and impact on the greater community.
When considering community based arts education models for low income and
underserved students, it is important to understand the history of presenting
organizations offering these programs. The presenters cover the historical
beginnings of community based arts instruction, first in Europe and later in the
United States and other countries, to better understand divergent and emerging
models of program delivery.
In the present century economic challenges have significantly impacted
presenting arts organizations, including symphony orchestras, dance and opera
companies including arts organizations that attempt to provide instruction for atrisk youth as well as low-income families. The challenges to these families are
complicated often by joblessness, homelessness and transportation difficulties.
Lack of a home environment conducive to supporting development in the arts
can be difficult for a student to overcome. In addition (and perhaps a result of
economic restraints and administrative priorities), we have been through a period
in the United States when public school arts education has been greatly reduced.
The primary responsibility for engaging students in the arts and for providing
them with both individual and group instruction has fallen in many parts of the
country to community arts education institutions and outreach programs.
Prior to implementation, selection of students and faculty, curriculum,

assessment including outcomes assessment, program implementation, it is
critical that the organization reflect upon its vision for serving those of lower
income, be able to articulate that vision to other community arts organizations
and seek collaborations and partnerships that compliment and support that
vision. Recognition of the organization’s mission and vision also influences the
program model and instruction methods employed and realistic expectations for
program outcomes upon which evaluation is based.
Guidelines will be presented by which to guide the selection of core instructional
programs that best resonate with the community. Four important factors in
making this determination will be discussed:
1) Type and mission of the presenting organization and the cultural needs
and values of the community
2) Administrative support, marketing, program funding and financial
assistance for students
3) High vs. low impact programs and differences of low exposure vs. high
commitment
The mission of a community arts organization delivering arts programming to the
greater community defines the type or model and content of the curriculum
offered. The success or failure of programs intended to meet existing unmet
needs in the community depend on designing educational offerings that are
matched to the mission, vision and capability of the organization. Independent
community schools of the arts, university or conservatory affiliated community
schools of the arts and symphony orchestras are different in mission and
function, thus their approaches to designing successful outreach programs
frequently differ.
Presenters will address challenges presented by the non-traditional learner.
Suggestions will be offered to address the unique needs of these students
thorough selecting knowledgeable and skilled faculty and by providing
consultation from music therapists.
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Description: Though most frequently set in the vernacular by British composers, prolific
American composer, Libby Larsen (b. 1950) set eight of Barrett Browning’s Sonnets from the
Portuguese in 1993. The purpose of this study is to present a performance guide to the
interpretation of Libby Larsen’s Sonnets from the Portuguese (1991). Singers and pianists can
find ways that are sensitive to and expressive of the poetry when performing these songs.
Thorough study and preparation of the poetry and music, as well as understanding the
compositional style of the composer, contribute to a scholarly and artistic performance of these
art songs. The result is a performance that can create a strong emotional impact through
expression of the true meaning of the text.

Abstract

The poetry of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806-1861) has been set by many composers.
Though most frequently set in the vernacular by British composers, prolific American composer,
Libby Larsen (b. 1950) set eight of Barrett Browning’s Sonnets from the Portuguese in 1993.
The purpose of this study is to present a performance guide to the interpretation of Libby
Larsen’s Sonnets from the Portuguese (1991). Singers and pianists can find ways that are
sensitive to and expressive of the poetry when performing these songs. Thorough study and
preparation of the poetry and music, as well as understanding the compositional style of the
composer, contribute to a scholarly and artistic performance of these art songs. The result is a
performance that can create a strong emotional impact through expression of the true meaning of
the text.
When preparing for a performance of this song cycle, three distinguishing fundamental
elements that must be considered are the original singer, text, and language. Arleen Augér (19391993), world-renowned soprano, commissioned Larsen to compose Sonnets from the Portuguese.
Larsen set to music the poetry of Elizabeth Barrett Browning in collaboration with Augér and
conductor, Joel Revzen to compose this song cycle. Initially, Larsen composed eight songs in
this cycle. The remaining two songs have been used in other formats. “Beloved, Thou Hast
Brought Me Many Flowers” is now part of a song cycle for mezzo soprano, and “Because thou
hast the powers” is part of Larsen’s String Symphony movement, “Elegance.” Originally
orchestrated, the piano reduction is performed most frequently and it is the piano-vocal version
that is the focus of this document.

This study provides an examination of the poetry and music. It also explores the
composer’s methods and compositional process with a focus on the inception of the cycle and its
musical expression of the text. Written from the perspective of a performer under the guidance of
the composer, this comprehensive study will serve as a resource for singers and accompanists
planning future performances of this cycle. It is the task of the singer and pianist to coordinate
and bring to fruition Larsen’s musical and interpretive demands. Singers and pianists can explore
ways to present authentic performances of these songs which are sensitive to and expressive of
the poetry.
Several methods were used in writing this study: personal interviews with the composer,
close readings of the sonnets, and performing the cycle. Information was drawn from published
materials, secondary sources relating to the topic, the poetry, the score, a recording, and personal
insight as a performer. The study is organized into an Introduction and four chapters including
Understanding the Poet, The Composer, Larsen’s Compositional Approach and Performance
Analysis, and an Insight to Sonnets from the Portuguese.

“Finding the People there Ready and Waiting and
Praying for the Elders to Come”:
Beginnings of Mormon Missionary Work on Hawai’i the Big Island

Mary Jane Woodger
In 1853, Latter-day Saint (LDS) missionary Nathan Tanner set sail from Honolulu
for the Big Island of Hawai’i. The voyage was treacherous and Elder Tanner found
himself “Nigh unto death,” with sickness. As the ship tried to land at Hilo as planned, it
was impossible. When Elder Tanner told the captain of the ship to land instead wherever
he could the group of missionaries ended up at Kohala. They soon decided that this was
where the Lord wanted them to work for they “found the people there ready and waiting
and praying for the elders to come.” 1
Such was not always the welcome that LDS missionaries received on the Big
Island. The isle had actually been closed to Mormon missionary work for over two years
before Elder Tanner and his companions landed.
Previously, ten LDS men were called on missions to the Sandwich Islands in midOctober of 1850. Under the direction of Mormon President Brigham Young, Charles C.
Rich of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles selected and set apart: Henry William Bigler,
George Q. Cannon, John Dixon, William Farrer, James Hawkins, James Keeler, Thomas
Morris, Thomas Whittle, Hirum H. Blackwell, and Hirum Clark, who was appointed
president of the Hawaiian mission.2 In early November, they traveled from San
Bernardino to San Francisco and then headed for the Sandwich Islands aboard the Imaum
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of Muscat. After nearly a month at sea, on December 12, 1850, the Mormon missionaries
landed at Honolulu, the first LDS to visit Hawaii. 3 The group soon climbed a small hill
and dedicated the Sandwich Islands for the preaching of the gospel. William Farrer,
recorded the dedication that took place on December 13, 1850:
We . . . went onto a mountain about three miles from the wharve [sic] and
about 1,000 feet above the level of the sea; there on a small round knoll
that rose that rose several feet above the rest of the land around, and was
about four or five rods across with a smooth flat surface: there each of us
carried a stone and all built an alter; we then sung a Hymn and each one
then expressed his feelings and desires in regard to the mission we are
now on. Bro Clark then offered up a prayer unto the Lord that he would
open the way that we might be enabled to preach the gospel on these
Islands, and that we might have his spirit to be with us at all times to guide
us in the way of truth and be preserved from the power of the adversary
and from every evil, and that the honest in heart might embrace the truth
when they heard it, and that all who should oppose the truth might be
confounded. 4
After dedicating, the islands for the preaching of the gospel the missionaries
chose companions and set out to spread out among the Sandwich Islands. It was decided
that Blackwell and Hawkins would go to the “Big Island,” Hawai’i. Subsequently, in
1851, Blackwell and James worked briefly in Hilo.
At first, they only preached to the few white islanders on Hawaii with little
success. Then they directed their attention to the native population. On Hawai’i, Hawkins
experienced indifferent success in South Kohala but made some important contacts who
would be-friend later missionaries”: “The work on Hawai’i from Elder Hawkins
assignment in 1850 through that of Elder Woodbury in 1851 had been slow to take
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root.” 5 There were so few haoles to teach that Blackwell decided he had accomplished
all he could as far as trying to convert them. Although Blackwell made a minimal effort
to learn the Hawaiian language, he thought it would take at least a year to speak it, and he
doubted that Hawaiians would ever accept Mormonism. Blackwell decided to leave Big
Island-Hawaii and he tried to persuade Hawkins to leave with him, but Hawkins chose to
stay until he received other instructions from Church leaders. 6
On February 1, 1851, Blackwell sailed from Hilo, and arrived in Lahaina a day
later. Blackwell gave a dismal report of conditions on the Big Island to LDS missionaries
George Q. Cannon and William Farrer saying that the language was impossible to learn.
Blackwell then sailed from Lahaina to Honolulu, where he then decided to leave the
Hawaiian LDS Mission altogether. Mission President Hiram Clark then released
Blackwell along with two other missionaries, Dixon and Whittle, and all three sailed to
the mainland from Hawaii. Meanwhile, Hawkins stayed alone on the Big Island having
very little success. Missionary John S. Woodbury then joined Hawkins at Keauhou, a
village just south of the port at Kailua Kona. 7
Late in December 1851, Elvira Woodbury reached Keauhou to join her husband,
who was supporting himself by cultivating a field of pumpkins to sell and doing
missionary work as he could. John S. Woodbury and his wife Elvira reported their first
Big Island baptisms into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints on April 8,
1852—two young men who were students in a school started by Mrs. Woodbury to teach
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English. 8 Excited by this success, Elder Woodbury decided to preach in Ka’u and was
gone one month while Elvira waited for him – the only haole woman on the Kona side of
the Island! When Elder Woodbury returned, a letter from President Lewis instructed the
couple to go to Honolulu, and missionary effort on the Island stopped for over a year. 9
On November 10, 1851, Hawkins joined the other missionaries on Maui. Before
being sent to Molokai, Elder Woodbury, Elder William Perkins, and Sister Patty Perkins
worked on the Big Island for a short time. The Woodburys were then sent to Honolulu
and the work ceased on the Big Island. 10
Two years later, the work began to show favorable results on the islands of Oahu
and Maui. Mormon American missionaries then decided to re-open the work on the larger
islands of Hawaii and Kauai where earlier attempts to introduce Mormonism had been
largely unsuccessful.
It was on May 25, 1853, that Hawaiian LDS missionary John W. Kahumoku was
assigned along with American missionaries Thomas Karran and Nathan Tanner to labor
on the Big Island. Even at this early stage of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints in Hawaii, local missionaries paired with non-Hawaiians proved effective teams
for sharing the LDS faith. Dr. Ralph Kuykendall, a definitive historian on the Hawaiian
Kingdom, asserted that the secret of the Mormon’s success in the Islands was placing
local men in offices of Church leadership as soon as they were competent to serve. 11
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Missionaries Nathan Tanner, Thomas Karran and John W. Kahumoku sailed from
Honolulu on June 1, 1853 to re-open the work on the Big Island. 12 After facing rough
seas and bouts of seasickness for four days, the missionaries eventually landed at
Kawaihae on the Big Island, and then sailed onward towards Hilo. After three attempts at
landing were aborted due to rough seas, Tanner recorded the following:
By this time the sails were torn so badly and the rigging so disabled
that the captain told us it was impossible to land us at Hilo and asked us
what he should do. We were sick, it seemed nigh unto death, and were
willing to land anywhere, rather than suffer the horrors incident to the
extreme situation any longer; and so we told him [the captain] to run with
the wind and land us wherever he could. He then turned and ran back with
the wind to Kohala, where we landed; and it soon became apparent to us
that it was at Kohala, and not at Hilo, that the Lord wanted us to labor; for
we found the people there ready and waiting and praying for the elders to
come. We landed on the 10th and although we were sick the natives
insisted upon hearing us, and according to their desires, we held a meeting
and Elder Kahumoku addressed them for an hour and a half. The next
morning we baptized 25 before we ate our breakfast. 13
Kohala was one of the strongholds of the Protestant ministry in the Sandwich
Islands. In a short time, however, four branches 14 of the LDS Church were organized.
However, there was trouble, and false charges were made against the LDS missionaries.
On June 27, 1853, the missionaries were arrested and thrown in jail for allegedly
interfering with the school over which the local Protestant minister, Elias Bond, had
charge. Kahumoku, having trained as a lawyer, defended the case in court. More than 500
spectators turned out to watch their trial. Kahumoku argued that the missionaries were
priests, and that they had the same right under the law to organize schools as any other
priests. In addition, Kahumoku argued, the law only mandated 15 pupils in a school
12
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before a group could require the government to build a schoolhouse. LDS already
accounted for 19 of the 25 students at the school in question, so the LDS were legally
entitled to the schoolhouse. The defense also suggested that if the Mormon children
contributed towards the erection of the Calvinists’ church then they should jointly own it
with the Calvinists. The judge’s decision was that the LDS children should help build the
Calvinist meetinghouse and be allowed to continue to attend the Protestant school. 15
Although the judge had ruled against the Mormons, within a month, that same judge, the
school teacher Kalama, and 6 of the 25 school children who were not already members
and had been converted to the LDS Church, and the missionaries assumed operation of
the school. Their teacher Kalama then taught during the week and preached on Saturdays
and Sundays for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 16
On July 15, 1853, Kahumoku was again arrested – this time for baptizing converts
into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints on a Sunday – but the judge
dismissed the case saying Christ had indicated it was lawful to do good on His day.
Right after Elder Kahumoku had just baptized some new converts, and when he
was returning to his home, he was caught in a cloudburst. He caught cold from this
exertion and the resulting chill. A high fever ensued, and although fasting and prayers
were sincerely offered for him, his health quickly declined. On July 27, 1853, Elder John
W. Kahumoku died at the age of 26. He was buried in Honokane in a stone sepulcher
about 25 rods from the sea and the same distance from the bluffs. The entrance was
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sealed with a stone. 17 His companion Karran wrote in his journal that he felt Kahumoku
had been called to the world of spirits to preach to his people there. 18
In August 1853, Kimo Pelio of Maui was ordained to the Melchizedek Priesthood
in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and was called with George Raymond
to labor with Tanner and Karran in Kohala, replacing Kahumoku. They arrived in
Kapaliuka as a smallpox epidemic was raging in Honolulu, and Calvinist preacher Bond
used this as an excuse to quarantine the Mormon missionaries for an indefinite period –
even though they were the only passengers so detained. Latter-day Saint Church
members still gathered outside the stockade twice daily to hear the missionaries preach
and teach, in spite of Reverend Bond’s best efforts to prevent it. 19
In the Fall of 1853, J. H. Keanu of Maui was called on a mission to the Big Island
as one of four Hawaiian missionaries to accompany the non-Hawaiian missionaries as
companions. Shortly after arriving, he received word that his daughter and only child was
gravely ill and he was told to return home as soon as possible. Sadly, she died as he was
en-route home, and he was only able to attend her funeral. Missionaries Kaleohano,
Kalawaia, and Kailihune remained behind in Kohala.
On November 2, 1853, Pelio and Raymond broke out of the quarantine compound
at 11 pm and headed for the Kohala Mountains, arriving wet and weary in Waimea the
next day. Finding no legal recourse there, they were forced to walk to the port of
Kawaihae where a judge who was not under the influence of Reverend Bond officially
released them from their illegal quarantine. They then returned to Waimea and assisted
17
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the Mainland missionaries there. Then they labored in Waipio Valley until midDecember, when they set out for Hilo. 20
On Christmas Day, Missionaries Pelio and Raymond arrived in a small Catholic
settlement called Mauloa, and Pelio asked permission to use the chapel for preaching
after Mass, but was refused. Therefore, he and Elder Raymond waited until after the
Sunday services were over, and began preaching to the people as they left the building.
The congregation was receptive (although the priest was not) and six baptisms were
performed the next day, with a few more later. The nucleus of a small Latter-day Saint
branch was formed.
In April 1854, George Q. Cannon, a missionary from the mainland, and Jonathan
Napela, a recent Mormon convert, traveled from the eastern tip of Maui across the
treacherous channel to Upolu on the Big Island. Jonathan Napela was one of the most
influential early converts to Mormonism, Napela descended from the Hawaiian royal
line, was trained as a lawyer, and was serving as a judge in Wailuku when he joined the
Church. He was a man of intelligence, social status, and wealth, who used his
considerable position to further Mormonism in Hawaii including on the Big Island.
When Cannon and Napela along with four Hawaiian missionaries Kaelepulu,
Kapono, Hoopiiaina, and Pelelu arrived at the channel, they built an outrigger canoe and
covered it with mats—Cannon said it was like “going to sea on a log.” They were told by
the natives that there was no way they could successfully make the trip in the vessel they
had due to the roughness of the sea. They had a prayer and the sea miraculously calmed.
… At one point, the wind died out so completely that they had to again exercise their
faith to call up enough wind to fill the sails. They left Maui at 8 a.m. and arrived on the
20
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Big Island at 4 p.m. the same day. 21 The native elders testified they had never had so
smooth a sea crossing. The group then dedicated a meetinghouse at Pololu, where the
local Latter-day Saints spread out a luau for them. Cannon wrote in his journal that a
Hawaiian is never so happy as when he’s eating, and can eat enough to astonish any
American. 22
Kapono, another tireless early Hawaiian missionary, was born in the late 1820’s
in East Maui. He was a member of the Kula Protestant congregation with Pake, Maiola,
and others when he, with his wife Helehua, heard the preaching of missionaries Cannon
and Keeler in 1851 and accepted the gospel. He served his first mission on Molokai
where he gained a reputation for humility, patient spirituality, dependable service, and
capable preaching. By 1854, Kapono was serving on the Big Island, and remained in
Kohala to labor when the Mainland missionaries headed down the Hamakua coast toward
the volcano. His work was arduous as the windward trails were steep and muddy, while
the leeward ones were hot and dry. He spent most of his time in the branches in the
larger windward valleys, with a few trips to Mahukona and Kawaihae. 23 It was also in
the year of 1854 that the first Chinese converts were ever baptized members of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints on the Big Island. 24
In October of 1855, after spending nearly a year on Oahu, President Brigham
Young’s nephew, John R. Young, was called to serve as a counselor in the Hilo District
Presidency. He served in this capacity under the leadership of his cousin President Henry
21
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P. Richards before being called to preside over the Molokai Conference in April of
1856. 25
In April 1856, missionary Joseph F. Smith was transferred to the Big Island and
assigned to preside over the Hilo District Conference. In October of that same year, he
was assigned to preside over the Kohala Conference until the following summer. He
stayed on Hawaii in this position for the next year. 26
Some of the earliest converts to the Church on the Big Island were found in the
Kohala area. On June 15, 1853, two branches of the Church were organized in Kohala,
one with 34 and another with 16 members. Native Chief Napa, who was ordained a
priest, was among the first converts. 27
Joseph F. Smith held a conference in Hilo on April 25, 1858 where it was
reported that there were five elders, three priests, five teachers, and seven deacons, with a
total membership of two hundred and twenty-nine in the Hilo district. 28 At this same
time, missionary Akuna Pake of Maui was also assigned to labor in Hilo. His companion
for the mission was, oddly enough, a Hawaiian named “Haole.”
At the Mission Conference in 1868, M. Kanahunhupu Hawai’i, the brother of
Jonathan Napela, was one of 14 local members called on missions, and was assigned to
the Big Island. At the end of his 6-month call, he chose to remain on the Big Island and
travel with H. P. Richards. The two of them, as far as possible, visited every branch and
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the home of every Mormon, offering encouragement and conducting services – a
remarkable accomplishment in any era. 29
In 1873, M.K. Hawai’i accepted a second missionary call to the Big Island,
laboring first in Hilo and then presiding over the work in Puna and Ka’u. He moved on
foot along trails of lava and through the mountainous country on the backside of the
volcano. His diligence was particularly incredible, since he had been born with deformed
legs and was unable even to walk at all until after he was given a special priesthood
blessing in 1852. 30
In April 1877, at a Mission Conference in Laie, John Woodbury (then on his third
assignment to the Islands) was called to go again to the Big Island with local missionary
Kanihounui. Richards and Kekuewa were to accompany him. One pair of missionaries
would visit the windward communities, while the other would go to Kona. They would
then meet at the southern point of Ka’u, cross paths, and reverse their assignments.
Woodbury and Kanihounui hiked through the spectacular valleys between Pololu and
Waipio, experiencing everything from a major earthquake to fleas. As they met with the
Latter-day Saints, they found many who were descended from great chiefs of the past –
Keaweopala, Keawenui, Keawealuna, Mahi, and Kalama among others. Branches were
small and struggling.
The missionaries finally crossed paths at Hilo, as Richards and Kekuewa had
made much better time than expected through the sparsely populated areas of Kona. On
July 24, 1877, Woodbury and Kanihonui visited the fire pit at Kilauea crater. Soon
afterwards, Kanihonui asked his companion’s permission to become engaged to 15-yr old
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Kaiahonui, daughter of a branch president in South Kona. Promises were exchanged, and
the couple was married in Laie later that year. 31
In September 1877, mainland missionary Henry P. Richards and his companion
Kekuewa had stopped for the weekend at Honokane in Kohala to hold Sunday meetings
when Queen Kapiolani came into the valley with a dozen attendants and joined their
services. Recognizing Richards from Honolulu and Laie, the Queen asked that they
accompany her that day and also for her visit to the adjacent valley of Pololu the next
day. There, at 11am the following day, the Queen, elders, and her younger sister Kinoiki
organized a chapter of the Queen’s Hui Ho’o’olu a Ho’ola Lahui (“An Association to
Improve the Life and Health of the Race”) which was patterned after the LDS Relief
Society. 32 Then, at her request, they shared a watermelon with her. She wanted them to
accompany her on the remainder of her tour of through the area, but the missionaries
respectfully declined, as they had to be back in Laie for the October Mission
Conference. 33 On September 28, 1877, their circle inspection of the Island complete,
Woodbury ordained James Bright a teacher in Kailua-Kona and confirmed two men –
Kapeliela and Kalekahi – as members of the Church. He then returned to Honolulu on the
ship ‘Likelike.’ 34
As the number of Mormons continued to grow on the Big Island so did the
programs of the Church. One auxiliary that continued to flourish was the Relief Society.
The Relief Society was organized at Laie in 1875 by two missionaries and in Honolulu in
1879 by Zina D. Young, a wife of President Brigham Young, who also spoke in tongues
31
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on that occasion. 35 In 1892, eight sisters formed a “school of missionary sisters,” that
held regular meetings on all of the islands to teach and direct the Relief Societies. Each
haole sister served with a Hawaiian companion. Elizabeth (“Libbie”) Noall, wife of the
Hawaiian Mormon mission president worked with a native companion on the Big Island.
They traveled on foot, and by horse, cart, and train, holding meetings from Hilo to Kona,
greatly increasing the participation of women in this Mormon auxiliary. The first
recorded meeting of the Kukuau Branch Relief Society (located on Kinoole Street in
what is now central Hilo) was on February 19, 1899 with Lydia West as President, and
Nawahine and Kalaniwahine as her two counselors. 36
Of all the Hawaiian Islands, LDS missionary work on the Big Island seemed to be
the most arduous and difficult, due in part to its larger size and complex terrain. As late
as 1921, Missionary Edward Clissold remembers that when he was called to serve in
Kona, there was no transportation available and it was difficult to organize and operate
the branches of 300 Mormons living in that 130-mile district. LDS Momi Bell recalled
how her uncle, Akui Aina, would travel on horseback with LDS Puna pioneer Akima Ah
Hee to contact Mormons in the vast Hilo and Puna areas. 37
During the Great Depression, construction of new buildings slowed but
membership continued to grow. It also increased after World War II. In the 1960s, new

35

Kahana Relief Society Minute Book in possession of Carolyn Depp. Latter-day Saints believe
that “Speaking in tongues” is a gift of the Holy Ghost that allows inspired individuals to speak in,
understand, or interpret unfamiliar languages.
36
Ibid.
37
Edward L. Clissold, “My Missionary Assignment in Kona in 1921,” in Grant Underwood, ed.,
Voyages of Faith (Provo: Brigham Young University Press, 2000), 339-400; and Momi Bell, Memories
personally shared with Carolyn Depp on Dec 31, 1989 at Ainaola Ward, Hilo Hawaii Stake
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chapels were built by LDS building missionaries in Kilauea, Waimea, Honomakau, Keei,
and Waiohinu, on the Big Island. 38
A milestone was reached with the organization of the Hilo Stake 39 on December
15, 1968 (with Rex Alton Cheney as its first Stake President) and the Kona Stake on
November 24, 1974 (with Haven J. Stringham as its first President). This demonstrated
that the LDS on the Big Island were prepared to handle all of their own administrative
responsibilities and lead the Church in moving forward. 40
. The First Outer-Island Regional Conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints in Hawaii was also held at the Civic Center in Hilo on November 1617, 1985 and included members of the Maui, Kona, and Hilo Stakes. Neal A. Maxwell a
member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles attended from headquarters in Salt Lake
City and left a special Apostolic Blessing on the members in attendance.
The zenith of the fruits of missionary work too place at the turn of the century
when LDS Church President Gordon B. Hinckley dedicated the Kona Hawaii Temple 41
on January 23, 2000. Hundreds of potted red poinsettias decorated the front of the temple
for the dedication and many prayers of gratitude were offered. After the dedicatory
services, more than a thousand Mormons gathered in front of the temple awaiting
President Hinckley’s departure from the building. As he appeared, the Kona Saints sang
“We Thank Thee, O God, for a Prophet.” Then, as President Hinckley got in his car and
38

Alice C. Pack, ed., Building Missionaries in Hawaii, 1960-1963 (Laie: Church College of
Hawaii, 1963), 113-119.
39
A stake is an administrative unit composed of multiple congregations in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. A stake is approximately comparable to a deanery in the Catholic Church, or
a diocese in other Christian denominations.
40
“Stakes of Zion,” Deseret News 1976 Church Almanac (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1976),
C12-C30.
41
In the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints a temple is a building dedicated to be a house
of God and is reserved for special forms of worship. A temple differs from a church meetinghouse, which
is used for weekly worship services.
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waved to the congregation, the LDS sang “Aloha Oe,” the traditional Hawaiian song of
love and farewell, written by Queen Liliuokalani. This second temple in the Hawaiian
Islands had long been prophesied among LDS and anticipated with exceedingly great
faith. The building of this structure represented the permanency of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints on the Big Island that began with a handful of missionaries in
the 1850s who found a people ready and waiting for them to come.
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Breaking Bad as Signifier:
The Dissolution of Rousseau’s Social Compact
Airing its pilot on 20 January 2008, Breaking Bad (directed and written by Vince
Gilligan) captured 1.4 million viewers (Becker) and quickly established itself, even on
the relatively small cable network AMC, as a major force in contemporary popular
culture. The series travelled the road of media juggernauts and ultimately delivered an
audience of 10.3 million (Bibel) when the final episode aired on September 29, 2013. In
terms of numbers, Breaking Bad began with an impressive following considering the
small cable network AMC that hosted the pilot, but it was eventually catapulted into the
stratosphere in terms of ratings and market share over its five year lifespan, increasing
its viewership by an astounding 734 percent. Upon reaching the finale, the series had
transformed itself into a phenomenon that enjoyed something of a cult following.
Other numbers beyond viewership surrounding Breaking Bad are equally
impressive and telling of the success that enveloped the chilling series. Entertainment
Weekly, for example, reported that the show enjoyed a 5.2 rating in the highly coveted
category of 18-49 year olds (Hibberd). The ratings for Breaking Bad during the finale
predictably translated into hard dollars, perhaps the best measure of commercial
success: thirty second advertising spots sold for $400,000 (Hibberd). To underscore
the popularity of Breaking Bad, one need only look at the ratings for other television
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shows that aired on the same evening as the finale. All other shows in the category of
18-49 adult demo ratings were “down between 16 and 33 percent” (Hibberd). To put it
simply, television audiences were fixated on the phenomenon of Breaking Bad, even to
the point of divorcing themselves from other, more established series. Entertainment
Weekly accurately characterized the viewership when they noted that “Breaking Bad
was like a virus (or perhaps a drug) that slowly spread for years, then suddenly
exploded like a nationwide outbreak” (Hibberd). A powerful reaction to a creative
impulse like Breaking Bad is not unique, but it is noteworthy.
In short, Breaking Bad captured a significant share of viewers, especially in the
context of a cable network series, and then transformed itself into a formidable leviathan
in the t.v. industry.
One cannot help but take pause at such a profound reaction in the American
culture because this particular trajectory in terms of viewership is most certainly not a
common one among a series. James Hibberd of Entertainment Weekly, in his reflection
of the finale, noted as much when he references two powerfully popular series that aired
in the last decade. Hibberd points out that “at least from a pop-culture perspective, it’s
like the show went from being The Wire to Lost.”
When any series gains a cult-like and mania-laden fan base (much like Star Trek
for example), some questions naturally arise that are worthy of contemplation because
clearly a powerful appeal is made through popular culture. Why was this series so
popular in that particular moment of social history? What exactly was the appeal? Why
did a kind of cult-like manic energy surround the characters and their journey? In other
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words, a consideration of context and cultural signification is warranted to appreciate, in
full, the phenomenon at work.
Even critics of Breaking Bad must recognize that the series was skillfully written
and directed in a masterful way. A wide swath of critics testify to just such a sweeping
statement. Consider, for example, Chuck Klosterman, who opens his article entitled
“Bad Decisions: Why AMC’s Breaking Bad Beats Mad Men, The Sopranos, and The
Wire” with powerful accolades for the series:
Though some may disagree (and I’m sure some will because some
always do), there doesn’t seem to be much debate over what have
been the four best television shows of the past 10 years. It seems like
an easy question to answer, particularly because it’s become increasingly
difficult to write about the state of TV (or even the state of popular culture)
without tangentially mentioning one of the following programs: The
Sopranos, The Wire, Mad Men, and/or Breaking Bad. (2)
Klosterman then proceeds to argue that Breaking Bad is the best of the four because of
the acting, creative visuals, and moral ambiguity that are integrated throughout the
series. Other critics, likewise, have championed Breaking Bad -- Linda Stasi of the New
York Post, Robert Bianco of USA Today, and Tim Goodman of the San Francisco
Chronicle to name only a few have published accolades at a blistering pace. Even high
profile critics like Stephen King offered high praise to Breaking Bad in the form of a
favorable comparison to Twin Peaks and Blue Velvet. In short, the series is frequently
recognized and referenced.
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Acknowledgement of BB’s success through an impressive array of awards also
continues to complement the routine praise of film critics and fortify its place in the
popular t.v. canon. The series received, among many prestigious awards, ten
Primetime Emmy Awards with one for Outstanding Drama Series. The list of awards is
both impressive and extensive, one that spans the gamut from The Saturn Award for
Best Syndicated/Television series to the TCA Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Drama. The acclaim for BB is pervasive and, at times, even effusive. Recognized by
fans and critics alike, BB has an influence very few popularly creative endeavors enjoy.
Still, there are those who dispute the importance of BB in the American cultural
landscape. Chuck Klosterman, while an admirer of the work, suspects BB will, over
time, not be as influential as the other three films he considers, but he does not provide
substantive reasoning to support this speculation, and the omission of evidence harms
his position substantially. I think, regarding the influence BB wields, Klosterman is,
respectfully, mistaken because, while the series accomplishes much in sundry
categories of criticism, it is the underlying criticism of American society and
contemporary governance during a dramatically sensitive moment in American history
that will likely appeal to Americans for some time to come. The deeper content and
timing of the film, I would argue, are the truly enduring elements that speak to American
anxieties and identity. This creative and intellectual core, even if not realized on a
conscious level, positions BB in such a way as to be influential for the foreseeable
future; indeed, a spin-off of the series that follows one of the characters, “Saul,” is
scheduled for production.
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Setting aside the many accomplishments of BB for a moment, a sustained
consideration of the series in light of the American financial landscape, and, more
specifically, the political theories of Jean-Jaques Rousseau that are threaded
throughout the underpinnings of the American government reveals some curious
criticisms of modern day America.1 Specifically, BB can be read as a discussion about
the viability and force of Rousseau’s Social Compact in twenty-first century America.
Rousseau’s crisp articulation of the Social Contract made an indelible impression on
The French Revolution but also the Founding Fathers lest we forget the close ties
shared between France and America during much of the eighteenth century, as partially
evidenced by Benjamin Franklin’s lengthy sojourns to France.
Rousseau explains a general political need for The Social Compact, and he
points out very quickly in “The Origin of Civil Society” how individuals benefit from a
social compact. The following passage represents some of Rousseau’s ruminations on
the topic:
Now, since men can by no means engender new powers, but can only
unite and control those of which they are already possessed, there is no
way in which they can maintain themselves save by coming together and
pooling their strength in a way that will enable them to withstand any
resistance exerted upon them from without. They must develop some sort

1

I do not want to give short shrift to other influential thinkers like John Locke and his argument that the
government exists to protect property. Specifically, I think it is important to recognize the influence of Two
Treatises of Government, A Letter Concerning Toleration, and Essay Concerning Human Understanding.
The influence of these pieces on Jefferson and specifically the Preamble of the Declaration of
Independence are well documented, but I think Rousseau is more of a concern in terms of the
underpinnings of American society and the stresses currently encountered that are reflected in
contemporary media. This paper is more concerned about the interaction and responsibilities between
the individual and government rather than the duties of government to the individual.
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of central direction and learn to act in concert.
(Rousseau 67)
Essentially, Rousseau argues that citizens gain greater security and liberty by living in a
free society even if that free society requires the surrender of some natural rights.
“Coming together and pooling” strength becomes necessary in a hostile and natural
world that offers few protections. Logically, then, a greater advantage can be wrested
from a society that preserves the rights of individuals but modifies those rights to
preserve the society that is tethered to individual freedoms. Ultimately, citizens
relinquish some individual liberty in order to profit from a greater collective liberty.
This Social Compact is naturally ubiquitous in societies, and, arguably, rebellion
becomes a natural consequence (with the restoration of “natural rights”) when the pact
is violated and a population opts to restore its liberties. Historically, America has held
individual civil rights in great esteem, and this ethos is formally articulated through its
foundational documents, so the role of the Social Compact is far more visible in the
United States than it might otherwise be in other countries. Rousseau articulates as
much when he notes that “Even though they [the clauses of the contract] may never
have been formally enunciated, they must be everywhere the same, and everywhere
tacitly admitted and recognized” (67). America, of course, provides a formal enunciation
of the Social Compact specifically through The Constitution of the United States and
The Declaration of Independence, a document Rousseau directly influenced.
In some ways, Rousseau’s Social Compact could not be better illustrated than in
the American persona of Walter White, a character who is tethered to the profession of
teaching.
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First, one must consider the role of a teacher in any society. Teachers are, by
social design, entities that reinforce, and, sometimes, reconstruct the tenements of
society as well as culture. Their purpose is to facilitate, through the education of
students, the routine roles filled in society in such a way that society maintains its
efficacy and, as a result, functions smoothly and efficiently. Teachers also fill the equally
vital role of custodian for the future society by attempting to identify and develop
talented individuals who will then advance society as a whole. The primary roles of a
teacher in any society then, are to maintain stability, and, in particularly fortunate and
necessarily free societies, nurture those individuals who will advance society through
dynamic thought. In the process of such advancement, of course, these educated
individuals will also presumably enjoy some measure of material prosperity, another
aspect of The Social Compact. Teachers, putatively, are rewarded materially and live
better lives for sacrificing some of their freedoms to contribute to society. This
exchange is Rousseau’s Social Compact made starkly manifest. The role of teachers in
society at large should not be understated, and the sacrifice they make (or at least
talented and intellectually accomplished teachers), also becomes a prominent thread in
the tapestry of The Social Compact.
Teachers, in order to fulfill the social and institutional role of educator, are
required to pursue their own education at some considerable temporal and financial
expense as noted by the California Teachers Association. In the state of California, for
example, teachers must hold a bachelor’s degree, pass a battery of exams that include
the California Basic Assessment Skills Test and the California Subject Examination for
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Teachers, complete a sanctioned teacher preparation program, complete a reader
instruction course, and fulfill, ironically, a U.S. Constitution requirement (cta.org).
If one considers the sacrifice alone required to obtain a bachelor’s degree,
Rousseau’s Social Contract comes into a sharper focus. CaliforniaColleges.edu is the
state funded and sanctioned authority that provides information on California, and,
according to this organization, the expenses for one year of higher education at the
community college level (if the student lives at home) average $11,607. A student living
at home and attending a California State University is expected to pay $15,458. If that
same student chooses to attend the University of California, the expense for one year
will be approximately $24,000. Those numbers, of course, must be adjusted upward if
students live on campus -- to $13,929, $22,488, and $32,400 respectively. Assuming
students are able to advance through the curriculum without delay on a four year
schedule, and this is a questionable assumption when universities struggle to offer
enough courses to students, then the approximate final bill for a bachelor’s degree
would, at a minimum (and without adjustment for inflation or tuition increases), cost
$69,218. In addition to the hard dollar expense of $69,218, the invisible expense of lost
wages must also be considered. If a student were to work at a minimum wage job full
time at forty hours a week during that four year period, the student would amass
$74,888. The total expense in tuition and lost wages, then, amounts to $144,106. The
sacrifice in terms of dollars and time, then, is significant.
One should also, in light of this information, consider the earning potential of
teachers. According to the California Department of Education (www.cde.ca.gov), the
average 2011/2012 salary for a teacher in California (public K-12) is $68,531 while the
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average 2011/2012 salary for a teacher in the United States is $55,418 (public K-12).
These salaries, compared to the average salary of a laborer in the United States are
quite high. According to the most recent data from the Social Security Administration
(www.ssa.gov), the average worker in 2012 made $44,321. Teachers, then, make, on
average, $24,210 more than the typical American laborer. In terms of a fiscal
consideration, the question that confronts the viability of The Social Compact is fairly
simple: To what extent does this amount of money suggest that The Social Compact in
the American landscape is in tact, or, alternatively, void? Essentially, if The Social
Compact is in failing health for teachers, what hope is there of sustaining a Social
Compact among other laborers in other fields in America?
The National Education Association reported in December of 2012 that the
national average starting teacher salary is $36,141 (www.nea.org). If freshly minted
teachers are able to contribute one third of their income to service student debt instead
of diverting those funds to a house, teachers would be able to pay down their
educational debt, on average, $11,926 each year. If only the debt load of education is
considered, twelve years would be required to recoup the expenses of a typical college
education including lost wages as a student prepares for a career in teaching (assuming
students do not pay down the debt while in school). Of course, salaries will rise over
time, but these gains will to some degree be negated by additional expenses that have
not been accounted for in these calculations. Interest on loans and additional expenses
for certification programs beyond the Bachelor’s degree are extensive fiscal
considerations that merit attention. One might also keep in mind that the numbers
under consideration here reflect the ideal situation of advancing through a university on
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a four year schedule while, simultaneously, lost wages during that period reflect nothing
more than minimum wage. In other words, twelve years of lost wages and incurred debt
represents the best scenario in an ideal situation of academic advancement and
minimum wage employment. Of course, an additional four years must be added to this
number to reflect the actual time spent at the university itself, so the total number under
consideration for the best case scenario is sixteen years. Finally, any gains made in
minimum wage or salary increases will likely be nullified by inflation in student tuition.
To make matters more troubling, one does not need to look very far to find that a
chorus of voices suggest that the best case scenario of four years is an atypical
academic experience. The Department of Education provides a stark consideration of
graduation rates for 2012:
The 2012 graduation rate for first-time, full-time undergraduate students
who began their pursuit of a bachelor’s degree at a 4-year degree-granting
institution in fall 2006 was 59 percent. That is, 59 percent of first-time, full
-time students who began seeking a bachelor’s degree at a 4-year
institution in fall 2006 completed the degree at that institution within 6
years.
This data is disturbing. If close to sixty percent of students look to graduate
within six years, then a substantial number of students (and this number does not
account for the forty-one percent who take longer than six years) must increase the
calculations above by up to fifty percent. No wonder despair descends upon many
college students like Chauncey Woodard, who, in June of 2013, complained to Time
Magazine that “For me to get my education, I either have to go deep in debt or drag it
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out like I’m doing now” (Luckerson 1). The number of full, dedicated years required to
recover from acquiring the necessary certifications to teach in K-12 is perhaps closer in
reality to twenty years. Another depressing consideration is the limitations of this single
factor. These numbers do not represent saving money for retirement or purchasing a
home; rather, these numbers reflect only the investment into education and nothing
more.
As if these numbers were not alarming enough, Bloomberg Businessweek in
August of 2014 provided data that seems to confirm the theory presented here.
Bloomberg reported that according to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, over
700,000 Americans over the age of sixty in 2005 carried student debt. That number
was dwarfed in 2014 with two million Americans over the age of sixty carrying student
debt.2 The total student debt (for all education) for Americans over the age of sixty now
stands at forty-three billion dollars.3 According to Bloomberg Businessweek, the
average debt for Americans over the age of sixty now stands at $20,000, five times what
the average debt was in 2005. The sequence of progression of debt seems to be
intensifying both in terms of time to amass debt and the actual debt load itself.
Adding to an already grim situation is a consideration of bankruptcy laws.
Student debt, contrary to popular belief, can be discharged in bankruptcy court, but
success in such matters is, unfortunately, almost always elusive. The Brunner Test, a
set of conditions used in some bankruptcy courts, is sometimes used to determine
2

According to CBS Money Watch, that puts the figure at about four percent of the American population
between the ages of sixty-five and seventy-four who carry student debt (www.cbsnews.com/news/moreseniors-on-hook-for-student-loans/). This number is up by one percent from 2008.
3

To be fair, this number of forty-three billion dollars does include debts shouldered by the elderly for
children and also debts incurred for returning to school. Still, the amount of money the elderly owe for
education is staggering.
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whether an individual petition regarding student debt forgiveness is honored. To satisfy
the expectations of The Brunner Test is very difficult indeed. One must demonstrate the
presence of three distinct features: poverty (based on the national definition),
persistence (of the state of poverty in the foreseeable future), and good faith (that an
attempt to pay the loans has occurred). If the debtor satisfies these conditions, then a
discharge may be granted. Regardless of the outcome, though, the individual in
question (most especially if elderly) has witnessed an absolute violation of The Social
Compact because either result essentially entails some aspect of fiscal ruin. Student
debt was incurred, time sacrificed, and intellectual energy invested with an outcome of
servitude as expressed through poverty. Former students who face the Brunner Test
suspended natural rights based on the promise of future enhanced civil rights and
liberty, but the exchange resulted not in greater liberty in their cases, but in the ultimate
suspension of both natural and civil rights.
Whether individuals pursue the field of education or other academic disciplines,
the data surrounding student debt and potential income are illuminating even if
troubling. Those in education, however, provide a clearer illustration of specifically how
Rousseau’s Social Compact has been violated because of their proximity to education,
student debt, and expected income.
The fate of the American teacher is a troubled one, and it represents, more
broadly, the fate of all American workers. In fact, one could argue that the more one
invests in education and, subsequently, in The Social Compact, the more one is likely to
appreciate the consequences of a failed Social Compact as it is expressed through
economic servitude.
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Such is the case with the protagonist Walter White in Breaking Bad. The pilot
opens with a series of images of the desert to establish the scene followed by a pair of
pants drifting from above. Gilligan locates the first scene in a stark wilderness, a place
far from civilization that is subject only to natural rights and is liberated from any kind of
society bound by The Social Compact as represented by a pantless Walter White in the
rugged isolation of the desert. After a short car chase and with sirens approaching,
Walter makes a brief video for his family and articulates his concern for them. He then
takes a sidearm and directly approaches the sirens, suggesting the possibility of
“suicide by cop.” The scene shifts to a flashback with Walter having trouble sleeping in
a cramped room on a modest bed with his wife next to him. The high school chemistry
teacher then looks at an award with the text “Nobel Prize” he won for research. The
next scene includes a conversation about the unreasonable expectations of the second
job, that of a car wash technician, Walter must work in order to service a mortgage for a
modest home with failing appliances (specifically the water heater) and an older model
car with a glove box that does not shut properly. Gilligan then cuts to a modestly
dressed Walter White who speaks in front of disrespectful high school students about
chemistry and its principles of change. Later, Walter is seen on his knees washing a
new Corvette with new tires. The owner soon appears and is, to Walter’s mortification,
a disrespectful high school student from an earlier scene.
Rousseau emphatically states that “The oldest form of society -- and the only
natural one -- is the family” (59). The family unit, then, is the first and primary
component of society and what Rousseau uses to demonstrate the existence of The
Social Compact. Primacy in society, then, is expressed in its purest form through the
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family unit. Walter White’s family is broken. The audience is acutely aware of this
problem in the first few scenes with the recorded apology. More than that, though, the
dissolution of the family can be seen in the metaphor of ill health, a metaphor that
represents the family unit but also, by extension, society. Walter’s son struggles with
legs that do not work. Walter himself coughs, a forerunner to much more serious
problems that will be revealed later in the series. In short, disease permeates Walter’s
life, his family, and society at large. That element of disease is a reflection of a
dysfunctional and ailing Social Compact that binds everything in all societies.
Under these circumstances, Gilligan successfully establishes the presence of a
fractured Social Compact. A teacher who has dedicated himself to society labors under
a crushing financial burden and is abused through an inverted power structure where
students exert authority, financial and otherwise, over teachers. Walter is reduced to
the position of slave both financially and socially.
Of slavery, Rousseau interjects the concept of absurdity:
To say that a man gives himself for nothing is to commit oneself to an
absurd and inconceivable statement. Such an act of surrender is
illegitimate, null, and void by the mere fact that he who makes it is not in
his right mind. To say the same the same thing of a whole People is
tantamount to admitting that the People in question are a nation of
imbeciles. Imbecility does not produce Right. (63)
Walter White is not an imbecile, yet in the pilot episode he labors in a society under the
assumption that The Social Compact is in tact even though the evidence that surrounds
him, evidence that is presented to the audience in abundance, abruptly belies this tacit
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assertion. Eventually in the episode, Walter White crosses a clear line after he has
been given a terminal diagnosis of lung cancer. For Walter, all is lost. The illusion of a
functional Social Compact is fully and inexorably removed. His family is broken and will
receive no assistance from him or anyone else in society. They will face medical bills
and crushing credit card debt, a fact established earlier in the pilot episode. The
inverted power structure will force Walter, for a brief period of time, to serve students
who will wield economic and social power over the terminally ailing chemistry teacher.
Even Walter’s health will betray him under these stressful conditions of servitude, and
he can expect a swift demise.
In this painful moment, Walter understands at a fundamental level that
Rousseau’s Social Compact has been thoroughly violated, and, as Rousseau suggests,
the alienated individual (Walter in this case) logically chooses to turn his back on civil
society in an attempt to wrest his natural rights and free himself from a condition of
alienated slavery. As such, Walter migrates from the position of ensconced social
figure, that of teacher, to liberated denizen of the underworld, a “cook” of
methamphetamine.
This chilling moment is the very instant that Walt expresses an understanding of
the broken Social Compact in American society. Gilligan provides a nexus that appeals
to audiences because it expresses and recognizes a voided Social Compact, really an
illusion, that Americans currently labor under. Evidence abounds to support the
violation of the Social Compact, but the voided contract is articulated particularly well in
the role of the teacher in American society, and that articulation is reflected in BB.
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Worried that Walt has crossed into insanity, Jesse, Walt’s accomplice, is
perplexed by Walt’s actions and asks “Tell me why you are doing this, seriously.” In
response, Walt mutters a quotidian answer about money and begins to walk away. The
answer is insufficient, both for Jesse and the audience. Jesse does not relent in the
questioning, and, in his colorful manner, delivers the following poignant lines:
Naaah, come on, man! Some straight like you, giant stick up his ass all of
the sudden at age what sixty, he is just going to break bad? Walt: I’m fifty.
Jesse: It’s weird is all. It doesn’t compute. Listen, if you’ve gone crazy or
something like that . . . if you . . . if you’ve gone crazy . . . or depressed . . .
I’m . . . I’m just saying, that’s something I need to know about . . . OK?
That, that affects me. Walt: I am awake.
These lines are seminal not only to the series, but also to the crux of the argument
suggested here. The entire question surrounding Walt’s decision to “break bad,”
mirroring the title of the series for the only time that the phrase is mentioned, receives a
deliberate and thoughtful response. Jesse cannot fathom why someone like Walt, a
pillar of society and “some straight . . .[with a] giant stick up his ass,” would “break bad.”
Walt’s response reveals his understanding of a violated Social Compact: “I am awake.”
Walt is aware of something Jesse, in his naivete and youth, is not: freedom resides in
breaking away from a society when the Social Compact is no longer in tact. Jesse
cannot understand why a fifty year old law abiding citizen would leave the security of
society, but Walt recognizes that the society has become a nexus for enslavement only,
so Walt exercises his right to dissolve the Social Compact and immediately renew his
natural rights in the wilderness of narcotics.
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Even as a fifty year old teacher, Walt has more of an opportunity to establish
liberty for himself and his family outside of the boundaries and protections society
extends. In this sense, Walt attempts to re-establish a Social Compact to protect
himself and his family through the ruins of a broken society. In this space of illegality,
Jesse also attempts to establish a Social Compact with Walt when he points out that
Walt’s actions affect Jesse. All of this theoretical and social maneuvering adeptly and
necessarily occurs outside of legal and established society. Because life within civilized
is slavery and tantamount to absurdity, Walt opts to operate in a dangerous but
substantive world that he now intellectually understands. Indeed, Walt is awake and
demonstrates a more complete understanding of this new world that has shed the
vestiges of Rousseau’s Social Compact in traditional American society. This moment
then goes on to define a new, arguably more barbaric society, one in which Walt
struggles because he continuously clings to his deep desire for a traditional Social
Compact and cannot fully extricate himself from a fractured American society.
Ultimately, over the course of the series, Gilligan offers very little more than despair and
hardship in a world that witnesses the dissolution of Rousseau’s Social Compact. The
alternative of living in a society with a fragmented and redefined Social Compact is no
more appealing than an American society that clings to an ailing Social Compact.
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Abstract
Critics of naturalistic research charge that the existence of a recording device alters the behavior
of the research participants. In particular, critics argue that participants will change the content of
messages and communicative behaviors when they are aware that they are being recorded. Ethical considerations preclude recording interactions without the knowledge and consent of participants. Therefore, the researcher must take alterations of behavior by participants, due to the existence of the recording device, into consideration. This study examines segments of talk in
which participants explicitly orient to the recording device to determine how and if that
knowledge of the recording device alters the behaviors of participants. Specifically, this study
examines the characteristics and functions of turns at talk within the conversation to determine if
the existence of the recording devices effects naturalistic research. The study uses conversation
analytic, ethnomethodological and descriptive statistical approaches. Data were gathered over a
six-year period comprising 64 independent conversations involving 216 subjects. A total of 18 of
the 64 transcribed recordings (28.1%) contained references to the recording device. A total of
284 lines in these eighteen transcribed conversations had references to the recording device
and/or the researcher, out of a total of 3,906 lines in the 18 transcriptions (7.3%), or out of a total
of 11,675 lines in the entire conversation library (0.02%). The data reveal that content of messages may only be marginally affected in a few cases, although content does not appear to be restricted in most cases. Additionally, data reveal that typical pragmatic characteristics of talk are
not affected by the existence of the recording device, even when explicitly referenced by the
speakers in naturalistic conversations.
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Abstract

Gifts from the Golden Age of Piano
Concert pianists who represented the Golden Age of Piano (1830 – 1930)
possessed a unique individuality, ability, grandeur and imagination. This paper
focuses on five key characteristics or gifts that Golden Age pianists contributed to
the future pianistic world. Moreover, many of these elements have been lost and
need to be restored in the Twenty-First Century.
Drawing on exhaustive research for my recently published book, personal
interviews and my own personal experience as a concert pianist, this presentation
will show that to achieve true pianistic depth and vitality, contemporary piano
must learn from the five strengths offered by the Golden Age:
• an emphasis on beautiful sound through singing tone and legato;
• the recognition of improvisation and composition as an essential part of
pianism;
• a freer style of interpretation;
• an approach that emphasized beauty over technique;
• a vibrant music culture centered around the piano concert.
To build a pianistic future, we must find ways to make the strengths of the past
new and innovative in our own culture.

The piano giants who lived during the 19th century had an
individuality and a grandeur that cannot be repeated today. Theirs was
called (the Golden Age of Piano), roughly 1830-1930.
Over the almost one hundred years since the Golden Age, pianists
and music historians have noted significant transitions in the way
pianists approach and practice their art. Some voices mourn the loss of
the Golden Age, claiming that the pianists of today lack something that
the pianists of the Golden Age had. Martin Kettle’s provocative article
“Why Are Today’s Concert Pianists So Boring?” speaks of the relationship between the Golden Age and contemporary piano in this way.
Kettle asserts that “the age of the pianistic ‘lion’—the age of Liszt and
Rachmaninoff—is dead. It was the end of the era of the pianist as star”;
in the same way, Kettle thinks, “the intellectual pianist, the priestly
interpreter of the classic works, is disappearing too.”1 Today, he
concludes, “though the pianists can play all the notes as well as ever,
the notes carry so much less meaning to some of us than they once
did.”2
Other voices insist that music has advanced beyond the heights of
the Golden Age or even that the idea of the Golden Age as the height of
piano is mistaken. For example, in his esteemed book After the Golden
Age, Kenneth Hamilton quotes the famed pianist Claudio Arrau (19031991) as saying that “This worship young people are taught today for
these pianists, is so unhealthy. It has nothing to do with reality.
Paderewski was not a great pianist. A very famous one, but not great.
Hofmann was another—I heard him many times. Godowski was one of
the greatest technicians, but his playing was boring.”3 In other words,
for Arrau, the Golden Age did not really have anything special about it,
and contemporary pianists have no need to look back to the Golden
Age for guidance. While they may disagree on the merits of the Golden
Age, most musicians agree that the piano world has made several key
shifts over the last century, moving it further from the traditions of the
Golden Age.

The main thesis of this paper can be summed up as follows:
The Golden Age contributed five key characteristics or gifts to the
pianistic world that need to be restored: a singing legato tone; an
ongoing emphasis on composition and improvisation; a freedom of
interpretation which was imaginative; a new approach to technique
and tempo; and a vibrant music culture.
GIFT #1: Singing Legato Tone
In the nineteenth century, innovations in piano construction and
the Romantic commitment to beauty and expression combined to
introduce the characteristic sound of the Golden Age: singing tone.
Singing tone—allowed pianists to play with the expressivity of the
human singing voice—and legato, a smooth, fluid style of playing. In
this period, with the development of singing tone, melody became the
thread that held music together for the listener. Likewise, legato
permitted a more emotional, vocal style of playing. This characteristic,
became the hallmark of the Golden Age, creating the beautiful sound of
the period.
Chopin himself was the master of piano legato. One of Chopin’s
students, as quoted by Eigeldinger, remembers Chopin insisting that
one “should not merely join the notes, but bind them together, clinging
to the keys.”4 Chopin would often press down the next key before
releasing the previous key to achieve the purest, smooth connection.
This technique resulted in an overlap of sound between the two notes.
His legato influenced all the nineteenth-century pianists, and they
became champions of this playing technique and passed it down to
their students.
Nevertheless, legato appears to become less and less important in
pedagogical circles. In the course of the twentieth century, two schools
of thought on legato developed. While one school carried on the

Golden-Age tradition of legato, the other modified it by placing less
importance on it and singing tone. This second school, was
spearheaded by Frederico Busoni, who especially “condemn[ed] ‘overly
refined legato’ and emphasize[d] ‘non legato playing.’”5 Busoni felt the
nature of the piano was better suited to instrumental detachedness
rather than the connectedness of legato and singing tone. In fact,
Busoni’s view on legato differed radically from the opinions and
practices of the Golden Age. This viewpoint by the famed pianist
Frederico Busoni, marked a major decisive dividing point concerning
legato performance.
GIFT #2: Composition and Improvisation
Composition
Throughout the Golden Age, the greatest pianists were also the
greatest composers. All of the great pianists of the Golden Age
included their own music on the program whenever they gave concerts.
However, as the Golden Age passed, musicians began to view pianism and composition as separate fields, and composition gradually
disappeared from pianistic studies and from the work of the concert
pianist. At the turn of the twentieth century, as more and more
pianists emerged, “[i]nterpreters started coming along who took the
word ‘interpret’ seriously, confining themselves to the music of the
masters. A new species began to appear—the performing musician who
was not necessarily a composer. These, aided as they were by real
concert halls rather than salons, helped the concert as an institution
come into being.”6 With the arrival of the music conservatories at the
end of the nineteenth century, the role of the composer gradually
became distinct from the role of the pianist, and the two fields were
now offered as separate majors at universities. By the late twentieth
century, the tradition of the composer pianist had been practically

abandoned. With this split, the world has suffered a significant
compositional loss.
Improvisation
Pianists in the Golden Age prized both kinds of musical innovation, practicing improvisation as well as composition. In fact, from the
Baroque period on, all of the major pianists improvised as well as
composed. By the mid-twentieth century, however, this practice more
or less disappeared, and soon only jazz musicians and, perhaps, lounge
pianists improvised regularly. Furthermore, most students receive little
training in improvisation, focusing instead on the interpretation of
existing scores. A few exceptions exist.
The art of classical
improvisation has drastically diminished and it is time to reintegrate
this skill into 21st century pedagogy.
GIFT #3: Freedom of Interpretation, Emotion and Imagination
Interpretation—the task of deciding how to perform an existing
musical work—has grown into the chief role of the pianist, yet this task
remains fraught with questions, sometimes difficult ones.
Since the turn of the twentieth century, pianists have taken an
academic approach to interpretation, striving to perform each work as
closely as possible to how the composer intended it. The twentieth and
twenty-first centuries have featured a transition in interpretation, as
freedom of interpretation has given way to scholarly norms. Today,
many pianists are caught between two opposing views, one that
favours the interpretive freedom of the Golden Age and one that
favours the careful, scholarly approach that arose in the twentieth
century. Although the scholarly approach has very clear benefits, it
cannot be permitted to stifle the interpretive freedoms of music. The

20th century emergence of style fidelity has its obvious strengths, but it
came at the expense of emotion and imagination.
Golden Age pianists were masters at freedom of interpretation.
They turned to what I call interpretive intuition: rather than only
studying the composer or period for insight into the correct
interpretation, these pianists sought the guidance of their own emotions and musical imaginations. Certainly, they were guided by the
intentions of the composer within the compositional score, but creative
artistry took precedence.
The twentieth and twenty-first centuries moved toward what I
call interpretive fundamentalism, meaning a paradigm where the
interpreter gives a literal note-by-note, symbol-by-symbol performance
of the composition. In other terms, the letter of the law in the score
predominates.
The efforts of this 20th century urtext movement are honourable
in that it possessed a desire to return to the original period and the
composers compositional mileau. This method of interpretation reigns
to this day, but in my view, puts restraints on emotion and imagination.
I believe the true answer for today lies somewhere in between.
GIFT #4: Technical Accuracy and Tempo
As concert pianist Daniel Pollack points out, sadly, today’s pianists
have lost the balance he calls “troika, meaning a threesome. You have
to balance the brain and the heart and the mechanics of playing, [sic]
otherwise, if one dominates over the other, I don’t think it produces a
great artist.”7 In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, the piano
world has focused on one particular aspect of the troika—mechanics,
or technique—unsettling the balance.
Pianists today have a growing obsession with technical accuracy.
Interestingly, though, until the turn of the twentieth century, wrong
notes were not necessarily a performance issue. As Arrau states so

perfectly about the pianist Eugen d’Albert (1864-1932), “his
performance of the Liszt Sonata was marvelous. Full of wrong notes
and missed passages. But the feeling was wonderful.”8 In fact, Arrau
comments, the public treated d’Albert’s wrong notes as “a sign of
genius.”9 Consider Brahms. According to Charles Stanford, as quoted
by Hamilton, Brahms “‘took it for granted that the public knew he had
written the right notes, and did not worry himself over such little trifles
as hitting the wrong ones.’”10
Simply put, with the age of 20th century recording technology,
wrong notes miraculously disappeared and were no longer considered
acceptable.
Tempo
Liszt’s pupil Moriz Rosenthal, in 1925 asserted that “Liszt had
been accustomed to perform his virtuoso works more at a moderate
speed than was coming into fashion by the late nineteenth century.”11
Liszt pupil, William Mason stated that current tempos were becoming
“considerably quicker than those he had heard from Liszt, and others in
the 1840s and 1850s, when these players were in their prime.”12 In
fact, even Liszt near the end of his life “marveled” at the fast tempos
that he heard in various performances. As many musicians and critics
have noticed, the twentieth and twenty-first centuries have placed
more and more emphasis on faster tempos.
While the Golden Age had its share of quick tempos and virtuoso
technical displays, speed was not the ultimate goal. However,
somehow, the piano world walked away from Liszt thinking about his
incredible technique more than his deep feeling. Thus were birthed
future generations of twentieth-century technical virtuosos whose
primary interests included flashy technique, technical accuracy, and
tempo.
Tempo perception is ever increasing, and nowhere is this more
obvious than with computers. Years ago computers were dial-up, and

one had to wait for a while before being connected to the internet.
With further technology came a quicker connection, which made dialup obsolete. With each passing year, internet speed shaves off time.
What appeared as a quick launch time ten years back now seems so
slow and sluggish. This pace of life, I suspect, has affected piano
performance, as well. As Canadian pianist, teacher, and broadcaster
Leonard Isaacs (1909-1997) once told me, the speed of a society often
has a deep impact on music tempos: he said, “in the Baroque period,
the fastest thing was a horse. This should be a guiding benchmark when
deciding tempos in Bach.” Today, in contrast, the fastest thing would be
a jet or perhaps a rocket. In the same way, tempos have sped up over
the years.
GIFT #5: Music Culture, Performances and Competitions
Music Culture
With the Romantic period came increasing emphasis on the solo
pianist as public entertainer and, indeed, celebrity. Under the influence
of Liszt, the main venue for performance was the solo piano recital,
which became a popular entertainment, much like today’s rock
concerts. The music remained vital, of course, but the music came in
the form of a show—a grand, theatrical spectacle—for the enjoyment
and edification of the public.
Performances
19th century public concerts also aimed at engaging the audience
with the performers. By the end of the 19th century, concerts started to
become shorter in length. Coinciding with this length change was the
rise of an institutional phenomenon called the music conservatory,
places where pianists could develop and train their craft. In the late

19th century, conservatories began springing up everywhere. Many
other 20th century conservatories followed such as the Juilliard School
(1905) in New York City and the Curtis Institute (1924) in Philadelphia.
The conservatory model of education had been born!
With this conservatory model of education fully in place, performances increasingly served the conservatory. With this scholarly
perspective, the new version of the recital had a much more rigid
structure. It might begin with a Baroque selection, such as Bach,
followed by a classical period sonata. After an intermission, attractive
romantic music might follow, and the concert would conclude with
several selections that allowed the pianist to show off his virtuoso skills.
With the increasingly scholarly tone of the recital much of the soloist
audience interaction and overall entertainment factor dissolved. Solo
concerts became more serious and dignified – thus permanently
changed.
Competitions
Until the twentieth century, competitions played a relatively
minor role in the education and careers of musicians. Throughout the
twentieth century, though, piano competitions gained importance and
power.
In 1958, Van Cliburn, surprised the world by winning the
Tchaikovsky International Piano Competition. As the first American to
win that prize, Cliburn marked a pivotal turning point in the piano
world. In fact, upon his return to New York, Cliburn “received a tickertape parade in Lower Manhattan, the first musician to be so honored,
cheered by 100,000 people lining Broadway.”13 The win was more than
a musical victory: it was a political victory. According to Max Frankel,
soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev personally approved Cliburn’s victory,
“‘making Van a hero at home and a symbol of a new maturity in
relations between the two societies.’”14 Cliburn’s win catapulted him
to international celebrity status. In essence, he was a hero. However,

unlike the heroes of the Golden Age, such as Rubinstein and Horowitz,
Cliburn earned his title on the basis of competitions—or, rather, a
single competition, one with Olympic-style visibility. The piano
competition as an institution had taken on an entirely new significance.
Such competitions began to carry greater significance, often with the
ability to launch international careers.
Certainly, structured competitions of today’s piano world serve
important functions. But I believe that now competitions have become
so dominant that they have supplanted the goals that truly matter:
ultimately, great music comes from the heart, not from a gold medal.
Pianists today must realize that an excessive preoccupation with
competitions is the pathway to artistic and pianistic descent.
Conclusion
The Golden Age was a time of smooth, lush sound, of vibrant new
composition and improvisation, of free and passionate interpretation,
of a technique dominated by feeling rather than accuracy, and of the
piano performance as public entertainment. Since the Golden Age,
however, the piano world has seen major transitions in each of these
five areas: the sound has become more calculated; composition and
improvisation have largely disappeared from the role of the pianist;
interpretation has become scholarly and precise rather than intuitive
and free; accuracy rather than feeling has dictated technique; and
music culture has shifted its emphasis from entertainment to competition.
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The Pitfall of a Feminist Reading:
A Case Study of the Feminist Scholarship on The Dream of the Red Chamber
Zuyan Zhou Hofstra University USA
Since its emergence in the West, the feminist theory has brought much insight
into gender oppression in the patriarchal culture. But the application of feminism to
literary study occasionally slips into mechanical imposition of pre-conceived patterns on
literary texts, leading to distortion of the inherent meanings. In this talk I will analyze one
such case for illustration: Louise Edwards’s feminist reading of the Chinese fictional
masterpiece, The Dream of the Red Chamber (also known as The Story of the Stone). 1
Louise Edwards is a leading feminist scholar who is a pioneer in the application
of feminist theory to the study of Dream, the most famous classic novel in Chinese
history. Her feminist reading of the novel is collected in a volume Men and Women in
Qing China: Gender in the Red Chamber Dream, which is hailed as among the most
important scholarship on Asia in recent decades and which was issued a second edition
by University of Hawaii Press (2004) after its initial publication from Brill (1994). There
is no doubt that her book opens a new perspective on looking at this Chinese classic and
yields much insight as well. Yet, a close reading of the book also reveals
misinterpretation of the Chinese novel largely owing to its imposition of a theoretical
pattern derived from feminist thinking on the Chinese text.
In her judgment on the female characters in the novel Louise constantly relates
them to the notion of “purity” and “pollution.” One chapter in her book, for instance, is
entitled “Young Women and Prescriptions of Purity.” (33) Two major sections in that
chapter are respectively entitled “Married/Unmarried: The Power of Pollution” (58) and
“The Womanly Virtue of Chastity.” (62) The terminology and concepts used here reveal
influence from feminist thinking, for a pattern recurrently seen in feminist writings
during the 1990s is that female characters created by male authors in patriarchal culture
often appear either as angels or whores, either a personification of purity or pollution,
which is believed to mirror male attraction to, as well as fear of, female sexuality.
Although the dichotomy between purity and pollution in designating the identity of virgin
girls and married women is inherently embedded in the narrative, its extensive
application to other types of women in Edwards’ study goes amiss. And this is seen most
clearly in her judgment on the character Li Wan, a chaste widow and one of the important
characters in the novel.
Li Wan remains chaste after her husband passes away at a young age, and she is
presented as a moral paragon in many parts of the novel. Largely because of Li Wan’s
basically positive portrayal in the narrative, Edwards aligns her with virgin girls as a
symbol of purity glorified in the novel, as she writes: “In Honglou meng, the unmarried
women (both the never-married and the widow Li Wan) are eulogized for their virtue and
purity.” (58) It is true that as a chaste widow Li Wan, like all the virgin girls around her,
is immune from male sexuality, which, in the fictional world, is presented as a source of
1
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pollution. Yet, a close reading of Cao Xueqin’s novel reveals that she is far from being
immune from the indoctrination of patriarchal ideology. In fact, the chastity she
maintains constitutes the highest standard that patriarchal culture expects from a widow.
While Li Wan may embody the purity perceived from the puritanical Neo-Confucian
discourse, her virtue is far from being “eulogized” by the author, who is critical of the
Neo-Confucian orthodoxy. To prove this authorial stand, we turn to the following parts
of the novel.
When Li Wan first enters the narrative as a widow who follows the code of
chastity, the author uses the following expression to describe her spiritual tranquility:
“her mental state resembles that of dead ashes and withered tree.” The image “dead ashes
and withered tree” originates from the Daoist classic Zhuangzi, where it is used to project
an utterly detached mind of a transcendent man who has completely freed himself from
mundane concerns. Since the widow is a far cry from a Daoist recluse, the application of
the Daoist phrase to describe her chastity carries an unmistakable note of wry humor and
deep regret.
The author’s stand on the chastity that the widow painstakingly maintains is more
clearly seen in the remarks that his favorite character, Jia Baoyu, makes when he tours
the Prospect Garden, which will house all the beautiful girls in the novel. When Baoyu
reaches the Rice Flagrance Village, which will become widow Li Wan’s future residence
in the garden, he makes a famous statement that criticizes the presence of such a rustic
village in the middle of an aristocratic garden for being a human artifice that violates the
principle of the natural. As he puts it, “it puts a hill where it does not belong.” It is
generally acknowledged that Jia Baoyu serves as a mouthpiece of the author, and his
criticism on the garden aesthetics implies critique on the resident of the Rice Flagrance
Village, Li Wan, for suppressing her natural desire in maintaining a widow’s chastity. It
is clear that the author is critical of, rather than praising, widow Li Wan for her
immunization from sexual relation with men, contrary to what Edwars’ gender study
suggests.
What is more relevant to our discussion is that after Jia Baoyu has bantered about
the artificiality of Rice Flagrance Village, he immediately turns to comment on another
residence in the garden that will become his lover Lin Daiyu’s future house. In Chinese
literary history Lin Daiyu is the most well-known tragic heroine, whose relentless pursuit
of love in resistance to patriarchal imperatives eventually leads to her tragic demise. In
commenting on her residence Jia Baoyu remarks that although bamboos are planted and a
stream is led into her garden, its overall layout follows the principle of the natural, and it
merges with nature in pleasant harmony. In view of the subtlety of Cao Xueqin’s art
such comment on garden aesthetics is apparently ideologically charged; it implicitly
praises Lin Daiyu’s affirmation of natural desire in defiance of cultural imperatives. Jia
Baoyu’s diametrically different judgments on Li Wan’s and Lin Daiyu’s garden
residences in terms of their different relation to the principle of the natural reveal the
author Cao Xueqin’s different attitudes to the two future garden residents in their
attitudes toward human love. Here, it becomes quite evident that virgin girls, represented
by Lin Daiyu, and chaste widows, personified by Li Wan, are conceived and presented as
a contrast, rather than a parallel: One follows what is natural in affirmation of human
desire; the other betrays what is natural in suppression of human desire. This goes against

Louise Edwards’ identification of virgin girls and the chaste widow as co-personification
of purity in Cao Xueqin’s novel.
The author’s negative position on widow Li Wan can also be inferred from other
clues traceable in the narrative. In chapter 5 Jia Baoyu, during his visit to the Land of
Illusion in a dream, gets glimpses at a divine register that records the destinies of all the
beauties in the Jia Household along with brief comments on their lives. Most relevant to
our discussion are the following two lines in the verse verdict on Li Wan’s fate:
In vein to envy her, as pure as ice and water she is; 如冰水好空相妒
She will be the butt of others’ laughter and taunts.
枉与他人昨笑谈。
Ice and water had become a stock image of female chastity since the early Ming. Despite
the use of such a favorable figure of speech in reference to Li Wan’s chastity, the tone of
mild regret bordering on pity in the above verses conveys the author’s reservation. Such
a note permeates both the verse verdict and the lyrical song that comments on her life; it
points to the author’s unmistakable disapproval of the widow’s suppression of her natural
desire in order to meet the cultural imperative of the dominant Neo-Confucian discourse.
The author’s critical attitude toward the chastity that Li Wan keeps can also be
inferred from the widow’s and her son Jia Lan’s tragic fates in the denouement of Cao
Xueqin’s original version. In the current 120-chapter circulating version of the novel, Li
Wan enjoys a happy ending with her son, Jia Lan, successfully passing the metropolitan
examination. But it is generally believed that this happy ending violates Cao Xueqin’s
original conception, which can be inferred from the clues gathered from the verse
verdicts and comments on Li Wan in chapter five. In reconstructing the lost part of the
novel according to these clues, scholars have reached a consensus that Jia Lan dies soon
after he reaches the zenith of his official career, and Li Wan either dies soon in lonely
misery or passes away thereafter. Such research into the lost part of the novel further
confirms the author’s negative stand on widow chastity, the Neo-Confucian ideal of
purity that Li Wan personifies.
Now it should be clear that far from a paragon of spiritual purity, the widow is
conceived and presented in Dream as a pitiful victim of a dehumanizing convention; her
blind adherence to the prevalent ideology leads to her own ruin. While both virgin girls
and the chaste widow are free of contact with male sexuality, which is often presented as
a source of pollution in Cao Xueqin’s novel, the above analysis, I hope, has demonstrated
that the purity that these two types of women personify is inspired by different ideologies
and are conceived and presented differently in the narrative
The simplistic identification of the chaste widow, Li Wan, with virgin girls as
sources of purity eulogized in the narrative betrays the authorial intention. It reveals a
pitfall in Western gender study under the influence of a theoretical pattern derived from
feminist thinking. This case study shows that mechanical imposition of Western theory
on a Chinese text tends to lead to distortion of the original meanings. It is of paramount
importance to delve into the cultural sub-context of any Chinese text, or Chinese cultural
phenomenon, before one applies any Western theory or perspective to make a judgment.
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Persuasion in the Visual Mode: French Gothic Cathedrals
J. Donald Ragsdale
Sam Houston State University
Preaching as a Form of Persuasive Oratory
“Preaching is characteristic of Christianity. No other religion has ever made the regular
and frequent assembling of the masses of men, to hear religious instruction and exhortation, an
integral part of divine worship” (Broadus 1944, 1). Jesus, who was the Christ, was himself first
and foremost a preacher. It is recounted in the New Testament book of Luke that Jesus, in the
synagogue on the Sabbath, read from the book of Isaiah of one who was “anointed” “to preach
good news to the poor” and claimed that this scripture was that day “fulfilled in your hearing”
(Luke 4:18-21 New International Version). In the Great Commission, Jesus commanded his
disciples to be preachers as well, to “go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I
have commanded you” (Matthew 28:19-20 NIV). In the history of Christianity, preaching has
been a primary aspect of church life and a cornerstone of the church, and some of the most
powerful preachers through the years have created sermons that have also made their way into
anthologies of great oratory.
In fact, of course, preaching is a type of oratory, and oratory has a long and proud
tradition dating to pre-Athenian Classical times. So important was oratory, especially in the
Greek world of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, that whole treatises, called rhetorics, were written
to teach its proper conduct. Like oratory, rhetoric has also had a long and proud tradition, and
continues to be studied today in academic departments of communication studies, largely
because an interest in persuasion continues to be timely and relevant. “Rhetoric,” said Aristotle
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(1954, 24), “may be defined as the faculty of observing in any given case the available means of
persuasion.” Current scholarship focuses, as it has through the centuries, on verbal means of
persuasion: logical argument, emotional appeals, and source credibility. In recent years,
however, there has been an emergence of interest in nonverbal and particularly visual means of
persuasion. Although this scholarly interest in visual persuasion is new, the use of visual images
to persuade is anything but new. There are hints of the use of visual images to affect audiences in
Classical treatises on rhetoric, but the flowering of the practice surely is to be found in the
appearance of Gothic architecture, and especially Gothic cathedrals, during the Middle Ages.
Visual Imagery in Gothic Cathedrals
Gothic cathedrals began to appear first in France at the beginning of the 12th century CE
and, in addition to their innovative architecture, were distinguished by an abundance of visual
images both within and outside the church. Among these images were portal sculptures, which
depicted scenes from the Holy Bible, significant characters such as Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and
the Apostles, and people of significance to the locale such as kings and merchants. There were
several opportunities for the use of such sculptures, since Gothic cathedrals often had three or
more western portals, as well as northern and southern ones.
When thinking today of Gothic cathedrals, many people immediately envision the
extensive use of stained glass within the building. Notre-Dames de Chartres, for example, has
176 stained glass windows (Miller 1996). Most of these are peaked arches of various heights,
while some are smaller rosettes. There are also three large rose windows over the western,
northern, and southern portals. The range of topics depicted in these windows is vast, suggesting
that the stained glass may have been regarded as a sort of condensed Bible. “These texts contain
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a complete account of the history of the world from the Creation to the Last Judgement as
understood in the middle ages” (Miller 1996 Front Flyleaf).
This information leaves us with something of a conundrum. For whom were the visual
images of the cathedrals intended? There were no vernacular Bibles available to parishioners,
and apart from the clergy virtually everyone was illiterate. Were the visual images selfexplanatory? Could they be understood in the absence of vernacular Bibles and sermons? Even
with the availability of Bibles in virtually every language and widespread literacy, today’s
viewer of these images may often be puzzled about their meaning. Malcolm Miller (1996 Front
Flyleaf) suggests that “Medieval art was intended not just to embellish the church but to instruct
the people, for there was no printing. Scholars could therefore teach their students, the clergy
preach sermons and parents read the lives of the saints to their children using the ‘texts’ in
stained glass and sculpture.” It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the role of visual images
in the propagation of the faith in the age of the cathedrals by examining the nature of the
audience of the time and then by analyzing the messages of typical portal sculptures and stained
glass.
Portal sculptures and stained glass are perhaps the most obvious and extensive of the
visual images of Gothic cathedrals, but they are hardly the only such images. Similar biblical
scenes were also to be found carved on the choir screens and other adornments within the
sanctuary. Scenes from the life of Christ are carved in bas-relief on the choir screen of NotreDame de Paris for example. York Minster has a huge choir screen with the sculptures of 15
English kings. There are also individual works of art placed in niches and alcoves, some of
which are the equal of the master works to be found in the world’s great art museums. St. Peter’s
Basilica, although not a Gothic cathedral, has, for example, Michelangelo’s Pietá, and St. Peter
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in Chains near the Colosseum in Rome has the same artist’s Moses. In the Convent of Santa
Maria delle Grazie in Milan, one will find Leonardo da Vinci’s incomparable painting of The
Last Supper. Clearly, it was thought to be worshipful to create a sanctuary replete with the most
beautiful works of human creation.
The Advent of Gothic Cathedrals
The rise and wide spread of Gothic cathedrals began in France at the beginning of the
12th century and continued for four centuries throughout the UK and Europe (Scott 2003). In the
end, there were hundreds of them, but these cathedrals, with their innovative architecture, were
not the only churches to explode on the scene at that time. In the year 1000 CE, there were
thousands of local churches. Vauchez (1993) points out that at one time there were 40 churches
in Metz, France, alone, 22 in Reims, and 29 in Paris. Virtually any pretext could be given for
establishing a local church, ranging from the burial site of a saint to chapels in the castle of a
lord. “The most common origin of rural churches was foundation by a lord” (Lynch and Adamo
2014, 146). The lord charged fees for religious services as well as tithes, even though villagers
owed tithes to their baptismal or territorial churches.
What accounts for this nearly unique phenomenon in the history of the church? There
seems to be no single answer to this question. Abbot Suger, who was responsible for the first
Gothic abbey church at St. Denis on the outskirts of Paris, built in order to glorify God. In
particular, “Suger’s declared aim in replacing the east end of the 8th-century church was the
entirely traditional one of making more space for pilgrims coming to venerate the major relics
enshrined behind the altar” (Wilson 1990, 37). The presence of relics in a cathedral made it a
destination for pilgrims, who were likely to offer alms on their visits. Other bishops, in
collaboration with kings, followed suit, and indeed there was a competitive spirit underlying the
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proliferation of cathedrals with each king or bishop intending to build something more
magnificent than anything that had gone before (Duby 1981; Scott 2005).
Cathedrals were clearly a major source of income for the church through the collection of
mandatory tithes of their parishioners. Some writers have suggested that the cathedrals were also
built to combat some of the heresies of the time, particularly that of the Albigensian sect in
France which preached to the people directly and eschewed the use of a sanctuary (Scott 2003).
Combatting heresy had to have been a minor purpose for a cathedral, however, since the lengthy
process of building would have failed to have an immediate effect on the heresy. It is rather more
likely that the church dealt with heretics in a much more swift and decisive way, by imprisoning
them for life or killing them (Vauchez 1993).
There is, of course, a distinctive look to a Gothic cathedral, and there are numerous
volumes devoted to the architectural innovations which brought about this look (see, for
example, Duby 1981, Scott 2003, and Wilson 1992). Among these innovations were the opening
up of the cathedrals’ interiors to light through the addition of more windows than before, the use
of flying buttresses outside to support the now more fragile walls, the cruciform layout of the
interior reflecting the cross of Jesus’s crucifixion, and the proliferation of visual images as
described earlier. Unfortunately, the purpose and the use of these images are not so clear as one
might prefer. To gain some understanding, it is necessary to examine the practices of the
cathedrals and the people who visited them.
The Medieval Church Audience
The society of Medieval France was characterized by three orders or estates: “‘Some are
devoted particularly to the service of God; others to the preservation of the State by arms; still
others to the task of feeding and maintaining it by peaceful labors. These are our three orders or
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estates general of France, the Clergy, the Nobility, and the Third Estate.’” Duby (1980, 1) is here
quoting from the Traité des Ordres et Simples Dignitez published in Paris by Charles Loyseau in
1610. Cathedrals were primarily the worship places of the clergy and sometimes the nobility and
to a lesser extent and only occasionally of ordinary laborers or peasants. They were also the
destinations of pilgrims to the relics contained in the cathedrals. The third estate much more
often attended worship services each Sunday at local churches.
People not only went to cathedrals to pray but also for secular reasons. “The guilds
assembled there, and so did the entire citizenry for their lay meetings” (Duby 1981, 111). Indeed,
“businessmen looked upon the cathedral as theirs to cherish and embellish,” which they did so
with draperies and stained glass. This explains the stained glass windows to be found in many
cathedrals which depict local merchants rather than religious subjects. 12th century French
cathedrals also were schools, perhaps explaining the visual images of Classical figures such as
Aristotle in some cathedral stonework.
People took no part in the cathedral service itself. Within the cathedral, they were
allowed only in the nave, whereas the Latin Mass was celebrated in the choir behind a screen.
Few parishioners knew any Latin at all. People primarily stood in the entrances on the west,
north, and south and were spectators. In the porches of these entrances, however, Latin was not
used, so it was there that teaching took place in the vernacular. Also the porches were places
where didactic theatrical productions took place acting out Biblical stories or using speakers
playing the roles of Biblical figures declaiming Biblical texts. Eventually, it was these live
dramas which were turned to stone at the various portals (Duby 1981).
According to Lynch and Adamo (2014), not much evidence survives to tell us what went
on in local churches, although it is known that the congregation was illiterate and the priest was
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not well educated. These churches imitated the practices of the cathedral with morning mass
each day and prayers throughout the day. Sunday mass attendance was mandatory (Vauchez
1993), and throughout the year there were saints’ days and liturgical festivals to celebrate.
“There was a great deal of preaching in monasteries and cathedral churches, but it was aimed at a
very specialized audience: the monks and clergy of that community. Such preaching was in
Latin, long winded, complicated, full of allegory and subtle biblical references. It suited an
educated audience, but did not seem appropriate for a rural congregation or for an illiterate lord,
his relatives or his knights. Some priests did occasionally paraphrase a Latin sermon in the
vernacular for their parishioners. . . . However, in continental Christianity, preaching in the
language of the people was probably rare: at the parish level religion was more practiced than
understood” (Lynch and Adamo 2014, 148).
The Role of Visual Images in the Church
The second of the biblical Ten Commandments is as follows: “You shall not make for
yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters
below” (Exodus 20:4 NIV). Although these words are specifically concerned with idol worship,
there are some who regard the visual images of Gothic cathedrals as blatant violations of this
commandment. During the Protestant Reformation in England, for example, most Gothic
cathedrals had their art stripped and destroyed. However, “In the first half of the twelfth century,
three men, all Benedictine monks, penned defences of Christian art. The first appears in a psalter
dated c. 1120-39 and is a French paraphrase of a letter attributed to Pope Gregory the Great: ‘It is
one thing to worship a picture and another to learn from the story of a picture what is to be
worshiped. For what writing conveys to those who can read, a picture shows to the ignorant . . .
and for that reason a picture is like a lesson for the people” (Lipton 2009, 254).
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Images teach God but are not God. “The main didactic function of art, then, was not so
much to teach new things, as to bring life to existing teaching, to recall lessons presented in
another format, perhaps at another time” (Lipton 2009, 264). Images were not easy to see and
comprehend and often needed inscriptions for explanation. Abbot Suger admitted that his art was
“accessible only to the learned, and even for them, only with the help of written descriptions”
(264). The picture that emerges from all of this information about the role of visual images in the
church suggests several possibilities. As art, a cathedral’s visual imagery was beautiful and a
means of glorifying God. As text, images were visual realizations of the words of sermons and
scriptural lessons and were useful both to the clergy and to parents in instructing children as well
as adults. As a visitor to a cathedral viewed portal sculptures, stained glass, paintings, statuary,
and carved screens, he or she would have the opportunity of having teaching elaborated visually.
In order to see how the role of visual images played out in the experience of the Medieval
parishioner, two examples will be very illuminating. These are the central portal sculpture of the
western entrance to Notre-Dame de Paris and the stained glass Jesse Window in Notre-Dame de
Chartres.
The Last Judgment: Notre-Dame de Paris
A common theme in the portal sculptures of Gothic cathedrals throughout France is a
depiction of the so-called Last Judgment. Indeed, the Last Judgment is one of the most powerful
and ubiquitous subjects in Christian art, including, for example, Michelangelo’s spectacular
version on the wall of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. The Last Judgment refers to Biblical
teachings, primarily in the books of Matthew and Revelation, about the end of the world and the
accompanying disposition of both the living and the dead. There are a variety of theological
interpretations of the sequence of events to take place, which are beyond the scope of this paper,
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Fig. 1 The Last Judgment, Notre-Dame de Paris
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before the throne, and books were opened. . . . The dead were judged according to what they had
done as recorded in the books. The sea gave up the dead that were in it, and death and Hades
gave up the dead that were in them, and each person was judged according to what he had done. .
. . If anyone’s name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of
fire” (Revelation 20: 11-13 NIV).
This imagery was, of course, frightening in the extreme and frequently used, then and
now, to motivate righteousness in the lives of individual churchgoers. However, it should not be
overlooked that there is not only a warning to the unrighteous but a comfort to the righteous to be
found here. This idea is more clearly expressed by Matthew: “When the Son of Man comes in his
glory, and all the angels with him, he will sit on his throne in heavenly glory. All the nations will
be gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates
the sheep from the goats. He will put the sheep on his right, and the goats on his left. Then the
King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father; take your
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inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world’” (Matthew 25:31-34
NIV).
The importance of the Last Judgment in Christian theology is reflected in the prominence
with which it is represented in the portal sculptures of Gothic cathedrals. One might even say
that its prominent representation makes it the most important doctrine of all. At Notre-Dame de
Paris, the central portal of the three western ones summarizes the above Biblical passages in one
succinct visual image. The imagery lies in the tympanum, the triangular space directly above the
portal’s doors. There are three sets of images. The uppermost one depicts Jesus sitting on a
throne with his hands upraised to show where the nails pierced his palms at the crucifixion. On
either side of Jesus are angels holding a spear and a cross symbolizing the crucifixion. Kneeling
at the sides of the angels are Mary and St. John, perhaps offering intercessory prayer for
mankind. The second set of images is in the lintel just below Jesus and shows the saved on their
way to Heaven and the damned on their way to Hell. The archangel Michael stands between
these two groups as if to manage the process. The final set of images is in the lowest lintel. It
shows the dead climbing out of their graves flanked on either end by trumpeting angels (ErlandeBrandenburg 1999).
Located as it was over the central portal of the western entrance to Notre-Dame de Paris,
the depiction of the Last Judgment offers a likely answer to one of the questions about the role of
visual images in Medieval worship. It would have been the first thing seen on entry to the
cathedral and the last thing seen on departure, reminding the worshiper of arguably the most
important message of the Christian faith and one often referred to in both Latin and vernacular
sermons. It also would have afforded parents the opportunity to impress upon their children this
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central article of the faith. For the casual visitor, the visual
images of the Last Judgment are likely to have been clear enough
to be understood without accompanying words.
Notre-Dame de Chartres, as noted earlier, is perhaps best
known for its extensive use of stained glass. As Strickland (2001,
47) notes, “the chief glory of Chartres is its 26,000 square feet of
stained-glass windows.” Like portal sculptures, the visual images
depicted in these windows serve a hortatory function. There are,
for example, windows depicting the incarnation, the passion and
resurrection, Joseph, Noah, Mary Magdalene, the Good
Samaritan, and the Parable of the Prodigal Son. The incarnation
and the passion and resurrection, of course, are central tenets of
the Christian faith, while Joseph, Noah, and Mary Magdalene
and the stories that accompany them are crucial figures of the
Bible. The stories of the Good Samaritan and the Prodigal Son
are short homilies. A particularly interesting window from the
Fig. 2 The Jesse Window,
Notre-Dame de Chartres1

standpoint of visual imagery is the Jesse Window. Like portal
sculptures of the Last Judgment, there are many Jesse Windows

to be found throughout the world of the Gothic cathedrals.
The Jesse Window at Chartres is one of three lancet windows just under the western rose
window. The three are designed alike and are connected theologically. Together they proclaim
“that the prophecies have been fulfilled, that the Christ came from the House of David in the
conditions foretold, was sacrificed, but rose from the dead” (Miller 1996, 30). The scripture on
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which the Jesse Window is based is Isaiah 11:1 (NIV): “A shoot will come up from the stump of
Jesse; from his roots a Branch will bear fruit.” Not only is this passage prophetic, the language is
figurative, which makes its interpretation difficult. Who is Jesse, and to what does the tree
analogy refer?
Based on the continuation of Isaiah 11 and from the genealogy of Jesus recorded in
Matthew 1, it is possible to identify Jesse and to interpret the tree analogy. A direct descendant
of Abraham, Jesse is the father of King David, from whose line “was born Jesus, who is called
the Christ” (Matthew 1:16 NIV). The tree depicts this genealogy in almost painfully graphic
fashion. In the bottom central pane of the window, a man whom we learn is Jesse sleeps
reclining on a bed of white linen. From Jesse’s groin grows a tree, which continues up through
the remaining seven central panes of the window. Along the trunk of the tree, four kings of Judah
are depicted, then Mary, and finally Jesus himself at the top. In the panes bordering these central
ones, there are shown 14 prophets of the Old Testament who spoke of the Messiah’s coming
from the lineage of David. They are “from the top and from left to right, . . . Habakkuk and
Zephaniah, Isaiah and Daniel, Moses and Balaam, Zechariah and Joel, Ezekiel and Micah,
Samuel and Amos, Nahum and Hosea” (Miller 1996, 31).
For the casual visitor in Medieval times and even in modern times, the Jesse Window is
hardly self-explanatory. The subject matter of the window is not self-evident, nor are the figures
being depicted. Such a group of visual images seems best to be seen as a reminder of a lesson,
homily, or sermon or as a text to be used by a priest or parent to instruct children. Located as it
was at the western entrance or exit of Chartres cathedral, it would have been a frequent reminder
to the church goer of a fundamental tenet of the Christian faith like the western portal sculpture
of the Last Judgment at Notre-Dame de Paris. As part of the triptych of lancet windows, it fits
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logically and theologically with the Incarnation Window in the center and the Passion and
Resurrection Window to the left.
Conclusion
This paper began by noting the proliferation of visual images to be found in the Gothic
cathedrals which sprang up in Western Europe and the United Kingdom beginning in the 12th
century CE and questioning the role of these images in the promulgation of the faith. It is
tempting, as some have suggested, to see these images as visual sermons in stone, stained glass,
carvings, and the like, messages which could be understood by the illiterate parishioners of the
time just by looking. However, an examination of Medieval culture, the worship practices of the
period, and the nature of the visual images themselves reveals a somewhat more nuanced view.
For the most part, then and now, the images were not self-explanatory. They needed someone
knowledgeable of Scripture and of Christian theology to interpret them for the churchgoer, and
there is evidence that portal sculptures, stained glass, and other forms of ecclesiastical art were
indeed used as the basis of lessons, homilies, and sermons by priests and sometimes parents.
Once taught about, visual images then served as powerful reminders to the visitors to Gothic
cathedrals of the bedrock doctrines of Christian faith.
Notes
1

Figure 1 is by the author. Figure 2 is from commons.wikimedia.org courtesy of T. Taylor,

January 26, 2007.
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I
How can literature play a role in helping women to imagine their way
through gender predicaments and liberate them? What do women need to
empower them? Education, economic independence, and political
participation will, of course, help. However, the fact that no small number of
educated career women are suffering from sexual harassment or domestic
violence, and endure it without protesting to the police, suggests we also
need powerful narratives about inexperienced and different women being
empowered with the support of women around them, and diversified female
role models with a dauntless spirit. We need not just simple narratives of
women’s communion or new dauntless heroines, but detailed, powerful
narratives in which diverse conflicts and contradictions in the social system
are confronted, and which will be passed down through generations.
Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre (1847) is one such exemplar.
Gender studies have clarified that many cultures see the female body as
dangerous because of its seductive power. A woman with a desiring gaze is
often represented as dangerous because she is typically characterized as
"impure,” a being who “does not respect [the] boundaries” (Kristeva) on
which the symbolic order of society is based. Many cultures see female
sexual hunger as threatening, something to be controlled, while sexually
passive women are praised. We see this in traditional stories from both the
East and the West. In Dojouji, for example, a Noh play based on the legend
of the Dojo Temple (the history of the foundation of the temple), we see a
courtesan who is frantically in love with a man transfigured into a serpent
burning with rage at his betrayal. She intrudes into the bell of Dojo
Temple, is exorcized by a priest at a purification ritual and is subdued,
finally leaping into a river. We see a similar pattern in Oscar Wilde’s
Salome(1893), where Salome (a daughter of Herod’s second wife’s) desires a
prophet’s (John the Baptist’s) love in vain and finally she gets his severed
head on a plate in her hand.
On the other hand, in some modern Indian narratives by women, we can
see women in jouissance, positively represented as revolting. Arundhati
Roy’s The God of Small Things and Githa Hariharan’s “The Remains of the
Feast” are two compelling examples. Both use striking bodily
representations.
Ammu, a Syrian Christian in The God of Small Things is damned because
she is a divorcee, and with her suppressed desire she is seen as a dangerous
“witch,” beyond the grasp of the power of people around her, until she is
locked away like “the family lunatic” (252).
Ammu violates the “Love Laws” by falling for Velutha, an “untouchable”
youth. This inevitably leads to social sanctions. But the way we see her
body revive in the forbidden union is exquisitely detailed, with a jouissance
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that defies pathos, despair, transiency, and helplessness.
In “The Remains of the Feast,” the revolting body is more positively and
intricately represented through the theme of female subject formation in the
context of a mother-daughter fiction. The narrative focuses on Rukmini, a
90-year-old Brahmin widow who violates a food taboo with an accomplice,
Ratna, her metaphorical daughter. What overwhelms us mostly here is not
the body as an object of desire and hatred but the revolting body. Rukumini,
suddenly revolts against Brahmin culture by violating a food taboo. Ratna,
narrates all the details of the blissful moment when Rukumini deliberately
deviates from the taboo and experiences the “Forbidden Fruit” (the original
title of the first publication). Rukumini’s jouissance is generated from
deviation itself. Ratna’s compassionate gaze at her hungry-ghost-like body
constitutes the story of the rebellious body, the body of jouissance, fighting
against the dominant culture in India. The greedy female body suggests the
damned (or ugly) body of Eve, the first rebel against the forbidden fruit, who
was doomed to suffer disgrace. But this narrative subverts this traditional
perspective with its representational power, providing a new image of the
body, the body of an old, greedy, obscene invalid loved by her surrogate
daughter, actually her great granddaughter, instead of the body of a young
sexed woman. Rukumini, a lovable figure with a sense of quaint humour
and childish playfulness and simplicity is thus a subversive version of Eve.
II
We find even in late19th century and early 20th Indian narratives many
women with a desiring gaze. Rabindranath Tagore repeatedly delineates
women, many widows, in love, as well as fearless women who have a desire
for knowledge, engaged in writing poetry or creative gardening, desiring
freedom from oppressive domestic life. Charu in “A Broken Nest”, for
example, who has a talent for writing, wishes for a space of her own,
anticipating Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own.
Tagore deserves more attention for his efforts to liberate women through
his rare representational power. He was a pioneer at a time when many
women were under the spell of the Law of Manu. He showed how a woman
could be undauntedly faithful to her sense of rightfulness through such role
models as the protagonists of “The Ascetic,” “Red Oleanders,” “Nati Puja,”
and “The Tale of Muslim Woman”.1 Interestingly, Tagore’s women, whether
they are in love or desiring freedom, tend to seek for a “true self,” seeing
this as fulfillment in life. Charu, for example, builds a tiny nest of comfort
deep within her heart, her space of sanctuary, and discards the mask of her
outer self; Kumu, in “Connection,” also seeks for a meaningful way to
continue to be “herself.” Damini, a widow in “Quartet,” also wishes to
remain true to her name, which means light, instead of the shadow life
expected of a widow.
Interestingly, in many stories, a woman’s quest for her true self and her
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desire for love are closely related. For example, Neerja, the bedridden wife
in “The Garden,” identifies her love for her husband with her passion for
their garden, identifying her body with the garden itself and her heart with
his love for her. This gives her as sense of fulfillment, but she in a sick bed,
suffering from her disability, alienated from former healthy self, and
grieving away her last days like Catherine in Wuthering Heights.
Bimal, an educated wife in Home and the World is enthralled with the
magical charm of her husband’s friend and suffers alienation from her true
self. Bimal is frustrated with her husband because he is too generous and
never remonstrates with his sisters-in-laws, widows in the inner chambers
who are awfully jealous of her for having stolen their brother’s affection.
Instead, her husband advises Bimala to see the world outside, which “may
be in need of you” (221), however, she is not persuaded.
This story plays out against the backdrop of the age of swadeshi. While
Nikhi, her husband, is not interested in it and is opposed to absolute
nationalism, Sandip, his friend, is a charismatic agitator who arouses
Bimala’s desire for self-sacrifice to her country and her desire of approval.
His false sense of glory makes her believe that she has ability, natural
intellect and power which as “innate parts” (250), and that she is needed by
her country. Sandip also tries to make her realize that it is “modern to
admire and accept desire as a reality” (263), because he thinks he can make
use of its unwavering destructive power, the ruthless strength of Kali (278),
for his purpose. He is sure that Bimala will be fascinated by his idea of
freedom for women.
Bimala seriously suffers in this role: the veena of her flesh and blood
desires to sing for Sandip and to be played by his hands, but she hates both
his hands and the veena, herself. She discovers that she feels “great
pleasure” in wrecking her “own self” (269). She knows that Sandip’s
seductive venom is in her blood, but she is also intoxicated by the sense of
her glory: “I was Shakti, I was rasa, I had no ties and all was possible for
me; whatever I touched was recreated by me—my whole world was created
anew by me” (302). In fact, she has been swimming in the waters of her
husband’s love and knows that she “cannot survive” (338) without him. Yet,
she is even driven to steal her sister-in-law’s money for Sandip. She is thus
caught in a trap of self-aggrandizement and self-destruction. Her desire for
self-destruction symbolizes the zenith of her erotic love. This shows Tagore
in his role as the author of minatory tales. Bimala seriously suffers in this
role: the veena of her flesh and blood desires to sing for Sandip and to be
played by his hands, but she hates both his hands and the veena, herself.
She discovers that she feels “great pleasure” in wrecking her “own self”
(269). She knows that Sandip’s seductive venom is in her blood, but she is
also intoxicated by the sense of her glory: “I was Shakti, I was rasa, I had no
ties and all was possible for me; whatever I touched was recreated by me—
my whole world was created anew by me” (302). In fact, she has been
swimming in the waters of her husband’s love and knows that she “cannot
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survive” (338) without him. Yet, she is even driven to steal her sister-inlaw’s money for Sandip. She is thus caught in a trap of self-aggrandizement
and self-destruction. Her desire for self-destruction symbolizes the zenith of
her erotic love. Her serious dilemma which causes her alienation from her
true self, thus, intricately represented through her desire for self-approval
and love.
But it should be emphasized Tagore depicts women in his novels and
dramas in a variety of ways. In no other writer's works in the late 19th and
early 20th century can we find so many different kinds of women in love and
agony and rebellion. Here I would like to focus on Chitra, a drama in blank
verse in which Tagore delineates a woman eroticised in jouissance. Chitra
is amazing as a representation of how a woman changes and suffers from
her own otherness. She is also amazing in her androgynousness, again
anticipating Virginia Woolf and her Orlando. Chitra is a woman whose
quest for her true self through passionate love is fulfilled, a desiring woman
who is not labeled as dangerous.
First, however, let us look at how Tagore delineates women in love in
different ways. The woman in “Skeleton,” a satirical short story, has died
young and comes to look for her skeleton, a specimen in a medical student’s
room. She tells the student how she came back to her parents’ home as a
widow and was absorbed in a daydream by Shekhar, her brother’s friend.
Shekhar is in love with her with her, but he has married another woman,
and she committed suicide. What impresses us is her divided self, the way
she is caught in a limbo between her soul and body, between her flesh and
bones, and her divided gazes, “I was then one and also two” (28).
“The Wife’s Letter” also delineates a plain woman named Bindu in love.
Her desiring gaze is at her sister-in-law, Mrinal, the protagonist of this story.
Bindu is obsessed with Mrinal’s beauty, which suggests Bindu’s erotic love
for Mrinal. But Bindu is forced to get married and commits suicide.
Interestingly, Bindu’s lesbian gaze causes Mrinal to see a “true image” of
herself, something she has never seen before. Mrinal knows that a
woman’s beauty is not her own, but a male possession, and for this reason a
woman never loses her diffidence. A patriarchal society imposes a ranking
among women according to a male standard of beauty, which causes them to
internalize the myth of beauty and to think that their inner self can be
expressed only according to this superficial measure. Mrinal realizes this
double bind, namely that her beauty is not her own but a “male buyer’s,"
and that at the same time cannot use its power to allure men because she
will be labeled as dangerous. She also knows that a wife is a domestic slave,
so she leaves her husband, violating the law of the threshold.
In Binodini: A Novel (1903), the title character is a widow who is
indignant about the reality of a widow’s life. She rebels against social
conventions. She is not initially stereotyped as a dangerous woman
because she is fearless and able, armed with keen insight. Her aspiration to
love and her painful experiences are delineated in full detail. However, her
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way of obtaining love is finally seen as selfish and wicked.
Prakritti in Chandalika (1933) is also described as a wicked woman for
trying to obtain Ananda, a Buddhist monk, with the help of her mother’s
magic arts. Her way of obtaining Ananda’s blessing is also selfish, and she
experiences a serious conflict between her longing and guilt. However, she
never gives up. She is called upon to give water to Ananda, who knows that
she is a chandalini but is free from “the illusions of a caste system.” His
words, “Give me water” (170, 174), illuminate her whole life and make her
realize that she is a being who “can give”(173). They also emancipate her
from “the sin of self-degradation” (170) and give her a “new birth”(170),
arousing her burning longing for him. Now she knows that she is neither a
slave nor a chandal. She has no fear except of losing her “new self”. She
knows that she has a reservoir of love within her, wishes to give it, and
night and day she waits for him, but he doe not come. The fierce anguish of
her longing is repeatedly described: “this insult from year to year”, “this
bird’s imprisonment beating wings forever against a cage”, “something
which strains every nerve in my body” (175). This unfulfilled longing finally
causes her to curse him, and it is then that she asks her mother to put a
spell on him. This is, of course, selfish, and it leads to her mother's death.
Prakritti then feels acute remorse at what she has done to him and wishes
to undo the spell on him, seeing how his pale face and body are loaded with
“the soul’s defeat”: “How wicked of me to have dragged him down to this
(179)!” Yet she also says, “But how else could you have raised me? Oh, pure
one, the earth under your feet is made pure” (italics mine 179). Ananda
then indeed gives her “a new life” through his own self-sacrifice.
Both Binodini and Prakritti try to obtain love in selfish ways, however,
through their agony in their unswerving quest for a true self we see the
reality of gender and caste discrimination. Prakritti’s words recall the story
about how Bodhisattva of Compassion promises Shinran, the founder of the
True Pure Land sect of Buddhism. When Shinran was practicing himself in
Buddhist ascetic practices in a temple called Rokkakudo in Kyoto, Bodhisattva
appeared and promised him that he would be personified as an eroticised
female body whenever Shinran failed to suppress his carnal desire
Prakritti’s final awareness suggests the essence of Buddha’s self-sacrificial
love for everyone.
III
Now let us examine Chitra (1892), a blank verse drama based on the
Mahabharata2. Chitra, the plain daughter of the King of Manipur, falls in
love with Arjuna. Overwhelmed by her burning desire, she asks the Lord of
Love to give her a body of perfect beauty. The Lord of love promises that “the
charm of spring blossoms shall nestle round” her limbs (39) for one whole
year. Before this, she had idolised Arjuna as a master archer, a rival she
wanted to challenge, but now he is the object of her desire, a man she wants
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to allure.
Before this, she has been brought up like a son, taught the use of the
bow and all the duties of a king, free from fear, with no inferiority complex
about her plainness. However, after she falls for Arjuna she feels herself “a
woman” (38) for the first time in her life, and also experiences her first fear.
She grieves that she is not beautiful. To allure Arjuna she lays aside her
male clothing and dons “bracelets, anklets, waist-chain, and a gown of
purple red silk” (38) with a sense of shame. Thus, after genderization she is
not free from fear, inferiority complex, grievance, and shame.
She hastens to the temple of Shiva in a forest and asks Arjuna to be her
husband in vain. When she hears him answer, “I have taken the vow of
celibacy. I am not fit to be thy husband," she feels shame fall on her like “a
thunderbolt” (38). She laments not having “the power of the weal” “the
weapon of the unarmed hand” (39) which will make saints and sages
“surrender the merits of their life-long penance”(39) at the feet of a woman.
She hates her “strong, lithe arm” (39), breaks her bow in two, and burns her
arrows.
Like so many modern women, Chitra uses her body as a tool to
allure Arjuna. She knows that feminine beauty takes effect immediately.
However, she also thinks that by arousing his love and respect for her she
can make her “true self known” (39), which is “the labour of a lifetime” (39).
This means that to allure Arjuna with her artificial beauty is only
a
strategy to attain true love and establish a true self. She says:
Had I but the time needed, I could win his heart by slow degrees, and
ask no help of the gods. I would stand by his side as a comrade, drive the
fierce horses of his war-chariot, attend him in the pleasures of the chase,
keep guard at night at the entrance of his tent, and help him in all the
great duties of a Kshatriya, rescuing the weak, and meting out justice
where it is due. (39)
Instead, her beauty captures his heart, and she slakes her desire in “the
first union of love” (43). Tagore describes her jouissance thus: “Heaven and
earth, time and space, pleasure and pain, death and life merged together in
an unbearable ecstasy (43).”
Fulfilled in this way, and she becomes a
woman who can “smilingly pour out” for him “the wine of pleasure in the
cup of this beauteous body” (49). However, she suffers in her alienation
from her true self. She finds that her “body had become my own rival” and
comes to hate the falsehood of the “borrowed beauty” (43) caressed by him.
Her “cursed appearance companions” her like “a demon” (43). She suffers
from a divided self, her inner being one of “naked poverty” (43). She weeps
weeps day and night, but she cannot escape her unquenchable thirst for the
prizes of love. She tries to shake herself free from “this voluptuous softness,
this timid blood of beauty,” “the wiles and arts of twining weakness” (49),
but she is afraid that he may not bear it.
Arjuna, meanwhile, wonders why he feels that something precious is
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hidden behind her sad look and playful mocking words, which makes him
feel that “his love is incomplete” (49). He gropes for “that ultimate you, that
bare simplicity of truth” (50).
Catherine in Wuthering Heights also experiences her body as something
alienated from her soul after her initiation into womanhood.
This
alienation finally becomes a "shattered prison" (167) from which she
desperately wishes to escape, to attain the “glorious world beyond” (167) on
her death bed. Chitra, in the same predicament, asks the Lord of Love to
give back her true body so she can show Arjuna her true self: “I will reveal
my true self to him, a nobler thing than this disguise. If he rejects it, if he
spurns me and breaks my heart, I will bear even that in silence” (44). When
she reveals herself she says:
“I have many flaws and blemishes. I am a traveler in the great worldpath, my garments are dirty, and my feet are bleeding with
thorns….The gift that I proudly bring you is the heart of a woman.
Here have all pains and joys gathered, the hopes and fears and shames
of a daughter of the dust; here love springs up struggling toward
immortal life.” (50)
Up to this point, the overwhelming beauty which has possessed Arjuna
makes him submit to his unruly “hungry spirit within” (42) like a beggar.
The “fearful flame” (42) of beauty which has enveloped Chitra has burned
whatever she touches, but has also burned herself. A century before Naomi
Woolf ’s The Myth of Beauty (1991), Tagore thus already showed how the
fearsome power of beauty robs not only a man but also a woman of her free
spirit.
[More women gained more money, social power, and political
recognition, however, women are suffering from unattainable standard of
beauty much more than their unliberated grandmothers because as Rita
Freedman who analyses how beauty influence self-esteem, the sense of self
states, both men and women are “bound a system that encourages obsessive
preoccupation with the female body” (Beauty Bound Intro.x)]
Chitra is a drama which delineates a woman in love, and her quest for
her true self through love, which is a key concept in Tagore’s other dramas,
novels, and essays.3 “Gender-differences are learned in the course of
socialization,” we now say, but Chitra’s case is different. Instead of being
gendered in the course of socialization, Chitra seems to have been her true
self from the beginning. To be her true self again, she has to confront the
shameless woman who courted Arjuna in the temple of Shiva in disguise
(50). She finally says that Arjuna will know her true self if he deigns to
keep her by his side "in the path of danger and daring”, if he allows her “to
share the great duties” of his life, if she gives birth to a son and raises him
as a second Arjuna (50-51). Then, she says to Arjuna, “[you] will truly know
me” (51). What impresses us here is Chitra’s pride in offering her true self
to Arjuna, a god-like figure. This seems to follow the convention of a wife as
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subservient to a husband on the surface, but such a reading ignores the way
the story focuses on Chitra's obtaining her true self, thus making it a kind of
buldungsroman. Like Jane Eyre, Chitra fulfills her dream, and this allows
Arjuna to do the same, as we see in his words at the end this drama,
“ Beloved, my life is full” (51).
Tagore was truly a pioneer in depicting female sexuality. He showed how
and why a woman experiences a divided self, the otherness within herself.
He also constructed a new image of the female body with a desiring gaze, an
eroticised body not suppressed by patriarchal control. We all owe him a
great debt of gratitude, since he helped liberate both men and women in this
way.
Notes
1. From a gender perspective, Gora (1924) is also an enlightening text
about eliminating bias. Gora preceded by more than a decade Narayan’s
The Dark Room (1938), which is considered a pioneering work in English
about gender issues in India. The women in Gora are much more active and
independent in spirit than Narayan’s women. Lolita, for example, is a
young woman in love and does not bear anything in silence. Her
rebelliousness is repeatedly mentioned; she is an "untamable girl”, “the
rebel Lolita”, a ”self-willed girl” (229), a “capricious and unruly daughter”
with “fearless truthfulness” (231). Lolita’s face is dark, but Paresh Babu,
her father, sees in it the beauty of “the firmness of strength, the brightness
of independence,―characteristics which attract a chosen few, but repel most
others” (230-231). Her unique inner glory thus causes Binoy, one of the
protagonists, to surrender his pride. Binoy is so liberal that he thinks “[we]
do not
give the women of our country their rightful place in our
consideration, and that ”[as] long as our women remain hidden behind the
purdah, our country will be a half-truth to us" (114). Gora, on the other
hand, thinks that women who don’t give themselves entirely to domestic
duties”(81), and deviate from the “social code for women” (81) cannot be
respected. Gora’s view reflects the social conventions in those days, but the
women in Gora challenge it. While Binoy fails to be “his own self for fear
of displeasing Gora” (210), Lolita, following her own intellect and courage,
never fails to be her own self. Binoy realizes that Lolita is superior to him,
and this conviction makes him feel that “his very life was indeed fulfilled”
(210).
Anandamoyi, Gora’s mother, is a Brahmin’s daughter, but she is
unorthodox. She is another woman challenging social convention to do what
she “considered right” (244). Lolita highly respects her: “Such calm strength,
such sound sense, such keen discernment!” (247). Sucharita is yet another
woman in love who thus finds her inner strength.
2. Asru Kumar Sikdar mentions that Chitra seemed to many people
“obscene” (605) because of the way her passionate erotic love is represented.
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3. Tagore states in Sadhana (1913) that a man desires to go beyond himself,
to dedicate himself to an idea, for example his nation, the human race, or
God; thus he can enlarge his consciousness through his self-abandonment, a
process of opening the deepest part of the human soul to be united with the
infinite. We should look at female characters in his works through this
perspective, too.
メモ：While Chandalika is given a voice, can tell her predicament, pains and sadness,
and insists on her belief which corresponds to the essence of Buddha’s limitless mercy
and love, In The God of Small Things an untouchable youth is not given his own voice,
but his presence is told by a higher caste woman’s loving gaze at his body.
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Abstract
The ability to collaborate in design fields is deemed essential by both professionals and academic accrediting bodies. Yet
there is evidence, certainly on a cultural level, of a focus on oneself that leads design students to work and create as
individuals rather than as part of a team. It is worthwhile, therefore, to consider an overall educational structure that
can influence this mindset and promote both intra- and inter-disciplinary collaboration. After a four-year experiment
there is enough empirical data to see the value and benefits of such collaboration, to determine the criteria for
successful implementation, and to identify the factors that can mitigate the attainment of success. It is also important to
determine how such collaboration can be required, sustained, and ubiquitous rather than being a one-off confluence of
circumstances and voluntary self-selection. Specifically, this means a concern for issues ranging from critic expertise and
student or discipline-specific leadership in a collaborative effort to the nature of design problems being considered. A
comprehensive look at both scripted and unscripted (but planned and supported) collaborative experiences in a fouryear undergraduate curriculum is provided to fully evaluate the types of cooperative opportunities available in a design
program, and to see what works, what does not work, and why.

Selfie or Group: Working Alone (or) Together
1. The Issue
On July 13, 2012 U.S. President Barack Obama spoke about collaborative efforts in government and business in his
(in)famous “You didn’t build that” campaign speech delivered in Roanoke, Virginia. The speech and associated phrase
became a point of contention between those who believe collaboration is important where each person or entity
contributes something different to an enterprise, and those who believe in the absolute power of the creative and
responsible individual.
On June 6, 2014, President L. Rafael Reif of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) used a cell phone on the
podium during the university’s annual commencement exercises to take a photograph of himself – a “selfie.”1 What
makes this moment significant is not that someone demonstrated the convergence of photographic and mobile cellular
communication technology, but that the academic leader of a university that makes it a mission to have students
engaged in collaborative and cross-disciplinary research is celebrating the occasion, even in passing, by focusing on
himself.
The favorite subject of today’s photographer is now the photographer. The fact that “selfie” was named the 2013 “word
of the year” by both the Oxford Dictionary and Urban Dictionary is illustrative of a heightened focus on the individual –
specifically on oneself. In 2014, newspapers like the Bergen Record in northern New Jersey have replaced long-standing
travel photo contests with “send in your selfie” requests for readers who travel (Sunday, June 8, 2014).
While some may dismiss the popular trend as simply technology-enabled narcissism, it may, in fact, be a signifier of a
wider cultural inclination in an era of everyone is important and gets participation trophies.

Architecture-facilitated selfies. Anish Kapoor’s highly polished stainless steel “Cloud Gate” in Millennium Park in Chicago draws visitors who spend a considerable amount of time trying to get a variety of photographs of
themselves taking photographs of themselves. 2

Do increasing levels of self-focus parallel a (renewed/increased/etc.) belief that the best work is done by the individual?
Specifically, in the context of design and creative endeavors, are all great accomplishments done by single individuals?
Or is the power of individuality merely a myth perpetrated and popularized by authors like Ayn Rand in The
Fountainhead with (super)heroes like Howard Roark?
When applying art in fields of design, is there room for shared effort? Can collaboration be useful and support creative
endeavors? If so, under what conditions and how do we know? Specifically, what educational models help foster
creative collaborative results? And if the outcomes of design endeavors – professionally or academically – are not
affected by collaboration, why do accrediting bodies – including but not limited to the National Architectural Accrediting
Board (NAAB)3, the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA)4, and the National Association of Schools of Art and

Design (NASAD)5 want to see evidence of it in the curriculum, and why do employees look for (or say they look for)
individuals capable of working collaboratively with others?
There is, at times, collaboration based on the need to accomplish tasks beyond the normal range of skills or abilities of a
single discipline. The collaboration between engineers and architects is a traditional professional example, and one that
has in the past foundered on leadership roles as well as design process. When this works, there is usually a designated
team leader (either by contract, assignment, or acclimation) and collaborators are designated as “consultants.”
In an era where the inclination is to focus on oneself, how is interest in working collectively created, and what structure
is necessary to foster collaboration within, and between, disciplines? Although many institutions are experimenting with
“collaborative design studios” what structure, if any, can be established to prepare beginning designers for this
experience and what criteria can be used to measure success?
There are instances of K-12 curricula and projects created to foster collaboration and group work. 6 And the idea of
having a clear process to help students work together is not new. But something seems to happen when the stakes get
higher and students move from a typically structured primary educational program to a university setting where (1) they
operate in an essentially zero-sum system competing for limited professional opportunities and awards and (2) there is
an existing legacy-emphasis on individual creativity in architecture and design. How these experiences are extended,
modified, and augmented can contribute to the success or failure of collaborative endeavors in creative fields.
Many case studies for product-oriented, creative collaborative studios are one-off experiments that are difficult to
duplicate and cannot be extended beyond the specific and unique applications. They tend to be (1) resource intensive
(i.e. have a higher faculty to student ratio than that found in typical single-discipline design studios and/or rely on
significant personnel contributions from industry); (2) are elective and therefore self-selective in the makeup of the
student body; and (3) frequently have an entire class working on a single project.7 The dynamics change considerably
when none of these three criteria pertain and instead there is a scenario with more ubiquitous applications. The case
studies presented here, with one exception, have a typical studio arrangement with one design critic per section
(approximately 15 students); are required of multiple disciplines in a cluster of undergraduate programs in the visual
arts; and each studio has a different project, with each team of three students working on their own design.

2. Structure
The undergraduate four-year curriculum in the School of Art + Design (A+D) at the New Jersey Institute of Technology
(NJIT) is in a 1-2-1 format. The first year is a common Foundation Year shared by students in Digital Design, Industrial
Design, and Interior Design. The second and third years are discipline-specific, with some overlap in common required
and elective support (non-studio) courses. The final year is a hybrid year with the penultimate semester focusing on a
required collaborative design studio that brings all A+D students back together (and adds in Architecture and/or
Engineering when opportunities arise) in multi-disciplinary teams concentrating on single projects. The final semester is
once again wholly within a single discipline giving students opportunities for self-selected/thesis projects or if required
by accreditation standards, a comprehensive design studio requiring the student designer to integrate multiple factors in
a programmatically complex project.
If collaboration is required, then design students and faculty need to be prepared to work in that manner. While one can
tell a group of individuals to work together, experience and countless examples have shown that there is no guarantee
that the effort will be successful. In fact, there are specific reasons that account for lack of success, some of which may
be predicted in advance. After students spend a portion of their formative years focusing on individual
accomplishments, and are placed in direct competition with one another for admission to college and in athletic events,
there needs to be a clear and scripted training for young designers to learn to work collaboratively. As such, it is
imperative for curricula to provide opportunities to become comfortable working with others in creative endeavors. At
NJIT’s School of Art + Design, there is a clear and spiral process to make sure that students achieve a comfort level
working in teams both within and between disciplines.

3. First/Foundation Year
With a not uncommon Foundation Year, students of multiple disciplines find themselves in a cluster of classes together.
Moreover, these Foundation Year courses are recognized as providing valuable skills for visual literacy needed by
students in other programs (including Information Technology and Management/Business), they act as service courses
for others which increases the disciplinary diversity in the courses.
Color and Composition, a hybrid multiple-media Foundation Year course mixes lectures and studio work, analytic papers
and creative graphic design projects, quizzes and research presentations, and an exposure to both two-dimensional
analog and digital techniques. This course is also the first introduction to design in a four-year undergraduate program
and is required of all students. Group peer critiques are used at the conclusion of the very first graphic assignment to
allow students to get comfortable with the idea of getting criticism/assistance and speaking with people of different
backgrounds – but all of whom are young aspiring professionals looking at and suggesting changes to improve creative
work. Of critical importance is the fact that this is done in a monitored and controlled situation with the
instructor/design critic present. This occurs approximately seven times during the first term which gets students to
articulate ideas and identify them in the work of others – a prerequisite for being able to work collaboratively on a
project with another designer. The face-to-face back-and-forth discussions in foundation level courses equip the
designers with a shared language and set of standards to provide mutual feedback.
The first truly collaborative, or joint work, is offered as an option to students towards the latter part of the term as they
are given the opportunity to work with another classmate in a research and presentation project. While the amount of
work expected by a team is more than that expected by an individual, it is not twice as much and the amount of time
spent, per person, could be less. The project is somewhat open-ended and students are encouraged to work as deeply
as possible and in a manner consistent with their interests. However, a six-year experiment from 2008 through 2013 has
shown that most beginning design students choose to work as individuals when given the choice. In fact, only 18% of
students in that six-year period have worked in teams. Moreover, the trend has been towards more independence and
less cooperative work. In the last three years slightly more than 12% of the students have elected to work in pairs8. All
others have worked as individuals. There has not been sufficient noticeable difference in pro-rated quality between
individual and team efforts to state that it made any difference whether students worked on their own, or with another
person. Nevertheless, the beginning designers have been exposed to the exchange of ideas with colleagues and
introduced to the possibility of working with another on a single project.
The spring semester brings with it two different graphic foundation courses: one in traditional media and another in
digital. As they were in the fall semester first course, students are again acclimated to working with one another in a
limited scope with structured critique sessions. Traditional media communication feeds the inclination towards selffocus with self-portraits. But the course also expands the look outwards by having students use classmates as subjects
for life drawing. At the end of the semester, a physical assemblage project is created and students are given the option
of working in teams or as individuals. By this time, the percentage of students seeking to work collaboratively has more
than doubled when compared with the first term. The digital media communication course is, by its nature, a
predominantly individual effort. But since three-dimensional modeling is taught in the context of design on a “need to
know” basis, there are still multiple opportunities for group critiques, and group assistance. 24/7 access to the lab allows
students to work together to help one another on an ad hoc basis when solving problems. As with traditional media,
students use their classmates as models. This time, however, students photograph other students in order to either
populate their own virtual architectural interventions and/or to model objects (e.g. jewelry, accessories) created
virtually.

Top row: A combination of portraits of classmates and self-portraits in the Foundation Year traditional media course introduces students to one another in studio. (Drawings by Daniel Sosa, Tarazon Karagiannis, and
Alexander Neto. Bottom row: Virtual headphones designed by Philip Caleja (Industrial Design), modeled by Hsin Ting Hsieh and Mina Liba (Interior Design) in Foundation Year digital communication course has
students assist one another in the “display” of creative work.

By the end of the first year, students from different design majors have become accustomed to receiving and giving
design criticism to students both within and outside of their own disciplines. And all students have been given
opportunities to work in teams on both analytic and creative projects.

4. Second Year
As students move into discipline-specific courses and design studios, peer critiques take on increasing importance. If the
studio culture is strong, and 24/7 access is maintained, there is virtually no way a student will spend as much time with
his or her critic as with colleagues. And with a policy of not teaching only skills in any course, new digital applications and
communication techniques that are discipline-specific are embedded in the studio courses and, especially in the second
year, assignments generally require students to master new skills that they will assimilate on a “need to know” basis
while they accomplish their work. Survival requires collaboration – or at least mutual support. The collaboration is in the
form of assistance and the individual maintains ownership of a project and remains in complete control over all
decisions. So while students are now at the point where they are comfortable conversing about design ideas within
discipline-specific studios, they are not yet fully comfortable working on joint projects.
Each of the three disciplines in the School of Art + Design provides opportunities for students to work together. Interior
design students have both scripted and unscripted collaborative work in design studio. In a scripted manner, pairs of
students research and analyze the work of an existing architect, extracting basic design principles that are present in
multiple projects. The team is required to produce both an illustrated presentation, and an analysis paper. In an
unscripted manner, second semester second year projects require students to use real contexts for their work, and the
studio collectively is responsible for obtaining site data and creating shared documentation for use by all students. The
entire class is left to its own devices to parcel out the work. Because the task is time-consuming, it is in their interest to
collaborate and share datasets. Students in Digital Design have a required History of Games class that includes two
separate projects as a creative synthetic component of the course. Pairs of students design and produce an analog
game, and then demonstrate it to their colleagues who are invited to join in the play.

Second year students start to work together towards common goals. Interior design students collect site data for a project (left) and digital design students play an analog game designed by two of the three students shown.

Outside of studio, all Art + Design students take a required course in Ergonomics taught by Industrial Design during the
sophomore year. With a heavy focus on IT-enabled design, it is critical to always bring the subject back to human use
and scale. Throughout the semester students focus and measure one another seeing how tasks are accomplished, how
things are used, how personal energy is expended based on tasks performed, how space is occupied. With a focus on
anthropometrics, the production of exhibits, tools and devices are largely accomplished as group projects. Students are
given the option to form their own teams and about half the teams are multi-disciplinary, and half are created solely
within a discipline. However, as a core component of all programs that is early in the curricular sequence, not particular
discipline-specific skills are needed for, or brought to, the program. But it is absolutely impossible to complete the
course without collaborating with a classmate in at least two analytical studies, and with one or two classmates in a
creative endeavor.

Annual masonry competition: single-discipline/architecture collaborative design and build. Students take pride in collective work incentivized by cash prizes (externally sponsored by local chapter of International
Masonry Institute and Masonry Contractors of New Jersey.

Meanwhile, in parallel and outside of the School of Art + Design, the School of Architecture at NJIT holds an annual
masonry design-build competition every spring for sophomores. Students work first individually to generate ideas in
studio, and then each individual studio selects one project on which to continue. Students work within the discipline
developing a component of a building designing it first virtually, then building a physical detailed model, and then
competing with one another in building a physical component of the building over a weekend while collaborating with
master masons supplied by the New Jersey Chapter of the Masonry Institute of America. The advantages to the students
are that a considerable amount of work is spread out among a group of individuals and different students can
concentrate on different aspects of the architectural design and construction processes. They also see the advantage of
collaborating with those individuals charged with the actual construction of the project. The one noted negative aspect
of this arrangement is that halfway through the semester, most of the students involved are no longer designing – they
are carrying out ideas of another even though this is, ostensibly, a “design” studio. Students tend to leave this project
with mixed feelings towards collaboration. Such feelings are mitigated somewhat if they are part of the winning team in

the competition. If nothing else, the process makes clear that despite any architecture-centric rhetoric to the contrary;
they will not all be lead designers of team projects at all times. In spite of the value of learning to be part of a support
team (a statistical likely future professional scenario for a number of the students), only about half of the them complete
this project with enthusiasm, while the other half is disappointed.

5. Third Year
During the third year some students have required team-based design projects in studio. Specifically, students in the
Interior Design program participate annually in the Interior Design Educators Council (IDEC) Student Design Competition
which requires group submissions from two or three students per team. The collaborative design is of limited duration
(two weeks) and occurs wholly within a single discipline. Students generally “share the load” in both research
production. As an external competition that represents a small percentage of the semester’s work, students look at the
collaboration as a “break” from routine and do not feel that any individuality is sacrificed or threatened. In fact,
successes in the class (regional winners came from NJIT three of the last four years) and the publicity and praise teams
received have served to encourage the cooperative work.
Neither Digital Design nor Industrial Design have organized group design projects in studio during the year – a fact that
will affect performance in the required Collaborative Design Studio in their senior year. However, there are a number of
collaborative opportunities available to all A+D students that provide the chance to work in groups.

Third year Interior Design students working together on eastern regional winning entry for 2013 IDEC competition.

6. Fourth Year: Collaborative Design Studio – Scripted Scenarios for Working Together
The penultimate design studio in the School of Art + Design brings all of the students back together for a required
collaborative experience during which the students from the various disciplines work on common ventures, simulating a
professional environment in which each student brings his or her discipline-specific knowledge to a team working on a
complex project.
The true test of a student’s ability to collaborate with others (and an academic program’s ability to foster such
collaboration) occurs when there is the most at stake – in a required design studio in the final year of school when each
individual is starting to emotionally separate from the college experience and beginning to focus on a search for either
full-time employment or graduate study. At this point all of the students are working on portfolios and feel the urgent
need to have marketable work.
Like the Bauhaus, the School of Art + Design at NJIT places all of the design disciplines on “equal footing” recognizing the
important role each has in shaping the future. This attitude, and the reality that all students must be given equivalent
opportunities, practically precludes the designation of one discipline or student as a group leader. Students create teams
of three students, one each from the primary disciplines in the School of Art + Design and then select one of the

available studios from the three to four options being provided. On occasion, based on opportunity and demographics,
architecture students are added to the mix in place of one of the A+D disciplines. And in one instance, there was a
combined studio with Industrial Design and Biomedical Engineering. After four years it is possible to identify a number of
the variables that affect the efficacy of these required Collaborative Design Studios.
In the brief history of the School of Art + Design, there have been eleven different options available to students. Of the
eleven, eight were comprised of teams made up of representatives from Digital Design, Industrial Design, and Interior
Design. One was with Industrial Design and Biomedical Engineering. One included teams comprised of Architecture,
Interior Design, and Industrial Design. And the final studio which is somewhat of an outlier had all students working on
one large team project – the 2013 China Solar Decathlon and included engineering students from Harbin Institute of
Technology in China along with Architecture and Interior Design students from NJIT.
A variety of lessons can be learned from looking at the results of these studios; taking into account personnel available,
background of instructors, and project definitions. Success or lack of success in any studio was determined by a
combination of factors including – and primarily – student outcomes (i.e. quality of projects produced). Student
feedback, faculty and administrator discussions, and internal critiques of outcomes made each year at the conclusion of
the semester contributed to the evolution of the way the studios were implemented.
The First Time
The initial attempt at a multidisciplinary studio preceded the all-school implementation and was, by any measurement, a
failure. It combined Biomedical Engineering and Industrial Design students from NJIT in a studio situation without any
previous collaborative work. Two instructors – one from each discipline – were assigned to the project which (for
administrative purposes) was organized as two separate classes that met together.9 What contributed to the lack of
success?
(1) Even though the classes were combined, they were separated on the students’ schedules with different
instructors which worked against the perception of a collaborative class. It also meant that each student would
be graded by an instructor from his or her home discipline who may, or may not, be looking at the project in the
same way as the other cooperating group.
(2) While an admitted oversimplification, the engineers involved in this experiment tended to rely largely on a linear
process while those in the various design disciplines gravitated towards a process more dependent on lateral
thinking. In other words, the engineers wanted to determine – slowly and tediously – one variable at a time
before making any subsequent decisions. The designers were all in: do everything once, and then do it again
fixing things as they went along. After that, they wanted to do it again. And again. The engineers thought the
designers were crazy and the designers thought the engineers were lazy. It didn’t help that the two instructors
were stereotypical examples of these different ways of working and their leadership within their own programs
exacerbated rather than ameliorated the situation.
(3) There was no studio culture in the engineering program and the concept of a dichotomy between design studios
and “support” courses simply did not exist for the engineers. They wanted to apportion their efforts based on
the credits of their class in relation to their other classes. The designers wanted to concentrate on studio, and fit
in everything else when, where, and if they had time.
(4) Engineering students were used to a one credit per contact hour attribution while design studios typically
require two to three contact hours per credit, and considerably more time working outside of officially assigned
hours.
(5) Biomedical engineering students, most of whom were considering applying to graduate school or medical school
were at least as concerned with the grade as they were with the product while design students who were
graduating and preparing to enter the “working world” were most concerned about producing a project suitable
for inclusion in a portfolio that would help them in employment search.
The number of complaints and student-administrator meetings in the School of Art + Design dedicated to this class
exceeded all of the complaints and student-initiated meetings for all of the courses in all of the school’s programs that
year. It became clear that collaboration at this level won’t “just happen” – it has to be nurtured, students must be

prepared for it, and there has to be some sort of agreement on end goals. Ultimately, the differences and the efforts
required to overcome them were too great to justify continuation of this type of collaboration. It was clear that future
required collaborative studios had to have all students enrolled in the same class for the same number of credits and
contact hours, and all participants had to agree that a product was to be produced. Any grade or evaluation would be
based on the product. Other voluntary courses not classified as “design studio” or independent study collaborations,
however, have continued successfully.
General Organization
Almost all subsequent Collaborative Design Studios were sponsored and hosted by the School of Art + Design. All
students registered for five credits and attended a studio that met three times per week – the same schedule as all
upper level studios in the College of Architecture and Design. However, common schedules and priorities proved
insufficient as a guarantee for success in a required Collaborative Design Studio. It is necessary to look at more variables
to determine what criteria must be satisfied in order to predict a chance for success.
If nothing else became clear after four years, it was that one of the most important and least predictable variables
affecting studio success is the interpersonal relationships between students on a team. In the first year of full
implementation, students selected studios based on project and critic. Disciplines were split up equally among studios
and teams formed within the studio. The second year students were given the option to apply for studios as a team or as
individuals. Post-studio surveys and subjective critic evaluation of work were consistent in that self-formed teams made
for a better experience both in terms of satisfaction and quality of work produced. Encouraged to submit as teams by
giving them priority in section selection and through advisement about the relative merits of self-formed teams, most
students complied in the third iteration and the overall satisfaction with the experience soared.
One way to prepare for collaborative studio experiences is to look specifically at three groups: (1) student population;
(2) faculty expertise; and (3) project description.
For all students to be involved and to get a comparably equivalent educational experience in a collaborative setting
there needs to be some equivalence in preparation so that in both feeling and in fact, each individual can bring value to
a team. In other words, each student must be able to bring some skill set and point of view that will be valuable in the
collaborative process. Students need to have comparable priorities unless there is a clear predetermined
leader/follower relationship. If the goal is to have a design product (physical or virtual) then students must either
contribute in an equal manner to the product and take joint ownership, or must work in a leader/consultant relationship
(not unlike some business arrangements between architects and consulting engineers).
Studios may either be team taught with multiple faculty members, or by a single faculty member who takes
responsibility and leadership in a studio. The advantage of design critics with different areas of expertise is that each
discipline may receive expert advice from someone knowledgeable in the field. The disadvantage of team teaching is the
likelihood that there will be fewer studio choices available for students from which to choose. This is based strictly on
the economics of class size and the overall size of the design program. Assume that a typical studio has fifteen students
for a critic. If there are forty-five students from three disciplines, then there would, under normal circumstances, have a
budget for three studio critics. If all team teach together for one studio, efficiency would dictate a single studio project
that may, or may not, have some variations. But without a single leader, the difficulty of coordinating within any student
team may be found in the teaching team as well. Consider another option: three different sections of multi-disciplinary
teams each focusing on a different studio project. The critic does not have to be an expert in all three disciplines, but
must be able to provide assistance (or know where to get it) to all students in any group. It places a greater demand on
the critic, and on the administration that oversees the studios in the curriculum. Post-studio surveys show that
dissatisfaction occurs when a student believes that a studio is focused on a particular discipline (generally one different
from the student’s own) and either does not have the ability or interest to critique outside aspects of the project, or
places one or more of the participating disciplines in a service role. (This has happened most often with Digital Design
students when an industrial design critic views the digital designers as someone to create visualizations or a web
presence of the product designed by others.)

Studio types and subjects must rely on the particular abilities and interests of available studio critics. To be fresh and
exciting to students who will select critics and projects and provide variety over time, it may be necessary either for
studio critics to continually reinvent themselves, or for a school to have access to a pool of rotating or visiting critics.
There are numerous ways that a program can attract short and long-term studio critics in order to develop a program
but it must be noted that the before-mentioned general or ubiquitous applicability of this experiment relies on the fact
that NJIT is located in the very dense metropolitan area of Northern New Jersey/New York City with many designers and
design firms in all disciplines represented at the school.
Finally, the project must be carefully designed to allow for creative input by all participants or one or more team
members will lose interest, lose a sense of ownership, and ultimately leave the bulk of the work to the individual(s) who
have most at stake. Moreover, and absolutely critical, the project must be designed in such a way that the input does
not have to be sequential. In other words, to once again borrow the architect/engineer analogy, it would not be a
satisfactory arrangement to have an architecture student design a building, and then hand it over to an engineer and say
“make it stand up.”
Despite what appears to be myriad and daunting constraints it is, in fact, possible to develop programs that provide
good collaborative experiences for more than just the best students or relying on serendipity to get the proper
confluence of characters. One-off, or single incident studios may be successful, but in this case, there has been a
conscious effort to improve studios and also allow a critic to offer a studio in consecutive years with incremental
improvements made from one year to the next. For the sake of analysis, studio options may be clustered by type or
theme.

Local Issues and Context
An example of a studio being made more successful in its second offering was a project requiring the conversion of an
abandoned jail in New Jersey’s largest city, Newark, into a museum celebrating Newark’s place in the history of industry.
The studio was led by a critic comfortable dealing with multiple media and disciplines who is a practicing artist
specializing in archaeological-based art and sculpture based on Newark’s past, who also works as a museum curator, and
has an undergraduate degree in architecture and a graduate degree in infrastructure planning.10 Comfortable with
traditional and digital media, he understands the subject matter to be exhibited at the museum and he understands the
various roles different design disciplines can have in the project. In short, he came to the project without bias towards
any one of the three participating disciplines and has enough subject-specific knowledge to be able to assist all students.
The first time the project was offered the studio was organized so that all of the students worked together in the
beginning and then they subsequently were divided into design teams after site and analytical data were gathered. The
linear organization of the pre-design preparation where everyone does everything proved to be somewhat unwieldy and
ended up overloading the Interior Design students during the site documentation while others waited until the next
portion of the project. An organization that can work for individuals (e.g. proceeding from documentation to building
type research to functional analysis to design) is inefficient for groups – especially groups with individuals who bring
different interests and skills.

The second iteration was more successful in getting work done as students started the project with teams already
formed. The division of work was simple. All students worked collaboratively in gathering site data, measuring and
photographically documenting the abandoned building (under supervision and with appropriate permissions), and
creating a shared dataset or base model for all to use for the proposed museum. Because this process is no different
than that typically used by Interior Design students at NJIT, this was led by that group and work was split up efficiently.
While this was done, the students also had to become familiar with the way information can be displayed at a museum
and with the subject matter – history of industry. The display options were researched by Digital Design students while
various aspects of Newark’s industrial past were researched by Industrial Design students who then presented their
findings to the rest of the section. In short order, the group had a shared dataset that included the physical context for
the project, the cultural context for the museum’s contents, and the building-type context for effective displays. In part,
due to a comfort level of having teams already formed, there was cross-team intra-disciplinary collaboration at the
beginning and then a comfortable and comparatively low-stress transition to trans-disciplinary collaboration within the
teams.

Collaborative design studio projects for the renovation of the Newark prison. Left and center panels represent collaborative work by Kristen Ciandella who designed furniture, fixtures and lighting (Industrial Design); Eman
Elwkisni who created the spatial layout and interior finishes (Interior Design); and Thanh Nguyen who designed graphic displays, information kiosks, and logos(Digital Design). The right panel is an alternative proposal for the
same project designed by Nick Domanski (Industrial Design); Tatiana Duarte (Interior Design); and Stephen Haddock-Weiler (Digital Design). Studio critic: Matthew Gosser.

At that point, individual teams worked collaboratively to establish the general trajectory and idea for the project.
Although this discussion is not trivial, it is not particularly time-consuming either. Once a design direction was agreed
upon by the three team members, each one was in a position to work independently towards a collaborative goal. The
Interior Designer worked on the building layout and organization. The Industrial Designer designed all furniture, lighting,
storage units, and displays that related directly to industry. The Digital Designer created educational videos for museum
visitors, and was responsible for wayfinding, graphic identity, and signage in the museum. Students served as critics for
each other within the team and were meeting regularly during the process. Teams were situated in studio so that their
desks were adjacent to one another and could easily work at their convenience. Negative feedback from students
related primarily to personality and teaching style that was independent from issues of collaboration. These studios
produced good work and student satisfaction increased from the first to the second offering.

Real Building, Real Place
Two very differently organized studios expanded beyond the School of Art + Design to include the School of
Architecture. Both assignments were based on real projects – one in New York City, the other in China. Neither studio
included Digital Design students so the type of collaboration was limited. In one instance, the design of a retail incubator
for young Japanese fashion designers in New York, included Architecture, Interior Design, and Industrial Design.11 In the
other, the 2013 China Solar Decathlon, the project included Architecture and Interior Design students from NJIT, and
Engineering students from the Harbin Institute of Technology.12
Unlike the failed experiment with Biomedical Engineering two years earlier, the Harbin Engineering students came to
New Jersey and spent a semester as exchange students in the studio with the same goal as their counterparts from the
United States during the Fall 2012 semester. Also, and dissimilar to any of the other Collaborative Design Studios, there
was one, and only one, project being designed and the number of students from each discipline was uneven, reflecting a
targeted need for different skills. Everyone had a different role towards the completion of a single project. Moreover,
the project was carefully phased such that the Architects and Engineers had spent a full term working on the project in a
hybrid format before three Interior Designers were brought in and the Collaborative Design Studio established. In this
manner, with preliminary work completed, the Interior Designers, Architects, and Engineers could all work on design
development of different aspects of the project and proceed to the preparation of specifications and construction
documents so that the project could actually be built. They also created an animation that showed a project that was
buildable, and worked out in enough detail for judges in the competition to be able to make a selection of the finalists
who would build the proposed houses. The house was built during the summer of 2013 in Datong and the project won
second place in the “Market Appeal” category which was one of the collaborative components of the design. In this
iteration of a Collaborative Design Studio, the organization was based on professional architectural practice rather than
on an academic model.

All-in approach. Student designers are standing – from left to right, Industrial Design student Sara Jan Rin, Interior Design student Hyungshin (Stephanie) Kim, and Architecture student Nicole Dragan presenting their proposal
for a New York City retail incubator to a combination of design critics and client representatives. Studio critic: Brooks Atwood.

The retail incubator was based on a proposal by a real client and was organized as an academic project. This, however,
was an “all in” approach with students from all three disciplines working without boundary on the project. The project
itself was an interior retail space requiring detailed design and included everything from spatial layout to the design of
fixtures to brand identity that could have been done by any one of the three disciplines. So while each team had one
designer each from Architecture, Industrial Design, and Interior Design – they tended to all work together on the project
and split up tasks. Some tasks like the detailed design of furnishings tended to be handled by the Industrial Designer in
the group, but that subdivision of labor was not uniform throughout the studio. The overall student satisfaction was
high, and while the outcomes were good, the amount of work, new knowledge gained, and degree to which the
students pushed themselves were all less than what was typically found in other Collaborative Design Studios. The
studio had strong students who created good work, but underperformed compared to previous and subsequent efforts
by the same individuals. The everyone does everything approach may have been fun and less stressful than other

organizational models, but it was also less productive. This approach can cover for a team member’s individual
weakness(es) and reduce pressure on each person to produce uniformly good work in a timely manner, but the level of
output can suffer.

Lifestyle Studio
Two studios with the same program but different instructors (both industrial/product designers) were offered in
consecutive years.13 The project was loosely organized on a lifestyle marketing campaign and most teams came to the
studio pre-formed. The intent of developing products and campaigns based on lifestyle was to allow parallel
development and contributions by all three members of the team: Digital Design, Interior Design, Industrial Design. With
a target market selected, the group would collectively research the demographic attributes and determine what would,
and would not appeal to the group. At that point, the Industrial Designer was to design products, the Interior Designer
would design retail displays targeted at the group, and the Digital Designer could create non-product specific marketing
materials. While the structure of the studio was logical, the schedule of the implementation was never made clear and
neither instructor was particularly adept at working with designers whose focus was digital media. The studio results
became diffuse and varied wildly depending on the group.
There were initially some unrealistic expectations for the Digital Design students to create interactive, functioning
websites to sell the products the others were designing which would have relegated these students to providing a
service as a consultant to the others. This resulted in some dissatisfaction on the part of Digital Design students in this
particular instance.

“Zephyr” pop-up nightclub. Mobile app created by Briana Mallamaci (Digital Design); nightclub created by Ryan Calabro (Interior Design); associated products/branded gifts by Andrew Saada (Industrial Design). Studio
critic: Ran Lerner

However, some teams created interesting, unexpected, and worthwhile projects, even if they did not fulfill the original
intent of the studio. For example, one group targeted college students and designed a pop-up nightclub (interior design)
with a mobile app and gamification to attract patrons (digital design) and products and souvenirs marketed to patrons
(industrial design). Another group focused on young professionals and designed a health club (interior design) with
virtual displays, animations and gamification for exercising (digital design) with water bottles and other products
associated with the brand (industrial design). With limited enforcement or clarity for a given structure and way of
working, success in this studio depended heavily on the interaction among team members and the expectations set for
each discipline with a given team.

Escape from Reality
An interesting example of a different sort involves a studio critic who taught a collaborative studio for two consecutive
years – but with two very different programs. The critic in this instance is also trained as an architect but who has a
specialty in material science, applying nanotechnology to adaptive environments in a way that blends digital and
industrial design.14 The first iteration of the critic’s studio was the design of a circus in Fall 2012 and coincided with her
first semester as a junior faculty member at the university. This included the use and renovation of Castle Williams on
Governors Island in New York, the design of costumes and performances, the use of material technology to create
dynamic sets and entry experiences, and the documentation of the renovation proposal and animations of proposed
dynamic components. However, one of the teams in this studio focused its circus on super heroes. Recognizing the
enthusiasm displayed by that group, and the interest others showed in the effort, the studio critic set upon the creation
of a different program for 2013. Like many of the other studios, a lot (perhaps too much) depended on personalities of
teacher and students. For example, there was a complaint that this particular critic did not allow food in the studio, even
though some students were in class from 8:30 AM until 6:45 PM without a period off. As one student put it “the only
way to get out of studio for a few minutes is to go to the bathroom.” There was also a period of adjustment with student
expectations and students all felt that they learned something – just not what they thought had any direct bearing on
their own disciplines.

Circus designs. Left: Jabeen Ali (Industrial Design); Kevin Cornelio (Digital Design); and Arielle Allen (Interior Design). Right: Matt Negron (Industrial Design); Rachel Corres (Digital Design); and Nicole Zampolin
(Interior Design). Design critic: Martina Decker.

By any measurement, the Super Hero Studio in Fall 2013 was a much better experience for students and faculty. There
were a number of lessons learned from past studios that were applied to this collaborative experience. Specifically:
(1) She allowed (even brought) food into the studio.
(2) All fifteen students were enrolled in the studio with teams already formed and did not rely on either serendipity
or teacher interference to determine who worked with whom.
(3) There was a clear process written and distributed to students in advance as to the expectations for students
from each discipline. Each team as a whole determined the nature and characteristics of the super hero. To help
in the initial discussions and decision-making the entire class went to ComicCON New York at the very beginning
of the semester which enabled them to not only understand the nature of super heroes, but also perform
market research. Once the super hero and “back story” were decided, the Interior Design student designed the
lair, the secret headquarters for the hero, the Industrial Design student created props and prosthetics that give
and/or augment the hero powers and special abilities, and the Digital Design student was responsible for telling
the story in a visual format (animation and/or graphic novel).

(4) Volunteer experts (including recent graduates from the preceding class) were brought in from different fields
both internal and external to NJIT to provide much needed additional support. The experts included filmmakers,
writers, and even a therapist who helped students psychoanalyze their heroes and understand their troubled
past from proposed back-stories.
This particular studio had one other anomaly that had both negative and positive results. It was located remotely from
other studios in a research lab run by the studio critic. Although the students were somewhat unhappy about the
isolation from other design studios and students as well as fabrication facilities, they had greater access to the instructor
outside of class time, and had more space than typically found even in dedicated studios that enabled teams to establish
physical places for themselves.

Superhero studio visits ComicCON New York at the start of the term. Industrial Design student Cathy Leung holds up digitally printed model of superhero.

Collaborative Design Studio Conclusions
It’s about the people. When work is accomplished by teams, the identity and interpersonal skills of team members
matter. A lot. The personality and preparation of the studio critic also matters. A lot. Despite technology and an almost
“always on” ability to communicate, individuals and the way they relate to one another, face-to-face, remain an
important reason why an endeavor will succeed or not succeed.
For more than three years, the most common complaint was one student complaining about another when working in
assigned teams. Issues of individual versus group accountability are never far from any student’s mind. These students
invariably felt that one student or another in their assigned team did not do as much work as he or she should have, did
not respect the time of the others, and/or was just difficult to work with. Because of the almost manic focus of these
students to get portfolio-worthy work prior to seeking employment or applying to graduate schools, they each felt that
anyone who did not make the project better, was part of the problem. It must be acknowledged that after almost 200
students have participated in a three plus-year test, there was only one single instance of a student acknowledging his
lack of effort in the class and accepting blame for a lack of production – and that occurred in the first year of full
implementation. All other student complaints assumed and often explicitly stated, that they were responsible for the
best outcomes of a project, and that they were completely prepared to do the work assigned (unlike some of their
colleagues).
In most instances, neither students nor faculty want to spend significant time on team-building at the expense of
“design time.” Those groups that spent time focusing on complete collaboration and cooperation – even with the best
designers in that studio – under-produced. Those groups where there was no clear distinction between components that
could be assigned to one group or another, under-produced. Only in the instances where students self-selected the

team and were able to work together before the final studio even started, and then still had discrete components in
addition to collective direction, were able to fully take advantage of the opportunity to have a productive collaborative
experience and produce a qualitative and quantitative appropriate level of work.
However, to just assign all responsibility for success to the serendipity of personalities would not be useful, nor would it
be fair. Two common complaints in studios were (1) a perceived (by students) inability of the design studio critic to help
students from different programs; and (2) a perceived (by students) difference in the requirements or deliverables from
students in different disciplines. There was an occasional inability for students on the same team to work with the same
digital software applications which made file transfer inefficient and/or not practical, and helping out a student who had
some difficulty but this was generally limited to students who had weaknesses prior to entering the studio. And the
biggest complaint about working with other students came from students who chose not to enroll as a team member
but as individuals. That said, the overwhelming majority of the students surveyed said they “enjoyed being able to work
in a group” and that “it was a valuable experience to work with students from other disciplines.” Whether they enjoyed
it or not, they all believed that they will be working with multiple disciplines in a professional setting so there is value to
the experience. As one student wrote when asked to describe the least successful aspect of the studio: “The
collaborative group we were assigned. I think it’s better if we choose who we can work with.”
There are enough successful outcomes and responses to see that there are some things that can be done to make a
collaborative experience academically and educationally worthwhile. (1) Team Formation: It is clear that to the greatest
extent possible, students should choose their own teams prior to the start of the studio. This may require a specific time
and place for students to meet and interview one another. But however it’s done, it is absolutely necessary. (2) Critic
Preparation – Skills: Studio critics must be aware of the nature and abilities of the different disciplines and be thoroughly
prepared with options for each group that can not only accommodate differences in disciplines, but in abilities of
students from the same discipline. (3) Critic Preparation – Project: Studio critics need to develop a program that can put
each student in a position where he or she can contribute to the final product. (4) Assistance: It is useful if studio critics
are supplemented with outside experts, alumni, other faculty, etc. to provide additional instruction and input. If
necessary, studio critics can “trade” time and recruit help from colleagues. (5) Student Preparation: Students should be
given opportunities to collaborate prior to working in a collaborative design environment when much is at stake (for
them). Students from other disciplines (Architecture, Industrial Design, Digital Design) all noted in exit interviews that
the Interior Design students, who participate in the required team design competition in their third year, seemed most
comfortable and best prepared to work others during the design process. While practice doesn’t guarantee success,
students and faculty observation agree that it helps. While there are many variables that affect leadership on any team,
it is also an interesting observation that where teams were formed prior to the start of the studio, the individual
organizing the application and team membership was most often from Interior Design.

7. Serendipity: Unscripted Collaboration
University studies, especially at the undergraduate level, exist beyond the boundaries of classrooms and studios. If a
culture of collaborative work exists at a school, it must not always be forced and for credit. There have to be
opportunities for structured and unstructured collaborative work available to anyone at almost any time, or at least at
regular intervals.
Unstructured collaborative opportunities are most likely to happen with support – administrative encouragement for
student and faculty participation, appropriate space(s) for collaborative activities, and sometimes external incentives
that may include anything from opportunities to publicize work to networking opportunities with professionals.
Structured curricular and unstructured extra and co-curricular collaborative efforts support one another and promote a
climate in which collaboration is most likely to occur.

Organized co- and extracurricular activities provide opportunities for collaborative experiences in a design context. Interior design students volunteer for “Dream Room Makeover” in which they use their skill, talent, and
time to help single-parent families with children suffering from severe illnesses or disabilities. Inter-departmental collaboration and cooperation facilitate double majors and minors with Theatre Arts & Technology and
gives design students a chance to perform on and off stage working as part of a team for set design and publicity graphics. The scene above (right) from a performance of Thoroughly Modern Millie has two Digital Design
and one Interior Design student performing.

NJIT has collaborative multi-disciplinary policy that extends to faculty hiring and includes bi-lateral arrangements
between programs that encourage students to supplement studies in one program with another. A collaboration
popular with students exists between the School of Art + Design and the Theatre Arts and Technology program. Students
supplement visual arts with performing arts, and utilize design skills in A+D to design sets, marketing materials, and
more in the Theatre Arts and Technology program in both coursework, and extra-curricular activities. One of the faculty
members from that program also teaches the Acting Fundamentals for Animators course in the Digital Design program.
There is constant back and forth between programs facilitated by cooperative and collegial advisors and schedulers in
the university who believe this is worthwhile both academically and socially. A similar arrangement occurs between the
School of Art + Design and the Information Technology program with coders taking Foundation Year courses in A+D, and
digital artists learning programming in the College of Computing Sciences. The ability to teach and work with multiple
programs is considered favorably by the university and program/departmental administrators.

The annual Global Game Jam provides opportunities for students and professionals to mix and work together, spontaneously forming groups to produce video games in a supportive, no-risk environment.

However important structured and formal collaborative opportunities are, they should probably not be considered more
important than other events that promote joint efforts. The Global Game Jam, an annual event that takes place the last
weekend of January brings students, teachers, and professionals from the academy and community together for an
intense forty-eight hour period in which to design and post video games. More than 23,000 individuals participated in
488 locations in 72 countries in 2014 to produce almost 4,300 games.15 Teams are formed onsite – but participation is
voluntary. At NJIT, there are approximately 100 participants (“jammers”) from different disciplines who work together.
On occasion, a team is unbalanced and consists mostly of programmers or designers. Those games routinely either work
but are not visually compelling, or have something visually exciting but don’t work as a game. For example, a team of
Digital Design students in 2011 decided to keep the team within their discipline and developed an exciting 3D venue
called “Dust Land” that received 30,000 hits online the very first week of posting.16 But since the game didn’t work
(unless the goal was to break the game and lock up the machine), interest dropped precipitously the second week. Most
of the time, however, interesting games are developed by multidisciplinary teams. Participants learn about collaborating
and a complete meritocracy develops. If someone has an interesting idea and can convince others to work on it, then
the game gets produced. Typically, five to ten working games are produced at the NJIT site in a scenario that is repeated
across the globe. From this event there has been at least one independent game company founded by a combination of
Digital Design and Information Technology students (now graduates). And in another instance, students continued work
on a game to promote social good and presented a peer reviewed paper and case study at the 2013 ACM/SIGGRAPH
conference. Two different faculty members have been hired based on their performance as visiting professionals at the
Game Jam and how they collaborated with students.

Finally, there are both exhibit opportunities that provide venues for students to submit to competitive and/or curated
displays that provide industry exposure and, on occasion, awards. While individual efforts are certainly accepted,
students who are already comfortable working in a variety of collaborative arrangements are often willing to do so for
the sake of an extracurricular event with the possibility of reward. The idea of working with someone in a design context
as a break from an assignment (not unlike the previously mentioned IDEC competition for interior design students) and
one in which no grade will be given often leads to spontaneous collaboration. Most recently, groups of students have
entered collaborative work that was selected and displayed at Maker Faire, International Contemporary Furniture Fair,
First Things First competition for NYCxDesign, and Kimball Office Furniture Decades Chair Competition. In all instances,
the design work was done outside of class but NJIT provided the structure and facilities with which to produce the
designs and prototypes.
8. Conclusion
From video games, to a kit of parts designed and fabricated for children’s toys, to the design of a chair that tells a story
of an entire decade, students have voluntarily come together with others from within and outside of their own specific
disciplines to create projects that could not have been created individually. Sometimes the motivation is expediency and
deadline, and sometimes students’ ambitions for a product or project exceed the expertise of an individual. Like an
ensemble performance (some of which are clearly improvisational), collaborative work can bring delight and success. It
is not always easy for the participants and it requires preparation and some shared goals, but with appropriate
preparation and outlook it can work quite well. It is also clear that design collaboration in an academic setting works
(best) when designed to accommodate leadership if it evolves as part of the process and/or if it rotates – but
opportunities must be designed to work without a predetermined or single leader should that be the best scenario for
the participating personalities. To provide the greatest chance for success, broad accommodations must be possible and
a scenario must be created that allows designers to work together, or in parallel as individuals working (alone together)
towards a common goal. Given the option and if not perceived as a zero-sum game, designers and design students may,
in fact, choose to work as part of a team rather than (only) as individuals. Even “selfies” can have more than one person
in the photo.
9. Notes
1

“Embracing a use of technology popular among today’s graduates, MIT President L. Rafael Reif injected a
moment of spontaneous levity into the serious business of Commencement by posing, at the podium, for a “selfie” with
senior class president Anika Gupta — with the entire graduating class as a backdrop — before beginning his charge to
the graduates.” http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2014/commencement-day-0606

2

Photos by author at Millennium Park; Chicago, IL – June 23, 2014.

3

From NAAB Accreditation Criteria (2014 First Reading) “A. Collaboration and Leadership. The program must
describe its culture for successful individual and team dynamics, collaborative experiences and opportunities for
leadership roles. Architects serve clients and the public, engage allied disciplines and professional colleagues, and rely on
a spectrum of collaborative skills to work successfully across diverse groups and stakeholders.” (page 11)
http://www.naab.org/accreditation/2014_conditions?&printview=1 (downloaded 10.June. 2014) From 2009 Adopted
Criteria – Students must show an “Ability to work in collaboration with others in multi-disciplinary teams to successfully
complete design projects.” (page 24) And required under “Leadership” is an “Understanding of the techniques and skills
architects use to work collaboratively in the building design and construction process and on environmental, social, and
aesthetic issues in their communities.” (page 25)
http://www.naab.org/documents/streamfile.aspx?name=2009+Conditions+FINAL+EDITION.pdf&path=Public+Document
s%5cAccreditation%5c2009+Conditions+for+Accreditation%5c (downloaded 10.June.2014)
4

From CIDA Professional Standards 2014 (page 16): Standard 5. “Collaboration. Entry-level interior designers
engage in multi-disciplinary collaboration.” Listed under student learning expectations are: Students have awareness of:

a) team work structures and dynamics; b) the nature and value of integrated design practices <This involves an
integrated team process in which the design team representing all disciplines (interior design, architecture, construction,
etc.) and all affected stakeholders (clients, community participants, etc.) work together.>” Listed under program
expectations are: “The interior design program includes learning experiences that engage students in: c) multidisciplinary collaboration, leadership, and team work. d) interaction with multiple disciplines representing a variety of
points of view and perspectives. <Examples could include engaging in multi-disciplinary team projects and/or involving
experts in other disciplines to consult on projects or serve as guest critics.>” http://accredit-id.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/01/Professional-Standards-2014.pdf (downloaded 10.June.2014)
5

From NASAD Standards/Handbook requirements: “Ability to work in teams and to organize collaborations
among people from different disciplines.” (p 111) “a. Trans-disciplinary/interdisciplinary collaboration. Basic
understanding of the nature, content, and process of trans/interdisciplinary work, including experiences working in
trans-disciplinary teams toward the solution of design problems. To address critical aspects of the content component,
where possible, curricula and co urses should facilitate understanding of the relevance of knowledge in a variety of fields
associated with addressing complex design issues and problems. Fields include the sciences, social sciences, humanities,
and business, and other fields associated with various areas of specialization.” (p 124) http://nasad.artsaccredit.org/site/docs/Handbook/NASAD_HANDBOOK_2013-14.pdf (downloaded 10.June.2014)
6

A series of examples for elementary, middle school, and high school students as well as the rationale justifying
their use and criteria for evaluation may be found in Productive Group Work: How to Engage Students, Build Teamwork,
and Promote Understanding by Nancy Frey, Douglas Fisher, and Sandi Everlove (Alexandria, Virignia: ASCD, 2009).

7

SIGGRAPH 2013 in Anaheim, California hosted a session titled “Multi-Disciplinary Collaboration in Education”
chaired by Glenn Goldman. Presentations for specific cross-disciplinary courses were: “Exploring the Intersection of Art,
Music, and Technology” by Susan Lakin and Joe Geigel, Rochester Institute of Technology; “Arts/Tech Collaboration With
Embedded Systems and Kinetic Art” by Erik Brunvand, University of Utah; “Creating a Nimble New Curriculum for Digital
Media Artists” by Nicola Marae Allain, SUNY Empire State College; and “Best Practices in Short Animation Production in
Private/Public Partnerships: An Agile Approach” by Mark Jones and Sean Craig, Seneca College of Arts and Technology.
http://s2013.siggraph.org/attendees/talks/session/multi-disciplinary-collaboration-education
8

Numbers of first semester freshman students choosing to do joint research projects per year are: 2008: 10 of 41;
2009: 8 of 33; 2010: 6 of 32; 2011: 4 of 29; 2012: 8 of 34; 2013: 0 of 31.

9

Art + Design studio critic was Assistant Professor (Industrial Design) Brooks Atwood (2010).

10

Studio critic was Adjunct Instructor (Architecture and Art + Design) Matthew Gosser (2011 and 2012).

11

Studio critic was Assistant Professor (Industrial Design) Brooks Atwood (2011).

12

Studio critic was Associate Professor (Architecture) Richard Garber (2012).

13

Studio critics were Adjunct Instructors (Industrial Design) Ran Lerner (2012) and Efecem Kutuk (2013).

14

Studio critic was Assistant Professor (Architecture and Art + Design) Martina Decker (2012 and 2013).

15

Global Game Jam 2014: Registered locations: 488; Number of participating countries: 72; Jammers: 23,198;
Game Projects: 4,290. http://globalgamejam.org/news/ggj-2014-numbers (downloaded 19.June.2014)

16

From January 2011 through June 2014, Dust Land has been viewed more than 41,000 times. But the game
doesn’t work. http://archive.globalgamejam.org/games/2011?tid[]=3793 (downloaded 19.June.2014)
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Abstract
Online higher education is becoming increasingly prevalent. Yet, one of the primary
concerns of many current and potential online educators is that the online format lacks
the level of instructor immediacy (or warmth), due mainly to decreased emphasis on the
nonverbal channel, that can be fairly easily created in the classroom format. Quite a
number of previous studies on the classroom environment have demonstrated the efficacy
of such immediacy in producing outcomes such as increased affective, and in some cases,
cognitive learning (e.g., Comadena, Hunt, & Simonds, 2007; Pogue & Ahyun, 2006).
Despite this concern, there is a limited amount of empirical research dealing with the
presence and enhancement of instructor immediacy in the online environment. In this
paper, we propose, therefore, to build on the research that does exist (e.g., Conaway,
Easton, & Schmidt, 2005) in order to create a fuller understanding of methods for
enhancing instructor immediacy in an online delivery system. In the process, we assume
that immediacy can be increased through verbal means, and not merely through the
nonverbal means associated with immediacy in the classroom. We choose this approach
in part because a) there are often limited resources available to online university
instructors for increasing emphasis on the nonverbal channel and b) even when such
resources exist, it is inevitable that some instructors will choose not to use them. The
need, therefore, for exploring avenues for enhancing online instructor immediacy through
the verbal channel is made all the more salient. Our goals are to both review the previous
research and to use that review to add to the catalogue of verbal behaviors that can
increase instructor immediacy, as well as to do so in a way that will enhance student
motivation and learning in online courses.
An open-ended survey was used to collect information from university undergraduates (N
= 68). They were asked, if they had taken at least one online class at the university level,
to list specific examples of written messages that their instructor(s) had used that
increased the students’ perceptions of instructor immediacy. All participants, including
those who had not taken an online class, were asked to list specific examples of written
messages that instructors might hypothetically use to increase immediacy. Preliminary

analyses of these data suggest a number of instructor message types that work to enhance
immediacy in online courses, including (but not limited to) compliments on student work,
encouragement after good work, encouragement after weak work, personal offers of help,
sharing of personal background, encouraging student contact, emphasizing accessibility,
and expressions of empathy.
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Folk Performance Culture, Kuromori Kagura and Tsunami Recovery On Iwate’s
Rikuchū Coast In Northeast Japan
Christopher Thompson
Introduction
Following the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11th, 2011, on my first visit that fall
to the Rikuchū Coast of Iwate Prefecture, Japan, one of the first questions local residents
asked me was, “Are you coming to the matsuri?” Four years and many subsequent visits
later, this cheery inquiry, typically delivered upon my arrival - usually by friends but
sometimes by strangers – is yet to change. Initially, I was quite taken back (even a little
offended) by this seemingly trivial query, as enjoying a matsuri (a folk festival often
featuring costumes, dancing, and the enactment of an array of local traditional cultural art
forms enjoyed by its performers and audience alike mainly for entertainment purposes [or
so it seemed]) appeared contrary to my “more serious” purpose for being there - to clear
tsunami debris, rebuild houses, and to identify local residents’ needs. But quickly, I came
to realize the sincere intent of this question. The study of matsuri and local minzoku
geinō (folk performing arts) traditions has been a mainstay of Japanese ethnology during
the pre and postwar periods, a literature with which I am quite familiar. And much like
in the inland hamlets which I am more accustomed to visiting, in Iwate’s coastal fishing
communities, one’s presence at a matsuri is an important symbolic act. Being present is
the key to meaningful interaction with the local community, and a means by which to experience and understand the broader world from a local point of view. But never did I
imagine that my own presence at a local matsuri here would be such an important way to
build mutual trust with coastal residents, learn about the historical ties that bind their
communities together, or to delineate their most important local priorities since 3.11. 1
The following narrative draws from my personal experiences in Iwate Prefecture as a cultural anthropologist since 1988. This background, augmented by participation in tsunami
relief efforts via ties with colleagues at Iwate Prefectural University (IPU) and contacts in
the cities of Ōtsuchi, Yamada, and Miyako since 3.11 has given me insights into the cultural underpinnings of Rikuchū communities vital to consider as recovery efforts move
into their fifth-year. Portions of this account were logged during my second trip here as a
tsunami fukkō shien (recovery support) volunteer in 2012 (following a first outing one
year before) 2 as part of a joint group of faculty, students, and staff from Ohio University
(OHIO), where I am a faculty member, and IPU (Thompson 2012). Neither the tsunami
relief trips nor access to coastal matsuri would have been fully possible without this partnership (Ogawa, Kumamoto, and Thompson 2012). Two years and two additional visits
to the Rikuchū Coast later, the lessons learned on this trip are still the most profound of
my entire tsunami relief volunteer experience (Thompson 2014).
On The Way To Miyako
On the morning of Friday, September 21st, 2012, almost exactly one-year to the day of
the 2011 OHIO-IPU Tsunami Recovery Support tour, I sat with a new group of faculty
and staff, again in the same 50-passenger bus filled to capacity, headed to Iwate’s Pacific
coast. Last year, we spent time in Ōtsuchi, near the city of Kamaishi in the South Central
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quadrant of the Rikuchū region, at a kindergarten where we read kamishibai (picture
panel stories) to 3-5 year-old tsunami survivors and cleared debris from an important
local salmon stream. We had partnered on site with a nature preservation group from
Nagano for the cleanup. At the ceremony concluding the end of the workday, both our
parties were invited to a local matsuri (slated to begin that night) by members of the
neighborhood association in Sakuragi-chō, the district in which we had worked. The invitation was sincere, and I wanted to accept, but our group, pressed for time, was just not
able to attend due to a commitment in another town two hours away. I will never forget
the disappointed look on the chōnaikaichō-san’s (neighborhood association chairperson’s) face as we boarded our bus. I wasn’t quite sure why she looked this way, until
moments later when we watched from the bus window as our friends from Nagano
became enthusiastically engaged in watching a fascinating folk performance (it was a
shishi mai [lion dance]) by a troupe from Sakuragi-chō in the obviously enjoyable company of the local men and women (including the neighborhood association chairperson)
we too had worked with there. It appeared that some of our Sakuragi-chō cohorts were
actually dancers in the troupe. What fun! Everyone was joking and laughing as only
those who spent the day working together could, and we were missing out! How meaningful the matsuri would have been! As we drove past the festival on our way out of
town, it was now the occupants of my bus who looked disappointed.
In retrospect, not making time for the matsuri in Ōtsuchi had clearly been a mistake. The
next day, when I shared this realization with an IPU folklore studies colleague, he smiled
sympathetically and agreed that it would definitely have been an enjoyable experience.
But more than that, he emphasized that this could have also been a good opportunity to
build mutual trust with local leaders in preparation for future visits, as that was probably
what they wanted most. “They’ll want you to come back,” Matsumoto sensei said, “this
is the Rikuchū way.” 3 He also surmised that we probably could have also learned a lot
more about local priorities for restoring Sakuragi-chō and the coastal community
of Ōtsuchi as well, because the leaders would have been present. “The community leadership is always involved in the matsuri, especially on the Rikuchū Coast” he reminded
me, “and some are even performers in the troupe, if you don’t see them helping with
equipment or watching. And when leaders gather, they talk,” he added (Matsumoto
2013). My suspicion had been confirmed. At a time in the tsunami reconstruction
process when well-meaning 3.11 relief volunteers from outside the Tōhoku region were
being criticized for not being sensitive enough to local priorities (Okada 2012), this had
been a missed opportunity to right this wrong.
These and other thoughts from conversations with Matsumoto sensei and others who
know Rikuchū culture well echoed inside my head as our bus motored past the dense
forest that stretches Eastward on National Route 106 from Morioka to the Pacific coast.
This year, we were headed first to the port city of Miyako (North of Ōtsuchi), for what
was dubbed by an IPU student leader as a series of “kokoro no kea~” (psychological and
emotional care) opportunities. As this student leader, a social work major, explained,
most of the rubble disposal was now at a stage best left to the specialists. In Miyako, the
local disaster volunteer office had requested our services this time to meet with 3.11
survivors, especially the children and elderly, who continue to live in hundreds of tempo-
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rary housing units distributed throughout the city. Our job would be to entertain them on
Saturday, as on weekends the children have no school and need more excitement to keep
their spirits up. Many seniors would also be interested in meeting with us for the same
reason, Kazuaki was told, as most didn’t have enough to keep them busy, even during the
week. And we would be staying at Greenpia Sanriku Miyako, a resort hotel complex in
the suburb of Tarō, that needed the business from groups like ours to keep its bathing and
laundry facilities open for use by tsunami victims living on the premises. Our assistance
was also sought at a local volunteer gardening project unable to afford the necessary
labor for maintaining several hecters of nanohana (canola), planted to beautify the barren
landscape left behind by the tsunami that struck there on 3.11. And finally, our student
leader reported, we had been invited “again” to the annual Ōtsuchi fall matsuri held in the
Kamichō and Sakuragi-chō neighborhoods our group had worked in the year before.
“Being invited is quite an honor, especially this year,” he added, without explanation.
“Apparently, everyone there is glad we’re back in town for a second visit, so this time
they can share with us some of their local culture. I understand our group last year
couldn’t stay for the shishi mai performance.” (Tanaka 2012) Matsumoto sensei’s instincts had been correct. We would have another chance to become acquainted with
Sakuragi-chō residents and their minzoku geinō tradition. This time I wanted to
maximize this second-chance opportunity to commune with the locals.
Feeling the enthusiasm reflected in our student leader’s voice, I thought about the
research I had done over the past year to better comprehend the matsuri tradition on the
Rikuchū Coast. This long and narrow track of land, which alternates between beaches
and cliffs interspersed with fishing towns, that stretches from Kuji (a town North of
Miyako on the Iwate–Aomori boarder), to Ōfunato and Rikuzentakata (close to Miyagi
on Iwate’s Southern prefectural line), is indeed isolated. The rugged mountainous
terrain, deep ravines, and lack of roads here greatly hampered rescue efforts from inland
cities and towns following 3.11. In this part of the prefecture, Route 106 is the only
direct road to Miyako and points North or South on the coast. From Morioka, the trip to
Miyako alone takes a good two hours by car on a road that is only a modernized twolaner. Once out to the seashore, the Sanriku (coastal) Railway used to be a good
transportation option, but since 3.11, sections of track are still washed out, making travel
by train inconvenient and slow. The degree of physical isolation here is difficult to
comprehend until seeing it first-hand. But once there, it becomes easier to grasp why, as
locals claim, the Rikuchū coastline has its own distinct culture. Some might even
describe it as a Japanese coastal Brigadoon.
Miyako is one of four major ports on Iwate’s Pacific coast and is located approximately
midway between Kuji and Ofunato. The offshore waters here are known as one of the
best fishing grounds in the world where mackerel, tuna, and sea bream are plentiful. But
the fisheries industry along the Rikuchū Coast has always been competitive domestically
and internationally, and consistently good catches have become increasingly difficult to
yield during the last 60 years, resulting in inconsistent profit margins from year to year.
Thus, individual incomes in the region and the ratio of jobs to applicants have historically
been much lower here than the prefectural average. The tsunami devastation exacerbated
the negative factors contributing to the already delicate economy, lack of jobs, and
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depopulation that has plagued the region during most of the postwar years (Bailey 1991).
Over the close-to three decades I have spent studying the region, at many late night
drinking parties, countless locals have expressed to me how it has been the faithful and
timely performance of local folk dances and rituals during the matsuri periods in the that
have kept their spirits up during difficult times. In the aftermath of 3.11, I have observed
that locals are relying more-than-ever on their age-old customs for comfort, support, and
guidance.
Matsuri On the Rikuchū Coast
Much has been written about pre and postwar matsuri culture in mainstream Japan (Yanagida 1946; Miyamoto 1960; Robertson 1991; Ashkenazi 1993). In many modern
Japanese cities and towns, a “matsuri” has come to mean a public festival or celebration,
often, but not always, based on a traditional theme. Most rural and urban municipalities
have some kind of matsuri during their annual events cycle, typically involving the
activation of a deity at a local shrine or temple, a parade with dashi (floats), and/or folk
dancing - these varieties being the national default archetypes. The Tōhoku (Northeast
[Japan]) region itself boasts many well-known summer festivals of this variety as well,
such as the Nebuta Matsuri in Aomori, the Kanto Matsuri in Akita, the Hanagasa Matsuri
in Yamagata, and the Sansa Matsuri in Morioka, all of which take place in August. But
these examples do not fully represent what Rikuchū residents mean by the term. Off the
beaten path, in most areas of Japan, matsuri are not so formal, are much less official, and
take on a variety of forms. Typically small in scale, very little literature is available,
particularly in English, on the folk gatherings such as are found on the Rikuchū Coast and
in other isolated regions of Japan, which are often known about and documented only
locally (Thornbury 1997).
When Iwate coastline locals ask, Omatsuri ni kimasuka (“Do you want to come to the
matsuri?”), MOST LIKELY, this question is an invitation to a minzoku geinō
performance (possibly one taking place in the interlocutor’s very own hamlet), known to
be occurring sometime while you’re in the area but not widely advertised; an event like
the “matsuri” at the Sakuragi-chō shrine festival described earlier. “Matsuri” in this
sense, means a folk performance - a music, dance, or drama presentation by practiced
amateurs that is held locally for local residents by local residents. On the Rikuchū Coast,
folk performances of this type occur on a monthly (sometimes even a weekly) basis
throughout the year at shrines, temples, and local kominkan (citizens meeting halls),
sometimes in conjunction with a local deity but even for commercial occasions in both
public and secular spaces. Troupes perform individually, paired with other local groups,
or are configured in a variety of multiple genre formats. But regardless of the venue or
the purpose of a performance, for the performer and the local audience, each minzoku
geinō exhibition is a demonstration and reaffirmation of locally shared cultural values,
traditions, and a history of which only they are fully aware. One’s presence at a
performance demonstrates publically not only support for a troupe, but ties that
individual to a geographical coastal locale, a local cultural and political leadership, and in
some cases even a local deity (Thornbury 1997). In an age when 3.11 has accelerated
depopulation, aging, and socioeconomic decline in this region, minzoku geinō have be-
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come more open than ever and an affiliation to local Rikuchū culture most locals have
become happy to share.
According to Iwate ethnologist Neko Hideo, in the post 3.11 years, there has been a noticeable increase in the desire of locals on the Rikuchū Coast to share their local culture
with people and institutions outside the region as a response to the multiple disaster. He
suggests that matsuri, and particularly the regionally distinct minzoku geinō traditions
that are a centerpiece of these events, give local residents something they can be proud of
from their coastal lifestyle to show the rest of Japan and the world that has not been lost
to the tsunami, the continuing earthquakes and aftershocks, or to the radiation levels
which still sometimes register too high. The way in which folk traditions are transmitted
here - mostly through experiential means learnable only by those who live or grow up in
the area, makes this specialized knowledge and life experience particularly meaningful
and valuable to them now – especially after all they have lost. And sharing this tradition
with individuals and groups from outside the region who can enjoy it with them makes
for a meaningful relationship building experience often culminating in the cultivation of a
mutual trust, a better understanding of each other’s ways, and long-term ties.
Neko thinks this dynamic is particularly important in the post 3.11 context because local
residents on the Rikuchū Coast feel that disaster support personnel and organizations
often don’t seem to think its important to understand (or even try to understand) their
local culture, points of view, or needs in order to help them. Frequently, even now, they
feel that plans developed elsewhere without their input to aid in their recovery move
ahead on schedules they know nothing about. This makes Rikuchū residents feel like
they are thought of as ignorant, unsophisticated people unable to help themselves and
gives them the sense that they don’t have any control over the details of their own
recovery. Spending time together with tsunami relief personnel at a local folk performance event gives Rikuchū locals the ability to bridge this perceived gap in understanding
on their own terms moving forward by giving them a chance to share their local
knowledge with outsiders in ways that they can control. Neko argues that for these reasons, for both folk performers and the local audience, minzoku geinō has become the context in which, at least at present, many residents on the Rikuchū Coast feel most
comfortable in representing themselves (Neko 2013).
Aided by the region’s geographical isolation, even in the modern era, the Rikuchū Coast
has maintained a particularly rich array of minzoku geinō traditions. Local performances
of the tora mai (tiger dance), shishi mai, and oni kenbai (demon dance using swords) are
common. Shishi odori (deer dance), teodori (local folk dance[s] with complex hand
movements full of symbolism and meaning) and countless other named, hamlet specific
agriculture and fisheries - related performance traditions are also prevalent. Interestingly,
these local performance groups have a community maintenance function that often goes
unrecognized. Active troupes draft popular and professionally successful local residents
and those with relevant special skills as leaders, they maintain support organizations that
fund the performances, and actively recruit performers from outside their towns. These
practices cut across shrine and temple parish boundaries, and family, neighborhood, and
hamlet organization, solidifying local social, political and economic ties in quite complex
ways. It is these local ties, supported and maintained historically by the Rikuchū folk
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performance community and the cultural traditions and lifestyle associated with them,
that many local observers feel could and should be used more effectively during this
current tsunami recovery period. More specifically, the proponents of this perspective
think that the Rikuchū folk heritage should be used more aggressively by town hall and
the board of education leaders to reinforce regional unity, solidarity, and even for modest
economic development purposes while waiting on the large scale measures being planned
and implemented by the prefecture, the State and public and private agencies (some of
which will not benefit residents for five more years) 4 to take effect (Kariya 2013; Neko
2013; Ueda 2013).
Community Development Using Local Cultural Assets
As scholars familiar with Japanese community development literature and the sociology
of regional Japan know well, local residents in Iwate already have quite a history of utilizing local traditional social and cultural networks to attract outside interests for
producing small-scale economic opportunities where they live. In many of these cases,
economic development becomes possible, not necessarily by selling the local culture
itself (though, for example, local folk matsuri do have the capacity to generate some
revenue), but by local leaders using local cultural capital as a means by which to bypass
regional, prefectural, and even national bureaucratic structures that hold back local
progress, enabling them to cultivate local economic opportunity directly with potential
consumers outside the region, by themselves. 5
Several Iwate communities already have experience with this approach. In inland Iwate,
the way in which townships such as Hiraizumi (which has emphasized its World Heritage
sites which include Chūsonji and Mōtsūji temples) 6 and Tōno (of Yanagida Kunio fame) 7
have capitalized on their local cultural heritage to bring about local economic development on a large-scale is well known. On Iwate’s Pacific coast, however, the late Jackson
Bailey’s work in the village of Tanohata (just North of Miyakao), for example, shows
how during Japan’s postwar period, local Mayor Hayano Sempei was able to fund local
infrastructural development, international education, and business incubation opportunities through state and private sector ties he established in person directly in Tokyo
(bypassing the Iwate Prefectural government) through friendships at Waseda University
(and with Bailey himself), which gave him access to individuals and institutions there
interested in Rikuchū culture, life, and ultimately in his town’s economic advancement
(Bailey 1991).
The case of local economic development in Tōwa-chō, another inland Iwate, during the
1980s and 90s is also instructive in this regard. Inspired by Hayano, local mayor Obara
Hideo utilized state funding from the furusato sōsei undō (Movement to create hometown
identity) and chihō kōfu zei (provincial support funds which paid regional towns subsidies
based on their local population figures) to join forces with three other towns in Japan
with the same name to open a Tōwa Tokyo office through which each partner marketed
their local agricultural products directly to consumers in the Tokyo metropolitan area. 8
For Iwate Tōwa, this effort eventually resulted in an “Antenna Shop” in Kawasaki (a
suburb of Tokyo) which housed a grocery store that sold Tōwa’s local products, a
restaurant that served Tōwa’s local dishes, meeting space where art classes promoting
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Tōwa crafts were taught, and where periodic tours to Tōwa were promoted, organized
and launched in coordination with the Tōwa Town Hall and the folk culture based social
and cultural networks back home (Thompson 2004). Kamaishi (south of Miyako) also
has a history of approaching local development in similar ways, most recently detailed in
Genda Yuji and Naofumi Nakamura in 2009. And Miyako itself has experience with this
approach on a smaller scale as can be seen in its manju (sweek cake) production and sales
collaboration with Miyako City in Okinawa that dates back to the early 1980s. With no
other realistic options to rely on, a growing number of Rikuchū residents I’ve spoken
with think it’s time to bring this kind of creative thinking back using some of Iwate
Miyako’s folk culture assets (Ito 2013; Kariya 2013; Neko 2013; Ueda 2013).
From the perspective of scholars familiar with public sector local development in Japan,
the study of how residents in the remote outposts of Japan like the Rikuchū Coast might
utilize local cultural assets and existing networks of social relations for economic
development has long been a domestic field of study. Jimotogaku (hometown studies),
and chiiki gaku (local region studies), are approaches that first began to garner national
recognition in the 1980s and 1990s in the social education (shakai kyōiku) and lifelong
learning (shōgai gakushū) divisions of town halls in regional areas all across the nation
and have remained popular since (Okamoto 1989; Yoshimoto 2001; Yuki 2001). The
way in which the village of Asuke in the mountains of Aichi Prefecture achieved
successful local economic development through it creation of Asuke Yashiki, a working
historical mountain homestead using local expertise and connections is a famous example
of “jisaku shuen” (an economic development plan created and starred in by one’s self), a
technique in which a locally identified asset is defined as being valuable and becomes the
focus of an economic development plan that features it as its centerpiece (Thompson
2009). This approach is well suited to Miyako’s current predicament.
Miyako and Kuromori Kagura
We arrived in Miyako (population 58,000) in the early afternoon. Our first stop was at
Miyako Tanki Daigaku (Miyako Junior College), or Miyatan (an abbreviation by which it
is also known) - part of the IPU branch campus system, where we received a brief update
on Miyako’s post tsunami prognosis. The Dean Ueda of Miyatan, our official host,
didn’t mince any words when at his welcome speech he described the current state of
Miyako’s economic recovery. As a management professor and director of IPU’s
Regional Manufacturing Research Center charged with finding ways to help Miyako’s
totally devastated fisheries to recover, he was very blunt.
People in Miyako don’t have much hope right now. Jobs and
housing are our two biggest problems. The city government says
public housing is 3-5 years away. Those who want to build
themselves on affordable high ground may have to wait 5 years or
more for land to be cleared. The city doesn’t know how long
creating new jobs will take. For both jobs and housing, this is
much too long! Finding ways to maintain our fighting spirit is a
third priority. Our infrastructure is still broken so there is very
little employment. Without employment, without permanent places
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to live, and without ways to energize our spirit, young people and
their families will continue to move away, leaving only the elderly.
But the elderly know our history. Our city and our region have a
rich folk tradition to draw on. The elderly can help us capitalize
on that. We need our local matsuri and minzoku geinō traditions
to return to full activity. For the vitality they bring, the youth they
require, community organization they facilitate, for the local
identity they preserve, and even for the small-scale commercial
potential they have, our folk traditions are among our only
remaining local assets at the present time! (Ueda 2012)
It is no surprise to Matsumoto sensei that Miyatan’s Dean Ueda considers local minzoku
geinō to be an important local asset that can help Rikuchū residents through the tsunami
recovery process (Matsumoto 2013). After all, Rikuchū residents have a long history of
drawing on their folk traditions for mourning, inspiration, guidance, and protection
whenever a natural disaster has devastated the region (Kanda 2008; Hayashi 2012).
There have been three tsunami here in just the last one hundred years (Dengler and Smits
2011). 9 Historically, the network that binds folk traditions together on the Rikuchū Coast
has a system of sharing the region’s resources with the communities that needed it.
While this system, based on bartering, wouldn’t work as is today, this history is a cultural
asset with jusaku shuen potential. The hub of this system in Miyako, and in the region
that encompasses the northern third of the Iwate coast, is the Kuromori Kagura tradition.
“There are many aspects of the Kuromori tradition what would be impressive not just to
folk religion scholars,” says Neko, “but to the general public domestically and probably
even internationally.” (Neko 2013)
Fans of folk culture, or people just interested in the history and
lifestyle associated with agriculture and the fishing industry on the
Rikuchū Coast would be fascinated with Kuromori Kagura, its
rituals, it’s practices and how it is connected to the folk
performance traditions on the Rikuchū Coast. But many Japanese
outside the region didn’t even know of its existence until 3.11. and
still don’t know much about it. Kuromori Kagura should be used
at this point in time more deliberately for economic development
as the ultimate purpose of any folk tradition is to help its
constituents! (Neko 2003)
Kuromori Kagura, a major Shinto shamanic dance tradition based in Miyako, has indeed
played a major role over the centuries of facilitating the welfare of local residents on the
Rikuchū Coast socially, culturally, and economically. The tradition evolved out of the
shugendō tradition (mountain aestheticism derived from esoteric Shingon and Tendai
Buddhism) and has served as the overall organizational catalyst of Rikuchū folk culture
and has been a highly respected symbol of the Rikuchū lifestyle for over six hundred
years (since the 3rd year Ōan [1370]). It is a folk religion that is part of the shishi kagura
tradition, in which a lion mask, known as gongen-sama, said to be a manifestation of the
great kami (a Shinto god-like spirit) of Mt. Hayachine in central Iwate known as
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Yamanokami (mountain kami), is taken in this format house-to-house by performers
within its established territory to offer prayers and blessing to local residents during
annual visits. 10 There in not sufficient space here to give the Kuromori Kagura tradition
the full attention it deserves, but a few of its characteristics important to the residents of
the Rikuchū Coast which make it such a good potential jisaku shuen tool will be
discussed.
First, Kuromori Kagura has historically served not only inland agriculturalists, but the
coastal fishing communities as well. Service to two distinct demographics is unusual
among similar kagura traditions and the respect this garners from the tradition’s constituents gives Kuromori Kagura a sociopolitical and folk religious influence in its territory
greater than any other folk tradition in the region. Second, Kuromori Kagura has always
been inclusive, encouraging its constituents both inland and on the coast to continue to
practice their local folk traditions, incorporating them into its larger all-encompassing
folk religious theology. This is unusual in a shugendō – related folk tradition (Kanda
2008). A third distinguishing characteristic is the annual jungyō (touring) tradition in
Kuromori Kagura, which has continued uninterrupted for the last 345 years - since at
least the 6th year of Genroku (1668). This is unprecedented in the Tōhoku region.
Furthermore, this jungyō tradition has been perpetuated in an unusually large territory for
a shugendō tradition that reaches North of Miyako to present day Kuji, and South of
Miyako to a district close to the city of Kamaishi (approximately the same geographical
range as what today comprises the Rikuchū Coast).
Kuromori Kagura scholar Kanda Yoriko has written extensively about the unusual
resource distribution system of Kuromori Kagura (Kanda 1997) associated with these
three characteristics, which reveals some important social and political dynamics within
Rikuchū local culture. Even today, the jungyō operates on a yado (lodge) system in which
particularly wealthy households in the Kuromori Kagura territory invite the troupe to
perform in their hamlet. The troupe then travels to the village where these yado are
located according to a historically prescribed route, staying overnight at each residence
along the way. The established route loops South of Miyako along an inland course to
yado there, then returns back to Miyako by way of yado along the shoreline. Then the
tour takes the troupe North of Miyako inland at first, then returning to Miyako on the
coast. During the day, at each stop, a variety of rituals are performed with the gongensama at the yado and in the surrounding hamlet to protect constituents from illness, to
wish for good fortune, and to secure a bountiful harvest. At night, performances of
kagura which incorpate local folk traditions continue late into the night. According to a
document from 1758, troupes typically began their jungyō in November, making about
twenty stops on the Kita Mawari (Northern loop) tour. Two-hundred years ago it wasn’t
unusual for the jungyō to last until March. At a yado stay, everyone in the local
community is invited to observe and participate in performances, eat, drink and be merry.
At the same time, information, goods, and gifts (often rice, but financial as well) were
shared, hamlet business between the practitioners and local residents was conducted, and
local talent was recruited for the Kuromori performance and for its leadership. These
practices continue with only slight modifications, even today (MBA 2008).
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It is this jungyō, which continued over such a long period of time in such a wide territory
intertwined so intimately with the local practices within the territory that has created the
social networks, economic connections, and cultural ties that local residents have relied
on in good times and bad that make the linkages within Rikuchū folk performance
communities truly unique. Validating the quality and significance of the Kuromori
Kagura tradition, based at Kuromori Shrine located in Yamaguchi, a Western district of
Miyako, was designated as a Kuni shitei Mukei Bunkazai (a national intangible cultural
asset) in 2006 (MBA 2008).
This shared local history is the reason it meant so much to residents of the Rikuchū Coast
when on June 25th, 2011, only three-and-a-half months after 3.11, Kuromori Kagura
performed a public kuyō (memorial for the dead) at Greenpia Sanriku Miyako in Tarō,
the site of the tallest tsunami wave and largest number of temporary houses (Kariya
2012). 11 This performance was regarded as a heroic act by locals because it took place at
a time when the coastal area including the Port of Miyako was still a pile of rubble.
Though no troupe members died as a result of 3.11, many of them lost loved ones, livelihoods, and homes, yet they performed, taking on a cultural leadership role that will not be
forgotten anytime soon (Kariya 2012). Kuromori Kagura then exceeded public
expectations when, that December, the troupe resumed its normal jungyō route – first
traveling to its Southern yado, then in the new year going North to yado there. This
speaks not only to the commitment of Kuromori Kagura to its constituents, but to the
dedication of the yado owners to this tradition and their willingness to host the troupe and
serve its constituents even during this time of great devastation, certainly an honorable
quality (Kariya 2011; Yagi 2011).
These are some of the reasons why many cultural specialists familiar with the Rikuchū
Coast and continuing tsunami revitalization efforts here (Yagi 2011; Kariya 2013;
Matsumoto 2013; Neko 2013) think that there is more that can be done to harness the
great cultural capital that Kuromori Kagura possesses on the Rikuchū Coast to enhance
the region’s revival and development economically, politically, and culturally. The Japan
Foundation was quick to pick up on this potential in the international realm following the
June 25th kuyō in Miyako by sending the troupe to Moscow as cultural ambassadors for
several performances in October of 2011 to thank Russians for their financial support
immediately following 3.11 (Kitagawa 2011). A series of performances at the Japan
Society in New York City followed a year later (The New York Times 2012). Thought
these invitations and the performances have been inspirational to Rikuchū residents, they
were not commercial ventures. How the Kuromori Kagura Preservation Association can
develop local opportunities that can benefit Rikuchū communities economically is yet to
be seen – but is under study. A plan to enhance the evolving local disaster tourism
industry through the introduction of local history and culture by capitalizing on Kuromori
Kagura tradition is currently under study.
Something Good out of Something Bad
Over the course of our two days on the Rikuchū Coast, OHIO-IPU Tsunami Support
personnel listened to locals’ horrifying tsunami experiences, toured temporary housing
villages built on tennis courts, in school yards, and on numerous hillsides just high
enough above sea level or sufficiently distant to be safe. Four hours on end, we made
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crafts and sang karaoke with seniors, helped elementary school-aged boys and girls with
their homework, and played soccer with them. Wherever we went, we could count on
eventually being asked two questions - if we ever planned to come back for a visit, and
whether we had plans to see one of their matsuri. To both, our group could answer
confidently, “yes!”
On Sunday morning, we helped Kanayama Bunzō-san, his wife, and his support team
weed their expansive nanohana (canola) gardens, planted on several hectares of former
rice paddies located next to the river in central Ōtsuchi. These fields had been flooded by
seawater from the tsunami, rendering them useless for growing rice. I couldn’t help but
notice the Yamaguchi Chiku (district) towel one of their team members was wearing on
her head. She later told me she was a Kuromori Kagura Preservation Association
member and that some of the canola seeds planted here had been donated by the troupe.
We learned that the nanohana, planted here by Bunzō-san and his wife, not only produce
beautiful yellow flowers when they bloom, but help to desalinate the soil and can be
converted into biodeisel. “From these flowers, we’d like to fuel public buses in the future
to help bring this community back as a biotown,” commented Bunzō-san, a former truck
driver, “We’ll be making something good out of something bad.” (Kanayama 2012)
As a final activity on Sunday morning, we were led up the hill behind the riverbed,
known as Mt. Shiroyama, by a young man representing the Ōtsuchi Volunteer Center,
who acted as our guide. He took us to a small park next to Shiroyama Chūō Kominkan
(Shiroyama Central Citizens Hall) which overlooks the city, where many Ōtsuchi
residents from Sakuragi-chō fled to escape the tsunami on 3.11. Ironically, the lookout
was situated on a section of the hill that looked out over a cemetery. It was an eerie
contrast to look past the grave makers below to sections of the city in the distance that
had been washed way. Huge piles of rubble could still be seen here and there. Our guide
pointed out the remnants of the Ōtsuchi Town Hall where the mayor perished warning his
employees to flee. Forty residents in this neighborhood lost their lives because the
seawall blocked their view of the rising ocean, he told us. The seawall, we could see
now, was completely washed away. (I learned later that Kuromori Kagura had performed
a kuyō service here on their Southern jungyō during the winter of 2011.) “The lesson
here,” our guide reminded us, “is to evacuate as soon as you hear there is danger. When
you think of Ōtsuchi, please take this lesson to heart and apply it to your lives.” (Ito
2012).
The Ōtsuchi Matsuri
It was now about 1pm. Following a dramatic pause as we looked out over Ōtsuchi, our
guide continued. “This year’s Ōtsuchi Matsuri, he said, “will be celebrated down there.
This is the last time we will be celebrating our fall matsuri at the location of our present
downtown area,” he added. “A new main street is being cleared on higher ground. And
after today, all future matsuri will be celebrated there,” he said (Ito 2012).
We were several hundred meters above the city in elevation, but sure enough, if you
looked down to the streets below carefully, groups of local residents, dressed in various
kinds of matsuri wear – some in flashy looking happi (happy coats), others in yukata
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(thin summer cotton kimono), and some in their folk performance attire, while others
wore festive summer street clothes – could be seen lining up for a parade. It was looking
to be a large, public festival - style matsuri, but it was still local, so instead of dozens of
participants dressed in the same performance attire, there were many, many individual
troupes from each of the oceanfront neighborhoods close by lining up, headed to a central
performance area, each sporting different festival clothing, colors, and accessories.
Unfortunately, it then began to rain. It was a gentle misty rain. But nobody seemed
phased. Participants just took out the rain gear they had brought along, put it on, covered
their equipment with plastic sheets they had also prepared for this purpose, and continued
toward the old city center.
From close up, the matsuri was even more amazing. Our guide led us down from Mt.
Shiroyama to what had once been the central thoroughfare in Ōtsuchi. The street was still
there, but now, only the foundations of the buildings remained. Most of the rubble had
been cleared away. In some of the empty lots, little folk altars memorializing the dead
could be seen, made from groupings of empty beverage cans configured tastefully as
offerings, some bottles and cans used to hold wild flowers picked from the hillside
nearby.
Every neighborhood association (it seemed) was represented by some kind of dashi
(festival cart), mikoshi (portable shrine), or folk performance troupe that performed one
after the other in a designated “presentation area.” I counted eighteen distinct groups,
each led by individuals who looked to be neighborhood leaders guiding their people,
dressed in colorful design-coordinated happi and mompe (matching baggy traditional
Japanese-style cotton shorts), to the middle of the performance space, and signaling their
troupes to begin. As the lion dancers, deer dancers, and demon dancers performed their
numbers, local residents crowded around the perimeter of the performance space to watch
and cheer in rhythm to the music. Ohhh… oh, oh, oh, went one refrain. The
performances included drumming, chanting, flute playing, and in many cases elaborate
dance choreography, depending on the genre. It was quite an expression of the Ōtsuchi
diehard spirit.
The matsuri participants seemed really glad we were there, but what was most noticeable
– at least to me, was that many of the groups had brand-new-looking equipment, and in
some cases very, very young dancers being coached by senior citizens who stood (some
seated in wheelchairs) on the perimeter of the performance space. I only saw one “seasoned” looking mikoshi , the rest were made from recently culled wood and were much
smaller in scale than the older looking types, which were sometimes twice and three
times the size. It seemed that as the rain came down harder, the dancing and chanting
became more intense. At the conclusion of each performance, the troupe would march
off, replaced by the next group which would assemble and begin, and process along the
parade route that I later learned led to the location where the new downtown would be
built.
During the hour-and-a-half of performances we watched in Ōtsuchi’s old downtown, I
don’t know how many times I was asked (by locals, I presume) whether I was enjoying
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the afternoon, and what I thought of the local performances. I repeatedly said, “Kandō
saseraremasu,” ([the folk performances] move me deeply). In most cases, I received a
beaming smile in return. But as I reflect back on this experience now, I WAS moved and
felt strongly myself (along with the audience), the powerful emotional charge that
reverberated through the crowd that afternoon! It was a truly emotional experience to
watch local residents say goodbye to their old festival space and prepare to embrace a
new location with new dancers, new equipment (in many cases), some groups still
missing members of their troupe. I later learned that because Ōtsuchi is largely a
community of fisheries, many of the most experienced folk performers were at the harbor
when the tsunami hit and more than a few of them were among the 40 residents we heard
about earlier, who lost their lives. They had been only a few hundred feet away from the
performance space where the tsunami hit.
Reflecting On the Weekend
The day after the conclusion of the OHIO-IPU Tsunami Volunteer collaboration Year 2,
at our hanseikai (wrap-up sessions), I asked an IPU colleague if she thought this year’s
trip had been success. “Well, that depends how you define success,” she answered with a
contemplative expression on her face. “Tsunami victims on the Rikuchū Coast need
houses, jobs, and hope. In the long-run, only specially trained individuals from big
public and private sector bureaucracies can help with the first two. We can’t help much
with housing or jobs right now, but we can help deliver hope,” she said. In her mind, our
two-and-a-half day trip to the coast had not really eased the pain of any tsunami victims,
but, “we were able to show that we care,” she said. “Perhaps we ourselves benefitted
most. Our team, composed of people from two different countries was able to get to
know each other better by working together closely,” she added,
… and the local residents were able to see that everyone was wearing an
IPU jersey (smock). This must have been meaningful to them – that a
university in Iwate was involved with foreigners in tsunami volunteerism I
think would have given everyone some hope. Hope that we are all trying
to help, and hope that we want to help. But what ever else we might have
done during our two days, wouldn’t have been enough. Repeated visits to
the same communities over time, spending meaningful time in an activity
with locals, and appreciating and expressing interest in the local culture,
these are things that make them happy, at least in the short term, I think.
But nothing we do can take away their pain. The only thing we can do is
to keep coming back. Maybe next time we can participate in the Ōtsuchi
Matsuri – put on festival clothes and learn a dance or something and
participate. They’d like that. And we can continue trying to deliver hope
in whatever other ways we can. In uncertain times like the present,
showing we care can go a long way. (Sasaki 2003)
Several days later, I was back in Miyako to do some interviews as a follow-up to the
OHIO-IPU weekend vist. “Word has reached me that you and your student group
participated in the Ōtsuchi festival,” said Kariya Yūichirō, a folk preservation official at
the Miyako Board of Education. I was introduced to Kariya-san, also the chairperson of
the Kuromori Kagura Preservation Association, by an anthropology colleague as
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someone I should meet to learn more about how to contextualize the recent Ōtsuchi
Matsuri experience. Kariya-san continued.
This is a very good thing, you know. Now you have credibility with
Miyako locals and with me. You have been back to the Rikuchū
Coast for two years now and plan to come back for a third. You
have interacted with our seniors and with our children. And
because you experienced the Ōtsuchi Matsuri with us, we feel like
we know you. We know now that you are seriously interested in
learning about the local traditions here. This will open doors both
for you and for us. Despite our difficult situation in Miyako, we
believe our local traditions hold the key to figuring out the future.
We don’t want to abandon our traditional ways because of the
tsunami; we think our traditional ways will help us survive despite
it. Finding this connection is our priority. I look forward to
seeing you again. (Kariya 2012)
Final Thoughts
On my second trip to the Rikuchū Coast, several patterns were beginning to emerge that
are crucial to understanding the 3.11 tsunami disaster on the Rikuchū Coast and strategies
for recovery from a local point of view. These perspectives have guided the design and
organization of the two subsequent OHIO-IPU Tsunami Volunteer trips. Year-three
involved working more in Ōtsuchi on what is now called Kanayama Bunzō-san’s
“Nanohana Project” and community clean-up work in the city of Rikuzentakata a little
further south. Year-four took us to the same communities for building projects and more
involvement in local matsuri performances. Year-four participants got to know the
troupe members of one of Ōtsuchi’s shishi odori (deer dancing) groups. A fifth trip is
now being planned for September of 2015 which will hopefully lead to these annual
volunteer trips evolving into a permanent OHIO-IPU Service Learning Project. During
the four years of tsunami relief volunteer contact with the Rikuchū communities with
which we became familiar, four main themes were reoccurring.
First, Rikuchū residents have a genuine attachment to their local matsuri traditions. This
might be true to a certain extent in any Japanese locale, but for the reasons already
articulated, folk performance traditions in the post tsunami context take on a special
meaning for tsunami survivors that is not always recognized by those of us who come to
help. Second, tsunami survivors place an extremely high importance on long-term ties
with individuals and groups from outside the region. These relationships have the
potential for a variety of outcomes mutually enriching and beneficial to both the local
resident and the visitor from away. Furthermore, return visits by outsiders are welcomed
and actually preferred to one-time visits. Outsiders need to realize also that return visits
to the Rikuchū Coast - for interactions that remind locals that they are not alone –are not
only greatly appreciated but are an important link in the chain of kokoro no kea (psychological and emotional care) necessary to bring about healing through hope.
A third emerging pattern seems to be that there is a need to recalibrate the short and longterm needs and priorities of Rikuchū residents from their point of view, not the
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perspective of relief support personnel. While government bureaucrats and public and
private sector aid agencies are working on large-scale solutions for replacing local
housing and creating jobs that will take time, Rikuchū residents want to share their local
traditions with outsiders, and are interested in exploring grassroots style economic
development models while they wait. Jisaku shuen – style approaches might be one way
for Rikuchū residents to proceed with this interest as it has been attempted successfully in
several Iwate cities, towns, and villages over the years. According to scholars of Iwate
folk scholars knowledgeable about the prefecture’s coastal folk traditions and Rikuchū
folk practitioners themselves, Kuromori Kagura is the overwhelming favorite to be the
cultural and economic focal point for this kind of local development effort. But
balancing this popular priority with the complexities of the region’s post-3.11
socioeconomic crisis and the politicians and economists charged with finding long-term
solutions to the core problems will be a huge challenge.
伝統芸能は心のこもったものであり、人々をつなげる力があることを、黒森神楽が教えてくれた
と思っている。

I believe Kuromori Kagura has taught me that the folk performing arts is a heartfelt
practice which has the power to bring people together. (Kariya 2008)
Finally, from a local point of view, the key to a viable future for the residents of Miyako
and the Rikuchū Coast is not in building a totally new kind of 21st century society but in
finding a way to adapt and reinvent the best practices from their past and apply them to
the present. Kuromori Kagura and the Rikuchū folk performance traditions provides just
this type of opportunity.
1

This chapter was compiled from portions of publications by the author which have appeared in other publications under different
titles.
2
This account complements but is independent of the first “field report” that appeared in the March 5th, 2012 edition of Japan Focus,
which described what was encountered, and what was learned in September of 2011. (Thompson 2012)
3

Occasionally, titles such as “sensei” (teacher) and –san (polite tag approximating Mr., Mrs. or Ms.) are used to indicate respect and
my relationship with that person.

4

See quote from Ueda (2013) in the Miyako and Kuromori Kagura section of this paper.

5

This is the model and how it works. Outsiders are introduced to local people and culture in a regional area of Japan, and develop an
interest in both. Local networks are used by locals here to give that outsider a detailed inside view. The outsider, impressed with the
quality of the experience and the sincerity of the people, reciprocates by providing access to their own networks and contacts in the
city that would not otherwise have been accessible from the regions to market that cultural capital (Thompson 2003).

6

Hiraizumi was the seat of the Northern branch of the Fujiwara clan that ruled what is now Iwate during the Heian period (794-1185)
and most of the Kamakura period (118501333) that followed. Many temples and shrines were built here including the two mentioned
here that have been designated as UNESCO World Heritage sites.

7

Yanagida Kunio is the father of modern Japanese folklore. Among his many famous publications include Tono Monogatari (the
Ledgends of Tono), first published in 1908, a book, which records the ghost stories and myths of Mt. Hayachine and the surrounding
territory including those from the nearby (Yanagida 1908).

8

The three other Tōwa’s referred to here are in Miyagi, Fukushima, and Yamaguchi prefectures (Thompson 2002).

9

The tsunami on 3.11.11 was far from being the first in northeast Japan. Since the late 19th century, there have been three. The most
often cited are the tsunami caused by the Meiji Sanriku Earthquake on June 15th, 1886, followed by the Showa Sanriku Earthquake on
March 2nd, 1933. The latest is The Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11th, 2011. The Meiji Sanriku Earthquake produced waves
reaching the height of 38.2 meters (125 ft), about a meter higher than those created by the Great East Japan Earthquake. Iwate saw
wave test 38 meters, The Japan Times (Kyodo News), 4 April 2011.
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10
Kuromori Kagura is one of four varieties of Shinto shamanic dance and is known as shishi (lion) kagura in which a kami (a Shinto
god-like spirit) is thought to inhabit a large lion mask worn by dancers who perform to drive away evil spirits and quell the spirits of
the dead. In the Tōhoku region, many styles of shishi kagura exist, which were transmitted to the region through the centuries by
mountain ascetics known as yamabushi. In the shishi kagura tradition, the lion mask, known as gongen-sama, is said to be a manifestation of the great kami of Mt. Hayachine in central Iwate known as Yamanokami (mountain kami) and is taken in this format by the
performers house-to house in the village and towns within the territory to offer prayers and blessing to local residents during annual
visits. Hayachine Kagura, based in central Iwate at the foot of Mt. Hayachine, is a well-known variety of shishi kagura in Japan.
Kuromori Kagura, however, which shares the same shugendō (mountain aestheticism derived from esoteric Shingon and Tendai
Buddhism) tradition in association with Mt. Hayachine, has been lesser known by those outside of Iwate until after 3.11.
11
A study by the University of Tokyo’s Earthquake Research Institute revealed that the tsunami in Tarō, a northern suburb of Miyako,
had reached at least 37.9 meters (124 ft) above sea level, almost equaling the 38.2 meters (125 ft) meter record of the 1896 MeijiSanriku earthquake tsunami. This wave at Tarō was the highest recorded from the 3.11 tsunami. The Japan Times. Iwate Saw Wave
Test 38 meters. (Kyodo News), 4 April 2011.
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Abstract:
In the evolving field of visual communication, designers create solutions for print and digital
media. There is a growing need for investigation into how they can be partnered in more
dynamic ways. It is also increasingly important for student designers to learn how to convey
messages to target audiences through cross-promotional forms of communication. One way
to connect print and digital mediums is through vision-based augmented reality that allow for
more dynamic means of relating a message and content.
In the context of a class focused on kinetic typography, students designed for an audience
of a specific event or organization through the means of a printed promotional piece that
is enhanced with a video. Methods of approaching the problem were introduced through
discussing a variety of principles in both print and motion design. A better understanding
of communication through print as it relates to motion design were developed by studying
the principles of design − harmony, balance, proportion, repetition, rhythm, emphasis −
along with principles of sound or music − amplitude, duration, pitch, timbre. The research
and project is ultimately an investigation into which design principles are most appropriate
for such a challenge. The solution was to view the entire assignment through the lens of
the “reflect, make, observe” creative process defined by the Dubberly Design Office. This
experimental project allowed students to evaluate their goal, investigate various approaches
to the print and motion solution and observe the results in the hands of fellow students,
faculty and guests. Students built knowledge of new technology and alternative means of
communication while enhancing their understanding of a wholistic design process.
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Abstract: Consumers own objects for the value they provide, especially the value that expresses the
owner’s self-image. This is particularly true for college students who just step out from the influence of
parents/ family and begin to construct their own self-image. This consumer demographic has more
tendencies to relate their possessions to the sense of self and is more intrigued by the appearance of
almost everything compared to other consumer demographics. With the understanding of the young
adults’ emphasis on the looks of both their own body shapes and the objects they possess, this study
argues that the proportion of personal consumer product has an important meaning to this consumer
demographic and profoundly influences their product preferences. Two factors- college students’ body
esteem and their educational background/ academic major are utilized to examine the relationship
between one’s product proportion preference and sense of self. The reasons for choosing these factors
will be elaborated and the influence of each factor on consumers’ product preferences will be discussed.
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The Slimmer, the Better: A Study on U.S. College Students’ Proportion Preferences
for Personal Consumer Products.
1. Introduction
Consumers own objects for the value they provide, especially the value that expresses the owner’s selfimage. Many studies have revealed and proved that there is a strong bond between possessions and the
owner’s sense of self (Kamptner 1991; Prentice 1987; Richins 1994; Russelle 1987; Russelle 1988; Grubb
and Grathwohl 1967; Sirgy 1982). Some researchers found that it is particularly true for college students.
(Janoff 1999; Wolburg and Pokrywczynski 2001; Wolburg and Pokrywczynski 2001; Noble et al. 2009;
Kamptner 1991). Janoff( 2001) points out that college-aged individuals are often experiencing the
freedom of being on their own for the first time, and thus have specific wants and needs as consumer.
For example, this consumer demographic has more tendencies to relate their possessions to the sense
of self and is more intrigued by the appearance of almost everything compared to other consumer
demographics. (Janoff 2001). In their research on “What drives college-age Generation Y consumers?”,
Noble et al. (1999) found that issues relating to socialization, uncertainty reduction, reactance, selfdiscrepancy, feelings of accomplishment and connectedness drive college-aged Generation Y
consumers' product purchases and retail patronage. (Noble et al. 2009). By analyzing the transcripts
collected from the interviews with eighty-eight college student participants across four states in the
U.S., they identified seven categories of variables: freedom, finding yourself, blend in/stand out, brand
personality, fashion knowledge, value-seeking and the comfort of brands that influence the participants’
consumption behaviors. An exploratory model formed by these seven themes was used as a framework
for this research from which some salient findings were acquired. The three most salient findings are:
1. College-aged Generation Y consumers have strong tendencies to relate their possessions to the
sense of self [finding yourself, brand personality, value-seeking].
2. Generation Y consumers (as a whole) are very brand and fashion conscious [blend in/stand out,
brand personality, fashion knowledge].
3. Value-seeking is the most salient theme on the participant's minds (this theme was the most
commonly cited theme by respondents) [freedom, value-seeking, comfort of brands].
These findings prove that finding a product that allows consumers to feel a sense of self-enhancement
and feel stylish/ in style is the most important driving force in the U.S. college-student market, which
yielded 404 billion U.S. dollars purchasing power in 2013 (re:fuel’s 2013 College Explorer,
http://www.refuelagency.com/college-explorer/) . However, the term “self-image” in the mentioned
study is not specified clearly and the research results give little information about how the participants
define the term” stylish”. To better extend the value of the research conducted by Noble et al. and other
researchers in the similar field, it is essential to understand how college-aged Generation Y consumers
interpret the style of a product and the influential factors behind it. This study attempts to address this
gap in the literature by exploring some factors that may have profound influences on how college-aged
Generation Y individuals define the term “ stylish” and how it is related to their consumption behaviors.
2. What Defines the Term “Stylish” to U.S. College Students?
Oxford Dictionary defines “stylish” as “having or displaying a good sense of style”. While Urban
Dictionary, the online open-source dictionary of slang with 80 percent of its users being younger than 25
(Heffernan 2009), defines the term “stylish” as “with style: high quality, skill, or grace in performance,
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manner, social behavior, or appearance”. (http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=stylish,
Retrieved October 21, 2014.) Although Urban Dictionary is an informal document, it, somehow, reveals
the viewpoint of young people toward the modern slang or cultural phrases in their everyday life. In
fact, consumer research found that young people today live in an environment in which looks are of
utmost importance and pressure to achieve the cultural ideals of attractiveness is high. (Sheldon 2010)
This is particularly true in Western culture where a limited range of body shapes are deemed acceptable
( Rothblum 1990). For women slimness is highly valued, while for men a mesomorphic shape is
considered most acceptable (Lamb et al. 1993). A study conducted in 1988, (Connor-Greene 1988)
indicated that up to 88% of American women wish to lose weight, as compared to only 37% of men who
are unsatisfied with their bodies, while another study conducted in 2008 showed an increased rate of
body dissatisfaction among the male population in the U.S.- 75 % of men reported discrepancies
between their ideal and perceived bodies (as cited in Brown & Graham, 2008). Today, the ideal body
shape for American men is lean and muscular at the same time (Ricciardelli, McCabe& Ridge 2006).
Lynch & Zellner’s research on “Figure preferences in two generations of American men “ ( 1999) showed
that college-aged men are less satisfied with their appearance than adult men (Lynch & Zellner 1999).
These research results can lead to an assumption that U.S. college students may interpret slimness as
“stylish” or “the essential of being stylish”. Actually, plenty of supporting evidences can be found in
current fashion magazines and different types of media. The images of super models or celebrities with
slim physiques have set the standard of “ ideal body shape” or “ the body shape that makes people
stylish” to this consumer demographic. Therefore, it will be interesting to see if this mindset is
applicable to product selection/ preference for the U.S. college student consumers- does a product in
slim shape look more stylish to this consumer demographic? Is there any correlation between their
body-shape (actual and ideal) preferences and the shapes of products favored by U.S. college students?
In addition to the media, some researchers believe that the field of study (academic major) has a
significant influence on the way college students perceive and interpret information. (Pascarella &
Terenzini 2005; Knox, Lindsay& Kolb 1993; Kohn, Schoenbach& Slomczynski, 1990) This is strongly
supported by the socialization theory which defines the consumer socialization as “a processes by which
young people acquire skills, knowledge, and attitudes relevant to their functioning as consumers in the
marketplace” (e.g. Ward 1974). According to Moschis (1981), significant differences exist in attitudes
toward advertising, brands, prices, products and in levels of consumer affairs knowledge between
younger adolescents (under 15) and older adolescents (over 15) (Moschis 1981). This finding indicates
that consumer socialization is still occurring through the college years and the field of study plays a
major role in systematically providing knowledge for college students to analyze and evaluate things
which will lead to personal decision makings in the future. To these emerging adults, who are
undergoing the development of self-identity with age between 18 and 25, the academic majors don’t
just equip them with professional skills for future job but also train them to approach problems/
challenges with professional knowledge earned from school (Arnett 2000). Thus, it will be interesting to
see how the academic majors influence U.S. College Students’ definition of “stylish” which may lead to
their product preferences and purchasing decisions.
3. Research Model Conceptualization
3.1 Hypotheses
The information gained in the previous section leads to some hypotheses that may function as the
framework for this study. These hypotheses include:
1. U.S. college students prefer products in slim shape.
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2. U.S. college students have tendencies to relate their body shapes (actual or ideal) to the
products they possess.
3. U.S. college students’ academic majors have profound influences on their product preferences.
However, the concepts of “body shape”, “product” and “slim shape” are too broad and not well defined.
There is a need to understand how U.S. college students evaluate their body shapes and what types of
products are more important to this consumer demographic in terms of the fit between their
possessions and the extended self. The Body-Esteem Scale (BES) developed by Franzoi and Shields
(1984) has been widely used to investigate characteristics in young men and women related to body
esteem, which is closely linked to their self-esteem and is sometimes referred to as “body image”.
(Franzoi & Shields 1984) Franzoi and Shields believe that three major factors contribute to young men
or women’s self-body esteem. These factors are (1) Physical Attractiveness (PA) for males or Sexual
Attractiveness (SA) for females, (2) Upper Body Strength (UBS) for males or Weight Concern (WC) for
females and (3) Physical Condition (PC) for both males and females. 8 items out of 35 subscales of the
Body Esteem Scale are directly associated with body shape (waist, thighs, buttocks, hips, legs, figure/
physique, appearance of stomach, weight) Therefore, figuring out a subject’s overall score for these
subscales allows the researcher to identify his/her self body esteem with a focus on body shape.

U.S college students are known for their tendencies to relate their possessions to the sense of self
and are more intrigued by the appearances of products during purchasing process. However,
products in different classes may have different values or levels of representing the owner’s taste or
self-image (Malhotra 1988). In their study on examining consumers' varying experiences of their
special possessions over time, Karanika and Hogg found that college-aged Generation Y consumers
value products that extremely reflect and express their self-image and personality. Most cited products
by their college student respondents include music player, laptop computer, mobile phone, clothes,
cosmetics, and sporting gears (Karanika & Hogg 2011). These possessions may belong to different
product classes but all have one common attribute, which is often to be used in front of public.
Therefore, personal products with strong public meanings should be examined in this research.
Oxford dictionary defines “slim of a thing” as small in width and typically long and narrow in shape
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/slim, derived on Nov. 7,2014). The
ratio of width to length is often referred to the concept of proportion in product design. Although some
studies have proved that aesthetic responses are more favorable for objects that exhibit ideal
proportions (i.e., proportions known to be aesthetically pleasing) (e.g., Berlyne 1971; Berkowitz 1987;
Veryzer 1993), no studies exists that investigates the influence of slim shape on the preferences or
evaluations formed by the perceivers of the products. This study aims to investigate U.S college
students’ preference levels for slim-shaped products. Therefore, the three hypotheses mentioned
before should be modified to better fit the goals of this study. The three modified hypotheses are:
1. U.S. college students prefer slim-shaped products, especially for products with strong
public meanings.
2. U.S. college students have tendencies to relate their body esteem to the products they
possess.
3. U.S. college students’ academic majors have profound influences on their product
preferences.
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These hypotheses will be explored through single choice survey questions and the findings will be
discussed in detail later.
3.2 Independent Variables
In order to examine U.S. college students’ preference levels for slim-shaped products, two-dimensional
shape of product was selected as the main factor for manipulation. Proportion, which refers to the size
relation of one part to another and to the whole (i.e., ratio), was operationalized as the ratio of an
object’s width to height. The variations in proportion for objects of a particular product category were
determined by two design experts and pilot testing was conducted in order to determine the minimal
degree by which dimension needed to be altered in order to differentiate the shapes of tested objects
while maintaining a certain level of visual appealingness. This was necessary since there were
considerable differences in the configurations of the products that were employed.
3.3 Stimuli
The stimuli were versions of images of four products (mobile phone, sport watch, water bottle,
backpack) drawn from four different product classes. These products were considered as products with
high public meanings. As the proportion in this study is defined as the ratio of an object’s width to
height (W/H), the heights of the objects within one product class remain the same. Three different levels
of proportion (high vs. middle vs. low) represent products in wide shape, moderate shape and slim
shape. The proportion manipulation was achieved by altering the widths of the products within the
same class while all the product features and height remain the same. The proportions that were used
for each product were as follows: mobile phone, 0.6 vs. 0.5 vs. 0.4; sport watch, 0.65 vs. 0.59 vs. 0.54;
water bottle: 0.40 vs. 0.31 vs. 0.28; backpack: 0.75 vs. 0.64 vs. 0.59. Participants’ responses to these
stimuli should reflect their proportion preferences for these product classes.
4. Investigation Procedure
A preliminary study was designed and conducted in order to investigate the influence of body esteem
and academic major on U.S. college students’ proportion preferences for personal consumer products.
Thirty senior college students from three different colleges / fields of study (Industrial Design, Biological
Science and Engineering with ten students from each program) at Auburn University were tested
singularly. Each subject was presented a printed-out questionnaire survey with questions in three major
sections following the basic background information, including age, gender, academic major, height in
feet and inch, and weight in pound. The first section is for testing each participant’s level of body
esteem. Eight body shape related items derived from Franzoi and Shields‘ Body Esteem Scale were rated
on a 5-point Likert scale (1-strongly disagree, 2-mildly disagree, 3-neutral, 4-mildly agree, and 5- strongly
agree). The total sum of the scores indicates each participant’s level of body esteem. Subject with high
score has positive body esteem and subject with low score has negative body esteem.
The second section is for testing each participant’s product proportion preferences. Images of four
products (mobile phone, sport watch, water bottle, backpack) were presented to the participants with
full color and varied width-to-length ratios (proportions) in random presentation order (Figure 1).
Subjects were prompted to choose one design that they like the most between the three proposed
designs for each product category.
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Figure 1: Images of four products (mobile phone, sport watch, water bottle, backpack) were presented to the participants with
full color and varied width-to-length ratios (proportions) in random presentation order.

The third section is for testing participants’ agreement with the reasons they pick the products. Six
questions were exposed to the participants for getting the ideas of the level of agreement each
individual has with the statement presented in each question. The reasons include the following factors:
1. the stylishness of the design; 2. reflection of personal style; 3. reflection of participant’s personality;
4. reflection of participant’s ideal body image; 5. academic major’s ability to equip students with the
knowledge to evaluate a product’s design; and 6. academic major’s level of influence on a student’s
product proportion preferences. The subjects rated each statement on a 5-point Likert scale anchored
by “strongly disagree/ strongly agree”. Thus, the experiment employed a 2(body esteem) X 3 (
proportion) X 6 ( influential factor) repeated measures design. The results will be analyzed and discussed
in the next section.
5. Results and Discussion
Standard ANOVAs were performed on each of the four products in order to assess the effects of body
esteem, academic major, and their possible interactions. Descriptive information for BMI, and body
esteem total scores by majors is shown in Figure 2. The overall samples include 30 students from
Biological Science (six females and four males), Engineering (five females and five males), and Industrial
Design (five females and five males).
Majors/BMI Groups
Biological Science (n=10)
Engineering (n=10)
Industrial Design (n=10)
Total (N=30)

Mean
21.00
22.95
23.02
22.32

BMI

SD
3.11
2.57
2.98
2.95

Body Esteem
Mean
SD
22.40
6.19
20.30
5.06
23.50
6.54
22.07
5.91

Underweight (n=5)
----24.80
Normal (n=20)
----22.90
Overweight (n=5)
----16.00
Figure 2: Descriptive information for BMI, and body esteem total scores by majors

6.38
5.40
3.87

There was a moderate to strong relationship between the BMI and the total scores of body esteem
(r=-.427, p=.018), indicating that the higher BMI value, the lower level of body esteem. One-way ANOVA
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was conducted to examine if there was a difference in total scores of body esteem among students from
three different majors (Biological Science, Engineering, and Industrial Design). The Levene’s test
indicated the homogenous assumption was assumed (p=.53). ANOVA results indicated that there was no
statistically significant difference in body esteem among different majors groups (F(2,27)=0.74, p=.49).
Chi-square tests were conducted to investigate the relationship between body esteem groups (negative
and positive) and the proportion preferences for the tested products (Figure 3). The results indicate
students with negative body esteem were more likely to choose wider backpack than student with
positive body esteem (χ2 (2) =7.80, p=.020). However, there is no difference in choosing phone, watch, or
water bottle between negative and positive body esteem students (χ2 (2) =3.452, p=.178; χ2 (2) =0.733,
p=.693; and χ2 (2) =2.800, p=.247, respectively ). Therefore, the first hypothesis (U.S. college students
prefer slim-shaped products) is not supported.
Product

Negative Body
Esteem
5
(33.3%)

Positive Body
Esteem
2
(13.3.0%)

Moderate

5
(33.3%)

10
(66.7.0%)

Wide

5
(33.3%)

3
(20.0%)

Thin

8
(53.3%)

7
(46.7%)

Moderate

5
(33.3%)

7
(46.7%)

Wide

2
(13.3%)

1
(6.7%)

Thin

3
(20.0%)

2
(13.3%)

Moderate

8
(53.3%)

12
(80.0%)

Wide

4
(26.7%)

1
(6.7%)

Thin

1
(6.7%)

3
(20.0%)

Moderate

8
(53.3%)

12
(80.0%)

Variation
Thin

Phone

Watch

Bottle

Backpack

2

χ

df

p-value

3.452

2

.178

0.733

2

.693

2.800

2

.247

7.80

2

.020*

6
0
(40.0%)
(0.0%)
Figure 3: Descriptive information for the relationship between body esteem groups (negative and positive) and the proportion
preferences for the tested products.
Wide

Chi-square tests were conducted to investigate the relationship between majors (Biological Science,
Engineering, and Industrial Design) and the proportion preferences for the tested products (Figure 4).
The results show no statistically significant relationship between the majors and the products’
proportion preferences. (χ2(4)=0.536, p=.970; χ2(4)=2.900, p=.575; χ2(4)=1.200, p=.878; and
χ2(4)=1.600, p=.809, respectively). However, Mann-Whitney U Test, which was conducted to compare
students’ agreement with the reasons they pick the designs between different body esteem groups and
majors (Figure 5), indicates that students with positive body esteem believe the designs they choose can
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represent their personality more than those with negative body esteem (p=.016). Students in the
underweight group believe the designs they choose can represent their ideal body image more than
those in normal or overweight groups (p=.03). Furthermore, students from Industrial Design believe that
their field of study has equipped them with the knowledge to evaluate a product’s design (p=.003), and
has a profound influence on their product preferences (p<.001). Therefore, the second hypothesis (U.S.
college students have tendencies to relate their body esteem to the products they possess) and the
third hypothesis ( U.S. college students’ academic majors have profound influences on their product
preferences) are supported.
Product

Variation
Thin

Phone

Watch

Bottle

Backpack

Biological
Science
2
(20.0%)

2
(20.0%)

Industrial
Design
3
(30.0%)

Engineering

Moderate

5
(50.0%)

5
(50.0%)

5
(50.0%)

Wide

3
(30.0%)

3
(30.0%)

2
(20.0%)

Thin

6
(60.0%)

5
(50.0%)

4
(40.0%)

Moderate

4
(40.0%)

3
(30.0%)

5
(50.0%)

Wide

0
(0.0%)

2
(20.0%)

1
(10.0%)

Thin

2
(20.0%)

2
(20.0%)

1
(10.0%)

Moderate

6
(60.0%)

6
(60.0%)

8
(80.0%)

Wide

2
(20.0%)

2
(20.0%)

1
(10.0%)

Thin

1
(10.0%)

1
(10.0%)

2
(20.0%)

Moderate

7
(70.0%)

6
(60.0%)

7
(70.0%)

2

χ

df

p-value

0.536

4

.970

2.900

4

.575

1.200

4

.878

1.600

4

.809

2
3
1
(20.0%)
(30.0%)
(10.0%)
Figure 4: Descriptive information for the relationship between majors and the proportion preferences for the tested products.
Wide

Statement

Body Esteem (df=2)
Mannp-value
Whitney U
93.00
.436
74.00
.081
55.00
.016*
101.50
.653
96.50
.512

BMI (df=2)
2

χ

p-value

Majors (df=2)
2

χ

p-value

Stylish
1.973
.373
0.844
.656
Personal Style
0.529
.767
0.762
.683
Personality
0.179
.914
1.023
.599
Ideal Body Image
6.98
.030*
5.274
.072
Knowledge
0.527
.769
11.947
.003**
Profound
78.50
.161
0.304
.859
16.415
<.001***
Influence
Figure 5: Descriptive information for students’ agreement with the reasons they pick the designs, compared between different
body esteem groups and majors.
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The research results imply that U.S. college students care about a product’s functional values (ex.
where/ when to use this product, product capacity, weight.. etc. ) more than its aesthetic value. This
finding resonates Noble et al.‘s research findings on college-aged Generation Y consumers' seeking for
functional values when making product purchase decision. Another interesting finding reveals both
Industrial Design and Engineering students believe that their majors have equipped them with the
knowledge to evaluate a product’s design. However, the definition of “ a product’s design” is interpreted
differently by students from these two different fields—“a product’s design” is referred to its capability/
functionality/ efficiency from the perspective of Engineering students while to Industrial Design majors,
“a product’s design” covers both a product’s performance and appearance. Therefore, Industrial Design
students have extremely higher ratings on the major’s influence on their product proportion
preferences compare to the ratings from either Biological Science or Engineering students.
6. Summary and Conclusion
Although the first hypothesis is not supported by the research results, it doesn’t mean that the U.S.
college students don’t believe the aesthetic value of product design or its ability to reflect or enhance
each individual’s self image. After all, slimness in product design doesn’t necessarily lead to good
aesthetics and functionality. And the samples in this research (30 students studying in a small southeast
college town in the U.S) may not be able to represent the whole targeted consumer demographic.
The implications of this preliminary investigation for product design are that the U.S college students are
looking for products with great style, function, and price at the same time and that the value of a
product’s design can be appreciated differently, depending on the individual’s field of specialty and
knowledge background. One design for all consumers (so-called “ universal design”) may encounter
some challenges in this consumer product market since the consumers’ sense of self has become
stronger and their expectations for product values are getting higher and higher.
This exploratory investigation indicates a need for future research in several areas in order to get a more
comprehensive understanding of the U.S college students’ product preferences. First, research is
needed to assess the impact of other academic factors. For example, the location of college may have a
profound influence on students’ exposure to cutting-edge media and fashion information and hence the
definitions of “stylish” may be different from place to place. A second area that requires further study
concerns the nature of product functionality. Products in different classes may have different values or
levels of representing the owner’s taste or self-image. Finally, a third area that should be researched is
the influence of gender on product proportion preferences. The female participants in this research
seemed to have the tendency to choose slim designs among all the tested products. This could result
from their lack of strength for carrying heavy products around or simply from their comparatively higher
sensitivity to product proportion compare to male participants.
This research is a first step in understanding the relationships between product design and the influence
of user’s body esteem and field of study. The primary aims of this study were to : 1. figure out if U.S.
college students’ preference for slim body shape is applicable to the field of product design; and 2.
demonstrate that body esteem and academic major can have a profound influence on the user’s
product preferences. Although much work is needed, it is hoped that this work will provide an initial
framework for theorizing about the relationship among product proportion, user’s body esteem, and the
influence of field study for product preferences.
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Introduction
This paper is comprised of two distinct sections. The first section makes an
argument for viewing illustrated media in performative terms, according to a
constructivist epistemology. This leads to a focus on imagery and the reader’s
construction of knowledge with its information. The second section presents 13
isolated performative image functions in brief. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
describe them in more detail or to illustrate them with exemplars.
Throughout this paper, the term reader will be used in lieu of user, viewer,
consumer, or audience. Avoiding the term user is not to understate how people
interact with media rather than simply receive it. Indeed, reading is here considered
to be entirely and persistently interactive.
The term media will here refer to apparently static media (e.g. an illustrated
book), surfaces on which information is presented in text and image formats.
Explicitly interactive media (e.g. a website) raise some issues not addressed in the
performative image function typology, though all functions remain applicable to
them.
The Performative Nature of Media

The Philosophical Underpinnings of Image Function
What does a reader do with imagery? And what does imagery do with a
reader? This is but one question. It marks the territory of inquiry as one of process,
an experience between reader and image with a beginning and an end.
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Such a conceptualization, which emphasizes imagery’s performative capacity,
is complementary with literary theorist Louise Rosenblatt’s transactional theory of
reading (1978). Rosenblatt identifies the text and the poem, specialized terms that
differ from the usual meaning. The text, which appears in spirit to be inclusive of
imagery, activates elements already in the reader’s memory, and regulates what the
reader focuses on. The poem is a distinction for when the text becomes a literary
artwork. It is considered as an event in time, not an inert object. The text guides
reader experience, producing the poem. Because of the necessarily mannered
nature of imagery, all images are here considered to qualify as examples of
Rosenblatt’s “poem.”
Contrast such a transactional view of reading with a basic communication
model. Mathematicians Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver established sender,
channel, and receiver as the components of transmitting a signal. The flow runs
from sender to receiver, through a channel (Figure 1). Though the Shannon/Weaver
transmission model originally described machine-to-machine communication, it
became a model for human-to-human communication with media (Davis, 2012). In
that capacity the model is naïve. An updated model by communication researchers
Philip Emmert and William Donaghy (1981) addressed weaknesses in the simpler
Shannon/Weaver model, introducing feedback and identifying two communicators.
Feedback in the Emmert/Donaghy model notably equates with dual directions of
communication, where the Shannon/Weaver model was unidirectional in the
message’s path from sender to receiver. Persisting in the Emmert/Donaghy model,
however, is the specter of the message, something that precedes its own ultimate
form and travels from one independent communicator to another. But imagery is so
mannered, so formal, that in most authentic cases it is difficult to argue for it as a
conveyer of an underlying message. The image, in a sense, is its own entity.

Figure 1: Shannon/Weaver transmission model of communication

Figure 2 presents a much more basic model where sender becomes designer,
channel becomes media, and receiver becomes reader. But in terms of an
acknowledgement of performance between media and reader, as well as a suspicion
of a reified “message” in imagery, there is no flow illustrated, no arrows to be found.
The Shannon/Weaver model flows in one direction, while the Emmert/Donaghy
model flows in both. Here there is simply a connection between media and reader,
which becomes a territory in which knowledge is constructed, through the act of
interpretation, where both media and reader perform. The reader’s engagement,
measured in seconds and even milliseconds, is the effective “life” of the image. Note
that while there is a corresponding relationship between designer and media, the
exclusion of any flow means that there is no designer/reader connection, not even
2
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through media. Philosophically the designer (or author) is irrelevant in most cases
of reading.

Figure 2: Designer/media/reader relationship, absent the flow of a message through
the system

Text and image are both formats for information. Human cognitive
architecture treats them as fundamentally separate codes, each with its own
characteristics, limitations, and affordances (Baddeley, 1998; Sadoski & Paivio,
2001). One rather straightforward implication of this is that linguistic and pictorial
information, being distinct, beg separate methods for analysis. Rhetoric, a
classification system for form in language, has been developed over centuries. Given
such a resource for understanding text, it is not surprising that systematic attempts
are being made to develop a visual rhetoric, an application of rhetoric to imagery
(Scott, 1994; McQuarrie & Mick, 1996). But such efforts must adapt a system
devised for one code for use in another. An alternative to retrofitting rhetoric for
imagery is to address imagery on its own terms.
Enter Image Function

Cognitive psychologist Joel Levin, when addressing the effectiveness of images
in textbooks in the ’70s, inaugurated a body of literature on image function (actually
picture function) (Levin, 1979; Levin & Mayer, 1993; Carney & Levin, 2002). Image
function in the literature extends beyond the “life of the image,” or performative
concerns. For instance, Levin’s (1979) original typology includes a remunerative
function, acknowledging that textbook publishers utilize images to increase
textbook sales. This function addresses outcome, not interpretation.
The author has developed a typology of performative image function, which
exclusively addresses interpretational processes. In particular, performative image
function concerns how imagery involves readers in the construction of knowledge
in reasonably predictable ways. Imagery is seen as modeling, or structuring,
interpretation. Image functions were determined from a continuing search through
illustrated books (which included artwork) and advertising. These 13 distinct
functions are briefly outlined in the following section.
Performative image function provides a way to look at images anew that is
inherently reader- or user- centered. Because it accounts for imagery’s place within
compositions, including other imagery and text, it addresses the common reader’s
common experience of the image.
3
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Image Function Overview
A Note on Non-Cognitive Functions
In an attempt to develop a system for classifying all images used in the context
of compositions (in illustrated books, etc.), non-functioning types are included.
Decorative imagery (Levin, 1979) is irrelevant to its context and thus instigates no
significant interpretational activity. Reiterative imagery (ibid.) is relevant to its
context but adds nothing, likewise failing to model any significant interpretational
processes.
Affective imagery, that which elicits an emotional gut reaction, is by definition
not cognitive. While it does not model interpretation, it does produce a probabilistic
response, making it performative.
General Cognitive Functions

There are 6 identified general cognitive image functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exploratory
Constitutive
Narrative
Metaphorical
Comparative
Computational

In each case, an image thus classified is likely to deeply involve the reader in
what is essentially a learning process.
Exploratory Imagery

Most images require significant eye movements for processing and even basic
perception. Readers are not often cognizant of their eye movements. Exploratory
imagery is complex enough, and occurs over enough space, that the reader must
make more conscious determinations of how to navigate its totality. The designation
of an image as exploratory is thus largely a factor of meaningful complexity.
Exploratory imagery is deeply involving. Exploratory images are often dualfunctional, most frequently doubling as either constitutive or narrative.
Exploratory imagery is always a parallel system, meaning that there are
numerous entry points and no one “correct” order to addressing the details.
Exploratory imagery is thus particularly interactive.

Constitutive Imagery

There is a great specificity to human language, an efficiency to propositional
communication, which images cannot duplicate. But imagery has its own
efficiencies. Constitutive imagery describes something in great detail, in a manner
that cannot be matched linguistically. It presents parts-to-whole relationships in
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concrete fashion, leaving it up to the reader to constitute a whole from presented
interrelated parts. Much constitutive imagery is also exploratory by virtue of its
complexity.
Constitutive imagery is often predicated on multiple views resolving into one
conceptualization or entity as held by the reader. The reader provides the resolution
by constructing mental imagery with the raw resources of the constitutive image.
The reader’s mental imagery is similar to pictures, but it is not subject to the same
Cartesian rules, and it is embedded within a network of information: the reader’s
individualized knowledge.
Narrative Imagery

Narrative imagery suggests the passage of time. With narrative imagery it is
the reader who constructs the episode from what is otherwise an inert surface.
While actual video is certainly temporal, it rarely qualifies as narrative imagery. This
is because video is an exceptionally passive medium from the reader’s point of view.
Events unfold in a coordinated signature that is out of viewing control. Attentional
processes, expressed in eye movements, are made in a predictable fashion according
to the images flashing through the video at pace. Performative image function is
contingent upon interactivity. It is more involving for a reader to create video than
to receive it.
Narrative imagery is inherently serial: there is a proper reading order for the
resultant narrative to make sense. This does not mean that the arrangement of
stages needs to occur in a single line, though this is most common.
Comics artist Scott McCloud (1994) emphasizes the performative crux of
comics as the conceptual space between frames (the gutters). The real activity of
comics occurs there, through closure, where the reader constructs continuity, filling
in details that are often purposely left out by artists. Closure is at play in all forms of
narrative imagery.
Frame-based narrative sequences almost invariably include the repetition of
figures (usually characters) as they change over time. This can occur without frames
as well. Narrative can also be suggested without any repetition whatsoever. There
are five basic strategies for constructing narrative imagery:
• Framed sequential, where figures and environments are repeated in
individual cells (e.g. a comic strip).
• Graphic repetition, where silhouetted figures are repeated, exhibiting
changes, in a decontextualized graphic space.
• Natural repetition, where figures are repeated in a natural space, or
environment. Here the environment appears to suggest regular rules of
Cartesian space. The reader must recognize that multiple figures
represent one changing over time, in a visualization that breaks those
rules.
• Intra-figural, where changes over time are represented within a single
unrepeated figure. (This is an exceedingly rare strategy, examples of
which can be found in medieval manuscripts.)
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• Evidentiary, where a natural moment in time is depicted, but which
includes “evidence” of past events. The reader performs as a detective in
a crime scene, inferring past events from a present state.

Metaphorical Imagery

Visual metaphor is similar to linguistic metaphor, though it must be expressed
in a code with different limitations and affordances. Metaphorical imagery helps the
reader to understand one entity in terms of another. The reader maps selective
characteristics of the source entity onto the target entity. The mapping occurs
through any mixture of juxtaposition, morphological similarity, replacement of one
with the other, or figurative gesture. (Figurative gestures here are representations
that are obviously unrealistic and come across as a deliberate communication—thus
gesture—from the designer.) For instance, a car for sale can appear to be more like a
jet if the former is positioned in front of the latter, with a message stating that they
are both made by the same manufacturer.
Comparative Imagery

Comparative imagery presents two or more entities to the reader, who then
becomes involved in assessing their similarities and differences.
Computational Imagery

Computational imagery involves the reader in assessing differences in
quantity and scale. Images provide the raw material, but the reader must calculate
significance. Computational imagery can be used for rhetorical effect in addition to
its more common applications in information design.
A Note on Special Cognitive Functions

The special cognitive functions are less common than the general functions,
though they are certainly no less performative. The currently identified special
functions are:

• Associative, incomplete until fulfilled by the reader’s creation of mental
imagery.
• Linguistic, engaging the reader in an exercise of translation from picture
to language (e.g. as a rebus).
• Reflexive, making the reader aware of its material means of existence,
where the typical reader usually takes an image’s creation or form for
granted.
• Problematic, engaging the reader in a conundrum to which regular rules
of interpretation are at least temporarily insufficient.
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Questioning the Image as a Temporal Artifact
Images, like all other forms of experience, occur as structures in time. The
temporal production of imagery can engage the reader in making comparisons,
processing metaphor, generating corresponding mental imagery, and much more.
Such production is temporal simply because this interpretational work is not
instantaneous.
In some cases the temporal production of imagery doesn’t merely occur in
time, but rather concerns time itself; that is, what the reader produces is a sense of
events unfolding. While at first this may not seem remarkable, it should be noted
that it is usually inert imagery that produces the most involving narrative. Video, for
instance, though it is inherently temporal, quite often promotes passive viewership.
Images in video come in quick succession, at pace, and the viewer is largely left to
receive them.
Narrative Imagery

What are the boundary conditions of narrative imagery?
The designation of imagery as narrative—in a performative sense—indicates
that the raw material for narrative construction is embedded therein. It is not
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enough for an image to reference a known story by exhibiting one representative
moment. In such a case, the image merely activates a memory trace, and thus its
function is referential to something that just happens to be temporally concerned.
Narrative imagery must engender significant construction activities by the
reader. There is a performative threshold that must be met.
What is the most direct means by which to engage the reader in narrative
construction?

The degree to which any given narrative image strategy is straightforward or
problematic is contingent upon cultural training. For many contemporary cultures,
the framed sequential strategy is ubiquitous and especially direct. This strategy,
embodied in but not limited to the comic strip, sections off discrete moments in time
(Figure 1). Figures (humans, animals, objects) are repeated across framed moments.
The frames delimit relatively natural spaces. The reader’s implicit task is to fill in the
gaps between frames, thereby creating seamless continuity where once there were
individual scenes. But before the reader can do so, she must recognize the task
before her. This is aided by familiarity with conventions. The repetition of figures
internal to the narrative imagery is suggestive as well.

Figure 1: Framed sequential narrative strategy. Unknown designer, four-panel “Rage
comic,” a combination of “rage face,” “sweet Jesus,” and “feels good” internet memes,
emergent on discussion boards.

How is narrative function maintained with diminished conventions?
Readers have little difficulty perceiving narrative with the removal of frames
and the corresponding loss of natural spaces. The graphic repetition strategy repeats
silhouetted figures. In the case of the prototypical “evolution of man” diagram,
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change within a figure is implied by relatively subtle stepwise alterations to his
appearance (Figure 2). An unchanging figure can also suggest narrative through
action.
More demanding of the reader is a natural repetition strategy, where the
repetition of figures occurs in an otherwise natural setting. In Figure 3, if
interpreted as displaying a single figure and read from left to right, a woman
appears to break down in a jail cell. The establishment of a natural setting alone
would suggest that any repeated figures are twins, triplets, quadruplets, et cetera.
The graphic repetition strategy appears more gestural, where the absence of any
natural space appears as a clear communication from the illustrator. The natural
repetition strategy requires more yet of the reader, as the illustrator’s gesture is
more subtle. Contextual factors of the image’s rhetoric help the reader to conceive of
repeated figures as an individual changing through time.
How might narrative be suggested without the repetition of figures?

A peculiar medieval illustration demonstrates a means by which to suggest
narrative without any repetition whatsoever, through an intrafigural strategy. St.
Margaret, pictured in Figure 4, was said to have burst forth from the belly of a
dragon, which had just devoured her. Here the dragon and Margaret form a single
figure through their intimate interaction. But if attended to carefully, different parts
of the shared representation appear as evidence of as many as four discrete
moments in time (Figure 5):

1) The robe trailing from the dragon’s mouth is too long to truly extend
beyond Margaret’s feet and through the dragon’s throat. To resolve this
seeming impossibility, the robe becomes an index (a causal reference)
for the violent moment of consumption.
2) The dragon appears in repose, a bearing inconsistent with the violence of
either consumption of live “food” or Margaret’s forceful emergence. It is
also not the pose of a corpse. This is the moment in time between
consumption and eruption, and its dragon is a satisfied dragon.
3) The blood that rings Margaret’s waist represents the violent moment of
her emergence, however…
4) Margaret’s pose is inconsistent with her violent emergence. She appears
more reflective. The distinction between moments 3 and 4 is
understated where the other stages are more evident.

These features are ultimately gestural, as was the repetition of a figure within
a natural space, though the gesture is remarkably subtle. The reader must be deeply
invested in order to detect and resolve the impossibility of the image.
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Figure 2: Graphic repetition narrative strategy. Rudolph Franz Zallinger, “The Road to
Homo Sapiens,” in F. Clark Howell’s Early Man (Time-Life Books, 1965). Image taken
from The Boston Globe website.

Figure 3: Natural repetition narrative strategy. Promotional image for 1964 motion
picture Lady in a Cage (featuring Olivia de Havilland), in Mark A. Vieira’s Hollywood
Horror: From Gothic to Cosmic (Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2003).
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Figure 4: Intrafigural narrative strategy. St. Margaret’s emergence from the dragon, in
Lyte Book of Hours manuscript (c. 1390?), courtesy of the Rare Book & Manuscript
Library, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, designated “Pre-1650 MS 76” in
the holdings.
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Figure 5: Four moments in time in the illuminated St. Margaret emergence.

How can a purely natural and “possible” image function narratively?
When a capable detective comes upon a crime scene, she witnesses (or
constructs) a narrative. The tableau in Figure 6 inspires detective work in its more
invested readers. A story (more immediate if the sticky notes in the foreground
were legible at this scale) is embedded in this image. The laptop, representative of
work when placed on a desk, is closed and beneath two coffee cups. The coffee cups
signify a passage of time, and the implication is that work has been postponed for
something else. That something else is the solution of a Rubik’s cube, which the
sticky notes document as a methodical process. The apparent careless
deconstruction of the Rubik’s cube is the culmination of earlier signified events, and
appears to indicate frustration and renouncement of the task.
Though certainly this image was necessarily “designed,” its is an entirely
natural depiction. There is no impossibility for the reader to resolve. As such, this
fifth and final narrative image strategy, the evidentiary strategy, completes the trend
of decreasing convention-dependence and increasing naturalism.
How an Image Models Interpretation

Imagery models interpretation in myriad ways; see the author’s “How Imagery
Models Interpretation: The Classification of Image Function” elsewhere in these
conference proceedings for a cursory explanation.
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Figure 6: Evidentiary narrative strategy. Jeremy Purser, tableau photograph (from a
graphic design studio course in 2008).
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On account of the change forces impacting on higher education, it is becoming increasingly
important to identify and develop strategies that promote student engagement by helping
students to cultivate psychological resilience. The aim of this study is to examine whether
the Psychological Skills Training (PST) techniques that have been used with success in the
field of sport psychology can be applied to the higher learning context as an effective
strategy for promoting student engagement and psychological resilience. Twenty-three first
year psychology students from the University of Western Sydney were randomly allocated
to an experimental group or a wait-list control group. A registered psychologist taught
experimental group participants psychological skills in a one-hour psychoeducational
workshop. All participants completed both a pre-treatment and a post-treatment set of
questionnaires assessing psychological skills, student engagement, state anxiety, test
anxiety, and academic self-efficacy. It was hypothesized that the experimental group
would, relative to the wait-list control group, demonstrate (i) greater increases in student
engagement, and academic self-efficacy, and (ii) greater decreases in state anxiety and test
anxiety. No support was found for these hypotheses. The outcome of this study has
important implications for investigating the efficacy of PST in higher learning contexts.

As Scott (2009) points out, if universities are to thrive rather than merely
survive in the challenging operating context currently faced, they must optimise
transition, retention, and progression. A high level of university student engagement
is associated with successful transition and high rates of retention and progression
(Kazmi, 2010; Scott, 2009; Trowler, 2010; Zepke & Leach, 2005). Given this, it is
imperative that universities develop effective ways of promoting student engagement.
Although the concept of student engagement is defined in various ways
(Krause, 2005; Markwell, 2007; Solomonides, Reid & Petocz, 2012), researchers
generally accept that the core dimension of the concept is the student's state of "being
engaged", and that this state is constituted both by positive behaviours and by positive
psychological processes, i.e., positive motivations, emotions, and cognitions
(Appleton, Christenson & Furlong, 2008; Axelson & Flick, 2011; Fredericks,
Blumenfeld & Paris, 2004; Jimerson, Campos & Grief, 2003; Lewis, Huebner,
Malone & Valois, 2011; Zyngier, 2008). Since motivational, emotional, and cognitive
processes function (in dynamic interaction with each other and the external
environment) to determine behaviour, it is evident that they are the crucial aspect of
student engagement (Newbery, 2011; Newbery, 2012). With regard to the promotion
of student engagement, then, the fundamental requirement is to exert a positive
influence on the motivations, emotions, and cognitions of students.
To date, research on the promotion of student engagement has focused on
indirect strategies; that is, it has focused on strategies that aim to affect the student's
psychological state by manipulating some aspect of the academic task and/or some
aspect of the institution. Intervention studies, for instance, have examined how
student engagement is affected by particular face-to-face delivery strategies
(Goldberg & Ingram, 2011; Thompson, Switky, & Gilinsky, 2012), by particular
assessment strategies (Esposto & Weaver, 2011; Haug, 2006), and by particular
technology-based delivery strategies (Dale & Lane, 2007; Graham, Tripp, Seawright,
& Joeckel, 2007; Hepplestone, Holden, Irwin, Parkin & Thorpe, 2011). This tendency
to focus on indirect strategies is also highlighted by recommendations that arise from
a review of large-scale surveys of student engagement. To cite but one example,
Scott's (2009) analysis of the available student engagement and retention research
lead him to propose the "RATED CLASS A" framework - a set of key quality
assurance themes that pertain to course design, delivery and monitoring in

universities. While indirect strategies certainly make an important contribution to the
promotion of student engagement, they are nonetheless limited in their scope because
they do not adequately address the student's ability to cope with the performance
demands that characterize the current higher learning environment.
Today's university students confront performance demands that mirror those
faced by competitive athletes. As Martin (2009) points out:
Students in university… are required to apply themselves over a sustained period of time
to develop their academic skills, engage with key performance demands, negotiate the
rigors of competition, deal with setback and adversity, cope with possible self-doubt and
uncertainty, and develop psychological and behavioral skills to effectively manage the
ups and downs of the ordinary course of academic life. (pp. 794-795)

Hence, just as a successful athlete must be "mentally tough" to succeed, so too must
today's university student be "mentally tough" if he/she is to engage successfully with
higher learning. This notion is consistent with the research on student engagement and
retention. In 2004, a study investigating attrition from first year courses across 34
Australian universities found that one of the ten most important reasons students give
for having withdrawn from university is that they felt stressed and anxious about their
study (Scott, 2009). The national CEQuery study of 280,000 comments on the Course
Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) from 90,000 students in 14 Australian universities a study which "gives deep insights into what optimises retention and engagement in
learning from the student's perspective" (Scott 2009, p. 28) - revealed that the
"personal" subdomain ranked highest with regard to quality. The definition of the
CEQuery "personal" subdomain makes its close connection to "mental toughness"
evident; it is said to involve "the ability to remain calm when things go wrong, selfconfidence, a sense of efficacy, a willingness to take negative feedback, the ability to
tolerate ambiguity, to persevere and maintain self-motivation, independence, and self
understanding (Scott 2009, p. 67). Moreover, these personal skills are viewed as a key
dimension of the professional capability framework for Australian higher education
(Scott, 2009). Clearly, then, it is important to promote these personal skills within the
student population. In order to promote them, it is necessary to provide a direct - or
student-focused - strategy; that is, a strategy that helps the student to develop the
motivational, emotional, and cognitive habits that are functional in the higher learning
context.
Just such a strategy - Psychological Skills Training (PST) - has been
prominent in the field of sport psychology since the early 1970s. Research
investigating the role of psychological skills in sport began with exploratory studies;
large samples of athletes (both elite and non-elite) were surveyed in an attempt to
establish what, if any, psychological skills techniques they were using and whether
the use of these techniques was correlated with superior athletic performance. It was
found that athletes reported using several psychological skills techniques (including
relaxation training, mental rehearsal, goal-setting, concentration training, and
cognitive self-management), and that elite athletes used psychological skills
techniques more than non-elite athletes (Gould, Weiss, & Weinberg, 1981; Mahoney,
1989; Mahoney & Avener, 1977; Mahoney, Gabriel, & Perkins, 1987). These
findings encouraged sport psychology researchers to experimentally test PST
interventions. On the basis of their review of the extensive PST intervention literature,
Greenspan and Feltz (1989) concluded that there is considerable support for the
notion that PST interventions can improve competitive athletic performance.
Moreover, the evidence suggests that PST is equally effective for children,
adolescents, and adults (Tremayne & Newbery, 2010). Given the efficacy of PST for
improving competitive athletic performance, it is reasonable to assume that it could be
applied to enhance performance in other fields involving competition and/or personal

challenge. As Hays (1995) says, many areas of performance beyond the sport arena
can be addressed using the same stress management and cognitive techniques that
comprise PST programs. To date, however, there has been no experimental
investigation of whether PST can enhance student engagement in the higher learning
context.
The aim of this study is to examine whether PST techniques can be applied to
the higher learning context as an effective strategy for promoting student engagement
and psychological resilience. We hypothesized that a sample of students who are
taught PST techniques would, compared to a wait-list control group, show (i)
increased student engagement, (ii) decreased state anxiety, (iii) decreased test anxiety,
and (iv) increased academic self-efficacy.
Method
Participants
Twenty-three first year psychology students from the University of Western
Sydney participated in this study. This sample consisted of 20 females and 3 males,
whose ages ranged from 18 to 50 years (M = 22.09). Participants were recruited
through an online recruitment system and received course credit for their
participation. Allocation of participants to the two conditions (i.e., experimental or
wait-list control) was done such that they were matched on sex, age, and GPA. The
experimental group consisted of 9 females and 2 males with an age range of 18 to 42
years (M = 22.27) and a mean GPA of 4.30, while the wait-list control group had 11
females and 1 male with an age range of 18 to 50 years (M = 21.92) and a mean GPA
of 4.35.
Materials
Five questionnaires were employed: (i) the Test of Performance Strategies
(TOPS); (ii) the Australasian Survey of Student Engagement (AUSSE); (iii) the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory (STAI); (iv) the Westside Test Anxiety Scale (WTAS); and,
(v) the College Self-Efficacy Inventory (CSEI). Each of these questionnaires is
described in detail below.
The Test of Performance Strategies (TOPS)
The TOPS was developed by Hardy, Roberts, Thomas & Murphy (2010) to
measure a comprehensive range of psychological skills and their strategic use by
athletes. In this study, a context adapted version of the TOPS was used to check the
impact of the PST intervention. It consists of 56 items, each of which describes a
situation (e.g., “during exams I set specific goals for myself”) and requires
participants to indicate how frequently the situation applies to them on a 5-point scale
(ranging from “1 = never” to “5 = always”). Responses are summed to produce a
total psychological skill score, with higher scores indicating greater levels of
psychological skill. The original TOPS demonstrated adequate internal consistency
(Cronbach’s α = .80; Hardy et al., 2010), as did the version used in this study
(Cronbach’s α = .96).
The Australasian Survey of Student Engagement (AUSSE)
In order to assess student engagement, a 44-item version of the AUSSE
(Coates, 2010) was used. Items 1 to 5 require participants to provide basic
demographic information. Items 6 to 40 require participants to indicate, on a scale
ranging from 0 (= never) to 4 (= very often), how often a statement about their
university experience (e.g., ‘sought advice from academic staff’) applied to them
during the current academic year. Items 41 and 42 require participants to indicate, on
a scale ranging from 0 (= none) to 5 (= more than 20), how many readings they had

done in the current academic year. Items 43 and 44 require participants to indicate, on
a scale ranging from 0 (= none) to 8 (= more than 30), the number of hours they spent
in a typical week on certain university related activities (i.e., preparing for classes;
participating in extracurricular activity). Responses to items 6 to 44 are summed to
produce a total student engagement score. The maximum possible score is 127, with
higher scores indicating higher levels of student engagement. The version of the
AUSSE used in this study demonstrated adequate internal reliability (Cronbach’s α =
.89).
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)
The STAI (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene & Vagg, 1983) was used to assess
both state anxiety and trait anxiety. The state anxiety sub-scale consists of 20 items
(e.g., “I feel calm”) that require participants to indicate how they feel “right now”.
Responses are made on a scale ranging from 1 (= not at all) to 4 (= very much so).
The trait anxiety sub-scale consists of 20 items (e.g., “I feel pleasant”) that require
participants to indicate how they “generally feel”. Responses are made on a scale
ranging from 1 (= almost never) to 4 (= almost always). Items in each sub-scale are
summed to produce a total score ranging from 20 to 80, with higher scores indicating
greater anxiety. Adequate internal consistency has been established for both subscales
of the STAI (Julian, 2011), and both sub-scales demonstrated adequate internal
reliability in the present study (state anxiety, Cronbach’s α = .90; trait anxiety,
Cronbach’s α = .86).
The Westside Test Anxiety Scale (WTAS)
The Westside Test Anxiety Scale (WTAS; Driscoll, 2007) was used to assess
general test-anxiety. The WTAS consists of ten items that describe feelings about
exams (e.g., “The closer I am to a major exam, the harder it is for me to concentrate
on the material”), and requires participants to rate how true each item is for them on a
scale ranging from 5 (= extremely or always true) to 1 (= not at all or never true).
Item responses are added to give an overall test-related anxiety score ranging from 10
to 50, where higher scores indicate greater test-related anxiety. The WTAS
demonstrated adequate internal reliability in the present study (Cronbach’s α = .93).
The College Self-Efficacy Inventory (CSEI)
A shortened version of the CSEI was used to assess academic self-efficacy. It
consists of 15 items describing tasks related to university life (e.g., “Participate in
class discussions”), and requires participants to rate, on a scale ranging from 1 (= not
at all confident) to 10 (= extremely confident), how confident they are that they could
successfully complete the task. Item responses are summed to produce a total
academic self-efficacy score ranging from 15 to 150, with greater scores indicating
higher levels of academic self-efficacy. The version of the CSEI used in the present
study demonstrated adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .94).
Procedure
All participants first completed each of the five questionnaires described above.
The sequence of questionnaire completion was randomized to guard against possible
order effects. A one-hour psychoeducational workshop was then presented to
participants in the experimental condition. This workshop was conducted by a
registered psychologist and taught participants three psychological skill techniques
(i.e., goal-setting, self-talk, and breath control), and how they could be applied to cope
with the challenges of higher learning. Three weeks after the workshop, all
participants completed the same five questionnaires; again, the sequence of
completion was randomized.

Results
The pre-intervention means, post-intervention means, and mean difference
scores (i.e., post-intervention mean minus pre-intervention mean) for each dependent
variable are provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Pre-intervention means, post-intervention means, and mean difference scores
for each dependent variable across both conditions (experimental (Exp.) and control
(Con.).
Pre-intervention Post-intervention Difference
Exp.
Con.
Exp.
Con.
Exp. Con.
M
M
M
M
M
M
Psychological skills 153.36 161.75 175.82 159.83 22.46 -1.92
Student engagement 58.09 52.50
59.36
52.42
1.27 -0.08
Self-efficacy
96.82 83.58
97.55
85.92
0.73 2.34
State anxiety
43.45 36.92
45.64
37.58
2.19 0.66
Trait anxiety
46.45 43.58
46.18
42.17 -0.27 -1.41
Test anxiety
32.18 30.83
31.18
31.17
-1
0.34

Manipulation Check
In order to assess the efficacy of the PST workshop, a Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test was conducted to compare the TOPS mean difference scores across
conditions. The test revealed no statistically significant difference between the
experimental condition and the control condition, z (N = 23) = -1.85, p = .07, r2 = .39.
Hypothesis Testing
The effect of PST on student engagement
A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test was conducted on student
engagement mean difference scores for the experimental and control conditions. The
test revealed no statistically significant difference between the conditions, z (N = 23)
= -.46, p = .65, r2 = -.10. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the PST
intervention improved the student engagement of those in the experimental condition.
The effect of PST on academic self-efficacy
A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test was conducted on self-efficacy mean
difference scores for the experimental and control condition. The test revealed no
statistically significant difference between the conditions, z (N = 23) = -.12, p = .93, r2
= -.03. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the PST intervention improved the
academic self-efficacy of those in the experimental condition.
The effect of PST on test anxiety
A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test was conducted on test anxiety mean
difference scores for the experimental and control conditions. The test revealed no
statistically significant difference between the conditions, z (N = 23) = -.74, p = .49, r2
= -.15. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the PST intervention improved test
anxiety for those in the experimental condition.
The effect of PST on state anxiety
Prior to comparing the group mean difference scores for state anxiety, a MannWhitney U non-parametric test was conducted on pre-intervention trait anxiety scores
for the experimental and control conditions. This analysis was undertaken to

determine whether there were between group differences in trait anxiety that could
influence group differences in state anxiety. The test revealed no statistically
significant difference between the conditions, z (N = 23) = -.96, p = .35, r2 = -.20.
A Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test was conducted on state anxiety mean
difference scores for the experimental and control conditions. The test revealed no
statistically significant difference between the conditions, z (N = 23) = -.40, p = .70, r2
= -.01. Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the PST intervention improved state
anxiety for those in the experimental condition.
Discussion
None of the stated hypotheses was supported; there was no evidence to
suggest that the PST intervention (i) increased student engagement, (ii) decreased
state anxiety, (iii) decreased test anxiety, or (iv) increased academic self-efficacy.
The key to interpreting these findings is the outcome of the manipulation
check; no statistically significant difference was observed between the TOPS mean
difference score for the experimental condition and the TOPS mean difference score
for the control condition. This suggests that the PST intervention – i.e., the one-hour
psychoeducational workshop that taught participants three psychological skill
techniques (goal-setting, self-talk, and breath control) – was ineffective. If it is the
case that the PST intervention was ineffective, then this would certainly explain the
failure to observe any improvement from pre- to post-intervention in the experimental
condition.
However, it is important not to overlook the fact that the TOPS mean
difference score for the experimental condition (M = 22.46) was substantially higher
than the TOPS mean difference score for the control condition (M = -1.92). Indeed,
this between-group difference in TOPS mean difference scores was very close to
statistical significance (i.e., p = .07). Thus, it may be that the PST intervention was
effective (albeit not sufficiently effective to produce a statistically significant
difference between each condition’s TOPS mean difference score). Yet, if the PST
intervention was effective, how can the failure to observe any improvement from preto post-intervention in the experimental group be accounted for? There are two
plausible explanations.
Firstly, it may be that the experimental condition’s TOPS mean difference
score reflected not what psychological skills techniques experimental participants had
practised as a consequence of the PST workshop, but rather only what they knew
about psychological skills techniques as a consequence of the workshop. Clearly,
improvement in the target psychological states (i.e., student engagement, state
anxiety, test anxiety, and academic self-efficacy) would be very unlikely if
participants in the experimental condition did not practice the psychological skills
techniques presented during the PST workshop. Perhaps the single, one-hour PST
workshop employed in this study was not sufficient to facilitate the repeated
implementation of the psychological skills techniques presented. In order to ensure
that the techniques taught are actually practised, it may be necessary to provide
several workshops so that participants can have their progress monitored and be
provided with appropriate feedback.
Secondly, the experimental participants may not have demonstrated any
improvement on the dependent measures because their implementation of the
psychological skills techniques had a negative short-term effect on student
engagement, anxiety, and academic self efficacy. Like PST interventions in general,
the PST workshop employed in this study made participants more aware of the
challenges they must effectively cope with in order to achieve their goals. Since it
would take some time for participants to become confident in their ability to
successfully implement the psychological skills techniques they learn, this increased

awareness of the challenges they face could temporarily increase their anxiety and
thereby reduce both their academic self-efficacy and their student engagement. This
notion is consistent with previous studies which report that the early stages of selfmonitoring can produce increases in anxiety (Korotitsch & Nelson-Gray, 1999;
Mellings & Alden, 2000). Thus, the failure to observe an improvement from preintervention to post-intervention in the experimental condition may be attributable to
the lack of an appropriately timed follow-up assessment.
Although this study failed to provide evidence for the efficacy of PST in the
higher learning context, it is not reasonable to conclude that PST is ineffective when
applied to the higher learning context. Rather, the most reasonable conclusion is that
methodological limitations prevented us from adequately testing the efficacy of PST
in the higher learning context. To adequately examine the effect of PST on student
engagement in higher education, future studies will need to provide more than just a
single psychoeducational workshop; several PST workshops should be provided so
that participants receive ongoing guidance with respect to the implementation of the
techniques they are taught. Furthermore, in order to adequately assess the efficacy of
these PST workshops, future studies will need to include an appropriate follow-up
assessment (e.g., one month after the initial post-intervention assessment).
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to clarify the interest of Britain in the trade with
Japanese feudal lords at the end of the Edo period. This is a part of the research to
clarify the international relations of Japan in the middle of the 19th century. The
proposed methodology is to compare historical documents of several related countries,
called a multi-archival approach. In this presentation, the research method is to make
a comparison between British and Japanese documents from 1864 to 1865.
In 1858, the Japanese feudal government, Tokugawa shogunate, having a national
isolation policy made a commercial treaty with foreign countries and started trading
with them. As the government had a monopoly on the trade at some specified open
ports, foreign countries insisted that some ports in territories of feudal lords, especially
Shimonoseki Port of the Choshu Clan, were opened. After the government refused, it
was directly negotiated between Britain and the Choshu Clan. There are different
theories in previous studies about the negotiation. Whereas one theory says that
Britain offered the Choshu Clan to open Shimonoseki Port, another says that the
Choshu Clan was the offerer. In the later case, it means that a Japanese feudal lord
made positive efforts to realize a trade with foreign countries. It has important
implications for the international relations of Japan in the middle of the 19th century.
However, one of the Choshu Clan documents says, the lord of the Choshu Clan
announced in his territory that he didn’t expect to open the port because a war against
Tokugawa shogunate was about to start. Therefore, the expected outcome is that
Britain offered the Choshu Clan to open Shimonoseki Port in order to trade directly
with them. This presentation will reveal the details of the negotiating process between
Britain and the Choshu Clan.
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Abstract:
This paper defends the view that knowledge is a central and irreplaceable component of
some of our best explanations of certain morally significant actions. This is part of a
broader effort to show that knowledge itself is still worth studying. The opponent holds
that for any explanation which makes use of the concept of knowledge, there is at least as
good an explanation that does not use the concept of knowledge (or anything equivalent
to it). By illustrating the ineliminable roles that knowing and not knowing play in our
actual explanations, the study of knowledge per se is vindicated.

There is a view among some philosophers that exploration of the concept of
knowledge, or more simply the study of knowledge, has hit a dead end. i They claim that
the analysis of knowledge, while it provided us with some interesting thought
experiments and a few challenging arguments, has lost its luster as a research program. ii
Certain other ways of framing epistemological questions, such as “what is the nature of
justification?” or “what is the nature of evidence?”, are less susceptible to this concern,
since we seem to have a better grip on what constitutes justification and evidence than we
do on what constitutes knowledge; and, in any event, theoretical work which is
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accomplished by deploying the concept of knowledge can be done equally well, if in
more words, by a conglomerate of other concepts such as belief, justification, and truth
and some condition to handle the Gettier cases iii. If the theory of knowledge is to remain
a proper object of study for philosophers and is not to be subsumed under a conjunction
of analyses of these other concepts, then a defense against these criticisms is needed. It
is, therefore, useful to investigate the ways in which the study of knowledge over and
above the study of these subsidiary concepts should be of interest. This paper will
explore the relationship between the epistemic and moral components of certain morally
significant events as well as some legally significant events. The conclusion is that
knowledge per se is an important object of philosophical inquiry because knowledge
plays an irreplaceable role in some of our best explanations of normative phenomena. iv

There are two paths one can take in responding to the challenge that studying
knowledge is a waste of time. The two paths are not mutually exclusive. The first is to
regard knowledge as intrinsically valuable. According to this response, the study of
knowledge is on a par with the study of the good in ethics or the study of the beautiful in
aesthetics. “Everyone by nature desires to know” says Aristotle. This suggests that as
human beings our cognitive goal is to understand our world. Mere true belief is
insufficient for this task; we might accidentally have the right beliefs and in such a
circumstance we could easily have been mistaken. Real understanding of our world and
our place in it requires a stronger kind of fit between our cognitive states and the world.
When one knows, one has the appropriate kind of fit.
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Whether a case for the intrinsic value of knowledge can succeed, there is a second
way to justify the study of knowledge. According to this alternative route, a correct
understanding of knowledge will assist us in theory construction in areas other than those
traditionally and most intimately associated with epistemology. While a certain degree of
success can be achieved by deploying the allegedly less contentious notions of
justification and belief, better explanations of epistemically relevant phenomena, ones
which cover a broader range of cases with the highest explanatory power, will be
characterized in terms of knowledge.

In certain ethically significant situations, optimal explanations of the moral
culpability or moral praiseworthiness of an agent are in terms of knowledge. An example
will illustrate this point. Bob is walking down the street. He sees his friend Larry lying
on the ground face down in a puddle. No one else is in sight. Instead of helping Larry,
Bob passes by en route to his favorite antique store. Larry subsequently drowns.

In this case, we regard Bob as morally culpable. His actions are incompatible with
correct moral behavior. Why so? A number of possible explanations suggest
themselves. Here is one:

Since Bob knew that Larry was face down in a puddle, and since Bob knew that
Larry cannot survive if left face down in a puddle, and since Bob knows that no
one else is likely to be able to help Larry, and since Bob knows that it is wrong to
let his friend drown, Bob’s failure to help Larry constitutes a moral crime.
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The explanation has the virtues of simplicity, cohesiveness with our common beliefs, and
intuitive plausibility. This is the type of moral explanation one learns at Mother’s knee.

What is most important for the present discussion is that the explanation makes heavy
use of the concept of knowledge to characterize what is wrong with Bob’s behavior.
Conversely, denials of knowledge serve to abrogate Bob’s moral culpability. If Bob did
not know that Larry was drowning, then he cannot be held responsible for his failure to
prevent it. If Bob did not know (per impossible) that Larry could not breathe if face
down in a puddle, then Bob cannot be held accountable for Larry’s death. Further
examples of ignorance have similar mitigating results.

Let us now consider five similar scenarios which will illustrate the moral difference
made by varying degrees of epistemic success. The examples form a hierarchy. At the
bottom level is false unjustified belief and at the top is knowledge. In the middle are
various combinations of justification and truth. The format of the examples is as follows.

Henry is a troubled individual. Despite the fact that he has been treated with adequate
care and concern by his father, he nevertheless harbors a distinct hatred for his parent.
Henry returns home one night and seems to see through a window that his father’s den is
illuminated. (Whether he actually sees that the den is illuminated is a variable in the
following cases.) For whatever reason, he decides that he must act on his hatred. He
enters the home, retrieves a loaded and fully functional .357 magnum from his room, and
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heads toward the den. The den is small, containing little more than a desk and chair. The
chair is normally in front of the desk and when it is in that position the chair has its back
to the door. All of this is common to each of the examples.

Case One (false, unjustified belief): Henry believes that his father is in the den. In
fact, his father is not in the den. Henry does not have any particular reason for
maintaining his belief. He knows that often enough his father will leave the light on in
the den even when he is not present. But Henry is an unusual fellow, and on the basis of
this sketchy evidence he believes that his father is the den. Moreover, Henry knows that
he doesn’t have a good reason for believing his father to be in the den, but he stubbornly
maintains his belief anyway. Henry approaches the door to the den, and, without opening
it, he fires several shots through the door. Since no one is inside, no one is injured.

Case Two (false, justified belief): Henry believes his father is in the den. In fact, his
father is not in the den. However, Henry does have a good reason for believing that his
father is in the den. The reason is that in this case, unlike in Case One, his father has
never in the past left the light on in his den when he was not inside. This constitutes good
evidence that Henry’s father is now inside the den. Moreover, Henry is aware that he has
good evidence that his father is in the den, and from Henry’s perspective it feels exactly
like he knows that his father is in the den. Henry approaches the door to the den and
without opening it he fires several shots through the door. Since no one is inside, no one
is injured.
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Case Three (true, unjustified belief): Henry believes his father is in the den. And
indeed, his father is in the den sitting in the chair at the desk. Henry does not have good
reasons for maintaining his belief. Henry knows that often enough his father will leave
the light on in the den even when he is not present. But Henry is an unusual fellow, and
on the basis of this sketchy evidence he believes that his father is the den. Moreover,
Henry knows that he doesn’t have a good reason for believing his father to be in the den,
but he stubbornly maintains his belief anyway. Henry approaches the door to the den and
without opening it he fires several shots through the door. Henry’s father is hit three
times in the back and subsequently dies from the injuries.

Case Four (true, justified belief, but a Gettier case): Henry believes his father is in
the den. And indeed, his father is in the den sitting in the chair at the desk. Henry has
plenty of reason to believe that his father is in the den since at no time in the past has his
father left the light on in the den without actually being inside. Henry knows that it is at
least possible that his father is not inside, i.e. he knows that there is no law of nature that
requires his father’s presence in the den whenever the light is on. Still, his experience has
been that when the light is on, his father is inside. As it happens, an elaborate ruse is
being carried out. Local hooligans have replaced the den window with a window-façade
that emits light which looks exactly as though the den light is on. Henry is, of course,
unaware of this fact. He therefore has a true and justified belief that his father is in the
den, but does not know that his father is in the den. Henry approaches the door to the
den, and without opening it he fires several shots through the door. Henry’s father is hit
three times in the back and subsequently dies from the injuries.
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Case Five (knowledge): Henry believes his father is in the den. And indeed, his
father is in the den sitting in the chair at the desk. Henry has plenty of reason to believe
that his father is in the den since at no time in the past has his father left the light on in the
den without actually being inside. Henry knows that it is at least possible that his father
is not inside, i.e. he knows that there is no law of nature that requires his father’s presence
in the den whenever the light is on. Still, his experience has been that when the light is
on, his father is inside. Henry approaches the door to the den. Suddenly he vaguely
recollects a philosophy course he attended where they talked about Gettier cases
involving hooligans with light-emitting window-façades, and he decides that he had
better be sure his father is actually present. Henry slowly opens the door and looks inside
the den. He sees his father busily typing at the desk. Henry quickly fires several shots
and hits his father three times in the back. His father subsequently dies from the injuries.

Each of these cases involves a morally relevant situation with a differing epistemic
component. In Case One, Henry has an unjustified false belief. In Case Two, Henry has
a justified false belief. In Case Three, Henry has an unjustified true belief. In Case Four,
Henry has a true justified belief that for Gettier-type reasons fails to constitute
knowledge. In Case Five, Henry has knowledge. One need not endorse any particular
moral view in order to examine the moral differences in the cases. It is enough to draw
on themes from popular views to reach some plausible conclusions.
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As a departure point, it seems reasonable that in Case Five, Henry is more morally
culpable than he is in Case One. After all, in Case Five there is an actual murder. In
Case Five, there is an awareness on the part of the murderer that a killing is about to take
place, one for which he will be causally responsible. Only on the strictest intention-based
accounts of morality does Henry’s actions in Case One constitute at least as great a moral
crime as his actions in Case Five, and then so only with debatable plausibility. Even if
Henry has the killing intention in Case One, he lacks the requisite information to connect
his killing intentions with an actual killing. True, had his father been in the den in Case
One, then Henry would have killed him. But Henry did not have a good reason to believe
that his father was in the den. His actions are not even partially caused by his confidence
in their likely success in killing his father. But in Case Five, things are different. In Case
Five, we have a cold-blooded murder. The assailant confirmed the presence of his victim
and assured his death in a careful, methodical way. In Case Five, Henry would not have
fired if he had not seen his father, a fact which is not implied by Case One.

Once we accept that Henry is less morally culpable in Case One than he is in Case
Five, it is a short step to recognize that no case is such that in it Henry has greater moral
culpability than he has in Case Five. Any element which might add to Henry’s moral
culpability is present in Case Five if it is present in any of the other cases. There is room
for reasonable disagreement over the relative badness of cases two and three, so we will
leave that issue aside, except to note that each seems worse than case one and better than
case five. But case four is another matter.
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Case Four constitutes a bona fide Gettier case. Henry has a true belief which is
grounded in good evidence, but which is not knowledge. We need not here be committal
about the source of the problem. Perhaps it is the deviant causal chain from the evidence
to the truth of what is believed which prevents this from being a case of knowledge. v
Perhaps it is the fact that there is a defeater, namely that there is a light-emitting window
façade in place, to Henry’s evidence which prevents this from being a case of
knowledge. vi We can assess Henry’s moral culpability in this case along the two axes of
consequence and intention. Since there is an actual killing in Case Four, a
consequentialist will regard Henry as morally blameworthy. Further, Henry has the
murderous intentions characteristic of a contemptible figure. True, the evidence on
which his action is based is unreliable in the sense that Henry could easily have been
wrong about the likelihood of his father’s presence and therefore the likelihood of
successfully killing his father by shooting through the door of the den. But the
unreliability of Henry’s evidence does not appear to militate against his blameworthiness
on an intention-based account of morality in Case Four. On both a consequentialist and
an intention-based account of morality, Henry has done something wrong. Moreover,
there does not appear to be any difference between the magnitude of the moral crimes in
Case Four and Case Five. Knowledge, then, appears to be no better than justified true
belief when it comes to the assignment of blame in these morally relevant situations. But
it is certainly no worse.

In light of these cases, we have revealed that one’s epistemic status does matter for
the evaluation of one’s moral status in certain morally relevant situations. What remains
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to be seen is whether there are moral circumstances where even having highly justified
true belief is not morally equivalent to having knowledge. A case is needed where
knowledge of some facts would add something to the moral situation which would not be
present even if mere justified true belief of the same facts was present. If such cases
exist, then while justified true belief may account for the degree of moral
blameworthiness or praiseworthiness in many situations, a full theory of moral
culpability, one which can cover every case, would be incomplete without utilizing the
notion of knowledge.

As a first step towards such cases, one can examine the United States’ code of laws.
US code title 18 section 152 is just one of many sections which has a knowledge
component written into it explicitly. To wit vii:

Section 152. Concealment of assets; false oaths and claims; bribery
A person who (1) knowingly and fraudulently conceals from a custodian,
trustee, marshal, or other officer of the court charged with the
control or custody of property, or, in connection with a case
under title 11, from creditors or the United States Trustee, any
property belonging to the estate of a debtor;
(2) knowingly and fraudulently makes a false oath or account in
or in relation to any case under title 11;
(3) knowingly and fraudulently makes a false declaration,
certificate, verification, or statement under penalty of perjury
as permitted under section 1746 of title 28, in or in relation to
any case under title 11;

The section continues on in similar fashion, routinely making use of the phrase
“knowingly and fraudulently”. The language is not particular to bankruptcy law. Even
the penalties sections of the legal code often require that the illegal activity took place
while the perpetrator had knowledge of her actions and their effects. Here is an example
10

from the penalties section of an agriculture law, Title 7, Chapter 35, subchapter 2, part
D viii:
(a) Forfeitures; amount; civil action
Any person who knowingly violates or attempts to violate or who
knowingly participates or aids in the violation of any of the
provisions of subsection (b) of section 1379d of this title shall
forfeit to the United States a sum equal to two times the face
value of the marketing certificates involved in such violation.
Such forfeiture shall be recoverable in a civil action brought in
the name of the United States.
(b) Misdemeanors; punishment
Any person, except a producer in his capacity as a producer, who
knowingly violates or attempts to violate or who knowingly
participates or aids in the violation of any provision of this
part, or of any regulation, governing the acquisition, disposition,
or handling of marketing certificates or who knowingly fails to
make any report or keep any record as required by section 1379h of
this title shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine of not more than
$5,000 for each violation.

What these examples show is that the legal system, with whatever wisdom and prudence
it has, regards knowledge as a relevant detail in determining whether a crime has been
committed and whether a punishment should be levied.

Here is one additional example from a fourth circuit appellate court decision ix. The
original case involved the defendant, Carr, who was found guilty of arson (in an
apartment building) and causing the death of an occupant. The basis for Carr’s appeal
was twofold. One cause was that the prosecution neglected to indict him using the exact
wording of the arson law. The appellate court upheld that portion of the district court’s
decision. The second cause regarded the sentence Carr received. The appellate court
remanded the case to the district court for resentencing on the grounds that “we are not
sure that the district court properly distinguished between recklessness and knowledge” x.
There are federal sentencing guidelines which regulate how sentences are to be
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apportioned by the court. These guidelines draw a distinction between deaths caused by
those who genuinely know the consequences of their actions and those who do not. If
one lacks knowledge, then the charge falls under the heading of ‘reckless’ or ‘negligent’.

The appellate decision goes into some detail on this point. Specifically, the appellate
court found that the district court either (1) equated reckless indifference with knowledge
or (2) regarded the evidence that Carr acted recklessly as sufficient evidence to find that
he also acted knowingly. If situation (1) obtained, then the appellate court concluded that
the district court made a legal error. If situation (2) obtained, then the appellate court
concluded that “the [district] court did not make a finding that Carr actually knew that
people were inside the building at the time of the fire” xi (the emphasis on ‘knew’ is in the
original opinion). Interestingly, what the district court did conclude was that “the only
reasonable belief” was that there were people in the building at the time. The appellate
court thus held that there is a distinction between having knowledge and having a belief
which is the only reasonable one to hold.

It is worth reading the exact language the appellate court used:
Application note 1 to § 2A1.1, in discussing departure, focuses on the defendant's state of mind:
"If the defendant did not cause the death intentionally or knowingly," but caused it through
"recklessness or negligence," "a downward departure may be warranted." U.S.S.G. § 2A1.1, cmt.
n.1. The term "knowingly" thus indicates a more culpable state of mind than does the [**18] term
"recklessness." xii

One issue to be resolved is how the terms ‘recklessness’ and ‘knowingly’ are defined for
purposes of the sentencing guidelines. It appeals to the difference in the state of mind of
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the individual at the time of the commission of the crime. A definition of ‘reckless’
occurs in an application note xiii to the sentencing guidelines:
"Reckless" refers to a situation in which the defendant was aware of the risk created by his
conduct and the risk was of such a nature and degree that to disregard that risk constituted a
gross deviation from the standard of care that a reasonable person would exercise in such a
situation.

As one can see, whether one acted recklessly depends on the degree of risk one is aware
of at the time of the crime. The fourth circuit court drew the definition of ‘knowingly’
from a particular Supreme Court decision xiv. In that case, the Supreme Court ruled that
an individual knowingly commits a crime “when he knows that the result is practically
certain to follow from his conduct”. This definition is unabashedly circular, but the
Model Penal Code clarifies the issue xv. An individual acts knowingly when he “is aware
that it is practically certain that his conduct will cause such a result”. Since a homicide
committed with knowledge carries a stronger sentence than a homicide committed only
with recklessness, courts are legally obligated to find for one or the other type. These
definitions and distinctions constituted sufficient grounds in the eyes of the fourth circuit
court to remand the case to the district court for resentencing.

The upshot of this last case is that the legal system distinguishes between degrees of
awareness on the part of the perpetrator. Having a high degree of awareness, a welljustified and true belief if you will, of the likely consequences of one’s actions does not
in itself equate to having knowledge of the likely consequences of one’s actions. If this
legal distinction is a manifestation of our collective moral attitudes, then this constitutes
just the sort of case we were interested in locating at the end of the discussion of Henry
and his father.
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The fact that the word ‘knowledge’ and its cognates occurs in the language of our
legal system is a reason unto itself for studying knowledge. One cannot simply abandon
the pursuit of an adequate theory of knowledge in favor of merely studying justification
on pain of ignoring this salient aspect of our social lives.

The view I defend is that a central, constitutive standard of moral action, at least with
respect to a significant portion of moral cases, is to act only if one knows the likely
consequences of one’s action. Consider the following case. An aging skyscraper is to be
demolished. The dynamite has been placed and the immediate area around the building
is cordoned off. The chief demolition engineer is ready to press the button which triggers
the detonation. Just before the explosive event, a newspaper reporter asks the engineer
whether there are people in the building. This is an important question. The potential
loss of life represents a looming and grave moral wrong, and it is relatively easy to
confirm that there are no people inside. Suppose that the engineer answers in the
negative and then triggers the dynamite. As a matter of fact, the engineer is correct; there
are no people in the building. The reporter is particularly inquisitive and asks the
engineer—after the dust has settled—what grounds he had for saying that there were no
people in the building. If the engineer responds that he was merely guessing, then the
reporter will certainly write about that. In such a case the engineer acted negligently,
even recklessly, and is properly subject to strong criticism. If the engineer responds that
the building was unfit for shelter due to numerous leaks, the presence of asbestos, the
pernicious rat and cockroach infestations, and that because of this it was highly unlikely
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that there were people in the building, then he is still subject to strong criticism. At best
the engineer’s evidence warranted the belief that it was highly unlikely that there were
people in the building. But if instead the engineer responds that he and his staff toured
the building just prior to the demolition, visually checking every floor and blocking off
potential entrances as each floor was cleared, then this constitutes a reasonable and
responsible pattern of action which satisfies the moral obligations that the engineer had.
In this last case, the engineer knew that there were no people in the building. The
epistemic standard for correct moral action in this case is that the engineer knows.
Anything short of that would fail to adhere to the proposed standard of moral action.

Objection: Suppose that the engineer had acted in an appropriate way, but, despite
his best efforts, there was a homeless person hiding in the ventilation system. The person
dies in the demolition. Since knowledge is factive, the engineer did not know that there
were no people in the building. But the engineer did take appropriate action; he
discharged his duties by engaging in a practice which, in the main, leads one to know that
there are no people inside. Surely he is not to be blamed for the subsequent loss of life.
He may agonize about it, he may even speculate about further measures he could have
taken to ensure that no one was in the building, but only the most strict consequentialists
would hold him morally accountable for the death of the homeless person (and then so
only on the condition that the long-term consequences were in fact negative). More
common moral intuitions hold that while the loss of life is unfortunate, the engineer is not
to blame. But if the standard of this morally significant action is to trigger the dynamite
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only if one knows that there are no people inside the building, then that standard is
wrong.

Response: In the case of the demolition engineer, he attempted to act in accordance
with a standard of that morally significant action. He thought that he knew that there
were no people in the building. The method that he used (careful observation) to try to
acquire that information generally does lead to knowledge. He is, therefore, properly
subject to correction, though he is not properly subject to criticism. Of course, if the
method he used more than infrequently led to such mishaps, then that would be a good
reason to alter the procedures used in the future to secure the knowledge that there are no
people in buildings that are about to be demolished. This is especially important
considering the gravity of the consequences which might occur. The upshot of this line
of thought is that there are different appropriate reactions to the violation of standards.
The intent of the agent matters when determining what the appropriate response should
be. Since the engineer made a good faith attempt to adhere to the standard (though he
would likely not put it that way), the response should not be one of moral condemnation.

Recall the case of the newspaper reporter asking the engineer how he knows that there
are no people inside the building. This question presupposes that he does know that there
are no people inside the building. After all, if he does not know that there are no people
inside, then something is dreadfully wrong with his demolishing the building. For a
demolition event to take place which is, ceteris paribus xvi, free of problematic moral
implications, it is necessary that the demolition engineer, whose job it is to ensure that
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there are no people in the building, knows that there are no people in the building. This
suggests a simple moral rule for this activity:

(KRMD) One must: perform D only if one knows that not-p.

The knowledge rule for moral demolitions (KRMD) takes ‘D’ to stand for a given
demolition and ‘p’ to stand for people being in the building to be demolished. (KRMD)
is sufficient to capture at least one component of the duties of a demolition engineer. At
least two objections can be leveled against it. First, it requires too much of engineers.
Second, it has trouble accounting for Gettier-type cases.

The first objection suggests that there are weaker standards which might more
adequately capture the moral obligation of the demolition engineer. One proposal is the
following:

(RBKRMD) One must: perform D only if one rationally believes that one knows that
not-p.

The rationally-believes-oneself-to-know rule for moral demolitions (RBKRMD) also
takes ‘D’ to stand for a given demolition and ‘p’ to stand for people being in the building
to be demolished. The advantage of such a rule is that it seems to more adequately
capture our moral intuitions in the case where there is a homeless person hiding in the
ventilation system. Since the engineer did rationally believe that he knew that there were
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no people in the building, it follows that he discharged his relevant duty. (RBKRMD)
explains that fact better, or at least in fewer steps, than (KRMD).

Perhaps this is an improvement on (KRMD), but if so it is not obvious. If the
defender of (RBKRMD) favors it because of its first-person epistemic accessibility, then
she will be disappointed. Human beings do enjoy some special first-person access to
what they rationally believe themselves to know, but the access is not perfect. In
particular, it has not been shown that such access is superior to the access one has to
whether one knows things. Both knowing and rationally believing oneself to know are
conditions which are not perfectly open to introspection; one can be wrong about what
one takes oneself to know just as one can be wrong about what one takes oneself to be
rationally justified in believing. For each of them it is not always the case that when one
is in that condition one knows that one is in that condition. Therefore, there will still be
cases where one thinks oneself to rationally believe that one knows that there are no
people in the building when, in fact, one is mistaken. Such cases will require additional
explanations about what constitutes an adequate excuse. Those explanations will parallel
the explanations needed for (KRMD).

But beyond this, (RBKRMD) needs the concept of knowledge. In that sense, even if
it is a better rule than (KRMD), it still supports the general idea that knowledge is a
central and ineliminable concept in the best explanations of diverse normative
phenomena. Substituting the concept of highly justified belief for knowledge simply will
not do. Suppose there is a lottery in which every building in the area is assigned a
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number. Let us suppose that there are 10,000 such buildings. There is one number
drawn and the corresponding building will have one person inside while all other
buildings will be evacuated. Without knowing the results of the lottery, the demolition
engineer has very good probabilistic evidence that the building he is about to demolish
will be evacuated. Nevertheless, it is morally incumbent on him to find out what number
was drawn.

The second objection is that the present account cannot adequately handle Gettierstyle variations. Suppose that the demolition engineer surveys each floor of the building
carefully, but unbeknownst to him, there is a person hiding in a ventilation duct. Seconds
before the demolition occurs, a passing alien spaceship transports the person from the
ventilation duct onto the safety of the deck of the ship. The engineer thus has a justified
true belief that, at the time of the demolition, there is no one in the building, but, given
the circumstances, he does not know that no one is in the building. If (KRMD) is correct,
then the engineer has done something wrong. But surely he has not done anything
wrong. He engaged in a process which tends to lead to knowledge, but because of highly
unusual conditions he failed to know. No one was actually harmed, and the engineer
seems to be blame-free.

One way to respond to this issue is to try to bring the Gettier-type cases into the
present account by special accommodation. We could then propose a new rule (KRMD*)
which reads:
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(KRMD*): One must: perform D only if either one knows that not-p OR one does not
know that not-p but only for Gettier-type reasons.

Such a principle has all the feel of an ad hoc patch up. It looks like (KRMD) was faced
with a serious counterexample and, in order to overcome it, the principle was modified
without any independent theoretical motivation. Ad hoc appendices are methodological
pariahs. But the situation is not as grim as it may appear. If the modification can be
substantiated by a previous theoretical commitment, and not just a quick response to a
proposed counterexample, then it dodges the criticism that it is ad hoc.

Such reconciliation is possible. The worrisome Gettier-type cases have certain
commonalities. They are all cases in which the demolition engineer has a justified true
belief that there are no people in the building. They are all cases in which the demolition
engineer does not know that there are no people in the building. Since the failure of the
engineer to know that there are no people in the building is not due to the absence of
belief, justification, or truth, we must look elsewhere for the complicating factor. Stating
what this missing factor is has been the Holy Grail of many epistemologists since 1963.
But whatever the condition turns out to be, the description of the Gettier cases need not
change. Succinctly, a Gettier case is a case in which an individual has a justified true
belief which is not knowledge. xvii The structure of the Gettier cases is thus not
interestingly characterizable xviii without mentioning knowledge. This itself is a
substantial concession to the view defended here that knowledge is important in ways
that cannot be captured by other concepts. Gettier cases are certainly special; they
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destroy knowledge in ways not obvious to overcome. But Gettier cases are closely
related to ordinary cases of knowledge. In particular, they each demand justification,
truth, and belief. Given the facts about probabilistic evidence and how it will never be
sufficient for knowledge xix, the justification in question in a Gettier case is, generally
speaking, the right sort of justification for knowledge. Resistance to (KRMD) on the
grounds that Gettier-type cases are counterexamples to it stems from the deep similarities
between those cases and ordinary cases of knowledge. Once those similarities are
recognized, it is apparent that we cannot do without the concept of knowledge in
analyzing certain moral cases, and that shows that knowledge per se is worth studying.
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Abstract
The Future of Public Housing: Looking Backwards to Look Forward
Penny Gurstein, PhD
School of Community and Regional Planning
University of British Columbia
6333 Memorial Road, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z2
E-mail: penny.gurstein@ubc.ca
The last several decades have seen a steady and significant erosion of public sector involvement in
housing provision throughout the world and a trend towards privatization of housing delivery. This
has occurred at the same time as housing prices have risen faster than income. The result is the much
discussed “affordability gap” characterized by an increasingly disenfranchised population overextended financially, and inadequately housed. The state’s responsibility to house its citizens has
become a critical component of protests throughout the world, most noticeably in the Occupy
movement in 2011. Implicit in these protests is the demand for a renewal of the social contract
between the state and its citizens and the importance of adequate and affordable housing in defining
that relationship.
While the common mandate of public housing is to provide housing that is affordable, the definitions
and criteria for allocation and eligibility, governance and management policies, and typologies of
housing forms and use vary widely. As well, there has been little research that compares between
countries patterns of allocation by geographical and socio-economic distribution. Given this
complexity, this paper identifies historical patterns in the provision of public housing in four global
regions: North America, the EU, Eastern Europe and East and Southeast Asia and identifies possible
future trends that can address the absence of the state’s role. The research questions are: What is the
future for public housing in an era of neo-liberal reform? What role did public housing play
historically in the shaping of communities and in defining the rights and responsibilities between the
state and its citizens and what role should it now be playing? What policies and strategies can be
introduced that will ensure that all of a state’s citizens are adequately housed?
This paper draws from the findings of initial research conducted as part of the Future of Public
Housing Project. The goal of the research project is to explore through comparative international
research how access to affordable and adequate housing, and the role of the state in providing public
housing to address this need is accommodated. The aim of the research is to stimulate debate
regarding ‘the future of public housing,’ and the role of governments in their responsibilities in the
delivery of housing.
This paper presents initial research results through maps and diagrams that examine historical and
current trends with respect to numbers, tenure, structure and rents in public housing in selected
countries internationally. The findings point to the lessening of public sector involvement in housing
(except within a very few countries) since the 1990s but also demonstrates the diversity of responses
to housing delivery and the wide spectrum of ways to collect data on this sector. The research
demonstrates that public housing in the past has been central to any resolution of the complexity of
housing issues faced in countries globally, and needs to part of any future considerations. Moreover,
the provision of adequate housing helps to significantly define the social contract between the state
and its citizens. The paper concludes with a discussion of further questions that need to be
investigated to address the future of public housing.
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Abstract

Racing Women: Historical Study of Women’s Involvement into the Motorsports World

Yoriko ISHIDA

Once the automobile was invented, it was only natural that auto racing would soon come into fashion.
America’s passion for the new sport was quick to follow and the first auto race in the United States took place
on November 28, 1895 in Evanston. In generally, there is no denying that since early times the racing

wolrd has been regarded as a male domain. In fact, most of famous drivers, in both the open-wheel
racing and stock car racing, are males, and most extraordinary records were brought about by males.
However, recent studies have shown that we cannot say that there has been no female drivers whose
talents and skills are so excellent. Racing, while dominated by men, was never totally a male-only

past time. Women took part in many early events, both as drivers as well as passengers in racing
vehicles from the very beginning. For example, in 1909, the first all-woman auto race took place. It
began in New York City and ran to Philadelphia and back. One of pioneering women in racing was
Maria Teressa deFilippis of Italy, who was the first female to compete in a European Grand Prix in
1958. Most importantly, in 1977 Janet Guthrie became the first driver in the Indy 500, one of the
greatest racing events all over the world.
This paper examines how women have involved into the motorsports in the past, and how they
have handed down to following generations in the field. I believe that this study will contributed to
the promotion of gender equality and breaking the glass ceiling in the general business field because
the motorsport is co-gender competition sports, which means that females should have their
competition on an equal footing with males.

BEYOND THE BARRACKS: THE IDEA OF THE MILITARY TATTOO AS A CULTURAL PERFORMANCE 1
OLGA BOGDANSKA

The paper examines the increasing convergence of military elements with different
entertainment formats, which is commonly defined as militainment, through a
comprehensive analysis of a military tattoo 2. Regarding its origins, there is nothing that
specifically relates it to the ritual adornment of the body. Sounded in the evening, tattoo is a
signal performed to notify soldiers to return to their quarters and mark the end of the day. The
practice is said to have begun with the Thirty Years War (1618-1648) in the Low Countries
and etymologically the term derives from the Dutch phrase: “Doe den tap toe”, which means
“turn off the taps”, since it was played in front of the taverns, signifying the end of the sale
of beer and calling the soldiers to return to their quarters (Wallace, 2006:10). Initially, its aim
was to organize the garrison life and maintain order within the army. With the development
of pipe bands in the next centuries, the term began to refer to the live-action military
pageantry (ibid.). Currently occurring military band concerts and drill demonstrations have become
a peculiar variation on this traditional military act.

1 THE ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO 2014, PHOTOGRAPHY BY OLGA BOGDANSKA
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thank for invaluable support.
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So far, very little has been said or written regarding this cultural activity that involves largescale events featuring civilian and military marching bands, Highland dancers, massed pipes
and drums and similar musical units of the armed forces. In many ways it seems to elude
unambiguous categorization as it entails not only a military rituals, but also enjoyment and
consumerism became its part. Due to its intangible character 3, military tattoo represents a
considerable challenge in analysing and interpreting. Therefore, despite its growing
popularity, the military tattoo has been hardly acknowledged in academic accounts4. Richard
Schechner’s premise that: “[p]erformance isn’t ‘in’ anything, but ‘between’” (2002:24) was a
starting point for my deliberations about the military tattoo as a cultural performance, as it
draws upon an expanding cohesion of military elements with entertainment format.
The idea to place military tattoo within the theory of cultural performance does not come
from nowhere. This is certainly appropriate considering some of its ingredients: as it is a)
delimited by space and time, b) with a programme scheduled and prepared in advance, c)
where the military musicians – as well as other civilian performers – come together to
perform their cultural heritage, d) in the presence of the audience, e) in order to, inter alia,
entertain, integrate or/and persuade; thereby this event can be conceptualized with
theoretical elements from cultural anthropology5.
Moreover, it is a consequence of the ongoing debate about militainment as a specific
cultural phenomenon 6. Militarism for a long time has been a fertile field for spectacle, but
now this situation is changing (see: Weber 2002, Kellner 2005, Stahl 2010, Payne 2011). It
seems now that more glamourous and attention-grabbing tactics are permeating the
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culture. In my study, I refer to Roger Stahl, who in his analysis of links between militarism
and entertainment

industry wrote about a “transition toward the absorption of citizen identity into the military
entertainment matrix” (2010:16). This process transforms the third-person spectator into an
active participant, and therefore pose a question on the new communication channels.
Hence, I am particularly interested is analysing how military-themed displays are more of the
interactive experience in which both performers and the audience are engaged, rather than
purely a visual spectacle. According to Stahl:
“The spectacle offers those of distraction, bedazzlement, and voyeurism, pleasures
driven by a kind of alienated looking. In contrast, the pleasures of the interactive war
are predicated on participatory play, not simply watching the machine in motion but
wiring oneself into a fantasy of a first-person […]” (2010:42).
In other words, it is suggested that instead of receiving pleasure from being a spectator, the
purpose of the militarized entertainment is to offer an active participation. To consider
further the remarks of Stahl, my thoughts have been directed towards perspective from the
field of performance studies and Erika Fischer-Lichte’s concept of autopoietic feedback loop
(2008).
This article explores military tattoo by incorporating, in particular, ideas of the spectacle and
cultural performance of scholars such as Richard Schechner, Marvin Carlson and Victor W.
Turner. However, bearing in mind the subject of the study, for the purpose of this research
project the theoretical literature is supplemented by a participant observation method. My
descriptions are based on my observations and participation in military tattoo event. This
approach is applied in a case study of The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo 2014, which took
place from 1-23 August in Edinburgh; therefore, my forthcoming analysis will be partly based
on my own experience of this event.
While considering the amount of military tattoos worldwide, I was very selective about my
choice of a representative example. For the present purpose, I have decided to attend The
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo in Edinburgh, United Kingdom. The Scottish military tattoo
attracted the notice of a wider audience in 1949 when Scottish Command carried out a
performance titled “Something About a Soldier” as part of the Edinburgh Festival. In the
3

Souvenir Programme, this event has been dubbed “a military entertainment”, whose goal
was to entertain the public with military music and related military acts. Following the
success of the first display, in 1950 the full scale Edinburgh Tattoo was organised in the
venue of the Esplanade surrounding the Edinburgh Castle. Nowadays, it is one of the world’s
largest cultural events with approximately 220,000 visitors each year (Wallace, 2006:13). But
the fact that it has deep roots in the culture of Scotland, was even more convincing
argument. In their book, The Scottish Invention of America, democracy and Human Rights: A
History of Liberty and Freedom form the Ancient Celts to the New Millennium, Alexander
Leslie Klieforth and Robert John Munro claim that “[t]he popular image of Scotland is; kilts,
castles and bag pipes; […] and fascinating towns; and the Edinburgh military tattoo”
(2004:1). This makes me believe that such choice offered very interesting insight into the
study.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the performative aspects of militainment and to
identify how traditional military ideas are absorbed by popular culture and what is their
function in the contemporary world. I argue that military tattoo is the example of a complex
sociocultural phenomenon in which – from the anthropological point of view – ritual,
festival, spectacle and game are merged (MacAloon, 1984). Lasting three weeks, the Royal
Edinburgh Military Tattoo begins
annually on the first Friday of August.
Each Tattoo performance is the same
every evening. What also remains
invariant is the venue where the
event is held, in this case the venue is
the

Edinburgh

Castle

popularly

known as “the symbolic heart of the
Kingdom of Scots” (Wallace, 2006:9).
These two constant elements give the
Tattoo a ritualistic overtone (Bell, 1997:150-33; Masters 2007:116).
The ritual frame is especially salient during the opening and closing ceremonies. The
breakpoints are indicated with the appearance of the Lone Piper on the stage. As a part of
military protocol, the Lone Piper enters the Castle Esplanade to salute the event's Guest of
Honour; this role is exercised by the

2 LONE PIPER WELCOMES THE GUEST OF HONOUR,
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members of the Royal family, officers, British officials and foreign dignitaries. Afterwards, he
gives a greeting to newcomers with the traditional toast in Scottish-Gaelic: “One hundred
thousand welcomes to you all, to Edinburgh and its Castle. Long happy life and peace to you
all. Health to the Queen! Health to you all”. The design of the opening ceremony serves
several functions. First and foremost, it aims to distinguish Tattoo from all other non-military
events and from the beginning it evokes connotations with military service. Secondly, this
shows clearly the peaceful nature of the event as the tradition of those unique gestures –
saluting and drinking from a quaich – which consequently reveals that you are unarmed. This
enactment during Tattoo is of particular importance as it moves away from any negative
associations with the battlefield, destruction or killing. Instead, with its militaristic language,
these rituals recalls values such as respect, honour, dignity, goodwill and friendship.
This is also sign that the preparation phase is over. The aesthetic of military tattoo is marked
by its high standard of excellence, perfection and training. Consequently, the event is
precisely planned by military personnel and done in a very organized and exact way. By
positioning militarism in the context of performance, precision military drills and disciplined
marching can be seen to bear the marks of theatricality. This is nothing especially new of
course, such military acts have always been interwoven with performative aspects, involving
preparation, rehearsal and playing (Jobs, 2012).
After performing all the elements provided for this part, the Tattoo is opened with a fanfare
from above the Gatehouse. Descending a solemn mood, it signalizes the separation from the
normal social environment. It allows the participants to separate from their social status and
calls forth a sense of solidarity. This symbolic exclusion of the traditional social order is an
expression of a social order as it ought to be––not as it is (Rothenbuhler, 1998).
However, any further analogy to ritual collapses. To widen its appeal, organizers elaborated
themes and added light-designs projected onto the castle through which the extravagance
of military tattoo is exposed. So there are several aspects that make the display unique every
year. Importantly, they are limited to the central part of the programme when military and
civilian pipe bands are carrying out their movements. According to Lucie Alaimo, a
musicologist and scholar, the aesthetic experience of such military display is related to the
“intricate and creative use of drill and the band’s precision” (2011:6). Indeed, it has been
argued that, accompanied by elaborate choreography and dramaturgy, military tattoos have
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over the years turned into fascinating and entertaining spectacles that are viewed by people
from all over the world.

3 THE IMAGE PROJECTIONS, EDINBURGH CASTLE, PHOTOGRAPHY BY OLGA BOGDANSKA

The performance comes to an end with a cast party. A highly hierarchical aspect of the
military tattoo is now overshadowed by the more informal gestures expressed in joint
singing and dancing. Musically, performers avoid the strictness of the tattoo by playing the
folk songs of Scotland, classical music, as well as popular standards, including: "Rock ARound the Clock”, “Thriller”, “Hey Baby!!” and “Happy”. Carnival is the suitable designation
of this part of the event (Bakhtin, 1984).
Furthermore, the military musical performance remains playful and illustrates mimicry
(Callois, 1961). The members of the Pipes and Drums are all fighting servicemen, but their
traditional position is challenged when entertainment factor is involved. Participating in
military tattoo, they become actors involved in mediation between the seriousness and
funniness. Moreover, in this part, besides the fully trained soldiers, para-military musicians
and civilian actors, dancers, musicians appear. Finally, the Bands & Arts are joined by the
entire audience to sing the national Anthem and Auld Lang Syne.
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After the fireworks display, the third and final part begins. Lone Piper performs a kind of
ceremony, which commemorates the fallen soldiers. Here is a good example of a common
reaction to such a spectacle from blogger Sophia Brennert:
“The magic comes not only from the sound of that one bagpipe, so lonely and tossed
by the wind. The magic thrives where modern technology fails. The bagpiper is too
far away for photos, and the sound is too faint to get decent film footage. Our
nervous impulses to record everything so we can show our friends or tweet it later,
simply deflate. The glorious opportunity arises to just stop. Put down your camera,
your phone. Just sit. Listen.” 7
The proposed research focuses on a detailed description of the components of this event,
and on exploring the experience emerging from such phenomena. Certainly, detached from
the original military purpose and redefined in new settings, Tattoo has taken on a whole new
meaning. Every year in August, Edinburgh city resounds with bagpipes and drums, in the
streets we can see soldiers dressed in uniforms, the flashes and loud sounds of fireworks fill
the sky above the city and the grandstands hover around the Esplanade of Edinburgh Castle.
All of this is part of a precisely organized aesthetic of the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo.
The ceremony immerses one in a feeling of community, or Turner’s liminoid communitas,
that is as lively as it is convivial. “You take the philosophy of 8,800 people, all from different
places and by the day of the evening they are holding hands, singing Auld Lang Syne. That is
actually quite […] cool” states Brigadier David Allfrey (MBE, Producer & Chief Executive of
The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo) for the Guardian interview 8.
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Abstract
In this study, the researcher explored different wedding gown styles through
interpretation of wedding photographs taken in Taiwan between 1920s and 1960s in
order to understand the processes of importing Western style wedding gowns into
Taiwan; and to explore the cultural meaning behind the gown styles.
Focusing on the wedding gowns, the article will discuss: I. What were the
processes of Taiwanese newlyweds adapting Western wedding gowns? II. Do gender
differences exist in the processes of adapting Western wedding gowns? III. Do
cultural clashes exist in the processes of adapting Western wedding gowns? The three
main resources for this research were literature reviews, analyses of photographs, and
participant interviews. The research indicates that: I. The processes of the brides
shifting from traditional red gowns to western bridal dresses were gradual
developments, started with high heels then moved to head veils, bouquets, western
style dresses, finally the western white gowns, during the processes the wedding
dresses often displayed a mix of traditional and Western influences. II. Compared to
the brides, the grooms were more readily and almost wholly adapted to Western suits,
including jackets, shirts, ties and shoes, and only a few with the mix of influences in
around 1920s. III. Since in traditional Taiwanese culture the color red symbolizes
joyful occasions while white is for funeral or other tragedies, the processes of the
brides accepting color white for the wedding gowns were guarded.

Keywords: visual culture, intercultural wedding gowns, old Taiwanese wedding
photographs
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INTRODUCTION
In order to understand the process of importing Western style wedding gowns
into Taiwan, and to explore the cultural conflicts of red and white color meanings
between traditional Taiwanese and Western cultures, I examine narratives through
interpretation of old wedding photographs taken in Taiwan between 1920s and 1960s.

Research Background
In traditional Taiwanese culture, red is a symbol of joyous occasions and white is
a symbol of death affairs. The significance of colors deeply directs everyday life. For
example, when I am invited to a wedding ceremony, I give a red envelope with money
inside to the newlyweds for presenting auspiciousness; when I attend a funeral, I give
a white envelope with money inside to the funeral family for consolation. I must not
confuse the colors; otherwise, I would make a big mistake and send the wrong
message to the recipient of the gifts. This would be very disrespectful as the symbolic
meaning of the color is important.
The meaning of the color “red” and “white” is common knowledge to most
people in Taiwan. There however is an obvious exception; namely, why would
Taiwanese brides wear white wedding dresses when the color meaning conflicts with
traditional Taiwanese culture? Why did the Taiwanese people adopt this new fashion?
It is clear that white wedding dresses were imported into Taiwan and were
influenced by western culture. It has been held that Queen Victoria (1819-1901),
the United Kingdom of Great Britain, who married in 1840, instituted the exclusive
tradition of wearing white (Amnéus, 2010; Ehrman, 2011). After this moment in time,
white wedding dress became popular fashion spread throughout the world through
mass media (Amnéus, 2010; Winge & Eicher, 2003). Note that only less one hundred
years ago, Taiwanese brides were still wearing traditional red wedding gowns. Despite
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the drastic change, almost every Taiwanese bride today wears a white dress without
any hesitation to traditional meanings.

Research Questions and Scope
From my research, I developed the following research questions:
1. What was the process of Taiwanese newlyweds in adopting Western wedding
gowns?
2. Did gender differences exist in the process of adopting Western wedding
gowns?
3. Did cultural clashes exist in the process of adopting Western wedding gowns?
Using old Taiwanese wedding photographs as part of this research scope to figure
out cross-culture phenomena in Taiwan, I reasoned that:
1. Although it was expensive before the first half of the 20th century, most
Taiwanese would like to take photographs for their wedding ceremony if they
could afford it. Therefore, wedding photographs were more popular than
photographs from any other events. The research samples, old wedding
photographs, are easy to collect.
2. It is easy to trace the exact time the photographs were taken because the
wedding day is memorable for many married people.
3. Both photography and western white wedding dresses were imported to
Taiwan almost in the same time, the end of the 19th century and the beginning
of the 20th century; as a result, we can understand the changes of Taiwanese
culture and wedding styles through old wedding photographs.
Photography was a remarkable technological achievement in 1839 (Rosenblum,
1997). According to literature reviews, not until the 1870s did Taiwanese people have
opportunities to come into contact with modern photography. One evidence of this
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event when Scottish photographer John Thomson (1837-1921) traveled to Taiwan in
1871 and photographed the Taiwanese people and landscapes, which are in his
publication, Illustrations of China and Its People. It was republished an renamed
China and Its People in Early Photographs: An Unabridged Reprint of the Classic
1873/74 Work in 1982（Thomson, 1982）; another moment when photography was
brought to Taiwan is when Canadian missionary George L. Mackay (1844-1901),
took many Taiwanese photographs from the 1880s to the1890s (Chien, 2010). Not
until the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century did the
photography begin to be known and to be gradually accepted in Taiwan (Chien,
2010).
There are two reasons only the scope of this research is before the 1960s. First, the
photographs had to be taken more than 50 years ago to be called old photographs
(Chen, 2010). The other reason is due to the complicated Taiwanese history.
In 1684, Taiwan became the territory of the Ch’ing dynasty (China). In 1895,
Emperor Ch’ing was defeated by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War, and Taiwan was
ceded to Japan by the Treaty of Shimonoseki. In 1945, Japan surrendered to the Allies
at the end of World War II, and Japan ceded Taiwan back to the Republic of China
(Taiwan). From the beginning of the 20th century to the 1960s, there were big political
as well as cultural changes in Taiwan (Chen, 2011). By examining old photographs,
we can see the conflicts and connections among different cultures, such as Taiwan,
China, Japan, and the West.

Limitations of the Study
This cultural study has certain limitations that need to be taken into account when
considering the study, contributions, and implications.
1.

Those who could take a photograph before the 1960s must have been from the
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middle or upper class, since taking a photograph was expensive. Therefore, this
study cannot represent all Taiwanese social situations and is limited to middle
class to upper class people.
2. The qualitative in-depth interviews require extensive interviewing; therefore, the
scope of this research is limited to several interviewees. The data collected are
limited to personal recollections and narrow perspectives, which may not
represent a common or generalized thinking of the whole society.
3. At the beginning of this study, my close relationship with the participants may
have helped them trust me with their private wedding photographs and made
them more open and willing to talk about their wedding stories. As a result, I can
only use purposive sampling and stratified sampling to seek participants who are
my relatives or friends.
4. Before the 1960s, there were only black and white photographs in Taiwan. It is
hard to identify the colors of wedding dresses, therefore, I had to assist
participants interviewees with figuring what colors are black and white in their
photographs.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this study, wedding dress style is the main criteria being examined. I am using
qualitative methodology in order to understand the process of importing Western style
wedding gowns into Taiwan and to explore cultural conflicts of red and white color
meanings.

Wedding Dress
According to Amnéus (2010), in previous centuries, bridal gowns were both
white and colorful, and were worn throughout the nineteenth century. When Queen
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Victoria married in 1840, she wore a wedding dress with white satin trimmed with
lace, a low wide neckline, and puff sleeves. Her dress became the fashion and focus of
brides around the world.
Instead, white was defined as most appropriate because it symbolized innocence
and purity—the same qualities that made white the choice for early Greek and
Roman brides. It might be suggested that in the mid-nineteenth century, white
became the color of choice for those brides who affluent enough to indulge in
such a dress. (Amnéus, 2010, p. 36)
Innocence and purity attracted human imagination. As a result, white wedding
dresses became more and more popular after 1840. In the second half of the 19th
century, as textile industry was expanding, wedding dresses previously made by
family tailors were now designed and produced by professional factories. Wedding
dresses were now more gorgeous and splendid than ever before.
Beautiful designs and luxurious wedding gown styles were almost too much to
be appropriate for everyday occasions, so the celebratory quality or specialness of
these dresses limited them to only wedding event. For middle- or working-class
females, an expensive white wedding dress was justified for her significant and
momentous life event. The white wedding dress represented not only innocence and
purity, but also manners and social and economic status (Amnéus, 2010; Winge &
Eicher, 2003).
The white wedding dress style gradually spread to Asia at the beginning of the
20th century. According to Academia Sinica Digital Resources, a couple of the
Taiwanese gentility, Doctor Z. C. Kao and M. Hsu, had their wedding photograph
taken in April of 1910 in Taiwan. The groom wore a frock coat and a bowler hat,
while the bride wore a traditional Taiwanese wedding gown but with a pair of western
high-heeled shoes (The photograph is in a show of The Story of Bridal Gowns
Exhibition at Taipei Story House, Sept. 7, 2014- Jan. 25, 2015; The content is
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from http://digiarch.sinica.edu.tw/content.jsp?option_id=2841&index_info_id=5404,
retrieved Oct. 28, 2014). This is one of the earliest wedding photographs that I have
discovered through my search.
For my collection, two pieces of the earliest wedding photographs were taken in
between 1920 and 1923. The grooms both wore frock coats and the brides wore
traditional Taiwanese wedding gowns (chaplet and robes), but with a pair of western
high-heeled shoes (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Drew Chang and Jan-Zi’s wedding, 1923, by permission of Henry Chang

Research Methods
Gillian Rose (2007) in Visual methodologies: An introduction to the
interpretation of visual materials mentions three modalities for images inquire:
technological, compositional, and social modalities. Technological modality is how
the image was produced, namely the skills and materials, which is visual technology;
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compositional modality refers to the form and content of an image, such as contents,
composition, and color, forming the visible image; social modality indicates social
status such as economic, politics, customs, and institutions, which aid in constructing
the meaning of an image.
This research is most focused on social modalities. From examining objects and
people in the pictures, I explore the meaning, both visible and invisible, to understand
social changes.
I searched for Taiwanese participants who owned wedding photographs taken
before the 1960s and were willing to share their (or their relatives) wedding stories.
The main protocol questions for the participants are:
1. Who in the family are present in the wedding photograph? What kind of
the relationship exists between you and the people in the photograph, such
as yourself, your parents, grandparents, or other relatives and friends?
2. Can you understand or make any insights such as ages, education,
economic statuses, family situations, and etc. about the background of the
newlyweds?
3. Do you know anyone else in the photograph?
4. When was the photograph taken?
5. In what city was the photograph taken?
6. In what setting was the photograph taken? Photographic studio, groom’s
house, bride’s house, or any public place?
7. Can you describe the situation in which the photograph was taken?
Aside from the general main questions mentioned above, more in-depth
follow-up questions are modified to each participant’s unique background such as
special life experience. They are:
1. Can you describe how wedding dress was acquired? Was it bought, rented,
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or made by the bride’s family or by professional tailors?
2. What style did the wedding dress have, with respect to the shape, color, or
material? Moreover, what was the common people’s opinion about these
wedding dresses?
As of 2014, I have collected 101 photographs as research evidence. The
photographs are stratified in different decades between 1920s and 1960s in Taiwan. I
presented those photographs in chronology order, so I can trace the changes through
the different decades. They include: 1. When did the white dresses begin to be used in
Taiwan? 2. How long did it take for most Taiwanese people to accept the western
white wedding dresses? 3. Did the white wedding dresses changed styles due to
different decades, including skirts’ length, veils’ length, and material used?
From participant interviews, I analyzed why the Taiwanese may have accepted
the western white wedding dresses even though white represents death in Taiwan.

DISCUSSION
The grooms in the photographs collected almost all wore the western style gowns,
including frock coats, morning coats, tail coats, and suits, only one groom wore the
traditional Taiwanese style jacket and pants but wore a pair of western style shoes.
The bride wore a western style veil, flat-bottomed shoes, held a bouquet, and with a
traditional Taiwanese dress (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Chian-Mu Lin and Bu Lee’s wedding, 1926,
by permission of Shi-Yin Lin

The brides’ wedding dresses varied among Taiwanese traditional chaplet and
robes, reform traditional style dresses, western style family made dresses, and modern
western style full-length dresses. For the obvious differences, I would like to focus
more on the brides’ wedding outfit to examine the changes.
Since almost all photographed brides wore western high-heeled shoes, shoes
could be seen as the first step towards Taiwanese brides accepting the western
fashion.
All brides wore veils, except the earliest two, which were taken in between 1920
and 1923 (see Figure 1), so veils could be seen as the second step towards Taiwanese
brides accepting the western fashion.
With the exception of the earliest two, who wore very traditional Taiwanese
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wedding gowns, out of the 101 pieces, only three brides did not have a bouquet, one
was in 1929, another one was in 1943, and the other one was in 1951. Therefore
bouquets could be seen as the third step that the Taiwanese brides have accepted the
western fashion.
The veils lengths were variable. Before 1954, some of veils’ lengths were longer
than the brides’ statures and hang down on the floor; some of veils’ lengths were just
fit the stature of brides; and a few veils’ lengths were just the length to their hips.
Most of the veils were opaque and a few were transparent. After 1955, all brides wore
much shorter on reaching the waist and most of them were transparent.
For wedding dress, the various ranges are very interested. There are four main
styles:
1. Taiwanese traditional chaplet and robes: As I have mentioned before, they
are the two of the earliest photographs I collected, taken in around 1920 and 1923.
Both wore the most traditional Taiwanese chaplet and robes. Besides them no one
wore those kinds of traditional gown later in the remaining 99 pieces of photographs.
2. Reform traditional style wedding dresses: This style combined Taiwanese
style and Western style which form a new style. It kept the traditional elements such
as the stand-up collars and cotton buttons, with the consulting of western tailoring.
These dresses used to be colorful.
The famous Taiwanese artist Yu-shan Lin, whose wedding ceremony was held in
1928, wore a western suit while his wife wore a two-piece reform traditional style
dress, along with a Western veil, a bouquet, and a pair of high-heeled shoes (Figure 3).
This style dresses of could often be seen in the late 1920s and into the 1930s (Figure 4
& 5).
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Figure 3: Yu-shan Lin and Hui Huang’s wedding, 1928,
by permission of Po-Ting Lin

Figure 4: Shao-Tong Huang and Shun Lai’s wedding, 1930-1931,
by permission of Rui-Jiao Lin
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Figure 5: Yu-Si Wu and Yin-Mei Tang’s wedding, 1936,
by permission of Dai-Rong Wu

3. Western style family-made or tailored-made dresses: In the late 1920s to the
early 1950s, except for reform style wedding dresses mentioned above, Western style
family-made or tailored-made dresses became more popular. Although most of the
wedding dresses were monochrome, such as white (figure 6 & 7) or pink (figure 8 &
9), there were some colorful dresses that were made by colorful printed fabric (figure
10). In the 1920s-1940s, most of the wedding dresses were tea-length or feet-length. It
was not until 1950s that full-length dresses became more popular.
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Figure 6: Ki-Wong Chan and Co-Zi Cai’s wedding, 1931,
by permission of Henry Chang

Figure 7: Shian-Tong Huang and Jin-Gui Chiu’s wedding, 1933,
by permission of Lin-Ju Ou
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Figure 8: Shou-I Sun and Mei-Yan Lin’s wedding, 1951,
by permission of Yao-Tang Lin

Figure 9: Figure 8’s pink wedding dress, Yao-Tang Lin’s collection
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Figure 10: Rong-Sheng Chen and Su-Yue Ho’s wedding, 1937,
by permission of Ching-Yin Ho

4.

Modern Western style full-length white wedding dresses: In the 1940s, bride

service stores became more popular in Taiwan. Brides could rent or buy anything such
as a wedding dress, bouquet, and even dowries for their wedding needs from bride
service stores. Brides had several options for their wedding dresses: family-made,
tailor-made, renting, or purchasing a ready-made dress from bride service stores.
After World War II, most brides rented their wedding dresses from bride service
stores. As a result, wedding dresses, produced by professional factories, became
full-length and had better designs that were gorgeous and complicated (Figure 11 &
12). Comparing with the western wedding dresses (Amnéus, 2010; Ehrman, 2011;
Foster & Johnson, 2003), there were little significant differences between the
Taiwanese and Western styles.
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Figure 11: Bao-Shiu Lin’s wedding, 1958,
by permission of Bao-Shiu Lin

Figure 12: Chuan-Shin Lu and Zhen-Zhen Chang’s wedding, 1958,
by permission of Henry Chang
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According to one of my participants who was born in 1925 and married in 1946,
her wedding dress was rented from a bride service store. She remembered the store
owner had asked if she wants white or pink dress. Even she had a short time
hesitative, but white wedding dresses were more popular at that time, so she chose a
white wedding dress finally.

CONCLUSIONS
Although the color red symbolizes joyful occasions while white represents death
in traditional Taiwanese culture, the process of brides accepting the color white for
wedding gowns was guarded.
Concepts of civilization and modernization accompanied Western fashion, which
were also full of symbolism and style. Taiwanese people had finally accepted Western
design. It, however, took approximately 30 years (1920s-1950s) for the struggle
between the traditional Taiwanese meanings of colors and the Western sense of
beauty and style to resolve themselves and gain places in Taiwanese’s hearts and
minds.
Between the “Taiwanese traditional red chaplet and robes” and the “modern
Western style full-length white wedding dresses,” a Taiwanese bride had several
options to help relieve her struggle in finalizing a beautiful and meaningful dress. The
brides chose pink or colorful fabrics as alternatives to the permitted and traditionally
accepted red color. Taiwanese brides accepted the following Western fashion
components in the following chronological order: high-heeled shoes, followed by
veils, bouquets, tailors, and eventually the white color. Finally, the Western gown was
the last apparel adaptation in the wardrobe of a modern Taiwanese bride. Wedding
dresses now often display a mix of both traditional and Western influences.
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There were gender differences toward adopting the Western fashion. Compared
to the brides, the grooms more readily and almost wholly adopted Western suits in the
1920s. Since Taiwan was a male dominant society, the men were more conscientious
of Western influences. Therefore, the males were more open to Western clothing
styles than females in order to appear more civilized and modern with fewer
restrictions, similar to their counterparts in Europe and North America.
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ABSTRACT
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ABSTRACT

Abiko Kyūtarō (1865-1936) is considered as one of the most distinguished and
influential Japanese Americans to contribute to the Japanese immigrant
community on the West Coast. On January 3, 1885, Abiko Kyūtaraō boarded a
British vessel, “The Gerrick,” bound for San Francisco. This paper will examine
the contributions of Abiko Kyūtarō to Japanese immigrant society on the West
Coast, as well as his ideology and reasons for establishing the Nichi Bei (The
Japanese American News). The Nichi Bei expanded to become the most
influential commercial newspaper with the largest circulation among
Japanese-American newspapers on the West Coast. He was truly the leader of all
leaders within the Fukuin-kai (Gospel Society), in large part because he felt that it
was his mission to devote himself to the betterment of Japanese immigrants in
America.

A Most Distinguished and Influential Japanese American, Abiko Kyūtarō:
The Birth of the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News)
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Abiko Kyūtarō (1865-1936) is considered as one of the most distinguished and
influential Japanese Americans to contribute to the Japanese immigrant
community on the West Coast. On January 3, 1885, as a Tokyo Chapter student of
the Fukuin-Kai (Gospel Society), in Yokohama harbor, Abiko Kyūtaraō boarded a
British vessel, “The Gerrick,” bound for San Francisco (Hokubei Mainichi
9/3/1980 1).
Abiko Kyūtarō was born in 1865 in Suibara, Niigata Prefecture, in Japan. Like
many young Japanese, he had a dream to go to the United States to continue his
education. When he was seventeen years old, he left home and went to Tokyo to
work in order to be able to save some money. Prior to coming to the United
States, he had been exposed to Christianity under the tutelage of Mr. Palmer, an
English missionary in Niigata, Japan. In 1883, he was baptized by the Reverend
Masatsuna Okuno of the Shin-Sakanamachi (the forerunner of Reinanzaka
Church) in Tokyo.

With the help of the Reverend Okuno, his dream of going to

the United States became a reality. Abiko met Yonako in Tokyo, married her
and together they set out for the United States.
For years after the Fukuin-Kai was organized in San Francisco, the
Congregational and Methodist churches (which had formed the original
Fukuin-Kai) feuded; the Congregational church finally broke away, branching out
into what came to be known as the Tyler Fukuin-Kai. Two years later, in 1883, it
founded the Japanese Young Men’s Christian Association. All that remained of

the Methodist Church was the so-called Dai-ichi Fukuin Kai (First Gospel
Society), located in Chinatown, at 916 Washington Street, in the rented basement
of the Chinese Mission.
In 1885, upon his arrival in America, Abiko Kyūtarō immediately joined the
Dai-Ichi Fukuin-Kai (First Gospel Society). Abiko was elected to the General
Affairs Committee of the Dai-Ichi Fukuin-Kai within a year of his arrival in San
Francisco. He next became the treasurer and began to participate actively in the
management of the organization. In December 1886, one year after Abiko’s
arrival, the Dai-Ichi Fukuin-Kai (First Gospel Society) moved to Jessie Street
because it needed more space. Abiko was elected president of the organization
for the first time on June 11, 1887. The “Fukuin-Kai spirit” still prevailed and
expressed Abiko’s life philosophy and ideals, foreshadowing his remarkable
activities in later years (Hokubei Mainichi 9/4/1980). In 1897, when he entered
the University of California at Berkeley as sociology major, he was already over
thirty. The Dai-Ichi Fukuin-Kai (First Gospel Society) remained in existence and
continued to provide strong leadership in the Japanese communities in America
until the San Francisco Earthquake of 1906.

The Birth of the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News)
Let us examine the contributions of Abiko Kyūtarō to Japanese immigrant
society on the West Coast, as well as his ideology and reasons for establishing the
Nichi Bei.

He was truly the leader of all leaders within the Fukuin-kai (Gospel

Society), in large part because he felt that it was his mission to devote himself to

the betterment of Japanese immigrants in America.
On April 13, 1899, Abiko and his friends purchased and merged two
debt-ridden, Japanese-language newspapers, the Hokubei Nippō (North American
Daily) and the Sokō Nippon Shimbun (San Francisco Japanese Newspaper), to
create a commercial newspaper, the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American News)
(Ichioka, Issei 21). The same year, Abiko published its first issue, on April 13,
1899. He also hired his two half-brothers, Kobayashi Hikojirō and Kobyashi
Teiji, to work with him (Hokubei Mainichi, 9/17/1980). Its circulation increased
slowly at first, from 250 in 1898 to 400 in 1900. Its staff of journalists included
Kawasaki Minotarō, Yoneda Minoru, Ichihashi Yamato, Furutani Sadaharu,
Kobayashi Hikojirō, Satō (first name unknown), and Hoshino (first name also
unknown). In addition to his two half-brothers, he invited relatives, such as his
sister Yonaei Abiko, and Kosaku and Mise Abiko, his nephew and niece from
Niigata, to join the newspaper staff.
The Nichi Bei expanded to become the most influential commercial newspaper
with the largest circulation among Japanese-American newspapers on the West
Coast (Ichioka, Issei 8). The main office of the Nichi Bei was located at 650
Ellis Street in San Francisco, but later moved to 340 Mason Street in San
Francisco, and soon had thirteen branch offices (Los Angeles, Sacramento,
Fresno, Oakland, San Jose, Vacaville, Watsonville, Stockton, Lodi, Salt Lake
City, Oregon, Denver, and Portland. One issue cost five cents; a one month
subscription cost 75 cents; a half year cost $4 and one year $8. The chief editor

and proofreader was T. Kobayashi. On April 22, 1914, Abiko Kyūtarō, the
founder of the Nichi Bei, became the editor-in-chief and proofreader for the Nichi
Bei. The Nichi Bei became the single most influential Japanese-American
newspaper published daily with established branch offices that reached out to the
Japanese-American communities as far away as Denver, Colorado.
Ichioka Yūji’s book The Issei, as well as many other books about Japanese
immigrants on the West Coast, mentions that Abiko Kyūtarō was the most
influential leader of all; he devoted his life and fortune to promoting his beliefs,
and helped Japanese immigrants make the transition from sojourners to permanent
settlers. He used the Nichi Bei as “a means of communication, to foster the
spiritual unity of fellow Japanese countrymen, who were spread out up and down
the West Coast, and to defend the rights of Japanese immigrants” (Biography of
Abiko Kyūtarō by Oka Seizō, appearing in both the Nichi Bei Times and the
Hokubei Mainichi on September 23, 1980). Furthermore, Abiko provided
guidance and support to young people, hoping to lay the foundations of a
Japanese immigrant society (see Ichioka Yūji, Oka Seizō).
In the inaugural editorial of the first issue of the Nichi Bei (The Japanese
American News), Abiko Kyūtarō clearly stated his basic philosophy and his
motives for publishing this newspaper, which Oka Seizō, in his essay,
summarized as follows:

The population of the Japanese on the Pacific Coast has recently passed

the one thousand mark, our fellow countrymen having landed here in large
numbers on each ship from Japan…. In the meantime, when we look at the
actual situation of the Japanese here in America, we see that it is almost
impossible for us to pool our resources inasmuch as we are scattered far and
wide. It makes it difficult for us to have close and friendly contact with one
another as well. At this point, we have come up with a scheme to attempt a
spiritual binding of the Japanese, horizontally, here in America. It is for the
very purpose of establishing good communication between our fellow
countrymen and to increase friendly relations among ourselves that we
publish this daily newspaper, the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American
News)… The aims of The Japanese American News are: 1) To establish
spiritual ties of the Japanese living on the West Coast… 2) To study and
explore new fields of enterprise for the convenience of the country, and to
urge able countrymen from Japan to come to the United States… 3) To
protect the rights of the Japanese here in the United States… 4) To report
world affairs to the Japanese in America … (Oka Seizō, Biography of
Kyūtarō Abiko-Newspaper: A Means of Fighting Prejudice, Hokubei
Mainichi, 9/26/1980)

According to an article published May 18-24, 1946, titled The Nichi Bei Times
Turns 60: May 18, 1946. Began a New Chapter in a Storied Legacy, the Nichi Bei
reached its peak in the 1920s, “with a reported circulation of 25,000 and an office

in Los Angeles.” Abiko Kyūtarō clearly had a vision and a dream for Japanese
in America and had finally fulfilled his lifelong ambition to reach out to his fellow
countrymen.
Furthermore, in addition to establishing the Nichi Bei in order to make this
dream come true, Abiko also founded the Yamato Colony in Livingston,
California by helping Japanese immigrants to own land and to settle permanently
in the United States. Abiko’s dream of a Japanese agricultural settlement was
gradually met upon his establishment of the Japanese American Industrial
Corporation (1904-1913), the Japanese American Bank (1906-1009), and the
American Land and Produce Company (the Beikoku Shokusan Kaisha)
(1907-1917). As Noda explains:

According to colony heresy, which is supported by local newspaper reports,
the actual financing of the colony project was more complex than would first
appear. Thousands of acres were purchased and developed through the funding
of the Nichibei Bank (the Japanese American Bank), which later held second
mortgages on many of the farms. The source of the bank’s capital for this
venture was probably the Nichibei Kangyosha, Abiko’s labor contracting firm,
and the official sponsor of the project.

(Noda 10)

The transition from sojourning to permanent settlement was a gradual process.
Abiko Kyūtarō thought that the future for Japanese lay in farming and therefore

purchased more than 3,000 acres of land in the San Joaquin Valley, which he
divided into 40-acre units, to establish the Yamato Colony: an agricultural
Japanese community in Livingston, Merced County, located in the Central Valley
of California.

Abiko’s San Francisco based companies, such as the Japanese

American Industrial Corporation (the Nichibei Kangyosha), purchased land in
Livingston, California, for Colony Number One (1,313 acres), from William and
Margaret Morrison of Sacramento. Then, Colony Number Two (453 acres) was
pieced together in several separate transactions; it was owned Abiko’s American
Land and Produce Company (the Beikoku Shokusan Gaisah).

In 1907, Abiko

himself purchased the land for Colony Number Three (1,448 acres) from Frank
and Lettie Cressy, before selling it to his company, the American Land and
Produce Company in 1908 (Noda, 9-10).

Abiko advertised the “Establishment

of a New Colony” in several places, including in the Nichi Bei and the Japanese
American Yearbook in 1907 to sell plots of land to Japanese immigrants who
were hardworking and had expressed a desire to live in the United States
permanently and who did not drink or gamble and wished to contribute to the
United States.
The pioneers of the Colony (1906-1910) made a commitment to the future by
creating vineyards but this commitment, once made, had to be continually
renewed through an annual pledge to work hard.
Those who arrived between 1906 and 1908 were pioneers and successfully
created a small community. However, in 1909, the settlement was touched by

scandal when the Nichi Bei Bank folded. Ugly rumors circulated, suggesting
that some colony farmers had received illegal financing. Umetarō and Han
Minabe’s house burned down in 1910, and the population of the Colony also
began to change. Around the same time, by 1910, other important changes had
begun. Several settlers had already given up and abandoned their land. Others
soon followed. Colleagues and friends of Abiko began to leave the community,
severing ties with the founder. Thus, the Washizu family, which had always
been close to Abiko left in 1910.

By 1918, he had created a Colony in Cressey

and another one, in Cortez, would follow later.
Abiko Kyūtarō, the founder of the Nichi Bei, disseminated his ideal of
permanent settlement through his newspaper, and was a firm believer and
supporter of picture bride marriages because the system helped Japanese
immigrants start a family in the United States, which would become the
foundation of Japanese immigrant society in the future. Abiko was not a political
person but, rather, a Christian, and clearly argued from a humanitarian point of
view; he often met with leaders of the anti-Japanese movement, and remained
firmly committed to the prosperity and future development of Japanese-American
immigrant society.
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This paper examines the role played by American folk singers in cultural
diplomacy during the Cold War, with a particular focus on the activities of folk singers who
travelled under the sponsorship of the State Department in the 1950s and 1960s. This
examination includes a discussion of the folk duo Bill Crofut and Steve Addiss, who went on
multiple tours around Asia and Africa from the late 1950s to the mid-1960s; Tony Saletan,
who toured under the International Recreation Association during 1959-1961; and the “Folk
Singing Troupe” consisting of actress Marilyn Child, folk singer Cisco Houston, and blues
musicians Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, who visited India and Nepal during 1959-1960.
Drawing from archival materials and publications of the State Department and the USIA
(United States Information Agency), folk singers’ letters and interviews, and newspaper and

magazine articles, my study demonstrates the ways in which government officials and folk
singers depoliticized their activities by stressing the reciprocal nature of “cultural exchange”
instead of imposing American cultures abroad. Folk singers and government officials
espoused an essentialist notion that while folk music is specific to place and people, it is also
omnipresent and universal to mankind. In emphasizing the universal theme of folk music,
these folk singers and government officials also avoided the topical and protest song
movement central to the folk music revival that was spreading in the domestic United States.
Studies have been conducted on the role jazz musicians played in cultural
diplomacy and the complex ways in which African-American musicians dealt with the
contradiction between racism at home and the idealized image of the U.S. that the USIA
attempted to project overseas. 1 Given the antihegemonic history of folk music and the
increasingly politicized folk-music scene in the U.S. during the folk revival—when many
folk singers spoke out against U.S. foreign policies and domestic problems—folk singers
who travelled as State sponsored cultural ambassadors may well have faced the same
contradiction. However, the folk singers that this study examines did not express any
criticism toward the U.S. government and played within the safe narrative of cultural
exchange. I have argued elsewhere that U.S. folk-music revivalists espoused

anti-commercialism, political idealism (particularly of the desegregation and anti-war
variety), and internationalism (celebrating cultural diversity across national borders). 2 These
three ideologies served as three pillars of authenticity for folk-music revivalists. While the
traveling folk singers that this study examines avoided espousing political idealism in their
activities, they agreed with the promotion of internationalism levied by their counterparts at
home.
This study takes into account the ambiguous definition of folk music, which
became apparent during the folk revival, and the ways in which folk singers and government
officials strategically played with the ambiguity to avoid controversies and criticisms. Folk
music in its original definition was a collection of traditional, orally transmitted songs
preserved in rural/ethnic communities. 3 However, folk music also included newly composed
songs by contemporary writers and had a strong association with the political left, as the
music was used in the pre-war communist and labor movements. 4 Folk music was
all-American and foreign at the same time, as it was associated with immigrant cultures and
their histories. I argue that the traveling folk singers and the government officials of the time
adopted the idea of folk music as traditional songs unique to each culture and prevalent
around the world in order to downplay the subversive quality of folk music and to emphasize

its universality. Doing so served to justify their activities in the face of the criticism that the
government-sponsored singing tours were examples of U.S. government feeding propaganda
to developing countries.
Sending musicians abroad so as to improve the image of America may appear
innocuous to contemporary eyes, but cultural propaganda was met with criticism during the
early Cold-War Era, and the government needed to depoliticize and justify its efforts. Angelo
Eagon, music advisor of the USIA, wrote in his article entitled “Overseas with American
Music” that “[a]uthentic American folk music has an intrinsic value in the tracing of our
history and culture.” 5 He also notes that the purpose of the Agency’s music program abroad
was to “demonstrate to foreign audiences that music is an essential and dynamic part of
American culture and to illustrate the creative and experimental vitality in American music
and its contribution to the fine arts.” The American Music Program also aimed “to counteract
a materialistic image of the United States.” 6 The Wall Street Journal, in an article entitled
“U.S.I.A.: The Singing Commercials,” criticized USIS (USIA) for propagandizing East Asian
countries including Laos by using local folk singers to inject “information” into their
performances. The article denounces USIS music activities abroad as “singing commercials”
that were bound to backfire. 7 Reports by the USIS reflected a concern for the need to counter

such criticism when promoting American music abroad.
The USIS reports on the “American Folk Singing Troupe”—consisting of actress
Marilyn Child, folk singer Cisco Houston, and blues musicians Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGhee, who toured around India and Nepal from December 1959 to March 1960 8—all
emphasize positive receptions of the American singers both on and off stage and recommend
that similar programs should be replicated in other countries. In particular, they valorized the
reciprocal nature of their activities and the practice of American musicians learning local
songs and incorporating them into their programs.
In a report from USIS in March 1960, Public Affairs Officer Phillips Bradley,
writing for the Ambassador of the American Embassy in Kathmandu, notes in a memo
entitled “The Folk Singers’ Personal Impact” as follows: “Miss Marilyn Child learned a
Nepali song within 24 hours of her arrival and sang it at each subsequent performance. This
evidence of her interest in Nepal’s own culture ‘brought down the house.’ She is to be highly
commended for her effort.” Bradley also praised the American folk singers for being
“excellent ‘ambassadors’ of American friendliness and goodwill toward other peoples” not
only through their official duties performing at concerts but also in informal settings.
According to him, they served to give “a random sample of scores of Nepali a new, if brief,

impression of the American, non-official and non-tourist.” The report chronicled the success
of folk singers’ four-day performances in Kathmandu, Nepal, in February 10-13, 1960, where
they performed on five different occasions. These performances included two Ambassador’s
invitational performances, the first of which the King and the Queen of Nepal attended, and a
public performance in Durbar Square in the city of Patan—“the major local center of
Communist Party strength in this area”—which attracted a growing audience of over 10,000
people. Bradley concluded as follows:
It cannot be emphasized too strongly how important programs of this sort are to present
U.S. objectives in Nepal. Beyond their immediate and direct impact value, in making
American music, etc. better known in Nepal, they provide a significant counterbalance
to the growing Soviet-bloc cultural program here…[M]any Nepalis in all ranks of
society not only gained a better insight into American ‘culture’ but appreciated the
personal appearance of American performers in Kathmandu.
According to the same report, due to the presence of an interpreter, no language barrier
surfaced during the performances between the singers and the audience. 9
The USIS reports on the “American Folk Singing Troupe” in India reinforced the
image of all-American singers warmly being received by the audience. From December 16,
1959, to January 12, 1960, the Troupe performed in Bombay, where they performed to
University students and faculty members. The report described the singers as “warm, friendly,
and typically American” who “never refused an invitation from any student group or faculty

member and were completely at home in student dwellings and faculty homes.” While
depicting the racially mixed group as “typical” Americans, the author of the report, Acting
Public Affairs Officer of the American Consul General in Bombay, also revealed the racial
division in noting that Terry and McGhee were “both Negroes” and that they “complemented
excellently and most effectively Houston and Child” while Houston and Child “carried the
major share of the MCing.” The report also points out that even the “sophisticated” audience
in India was unfamiliar with folk music; presumably, such unfamiliarity did not keep the
Indian audience from appreciating the Singing Troupe’s performances. 10
Unlike other reports that have little mention of the actual music performed at
performances, the “USIS Delhi Branch Post’s Report on the Folk Singing Group” offers
some insight into how they perceived folk music. The author writes that the “group had
arranged a repertoire of authentic American folk tunes” and “refused to compromise in
presenting truly authentic folk tunes rather than popularizing them.” Although the writer
never explains what constitutes authenticity in folk music, he presumably saw folk music as
suitable for intercultural transmission. He wrote: “Their style of performance with its easy
informality made it simple for them to build rapport quickly. The basic melodic simplicity of
their music made it easy for Indians not used to western harmonization to identify and

enjoy.” 11
The Troupe visited South India under the President’s Program from February 20 to
March 5, 1960, giving eight performances where the audience number ranged from 500 to
1100. The report assessed that the “sophisticated” South Indian audience was not interested in
the folk art and that the performers incorporated multiple genres of American music into their
programs: “ranging from symphony orchestras to chamber music groups, and from the
exoticism of Martha Graham to the earthiness of Rod Alexander.” The report notes that the
singers’ repertoire “did not consist exclusively of authentic folk songs” but that that the music
selection was “excellent” because “it had something for everybody.” 12
The USIS reports on the Nepal and India trips never mentioned any specific name
of the songs that the singing ambassadors sang, and while the troupe that visited India was
racially mixed, the report never mentions how the audience in India and Nepal perceived and
reacted to the racial component of the singers. The reports provided generalized descriptions
of the performers as “typical” Americans spreading a positive image of America. The reports
also suggested that while the Indian audiences positively perceived the performance of
American folk songs, they did not in fact appreciate folk music as a genre. This is in contrast
to American folk singers and fans of folk music in the U.S. who sought out traditional Indian

music, which they incorporated into the category of folk music (to the dismay of Indian
musicians who considered folk music as lowly). 13 The reports never made mention of the
performers having any interaction with local musicians of traditional Indian music.
The State Department and travelling folk singers had a common belief that music
could provide an alternative image of the United States. In a New York Times article that
announced the upcoming world tour by folksingers Bill Crofut and Steve Addiss, Robert
Shelton reported the performers saying they were interested in “giving Asians a different
picture of Americans. We don’t want to get involved in any power struggles or to get their
listeners involved in them.” 14 Crofut and Addiss travelled under the sponsorship of the
United States Department of State during 1960 and 1961, visiting Korea, Japan, Hong Kong,
Taiwan (then Formosa), Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar (then Burma), Indonesia, Sri Lanka
(Ceylon), India, Kenya, Somalia, Ethiopia, and the Sudan. 15 They gained nationwide
recognition as they performed at the United Nations for two consecutive years in 1962 and
1963. 16 The duo again travelled under the State Department to Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Kenya. 17
After returning from their first State-sponsored tour, Crofut wrote in the folk music
magazine Sing Out! that music and the place had an organic relationship:
Somehow though, both the classical and folk music of every country we visited seemed

to fit, in its technical construction, instrumentation and spirit, the atmosphere of its
surroundings. As Gregorian Chants somehow complement the soaring spirit of the great
European Gothic Cathedrals, so do the Buddhist chants accompanied by tiny bells fit the
spirit of endless temples of Angkor Wat, the ancient seat of the Kehmer Empire in
Cambodia. 18
This sentiment was shared by another folk singer, Tony Saletan, who toured for two years in
Asia and Africa during 1959-1961. He recalled that in addition to performing American folk
songs such as “southern mountain banjo tunes, Negro spirituals, work songs, historical
ballads, blues, [and] children’s songs,” he sang “songs of other countries, especially countries
close to where [he] was singing, a song of the people to whom [he] was singing, in their own
language.” According to Saletan, songs sung in the native languages of the audiences were
received with the most enthusiasm. 19 He worked for the National Recreation Association of
Japan (NRAJ) teaching folk songs in twenty major cities in Japan from June 18 to August 15,
1959. The NRAJ describes Saletan as a “renowned American scholar of folk songs” who
taught “world folk songs” at workshops that the NRAJ hosted in cooperation with the US
State Department and the International Recreation Association. 20 In contrast to the Folk
Singing Troupe—who was sent directly by the State Department and whose mission was to
spread American culture and presence abroad—Saletan saw himself and was understood as
spreading world cultures. As he learned songs while he travelled around the non-Western
world, he “gradually gathered a large singable collection of songs from Asia and Africa,

learned in their own settings” and thereby was able to teach “rousing Indonesian all-join-in
songs to Kru people in West Africa, lyrical Chinese songs to Israelis in isolated settlements,
[and]Filipino songs to mixed groups in Ceylon.” 21 Though Saletan stressed eclecticism, he
felt that the audiences appreciated him most when he performed songs native to the
place—“a Lao song in Laos, a Hindi song in northern India, or a Persian song in Iran.” He
compared this to having seen “the Moiseyev dance group from the Soviet Union get their
biggest Boston ovation when they performed our Virginia Reel.” 22
The folk singers celebrated diversity in music and audience while using that
diversity to downplay politics, as demonstrated in Crofut’s recollection of his first trip and the
letters he sent from his second trip, the latter for which he was accompanied by his wife and
baby. In a Sing Out! article where he wrote about his first three-year trip, Crofut stressed his
political neutrality: “We discussed varied topics with leftists, communists, rightists, and
neutrals and in so doing developed a great respect for the complexity of the world situation.”
He also wrote that despite the existing political turmoil in Laos, the music there did not
address that situation: “[m]ost of the music is traditional and I never once ran into a new
topical or protest song in that part of the world.” 23 He acknowledged that his trip was
programmed by the USIS but according to him, what that entailed was that he and Addiss

“gave both formal concerts in full dress attire, as well as at once time being sent into the
jungle on bamboo rafts under armed guard to sing in remote tribal villages” and singing for
various audiences including the high officials, “peasants, working people, victims of the April
1960 student revolution in Korea, and lepers in their sad communities.” 24
While glossing over politics, Crofut stressed the importance of cultural relativism,
depicting his adventure into Asia and Africa as a learning experience. For example, he
learned through observations that customs that seem at first inhuman such as female
circumcision in Africa had “sometimes obscure, sometimes obvious, but unusually
comprehensible reasons behind their development.” 25 He concluded the article by
encouraging the readers, whom he assumed to be young, white, and well-off (or at least not in
imminent financial need) like himself, to take a similar trip to the non-Western world so as to
understand their own (Western) culture through a lens of relativism: “Don’t worry about
having a job. You can always look for work after you get there.” 26
Reports from Crofut and Addiss’s second trip to Asia rendered a similarly
depoliticized yet less rosy picture. In his letter from Danang, Vietnam, on December 10, 1964,
Crofut wrote about his experience of staying in a Vietcong-controlled city of Canthe, where
he would stay in a safe area while battle was waged outside; after sleeping in safety, he would

perform at the army hospital the following morning to see soldiers in the audience who had
just been injured. He wrote:
As we sang to one hospital group, I watched the smiling faces in the first row, reacting
like most audiences, especially to the Vietnamese song. Somewhere along in the
program a breeze wafted through the building and I noticed that the pajama legs of those
in the front row were empty. 27
As he heard stories of men being senselessly killed he “more than once fought back tears of
incomprehension.” Rather than denouncing the war that caused such misery, he called it
incomprehensible, thereby recusing himself from taking a political stand. In an answer to a
question posed by a Time Magazine reporter as to what impressed him the most, he wrote that
he admired American and Vietnamese soldiers who volunteered to risk their lives. He was
particularly humbled by Vietnamese guards who patrolled throughout the night so he and
Addiss could sleep and perform in safety, which he felt they did not deserve. He also
observed that the Vietnamese soldiers were afraid of being left alone when American troops
leave Vietnam, and that this fear was greater than the fear of being killed. While witnessing
the senseless tragedy and human sacrifices caused by the war, he did not develop an anti-war
sentiment but echoed the “support our troops” sentiment that could well be expressed today:
“our admiration for the heroes of this war is very great, both Americans and Vietnamese who
are working for something because they want to.” 28

At the same time, Crofut assured the readers (his family and friends) that he never
experienced any danger in the middle of war and was safer than the media reports might lead
them to think. Even as he “played to a backdrop of flares and artillery fires,” he made light of
it by noting that “someone made the crack that our music sounded like the 1812 Overture.”
He concluded the letter by mentioning how his daughter Erica was “getting teeth” and
“gurgles happily and plays with her plastic spoons by the hour.” In a postscript, he wrote a
reaction from a native female audience:
Miss Phuong—“Mr. Addiss is so beautiful that I am irresistible to his charm.”
Miss Hue—“Mr. Crofut is so high and tall but very darling, we would prefer Mr. Addiss
because he is a bachelor and about the same size as ours, furthermore when somebody
would kiss Mr. Crofut a tall man, she must have a ladder with her.” 29
The quote demonstrates (The New York Times article announcing of their upcoming trip
describes Addiss as “short, dark” and Crofut as “lean and blond”) 30 the female audience’s
sexual fascination with the white American singers and their aesthetic preference for a tall
blonde man over a short dark-haired one. (A reverse case where a Vietnamese male audience
fantasizes about kissing a white, female American folksinger would not have been treated in
the same light-hearted manner.) Rather than taking a moment to consider the impact of the
war, he mentioned women and his baby daughter to lighten up the mood of his letter.
In his letter of January 15, 1965, which chronicled his visit to Malaysia, he

observed that ethnic tension between the Chinese, Malays, and the Indians was a source of
contention; the Chinese whom he and Addiss mostly sang to were “not always friendly and at
best were very cool.” They encountered different audiences as they performed, some of
whom “responded to the Chinese songs and others to the Malay or Indian.” He regarded
ethnic heterogeneity as both the reason for the mixed reaction to their performance and the
problem of the country itself: “the varied response in itself seemed to summarize the major
problem of the new Federation which is one of unification.” 31 In the latter part of the letter,
which Crofut says he re-wrote many times, he explained the difficulty he faced in forging an
opinion about the Vietnam War and his frustration with the way newspapers reported, which
he felt was “too negative and certainly too dramatic, and to this extent have given an
irresponsible picture to their readers at home.” He lamented how the peaceful aspect of life in
Vietnam escapes newspaper coverage. He says, “excellent restaurants, the beautiful landscape,
the afternoon siesta, the bustling stores in Saigon with their nice shops, and the quiet coffee
shops where grenades have never been thrown” were equally part of daily life in Vietnam.
Crofut and Addiss also took part in a joint performance with the Vietnamese psychological
warfare music teams performing at military gatherings, where such teams sang songs and
played skits to “propagandize and poke fun at the Viet Cong.” Even as he attended such

political events, he saw himself as not participating in the propaganda efforts. He wrote: “Our
role in these proceedings has been to show that there is another side to America outside of
government projects, i.e., that not all Americans are soldiers, USOM [United States
Operations Mission] or Embassy Officials or newspaper men.” 32
Two articles by the Washington Post reported on Steve Addiss’s testimony on his
and Crofut’s visits to Vietnam. 33 Dubbing Addiss as the “State Department’s answer to Joan
Baez,” the article of March 1967 reported Addiss stating that his presence was important to
the Vietnamese people as an alternative to American officials and soldiers whom the
Vietnamese people had “met an awful lot.” Asked about the impact of the war on Vietnam,
Addiss pointed to its negative impact on traditional Vietnamese music culture, as young
people in Vietnam were reluctant to learn traditional music and theater because the training
would take ten years yet they lived in a world where “nobody knows what 10 years means.” 34
The 1965 article shows a picture of Addiss singing with four young Vietnamese
singers (with some male musicians in the background) and describes him as a “New Yorker
who majored in music in Harvard” and “[u]nlike the beatnik variety of folk singer, Steve is
cleanshaven and conservatively dressed.” The article explained that Addiss and Crofut
“played in everything from palaces to rice paddies” with “an all-American mixture of folk

songs, blues, spirituals and western songs,” with “I Had a Rooster,” which involved the use
of barnyard sound, as the most popular number. They attracted local musicians and audiences
from whom they learned songs and as a result, Addiss could now sing in 27 languages and
“mastered such exotic instruments as the Indonesian angklungand [and] the Chinese ch’eng.”
Addiss stated that “It’s a cultural exchange” and that “[m]usic is a wonderful way to
communicate with people.” President Johnson praised them as follows: “They lived the life
of the Vietnamese people and by that they did, above and beyond what could be asked of
them, served America and freedom in the very finest and proudest way.” 35
Thus, these articles portrayed the traveling folk singers as apolitical ambassadors
who spread American culture while also being sensitive to local cultures, as shown by their
willingness to learn from them, negating any suspicion of cultural imperialism. They also
stood in stark contrast to the “beatnik” type of folk singers who resisted mainstream
American culture and like Baez, did not hesitate to criticize U.S. policies abroad. The
traveling folk singers were also complicit in creating the image of them as all-American yet
humble cultural ambassadors who focused on “cultural exchange” and stayed above the
political fray.
This study demonstrates that both the government officers and traveling folk

singers who participated in cultural diplomacy believed in the image of American folk singers
as typifying ordinary American civilians who respected foreign cultures and never had an
ulterior political motive. While acknowledging the topicality of folk songs, the folk singers
essentialized folk music as an expression of the place and people. Government officials also
shared their belief that there was a folk music for each national or ethnic group and that
people appreciate their own folk music most. By assuming the “all-American” nature of the
singing ambassadors, even when the group was integrated, they did not stop to question the
racial and ethnic diversity and inequality within the American society, at least in the official
reports. The newspaper reports also took comfort in the image of prep school-educated white
American folk singers earnestly learning songs and languages from non-Western countries.
The singing ambassadors shared internationalism and cultural relativism with American folk
singers who were active in the folk revival, without the critique of American ethnocentrism
and the hegemonic power of the U.S. The state-sponsored world tour of the folk singers,
which coincided with the rise of the folk revival and political activism, shows a glimpse of an
alternative, depoliticized history of folk music in the U.S.
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ABSTRACT

This paper is primarily in the realm of philosophy: particularly, in that of
the philosophy of science. We are delving into the literatures of the history of
science and (the earlier literature) of the philosophy of science, which have led us
into investigations of the pertinence of the literature of comparative religion,
particularly as researchers there are now noting the religions connexions which
support, rather than confront, science. We are finding—and will include—
material establishing not only for William Whewell (19th-Century philosopher of
science and theologian) his goal to locate the ‘method’ by which [Modern]
Science progresses but also to provide an understanding, sought in the recent
programme of the Forum of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, as to why science has failed, comparatively speaking, to advance so
rapidly and successfully in non-Western cultures. We note both that philosopher
Popper’s formula [‘Science = Conjectures + Refutations’] fails to provide ‘the
scientific method’ and that philosopher Kuhn’s own conjecture that science is
conducted as an historical sequence of ‘paradigm-shifts’ fails, once one reflects
on the present paper’s derivation of the Scientific Method as one founded quite
strictly on our (Mankind’s) search for the truth about any particular naturally
occurring phenomenon. We also note herein that the literature in the history of
science provides a rather realistic conclusion that our [Modern] Science could
hardly have two (or more) successful ‘scientific methods’, since the one revealed
and herein described, is a quite biologically-founded process, a process which can
be demonstrated to be that which accounts for and has ensured the biological
survival of all life on Earth to date. A rather natural ‘corollary’ follows: one
which underscores, because of this biological ‘foundation’ accompanying
Science’s otherwise historical and religious foundations, the value of truthseeking throughout academia.
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0. INTRODUCTION
We examine in the first Section (1) the literature of the philosophy of science, uncovering
there not only the distinctive characteristic of Modern Science but also its expression of a desire
by Whewell (1860) to find a near-algorithmic description, a model, for the ‘method’ of our
Modern Science. We move quickly therein to examine the near universality (among cultures) of
model-building, noting publications (mid-20th Century) which tabulate (Mihram, 1972b)
concisely this human model-building activity: e.g., the physical (cave walls, sculptures,
paintings), then the written [which display, in their use among scientists a now quite pleasantly
surprising grammatical completeness: first-person (natural language); third-person
(mathematical); then, much more recently, second-person (algorithmic, computer programming
languages)].
In the second Section (2) we review the literature of simulation methodology, that
activity arising in ‘computer science’ and providing an opportunity for scientists, especially
biological and/or social scientists, to use the (algorithmic) computer programming languages as a
linguistic format in which to capture the dynamics of naturally occurring ‘systems’, especially
biological ones with their intrinsic decision-making activities. Algorithms are thus naturally
capable of describing these biological dynamic, rather than, e.g., mathematics, because the
algorithm is recognized as a ‘recipe’ for some decision-making activity. Yet, more importantly,
simulation methodologists (e.g., Mihram, 1972) have provided a rather sequential procedure by
which one can provide a simulation model (a computer programme) which can be deemed
credible (actually: scientifically credible). As a ‘Note Aside’ concluding this Section 2, we
examine what principles [Principia] will need to be invoked in order to ensure that, whenever any
one of these simulation models contains randomness (‘stochasticity’), then the established
techniques of statistical methodology can be justifiably used when applying any experimental
design to a set of successive ‘runs’ of (encounters with) the already programmed model. We also
establish the means by which the (linear) congruential pseudo-random number generators can be
used to provide a ready and reliable source of random numbers (integers).
In the third Section (3), we examine further the literatures of the history and the
philosophy of science to reveal that this simulation methodology’s model-building procedure (of
six (essentially sequential) stages is actually a ‘mimicry’ of the historically-founded process by
which Science (particularly our Modern Science) is conducted so as to meet its goal: to be that
human activity devoted to the search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth about) any
particular naturally occurring phenomenon. The six-stage process (of simulation methodology
and now, quite isomorphically, of the ‘Scientific Method’), would require, from the historical
record, that provision be included for correctives, whether these arise from a model’s inadequate
depiction of the phenomenon or its originating author’s misunderstanding of the phenomenon.
Three feedback-loops (each describing a particular corrective) therefore are described as inherent
to achieving the goal of truth-seeking: to achieving any model’s credibility.
In the fourth Section (4), we confirm the conclusion of neurologist (and Fellow of the
Royal Society) J. Z. Young (1964) as to what is unique, among the animal species, to Mankind.
We do so by an examination of the literature of the biological sciences, wherein we find that
model-building is itself a quite biological process, one first ‘conducted’ (quite non-cognitively)
by each plant and animal species in a chemico-genetic process, then ‘conducted’ (quite
unwittingly) by any of the species of the ‘higher’ animals (those having developed/evolved a
capability for ‘memory-and-recall’) in a chemico-neural process. We reveal here a rather
astonishing pattern: viz., that each of these two processes possesses six, essentially sequential,
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stages with three isomorphically-directed feedback loops which account for the respective
species’ survival to date. The inference follows for a respect for, and an obligation to adhere to,
the biologically-founded ‘Scientific Method’, one which is an heretofore unknown mimicry of
Nature’s single process (though in two separate ‘chemical languages’) for ensuring biological
survival.
In the fifth Section (5), preceding the paper’s ‘Conclusions’ [Section 6], we conclude
with historical notes arising from our examination of the scientific awareness [AAAS 2013
Forum] that the progress of [Modern] Science seems not to be (nor to have been) at the same rate
in many cultures as has been experienced in the West. This investigation hopefully contributes to
an understanding of constraints which internationally need to be seriously addressed in order to
maintain the successful pursuit of the goal of [Modern] Science, particularly now that one can
appreciate that this pursuit is rather equivalent to that of the continual pursuit for biological
survival.
1. MODERN SCIENCE
In mid-20th Century began a literature describing the history of science, literature actually
distinguishing the earlier science from our “Modern Science”, a term applied to that appearing
after the 17th Century organisation of the British Royal Society, though already originating with
the humanists of the l5th and 16th Centuries.
The humanist/historian Sarton (1952; 1962) became one of those founders, he being one
who appreciated that science has become what we now describe as:
Science: that human activity dedicated to the search for the very explanation for (i.e., for
the truth about) any particular naturally occurring phenomenon.
In 1962, he had noted (pp. 162, 178, 242,….) that the earliest science related in ancient Greece to
a ‘natural philosophy’. He had earlier noted (Sarton, 1962: Preface) quite explicitly: “My main
interest… is the love of truth, whether pleasant or not. Truth is self-sufficient, and here is nothing
to which it can be subordinated without loss. When truth is made subservient to anything else,
however great (say religion), it becomes impure and sordid.”
In a book entitled, Origins of Modern Science, 1300-1800, Herbert Butterfield (1957)
noted that there is indeed a difference between the ‘natural philosophy’ of ancient Greece and that
of our ‘modern era’: “…that thing, which we call science, and which might rather be called
natural philosophy, was first and foremost a series of ancient texts upon which one
commentary after another would be compiled…”. Butterfield’s allusion to the chronology of
ancient texts’ commentary about naturally occurring phenomena essentially reports that an
exposure to the need for finding ‘truths’ became more and more a desire of humanists.

The recognition of this ‘newly established requirement’ of our “Modern
Science” for truth-seeking had become apparent within the Royal Society (Densmore, 2004:
p. xii):
“[For Isaac Newton,] Everything was deduced, [he] using mathematical
demonstrations, from observation-based conclusions about how our world [truly] works.”

Indeed, the mathematician Roger Cotes (1713), in the ‘Preface’ to the 1713 (2nd)
Edition of Newton’s Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, noted that
“[Isaac Newton], noting the condition for conducting natural philosophy: viz.,
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‘From some select phenomena they [the natural philosophers now] deduce, by analysis, … the
more simple laws .…’
Modern Science came to realize that the ‘philosophical conjectures’ of the earlier ‘natural
philosophers’, though they had often sought to understand aspects of the world, fell short
because they had not realized the pertinence of founding their ‘speculative models’ on
observations. We note that this has become the fundamental (a quite defining) feature
characterising our Modern Science from other academic activities, though the search for
truth(s) about the natural world remains paramount to all.

In the next Section (2), we discuss the model-building process which was
‘uncovered’ by computer scientists using their algorithmic, computer-directed
programming languages to provide ‘simulation’ models of ‘systems’ of naturally occurring
phenomena. We include in that Section the value of incorporating naturally occurring, yet
randomly so, phenomena, and then move to discussions therein regarding both the
availability of a ready and reliable source of random numbers (integers) and the principles
by which such stochastic models can be properly subjected to the requirements for the
successful application of techniques of statistical methodologies.

The fact [Section 2] that the model-building process—for successfully authoring,
quite algorithmically, by computer scientists—allows for the exposition [Section 3] of the
model-building process (one itself of a quite algorithmic character!) by which Modern
Science has been—and is—successfully conducted.
.
2. THE BUILDING OF ALGORITHMIC, COMPUTER-DIRECTED, MODELS

The advent and increasingly widespread use in mid-20th Century of the electronic
computer led to the recognition that the computers, being directed by a human’s written computer
programme, could be used to mime decision-making activities. This capability provided to an
author a simulation of an activity whose dynamics frequently were altered instantaneously and/or
randomly in time (rather than continuously, as with most physical phenomena, such as he
gravitational or the celestial/astronomic).
Any of these simulation models are compiled as a collection of subroutines, each quite
algorithmic. Since the algorithm was early on (Wheatley and Unwin, 1972) ‘defined’:
“An algorithm is a mathematical recipe, and from this its meaning has been extended to cover a
recipe in any field of activity.”,
one can quickly understand that any simulation model be—unlike the models which describe
(though mathematically so) regular, continuous changes in the typical among the real-world and
physical phenomena—of a second-person grammar. The reflective will note that mathematics,
when used by a scientist, is of the third-person grammatically:
e.g., “F = mXα, where F is ‘this’, m is ‘that’, and α is ‘the second derivative of….’.”
Despite the requirement that any computer programme must be, like that of any sequence
of mathematical statements, impeccably and correctly logical, the algorithm’s second-person
characteristics provides the model-builder (scientist) with an opportunity to represent dynamic
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and/or random changes, a feature so common to biological and/or social ‘systems’ (as opposed to
strictly physical phenomena).
Indeed, mathematician Kemeny (see Dewan’s preface, 1968) has conjectured to Editor
Dewan that “the advantages of computer programming languages over mathematical structures,
may lie in their being algorithmic.” (p. 3)
Thus have arisen two issues within ‘computer science’ regarding these algorithmic
(‘simulation’) models:
A) How can one establish the [scientific] credibility of any such model, other than requiring that
any skeptic ‘wade through’ (looking for errors, or ‘bugs’) the immense number of computerprogramming instructions constituting a sizeable model? AND,
B) If one incorporates representations of randomness in any simulation model in an effort to
reflect the often stochastic nature of the phenomenon under study (producing then a stochastic
simulation model), then how can one statistically analyse credibly the results (outputs) of
successive runs of (i.e.. of successive encounters with) the stochastic simulation model?: How
can one generate the random phenomena such that the results (outputs) of n successive
encounters with the model can be randomly and reliably subjected to the well-established
techniques of statistical methodologies (Mihram,1972a): e.g., regression, statistical tests of
hypotheses?
We shall discuss these two issues: The first (Sub-section A) in a manner which
recognizes the search for the credibility (of grammatically second-person models) as actually the
same quest attending any scientist’s written/published model, whether that model had been
authored grammatically in either third-person mathematics (à la Newton, e.g.) or first-person
description (natural language: (à la Darwin).
In the second (Sub-section B), we review how the requirements for using the wellestablished statistical methodologies (randomness, statistical independence) can be met by
properly employing the resulting requirements, for any programmed and then computerized
stochastic simulation model, attending the statistician’s ‘experimental unit’, the ‘block’, the
‘treatment(s)’, and including the ‘random blocking’ and its affiliated ‘variance component(s)’.
We provide two Principia of Seeding (the ‘Fundamental’ and then the ‘General’), which,
when followed, assure that the responses from (i.e., the outputs of) the successive encounters with
a dynamic and stochastic simulation model and within a statistical experimental design can be
analysed properly via the established procedures of statistical methodologies.
A. The Credibility of an Algorithmic (Simulation) Model
The early literature of computer science dealt with the recognition, particularly at the
Rand Corporation in the 1950s/1960s, of two separate requirements: viz., the verification and the
validation of any computer programme (and, therefore, of any simulation model). Probably
because early computer programmes were authored as a sequence of punched cards (whether a
card contain a computer-directed instruction or an accompanying data-entry) to be ‘read’ by a
computer: The means by which the rectitude of these punched cards was established were at the
time via the use of a “verifier”, a machine which allowed a [second] individual to re-type each
instruction/data-point so as to uncover thereby any erroneous typographical entries.
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Hence, the term, ‘verification,’ was one implying a more general notion: that the
orthographic/grammatical rectitude of a simulation model’s underlying (defining) algorithmic
programme, was being established. The term, ‘validation’, arose as the recognition of the
separate need, in order to believe the outputs (responses) from any computer programme, for one
to establish [given the input conditions used to define a particular encounter with (run of) the
computerized model] that these responses be in accord with the results/measurements which
would arise in the real-world phenomenon/‘system’ which the author(s) had claimed to be
represented by their model, once programmed and then computerized.
Of course, these two separate criteria [for the truthfulness of any other human statement
(model) of any aspect of reality] are identifiably the same as those required by Mankind from
time unmemorable.
Historically, even humanists, being the predecessors of the modern-day scientists,
recognize (Johnson,W., 1997) these two separate aspects of understanding (truth-gathering)”:
He stresses questioning:
“What do you mean?” [the Scientific Method’s Stage III, below],
before asking:
“How do you know?” [the Scientific Method’s Stage IV, below].
The fact that this ‘double’ requirement dealing with credibility arises—not only with the
historically recent arrival of algorithmic computer-programming but also, much earlier, with any
claim/model expressed in a natural language—provides the basis for our discussion [see below]
of the requirement for establishing the scientific credibility for simulation models.
Nonetheless, the simulation methodology itself became a describable process (Mihram,
1972c) of six, essentially sequential, stages; yet, this recognition of a need to include within that
methodology the two aspects (‘verification’, then ‘validation’) of any model’s credibility meant
that two (or three) steps to represent correctives (typographical/grammatical; in accordance with
Nature; and/or perhaps, understandably, overlooked grammatical errors), would need to be
described in the “model-building process”:
0. Questions to be answered, Using the Model, when Completed/Programmed
I. Systemic Analysis [Observations/Data + Reflexions Thereon]
II. The Model [Programmed Algorithmic (Simulation) Model]
III. Verification [‘De-bugging’]
IV. Validation [Correspondence of Computerised Model’s Outputs with the Modelled]
V. Successful Model [Credible (Extendably) to New Investigations (Stage 0, anew),
with the three correctives representable as feedback-loops:
III⇒II:
IV⇒I:

Logico-grammatical Correction;
Re-examination of the Analysis of the Modelled (Natural) System;

IV⇒II:

An Earlier Overlooked Requirement for Precision in the Model.

and/or

In the paper’s Section 3 (below), we relate this feedback-filled six-stage model-building
process for the construction of a programmed simulation model to the literature of the history of
science, revealing that this very same process actually describes isomorphically the progress of
science (of Modern Science). Somewhat astonishing is the resulting recognition that the
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historically-based ‘Scientific Method’ is itself the same as this quite algorithmic description
(above) for attaining credible simulation models, models themselves of an algorithmic linguistic
grammar.
B. Stochastic Simulation Models: Principles for Applying Statistical Methodologies
When an author recognizes, while attending to the programming of an algorithmic
simulation model, that some aspects (or sub-phenomena) of the ‘system’ to be modeled have a
degree of uncertainty (e.g., in its measurement), then one can incorporate these in the
programming probabilistically. But, then, one further recognises the need for an ability to
structure, or design, experiments with a series of encounters with the programmed and stochastic
computerized model so as to infer, probabilistically, the effects due to any set of changes in the
experiment’s defining characteristics.
Hence, one needs to ensure that the conditions for the applicability of existing statistical
analytic techniques can be applied to such simular experimentation via the employment of
statistical experimental designs.
First, we make a distinction between the model, having just been programmed, then
having been computerised, and then having the specification of its input conditions (the latter
better defined as the environmental conditions for the computerised model) made. The statistician
would recognise the computrised model, still awaiting the specification of each member of the
(multivariable) vector, x, of its environmental conditions, as an experimental unit, yet one among
a barely finite number of such units, there being one for each assignable value of the stochastic
model’s juxtaposed random-number seed, S.
We shall return below to the description of S, itself as a juxtaposed vector, but for the
present we note that, once the model has been computerised, then a statistician would note that a
treatment will have been applied to the computerised model ( = the experimental unit) simply by
the specification of all (each of) the elements of the experimental conditions, x. However, since
one typically wishes to ‘experiment’ with only a specific few, a subset, x T , of the elements of x,
then the statistician would term the specification of the remaining experimental conditions, x B , as
providing a block of experimental units, since they would meet the defining characteristic of a
block: viz., any group of experimental units treated alike. (The vector, x, of experimental
conditions becomes representable as the juxtaposition: x = (x T x B ).
Once the specification of the value for each element of the ‘block’ of the experimental
units has been made, then one can specify the value for each of the remaining experimental
conditions, one for each encounter in the experimental design, thereby defining a ‘treatment’ for
each experimental unit in the block. Additionally, each treatment specification will need be
accompanied by a value of the model’s seed (itself juxtaposed, as described below), selected
randomly and without repetition from encounter to encounter: S = S 0 , 0 = 1,2,…,n = number of
experimental units in the (simular) experimental design.
By way of a review here: First, the (algorithmic and dynamic and stochastic) simulation
model has been programmed; this model will then need be computerised; and, then, in order to
provide any encounter with (run of) the model, specification of two (sets of) input conditions will
need to be specified: x = x 0 , and (randomly selected) S = S 0 . For this single specified encounter
with the model, one will obtain the model’s output (its simular response). This simular response
is the equivalent of a randomly drawn sample of size 1 from the implicit statistical distribution
for the resulting encounter’s output, a random variable: Y = Y(S; x 0 ).
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One should note that the computerised model, before having specified the environmental
condition, x 0 , becomes the statistician’s ‘experimental unit’, but itself one of the barely finite
number of experimental units (one for each randomly assignable seed, S). Hence, if one seeks to
learn of the underlying properties (e.g., mean, variance) of the probability distribution for the
implicit random variable, Y = Y(S; x 0 ), then one can note that, for a fixed environmental
condition, x 0 , each randomly specified seed value, S 0 , provides one random draw from this
distribution; yet, unless this seed-value continually and randomly differs throughout the sample of
n simular responses, the very same output, Y, would be permitted/instructed to result. Hence, the
need to adhere to the [Fundamental] Principium of Seeding:
The sequence of seeds, one for each experimental unit’s specification, x = x 0 ,
within the n experimental units constituting the simular experiment,
must be randomly and without repetition selected.
Adherence to this Fundamental Principium throughout the repetitions will ensure that one meets
the statistician’s requirement for both experimental error and will result in a random sample of
the n simular responses.
When of course one next wishes to meet the statistician’s requirements for properly
designing an experiment with the programmed and now computerized, stochastic simulation
model, then the requirement for principled selection of each of the n (here separate)
environmental conditions, [ x = x 1 , x = x 2 . … , x = x n ] , remains. The resulting requirement
here is for one to continue to adhere to the (now General) Principium of Seeding, whose necessity
will become quite apparent once we have discussed more general categorization of seeds for
stochastic simulation models.
Beforehand, however, is an often overlooked advantage of using properly the mixed
congruential pseudo-random number generator, a mathematical formula which, used recursively,
then generates (once its randomly selected and numerical seed-value, S, has been specified) a
sporadic sequence of integers, each integer appearing once and only once until eventually the
seed-value re-appears. The generator’s proper specification (by each of two properly chosen
integers, a and c) results in a random ‘shuffling’ of a deck of numbered cards, the random
specification of the seed-value then ‘cutting’ randomly this shuffled deck, therefore permitting
the provision of the equivalent of the statistician’s ‘random sample, without replacement: one of
size n’. Here, one’s adherence to the Fundamental Principium of Seeding becomes rather
obvious, providing a ‘random sample’ of integers for any randomly selected seed-value.
The recursive mathematical formula for the mixed congruential [ = MCG] pseudorandom number generator is ideally specified (for the computer whose numerical ‘word size’ is b
binary bits) by accepting, as the maximum value of integer to be generated: m = (2b – 1), thereby
essentially providing typically over a billion separately ‘integer-labeled’ cards for shuffling.
Even the very ‘random’ look of any sequence of the successive and sporadic integers generated
may leave many persons uncomfortable about accepting their ‘statistical independence’,
particularly since the sequence is so mathematically specified, each number arising from the
value of its predecessor in the sequence.
The MCG, however, provides both an opportunity for a user first to shuffle the numbered
deck (via a separate and independent selection of both a and c) and then to randomly ‘cut’ this
randomly shuffled deck by (also independently) selecting the seed-value. Using the advantage
afforded by the computer’s word size, one need restrict the selection of only the random
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assignment of one [viz., a] of these three ‘parameters’, its value to be restricted to being one
among this set of ‘every other odd integer: 1, 5, 9, 13, …’). Nonetheless, the resulting sequence
will contain every odd and every even integer, 0, l, 2, …, m = (2b – 1), once and only once until
the properly initiated MCG generates its originating seed-value, S.
Unfortunately, much of the literature about the MCG implies that one needs to ‘test
statistically’ any specified generator in order to determine if this particularly chosen/specified
generator is providing a ‘random’ sequence. One should reflect on the very nature (above
described) of the MCG: making certain that one, before each simular experiment is to be defined
for the computerized simulation model, has made statistically independent assignments of each of
the MCG’s shuffling and cutting parameters.
One might still point out to any continuing skeptic—of the randomness resulting from
this proper specification of the MCG’s three parameters—an analogy: the acceptability of the
randomness arising when bridge-players shuffle-and-cut their full deck of playing cards: Even if
such a random preliminary shuffle-and-cut would happen to result in the very sequence appearing
in any ‘newly purchased’ deck: [♣ A,2,…,K; ♦A,2,.,K; ♥A,2,…K; and ♠A,2,…,K], that dealing
of the cards would be acceptable to the players (as just another among thousands of shuffles
which provide a rather un-challenging ‘bidding’ result): Indeed, such a ‘shuffle’ could randomly
arise for the MCG IF indeed one day the properly and independently selected values of a and c
should both happen to be the integer “1”.
The use of the mixed congruential pseudo-random number generator in any simular
experimentation is therefore quite acceptable, yielding randomness and experimental error
without concern, provided that one has adhered to the Fundamental Principium of Seeding.
One should note that the very frequent ‘experimenter’ with a stochastic, dynamic, and
algorithmic simulation model might be wisely advised to have available (and ‘on-line”) ready
access to his own separate MCG for the purpose of having a source of ‘random’ assignments for
his/her next simular experiment’s parameters’ specifications (like the frequent Monte-Carlo
analyst or statistical sampler).
Thus behaving, such an individual has a ready source of seedings (and, thus, of random
numbers) for each occasion. An approach for these ‘frequent users’ might well be their
employing (monthly?, annually?) a random re-assignment of the MCG’s parameters: Perhaps
even the designers of new computer operating systems might consider such an approach,
even with periodic updates of the MCG’s parameter specifications, so as to provide for even
the occasional user, an assurance of a ready source of the (pseudo-random) numbers, these
being the equivalent of the “sampling without replacement” deemed quite ‘random’ by most
experienced statisticians.
Nonetheless, two further matters regarding the topic, simular experimentation, remain
for clarification: the understanding of how other categories of stochasticity (other than that
provided via the MCG’s) can be recognised as having their own initiating seed-values; and, the
resulting need for a more ‘General’ Principium of Seeding for properly conducting the resulting
simular experimentation.

An investigator, while conducting his observation(s) of the system (phenomenon) to be
modeled, may note that some randomness can be ‘captured’ in the observational Stage I, and
some might not require the use of a pseudo-random number generator for their ‘generation’. One
can categorise these:
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1. Data collected during (or before) the observational stage can be represented by their
own cumulative probability distribution, in which case random ‘drawings’ could be made
therefrom by using a/the model’s MCG;
2. Data collected during (or before) the observational stage can be ‘fitted’ statistically to a
pertinent mathematical probability distribution (e.g., the normal or Gamma distributions), in
which case (again) random ‘drawings’ could be made therefrom by using a/the model’s MCG;
3. A pre-recorded time series (e.g., a sequence of hourly recordings of temperature and
wind speeds and directions, at airports worldwide, could provide, a set of series from which a
randomly selected series could then provide for the model this pertinent (stochastic) data;
4. Data collected as a time series during or before the phenomenon’s observational stage,
could be statistically ‘fitted’ to a mathematical time series (e.g., a Poisson process), though this
series would likely require its own proper ‘random’ initiation at the start of each simular
encounter within the simular experiment.
Hence, a (usually quite sizeable) stochastic simulation model may require that each of the
encounters defined by a simular experimental design may need to have not just one, but rather
several, seeds, one or more from each, e.g., of the categories here noted. If so, one might rather
consider the resulting set of k seeds, if juxtaposed, as a single, univariate seed:
S = (S 1  S 2 … S k ) .
Nonetheless, the principle regarding the assignment of the values for the successive seeds in a
designed simular experiment remains the same: For this juxtaposed seed-value, its selection
should be randomly, statistically independent, and without repetition selected from the set of its
assignable seed-values.
However, there does remain one further technique which a statistician might choose to
employ in a simular experiment.
One might deem valuable the ability to conduct
experimentation which would allow one to use throughout the designed experiment a particular
(fixed, though randomly selected beforehand) recorded time series. For example, an ability to
examine the effect of, say, random springtime weather (vs. the general, or other, calendar
periods), so that this particular ‘semi-seed’ would need be randomly selected (from the available
recordings’ own sequentially assigned ‘seed-values’, yet then used repeatedly throughout the
designed simular experiment.
To do so means to a statistician that one has created a “random block” of simular
experimental units. The resulting statistical analysis now can account for this variation, but the
procedure for the analysis is that for “variance components”.
As a result, one needs to adhere to the General Principium for Seeding:
The seed-values for specifying the successive encounters in a designed simular experiment must
provide that each (save perhaps one) be statistically independently, uniformly, and randomly
selected from its set of assignable seed-values for each encounter within the experiment.
3. THE METHOD OF MODERN SCIENCE
In this Section, we first describe (Sub-section A) the “Scientific Method”, derived from
the literature of both science and the history and philosophy of science. The resulting method, of
six stages and three feedback loops, is rather astonishingly captured, quite isomorphically so, by
the model-building process as described at the head of Section 2 (above), of simulation
methodology. The historically-conducted Scientific Method itself is therefore actually a
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near-algorithmic process.
In the second Sub-section (B), we move to a discussion of the three linguistic options,
available to any scientist, providing his ‘model’ of the naturally-occurring phenomenon which
he/she (and/or others) have reached by reflecting on the observation: a natural language (firstperson description); mathematics (third-person formalisation); or algorithmic, computerprogramming (second-person). We devote therein (B) considerable material re mathematics , a
language often considered to be the “queen” of science. We then place mathematics in a proper
perspective: itself not science; not necessary for science; and, not sufficient for science.
A. A Near-algorithmic Description of Modern Science’s Method
Stage 0. At any point in time, Mankind has an accumulation of our “Human Knowledge”
(Mihram, D. and G. A. Mihram, 1974 [1971]: the total collection of all libraries and museums
(including cave-wall drawings) worldwide.
Stage I (Observations + Mental Reflexion Thereon). One of us, intrigued by some naturally
occurring (i.e., observable) phenomenon, seeks to understand it (its behavior or change). One can
improve one’s memory of the ensuing investigation (observation) by recording data, if needed.
The investigation will typically arrive at an understanding [The “Aha!” experience] and probably
wish not to retain, like a hermit, this conclusion.
One might add that the “insight”, the Aha! experience, arisen as a result of the
investigator making an analogy with another matter either familiar to him (or ‘familiar’ because
this other matter exists in a library/museum,. This result is a quite natural one [cf. Mihram, D.
and Mihram, G. A., 1974], a conclusion reached late in its 1971 manuscript. This conclusion also
appeared shortly thereafter in Konrad Lorenz’s Nobel Prize Acceptance Address (1973). Lorenz
then (1974) wrote: “I have read with interest your paper [Mihram, D. and Mihram, G. A., 1974
(1971)]. I have added to my thoughts that everything we know is founded on an analogy.”
The epistemological foundation for our insights [‘Aha!’] is therefore analogy-making,
itself an ‘everyday’ experience for each of us, rewarded eventually whenever a particular
analogy is proven later to be a new contribution to recorded Human Knowledge.
Stage II (Artwork). The non-hermitic among us will need to relate his discovery, via a selected
artwork format, to others (to the nation, e.g.). Today, the vast majority of these are authored
(written) as a “model”, though presented to a pertinent publication’s editor as a manuscript.
Stage III (Perscrutation). The model is presented first to an editor for his publication’s review.
Here, the first of two credibility tests is considered: viz., the logico-grammatical scrutiny. Done
thoroughly, we refer to this Stage as Model Perscutation. If any logico-grammatical errors
(including, e.g., an implication that the model is a new contribution to Human Knowledge, is
found, then the manuscript is returned (III => II) to the author for correction (and/or withdrawal,
if deemed too erroneous). Nonetheless, the purpose of Perscrutation is to eliminate logical and/or
grammatical (and/or any mathematical errors) in the manuscript/model.
Stage IV (Verification). Science, using Mankind’s primary desire for locating any truth re
Nature, does require a further (a second) procedure for establishing a (now published) model:
viz., any impeccably logical conclusion which would need to exist (perhaps elsewhere in Nature),
if his published model is indeed true, must be found, also to be so. Else the ‘model’ needs to be
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subjected to further examination: Either (IV => I), in which feedback loop the original author (and
or colleagues elsewhere) seek to re-examine the particular naturally-occurring phenomenon in
order to then ‘re-author’ the model with corrections; Or, (IV => II), in which it is revealed that,
earlier (in Stage II), the erroneous presentation of an aspect of the published model was not (even
if inadvertently) noticed.
Stage V (Knowledge Augmentation). The resulting (corrected, as needed) published model
becomes an extension of Human Knowledge, available now (V => 0) in the new expanded ‘pool’
of knowledge.
Two notes aside: One can view the steps of this model-building process in (Grosser, 1962): The
discovery of Neptune arose in the effort to understand why Newton’s gravitational model was, in
the 18th century, no longer predicting (providing) the location of Uranus. Grosser’s quite concise
book reveals that Newtonian gravitation remains a truth among those provided historically by the
Scientific Method.
We present this result (the Method of Modern Science = the Scientific Method), depicted
as the rightmost diagram of Figure 1, displaying therein the three feedback loops connecting the
six Stages.

Similarly, the conflict of Darwin’s scientific conclusion (1859) regarding evolution
required such ‘Confirmatory’ testing, the result being most profoundly established by the
‘discovery’ of the sexual transmission of ‘genetic models’ to create a ‘next generation’ for the
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species (i.e., the discipline of genetics serves as the utmost scientific confirmation of Darwin’s
published model).
Hence, the six-stage model-building process for simulation methodology [Section 2]
serves as the model for the Scientific Method itself: now established as a six-stage modelbuilding process having, isomorphically, the same three corrective feedback-loops as exists in
simulation methodology.
B. The Three Linguistic Options
Nonetheless, a scientist should be aware that his written model/manuscript can be
authored in one of three linguistic formats. For example, Darwin (typical of biological and social
scientists to date) used, in first-person grammar, a natural language (English). Yet, Newton
(typical of physics, astronomy, or chemistry scientists) used the more demanding language of
mathematics in third-person grammar. Yet, today, we have, especially valuable to
biological/social scientists as a (another demanding) language: computer programming.
We here wish to explain why, of these three, mathematics is not such a required or
necessarily desired choice:
• mathematics is (itself) not science (not a science);
• mathematics is not necessary for science;
• mathematics is not sufficient for science; and,
• applied mathematics can be useful to scientific progress, but its ‘foundation’ as being
scientific just because it mimes the theorem-proving procedure of [pure] mathematics is
incorrect.
First, the mathematician Quinn (2012) noted that mathematics is not science; their
validity criteria differ. Whereas a scientific publication, even one written in mathematical
expressions, requires an examination external to the model (to Nature), a mathematical
treatise/model’s is internal.
Then, mathematics is not necessary for science: to wit, the description by Darwin (1859),
plus the Nobel Laureate Konrad Lorenz’s conclusion (???) that “I have [He has] never published
a paper with a graph in it.” Biologists and social scientists should pay heed to his paper’s title
“The Fashionable Fallacy of Dispensing with Description [in favor of Mathematics].”
Furthermore, mathematics is not sufficient for science: a conclusion by More (1915),
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences at the University of Cincinnati:
“mathematics is the only true science, yet…mathematics is not a science because it deals
with abstractions and ignores concrete phenomena.” (p. 151)
One should note that More was acknowledging the continually recognized feature of
mathematics: in academics, virtually the only discipline which provides statements which are
irrefutably true. Yet, More appreciated that mathematics does not meet the requirement of
science: viz., to be concerned about naturally occurring phenomena, rather than those strictly
human mental construct (lines, circles, triangles, numbers, …).
Then, the current fascination for achieving a mathematical ‘status’ among
biological/social scientists is likely prompted by the praise accorded (even in secondary
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education) to mathematics (e.g., Euclidean geometry, wherein one learns that he/she can arrive at
conclusions which are irrefutably established.
The applied mathematician so conditioned mentally, attempts to employ the
mathematician’s theorem-proving steps:
Postulates
Deductions
Conclusion [‘Q.E.D.’].
Yet, by including, as one postulate, an already well-established scientific model (e.g., Newton’s
gravitational model), and subsequently adding others dealing with, say, specific sports equipment
and/or forces and/or velocities, then one “derives” a conclusion (e.g., perhaps, the advantage of a
specific tennis player’s stroke). Such an individual then presumes that his own conclusion here is
scientific; yet. This is not a truly new advance in scientific knowledge, but instead is simply
another confirmation test for the original (here, the postulated) scientific model of Newton.
Actually, the six-stage model-building process of the Scientific Method is not a mimicry
of the three-step mathematician’s proof. Any scientific model must, of course, satisfy any
‘Confirmation’ test, so that the procedure of the applied mathematician (here described) does
serve Science, but it is not truly yielding new Knowledge: rather, only a more, newly, confirmed
Knowledge.
Nonetheless, mathematics, like any natural language, is a linguistic option for a scientist
to prepare his model. However, biological and social scientists should consider second-person
computer-programming, yet avoiding the temptation to employ already programmed
computational routines which, being quite mathematically-based, are actually just numerical
evaluations for a series of time-dependent mathematical expressions.
The present-day scientist should be quite cognitively aware of the three linguistic
alternatives, and to choose wisely among these:
first-person description (natural language)
second-person algorithms (programming languages)
third-person formalisations (language of mathematics).
One’s decision could well await the conclusion of Stage I (the Aha!) of the nearalgorithmic Model-building Process of Modern Science, but the diagrammatic procedure (Figure
1) will, whatever decision is here made, serve as a historically-established guide.
4. THE UNDERLYING BIOLOGICAL MODEL-BUILDING PROCESS(-ES)
We have also noticed that this six-stage model-building process which describes,
historically, the Scientific Method (the Method of our Modern Science) is actually an isomorphic
mimicry of each of two quite biological processes. Since each of these two processes (a
chemico-neural then a chemico-genetic) is isomorphic (stage-by-stage and feedback-loop—by—
feedback-loop) to one another, we find ourselves establishing a bit of a mandate for the conduct
for scientific research. The search for truths about any naturally-occurring phenomenon assumes
a near-moral requirement for its conduct as a mimicry of Nature’s two (the single) process for
biological survival.
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The realisation derived here is actually a confirmation of neurologist Young’s conclusion
(1964) that Mankind is unique among the species in that we are the only species which constructs
models for survival outside the brain and outside the genetic system.
A. Chemico-Neural Model-Building.
The ‘higher’ species of animals, those whose individual members possess a neural system capable
of memory-and-recall, employ neural (models) formed from their individual experiences,
including any ‘taught’ to them by other members of the species.
These ‘models’, being such remembrances, augment his/her survivability to the age of
puberty and therefore contribute to an increased likelihood of that species’ ‘next generation’. The
process is one ideally described by the behavior, hopefully properly constrained, of the adolescent
member:
0. Accumulated (Extant) Knowledge. The neural recording of the individual adolescent’s
experiences and education to date;
I. Associative Reflexion: the adolescent reflects on the knowledge, in an effort to ‘construct’ a
‘mental model’ for a new behavior;
II. Hypothetical Conjecture: The adolescent writes (neurally-speaking) a ‘conjectural model’ for
his/her behavior;
III. Logical Comparison: The adolescent, using his/her ‘mental library’, may realize that the
conjectured behavior would violate some earlier instruction or teaching: e.g., a recognized
violation of the ‘Golden Rule’, in which case he/she would be mentally conducting a ‘feedback’
loop (III => II) so as to re-write a neural model for behavior. In either case, he/she would proceed
to an:
IV. Empirical Collaboration: actually here exercising this newly modeled behavior, in which
case others (parents, teachers, peers, law-enforcement agents) may ‘impose’ on the individual an
opportunity (the corner chair, a jail-cell, e.g.) to reflect mentally so as to correct (IV => I) for the
future this mode of behavior. Indeed, the corrective need not require such detention, but rather a
self-reflective correction (IV => II) for a new ‘mental model’ for proper behavior.
V. Extended Knowledge: The adolescent typically ‘matures’ by proceeding in life with a
proper mental model for his/her future behavior.
This neural model-building process of the adolescent is itself considerably confirmed by
the descriptive study of Inhelder and Piaget (1958). For other species of animals ethologists are
concluding frequently that these too, conduct (or improve) their advancing behaviours via this
mental model-building process (six-stage, three corrective feedback loops).
B. Chemico-genetic Model-building
Any plant or animal species (quite non-cognitively, however) ‘conducts’ a survival
procedure genetically. This is perhaps best illustrated by bisexual species:
0. Gene Pool: The “accumulated wisdom” of all extant genes (of living or dormant individuals);
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I. Genetic Variation (Insight): The species’ genetic pool is subjected to environmental pressures
(especially for uni-sexual species) and/or alterations;
II. Intercourse. A member of one sex of the species transmits a copy of his/her own chemicogenetic model for survival (to, at least, the age of puberty);
III. Chromosomo-Logical Comparison: Typically, a gamete of the sexual partner ‘reviews’ the
transmitted genetic model (e.g., sperm) for its acceptability [Often this is accomplished by a
chemical rejection at the egg’s surface rather than as a ‘reading’ of the submitted chromosomes
for ‘grammatical’ acceptability].
The feedback loop here “directs” [III => I] the submitter of the genetic model to go try his/her
‘magic’ elsewhere, perhaps to a member of a more acceptable species.
IV. Nature’s Attention: The resulting progeny, is subjected to Nature’s environment, with
‘success’ being the survival of that offspring to its own age of puberty. Yet, here there are two
feedback loops: first, is the case of the offspring’s failure to arrive at its own age of puberty, as
illustrated [IV => I]; and, in the case often for inter-species sexual activity, the offspring [e.g.,
mule] is sterile [IV => II].
V. Gene Pool Augmentation: The advancement of the species’ survival.
Hence, two biological processes (the chemico-genetic and the chemico-neural), each for
survival, are but one process for survival. Yet, each each of these two isomorphically equivalent
biological processes is the equivalent of the model-building process for Modern Science[See the
three depictions of Figure 1].
Again, we conclude that our adherence, in an effort to advance our collected Human
Knowledge, to the Scientific Method be conducted with respect to its alternative consequence:
failure to advance/ensure biological survival.
5. THE RELIGIOUS FOUNDATION FOR MODERN SCIENCE.
We begin with material presented at the AAAS’s 2013 Forum for Research and
Development (May 2013). We include herewith a transcript of Jeannette Wing’s comment there
in her presentation, Asian Perspectives on Science and Technology Policy: Contrasts and
Commonalities with the U.S., within the Session on “Science, Technology and Innovation in
Asia.”
Of import was the discussion in which she concurred that Science appears not to have
progressed so rapidly in non-Western cultures because, though most have a religiously-based
“golden rule”, virtually none is so ingrained in its adherence as is Christ’s Golden rule for an
individual’s minute-by-minute, day-by-day behavior, expressed both by Matthew [7:12] and Luke
[6:31]. She added examples of her experiences with young Asian ‘scientists-to-be’ who, fearing
retribution, would refuse to serve as reviewers for a manuscript submitted to an editor there for
publication:
“… I [Wing] was talking [at Microsoft Research Asia] to a colleague of mine there
and he said that he does not, he deliberately refuses to, review submissions to a
particular Chinese journal in, I guess, in computing, because he is afraid that, first of
all, he suspects that the quality of the submission would be pretty low and so he’d
write his negative review and suggest rejection, but he is afraid that will get back to
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him in some way. So he just refuses to participate in that system… So I do think that
a society that fosters open criticism which is very much that of the Western world …
is part of the whole peer review ideal and thus it does help to have that [as a] cultural
value, if you will, and then goes to support the advancement of science.”
We had earlier [2008 HICA&H] noted how the literature of comparative religion reveals
important, yet, often unsuspected, cultural deviations.
As one example, the Orthodox priest (and jurist) Anawati (1986) noted at Princeton
University that, if one seeks a single word to describe a particular religion, then:
Judaism
righteousness

Islam
peace [ = domestic tranquility?]

Christianity
love

AND the respective notions of justice become:
vengeance

mercy (case-specific)

forgiveness (w/reconciliation)

One can see here revealed a “progressive evolution” historically among religions: clearly, either
forgiveness or mercy are preferable to vengeance as the ‘religious definition’ for justice.
Similarly, the term ‘truth’ (one having a status so important to Modern Science) differs
among religions: E. C. Blackman’s entry for “truth” (in Richardson, 1962) provides the
following:
“ In the O.T., truth [Hebraic] means ‘in accordance with Yahweh’s will, as made known
in the Torah’;
yet, moving to the N.T., truth assumes its Greek connotation: ‘the actual state of affairs’.”
The continuing progress of Modern Science, now recognized as being conducted
correctly whenever it mimes the single biological process [Figure 1] for ensuring biological
survival, will require attention.
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ABSTRACT
BUILDING LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF MARKETING AND
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES THROUGH THE PERFORMING ARTS
“...the performing arts remain one of the most important resources for sanity and meaningful
national development. It is an art sector that has proved itself as a satisfying mode of promoting
local and international integration; economically and otherwise” (Isibor E. R., 2009).
In Nigeria the performing Arts as an industry has done relatively well since independence. The
subsequent years saw a boost for the performing Arts discipline, locally, regionally and
internationally. This led to the emergence of many full-time and amateur performing artist as
they realised they could make a living out of the discipline. However there seems to be no
comprehensive performing arts policy, although there is a cultural policy it is not seriously
implemented and it is also not aligned with the nationalist policies of other countries of the
world.
It is argued in this paper that once there is a comprehensive performing arts policy aligned with
the policies of other countries of the world, Nigerian artist in collaboration with the Nigerian
government (Federal, state and local), and the private sector would be able to build a network of
marketing and business activities that would not only promote the Nigerian performing arts
industry, cultural diversity, safeguarding of artist interest it would also to a very large extent
contribute to the national economy. The paper would also go further to suggest ways by which
the collaboration can build a network of marketing and business activities locally and
internationally through a conducive policy framework that would bring about better recognition
and appreciation of the Nigerian performing Arts as both a viable career and business that
contributes to world economy in general and Nigerian economy in particular.

INTRODUCTION
Marketing according to Philip kotler’s summary, “is human activity directed at satisfying needs
and wants through exchange processes.” (1976). However, his definition has since be elaborated
as “Marketing is a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what
they need and want through creating and exchanging products and value with others” (1991).
Business on the other hand is ‘the activity of making, buying, selling or supplying goods or
Services for money’ (Oxford Dictionary).
Network according to the oxford dictionary is ‘a closely connected group of people
Companies, or organisations that, exchange and share information’. It can also ‘involve the
Meeting and talking to people who may be useful to you in your work.
PERFORMING ARTS: DEFINITION AND ITS ROLE

Sometimes, there are misconceptions in the minds of some people as to what role the performing
arts, can play in nation building. Briefly stated, the performing arts is an area of the arts that is
devoted to the investigation, study and practical application of natural and spiritual laws, for the
attainment of health, happiness and peace of the mind for all mankind. The music/dance arts for
example, transcend cultural and racial barriers, religious beliefs and political affiliations. The
dance performed at the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting of a big gathering of
people of diverse cultural backgrounds attest to this fact. The annual hosting of the World
Dance/music/theatre Day is very unique especially as it comes at this point in time when there is
economic and political transition enunciated by global change. There is no gain saying the fact
that all Nigerians and their good neighbours must contribute positively to make the transition a
satisfactory and rewarding experience. Performing artists and students of performing arts all over
the world have been noted for their visible commitment towards nation building and
advancement of civilisation.

PERFORMANCE (Dance, Drama & Music) NETWORKING
-LOGISTICS
• Obtaining information- on the different theatre organisations and potential sponsors that
exist both locally and internationally, such as the UN, ECOWAS Theatre organisations
television stations and banks. These can be both private and Government.
• Coordinating information received - that is: knowing the organisation to approach first.
• Packaging- putting together your production in such a way that it appeals to both the
sponsors and the audience.

International marketing is concerned with planning and conducting transactions across national
borders to satisfy the objectives of individuals and organisations. International marketing has
forms ranging from export-import trade to licensing/franchising, joint ventures, wholly owned
subsidiaries (direct investment), and management contracts. International marketing very much

retains the basic marketing fabric. The fact that transactions take place across national borders
highlights the difference between local (domestic) and international marketing. The international
marketer is subject to new set of macro-environmental factors, for example cultures, political
regimes, and economic development. Nonetheless, the basic principles of marketing still apply,
but their applications, complexity and intensity may very.
The discussion will therefore focus on the following:
1. International trade
2. International environment
3. International marketing and business activities.
To have a proper understanding of the focus of this presentation it is pertinent to give an
overview of marketing concepts.
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
A process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of
goods, services, and ideas to create exchanges with target groups that satisfy customer and
organisational objectives.
SELLING VERSUS MARKETING:
Selling focuses on the needs of the seller whilst marketing focuses on the needs of the buyer.
Selling Concept
Start
Focus
Means
Ends
Factory (group) - products (production) – selling & promoting profits through
(advertising)
sales volume
Marketing concept
Start
Focus
Means
Ends
Target market
- customer needs - coordinated marketing
profits through customer
satisfaction.
STRATEGIC MARKETING;
It is a process of planning and executing marketing programmes that will ensure a long-term
competitive advantage for the company. This task has two integral parts: (1) determination of
specific target markets and (2) marketing management, which consists of manipulating
marketing mix elements to best satisfy the needs of individual target markets.
- NEEDS, WANTS and DEMANDS
•

Needs – a state of felt deprivation of some basic satisfaction

•

Wants- desires for specific satisfiers of the deeper needs

•

Demands- want for specific products that are backed by an ability and willingness to
accept and buy into them.

-

EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS

•

Seller and buyer/customer or industry (a collection of seller) and market (a collection of
buyers)

-

MARKET- what is it?

•

Consists of all potential customers sharing a particular need or want who might be willing
and able to engage in exchange to satisfy that need or want. The size of the market
depends on the number of buyers with interest, income and access.

-

TYPES OF MARKETS

•
•
•
•

Potential markets (set of buyers who profess a sufficient level of interest)
Available markets (set of buyers who have interest, income and access)
Served markets (target market that a company pursues) and
Penetrated markets (set of buyers who have already purchased the product offering)

•
•
•
•

MARKETING MIX-4Ps &4Cs:
Product – Customer needs & wants
Price – Cost to the customer
Promotion – Communication
Place – Convenience

•
•
•

UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET-STP
Segmentation & Niche marketing
Targeting
Positioning

- INTERNATIONAL MARKETING ENVIRONMENT:
• Increasing number of cross border corporate strategic alliances- Mergers, (the coming
together of two or more businesses) Acquisitions (taking over another business) & joint
ventures (collaboration of two or more business).
• Protection of regional markets by countries through their regional blocs, for example
ECOWAS (ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF WEST AFRICAN STATES) SADC
(SOUTHERN AFRICA DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY)
• Protection of local markets against foreign competition, for example Ghana movie
industry.
• Developments in international transportation, communication and financial transactions
resulting in rapid growth of world trade and investment.

- MACRO ENVIRONMENT (PEST analysis)
POLITICAL & LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
• Legislation regulating business for example, anti-dumping laws, anti-piracy laws trade
regulations, censorship/cultural protection.
• Government policies for example, preferred trade partnership status, bilateral &
multilateral agreements.
• Political systems- democratic versus non-democratic political systems, human right, and
sanctions.
• Pressure groups and
• Government structures- bureaucratic systems (public/private sector interaction)
ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT
• Banking and financial services infrastructure
• Income distribution- spending power, consumption patterns
• Raw materials availability
• Domestic savings/income savings, prices, debt, budget deficit, interest rates.
SOCIAL & CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
• Cultural Values (primary and Secondary values)
• Sub-cultures
• Urbanisation
TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
• Research & development (this comes with cost, finance & marketing)
• Rapid developments in telecommunications and computerisation
• Global linkages for example, internet based technology-worldwide web (www)
-WHY ANALYSE THE INTERNATIONAL MARKETING ENVIRONMENT
• Manage uncertainty and risks/threats
• Identify opportunities
Now that we know the different definitions of the operating words that is, ‘Network’,
‘Marketing’, ‘Business’ and ‘Performing Arts’, the question now is how do we achieve our goal
of Networking that will help the performing artist to market his production and eventually leads
him/her to do business locally, regionally and internationally.? The successful coordination of all
three is important, In order for us to turn into reality the potential of our performing arts to
become a multibillion-dollar industry while at the same time contributing to the global
movement towards cultural integration. We need to think big, plan meticulously and perform

excellently to achieve this goal. This workshop/seminar gives us an excellent opportunity to
make a start right here at home, within ECOWAS and then international.

MARKETING AND BUSINESS STRATEGY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

WHAT DO YOU PACKGAGE AND HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT THE
PACKAGING
Who are your target audience - that is social Class (literate, semi-literate or illiterate?)
What type of language - local, English or foreign (this is influenced by your target
audience).
What type of dance? (pure, diluted or undiluted traditional dance), Dance-Drama, or
Danced-Song (Libretto)
What is the genre- Comical dance, Agitation – propaganda (agit-prop), tragedy, tragiccomedy or farce
Length of performance that is, how long in terms of timing, 5mins., 1hour or 3hours
Number of Cast- this is determined by the theme and scene/sequence of the play or dance
Costume-colour, design and texture
Type of set-for example, back-drop
Setting/local that is, what locality (Efik, or Yoruba).
What type of musical performance- Traditional or English (ensemble, life band or solo).
Promotion (advertising)- What method and Language are you going to use that is, are you
going to distribute hand bills on the streets, churches, mosque, commercial buses, and
schools, bill board, or television/radio advert. In terms of language, are you going to use
English, pidgin or the local language of the people where the production is to take
place?

PUTING
UP
A
PREMIER
PRODUCTION
PERFORMANCE
• Ensure that a premier production is staged

AND

EVALUATING

• invite sponsors, publishers, performing Arts practitioners to your premier performance
and
• Apply post-production analysis. Post-production analysis entails gathering of audience
reaction (either through oral interview or written questionnaire) to a performance. In
order words, talking with the audience members to know what he/she feels about the
performance.
ETHICS AND BUSINESS-CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Ethics is the study of morals and systems of morality, or principles of conduct. Focus is on the
right or wrong, should and should not of human decisions and actions.

Organisations endeavour to become good corporate citizens by ensuring that their employees
behave in a manner acceptable to a given society. Therefore, there is need for a code of conduct
particularly when conducting business internationally. However, a person on the spot facing
the decision is ultimately responsible for his/her own action or behaviour.
Ethical and legal issues arise in many areas of the business for example, production, marketing,
finance, human resource management, research and development (R&D), and communication.
Legal systems differ from country to country and in some cases there is an element of
extraterritoriality - that is: a country applies its laws beyond its borders for example, USA.
Ethical/legal Framework
Focus is usually on whether a decision is legal or illegal, ethical or unethical. Whose laws and
values should be followed when there are differences? It depends. The ideal situation should be
to find ways of operating that are consistent with local laws and high standards of conduct.
POSSIBLE SPONSORS AND ORGANISATIONS TO APPROACH FOR CULTURAL
EXCHANGE/PARTNERSHIP
• International Federation of Arts Councils and culture Agencies (IFACCA)
The Mission of the above body, “is to build an international resource and meeting ground for
all who strive to support diversity and excellence in artistic endeavour” Canada council, ...
2001, p.1.
Among the benefits accruing for members organisations are:
1
2
3

News and information on publications, events, research and joint projects;
Information on funding agencies; and
Increased possibilities for collaboration, networking and exchanges of information and
visits around the globe
• International world Dance Council (CID)

This body is based in Greece and holds an annual conference on ‘DANCE’. The conference is
an annual event that enables dance practitioners; scholars to showcase their creativity. The
performances can be in solo or group. Paper presentation and posters is also welcome.
Other organisations include:
• National Theatre
• States/National Arts Councils (locally and Internationally) such as the Lagos state
Council for Arts and Culture or the South Africa National Council for arts and Culture
• Primary & secondary Schools
• Tertiary institutions
• Television and Radio Stations
• Hotels & Airports (tourism)

ARENA WHERE YOU CAN MARKET YOUR PRODUCTION
• Dance/music/theatre festivals
- Abuja carnival

•
•
•
•
•

-World Dance day (29th April every year)
-World Music day (21st June every year)
-World Theatre day
National Theatre
States Arts Councils
Primary & secondary Schools
Tertiary institutions
Hotels/Airport (tourism)

To achieve all of the above, the starting point is to build the capacity of the performing artists
themselves so that they can fulfil all their roles. The two key aspects to this are:
a) Pushing for recognition of such potential and status within a conducive and enabling
legal framework; and
b) Getting organised to mobilise the necessary resources and then to actually deliver. The
rest is detail, which I believe is the business of performing Arts scholars and
practitioners to work out.
This writer would like to offer some suggestions, which performing artists could consider as the
way forward. These suggestions may also be considered as challenges.
• The first obvious challenge is to exploit both dance/music/theatre festival and workshop
carried out to make business and partnership contacts for future projects and activities.
• The second is to take advantage of this formal gathering to check on the status of the
UNESCO AND ECOWAS Protocol for Arts and Culture, what progress it is making
towards entering into force, because this protocol will provide the broad policy, legal
and structural framework in which artists will operate and do business locally,
regionally and Inter-nationally in future.
• The third is to look at the question of national culture policies and their alignment in
respect of all the relevant sectors: education, skills training, entrepreneurship,
management training, media, marketing, taxation and duty regimes (e.g. on “tools of the
trade”), levies, etc.
• As a way of continuing the life of dance/music/theatre workshops and festivals
participants can look at the practicalities and legalities of filming all the festival
performances, producing a commercial video series and negotiating the rights of its
distribution, marketing and broadcasting by television stations, locally regionally
(ECOWAS) and Internationally.

CONCLUSION
Theatre groups, singers and dancers, musicians and other performing artists must get together
regularly and agree on how to demand and get the recognition and support they need to do their

work as professionals and to market their skills, services and products as entrepreneurs. In
conclusion, we will want to say that things are beginning to fall into place for the performing
artist. In this vain, the performing artist should therefore get organised and exploit the
opportunities that are arising everyday. At the national level, the potential for our performing arts
to be developed as an industry must surely have been recognised by now. At the regional level,
the creation of ECOWAS as an economic bloc is becoming a reality, thus creating a big market
for our artistic performances, products and services. At the international level, the predominant
philosophy that is sweeping across the globe is acceptance of diversity, tolerance, non-violence,
democracy, human rights, mutual respect among individuals, groups and nations, and fuller
development of a culture of total cultural partnership and integration. UNESCO and other
influential international organisations subscribe to this philosophy and are spreading it as part of
their mission, thus creating a right environment that is giving rise to increased opportunities for
communication, travel, exchanges, collaboration, networking, funding and development of
specific projects and programmes at community, national, regional and international levels.

Within ECOWAS, we have an incredibly rich concentration of music and dance varieties and
styles, which are diverse but based on a common culture. The same applies to other artistic
disciplines through which we celebrate and express our culture. Let us all share, enjoy, further
develop and market this huge resource at home, regionally and internationally in ways that will
benefit us the most, for this is our very own cultural heritage.

Never before have arts and culture, been acknowledge to be as important for development as
now. Never before has there been so much, consensus on the importance and value of the many

forms of the intangible cultural heritage. Never before has the interest of support and funding
agencies (non-governmental and inter-governmental organisations, etc.) been aroused to the
extent that it has been during the last decade. The time is right now for the performing artists in
particular to view themselves as legitimate growth industries and to demand that their
governments recognise them and treat them as such by enacting appropriate legislation that will
facilitate and protect them as business, just as they do for agriculture, manufacturing and
commerce.

Singers and dancers must no longer be satisfied with being brought into halls and hotels to
entertain guests’ briefly as minor addenda to the programmes of official functions and then get
paid discretionary amounts without proper contracts. Singers and dancers must no longer be
satisfied to perform for the coins that those watching them may throw into an arena in the street
or in the beer hall as a token of appreciation for their skills. Singers and dancers must no longer
be satisfied merely to be brought to airports to perform when visiting dignitaries disembark from
their aeroplanes so that they can also appear briefly as part of the background during the main
television news in the evening, while some cultural officers takes the credit for having organised
them. While there is nothing wrong with such courtesies or even impromptu performances once
in a while, these must not become the only things that our performing artists do.

While there will always be social and amateur performers, an increasing number of professional
artists must emerge from the general pool of artists all the time in the varied specialisation, once
everything else is put in place. In short, performing Arts scholars and practitioners must prioritise
the search for strategies and programmes, not just for the artists to professionalise and

commercialise their work, but also to get official recognition as potential major contributors to
the development process, to the national revenue, to foreign exchange earnings, to the education
process, to concientization and mobilisation, to nation-building, to building democratic
institutions and processes, and to general prosperity, stability and peaceful integration that are
pre-requisites for sustainable development.
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ABSTRACT
Questions of liturgical unity and appropriateness have plagued the understanding of
Claudio Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610 since the beginning of modern scholarship on the work.
Two significant issues raised have been 1) the lack of modal agreement between the psalm tones
utilized in Monteverdi’s polyphonic psalm settings and corresponding liturgical plainchant
antiphons for Vespers of the Blessed Virgin; and 2) the purpose of the motets, or sacred concerti,
inserted between the psalms in the 1610 print. When viewed in historical context, though,
Monteverdi’s musico-liturgical choices for the 1610 Vespers, specifically his selection of psalm
tone formulae and inclusion of motets as possible antiphon substitutes, appear consistent with
contemporaneous practices in polyphonic vesper settings, not liturgical and musical oddities.

Comparisons between the 1610 Vespers and other late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth
century settings can be instructive for determining the extent to which Monteverdi followed
some type of common practice. A clue to understanding Monteverdi’s psalm tone selections
may lie in a 1587 treatise by Pietro Pontio, which identifies the most commonly-used psalm tone
formulae of the time. As for the purpose of the motets, the antiphon-substitute theory is
supported by other prints and documents and is bolstered if the liturgical rule of modal
agreement between psalm and antiphon was, in practice, largely ignored. With these

perspectives in mind, a deeper understanding of the unity of the 1610 Vespers is gained,
allowing it to stand even more confidently in toto in modern-day performances, recordings, and
printed editions.
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Abstract
The “Digital Humanities” (or DH) are currently seen as an
interdisciplinary form of humanities research which has evolved, since
the 1950s, to enhance and to redefine traditional humanities scholarship
through digital means. It is now highly collaborative and draws
contributors from many backgrounds intent on integrating cutting-edge
technologies and digital media directly into traditional humanities
disciplines.
In the context of pedagogy, initial questions necessarily come to mind:
--How can digital research methodologies be used to promote
integrative learning and stimulate authentic undergraduate student
engagement?
--What are the best methods for teaching students digital skills so that
they can contribute and broaden scholarly discourse and research in the
digital humanities?
At the University of Southern California (USC), digital humanities
research and education are part of a university-wide initiative of $1
billion over 10 years toward gathering, interpreting and applying digital
data on a massive scale. One initiative, the USC Digital Humanities
Program, funded by the Andrew Mellon Foundation, aims to enable
“scholars to gain training in emerging digital technologies, including
digital publication of scholarly research, while still preserving the
essential integrity of the humanities as an intellectual field of inquiry.”
This paper examines the polymathic nature of the digital humanities
within the context of pedagogy and student engagement. It identifies
core student learning outcomes.
Additionally, existing/evolving
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instructional methods are introduced and discussed.

Introduction: The Digital Humanities as a Set of Practices
The “Digital Humanities” (or DH) is a scholarly enterprise, currently seen as an
interdisciplinary form of humanities research which has emerged to enhance and to
redefine traditional humanities scholarship through digital means. Because of the
polymathic nature of DH, it is difficult to find a definition that would capture all aspects
of that field. Each year, since 2009, the sponsors of the annual event, Day in the Life of the
Digital Humanities have invited participants to respond to the question:
“How do you define the digital
humanities?” http://www.artsrn.ualberta.ca/taporwiki/index.php/Day_in_the_Life_of
_the_Digital_Humanities)
This site now includes hundreds of answers gathered since 2009.
Though a simple way of looking at the Digital Humanities is to use Waters’s
(2013) working definition for the digital humanities, the "application of digital resources
and methods to humanistic enquiry, "such a definition does not convey the sense of
“scholarly community” fostered by co-inquiry and co-learning that are also very much a
fundamental part of the DH.
Digital Humanities scholarship is collaborative and interdisciplinary, including
anthropology, archaeology, arts and architecture, ethnic studies, film and media
studies, history, geography, information studies, and the social sciences. Because of
rapid technological advances it now requires the mastery of tools that were not available
a couple of decades ago. Indeed, the most comprehensive place online for finding
digital humanities research tools is the DiRT Directory, a large registry of digital
research tools for scholarly use (http://dirtdirectory.org).
DH practices can include:
• The creation of digital editions, archives, maps, visualizations and
exhibitions, often through collaboration between faculty, students,
librarians, technologists and others.
• The use, analysis and/or creation of digital tools in the classroom.
• The study of the history and culture of new media, social media, humancomputer interaction and cultural informatics—sometimes in alignment
with the history of the book, the history of technology, film studies and
material culture studies.
• The study of large-scale humanities questions via computer-aided
analytic methods.
An excellent example of such collaborative and interdisciplinary DH initiatives is
the DPLA (Digital Public Library of America, http://dp.la , begun in October 2011)
which, in time, will aggregate our vast cultural heritage so as to enable new and
transformative uses of this heritage—from hundreds of millions of objects from the
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written word, to works of art and culture, to records of America’s heritage, to the efforts
and data of science. This initiative would not be possible without the cooperation of
scholars, teachers, and IT specialists, hundreds of whom have worked together during
the last few years to create the DPLA prototype.
Indeed, in the Spring of 2008, the National Endowment for the Humanities
converted its Digital Humanities Initiative to the current Office of Digital Humanities
(http://www.neh.gov/divisions/odh). Recent awards from this Office include funding
for a variety of research goals, as for example, and to name just a few: reading very large
datasets of texts of medieval charters from the twelfth through the sixteenth centuries;
developing tools to identify patterns in research communities by analyzing data in
connected repositories; and, designing an automated reader that will reconstruct stories
of human rights abuses from fragmentary texts.
The Emergence of the Digital Humanities
DH first emerged more than sixty years ago (in 1949) as “humanities computing”
with
the
development
of
projects
such
as
Father
Busa’s
Index
Thomisticus http://www.corpusthomisticum.org/it/index.age: a concordance of the
theologian Thomas Aquinas’s (1225-1274) corpus which was electronically-compiled by
IBM (using punched-card technology) over a period of 30 years (Busa, 1980).
Soon to follow (and to use France as our example) were lexicographic initiatives
such as the French government’s creation (1957) of a new dictionary of the French
language, the Trésor de la Langue Française which required access to a large body of word
samples. The solution was to transcribe an extensive selection of French texts to be used
with a computer.
Twenty years later the project had evolved, leading to the publication of the
American and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language (ARTFL - a
cooperative project established in 1981 by the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique and the University of Chicago
https://artfl-project.uchicago.edu/content/general-overview)
which represents a broad range of written French—from novels and poetry to biology
and mathematics—stretching from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries. It is today
an important resource not only for lexicographers, but also for many other humanists
and social scientists engaged in French studies throughout the world.
Another type of initiative was the creation of digital libraries which, through
ready access to digitized primary sources, significantly accelerated the progress of
research and knowledge-creation. An excellent early example is the Roman de la Rose
Digital Library (http://romandelarose.org/), initially a joint project of Johns Hopkins
University and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (begun in 1996), which contains
digital surrogates of more than 130 extant medieval manuscripts (scattered across
Europe and the United States) of the 13th Century secular love poem, Le Roman de la Rose.
The manuscripts can be analyzed, read, searched for patterns, and interpreted either as a
corpus or by selected collations. Two decades ago, it would have taken a scholar many
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lifetimes to find and read them all. This digital library now affords the scholar and the
student new opportunities to test hypotheses, ask questions, and approach the poem
with an encompassing frame of reference.
An additional bonus is that this Digital Library is now working with an everbroadening group of new institutions and private collectors who have contributed
supplementary digital images of their manuscripts. Its founding partners have included
the Walters Art Museum, the Bodleian Library, the Morgan Library & Museum, and the
J. Paul Getty Museum.
Currently, DH research and scholarly work across the humanities have
developed into very broad and much more complex directions, as has happened in all
academic fields: It is increasingly being done digitally. According to Kathleen
Fitzpatrick (2011) the particular contribution of the digital humanities “lies in its
exploration of the difference that the digital can make to the kinds of work that we do as
well as to the way that we communicate with one another.” The digital humanities
today is "a scholarship and pedagogy that are collaborative and depend on networks of
people, and that live an active 24-7 life online" (Kirschenbaum, 2010).
For a research guide on the digital humanities, see: The Digital Humanities (by D.
Mihram):
http://libguides.usc.edu/digitalhumanities

Digital Humanities and New “Ways of Seeing”.
It is widely recognized that one aspect of what constitutes our “humanity” is our
use of both language and tools which goes well beyond the need for biological survival
(as is the case in most of the animal world). More importantly, through this use of
language and tools, our evolving cultures, through preservation and conservation (in
archives, museums, or libraries), inform (and enrich) ensuing generations. One small
example of such an awareness (among many) is the French Défense et Illustration de la
Langue Française (1549) by Joachim du Bellay (1522-1560) who called for a French
national language and brought to light the richness of the French national cultural
heritage inherent in its language.
Indeed, our languages with their rich metaphorical tapestry (Mihram & Mihram,
1974) do reflect both the visual and musical aspects of our culture: we say “I see” to
mean “I understand”; we speak of love “pulling at our heartstrings”. From the oral
tradition of the medieval “chansons de geste” to our current networks, interfaces, and
hyperlinked productions, the sharing our cultural heritage has always required a skillset and a “way of seeing” that not only made us “literate” but also sheds light on “what
makes us human”.
A recent and most engaging “new way of seeing” is digital visualization as a
scholarly activity. Jessop (2008) describes this activity as follows:
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"Thought processes are enhanced when ways are found to link external
perception with internal mental processes by the use of graphic aids. Such aids
range from scribbled diagrams to sophisticated linkages between thought,
images, and text such as those employed by Leonardo da Vinci. These tools allow
visual perception to be harnessed in the dynamic processes associated with the
creation or discovery of new knowledge. Digital humanists are applying digital
versions of these age-old tools in many areas of research, from the graphs
generated by text analysis applications to virtual reality models of ancient
buildings, methods known collectively as ‘digital visualization’."
See, for example, the work of Aaron Koblin (2011), an artist specializing in data and
digital technologies. His work takes both real-world and community-generated data and
uses it to reflect on cultural trends and evolving relationships between humans and
technology.
This changing and evolving digital landscape is being recognized by scholars in
art history, as evidenced by the very recent announcement (H-NET List on Art History,
29 November 2014) of the creation of a new journal, the International Journal of Digital Art
History (DAH), www.dah-journal.org
Art History is about to change significantly. Since the slide library is irreversibly
replaced by image databases, the fact that our media have turned digital opens
up to new possibilities. Academic books and journals are increasingly accessed
and published via internet. Data-driven approaches enable us to visualize large
data-sets and big image data. Computer vision, gamification and citizen science
spur new epistemic approaches.
Many such approaches are currently evolving in the international sphere of Art
History. Those ideas and projects are in need of a platform of interchange and
discourse. A discourse that is linked to Digital Humanities, but regards the
special interests and needs of Art History as a historical image science at the
interface to Information Science. Thus, the “International Journal of Digital Art
History” (DAH) will give authors in this field the opportunity to reach a wider
audience, spark a discussion on the future of our discipline and generate an
international and interdisciplinary network of scholars and practitioners.
As noted by Maron and Smith (2009), “while some of these digital resources
resemble their print predecessors, others are quite novel, making use of the space, speed,
and interactivity that the Internet allows.” Consequently, “given the wealth of digital
scholarship created and disseminated independently by scholars, research teams,
associations, and other entities”, the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) engaged
Ithaka Strategic Services (in Spring 2008) “to help survey the broader landscape of these
resources, to understand more about the resources that exist, and to highlight particular
examples of innovation.” The resulting report describes some of the innovative ways in
which scholarly communication is occurring in a digital world.
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In 2003, in an effort to encapsulate the breadth and scope of the digital
humanities, Willard McCarthy (Australia) used the term “e-humanities” to describe the
DH:
Digital technologies are transforming humanities research. Not only have new
tools and resources to assist with traditional research tasks in the humanities
proliferated in recent years, but in the atmosphere of innovation and experiment
brought about by the profound impact of digital technologies on our research
cultures, and indeed on our cultural interactions in the broadest sense, the nature
of certain forms of humanities research has entirely changed. A new arena of
theoretical inquiry is emerging alongside the take-up of computer-enhanced
research practices, and together these practical and conceptual advances are
coming to be known as the "e-humanities". (McCarthy, 2003)
In his view, e-Humanities research is “a complex and dynamic application of the
prodigious memory and processing power of the modern computer, actualised through
computer science, to a collection of disciplines with a very long and proud tradition in
the preservation, transmission, and examination of human culture. [emphasis added]”
The Digital Humanities and Pedagogy
In view of the polymathic nature of the digital humanities and its immense field
of research and enquiry, and within the contexts of student engagement and learning (as
well as scholarly communication in our digital age), we need a pedagogy that permits
the attainment and assessment of student learning outcomes consonant with the DH.
A review of the recent literature on DH and pedagogy, the following six essential
student learning outcomes appear as recurring themes:
1. Maintaining high levels of curiosity, wonder and awe, which, in turn,
inspire passion, discovery, and integrative learning (the life of the mind);
2. Mastering the skills important to digital scholarship (use of multimedia,
judicious use of digital tools, and proficiency in pertinent research
methodologies)
3. Learning by doing and reflecting; co-inquiring and co-learning with
activity-centered projects (Active learning);
4. Attaining high levels of proficiency in critical thinking (through analysis
and, most importantly, profound reflection [in this context, see Lorenz,
1974]);
5. Collaboration and play (Ludic learning);
6. Project-based learning, and learning as a contributor/member of
research/project teams (“Digital Ethnography”, Welsch, 2013, 2014).
In this very context, Michael Roy’s (2014) questions could be considered:
--How does the digital humanities differ from the non-digital humanities?
--How might it fit into the evolving landscape of higher education?
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--Is the movement a revolution—or simply an evolution—out of the world of
humanities computing?
The DH, he noted,
a) Challenge the distinction often made between liberal arts education and more
practical or vocational education;
b) Make more apparent the practical skills already engaged through the humanities
(e.g., critical thinking, writing, information organization); and
c) Add a new digital, analytical component that was previously more dominant in
other disciplines.
“By engaging in the technical but also conceptual activities of organizing and
implementing work in the digital humanities, students are learning important,
transferable skills and capabilities that will serve them well when they leave
campus to become not only members of the workforce but also denizens in an
increasingly connected and digital planet.”
Until quite recently publications on the digital humanities have focused on
research methods, theories, and outcomes. See, for example, the following two reference
works: Companion to Digital Humanities (Schreibman, 2004), and Companion to Digital
Literary Studies (Siemans, 2007). In the context of student learning, a large number of
publications focus on teaching computer-assisted analyses of texts and images, textencoding, and digital mapping.
There is, however, a cluster of publications on DH
pedagogy that have started to appear with a primary focus on practices and principles.
One example is the 2012 publication of Hirsch’s Digital Humanities Pedagogy. It
consists of sixteen chapters by different authors who offer a range of digital humanities
experiences acquired in diverse institutional and geographical contexts. The book’s first
two sections (among three) focus on practices and principles, respectively, and include
chapters on pedagogical approaches from the first-year writing course to Ph.D. level
considerations. Another example is the special issue of the CEA Critic (July 2014) which
contains nine articles covering digital humanities pedagogy in the English classroom,
including active learning via student projects, and digital editing and tagging of literary
texts.
In this growing corpus of pedagogical approaches, it becomes clear that
assignments and projects that engage students require a skill-set different from the
traditional “research paper”. Digital tools such as text encoding, text mining, and
geographic information systems (GIS) mapping (to name just a few) enable them to gain
a deeper understanding of literary texts and cultural artifacts. Through “making and
doing” in collaborative projects students learn how to produce knowledge by working
with their instructor on project development.
For example, Hawkins (2014, pp. 137-138) demonstrates how teaching the skills
of textual criticism (e.g., transcription, collation, annotation), using primary sources and
digital humanities tools, provides authentic, hands-on learning:
Along the way, I have watched as students began to engage differently with
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literary (and non-literary) texts. With transcription, they learned how difficult
letter forms or illegible ones in manuscripts complicate the work of editors as
well as challenge the interpretations of unwary critics. With collation, they
learned to be attentive to small details, discovering that changes in small
details—even when not authorized by the author—can alter dramatically
interpretation. They learned to ask where the text came from and why did the
editor choose this text and not that one as a copy text. They discovered that
coding required them to make interpretive decisions and that researching to
write their annotations, especially for twentieth-century letters, required
ingenuity and resourcefulness.”
An article by Sharon Marcus and Vanessa Schwartz (2000) provides an
interesting approach to teaching Balzac’s Old Goriot (Le Père Goriot (1835)—Honoré de
Balzac’s novel set in Paris in 1819). The authors offer the reader a detailed description
and the ensuing student learning outcomes resulting from their assignment created in
response to the following questions: “How can we show students that Old Goriot maps
urban space and social relations? And how can we tailor that point to different
disciplinary perspectives—for example those of literary criticism, urban studies, and
French History?” Their approach: “By taking mapping literally…”
However, as Johanson et al. (2012) have realized, the polymathic nature of DH
can reveal “an underlying tension”: when faced with the need to evaluate final project
proposals by undergraduates students in UCLA’s [University of California, Los
Angeles] three-year Digital Culture Mapping Program (sponsored by the W. M. Keck
Foundation [http://www.keckdcmp.ucla.edu/]) the authors were compelled to ask
important questions about the submitted proposals (examples: “The Emerald Buddha:
Politics, Religion and Buddhist Imagery in Southeast Asia”; “High Line New York City:
An Economical and Cultural Revival”; “Mapping Mami Wata: The African Water
Goddess”; “Mapping the Bilbao Effect”):
These projects showcase how students envision harnessing digital technologies
to address a broad range of questions in the arts, humanities and social sciences.
While the range of student interests in digital projects was exciting, it revealed an
underlying tension: should the digital or the humanities win out? To wit, our
areas of domain-specific expertise include Egyptian archaeology, the history of
Los Angeles and Chicago, Roman culture and literature and the city of Berlin,
but we had only superficial familiarity with, for example, African water spirits.
How does one teach students the digital tools to address such a wide variety of
projects without neglecting traditional discipline-specific issues of research
formulation and data collection? How can one honestly and effectively evaluate
student projects for content that lies outside one’s domain expertise? While fully
acknowledging that teaching a technological skill set can lead students to ask
new and original questions of cultural data, when and in what instances must we
nonetheless start with a domain-specific research question, and then move to
teaching the digital?
They then outline the process that they employed to address these questions as they
developed a multi-track introductory program centered on digital humanities at UCLA.
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which has formed the foundation for subsequent phases in digital humanities pedagogy at
UCLA.

For a minute
illustrative sampling of publications relating to syllabi,
assignments, and degrees in the digital humanities, see: Davidson (2009 and 2010); Gee
(2003); Scholtz (2011); and Unsworth (2011a and 2001b).
Useful resources are now available (among many) to those seeking to learn how
others are developing courses and programs in the digital humanities. See, for example,
City University of New York (CUNY) : DH Programs and Syllabi
http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/wiki/index.php/DH_Programs_and_Syllabi
and
Lisa Spiro’s website: Digital Humanities Education
https://www.zotero.org/groups/digital_humanities_education
which examines different approaches to digital humanities education and “Includes
syllabi and curriculum planning documents, as well as articles about open education,
networked pedagogies, and more.”
Additionally, Spiro has made available three of her presentations on digital
humanities pedagogy:
• Shaping Digital Scholars: Design Principles for Digital Pedagogy - August 2014
https://digitalscholarship.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/spirodigitalpedagogyutsc2014.
pdf
• Case Studies of Digital Humanities Pedagogy – March 2, 2013
http://digitalscholarship.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/gettysburgdhcasestudiesfinal.p
df
• Defining Digital Humanities - March 2, 2013.
http://digitalscholarship.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/gettysburgintrodigitalpedagog
yfinal.pdf

Building Scholarly Communities, Forging Relationships,
and Fostering Learning for Discovery and Knowledge-Building.
At the University of Southern California (USC), digital humanities research and
education are currently part of a university-wide initiative of $1 billion over 10 years
toward gathering, interpreting and applying digital data on a massive scale.
(https://news.usc.edu/58760/about-digital-usc/).
The aims of one initiative, the USC Digital Humanities Program, are quite explicit:
The new program enables scholars to gain training in emerging digital
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technologies, including digital publication of scholarly research, while still
preserving the essential integrity of the humanities as an intellectual field of
inquiry. Our postdoctoral fellows and new graduate students in the humanities
will emerge from USC with extensive understanding of compelling problems,
deep connections to scholars working in their area of expertise, and enhanced
digital skills developed through multi-disciplinary training in state-of-the-art
techniques and technologies. We anticipate these scholars will play a leading role
in the ongoing evolution of the digital humanities and its place in both the
academy and the larger society.
(http://dornsife.usc.edu/digitalhumanities/about/)
This Program is “anchored” in the USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences and it is funded by the Andrew Mellon Foundation (starting in January 2014,
and extending over a period of 5 years).
See also:
http://news.usc.edu/69893/usc-begins-a-conversation-about-humanities-2-0/
Of prime importance is this program’s specific recognition of the essential and
foundational contributions of several USC research centers and institutes that bring
together scholars—faculty members, postdoctoral fellows, Ph.D. students, and
ambitious undergraduates—to work on common sets of intellectual concerns.
Additionally, three units on campus (see below) provide specific support for this
program. Such diverse contributions collectively transform humanities scholarship at
USC to resemble large-scale scientific projects, and reach across disciplines in order to
solve complex problems. This, in turn, facilitates the building of a scholarly community
and promotes learning that fosters discovery and knowledge-building.
1. The USC Libraries provide archiving, imaging and metadata services for its own
collections and for the extensive holdings of the USC Digital Library
(http://digitallibrary.usc.edu/), as well as those housed in the USC Digital
Repository (http://repository.usc.edu/about/).
The digital projects of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows in the USC
Digital Humanities Program will be archived in the USC Digital Repository.
2.

The USC School of Cinematic Arts’ Division of Media Arts + Practices
(http://cinema.usc.edu/imap/index.cfm)
“supports
scholar-practitioners
dedicated to integrating humanities research, emerging forms of scholarly
communication, and creative approaches to teaching and learning through the
use of digital media and networked tools.”
“… students learn how to communicate ideas in multiple media forms - still
images, video, sound, web design and social media - and how to distribute these
ideas in the most effective manner. They also study the history and theoretical
foundations of new media, looking back over a century of media forms and
looking forward to emerging paradigms of participation and engagement.”
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Doctoral students selected to be part of the USC Digital Humanities Program are
included in parts of this Division’s curriculum.
3. The USC Shoah Foundation’s Institute for Visual History and Education’s Visual
History Archive (an online portal) (http://sfi.usc.edu/what_is_the_vha)
is a unit supported by a strong technical backbone and powered by one of the
nation’s most powerful academic supercomputers. It has developed a state- ofthe-art interface to allow users to search through and view over 53,000
audiovisual testimonies of survivors and witnesses of the Holocaust and other
genocides that have been catalogued, indexed, and housed at the Institute.
Digital Humanities, “Multiliteracies”, and the 21st Century Liberal Education
Clearly, and in terms of a pedagogy for the current study of the digital humanities, there
has arisen a need for a much more complex understanding of “literacy”. The nature of
literacy today calls to mind several literacies: from print literacy to audiovisual and
media literacies, information literacy, cyber-literacy, games literacy, critical literacy, just
to name the most evident. Additionally, it requires a “multimodal” (McPherson, 2009)
approach to the polymathic nature of DH: bringing together “databases, scholarly tools,
networked writing, and peer-to-peer commentary while also leveraging the potential of
visual and aural media that so dominate contemporary life.”
As early as 1996 the New London Group (ten authors from Australia, Great
Britain, and the United States) published their understanding of what they termed “A
Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” which, they noted, calls for a much broader view of literacy
in view of the current multiplicity of communication channels as well as increasing
cultural and linguistic diversity in the world. According to this group, negotiating both
this diversity and these cultural and linguistic differences in our society “is central to the
pragmatics of the working, civic, and private lives of students.” (p. 60).
On “multiliteracies” see also Cope and Kalantzis (2000).
In this very context one might also heed Robert Heverly’s (2008) concern about our
need (as educators) to face the potential negative effects that the uncritical and
indiscriminate use of digital media artifacts may have on the lives and futures of our
children, now “digital natives” and whose playing field is the proliferating array of
social media (Palfrey, 2008). Hewitt (2014) points to the current generation of students
who have grown up “during the seismic shift from computing as a discrete activity to
living with a ubiquitous Internet” and, as one example, he notes: “The [Harvard]
graduating class of 2014 Instagrammed their selfies and Snapchatted their campus
farewells before Ubering to the airport.”
So, what does DH “literacy” require today? In the first place: a 21st century
liberal education.
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LEAP (Liberal Education and America’s Promise), a national advocacy, campus
action, and research initiative sponsored by the AAC&U (Association of American
Colleges and Universities) offers the following definition of a liberal education in the 21st
century:
Liberal Education is an approach to learning that empowers individuals and
prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity, and change. It provides
students with broad knowledge of the wider world (e.g. science, culture, and
society) as well as in-depth study in a specific area of interest. A liberal education
helps students develop a sense of social responsibility, as well as strong and
transferable intellectual and practical skills such as communication, analytical
and problem-solving skills, and a demonstrated ability to apply knowledge and
skills in real-world settings.
https://www.aacu.org/leap/what-is-a-liberal-education
Secondly, the DH-specific six learning outcomes delineated above, can be
considered as an important part of the core competencies of a digital humanities
education.
The development of an informed pedagogy that fosters such an education and
student learning outcomes is currently evolving. It is interesting to note that some
undergraduate students, enrolled in DH classes and made aware of both the scholarship
and the research in the digital humanities, are beginning to recognize its potential to
lead to authentic and integrative learning:
Today, we need collaboration, not lectures; we need to learn concepts, not
singular facts; we need networking and socialization, not isolation; we need
interactive learning, not to sit back and listen….
…From our DH class, we found that DH isn’t easy to pin down/put a label on.
It’s not a fact or a definition one can memorize. It’s not something that can be
understood in 5 minutes—or even 5 weeks. It’s something that is on a completely
different level than any other subject or idea. It’s real. It’s relatable. It’s
understandable. It’s intellectual. It’s sophisticated. It’s essential.
Bloomsburg U. Undergraduate “Manifesto” on Digital Humanities
http://4humanities.org/who-we-are/bloomsburg-u-undergraduate-manifestoon-digital-humanities/
Conclusions: Pedagogical Implications
As delineated above, the past two decades have witnessed a tremendous increase in the
development of the digital humanities in terms of research and project-development and
these have spurred new epistemic approaches.
This, in turn, suggests that a more structured approach to the pedagogy relating to the
DH needs to be considered.
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THE EFFECTS OF STUDY ABROAD

Abstract
For the last decade, various studies have found that study aboard experiences tend to be
linguistically effective for second language learners, especially in improving their
pronunciation, fluency, vocabulary acquisition, and reading comprehension.

However,

there seem to be some conflicting study results about enhancing their grammatical
accuracy. Thus, this study focused on examining the effects of Japan study abroad
among American university students on their acquisition of relatively complex rules of
Japanese particles, “wa” and “ga.” From a subject pool of 82 students, in all 53 students
(4 freshman, 13 sophomore, 24 junior, and 12 senior students) agreed to participate in
this study. 31 of them had completed their study abroad. For the purpose of data
collection, then they were asked to take an on-line cloze test comprising 48 sets of written
dialogues with each set showing one blank. Each blank portion was supposed to be filled
with a Japanese particle “wa’ or “ga,” but choosing a correct particle required them to
accurately identify/understand how “local wa,” “local ga,” “global wa,” and “global ga”
are used at the sentence and discourse levels. It was hypothesized that students with
study abroad experience would make significantly fewer mistakes on the online exam
than those who have not been to Japan for study abroad regardless of their proficiency
levels. Contrary to the hypothesis, the results indicated that there was an interaction
effect of their Japanese proficiency level and study abroad experience on the accuracy
rate of the online exam. The results also showed that global “ga” particles were the most
difficult for students to learn and understand. Limitations of this study and important
insights for classroom instructions and textbooks will be discussed.
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1. Introduction
Over the last 30 years, as globalization increased the importance of proficiency in
languages other than English, study abroad has become common in American higher
education. The number of college students who participate in study abroad has been
increasing, and in the 2010–2011 academic year, approximately 270,000 American
college students studied abroad (Open Doors, 2012). Even though early studies (e.g.,
Baron & Smith, 1987; Ingraham & Peterson, 2004; John & Edelstein, 1993) only
identified general benefits that can be gained from study abroad, more recently, some
researchers (e.g.,Llanes & Munoz, 2009; Lord, 2009; Lord, 2010; Serrano, Llanes, &
Tragant, 2011; Storch, 2009; Taguchi, 2008) have made significant progress in answering
questions related to linguistic gains from the immersion experience. Those studies found
positive study-abroad effects on second language learning, specifically in speaking
proficiency, lexicon, and reading comprehension; however, few studies have identified
linguistic improvement in other areas. Moreover, most previous studies have neglected
examining the acquisition of linguistic characteristics in the process of language learning.

2. Background and Prior Studies
2.1 The Input, Output, and Interaction Hypothesis
A number of linguistic researchers have investigated second language learning
mechanisms. Krashen and Terrell (1983) emphasized the importance of target-language
input, whereas Swain (2000) advocated the significance of output. Long (1996) drew on
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both Krashen and Swain to propose the interaction hypothesis, which holds that
producing language output through interactions enhances second language learning
Although Long (1996) claimed the necessity of both input and output, the
question of their relative importance remained.

Numerous studies (e.g., Bigelow,

Fujiwara, Fearnow, & Izumi, 1999; Izumi, 2003; Shehadeh, 2002; Song & Suh, 2008)
examined relative roles and found that output, indeed, was more significant in second
language learning.

Because opportunities to produce output will relatively increase

during study abroad (Wilkinson, 2002), based on Swain’s hypothesis (2000), linguistic
researchers (e.g., Collentine, 2004; Lord, 2009; Storch, 2009; Taguchi, 2008) have
examined and suggested the positive effects of the immersion experience on second
language learning.

2.2 Linguistic Gains Associated with Study Abroad
More recently, studies (e.g., Llanes & Munoz, 2009; Lord, 2010; Serrano, Llanes,
& Tragant, 2011) have shown that students who have immersion experience are
significantly more proficient in fluency, pronunciation, lexical complexity, and reading
comprehension than those who have only studied the target language in their home
countries. However, other researchers (e.g, Davidson, 2010; Mora, 2008; Perez-Vidal &
Juan-Garau, 2009) have not supported that study abroad students make greater
improvement in other linguistic areas than students who receive intensive courses or
instruction in a home country.
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Moreover, without considering different linguistic characteristics among
languages, the results of studies cannot be generalized because each language is learned
and attained in different ways.

For instance, Isabelli-Garcia (2010) examined 24

American college students’ acquisition rate for Spanish gender-agreement accuracy after
they studied either abroad or in their home countries for 4 months. The participants
received grammaticality judgment tests, and their responses were coded for
morphological class of the modified noun.

The results showed that there was no

significant difference in the grammar-agreement acquisition rate between the two groups
(Isabelli-Garcia). This study suggested that the 4-month study abroad did not improve
the learners’ gender-agreement accuracy in Spanish.
Another study, however, indicated the positive effect of immersion experience on
other linguistic areas of the Spanish language. Isabelli (2007) investigated the learners’
development of the Spanish subjunctive in adverbial clauses. All the participants were
4th-year Spanish learners in American college, but 34 learners studied abroad for a year,
and 29 learners studied the same amount of time in their home country. Before and after
the program, the Simulated Oral Proficiency Interview was conducted to assess their
subjunctive usage rate. The results indicated that the study abroad group showed higher
subjunctive usage rate and accuracy in the post-interview than the other group (Isabelli).
This study suggested that study-abroad experience enhanced development of the Spanish
subjunctive.
In addition, Golonka (2006) examined 22 American college students’ advancedlevel linguistic gain in grammar accuracy in the Russian language after stud abroad.
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Before and after an immersion program in Moscow, all the participants’ grammatical
knowledge was measured by the Qualifying Grammar Test. The results suggested that
students’ grammar accuracy in Russian significantly improved after study abroad
(Golonka). Therefore, depending on languages and the specific linguistic areas of the
target language, the study-abroad effects vary, which should be considered in studies
focusing on other languages as well.
Similarly, some researchers (e.g., Marsden, 2008; Russell, 2005) have found that
certain grammar areas of the Japanese language, specifically the use of particles, cannot
be explained simply, suggesting that the particular grammar areas are highly complex and
difficult to be learned by simple in-class instruction or textbooks. Thus, further research
is necessary to investigate the potential effects of immersion experience on the learning
process of specific Japanese linguistic areas.

2.3 Recent Research on Learning the Japanese Language in a Study Abroad Context
As Japanese economy developed rapidly over the last several decades, the number
of Japanese language learners in foreign countries has also dramatically increased,
reaching approximately 3 million in 2006 (Japan Foundation, 2007). Accordingly, the
demand for Japanese language instruction both overseas and in Japan has expanded, and
researchers have begun investigating the process and products of the learners. A number
of researchers (e.g, Kumagai, 2007; Lyster & Mori, 2006; Ohta, 2008; Tateyama &
Kasper, 2008) have examined how learning inside and outside the classroom influence
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Japanese development for English speakers. In particular, recently, study-abroad effects
on Japanese language learners’ development have attracted the interests of researchers.
Some researchers (e.g., Dewey, Bown, & Eggett, 2012; Shimizu, 2009) have
examined American Japanese language learners’ development during study abroad and
have reported that immersion experience had positive effects on the linguistic
improvement,

specifically

in

speaking

proficiency,

vocabulary,

and

reading

comprehension. However, only a few studies (e.g., Ishida, 2009; Mori, 2010) have
investigated the development of specific Japanese grammar acquisition level during the
immersion experience.
Masuda (2011), for instance, examined six English speaking learners’
development of Japanese interactional competence in a study abroad context, as indexed
by their use of the interactionally significant particle “ne.” Their conversations with
native Japanese speakers were analyzed based on the Simple Performance-Oriented Test
assessment before and after a five-week program in Japan. The results indicated that the
particle “ne” was used more frequently and accurately in the conversations after the
program (Masuda).

This study suggested that study abroad experience accelerated the

learning process of Japanese interactional competence.
Further investigation is needed to examine how immersion experience possibly
influences the process of learning other specific Japanese grammar areas because the
study-abroad effect might vary.
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3. Present Study and Hypotheses
As mentioned previously, several studies (e.g., Isabelli, 2007; Isabelli-Garcia,
2010; Golonka, 2006) showed that the study-abroad effect on second language learning
varies depending on specific language areas. Other aspects of Japanese discourse can be
interesting research topics.

For example, Japanese particles “wa” and “ga” are

functionally highly complex concepts; in addition, the semantic and pragmatic
distinctions between the two particles are subtle (Fry, 2003). Even native Japanese
speakers can only differentiate “wa” and “ga” systematically based on the discourse
function after the age of 12 (Russell, 2005). Consequently, it is not surprising that
foreign language learners have difficulties in comprehending the grammatical concepts
and accurately using them in speaking and writing.
Tomita (1995) conducted a study to examine how the acquisition of the particles
“wa” and “ga” varies depending on the proficiency level in Japanese, the types of the
particles, “wa” and “ga”, and the cues of the particles, Local or Global. Local cues were
defined as linguistics cues that clearly indicate either of the particles, “wa” or “ga,” and
appear in a linguistic environment in which there is no conflict among cues, which makes
learners easier to process the selection of the particle.

Global cues are defined as

linguistic cues that appear in a more complicated linguistic situation in which other cues
are existing together and competing with, making leaners more difficult to select a correct
particle in the context. Participants were all students at the university in Ohio who had
taken Japanese language courses, but almost all of them had never been to Japan. There
were four deferent proficiency levels, 2nd year, 3rd year, 3rd year plus intensive courses,
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and 4th year. The written examination that contained 48 questions was distributed to the
participants to measure the accuracy of the particle usage.

For each question, the

participants were supposed to fill in a blank by putting either “wa” or “ga.” The results
indicated that the proficiency level was not a significant factor that affects the accuracy of
the particle usage and that the types and cues of the particles, Local and Global cues, had
significant effects on the accuracy of the particle usage (Tomita, 1995). This study
implied that taking Japanese languages courses, even in the 400 level, does not help
students to understand and acquire how to use the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga”.
A possible solution for the learners’ difficulties in understanding the complex
Japanese particles is to maximize the language input, output and opportunities for
interactions. Based on the interaction hypothesis (Long, 1996), learners master complex
grammar through receiving high quality language input and feedback on their production.
The research question, therefore, is whether an immersion experience has a positive
effect on the process of learning the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga” because the
amount of the language input, output, and interactions increases during study abroad.
The proposed study is a modified version of Tomita (1995); the researcher will examine
the learner’s usage and accuracy of the complex Japanese particle “wa” and “ga” through
the online exam adapted from the previous study (Tomita, 1995). Given the previous
research, it is hypothesized that study-abroad experience enhances the learning process of
the complex Japanese particle “wa” and “ga” and accuracy of the particle usage. Thus,
students who have been to study abroad in Japan will make significantly fewer mistakes
on the exam adapted from the previous research than those who have not been to study
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abroad, regardless of their proficiency levels (Hypothesis 1). Also, based on the previous
findings, it is hypothesized that students will show a lowest error rate on the questions
regarding local “wa” particles and show a highest error rate on the questions regarding
global “ga” particles (Hypothesis 2).
The findings of this study will reveal whether the immersion experience has a
positive effect on learning complex Japanese particles “wa” and “ga.” The present study
will have implications for grammar accuracy improvement during study abroad. The
result will suggest that high-quality contextualized input and more opportunities for
interaction that are expected during study abroad will enhance grammar accuracy in
complex linguistic areas.
The implications of this study would benefit teachers in second language
education.

The findings will deepen the understanding of the relationship between

second language learning and the role of input and output. Researchers can also clarify
the linguistic benefits from study abroad, which will increase the significance of the
immersion experience in second language learning.
Hypothesis 1– The students who have study abroad experiences will be likely to
make significantly fewer mistakes on the online survey exam than those who do not have
study abroad experience regardless of their Japanese course levels that they are currently
taking or have taken the most recent.
Hypothesis 2 – The students will show the lowest error rate on the questions
regarding local “wa” particles and show the highest error rate on the questions regarding
global “ga” particle on the online cloze test.
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4. Method
4.1 Participants
Students who were currently taking or had taken Japanese language courses at the
university located in Orange County, California, recruited to participate in the study. Out
of those 82 students who were taking or had taken the 200 or upper level Japanese
language courses, a total of 53 participated and completed the online survey. Students
who were currently in the 100-level Japanese courses were not included in this study
because the online survey exam used for the experiment contained several vocabulary
and grammar structures that were not covered in the 100-level courses. Out of the 53
participants, 4 were freshmen, 13 were sophomores, 24 were juniors, and 12 were seniors.
Among the 53 participants, 31 of them had completed their study abroad in Japan while
22 had not yet been to study abroad. Further, 15 were taking or had taken the 200-level
Japanese courses, 22 were taking or had taken the 300-level Japanese courses, and 16
were taking or had taken the 400-level Japanese courses most recently. Thus, 15 were
the students in the 200-level with no prior study abroad experience, 7 were those in the
300-level with no prior study abroad experience, 15 were those in the 300-level with
study abroad -experience, and 16 were those in the 400-level with study abroad
experience. The age of the majority of the subjects was approximately around 20 years
old.

4.2 Research Design
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A one-way four-group between-participants research design was employed in this
study. The present study investigated three independent variables (IVs): the level of
Japanese proficiency (the 200-level with no SA experience, the 300-level with no SA
experience, the 300-level with SA experience, and the 400-level with SA experience), the
types of the particles “wa” and “ga”, and the cues of the particles, Local and Global. All
the students who study Japanese language at Soka University of America are required to
complete at least the 200-level courses and to study abroad in Japan for a semester in
their junior year. The dependent variable (DV) was the accuracy rate of the score on the
online survey exam. The accuracy rate was calculated based on incorrect responses on
the exam divided by the total number of the questions. Incorrect responses were counted
and used to obtain the accuracy rate because there was a concern that the participants
might have got correct responses by conjecture.

There was no random assignment

employed.

4.3 Questionnaire
The data was collected from the online survey exam. This study adapted the
Experimental Cloze Test from the previous experiment conducted by Tomita (1995) to
assess the usage and accuracy rate of the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga.” The online
exam contained 48 questions in total and consisted of Japanese vocabulary and grammar
structures from the 200-level textbooks used at Soka University of America.

Each

question asked participants to fill in a blank with either “wa” or “ga” ( 1 = は wa, 2 = が
ga) in the sentence. Also, out of 48 questions on the cloze test, 12 were questions
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regarding local “wa” particles, 12 were those regarding local “ga” particles, 12 were
those regarding global “wa” particles, and 12 were those regarding global “ga” particles.
The order of the questions was randomly determined. The exam part of the survey was
all written in Japanese with some additional explanations of vocabulary in English. The
survey also contained the following demographic questions: “1) What grade are you in?;”
2) “Which level of the Japanese language course are you currently taking/ have you taken
most recently?;” and 3) “Have you been to Japan for study abroad?” After completing
all the sections of the survey, those participants were directed to the section asking to
enter a raffle for a 25-dollar gift card for their participation.

4.4 Procedure
The present study was conducted at the university in Orange County, California,
during the spring semester of 2014. Emails with the link to the online survey were sent to
all the participants individually.

The emails also included personal messages,

explanations of the purpose of the experiment, and the contact information of the
researcher and the faculty adviser. The link attached to the email led participants to the
online survey. The first part included an informed consent form that introduced and
explained the exam’s content, purpose, expected completing time, and assured anonymity.
After accepting the informed consent form, the participants were asked to complete the
cloze test, which expectedly would take 15-20 minutes to complete depending on their
Japanese language proficiency. The participants were then asked to answer demographic
questions. After completing the online survey, the participants were led to the link where
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they could enter a raffle to win a 25-dollar gift card for their participation.

Each

participant later received a debriefing email with appreciation messages and the
information of who won the raffle.

5. Results
To test the hypotheses 1, the percentage of how many incorrect responses that
each participant made out of 48 questions on the cloze test was first calculated. A oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the data to see the effect of
Japanese language proficiency and study abroad experience (IV) on students’ acquisition
levels of the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga” based on the accuracy rate of the online
survey exam (DV). The analysis indicated that students’ proficiency level and study
abroad experience had a statistically significant effect on the accuracy rate of the exam,
F(3, 49) = 4.15, p < .05. In order to interpret the finding, the Tukey HSD post hoc tests
were conducted for all possible pair-wise comparisons. The post hoc tests indicated that
students in the 400-level Japanese course with study abroad experience made
significantly less mistakes on the online survey exam (n = 16; M = .30; SD = .17) than
students in the 200-level Japanese course with no study abroad experience (n = 15; M
= .43; SD = .11), the 300-level Japanese course with no immersion experience (n = 7; M
= .46; SD = .04), and the 300-level Japanese course with study abroad experience (n = 15;
M = .41; SD = .06). For the ease of interpretation, the results are reproduced in Table 1.
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Table 1
Effects of Japanese Proficiency Level and Study Abroad Experience on the Accuracy
Rate of the Online Cloze Test Regarding Japanese Particles “Wa” and “Ga”

The number of
participants
The 200-level with no 15
study abroad
experience
The 300-level with no 7
study abroad
experience
The 300-level with
15
prior study abroad
experience
The 400-level with
16
prior study abroad
experience

Mean of error
rates
.43

Std. Deviation

.46

.04

.41

.06

.30

.18

.11

Note. Error rate range = 0.00 – 1.00. Higher rates indicate higher numbers of mistakes
that participants made on the online cloze test.

To test the hypothesis 2, the percentage of how many incorrect answers were
made for each question on the cloze test was calculated. After calculating the accuracy
rate for each question, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed on the
data to see the effect of particles types and cue types on the students’ error rates on the
cloze test. There were 4 different categories based on the particle types and cues: local
“wa”, local “ga”, global “wa”, and global “ga”. The analysis indicated that the types and
cues of particles had a significant effect on the accuracy rate of the exam, F(3, 188) =
346.4, p < .01. In order to interpret this finding, the Tukey HSD post hoc test was
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performed for all possible comparisons of the four categories. The post hoc test indicated
that the error rate of the global “ga” particles (M = .58; SD = .10) was significantly higher
than those of the global “wa” particles (M = .47; SD = .05), and that the error rate of
global “wa” particles was significantly higher than those of the local “ga” particles (M
= .37; SD = .09), and that the error rate of the local “ga” particles was significantly higher
than those of the local “wa” particles (M = .14; SD = .03). For the ease of interpretation,
the results are reproduced in Table 2.

Table 2
Effects of the Types and Cues of the Japanese Particles “Wa” and “Ga” on the Error
Rates on the Online Cloze Test

Local “Wa”

Mean of the error rates
.14

Std. Deviation
.03

Local “Ga”

.37

.09

Global “Wa”

.47

.05

Global “Ga”

.58

.10

Note. Error rate range = 0.00 – 1.00. Higher numbers indicate higher numbers of
mistakes made for the category of the questions.
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6. Discussion
The primary objective of the present study was to investigate how the Japanese
language proficiency level and study abroad experience affect students’ acquisition levels
of the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga” based on the cloze test’s score. In addition, the
present study examined possible differences in the degree of difficulty to understand and
learn the particles “wa” and “ga,” depending on the types and cues of particles. Based on
the previous research, the following hypotheses were investigated.
The first hypothesis stated that students who had gone to study abroad in Japan
were likely to make fewer mistakes on the online cloze test than those who had not gone
to study abroad before, regardless of their Japanese proficiency level based on the course
levels. In other words, the hypothesis claimed that there would be a main effect of
presence or absence of study abroad experience on the accuracy rate of the online cloze
test.

Contrary to the hypothesis, however, the results indicated that there was an

interaction between the effect of study abroad experience and the students’ Japanese
proficiency level. More specifically, the students who were in the 400-level Japanese
courses and had gone to study abroad in Japan made significantly fewer mistakes on the
online cloze test than any other groups. Also, contrary to the hypothesis, there was no
significant difference in the accuracy rate between those in the 300-level courses with
study abroad experience and those in the 200 and 300-level courses with no study abroad
experience.
There are some possible explanations for these unexpected results. One possible
explanation/reason why the increase in the acquisition level became more apparent
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among the 400-level Japanese learners is that those students were those who were more
highly motivated to keep studying to maintain and even improve their language ability
after study abroad. At the university in which this study was conducted, all Japanese
learners are required to complete at least up until the 200-level courses before study
abroad in their junior year; however, the 300 and 400- level courses are optional.
Therefore, those students who were in the 400-level courses were supposedly highly
motivated to learn and keep studying Japanese throughout the four years at the university,
even after they came back from study abroad. As a result, they gained and improved
their Japanese language skills, including complex grammar and particles knowledge,
more than other students.
Another possible explanation is that those students in the 400-level courses had
studied Japanese in harder programs or upper/advanced courses during study abroad
because the university in which the research was conducted offers various study abroad
programs in Japan. Prior to study abroad, advanced or more motivated students are more
likely to select and get accepted to the harder programs in Japan. In addition, some
students stayed with a host family during study abroad; on the other hands, some lived in
a dorm with native Japanese speakers or American students from other universities. How
students spend time/life at Japanese universities also varies. Some might spend relatively
more time with Japanese friends through clubs, language partners, or part-time job. Thus,
even among those students who had gone to study abroad, there were differences in their
study abroad experiences, which might have led to the different results among the
students with the immersion experience.
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The second hypothesis stated that the students would show the lowest error rate
on the questions regarding local “wa” particles and show the highest error rate on the
questions regarding global “ga” particle on the online cloze test. As the hypothesis
expected, the results indicated that the averaged error rate on the local “wa” questions
was the lowest and that the averaged error rate on the global “ga” questions was the
highest among all the participants. These results are mostly consistent with what Tomita
(1995) found in his study as well. Furthermore, based on the findings, the order of
increasing difficulties among the four categories seemed like as follows: local “wa”, local
“ga”, global “wa”, and global “ga”. Therefore, the results implied that it is the most
difficult for Japanese learners to correctly understand the concept and usage of global “ga”
particles.
Moreover, the cross-sectional data (in Figure 1 below) showed that the degree of
difficulty in understanding the Japanese particles “wa” and “ga” varied, depending on
their Japanese proficiency levels. Regarding local “wa” particles, the error rate was very
low at every proficiency level and did not vary among those proficiency levels. However,
for other three categories of the particles, the error rates tended to decrease as the
proficiency levels advanced, and degree of difficulty varied, depending on the
proficiency levels. Especially for the global “ga” particles, the error rate among the 200level students was 66%; however, the error rate declined as the students’ proficiency
levels advanced, and it was 43% at the 400-level. In addition, the error rate for global
“ga” became almost equal to the rate for global “wa” at the 400-level. This finding
among the 400-level students indicates that both global “wa” and global “ga” can be
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highly complex and equally difficult for Japanese learners, especially advanced learners,
to learn and acquire.

70
60

Error Rate (%)

50
40

global "ga"

30

global "wa"

20

local "ga"

10

local "wa"

0
200 with no SA

300 with no SA

300 with SA

400 with SA

Proficiency Level
Figure 1
The error rates by particle types, particles cues, and proficiency levels

7. Conclusion
This present study investigated the linguistic benefit of study abroad and provided
future perspective of research by adding knowledge to the existing studies of the effect of
study abroad on second language learning. The findings of the present study contributed
to deepening the understanding of Japanese second language learning, specifically in
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Japanese grammar areas, and provided a new possibility of linguistic benefit from
immersion experience.
The findings of this present study also suggest the need for more specific
instructions or teaching/learning approaches for Japanese learners to understand the
complex concepts of Japanese particles “wa” and “ga,” especially global “ga” particles.
The findings indicated that even the students in the 400-level courses showed very high
error rates on the global “ga” questions, which implies that currently used textbooks or
in-class instructions do not sufficiently explain students the usage of those particles.
Moreover, learning and being in an immersion environment will not necessarily be
sufficient for learners to acquire the concept of those Japanese particles. Thus, further
research on new instructions or acquisition process of those particles is necessary to
effectively learn and teach those complex particles.
Possible research on the particles, “wa” and “ga,” will be analyzing how those
particles are used in real life context oral/written contexts based on existing authentic
materials, which will allow researchers to identify patterns and frequency of each usage
of the particles. Based on the findings of the research, teaching/pedagogical materials,
especially focusing on the use of global “wa” and “ga,” can be developed in order for
Japanese learners to learn how to use those particles in a more naturalistic way. It is
important to note that more data/findings of the linguistic research should be applied and
incorporated into practical language instructions and teaching materials.
In spite of the significant results and implications of the present study, there were
some limitations of the study that need to be addressed. First, even though a sufficient
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number of participants who were or had taken Japanese language courses at the
university were collected to provide a statistically significant data and results, the sample
size of the present study was limited. Since approximately 25 to 30% of the whole
student population at the university in which the research was taken place is Japanese or
Japanese American, which is a considerably beneficial environment for Japanese leaners,
the participants recruited from the particular university that the researchers selected for
the study may not represent the larger population. In addition, the sample size was small,
and a replication with a larger sample size is necessary to appropriately generalize the
findings of the present study. Participants from other universities ought to be recruited to
participate in a replication of the present study in the further examination.
Moreover, students’ Japanese language proficiency was operationally defined as
the most current Japanese language course’s level that they were taking or had taken;
however, this operational definition of the IV might not be accurate, and the students’
language proficiency might vary even within the same course level.

There was a

possibility that students had not taken any Japanese language courses for a year after their
study abroad and that their Japanese language skills became poor compared to the levels
right after they came back from study abroad. Also, the online survey used in the present
study did not ask the participants’ heritage languages and their ethnicities, which might
be related to their Japanese language proficiency, regardless of the Japanese language
course levels. Therefore, those questions should be included in further investigation, and
students’ language proficiency can be measured in different ways, such as using the score
of standardized language exams.
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Furthermore, because the experiment was conducted through the online survey,
the researcher could not control the environment in which the participants took the online
survey exam. Therefore, it was possible that some of the participants were distracted by
other people or external factors, which might have prevented them from being
appropriately assessed by the online survey exam. Employing the larger sample size
would solve this issue in further investigation because a random assignment would be
able to be used to minimize the effect of confounding variables.
How and to what extent study abroad experience influences the process of
Japanese second language learning process, including understanding and acquiring the
concepts of complex Japanese particles, should be further investigated. In future research,
how various experiences in immersion settings affect the second language learning
differently should be also explored. Moreover, in order to minimize and examine the
effects of potential confounding variables, studies should employ pretests and posttests
before and after participants study abroad to observe more clear linguistic improvements.
In addition, future research should explore the functions of those complex
particles, especially global “wa” and “ga” particles, in deeper level to create and promote
more effective and efficient instructions and learning process.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Cloze Test
*There will be 48 blanks to be filled in with a particle either は or が . Please fill in the
blanks with a particle that you think sounds most natural. Please work only forward and
do not work backward after each question.
（１）さとう：だれ（ ）がくせいなの？
やまだ：スミスさんです。
（２）さとう：これ（ ）ほんなの、それともざっし？
やまだ：ほんです。
＊ざっし= magazine それとも= or
（３）さとう：Audition、どうだった？
あした けっか（

）わかります。

＊けっか= result
（４）さとう：このくろいカサ、やまだくんの？
やまだ：いえ、それ（ ）わたしのじゃありません。
（５）さとう：このケーキ、おいしいねえ。
やまだ：おいしいですねえ。これ、スミスさん（

）つくったんです。

（６）さとう：あたらしいかいしゃどう？
やまだ：Owner（

）いいんですけど、Manager がちょっとうるさいんです。

＊かいしゃ= company うるさい= rigid
（７）さとう：きょうのかいぎには だれがいくの？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、わたし（
が。
（８）さとう：いちばんすきなたべものはなに？
やまだ：Pizza（
（９）さとう：どのひと（

）いちばんすきです。
）がくせいなの？

やまだ：あかい sweater のひとです。
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（１０）さとう：このくろいカサ、やまだくんの？
やまだ：いえ、そのあかいの（

）わたしのです。

（１１）さとう：きょう、パーティーにいかないの？
やまだ：ええ、ともだち（

）うちにくるんです。

＊うち= my home
（１２）さとう：あのおおきいひと（ ）だれ？
やまだ：スミスさんです。
（１３）さとう：よしださん（

）おもしろいひとだね。

やまだ：そうですね。
（１４）さとう：だれ（

）いくの？

やまだ：スミスさんです。
（１５）さとう：あした、きんようび？
やまだ：いえ、あした（

）きんようびじゃありません。

（１６）さとう：その software どう？
やまだ：なかなか いいですよ。にほんごで E-mail（

）できるんんです。

（１７）さとう：この sweater はどう？
やまだ：いろ（

）いいですけど、size がちょっとちいさいですね。

（１８）さとう：ビール、のまないの？
やまだ：ええ、ちち（

）うるさいんです。わたし、まだ１９ですから。

＊ちち= my father うるさい= strict まだ= still
（１９）さとう：あのおおきいひと（ ）どこのがくせい？
やまだ：SUA のがくせいです。
（２０）さとう：いい computer かったね。
やまだ：ええ、まあ。Design（

）すきなんですけど、speed がおそいんで

す。
（２１）さとう：あのひと、たなかせんせい？
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やまだ：いえ、あのひと（

）たなかせんせいじゃありません。

（２２）さとう：いちばんきらいな たべものはなに？
やまだ：Carrots（

）いちばん きらいです。

きらい= dislike
（２３）さとう：どのひと（

）いくの？

やまだ：あかい sweater のひとです。
（２４）さとう：あの すしレストランは なにがおいしい？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、まぐろ（ ）おいしくないですね。
＊まぐろ= tuna
（２５）さとう：だれが １ねんせい？
やまだ：スミスさん（

）１ねんせいです。

（２６）さとう：テニスしない？
やまだ：テニス（

）できないんです。

（２７）さとう：あした、きんようび？
やまだ：いえ、きょう（
（２８）さとう：これ（

）きんようびです。

）おもしろいほんだね。

やまだ：そうですね。
（２９）さとう：やまだくん、よしださんにでんわした？
やまだ：いえ、よしださんにはスミスさん（

）でんわしました。

（３０）さとう：きのうの party には だれがいったの？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、わたし（ ）いきませんでした。
（３１）さとう：どのひとが １ねんせい？
やまだ：あの あかい sweater のひと（

）１ねんせいです。

（３２）さとう：フランスご、できる？
やまだ：フランスご（

）わかりません。

（３３）さとう：あのひと、たなかせんせい？
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やまだ：いえ、そのとなりのひと（ ）たなかせんせいです。
（３４）さとう：あしたの party で、すしたべたいねえ。
やまだ：じゃ、わたし（

）すしかってきましょう。

（３５）さとう：あのひと（

）だれ？

やまだ：スミスさんです。
（３６）さとう：Paper かいてるの？
やまだ：ええ、あした（

）due なんです。

（３７）さとう：スミスさん（

）がくせいなの、それともせんせい？

やまだ：がくせいです。
＊それとも= or
（３８）さとう：きょうはいそがしくて かいぎにいけないなあ。
やまだ：じゃ、わたし（

）いきましょうか？

（３９）さとう：やまだくん、あしたのかいぎに いくの？
やまだ：いえ、わたし（

）いきません。

（４０）さとう：どれがスミスさんのくるま？
やまだ：あの あかいの（

）スミスさんのです。

（４１）さとう：あれ、もうかえるの？
やまだ：ええ、そとで taxi（

）まってますから。

（４２）さとう：すし、たべない？
やまだ：すし（

）すきじゃないんです。

（４３）さとう：あのひと（

）どこのがくせい？

やまだ：SUA のがくせいです。
（４４）さとう：テレビで football よくみる？
やまだ：いえ、football（

）きらいなんです。

（４５）さとう：どのくるまがスミスさんの？
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やまだ：あの、あかいの（

）スミスさんのです。

（４６）さとう：えいごのがっこう、どう？
やまだ：せんせい（ ）おもしろいんですけど、しゅくだいがおおいんです。
（４７）さとう：こんどのかいぎはいつがいい？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、かようび（

）だめでしょうね。

（４８）さとう：あの あかい sweater のひと、スミスさん？
やまだ：いえ、そのまえのひと（

）スミスさんです。

Appendix B: Demographic Questions
*Please answer the following questions.
1. What grade are you in?
- freshman
- sophomore
- junior
- senior
2. Which level of the Japanese language course are you currently taking/ have you taken
most recently?
- 200 level
- 300 level
- 400 level
3. Have you been to Japan for study abroad? (Yes or No)
- Yes
- No
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Appendix C: Cloze Test Answers
[Local: Wa]
（２）さとう：これ（ ）ほんなの、それともざっし？
やまだ：ほんです。
＊ざっし= magazine それとも= or
（４）さとう：このくろいカサ、やまだくんの？
やまだ：いえ、それ（ ）わたしのじゃありません。
（１２）さとう：あのおおきいひと（ ）だれ？
やまだ：スミスさんです。
（１３）さとう：よしださん（

）おもしろいひとだね。

やまだ：そうですね。
（１５）さとう：あした、きんようび？
やまだ：いえ、あした（

）きんようびじゃありません。

（１９）さとう：あのおおきいひと（ ）どこのがくせい？
やまだ：SUA のがくせいです。
（２１）さとう：あのひと、たなかせんせい？
やまだ：いえ、あのひと（
（２８）さとう：これ（

）たなかせんせいじゃありません。

）おもしろいほんだね。

やまだ：そうですね。
（３５）さとう：あのひと（

）だれ？

やまだ：スミスさんです。
（３７）さとう：スミスさん（

）がくせいなの、それともせんせい？

やまだ：がくせいです。
＊それとも= or

（３９）さとう：やまだくん、あしたのかいぎに いくの？
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やまだ：いえ、わたし（

）いきません。

（４３）さとう：あのひと（

）どこのがくせい？

やまだ：SUA のがくせいです。

[Global: Wa]
（６）さとう：あたらしいかいしゃどう？
やまだ：Owner（

）いいんですけど、Manager がちょっとうるさいんです。

＊かいしゃ= company うるさい= rigid
（７）さとう：きょうのかいぎには だれがいくの？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、わたし（

）ちょっといそがしいんです

が。
（１７）さとう：この sweater はどう？
やまだ：いろ（

）いいですけど、size がちょっとちいさいですね。

（２０）さとう：いい computer かったね。
やまだ：ええ、まあ。Design（

）すきなんですけど、speed がおそいんで

す。
（２４）さとう：あの すしレストランは なにがおいしい？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、まぐろ（ ）おいしくないですね。
＊まぐろ= tuna
（２６）さとう：テニスしない？
やまだ：テニス（

）できないんです。

（３０）さとう：きのうの party には だれがいったの？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、わたし（ ）いきませんでした。

（３２）さとう：フランスご、できる？
やまだ：フランスご（

）わかりません。

（４２）さとう：すし、たべない？
やまだ：すし（

）すきじゃないんです。
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（４４）さとう：テレビで football よくみる？
やまだ：いえ、football（

）きらいなんです。

（４６）さとう：えいごのがっこう、どう？
やまだ：せんせい（ ）おもしろいんですけど、しゅくだいがおおいんです。
（４７）さとう：こんどのかいぎはいつがいい？
やまだ：さあ、よくわかりませんけど、かようび（

）だめでしょうね。

[Local: Ga]
（１）さとう：だれ（ ）がくせいなの？
やまだ：スミスさんです。
（３）さとう：Audition、どうだった？
あした けっか（

）わかります。

＊けっか= result
（８）さとう：いちばんすきなたべものはなに？
やまだ：Pizza（
（９）さとう：どのひと（

）いちばんすきです。
）がくせいなの？

やまだ：あかい sweater のひとです。
（１４）さとう：だれ（

）いくの？

やまだ：スミスさんです。
（１６）さとう：その software どう？
やまだ：なかなか いいですよ。にほんごで E-mail（
（２２）さとう：いちばんきらいな たべものはなに？
やまだ：Carrots（

）いちばん きらいです。

きらい= dislike
（２３）さとう：どのひと（

）いくの？

やまだ：あかい sweater のひとです。
（２５）さとう：だれが １ねんせい？
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やまだ：スミスさん（

）１ねんせいです。

（３１）さとう：どのひとが １ねんせい？
やまだ：あの あかい sweater のひと（

）１ねんせいです。

（４０）さとう：どれがスミスさんのくるま？
やまだ：あの あかいの（

）スミスさんのです。

（４５）さとう：どのくるまがスミスさんの？
やまだ：あの、あかいの（

）スミスさんのです。

[Global: Ga]
（５）さとう：このケーキ、おいしいねえ。
やまだ：おいしいですねえ。これ、スミスさん（

）つくったんです。

（１０）さとう：このくろいカサ、やまだくんの？
やまだ：いえ、そのあかいの（

）わたしのです。

（１１）さとう：きょう、パーティーにいかないの？
やまだ：ええ、ともだち（

）うちにくるんです。

＊うち= my home
（１８）さとう：ビール、のまないの？
やまだ：ええ、ちち（

）うるさいんです。わたし、まだ１９ですから。

＊ちち= my father うるさい= strict まだ= still
（２７）さとう：あした、きんようび？
やまだ：いえ、きょう（

）きんようびです。

（２９）さとう：やまだくん、よしださんにでんわした？
やまだ：いえ、よしださんにはスミスさん（

）でんわしました。

（３３）さとう：あのひと、たなかせんせい？
やまだ：いえ、そのとなりのひと（ ）たなかせんせいです。
（３４）さとう：あしたの party で、すしたべたいねえ。
やまだ：じゃ、わたし（

）すしかってきましょう。
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（３６）さとう：Paper かいてるの？
やまだ：ええ、あした（

）due なんです。

（３８）さとう：きょうはいそがしくて かいぎにいけないなあ。
やまだ：じゃ、わたし（

）いきましょうか？

（４１）さとう：あれ、もうかえるの？
やまだ：ええ、そとで taxi（

）まってますから。

（４８）さとう：あの あかい sweater のひと、スミスさん？
やまだ：いえ、そのまえのひと（

）スミスさんです。

Appendix D: Cloze Test Answers/ English Translation
[Local: Wa]
（２）Sato: Is this a book or magazine?
Yamada: (It is a) book.
（４）Sato: Is this black umbrella yours, Mr. Yamada?
Yamada: No, it’s not mine.
（１２）Sato: Who is that tall person?
Yamada: (That’s) Mr. Smith.
（１３）Sato: Mr. Yoshida is a funny man, isn’t he?
Yamada: That’s right, isn’t it?
（１５）Sato: Is tomorrow Friday?
Yamada: No, tomorrow is not Friday.
（１９）Sato: Which school is that tall person from?
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Yamada: (That’s) a student from SUA.
（２１）Sato: Is that person Mr. Tanaka?
Yamada: No, he’s not Mr. Tanaka.
（２８）Sato: This is a interesting book, isn’t it?
Yamada: That’s right, isn’t it?
（３５）Sato: Who is that person?
Yamada: (That’s) Mr. Smith.
（３７）Sato: Is Mr. Smith a student or a teacher?
Yamada: (He is a) student.
（３９）Sato: Mr. Yamada, are you going to the meeting tomorrow?
Yamada: No, I am not.

（４３）Sato: Which school is that person from?
Yamada: (That’s) a student from SUA.
[Global: Wa]
（６）Sato: How is it going to with your new company?
Yamada: The owner is good but the manager is a little picky.
（７）Sato: Who is going to today’s meeting?
Yamada: Well, I am not sure but I am a little busy…
（１７）Sato: How do you think of this sweater?
Yamada: The color is good, but the size is a little too small.
（２０）Sato: You’ve got a nice computer, haven’t you?
Yamada: Well, sort of. I like the design, but it’s a little slow.
（２４）Sato: What’s good in that sushi restaurant?
Yamada: Well, I am not sure, but tuna is at least not good.
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（２６）Sato: Why don’t we play tennis?
Yamada: I cannot play tennis.
（３０）Sato: Who went to the party yesterday?
Yamada: I am not sure, but at least I didn’t go.
（３２）Sato: Do you understand French?
Yamada: No, I don’t understand French.
（４２）Sato: Won’t you have sushi?
Yamada: (It’s the case that) I don’t like sushi.
（４４）Sato: Do you often watch football on TV?
Yamada: No, (it’s the case that) I don’t like football.
（４６）Sato: How is it going with your English school?
Yamada: The teacher is interesting, but the homework assignments are little too
much.
（４７）Sato: What day would be the best for the next meeting?
Yamada: I’m not sure, but Tuesday is probably bad because everybody seems busy on
that day.
[Local: Ga]
（１）Sato: Who is a student?
Yamada: Mr. Smith is.
（３）Sato: How was the audition?
Yamada: I’ll know the result tomorrow.
（８）Sato: What is the food you like best?
Yamada: I like pizza best.
（９）Sato: Which person is a student?
Yamada: (It’s) the one in a red sweater.
（１４）Sato: Who’s going?
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Yamada: Mr. Smith is.
（１６）Sato: How do you like the software?
Yamada: This is considerably good. You can send e-mail in Japanese.
（２２）Sato: What is the food that you hate most?
Yamada: I hate carrots most.
（２３）Sato: Which person is going?
Yamada: The one in red sweater is.
（２５）Sato: Who are freshmen?
Yamada: Mr. Smith is a freshman.

（３１）Sato: Which person is a freshman?
Yamada: That tall person in red sweater is a freshman.
（４０）Sato: Which is Mr. Smith’s car?
Yamada: That red one is Mr. Smith’s.
（４５）Sato: Which car is Mr. Smith’s?
Yamada: That red one is (Mr. Smith’s).
[Global: Ga]
（５）Sato: This cake tastes good, doesn’t it?
Yamada: It really does, doesn’t it? It’s Mr. Smith that made this.
（１０）Sato: Is this black umbrella yours, Mr. Yamada?
Yamada: No, the red one is mine.
（１１）Sato: Aren’t you going to a party today?
Yamada: That’s right. (It’s the case that) a friend of mine will come visit me.
（１８）Sato: Don’t you have beer?
Yamada: Right. My father is strict because I am still 19 years old.
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（２７）Sato: Is it Friday tomorrow?
Yamada: No, today is Friday.
（２９）Sato: Mr. Yamada, did you call up Mr. Yoshida?
Yamada: No, I didn’t, but as for Mr. Yoshida, Mr. Smith called him.
（３３）Sato: Is that person Mr. Tanaka?
Yamada: No, the one next to him is Mr. Tanaka.
（３４）Sato: We want to have some sushi at the party tomorrow, don’t we?
Yamada: Well, then I will get some.

（３６）Sato: Are you writing a paper?
Yamada: Yes. The due is tomorrow.
（３８）Sato: I am afraid I am too busy to go to the meeting today.
Yamada: Well, then, shall I go (for you)?
（４１）Sato: Oh, are you leaving already?
Yamada: Right, because a cab is waiting for me.
（４８）Sato: Is that person in red sweater Mr. Smith?
Yamada: No, the one in front of him is Mr. Smith.
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The Need for World War II Literature in the Young Adult Classroom

Introduction:
The most horrific global event to occur in modern history was World War II. The scope
of this war was so extensive that virtually every nation on earth was impacted in one way or
another, some only by financial repercussions but many by direct involvement. As is the case
with most wars, WWII has spawned a great deal of literature. This body of literature about
World War II has grown dramatically in recent years, as more survivors have felt compelled to
tell their stories before they die and as more research into events surrounding the war has led to
more non-fiction accounts, as well as fictional works based on actual events. Several works are
our last opportunity to capture first-hand accounts of WWII since its survivors are rapidly dying
off. Together, these works represent the diverse perspectives of various countries, ethnicities,
and religions, as well as soldiers and civilians of all ages.
Most of these works are accessible to young adults. Even though many schools in the
United States are adopting Core Curriculum requirements, which include some World War II
works, we still need to teach and provide access to a variety of WWII literature in young adult
classrooms both in the U.S. and around the world so that young adults have exposure, through
literature, to the atrocities of a world war in the hopes that they will avoid the mistakes of their
predecessors.
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Rationale:
Because few civilized people groups were exempt from the broad scope of World War II,
we must do all we can to prevent its recurrence. Education is the best way to do this, and one of
the most effective ways of educating today’s young adults is through literature. Granted, history
texts abound, but young adults are more likely to read and absorb information from literature
than from factual, less emotionally charged textbooks. As Bushman and Bushman claim, “We
believe that students need to start with their emotions and feelings and then move forward to
more sophisticated responses” (84). Thus, young adult readers of World War II literature may
begin with emotional reactions to war, but these early emotional reactions will then translate to
the more “sophisticated responses” that will, ideally, lead to pro-active responses to war versus
reactive measures. As Graham Salisbury, author of the World War II novel Under the BloodRed Sun, states, “I personally don’t think there is a better way of teaching—of getting ideas and
concepts into the awareness of young minds—than through stories….[W]e vicariously
participate in having to make extremely important decisions. Fiction is a powerful way of
modeling the human experience” (G15). For young adults, literature, fiction and non-fiction
alike, provides valuable personal insights into the War that cannot be captured through history
texts alone. Thus, we owe it to our young adults to teach them the literature that can expand
their views of the world in general, and World War II in particular, to depict what can happen if
errant ideology is not kept in check.

Objectives:
The purpose of this paper is to:
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•

Demonstrate a need for the use of WWII literature in young adult classrooms in order to
remind students of the significance of this important time in history and to broaden their
perspectives on the events of WWII;

•

Present a classification of various types of young adult WWII literature;

•

Analyze various examples of the literature to emphasize its teachability; and

•

Present a list of WWII literature accessible to young adults.

Expected Outcomes:
This study will encourage teachers of young adults to provide a variety of WWII literature in
their classrooms. This exposure to a variety of WWII literature will potentially provide the
following benefits:
•

It will develop more compassion in young adults as they read the tragic and challenging
stories of multiple peoples, cultures, and religions and help them understand that many
countries, including Germany, suffered during this terrible time in history.

•

It will help young adults better understand the complexities of civilization and, therefore,
the need to interact in a cooperative manner with those from other countries and
ethnicities.

Analysis:
Although all World War II young adult literature belongs in the genre of historical
fiction, it can further be classified into three main types: non-fiction, fiction based heavily on
fact, and pure fiction using only the broad backdrop of WWII as its setting. The most moving,
compelling, and most accurate of the WWII texts are the non-fiction accounts of the survivors,
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followed closely by the non-fiction works of researchers. However, even though these accounts
are the most valid of the WWII texts, they are often also the most challenging and difficult to
read, especially for younger readers, since the graphic details can be overwhelming if they have
not been softened by their writers.
A plethora of non-fiction narratives about World War II has emerged in recent years as,
after decades of silence, survivors have finally begun to voice their stories before they die.
These voices are surfacing from multiple nations and a variety of war situations. Among these
voices are survivors of concentration camps, prisoner of war camps, prisoner death marches,
hiding places, and internment camps, as well as first-hand remembrances of those who did not
survive. Regular citizens, family members, and soldiers have all spoken out, as have members
of resistance movements and clandestine saboteurs. Former Nazi officers have even vocalized
their involvement in the war. In addition to these voices, researchers are recording more and
more stories from WWII.
One of the best known and earliest non-fiction narratives is Anne Frank: The Diary of a
Young Girl, the actual diary of a young Jewish girl in hiding with her family in Amsterdam. This
work reveals not only the fear of discovery, but also the trials of confinement of several people in
close quarters. Sadly, the diary ends abruptly when Anne and her family are discovered and
arrested, then sent to a concentration camp. Only Anne’s father survives the cattle car transport
and concentration camp stay. Young adults relate well to this work since the protagonist is a
teenager herself; however, caution must be applied when this selection is used with younger
students, since some of the intimate details of Anne’s diary are not appropriate for all ages.
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In a much more recent work, Eva’s Story, Eva Schloss, the posthumous step-sister of
Anne Frank, recounts her own experiences during the war. This work is an even more vivid and
thought-provoking read than Anne Frank’s, since it details not only the terrors of hiding, but also
the horrific conditions of concentration camp life, followed by the traumatic ordeal of returning
home after the camp was closed, and the difficulties of trying to adjust to post-war life without
her father and brother. Eva’s life intersects posthumously with Anne Frank’s when Eva’s now
widowed mother marries Anne’s widowed father. Young adults will also be able to relate to this
work because of the teenaged protagonist; nevertheless, caution in the use of this work is highly
recommended since several of the passages contain very graphic descriptions and other passages
contain some sexually explicit details not appropriate for young adults or for a classroom setting.
Night, by Elie Wiesel, also provides disturbing images of the Nazi concentration camps.
After ten years of self-imposed silence after his release from the concentration camps, Wiesel
broke his silence by giving voice to his own experiences. Like Eva Schloss’s work, Wiesel’s
work is a graphic, detailed account of the concentration camps; however, if possible, it is even
more intense because it provides powerful images of the horrid crematoriums, giving specific
examples of children being burned and, in one example, of a son being forced to put his own
father into the crematorium. Although Wiesel was fifteen at the time he and his family were
taken to the concentration camps, making him relatable to young adult readers, strong caution is
advised in the use of this book with young adults due to the disturbing images conveyed by
Wiesel. Nonetheless, this work rightfully been taught in numerous high schools since the firsthand portrayals of the atrocities that occurred in the concentration camps are also the very
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reminders that young adults need to view if they are to be instrumental in preventing future such
incidents.
A powerful non-fiction picture of another aspect of World War II is John Playter’s
Survivor. A survivor of the Bataan death march and Japanese prison camps, as well as a torpedo
attack on a Japanese ship he was on, Playter for fifty years felt unable to tell his horrific story of
captivity at the hands of the Japanese until a sermon by his pastor convinced him that he needed
to forgive the Japanese. The details of human endurance almost beyond belief in the face of
humiliation and physical deprivation are heart-wrenching, to say the least. Although this work
was not written for young adults and, in many cases, is too intense for younger readers, it
nonetheless provides a powerful look at a sometimes ignored facet of the war that young adults
need to see.
Yet another dimension of WWII seldom discussed until the past couple of decades is that
of the internment camps located in the U.S. for the re-location of the Japanese living here.
Perhaps the most well-known of the personal, non-fiction narrative accounts is Jeanne Wakatsuki
Houston’s Farewell to Manzanar. In this work, Jeanne reveals in great detail her family’s life
prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor, her father’s subsequent arrest as a supposed traitor, and the
entire family’s incarceration in Camp Manzanar in California. Since Jeanne was only a young
child of six when Pearl Harbor was attacked, her reflections capture a child’s perspective of the
war combined with an adult’s interpretation. This book, already in use in many classrooms and
recommended by Common Core, is accessible for young adult readers middle school through
high school. Although Wakatsuki’s work effectively conveys the loss of freedom, the
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humiliation, and the confusion accompanying internment in one’s own country, it does so in a
way easily grasped by younger readers yet not too simplistic for older readers.
In addition to the many, many personal narratives that have emerged from World War II,
research into this era has also spawned a great deal of non-fiction. Among these works are many
reporting on the concentration camps, including such books as We Remember the Holocaust;
Survivors: True Stories of Children in the Holocaust; and Escape: Children of the Holocaust.
Several others, such as Yours, Anne: The Life of Anne Frank; Anne Frank in the World; and
Memories of Anne Frank: Reflections of a Childhood Friend, provide more details of Anne’s
life. The Anne Frank Case: Simon Wiesenthal’s Search for the Truth relates the account of
renowned Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal and his hunt for the officer who arrested Anne’s
family. All of these works are easily accessible for young adults of all ages.
The Japanese internment camps have also become the subject of many non-fiction
works, partially because their location in the U.S. has made it easier to research them and also
because they were so well-documented in photographs. One example is Imprisoned: the
Betrayal of Japanese Americans During World War II, a photo-documentary detailing the lives
of the Japanese in the camps, as well as providing one of the few records of Japanese men
serving in the U.S. military despite the fact that most of their families were being held as
prisoners by the very country they were serving.
One very intriguing example of a non-fiction work is Darkness over Denmark:
The Danish Resistance and the Rescue of the Jews, by Ellen Levine. A small country, Denmark
is not renowned for its fighting role in World War II, nor is it at the forefront of stories of
oppressed countries and their invasion by Germany. In fact, when Hitler initially invaded this
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small country, he wanted to occupy it peacefully, thereby taking advantage of its fertile and very
productive farmlands. Eventually, however, the Jews living there faced deportation to
concentration camps like so many other Jews. Levine interviewed dozens of Danes and located
pictures of actual events in Denmark to provide this fascinating account of a country and its
people that stood up to Hitler and saved most of its 8000 Jews. Levine’s work is accessible to
young adults of all ages and would be a good addition to any classroom discussion of the
different countries involved in WWII.
With so many readily available non-fiction accounts of World War II, it almost seems
pointless to have fictional accounts, yet many do exist. Many of these works came into existence
before survivors felt emotionally strong enough or even safe enough to tell their stories. As a
result, some of the fictional stories closely follow reality, but change the details enough to
protect the identities of those involved. This category of fiction based heavily on fact makes up
the second category of World War II literature.
One example of a novel based on a true story is Susan Campbell Bartoletti’s The Boy
Who Dared. After doing extensive research, Bartoletti traces the contagious atmosphere created
in the early days of Hitler’s rise to power and the excitement protagonist Helmuth felt about
becoming one of Hitler’s boy soldiers. Eventually, like so many of Hitler’s soldiers, Helmuth
became disillusioned and turned to resistance against Hitler. For his efforts, he was eventually
put into prison and executed for being a traitor. Helmuth’s true story is painful enough to
imagine, but Bartoletti has made it more poignant by filling in the emotional aspects as well as
the facts. This technique could be criticized for potentially softening the harsh reality facts about
WWII provide, but it also serves to give life to characters who would otherwise be just a name
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on a page. (Bartoletti also has an excellent non-fiction book, Hitler Youth: Growing up in
Hitler’s Shadow, on the subject of Hitler Youth.)
Another work that very closely follows a real-life person, with the enhancement only of
personal aspects such as facial expressions, dialogue, and emotions, is A Special Fate, Chiune
Sugihara: Hero of the Holocaust, by Alison Leslie Gold. A diplomat from Japan to the tiny
country of Lithuania in Europe, Sugihara was instrumental in allowing nearly 6000 Jews to
escape from Lithuania, at great risk to his own life. This work is accessible to young adults of all
ages and is beneficial for showing acts of heroism, especially of a Japanese man whose nation
was at war with the world being willing to risk his life for thousands of Jews he had never met.
The shocking revelations coming out of the concentration camps from the non-fiction
accounts naturally have also led to fictional accounts based on the true stories that could not be
told. Alan Gratz’s Prisoner B-3087 is based on the true story of Jack Gruener’s amazing journey
during the war from hiding to ten different concentration camps. The details are grim and clearly
convey the tortures Gruener endured, including the time at Birkenau when he stood waiting
under the shower heads expecting to be gassed but was showered with cold water instead. As
with other accounts of the concentration camps, parts of this novel may be too graphic for
younger students, but it is certainly appropriate for older young adult readers.
The Japanese internment camp story is told in a fictional account based on the actual
lives of real boys in the “Dear America” book The Journal of Ben Uchida. Author Barry
Denenberg carefully researched these camps before telling their story in diary form. Perhaps a
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bit too simplistic for high school students, this book still provides valuable insight into this often
under-represented part of our history.
A somewhat different approach to World War II stories is Maryann Macdonald’s
Odette’s Secrets, unique in that it is written in free-verse poetry, making it a novel in verse.
Though fiction, this story was inspired by real-life Odette Meyers, a young Jewish girl living in
Paris at the story’s beginning. Despite the fact that her family did not consider themselves
practicing Jews, Odette is forced to flee to the country after her father enlists in the French army
and her mother joins the French resistance movement. Odette is kept safe in the country by
pretending to be Catholic and fitting in with a non-Jewish lifestyle. Although this work is
missing the gruesome images of such things as hiding in cellars and concentration camps, it
nevertheless effectively conveys the turmoil into which multitudes of families were tossed by the
war. Because it is a novel in verse, it is a quick read for classroom use.
An even more unique approach to telling a World War II story is the Maus books by Art
Spiegelman, whose father was a prisoner in the concentration camps. Maus I and Maus II are
graphic novels based on his dad’s concentration camp experiences in which Spiegelman portrays
the Nazis as cats and the Jews as innocent mice. True to the characteristics of graphic novels, the
dialogue and narrative are limited, but the illustrations, in this case of concentration camps, are
quite detailed. In fact, if some of the scenes were not of cats and mice instead of humans, they
would be nearly unbearable.

For example, the scene of corpses piled high outside the camp

barracks is only slightly more palatable because the corpses are mice; nonetheless, the
illustration is not so softened as to weaken the awfulness of the concentration camps. The
graphic novel format of the Maus books, as well as other World War II graphic novels such as
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Resistance, about the French resistance movement, by Carla Jablonski and Leland Purvis, makes
these novels accessible to most young adult readers, but age-appropriateness needs to be
determined due to the graphic nature of the illustrations.
Of course, in addition to the many non-fiction accounts and works of fiction relying
heavily on fact, works of pure fiction, using the true backdrop of WWII but with invented
characters and plots, abound in World War II literature. While these works may not be as
powerful as the non-fiction or close parallels to non-fiction works, they can still be effective
reminders of the far-reaching impact of a world war.
One poignant story of the invasiveness of World War II is Lois Lowry’s Number the
Stars. Set in Denmark, the story describes the ordeal of the Danish Jews and the Resistance
movement in that country. With her skill as the consummate story-teller, Lowry easily puts
readers in the shoes of ten-year old protagonist Annemarie Johansen and allows them to
experience the fears as she does. Designed for younger readers, this winner of the Newberry
Medal is an excellent way to introduce the painfulness of the war without the intensity of some
of the personal narratives.
In another fictional account, Graham Salisbury’s Under the Blood-Red Sun tells the story
of eighth-grader Tomi. Born in Hawaii to Japanese-born parents who came to America with
their parents to find a better life, Tomi faces major challenges when Pearl Harbor is bombed and
his father and grandfather are arrested for being Japanese. An excellent look at the war as it
impacted Hawaii, this novel also comes with common core activities and an educator’s guide.
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Two more novels set in Honolulu are Harry Mazer’s A Boy at War and A Boy No More.
These gripping novels tell the story of high schooler Adam who watches as the Japanese sink his
father’s ship, the USS Arizona, right before his eyes. The transformation he undergoes from boy
to man and the emotional impact from his father’s entombment on the ship are clearly conveyed
in Mazer’s novels, both of which work well for high schoolers but are also accessible to most
younger readers.
Author Avi provides a fictional look at an American family during World War II. While
Dad is off fighting in the war, Mom works in a “rosie-the-riveter” job. The story focuses on
eleven-year old protagonist Howie who becomes concerned when he finds out his teacher is
losing her job because she is pregnant while her husband is off fighting in the war. This purely
fictional account does a good job of showing what World War II life in America could have been
like with dads off fighting in the war, air raid sirens going off, kids taking on grown-up roles,
and the father of the protagonist’s best friend getting killed in the war. This book is a good
fictional look at World War II life in America.
Perhaps the most imaginative of the World War II novels is Jackie French’s Hitler’s
Daughter. In this story, which is set in Australia, young Anna begins telling her friends a story
about Heidi, Hitler’s daughter. As Anna continues her tale of this innocent girl and her rather
distant relationship with her famous father, it almost becomes difficult for the reader to
distinguish between fiction and reality. The novel is age-appropriate for younger readers, but the
intrigue of thinking of Hitler as a father, a human being instead of a monster, raises a number of
discussion questions appropriate for older middle schoolers, as well.
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Conclusion:
Although this paper has dealt exclusively with the various types of books written about
World War II, many short stories and poems, as well as a few plays, have also been written on
this subject. Some of these short stories and poems may be more accessible for younger young
adult readers due partially to their length and partially to the often less intense content they
contain.
Regardless of the genre used to present World War II literature to young adults, the
important factor is to expose young adults to this literature. Of course, “Anytime we bring the
inhumanity of war to children through literature, there is the risk of either traumatizing the child
or trivializing the event” (Trelease qtd. on Propp cover), so the literature must be chosen
carefully and be age-appropriate, but the potential benefits of using war literature are significant.
Although the mere act of reading is not typically enough to change a person’s behavior, it does
stimulate thinking and, hopefully this thinking will lead to positive behavior. The intent of using
World War II literature in the classroom is not to advocate tolerance, since certain behaviors
(such as the establishment of the concentration camps) should not be tolerated, but it is to
encourage peaceful resolution of conflict. Without reminders of the almost unspeakable
atrocities of World War II and its far-reaching tentacles, we are much more likely to be teaching
our young adults a subtle policy of avoidance of life’s challenges. Since an extensive body of
World War II literature for young adults is easily available, we need to make a commitment to
provide it to our students in hopes of instilling a greater spirit of compassion and cooperation
among nations.
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WORLD WAR II READING LIST
(**Caution: non-fiction written for adults, so some very graphic descriptions, but some parts
provide very valuable information important for young adults to read)
A Boy at War—Harry Mazer (Honolulu)
A Boy No More—Harry Mazer (Honolulu)
A Pocket Full of Seeds—Marilyn Sachs
A Separate Peace—John Knowles
A Special Fate. Chiune Sugihara: Hero of the Holocaust—Alison Leslie Gold
Alicia, My Story—Alicia Appleman-Jurman
The Anne Frank Case: Simon Wiesenthal’s Search for the Truth—Susan Goldman Rubin
Anne Frank in the World—compiled by the Anne Frank House
**Anne Frank: the Diary of a Young Girl—Anne Frank
Attack on Pearl Harbor—Allison Lassieur (interactive)
Autumn Street (America)—Lois Lowry
B for Buster—Iain Lawrence (Canadian Air Force to England)
Behind the Bedroom Wall—Laura E. Williams (Germany)
The Boy Who Dared—Susan Campbell Bartoletti
Chinese Cinderella & the Secret Dragon Society—Adeline Yen Mah
Daniel Half Human---David Chotjewitz (Germany)
Darkness Over Denmark—Ellen Levine (Danish Resistance)
Don’t Say a Word—Barbara Gehrts (Germany)
Don’t You Know There’s a War on?—Avi (USA)
Eleanor’s Story: An American Girl in Hitler’s Germany—Eleanor Ramrath Garner
Elephant Run—Roland Smith (London/Burma)
Elly: My True Story of the Holocaust—Elly Berkovits Gross
The Endless Steppe—Esther Hautzig (Russia)
Escape: Children of the Holocaust—Allan Zullo
**Eva’s Story: A Survivor’s Tale by the Stepsister of Anne Frank—Eva Schloss (nonfiction)
“Everything Became a Secret: Paulette Pomeranz’ Story”-Maxine Rosenberg(Greece-nonfiction)
Farewell to Manzanar—Jeanne & James Houston (USA internment camp)
Fly Girl—Sherri L. Smith
Friedrich—Hans Peter Richter, trans. from German (Germany)
Grace in the Wilderness—Aranka Siegal
Great Escapes of WWII—George Sullivan
Greater than Angels—Carol Matas (Germany/France)
The Green Glass Sea—Ellen Klages
The Hidden Girl: A True Story of the Holocaust—Lola Rein Kaufman
The Hiding Place—Corrie Ten Boom
Hiroshima—John Hersey
Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler’s Shadow—Susan Campbell Bartoletti (non-fiction):
Hitler’s Daughter—Jackie French
Hostage to War—Tatjana Wassiljewa (Russia)
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I am Fifteen and I Don’t Want to Die—Christine Arnothy (Budapest, Hungary)
Imprisoned:The Betrayal of Japanese Americans During WWII—Martin W. Sandler (internment)
I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor—Lauren Tarshis
The Journal of Ben Uchida: Citizen 13559, Mirror Lake Internment Camp—Barry Denenberg
Katarina—Kathryn Winter
The Key is Lost—Ida Vos (Holland)
The Little Riders—Margaretha Shemin (Holland)
Maus I & II—Art Spiegelman (German concentration camps—graphic novels)
Memories of Anne Frank: Reflections of A Childhood Friend—Alison Leslie Gold
Milkweed—Jerry Spinelli
My Friend, the Enemy—Janie Cheaney (U.S.)
My Secret War: The WWII Diary of Madeline Beck—Mary Pope Osborne (New York)
**Night—Elie Wiesel
Number the Stars—Lois Lowry
Odette’s Secrets—Maryann Macdonald (France)—novel in verse
Phantoms in the Snow—Kathleen Benner Duble (Colorado)
The Pianist—Wladyslaw Szpilman (Warsaw)
Play to the Angel—Maurine F. Dahlberg
Prisoner B-3087—Alan Gratz (Poland, concentration camps)
Resistance: Book I—Carla Jablonski & Leland Purvis (France—graphic novel)
A Separate Peace—John Knowles (USA)
The Silver Sword—Ian Serraillier
A Special Fate: Chiune Sugihara, Hero of the Holocaust—Alison Leslie Gold
Soldier Boys—Dean Hughes
Soldier X—Don Wulffson
Someone Named Eva—Joan M. Wolf (Czechoslovakia)
Stones in Water—Donna Jo Napoli
Summer of my German Soldier—Bette Greene
**Survivor—John Playter (non-fiction—survivor of the Bataan death march)-selected passages
Survivors: True Stories of Children in the Holocaust—Allan Zullo & Mara Bovsun
True Stories of the Second World War—Paul Dowswell
Under the Blood-Red Sun—Graham Salisbury (Hawaii)
The Upstairs Room—Johanna Reiss (Holland)
War Dogs & Other Tales of Courageous Canines—Joanne Mattern
We Remember the Holocaust—David A. Adler (non-fiction w/pictures)
Weedflower—Cynthia Kadohata (USA internment camp)
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit—Judith Kerr
When the Soldiers were Gone—Vera W. Propp
Wish Me Luck—James Heneghan (England)
Yours, Anne: the Life of Anne Frank—Lois Metzger
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skechbooks containing predefined exercises intended to provide rigor and routine. Teaching
content is delivered through a mixture of live demonstrations, pre-recorded demonstrations,
and an instructional website available 24-7 allowing students to learn at their own pace. At
times focused on quantity and repetition, other times on quality and craft, this new approach
strategically balances the need for practice and performance.
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Abstract:
Documentary is always considered as a film category that is actuality-reflected that
presents reality and stories about what happened in the real world. However, for activist
documentary, it is more than an aesthetic approach to reality but a way to process social
changes and promote social justice. On the other hand, punk music was originally a form of
music that advocated anti-commercial and even anarchy. This paper took the angles from punk
music to analyze the ways activist documentary tried to process social changes. Two significant
punk bands Sex Pistols from the “English scene” and Bikini Kill from the “Riot Grrrl scene”
were analyzed to draw a connection between activist documentary and punk music. The results
suggested that in order to widen the social influence of activist documentary, filmmakers and
producers should 1) connect the contents of the film with major social problems; 2) affiliate
mainstream media to expand their audience base.
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Introduction
Documentary is always considered as a film category that is actuality-reflected that
presents reality and stories about what happened in the real world (Nichols, 2010, p.7-14). The
contents of documentary are various, but one of the most significant factors of this type of film
is “social weight” that cultural and political issues were often taken into account (Murray, 2009,
p.68). As she stated, this factor is the one that distinguishes documentary from others.
John Grierson, the father of documentary films in English-speaking countries, has
contributed to the idea of social issues. According to Barsam (1992), Grierson is the progressive
thinker who was enthusiastic about social change, thinking that social improvement was
important (p.78-9). Belgian filmmaker Henri Storck has commented to Grierson that “Grierson
always…saw documentary films as a weapon, as a tool for creating a society” (Barsam, 1992,
p.80). In 1926, the establishment of Empire Marketing Board (EMB) film unit by British
government and its lead of British documentary movement served as a milestone of using film
for public purposes, at that point, presenting the social problems of British working class.
As far as I’m concerned, Grierson and his team is one of the leading characters in film
history that emphasized the importance of social changing through documentary. However,
such type of social-concern documentary only “presents” the society and the problem, Grierson
and other members of EMB film unit did not actively involve in the problem and force the
changes through social actions. For me, their films were just like the lectures that delivered
rather than immersed to the audiences.

Activist and Documentary
Aguayo (2005) in his doctoral dissertation has concluded that, in order to consider a
documentary as a tool of social changes to become activist documentary, it must include the
criteria that “1) it functions to open up a space for collective political action; 2) it is connected
in some way to an action focused social movement; 3) it intervenes in the process of social
change by facilitating action beyond mere consumption and elaboration of identity and 4)
activist texts become caught up into political discourse bigger than itself and circulate among a
variety of mediums” (p.13). As one of the few scholars who have a comprehensive thought in
activist documentary, Aguayo used Paradise Lost and Fahrenheit 9/11 as the primary cases to
analyze how activist documentary, through rhetorical approach, affected social changes.
Based on the above statements, activist documentary seems to carry the function that
engages social changes. As Aguayo further summed up that “activist documentary should be
defined in terms of its function in the process of social change and by the manner in which the
camera is utilized as a tool of social justice” (p.223). Nichols (2010) also has a similar
statement by concentrating on the voice of documentary, addressing “[t]he voice of
documentary can make claims, propose perspectives, and evoke feelings, [and] documentaries
seek to persuade or convince us by the strength of their point of view and the power of their
voice” (p.68). According to Aguayo (2005), activist documentary bubbled “to the surface in a
time of political and social unrest, the 1930s, the late 1960s and the early 1990s” (p.40). These
three periods were later referred as the emergence of the first, second and third wave of activist
documentary in America, that each wave concerned the society under a given historical

contexts.
Although Aguayo gave a horizon on activist documentary by using the theories in rhetoric
studies, and other scholars have more or less touched the edges of it, yet there have not enough
thorough and comprehensive literature that can provide a panoramic view of activist
documentary. For the sake of critiquing activist documentary, this essay would also explore and
apply the theoretical frameworks from a different academic discipline, in this case punk culture,
to see whether the similarities between activist documentary and punk culture are sufficient to
create the interaction.

Why Punk
To illuminate the conjunction between punk culture and activist documentary, I first need to
provide a brief introduction of punk as both musical and cultural phenomenon. The whole
concept of punk is huge that it has been blocked into different “scene”. The first one was called
“New York Scene” in 1974-1976, and then it followed with “English Scene”, “California
Hardcore Scene”, “First wave Straight Edge”, “Second wave Straight Edge”, “Riot Grrrl Scene”
and “Pop-punk Scene”. Each “scene” represented a desire and aesthetics toward society and
authority, and these desires all referred by the music performance, lyrics, outfits and personal
attitude of the “punkers”.
To begin, as a music subgenre, punk emerged in the mid-1970s, New York City. According
to Legs McNeil, one of the cofounders of Punk magazine, the term punk was used for the
reason that “it seemed to sum up the thread that connected everything we liked—drunk,

obnoxious, smart but not pretentious, absurd, funny, ironic, and things that appealed to the
darker side” (Moore, 2010, p.1). It is widely acknowledged that a club in New York’s Lower
East Side, CBGB (stood for “Country Blue-Grass Bules”), was the starting point of punk
culture. This club was the only place in New York that dedicated exclusively to underground
music in 1974 (Thompson, 2004, p.10). It has witnessed the success of bands such as Television,
The Ramones and Patti Smith, which later considered as the icons of earliest punk generation.
Just as Hilly Kristal, the owner of CBGB, has suggested, these bands refused being commercial
(Thompson, 2004, p.10). They were growing stronger under the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) ethic,
and kept eluding and undermining the music industry (Moore, 2010, p.36).
It was the “English scene” that majorly moved punk into the spotlight of mass media
(Moore, 2010, p.47). Sex Pistols formed in 1975 in England has triggered the punk movement
in the United Kingdom one year later and established the “English Scene” in punk history. The
band was managed by Malcolm McLaren, who was a former manger of American rock band
New York Dolls and the one witnessed the “New York Scene”. This was also the moment that
put punk in a political and ideological stage (Mason, 2008, p.16). Their famous singles
“Anarchy in the U.K.” and “God Save the Queen” were like the huge bombs that throwing to
the English people. These songs were offensive and sharply satirizing the UK authority.
However, unlike bands in New York Scene that avoided commercialization, Bands in English
scene knew how to use major labels to draw attentions. Besides Sex Pistols who signed with
EMI, famous punk band like The Clash also joined one of the “Big Six” record companies CBS.
However, they still owned their right of song producing, which was expressed through a famous

“three chords” punk rock discipline: “This is a chord. This is another. This is a third. Now form
a band” (Thompson, 2004, p.20)
Both scenes involved the downside of social situation. Steve Whale from The Business has
addressed in Dynner’s Punk’s Not Dead 1 (2007) that both working-class identity and feeling
wrong and angry about society are the commonplace of early punkers. In 1975, the city of New
York was in the middle of a major fiscal crisis and brought to the brink of bankruptcy, and such
crisis had increased the rate of unemployment up to 10 percent. Since then, a series of economic
and political changes including neoliberalism and post-Fordism referred by Moore (2010) have
started (p.5), where individualism and materialism had been highlighted. A bunch of young
people, decided to create the sounds that completely differed from the rock music of older
generations and refused mainstream. Punk music, in this sense, has been considered as “a
response to the demise of rock and the failure of Sixties utopianism” (Moore, 2010, p.8).
Similarly, unemployment levels reached their highest in the United Kingdom in mid-1970s.
Apart from economics, social and political crisis also affected the British people. British youth,
especially, found themselves “in a society embroiled in racial and class conflicts” (Moore, 2010,
p.9). Punk music, at this point, served as the “main thrust” of the new social (dis)order (Ibid).
Above are the very beginnings of punk, these fundamental desire and ideas supported punk
music as a social phenomenon to disseminate punk culture to the later scenes such as “Straight
Edge” which acclaimed clean-living ideology (Haenfler, 2006, p.8), and “Riot Grrrl scene”

1

Punk’s Not Dead (2007) is one of the most famous documentary films about punk music. The documentary was directed by
Susan Dynner, an American hardcore punk fan. It included various punk rockers’ interviews and stage scenes and
behind-the-scenes footages. The film also appeared in numerous film festivals.

which advocated women being independent (Arneil, 1999, p.189).
To choose punk culture as the field to relate to activist documentary is because both of
them are dealing with social issues and try to challenge the existing authority. According to
Chamberlain (2007), the punk movement, at the very beginning, was “the same, time-tried
rejection of existing rules and the rowdy voice of change: a statement of discontent through an
inarticulate voicing of problems: loud, if not clear, shocking and forthright” (p.13), where
activist documentary is focusing on making a difference through social action. However, it is
not enough for a documentary to be “activist”, what activist documentary should do is to
“create a public space within which citizens and decision makers can encounter, discuss, and
decide to act on the issues raised” as Whiteman stated (Aguayo, 2005, p.13; Stokes & Holloway,
2009, p.346). Similarly, Joel, activist and singer of Memphis band That Was Then claimed
during the “Straight Edge” scene that “all this jumping and screaming around doesn’t mean
anything unless it changes who you are in the rest of the world out there” (Haenfler, 2006,
p.59).
Punk music could also affect such changes as a form of popular culture. Aguayo (2005) has
stated that popular culture may be a way to launch the processes of social change (p.230).
Therefore, as two major powers that brought punk music to the mainstream in different periods,
Sex Pistols and Green Day both played the vital roles in distributing political view to the public
and influencing social change.

Punk Culture and Social Changes

For the purpose of this essay, I would analyze two significant punk bands Sex Pistols from
the “English scene” and Bikini Kill from the “Riot Grrrl scene”. Through the analysis, I would
find whether the punk bands could serve as the function of activist documentary which provides
a space for social discourses and what aesthetics we can take from these punk bands to activist
documentary.

Sex Pistols and Anarchy
Sex Pistols was the message of rebellion to the society. The concept of this band was raised
by manager Malcolm McLaren, who rebuked the “peace and love” liberal attitudes of the
sixties and the ruling system. McLaren knew the best way to get attention was to exploit the
mass media and commercial culture (Moore, 2010, p.47). Therefore, he used media to assault
the society, and Sex Pistols also represented McLaren’s thoughts. Two famous songs, “Anarchy
in the UK” and “God Save the Queen”, as mentioned above, showed their rebellious and
nihilistic attitudes. “Anarchy in the UK” is a completely attitude-displayed song. It begins with
“I’m an anti-Christ/I am an anarchist/Don’t know what I want/But I know how to get it/I wanna
destroy the passer-by/cos I wanna be anarchy”. The lyrics are bold and explicit. Considering the
fact that all the band members did not have adept musical skills, most of the attentions were
indeed drawn from the lyrics. In another song “God Save the Queen”, they labeled the Queen as
the “fascist regime” and “no human being” and sang with “God save the Queen/We mean it
man/There is no future/In England’s dreamland”. If to say “Anarchy in the UK” only sounds
like a bunch of kids expressing themselves, in “God Save the Queen”, they further put their this

attitude directly to the authority. Furthermore, the music and the melody from Sex Pistols’
songs were usually rough and loud. As Moore (2010) stated, rhythm and voice could reflect
social condition and cultural meaning (p.19). The rough guitar sound expressed the voice from
the low-class who did not have much control, and the loud noise from constant drum beats was
more about the fervent and continuous dissent of social situation.
However, it was never enough to just deliver the rebellious attitudes. The reason why punk
became a phenomenon in the Britain, then around the world was because its milieu. Youth in
the 1970s had a strong feeling in the rapid decline of British economic which thrust the country
into “structural turmoil” and provoked the severe social issues such as racism and xenophobia,
so people needed something to comfort and evoke them, and punk music like Sex Pistols
appeared as a wake-up call “of the end of civilization” (Moore, 2010, p.47). Thus, many
working-class and middle-class youths, who were tired of the grim class system and foresaw a
bleak future, found the frustration and rage encapsulated from Sex Pistols’ songs (Campbell &
Brody, 2007, p.365).
Where an attitude becomes a fashion, it spread wider. The DIY ethic was the key element.
Sex Pistols, inherited from the “New York scene”, encouraged people to design their own
clothes, start their own magazines (zines) and set up own record labels and stores. Sex Pistols’
lead singer Jonny Rotten once said that “we wanted to be amateurs” (Mason, 2008, p.26).
Under the situation of devastating unemployment rate, such ethic seemed to be appropriately
disseminated. DIY ethic not only appeared to be a path of refusing mass market, it also brought
the idea of resisting authority and

promoting anarchy, because with the development of DIY

technology, people were more capable to work by themselves and reduced the dependence on
authority (Manson, 2008, p.31).

Bikini Kill and Girl Power
The reason why I choose “Riot Grrrl scene” is because, unlike former scene that primarily
put attention on the whole social and political views, it was remarkable in triggering other
social discourses, which was female identity. Riot grrrl is a movement allowed people to
rethink the social, cultural, economic and political power of female youth (Kearney, 1997,
p.224).
The concept of “Riot Grrrl scene” associated with punk culture was grown in the USA in
the year of 1991. With claiming “revolution grrrl-style now!”, it was promoted by the members
of Bikini Kill who “voiced the idea of girls and women asserting themselves through
underground music” (Leonard, 1997, p.230). The word “grrrl” is a definition of girl identity
roaring back at the dominant culture which reinvested the new meaning of feminism (Gottlieb
and Wald, 2006, p.360). This word was invested with a new set of connotation that the notion of
“‘grrrl’ can do anything she wants” and the concept of angry, assertive feminist were signified
(Leonard, 1997, p.232). The term Girl Power, popularizing by Riot Grrrl was appearing as
“Grrrl Power” on the cover of a Bikini Kill fanzine in the early 1990s and it was rewrite as
“Girl Power” in Bikini Kill’s album and single in 1995 (Currie, Kelly & Pomerantz, 2009, p.7).
All the riot grrrl movement was based on the problematics of women in subculture. Women
historically restricted by the social identity, and in rock culture, they were refused as not of

masculinity. Many girls in the middle-class were under the pressures from family who wanted
them to be “nice” girls wanted to find a way to be different from the “nice” (Gottlieb & Wald,
2006, p.360). All these social resistance spurred to the emergence of riot grrrl movement.
Beginning at Olympia, WA, Bikini Kill was one of the most recognized female punk bands
in the early 90s and “as the most potential threat to the male-dominant underground” (Raha,
2005, p.207). Here is a paragraph about the influence of Bikini Kill from Raha:
…The revolution Bikini Kill envisioned reflected a new brand of feminism; Kathleen
Hanna [the lead singer of Bikini Kill] often flashed the audience, sometimes pointing out
her cellulite, scrawled the words “Bitch” or “Slut” on her stomach, and sang of sexual
attraction to both girls and boys, allowing women, particularly feminists, to be at once
angry and sexual. Thanks to Bikini Kill and other female punk bands of the time, the
images of women shifted in underground music from misunderstood muses or heartless
bitches to empowered, lovingly angry, educated protagonists (p.207).
Such desires also expressed in their songs. Famous song “Rebel Girl” is about being free in
sexuality. “Rebel girl/you are the queen of my world/I think I wanna take you home/I wanna try
on your clothes” are the lyrics of the song, showing a blur relationship between female and
female in both physical and emotional way. Other than lyrics, the music style of Bikini Kill was
often with angry, aggressive and “in-your-face” attitude (Kearney, 1997, p.212). They combined
the notion of third wave feminism and the spirit of punk culture in 1970s. In this sense, the
music in “Riot Grrrl scene” often contained screaming, which is a “radically polysemous
nonverbal articulation that can simultaneously and ambiguously evoke rage, terror, pleasure,
and/or primal self-assertion” (Gottlieb & Wald, 2006, p.359). This is also what the word “grrrl”
represented. According to Saha (2005), Mark Anderson and Mark Jenkins, who support riot
grrrl movement wrote on their book Dance of Days that the performance of Bikini Kill, the

representation of Riot Grrrls during a March for Women’s Lives benefit in 1992 “wasn’t exactly
music, but something potent and true” (p.204).
However, what coalesced with Riot Grrrl as a social movement primarily was the approach
to DIY cultural production of zines. The riot grrrl zines usually focused on five topics including
sexuality, sexual abuse, self-destructive behaviors, sexual harassment and puberty (Moore, 2010,
p.127). These zines were as the platforms of discourse that allow young women to express and
discuss with themselves about the social issues. To some extent, riot grrrl already became a
system of communication rather than single music movement (Leonard, 1997, p.238). Rather
than using zines as a way to promote the self, most of the zines’ writers emphasized on the need
for feedback, such as Ella, the author of zine Pariah, stated: “It’s up to you – this should be a
dialogue, so take a pen and paper to continue this conversation” (Leonard, 1997, p.239).

Analyze and Critique Activist Documentary
From the aesthetics of punk culture discussed above, we can get the ideas of how punk
music delivered its desire and affected social changes. In activist documentary, filmmakers and
directors try to do the same things.
If we take Sex Pistols or Bikini Kill as the roles of film directors, and their songs as
documentary film, we may see a common element of punk music that most of them are rough,
loud and point directly to the political and social issues. Their lyrics were subjective and
aggressive, and merely left any space for boardroom discussion. They urgently used guitar as
the weapon to disclose the social problems and, particularly in early punk, the disordered

control of authority and government. Some of these factors could be discover in activist
documentary.
For example, in Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), he illustrated a number of facts
and documents he got to question the event of September 11, 2001. Moore used a satirical
method to address the special financial relationship between the Bush family and Saudi about
martial commerce, and how the Bush government, for getting the profits from weapons,
announced to attack Iraq. It is not only an investigated report but also a discourse to the
American authority. So in this sense, Sex Pistols used songs to question UK government in
1970s. Their lyrics and music reflected the rebellious attitude about the fervent and continuous
dissent of the Queen and English government. We can also sense the similar attitude from
Moore.
However, what is important for activist documentary is to provide the space for social
discourse and action and itself as a process of social action. According to Whiteman and his
theory of “coalition screening model” which encourage people from different community to
join together (Aguayo, 2005, p.113), a key factor to widen the influence of activist documentary
requires such space. In this case, the reason why punk music and punk attitude developed so
rapid was because its DIY ethics allowed people to gather together and express. It seems both
fields have the similarity. Riot Grrrl disseminated the attitude of empowered female through
DIY fanzines (zines), and provided the room for conversations, just as the words of a zine in
Los Angeles: “I know circulation will start small…but with luck, once you all start reading-and
contributing to this-we can get the word out…”(Leonard, 1997, p.238). Of course, today,

Internet has made such conversations easier. Many punk rock bands such as Anti-Flag would
use their official website to promote their thoughts and interact with their fans.
Another particular element spurring punk culture, especially early punk in the 1970s, was
social context, where economic and social conditions were very poor. What make activist
documentary being emerged were also closely related to specific milieu. Taking Michael
Moore’s films as examples, Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004) was conducted based on the tragedy in the
fall of 2001, another film Sicko (2007) was about the current health insurance problem in the
US. According to Aguayo (2005), the success of the activist media texts is dependent on its
connection to embodied social change (p.221). In the films, such desire of changing was
portrayed. However, when considering such influences that activist documentary would bring,
we must also consider the level of seriousness of society based on social context. In punk
culture, the reason why the “English scene” brought much more attentions was because
unemployment rate kept increasing and youth could feel the conflict among races and classes.
Furthermore, people were tired of the older generation rock n roll music style and they wanted
something different. Under such circumstance, punk band such as Sex Pistols could then evoke
a great number of people’s feelings. However, “Riot Grrrl scene” has less influence not only
because it focused on a particular gender, but also, for my perspectives, women have less
concern on female issues that presented in the “punk rock” format in the 1990s due to the
sufficient changes in the first and second wave feminism movements in early 20 century and
1960s. Therefore, even though third wave feminism did cause influences, people did not simply
rely on the angry music for revolution, that explained why Riot Grrrls kept working

underground.
Depend on the social contexts in punk culture, we may find that the amount of people who
can mostly relate to the social issues should be taken into consideration. Same as activist
documentary, as far as I’m concerned, the reason why some films could not cause many
attentions is because they do not relate to the major problems. Although these problems may be
severe, yet they may not be big enough to catch people’s eyes. To evaluate the effect of activist
documentary, based on the aesthetics from punk culture, one may not only concern the process
of social action the film could bring, but also consider about the facts that how many people are
really aware of the action.

Conclusion
Activist documentary and punk culture, to some extent, share the same desires. Both want
to used either camera or music instruments to involve in the social actions. In fact, most of the
punk musicians were contributing to make a difference through practical action rather than
stand and perform, such as Sex Pistols promoting their political and living desires through
television interview.
Punk culture has emerged as a social action and today, it becomes a type of popular culture
for mass production. People may judge that punk has lost its spirit and come to the end.
However, it is one of the shortest ways for promoting to the mass about what punk culture is.
There was why Sex Pistols and the “English Scene”, even through they were later than the
“New York Scene”, created more social influences, because they became commercial and

mass-producing. There still show their political side today such as Green Day’s albums
American Idiot (2004) and 21st Century Breakdown (2009). Same as punk culture, activist
documentary, as a platform of showing such political attitude, still have their market for
triggering social action which affects changes.
As mentioned, however, filmmakers and producers making activist documentaries need to
know how to and when to create such actions. There have many music genres that are related to
and involve in social action, but why punk music can stand alone as an independent style?
Perhaps punk movement was emerged in the right period or perhaps they were unique and
special. In this sense, for activist documentary, to build a unique style for mass to accept may be
needed.
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Abstract
This paper is the sixth in a series reporting on the downside aspects of globalization. This sixth paper
focuses on the impact of globalization on global climate change. Globalization includes many different
and complicated issues. There are biological, cultural, ecological, economic, environmental, ethical,
political, and technological aspects to consider in globalization just to name a few of the many
complicating factors. Many would argue that globalization benefits all countries that participate in world
markets (Thompson, 2007). On the other hand, others would argue that globalization erases national
boundaries and hurts workers and the environment (Moyers, 2007). This paper takes the latter position
that there are philosophical downsides, presenting documented anecdotal and quantitative evidence of
some of the negative impacts resulting from globalization. This paper presents a discussion of some
effects of globalization as compared with some of the ethical aspects of globalization. A framework is
developed for the reader to draw his/her own personal conclusion regarding the philosophical pros and
cons of globalization based on this discussion.
Purpose: The purpose of this paper is threefold: first, to develop a conceptual framework for academic
discourse about globalization; second, to generate peer feedback on the issues raised in the body of this

paper; and, third to provide a foundation for future empirical research on the topic of the philosophical
and ethical aspects of globalization.
Scope: This paper is limited to a discussion of a selected number of the effects and a number of the
ethical aspects associated with the implementation of globalization. Within this limited scope the reader
is left to reach his/her own conclusions about the merit of the implementation of globalization.
A Working Definition of Globalization
Before continuing we should present a definition of globalization, as it is used in this paper.
Steger (2003) in the first chapter of his book offered the following working definition of globalization:
“Globalization refers to a multidimensional set of social processes that create, multiply, stretch, and
intensify worldwide social interdependencies and exchanges while at the same time fostering in people a
growing awareness of deepening connections between the local and the distant.” The author will use this
generic working definition through the remainder of this paper.
Economics
If we were to limit our discussion of globalization to only the economic issues it would seem
that the issue has a great upside and very little downside. The following economic pluses and minuses
of globalization were summarized in a popular business publication (“The Pros and Cons,” 2000) as
listed below:
Some economic pluses of globalization are:
a. Productivity grows more quickly when countries produce goods and services in which they have
a comparative advantage (economies of scale). Living standards can go up faster in this situation.
b. Global competition and cheap imports keep a lid on prices, so inflation is less likely to derail
economic growth.
c. An open economy spurs innovation with fresh ideas imported from abroad.
d. Jobs exported to other countries often pay more than home-country jobs.

e. Unfettered capital flows give the country access to foreign investment and assists in keeping
interest rates low.
Some economic minuses of globalization are:
a. In this country (the U.S.A.) millions have lost jobs due to imports or production shifts to foreign
locations. Most seeking replacement jobs find that the new replacement jobs pay less than their
old jobs that were outsourced.
b. Millions of others fear losing their jobs, especially at those companies operating under
competitive pressure.
c. Workers face pay-cut demands from employers using the threat of international outsourcing of
their work.
d. Service and white-collar jobs are also increasingly vulnerable to operations moving offshore.
e. Home-country employees can lose their comparative advantage when companies build advanced
factories in low-wage countries, making the foreign factories as productive as those at home.
Analyzing the facts from a purely economic viewpoint, many find that the pluses outweigh the minuses
of globalization. Before we accept the economic conclusion however we should look at some of the
other considerations when evaluating globalization.
The following sections describe some of the effects on global climate change brought about by
globalization.
Climate Change
This section describes and discusses the climate changes that are taking place because of global
warming, caused at least in part by globalization. Later sections describe and investigate the causes and
effects of global warming.
In this paper we will use the term “climate change” instead of global warming. We use climate
change because as the earth’s average temperature climbs, winds and ocean currents move heat around

the world in ways that cool some areas, warm others, and change the amount of rain and snow falling.
As a result, the climate changes differently in different areas, i.e. the changes are not distributed equally
across the globe as global warming might imply (IPCC, 2007). This climate change is happening at a
faster rate than some living things may be able to adapt. Changes in the climate that has historically
taken thousands of years, are now taking place over the period of a few decades. This increased rate of
climate change poses new and more unpredictable challenges to all life on the planet (Environment,
2013).
Warming of the climate system is unequalled, and since the 1950’s, many of the observed
changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed,
the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the concentration of
greenhouse gases has increased. (IPCC, 2007)
The above statement of fact leads us to the question: What specifically is causing these changes
to the global climate system?
Cause of Climate Change
Scientists have spent years figuring out what could be causing global climate changes. The
amount of warming that has been measured cannot be explained by studying the natural cycles and
events that are known to influence climate. The conclusion is that the only way to explain the climate
change pattern is to consider the effect of greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted by human activity.
One of the first things scientists learned is that there are several greenhouse gases responsible for
warming, and humans emit them in a variety of ways. Most come from the combustion of fossil
fuels in cars, factories and electricity production. The gas responsible for the most warming is
carbon dioxide, also called CO2. Other contributors include methane released from landfills and
agriculture (especially from the digestive systems of grazing animals), nitrous oxide from

fertilizers, gases used for refrigeration and industrial processes, and the loss of forests that would
otherwise store CO2. (Environment, 2013)
How serious is this release of carbon dioxide as a cause? Since 1990, yearly emissions of carbon
dioxide have increased by about 6 billion metric tons of “carbon dioxide equivalent” worldwide; more
than a 20 percent increase (IPCC, 2007). The next obvious question to be addressed is: What are the
effects of this increase in carbon dioxide emissions on the climate?
Effects of Climate Change
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, eleven of the twelve hottest years
since thermometer readings became available occurred between 1995 and 2006 (IPCC, 2007).
As the mercury rises, the climate can change in unexpected ways. In addition to sea levels rising
weather can become more extreme. This means more intense major storms, more rain followed by
longer and drier droughts (a challenge for growing crops), changes in the ranges in which plants and
animals can live, and loss of water supplies that have historically come from glaciers. (Environment,
2013)
Some impacts from increasing temperatures that are already happening have been listed by The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007):
1. Ice is melting worldwide, especially at the Earth’s poles. This includes mountain glaciers, ice sheets
covering West Antarctica and Greenland, and Artic sea ice.
2. Breeding pairs of the Adelie penguins on Antarctica have fallen from 32,000 to 11,000 in 30 years.
3. Sea level rise became faster over the last century
4. Some butterflies, foxes, and alpine plants have moved farther north or to higher, cooler areas.
5. Precipitation (rain and snowfall) has increased across the globe on average.
6. Spruce bark beetles have boomed in Alaska thanks to 20 years of warm summers. The insects have
chewed up 4 million acres of spruce trees.

Other effects are forecast by the IPCC that could happen later this century, if warming continues:
1. Sea levels are expected to rise between 7 and 23 inches by the end of the century. Continued melting
at the poles could add between 4 and 8 inches.
2. Hurricanes and other storms are likely to become stronger.
3. Species that depend on one another may become out of sync. For example, plants could bloom earlier
than their pollinating insects become active.
4. Floods and droughts will become more common. Rainfall in Ethiopia, where droughts are already
common, could decline by 10 percent over the next 50 years.
5. Less fresh water will be available. If the Quelccaya ice cap in Peru continues to melt at its current
rate, it will be gone by 2100, leaving thousands of people who rely on it for drinking water and
electricity without a source of either.
6. Some diseases will spread, such as malaria carried by mosquitoes. What about Ebola virus??
7. Ecosystems will change—some species will move farther north to become more successful; others
won’t be able to move and could become extinct. Wildlife research scientist Martyn Obbard has found
that since the mid-1980s, with less ice on which to live and fish for food, polar bears have gotten
considerably skinnier. Polar bear biologist Ian Stirling has found a similar pattern in Hudson Bay. He
fears that if sea ice disappears, the polar bears will as well (IPCC, 2007).
What is the relationship between globalization and these climate changes?
Globalization and Climate Change
Adam Smith provided the key to understand how an accumulating motor of capitalism fuels a
globalising(sp) economy. Kaplinsky summarized what Adam Smith wrote in 1776:
•

capitalism triumphs because of its ability to innovate and grow faster

•

more than that, innovation and growth are at the heart of the capitalist system

•

increasingly, this growth takes a global form, as new large scale technologies develop;
new forms of firm- and factory-organisation(sp) result in increasingly global value chains
producing for global markets

•

amongst other things, global value chains and global markets require transport, and
transport uses energy (Kaplinsky, 2008).

Kaplinsky goes on to explain that the energy required transporting products in extended global
value chains is placing impossible demands on the planetary biosphere. If humankind gets round to
taking action to stop global warming and climate chaos, this will necessarily have to be at the expense of
the current trajectory of energy-intensive production systems, probably through higher prices for energy.
The logic of shipping low-value vegetables, fruit and components around the world will be lost and
profitable production systems will necessarily place a greater emphasis on proximity. “Food miles”, for
example, are rapidly ascending in consumer consciousness as consumers ponder the rapidly evolving
change in global climate patterns (2008).
The connection between globalization and climate change described above seems obvious. It
would appear that other changes; in trade patterns and economic geography; future transportation
infrastructure and technology; power generation and transmission, as well as fuel sources and emissions
will each play a role in the future of climate change.
Philosophical Issues
Preceding sections in this paper (1) defined globalization, (2) described climate change, and (3)
developed the need for a framework for philosophical and ethical evaluation to be used in decisionmaking. The linkage of globalization to climate change was clearly established. Recognizing that
globalization is not the sole cause of climate change, its role is one that is to some degree controllable.
Today, globalization has provided the North American consumer a twelve month supply of fresh-cut

flowers, perishable broccoli, fresh strawberries, live lobster and even ice cream that have been
transported between continents, but; at what cost to climate change and its effects?
Based on what has been described above, the major premise of this paper is that for the good of
the planet the human/corporate decision making process should incorporate ethical evaluation when
making and implementing globalization plans and actions. For example, a corporate decision to import
strawberries from Chile in the Southern Hemisphere to the United States in the Northern Hemisphere
during the Southern Hemisphere growing season should include consideration of the framework for
philosophical and ethical evaluation described earlier in this paper. We should consider all of the
tradeoffs to climate change that would be made in such an undertaking. The final evaluation of this
premise is left up to the reader.
Some Additional Downsides of Globalization
Time permitting in the formal presentation of this paper we will discuss additional case studies
describing other downsides of globalization including: globalization’s impact on the Andean textile
industry; Cultural effects in the Peruvian Andes; worldwide Changes in National Income Equality;
Educational Dilution; and Forced Indigenous Relocations, all results of Globalization.
Final Evaluation and Conclusion
The final evaluation of the economic and ethics comparisons of globalization is left up to the reader.
In the context of this paper globalization is the problem as well as the solution when it comes to the
question of corporate ethics and economics. We are left with the question -- How do we reconcile these
seeming contradictions associated with economics, ethics, and globalization?
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Abstract
Networked computers have been introduced to the college-level second language writing
classrooms for several years. However, most studies on computer-mediated writing
instruction focus on learners’ attitudes towards and perceptions of using networked
computers and the impacts of computer-mediated communication (CMC) tools on learners’
composing and revision process. Relatively less research investigated how technologies
affect English as a second/foreign language (ESL/EFL) writing instruction from teachers’
perspectives. Because both teachers and students have active roles in the co-construction of
knowledge within any kind of classroom settings, teachers’ beliefs and experiences are
important sources for one to better understand the complexity of teaching writing with
computers. This study explored two ESL teachers’ perspectives on their instruction with
networked computers in hybrid and fully online writing courses. The results show that the
teacher in a hybrid ESL writing class had more positive attitudes towards the effectiveness of
the instruction than the one in completely online sessions. The nature of hybrid and online
classes affected how the teachers perceived their roles. Both teachers identified several
technological constraints, which could lead to pedagogical difficulties. Suggestions for better
online writing instruction are also included.
Keywords: First-year Composition; Hybrid writing classes; Online writing instruction;
Computer-mediated classrooms; ESL writing teachers

Introduction
The use of networked computers for writing instruction has been very popular in English
as a second/foreign language (ESL/EFL) settings in recent years. There is an increasing
number of institutions, offering online or hybrid courses on various subjects in many
disciplines. Some offer distance education programs for students to obtain both
undergraduate and graduate degrees. Furthermore, the recent development of massive open
online courses (MOOCs) also provides open access to a plethora of learning opportunities.
With networked computers, students can take courses online and be in a virtual classroom
without temporal and spatial constraints.
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Many studies have examined various issues of writing with networked computers in
native English speaking (NES) and ESL/EFL settings, such as writing performance, revision
process, and use of writing strategies. (Blin & Appel, 2011; Li & Coming, 2001; Levy, 2009;
Li & Zhu, 2013; Ling & Bridgeman, 2013; Ware, 2011; Warchauer, 2002, 2006; Yuan, 2003).
However, most of such studies looked at learners’ perspectives and development of their
writing expertise, but not necessarily teachers’. More studies that examine teachers’
viewpoints are needed to add to the current literature on computer-mediated L2/FL writing
instruction. This study investigates two ESL teachers’ perspectives on their writing
instruction with networked computers at the university level. The purpose was two-fold: to
better understand the impacts of networked computer technology on teachers and to explore
ways that might promote better future L2/FL writing instruction.
Research on Computer-mediated Writing Instruction
Studies on computer-mediated writing instruction in L1 settings have been numerous
and have looked at different aspects of the use of computers, such as its impacts on writing
quality, the composing and revision process, and learners’ writing apprehension (Arslan &
Sahin-Kizil, 2010; Beatty, 2013; Chang, 2012; Chao & Lo, 2011; Foroutan & Noordin, 2012;
Liang 2010; Shang, 2007). Other aspects investigated include the unequal distribution of
computer technology at schools and the issue of critical digital literacy (Moran, 1999; Vie,
2008). For example, some researchers have looked at the potential of using computers in
creating more equality because it is believed that the use of networked computers can break
down “traditional power structures and allow for more equal participation” among students
(Abuseileek, 2012; Chen, 2014; Sullivan & Pratt, 1996, p. 492; Zhao, Sullivan, & Mellenius,
2013).
Some studies have also shown positive effects of computer-mediated writing tools on
students’ writing performance in both NES and ESL settings. It has been found that the use of
computers facilitates revision and editing process due to spelling and grammar checkers and
editing functions, such as paragraph formatting, cut and paste. Pennington has noted that
using word processors “[promotes] intensive revision at word, phrase, and sentence level” in
ESL learners’ writing due to the small size of the text visible on the screen one at a time
(2004, p. 74). Some research on revision shows that the use of computer-mediated writing
activities, such as electronic peer review, results in high quantity, diversity, and breadth of
revision (Chang, 2012; Liou & Peng, 2009; Yang, 2011).
In addition to the word processing software, several applications of networked
computers have been used to enhance students’ writing skills. The applications include the
use of email, wikis, blogs, synchronous and asynchronous chats, online e-learning interface,
such as WebCT and Blackboard, and various social-networking sites. Yuan’s (2003) study
investigated the effects of online chats on advanced-level ESL learners’ writing development
in Singapore. The results show that online chats provided the ESL learners with a venue “to
put their grammatical knowledge to practice through meaningful communication” (p. 194).
Also, the use of networked computers provided students with an opportunity to comment on
one another’s paper totally online. Learners can exchange drafts via email or
upload/download their drafts through the e-learning interface and then use the common
editing features in word processing program (e.g. “Track Changes” or “Insert Comments” in
MS Word) to provide feedback. There are also many commercial software programs, such as
InterChange and OnlineMeeting, that integrate the functions of file sharing, synchronous
discussion, and editing futures so that learners can do online peer review more efficiently.
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Skinner and Austin (1999) conducted research on synchronous computer-mediated peer
conferencing. The computer conferencing, designed as a prewriting activity, involved 22 East
Asian ESL learners using synchronous chat to communicate in groups on assigned topics.
They found that by engaging in online conferencing, learners formed a virtual community for
communication. This not only offered a new means of communication, but it also helped
learners reduce their anxiety in speaking and writing in a second language. Other studies
similarly reported the motivational benefits of computer use in foreign language learning,
including more and longer online turn-taking among learners, reduced speaking anxiety, and
learner collaboration (Baralt, & Gurzynski-Weiss, 2011; Sun 2010). More importantly,
learners who were often unwilling to participate in face-to-face discussion had more
interaction with peers during computer conferencing sessions (Liang, 2010).
Although studies have shown positive effects of using networked computers on student
writing, it might not be uncommon to find teachers who experienced problems and challenges
in their instruction. Teaching writing online or with computers may take more time in
preparation and effort than teaching in a regular face-to-face classroom because one needs to
set up and maintain the course website, read student responses on the class discussion board,
and constantly post comments and feedback online, and so on. The lack of face-to-face
communication can also add up the complexity of online teaching. Peterson (2001) has
suggested that teaching online classes requires more writing teachers’ expertise “as courses
are written and delivered in online environments” (p. 359). Ragan and White (2001) also note
that the completely online classroom setting “places enormous demands on an instructor’s
writing skills” to provide feedback, facilitate discussion forums, and answer student questions
(p. 400). Unlike in a face-to-face setting, all the instructional communication in online
courses is “funneled thorough the written words” without paralinguistic features such as tones,
facial expressions, and body language to facilitate student understanding (Ragan & White,
2001, p. 403). Therefore, it might take extra work on the teacher to conduct writing classes
via networked computers.
Hailey, Grant-Davie, and Hult’s (2001) exploratory study based on online teachers’
experience has reported many problems that occurred in distance education courses at Utah
State University. One of the distance education courses they examined include first-year
English for NES students. Hailey et al. (2001) reported on the problems with volatility in
such courses. Inappropriate behavior, collaboration, and channels for complaint are three
major problems. They found that it was not uncommon to observe student “explosion” when
someone lashed out suddenly at fellow students or the teacher by posting challenging
messages. In addition, in an online environment, it was easy for frustrated students to enlist
allies or search for confederates via email. Hailey et al. (2001) encountered a case where two
students ganged up and sent complaint letters not only to the teacher but also to the
department head and the state governor. The teacher did not even have much time to respond
and quench the flame before the complaints got out of control.
As Hailey et al. (2001) have noted, teaching writing online can have many shortcomings
and potential problems in L1 settings. Teaching ESL/EFL online might be more challenging
and the problems observed in Hailey et al.’s (2001) study may become even more aggravated
for two reasons. First, the context might be more complicated since it involves not only
computer/electronic literacy but also second/foreign language (L2/FL) literacy. Students use
computers to develop writing skills in L2/FL, which may be very different from their native
language. Unlike in an L1 setting, the teachers need to deal with L2/FL issues. McCormick
and McLaughlin (2000) discussed the context of ESL computer literacy and mapped out the
role of participants, technology, language, and content. They argued that in ESL classrooms,
computer literacy, “just as language, can be simultaneously a tool of instruction and the
object of instruction” (p. 17). This duality makes the instruction more complex. In addition to
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the technology, teachers need to consider and examine language issues “to understand the
context dynamics and make appropriate adjustments” (McCormick & McLaughlin, 2000, p.
17).
Secondly, in many institutions, ESL programs/courses may be considered as
supplementary or secondary. This supplementary position might attract less funding and
attention, which can lead to fewer computer labs and insufficient resources for teaching
English as a second language (TESL) professionals. It is very likely that ESL teachers may
lack necessary support and resources (e.g. software for TESL purposes) when teaching with
computers. Therefore, the problems associated with teaching ESL writing online might be
more complicated than that in L1 settings.
Although many studies on using networked computers for writing instruction have been
conducted, it is worth noting that there are far more studies investigating the impacts on
students than those on teachers. In addition, while many reported on the positive effects of
networked computers on students’ writing development, studies on teachers indicate less
promising, if not negative, results. It has been found that computer-mediated writing
instruction can not only demand more preparation on teachers, but it can also be challenging
due to potential constraints, such as less face-to-face interaction. It is also worth noting that
many studies on teachers’ perspectives focus on English as L1 settings, not necessary on
ESL/EFL contexts. Relatively few investigated computer-assisted writing and instruction
from ESL/EFL teachers’ perspectives.
Almozaini’s (1998) and Kim’s (2003) research are among the very few studies that
examined ESL teachers’ beliefs and experience in their teaching with computers. Almozaini
(1998) looked at ESL teachers’ beliefs about their roles, students, software and hardware, and
how these influenced teachers’ classroom practices at American universities. The research
participants included three ESL writing instructors and 10 computer-assisted language
learning (CALL) teachers who used computers to enhance their foreign language instruction
in the four language skills. In his participants’ classes, only commonly available programs,
such as word processing and email, were used. The results show that although the teachers
had positive attitudes toward teaching with computers, their pedagogy in a computer lab was
similar to that used in traditional classrooms. Although Almozaini’s (1998) study documented
the teachers’ beliefs with detail, the computer applications used by his teacher participants
seem to be outdated and only limited to email and word processing programs. Since
instructional computer technology has evolved significantly and quickly in recent years, more
studies on the impact of up-to-date computer technology on writing instruction are needed to
help us better understand what computer-mediated writing courses might be entailed for ESL
teachers.
Kim (2003) investigated three college-level ESL instructors’ beliefs about the role of
teachers, L2 learning, and their integration of computers at a research-oriented university in
the U.S. Using an explorative case study design, Kim (2003) mainly focused on exploring
how the ESL teachers integrated CALL, what the ESL teachers’ beliefs about the role of
computers in the classroom were, and how their beliefs affected their design of the class. The
results show that although the three ESL teachers acknowledged the potential benefits of
computers in language learning, they were not convinced of the advantages that computers
would bring to their actual teaching and tended to limit their use of computers “in frequency
and manner” on the days the class was scheduled in a computer lab (p. 137). In addition, the
teachers’ use of computers did not necessarily yield a constructivist teaching approach since
they felt online discussion on an e-learning interface, called E-campus, to be less dynamic
and productive than face-to-face discussion due to its lack of synchronous interaction. In
conclusion, Kim noted that the teachers’ uncertainty of CALL mainly resulted from a lack of
effective teaching models with computers.
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Although the results of Kim’s (2003) study add to our current understanding of how
several ESL teachers in an American university context view CALL, it should be noted that
their perspectives cannot represent those in other contexts and are not generalizable due to the
small pool of participants. From Kim’s report of study, it was also not clear whether the
participants voluntarily requested to use computer labs or just followed the designed format
of the course required by their institution. Hence, Kim’s (2003) might be limited because the
volunteer, self-requested use of computer labs might play an important role in teachers’
beliefs and perceptions of computer-mediated instruction. In addition, Kim’s results cannot
be applied primarily to teaching ESL writing with computers, such as online or hybrid
first-year composition classes since the two courses Kim studied were not about academic
writing in specific but on English pronunciation and academic skills in general.
Therefore, more studies on teaching ESL writing with networked computers are
desperately needed to help us better understand teachers’ experience and perspectives.
Recently, more and more ESL writing teachers have incorporated various e-learning systems,
such as WebCT, Blackboard, and Angel. However, the impacts of such online learning
management platform on both students and teachers have not yet been well documented. In
addition, very few studies examine completely online ESL writing classes. Many aspects of
online ESL writing classes and their impacts on both students and teachers still remained to
be explored. This research was guided by three overarching questions:
1. What are ESL writing teachers’ views on their instruction with networked
computers?
2. What problems do ESL writing teachers encounter?
3. How do ESL writing teachers perceive their role in online and hybrid classes?
Methods
This study investigated the perspectives and experience of two college-level first-year
composition teachers who had taught a hybrid, or completely online ENG 107/108 classes in
the U.S. ENG 107/108 classes were equivalent to ENG 101/102, first-year composition
courses for NES students, and were required courses for all undergraduate students who were
non-native speakers of English at the research site in which the study was conducted.
First-year composition (FYC) courses are one of the many college classes that have been
offered online or in a computer-mediated classroom at many American universities. Although
most institutions still offer courses in a traditional face-to-face classroom, the number of the
online/hybrid sessions has been greatly increased. Within any kind of classroom settings, both
teachers and students actively participate in co-constructing knowledge. Investigating the
instructors’ beliefs and experience would help us better understand the possible complexity of
computer-mediated ESL writing instruction (Kern, 2006; Lam, 2000; McCormick &
McLaughlin, 2000).
To investigate ESL writing teachers’ perspectives of and experience in using networked
computer technologies in their instruction, this study used an exploratory qualitative, case
study research design. The aim was to better understand how technology was incorporated
into first-year ESL composition classes at the university level and how it affected writing
instruction from teachers’ points of view. The participants in this study present different
individual cases as each teaching context varies from one another in terms of students, course
design, classroom environment, teaching background and philosophy, and institutional
constraints. Such variables can affect teachers’ accounts regarding their ESL teaching
experience with networked computers. As Stake (1994) notes, case study is a form of
research “defined by interest in individual cases” (p. 236).
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The selection of the participants was based on purposive sampling, which allowed a
selection of “information-rich cases for study in depth” (Patton, 1990). Two ESL writing
instructors, Dave and Lynn, voluntarily participated in the presented study. The problem of
not being able to recruit more participants resulted from the small number of the instructors
who were teaching or had taught an online or hybrid version of ENG107/108 at the two
research sites at the time this study was conducted. There were only three instructors who had
taught hybrid ENG 107/108 at one institution and only one who had taught a fully online
version at the other. Two out of the four teachers declined to participate.
Dave and Lynn both voluntarily requested to teach FYC courses for ESL learners with
networked computers at their institutions. Dave was a native English speaker, teaching
full-time in the English department at a community college in the Southwestern of the U.S.
He held a master’s in Teaching English as a Second Language and taught first-year
composition courses for both NES students and ESL students for more than five years and
was working on his Ph.D. in Rhetoric/Composition, and Linguistics (RCL) at the time this
study was conducted. According to Dave, he was the first teacher who proposed an online
version of ENG 107/108 and the only teacher in the entire district that had taught the courses
completely online. The networked learning interface Dave used to conduct the courses was
WebCT. Dave was trained how to use instructional technology at the center of teaching and
learning at his institution before conducting online courses.
Lynn was a non-native English speaking graduate teaching associate in the English
department at a large state university in the U.S. With a master’s in Education, Lynn had
taught first-year composition courses to American and ESL students in the U.S. for about one
and a half years, and was also working on her Ph.D. in RCL. Lynn was teaching a summer
session of a hybrid ENG 107, which was an intensive 8-week course, when she participated
in this study. The networked interface Lynn used was Blackboard. Before teaching with
computers, Lynn took one graduate course in distance education and had several hands-on
technology workshops on developing and improving online teaching at her institution.
To gain detailed accounts of their perspectives of and experience in teaching with
networked computers, I conducted four one-on-one interviews with each participant, with
each interview lasting about 45 to 60 minutes over a four-month period. Follow-up interviews
were also conducted via email to clarify the participants’ beliefs and opinions. The interview
was semi-structured, with a guide of open-ended questions to get the participants talking, but
was flexible enough to allow them to bring up issues. All the interviews were audio recorded,
transcribed, and coded for analysis. I also examined the teachers’ course websites on WebCT
or Blackboard to better understand their course design and set-up and to confirm the
participants’ accounts regarding their computer-mediated ESL writing instruction. In hybrid
class, the sessions where the instructor and students gathered in a computer-mediated
classroom were observed for data triangulation purposes.
Findings
Although Dave and Lynn had taught similar courses (ENG 107/108) with networked
computers, they had different perceptions of computer technology and its impacts on their
teaching due to the fact that Dave only taught ENG 107 and 108 completely online while
Lynn taught a hybrid version. Table 1 summarizes the nature of classroom activities in Dave’s
and Lynn’s FYC classes. In the following sections, I will report on the findings regarding
their respective experiences.
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Table 1. Summary of online and hybrid ENG 107
Dave’s online ENG 107

Lynn’s Hybrid ENG 107

Requirements/
Prerequisites

TOEFL iBT score of 83 or above

TOEFL iBT of 83 or above

Class hours

Fully online with no face-to-face
(F2F) interaction (16 weeks)

5 hours in a computer lab and 4
hours online per week.
(8 weeks)

Assignments

-Textbook Reading
-Four major papers
-Multiple draft revision based on
the teacher’s feedback

-Weekly reading reports
-Final paper
-Multiple draft revision based on
the teacher’s and peers’
feedback
-Final paper presentation
-Portfolio reflection

F2F activities

-No F2F activities

-Group & entire class
discussions on readings and
exercises
-Final paper presentations

Online activities
-Bulletin board discussion
on
-Online quizzes
WebCT/Blackboard -PowerPoint presentation on
textbook materials

-Pre-session survey
-Creating personal home page
-Class discussion boards
-Online peer review workshops
in groups

Online ESL Writing Class
Dave’s online ENG 107/108 classes were composed of four units with four major
assignments. Because he chose to describe his 107 class, here I mainly report on the set-up
and activities in that particular session. Dave’s 107 course website, enhanced by WebCT,
included seven major sections: Reading Calendar and Due Dates (detailed course syllabus
and schedule), Assignments, Presentations, Sample Papers, Bulletin Board, Online Quizzes,
and Course Information. The Assignments section contained the descriptions and heuristics of
the four major writing assignments—narrative essay, argumentative paper, comparison and
contrast paper, and an analysis of a literature piece. Under Presentation section, students were
able to access online PowerPoint presentations on the rhetoric of each textbook chapter (e.g.
how to write an effective thesis statement, how to conduct a rhetorical analysis, and elements
of argumentative papers). Sample Papers included writing samples from his previous
students on each of the four major assignments. Bulletin Board allowed students to post
responses and exchange ideas on the issues that came up in the readings asynchronously.
According to Dave, this was the only activity where students were required to interact with
one another. Online Quizzes were composed of several comprehension tests about the
assigned readings.
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Dave’s ENG 107/108 was the only ESL First-year Compostion courses, offered
completely online, in his institution. He proposed the courses when he first started his
teaching career. When asked about why he proposed such courses, Dave said,
I proposed it because I thought- you know- composition could be done online, It’s already
happening ‘cause- ‘cause 107 and 108 is viewed as equivalents, exactly equivalents of 101 and
102 so everything that 101 and 102 students have to do in terms of competency, is also
applicable to 107 and 108, so in that case- that you can make the rationale that they can also do
online. So that’s the rationale I took- when I took-, when I did it online.

Dave adopted process approach in his online ENG 107/108. The students are required to
write at least two drafts for each major assignment and revise their drafts based on his
comments. All the communication and draft exchange between Dave and his students were
done via email. There was no face-to-face meeting between Dave and his students during the
entire period of instruction.
Although the course set-up was highly organized, Dave was not so sure about the
effectiveness of his online writing instruction to students. The reason was that he was not able
to keep track of students’ learning in an online environment, except for looking at the amount
of revision in students’ writing. One thing that he thought might be helpful was teaching
students how to be responsible for their own learning by following the syllabus and turning in
assignments on time. Dave made the following comments when asked about the effectiveness
of his online class set-up and assignments:
I don’t know. Um. maybe in some ways they are effective in terms of you know- having- having
a clear goal of when things are due and when things are not, but then again you know. Um.
There’s not a lot of monitoring…from day to day. So I don’t really know. If they’re doing early
or if they are waiting until the last minute to do [the assignment].

When asked about how he felt about his online 107 class, Dave emphasized the
importance of students’ own efforts and motivation, if they wanted to benefit fully from his
class. The following comment shows Dave’s view of what was entailed for his students:
online 107 class set-up is…all based on the reading calendar and the due days…so it’s very very
self-driven. You’ve got to be a very motivated to- to take this class. And in fact in my 107 class,
before they assign, you [sic] have to read this disclaimer…it says something like you must be a
motivated student and…be a good time manager…they basically follow the calendar, and the
due days. And they just submit assignments via email.

Dave also identified problems related to teaching writing completely online. Those
problems pertained to the pedagogical, linguistic, and technological aspects of online
instruction. Because Dave never met with his students and could only get in touch with them
via email, it seemed that lack of face-to-face interaction created the biggest instructional
challenge. Although Dave believed that the best way to help students in writing was to have a
real-time conference or forum where his students could get immediate feedback, he was not
able to do so. It was very difficult, if not totally impossible, to set a time so that he and
students could have an online synchronous discussion about their papers. This was
particularly difficult when there were students in other countries taking the course:
I don’t have any kind of real time situation where we [my students and I] all get together at the
same exact time and talk about an issue…How do you do that when somebody is in Thailand…I
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only had one student that was actually from another country taking the class…how in the world
are you gonna organize that with different time zones.

Another pedagogical problem Dave experienced was plagiarism issues. Dave found
more cases of plagiarism in his online courses than in regular face-to-face classes. According
to Dave, two reasons might be linked to the problems. First, because students were already
accessing the technology and the Internet in online classes, it was easy for them to look up
sources online and used them in their writing without proper citations. Second, students may
be less aware of the policies on plagiarism. Because students had to browse many course
documents online, it was very likely that they didn’t get to read some of them, such as
policies on plagiarism. As Dave said, “the loopholes and the different links that you have to
come across to get information, it just adds layers to some of the important things that need to
be announced right away like plagiarism.” Although teachers can highlight certain
information by using pop-up windows, it takes extra time and effort for the teacher to learn
the technical skill or website design knowledge to do so.
The pedagogical problems seemed to be intertwined with technological problems. Dave
identified a common shortcoming of WebCT and Blackboard in getting the students to
register. Things such as logging in to the course website or downloading files could easily
become challenging for ESL students. In Dave’s opinion, it “adds another level of- you know
understanding what’s being written down for them to do in terms of instruction.” Dave
recalled, “because they need to have the username and password to log in, sometimes the
username is too short or too long so they completely messed up…something as simple as
that- especially for ESL students…becomes even more difficult.”
Language issues also posed a challenge for online ESL writing instruction. As Dave
noted, when teaching ESL online, “[one is] not only dealing with technological issues that
everybody deals with but [he/she’s] also dealing with language issues.” This observation is
supported by McCormick and McLaughlin (2000), who argued that students’ second
language and computer literacy added to the complexity of online writing instruction.
Because the oral aspect of teaching was left out and students did not have the voice that
accompanies the reading, taking ESL writing courses completely online could be extremely
difficult to some, especially those with low script literacy in L1 and L2. As Dave recalled
from his experience, “the students that have taken 107 and 108, the ones that really do well
are the ones that are very, very script literate in their first language already and…have very
high levels of writing skills already. The other ones kind of fall by the way side.”
Dave’s uncertainty about the effectiveness of his 107 class seemed to affect how he
perceived his role in the class. Because all student-student and student-teacher interaction
were done online via email or through asynchronous discussion board, Dave felt his role in
online classes was not as active as that in his face-to-face sessions. “Assignment-giver” and
“paper revisioner” or feedback giver were the roles that Dave perceives to be in. Dave did not
seem be happy with that and hoped that he could do more. Dave said:
I perceived myself as uh- just the assignment giver. And then…once they actually turn in the
assignments to be the- the revisoner, the person who does revisions on it. Adds comments, add
insights. Add- you know further probing questions that they need to think about and then send
them back to them…so that maybe problematic…because I’m assuming that they- number one
know what I’m talking about cause (there’s only) so much you can write about without actually
conferencing with them face-to-face, and then secondly that they’ll know how to do it. They’ll
know how to change it…it’s not a role that I’m happy with. I just don’t- I’m still wrestling with
how to become proactive in online teaching.
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Hybrid ESL Writing Class
Lynn’s ENG 107/108 classes were hybrid and conducted in a computer-mediated
classroom. Here I focus on describing her hybrid ENG 107 class, which was offered during
the summer session based on five-days-a week schedule. Because the course was hybrid,
Lynn met her students three days a week in a networked computer lab. The other two days
students were required to do activities and/or submit assignments online (e.g. exchanging
responses on the discussion board and doing draft reviews).
Lynn’s hybrid 107 course website was enhanced by Blackboard and contained sections
such as Course Documents, Assignments, Student Homepage, Discussion Board, Digital Drop
Box, and Writing Groups. Like Dave, Lynn posted the syllabus and all the course-related
documents (e.g. handouts and assignment descriptions and worksheets). The Discussion
Board functioned similarly as the Bulletin Board on Dave’s website. Writing Groups was an
online forum where students were put into small groups to do asynchronous discussions on
their paper topics. Unlike Dave’s online ENG 107, Lynn had her students participate in online
peer review workshops in which students had to post drafts on the course website. Students
who were paired or grouped together had to upload their own drafts so that they could
download others’ drafts, then review them, and post feedback.
Like Dave, Lynn voluntarily requested to teach hybrid sessions of FYC courses. Lynn
had positive attitudes toward using networked computers in ESL writing classes. First, she
believed that computer-mediated instruction was beneficial to students. From her experience,
Lynn noticed that many of her ESL students were good at computers, which Lynn believed
had positive effects on their learning. As Lynn noted, “a lot of my students were better than
me in terms of computers. They know things that I did not…I think that it builds on their
self-esteem.”
In addition to the potential positive effects on her students, Lynn felt that networked
computers had helped her a lot in her teaching in terms of communication and enhancing
activities such as peer review and group discussions. The convenience offered by the various
features of Blackboard (e.g. group email lists, and online discussion boards) somehow
resulted in Lynn’s positive attitudes toward online instruction. The set-up of group email lists
on Blackboard made teacher-student and student-student online communication easier. Lynn
indicated how networked computers facilitated communication by comparing her hybrid
classes with her regular face-to-face sessions:
I think it has helped me a lot. Because um communication is more practical…I can just email
students. I didn’t have to know [their email address]. Okay when I was teaching ENG 101/102, I
didn’t use Blackboard…so every time I had to email my students I actually- and I don’t have an
outlook account so I can’t just click on- on the address…so I had to cut and paste the whole
thing and sometimes it wouldn’t take it…when I sent progress report on- uh using email. I had to
actually cut and paste each email address one by one. Now that I use Blackboard I can just
click…and students they can email each other...you have this feature…So it’s more practical
because I can communicate with each other. You know they don’t even have to know each
other’s email addresses.

The Blackboard interface also made peer review process more practical as students
could exchange drafts by uploading and downloading files online and work on their own
outside of the classroom. Lynn noted, “Doing peer review online is actually more
practical…in face-to-face if your partner didn’t show up, then you won’t be able to exchange
drafts…after they post something online, it’s other people’s job to access the document…the
students don’t have to come to the class. They can work on their own.” Furthermore, Lynn
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felt that using online discussion board could get every student engaged by requiring them to
post responses and thus saved more class time for other activities:
You know, with online discussion, I think you get more going on because everyone has to
participate. With face-to-face group discussions, you don’t have to probably…face-to-face
discussions taken longer to actually (wrap up)…that takes almost a whole class period….

Despite her positive attitudes toward using networked computers in ESL writing classes,
Lynn mentioned several technical problems and pedagogical challenges. Interestingly, Lynn
made similar observations to those of Dave’s that technical and pedagogical problems were
closely connected. The technical problems resulted in pedagogical challenges since they
made it harder to predict whether a certain lesson plan would work as planned due to
technical glitches that a teacher could not control. In the following excerpt, Lynn recalled one
of her challenging teaching moments that resulted from computer or network problems:
Technically, there’re always glitches. There’re always problems. We had a problem one day…oh
I was trying to show them PowerPoint…and for some reason, it was not showing…And
sometimes I can’t log in for some reason…and when my students are doing presentation…we
had problems arranging the volume. So really just tiny. And I think the server was down at one
point so we couldn’t go online and the materials were online so that was an issue.

Another pedagogical challenge was the complexity of having to deal with students’
language issues and networked computer literacy. Like Dave, Lynn felt that “there are two
layers of knowledge.” Sometimes, it could take extra work to get some ESL students to figure
out what they needed to do to finish assignments online. As Lynn indicated, most often it had
to do with some students’ low English proficiency and unfamiliarity with the Blackboard
interface:
With non-native speakers, although many of them are good with computers or at
computers…not all of them are and because of their low level of proficiency. Um you may haveI mean teachers may have to pay more attention to their explanation. The instructions on how to
use this or that…the only thing you can do is probably ensure that you’re clear…it’s hard for me
to explain things that have to do with computers or technology because there’re two layers of
knowledge there. There’s the knowledge of the language itself…So it’s really um- even
explaining regular things, not technological things um- it’s already hard enough [for the
students]. When you have to explain the technology. It’s like there’re two- again there’re two
layers of knowledge or lack of- they lack the language and they lack the knowledge about
technology. So that’s probably one of my biggest challenges.

Making pedagogical decisions in a networked computer-mediated classroom could also
become challenging. Lynn sometimes went into recurring “internal debates” with herself,
when deciding on which online activities for her students to do. In the following excerpt, she
described her experience in using the synchronous chat feature on the Blackboard for the first
time:
You need to figure out which feature or which kind of technology would best support your
teaching…while I’m trying to decide, I mentioned that we did- we chatted- you know we did the
chatting activity. And I was debating whether to actually use chatting, the chat rooms or the
discussion board…I’m not fond of chatting. I don’t do it myself…and it overwhelms
me…although the book St. Martin’s Guide (the textbook Lynn used for her hybrid 107 class)
suggests using that…so I was debating that- and I thought well you know the discussion board,
and I think that’s better because students can control their postings…And then again I thought
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well you know um why not give it a try and see how it goes. I don’t like it. But maybe my
students do.

In addition, Lynn mentioned the importance of having to put herself in her students’
shoes before making any assumptions about students’ knowledge and ability in doing things
with technology. To Lynn, it was difficult to decide how detailed the written instructions on
certain online activities should be since students had different computer literacy and
experience in using the Blackboard. Furthermore, students tended to interpret written
instructions on how to participate online activities differently:
I think one of the most difficult thing is to put yourself in students’ shoes, although I was a
student…it’s difficult to decide or to know what my students know or don’t know so when I’mthe instructions on how to do workshops, on how to do this or that. I try to make them- as
detailed as possible but there are always questions so I thought well you know I thought I was
complete. I thought everything is here, but apparently not…there were different ways of
interpreting my instructions. So um- that’s probably one of the most challenging things and that
has to do with your preparation. That you have to be detailed like- okay log on the blackboard
for chat room based discussion. I had to tell them okay log on the blackboard and then when you
get to this screen, then you click on collaboration.

The above mentioned technological problems and pedagogical challenges were highly
linked to how Lynn perceived her role in her hybrid classes. The roles Lynn perceived herself
included being an instructor (the person who gives instructions), a supposed
technical/computer whiz, and a facilitator. As mentioned earlier, giving complete and detailed
instructions was essential for a certain online activity to work. Lynn emphasized the
importance of giving instructions in steps. Lynn also perceived herself as a “computer whiz,”
a person whom students come to when they encounter computer problems:
When you do it [hybrid class] online, you have to explain the steps. Instructions step by step…I
have to be- instructor, I guess as a person who’s giving instructions…when they have problems,
they always come to me. Right, you know [pretending to be one of her students] I tried doing
this but it wasn’t showing- I tried to do that but it wouldn’t work. So I don’t know what term for
that. Like- technical wizard or computer wizard? In a way?

Discussion
Overall, Dave and Lynn had different attitudes towards teaching ESL writing with
networked computers and perceived their roles differently. Lynn seemed to have more
positive attitudes than Dave did. The different attitudes might result from the difference
between hybrid classes and fully online classes. In terms of the course set-up, hybrid classes
allowed more opportunities for teacher-student and student-student synchronous interaction.
The teacher in hybrid classes could set up face-to-face conferences with students to keep
track of their progress and offer timely input, whereas in fully online classes, teachers had
fewer chances to do so. The lack of synchronous interaction could not only lead to teachers’
uncertainty about and reserved attitudes toward the effectiveness of online instruction, but it
could also affect how they perceived their roles in class.
The findings showed that Dave had somewhat reserved attitudes towards the
effectiveness of online writing instruction to ESL students. Dave thought his online class was
“in some way” effective in terms of “having a clear goal of when things are due and when
things are not.” This attitude was linked to the fact that there was not so much real-time
mentoring in Dave’s fully online classes. Because Dave and his students never met during the
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entire period of instruction, Dave felt that it was difficult to keep track of students’ learning,
except for having them turn in assignments online or post responses by a certain time. In
addition, Dave felt that the lack of synchronous interaction or an actual real-time conference
was a major disadvantage. Although Dave had incentives to do so, having students meet
online at a certain time seemed unrealistic, especially when there were students taking the
class from other countries in different time zones. Therefore, Dave perceived himself mainly
as “the assignment giver” and “the paper revisioner”, the one who gives written feedback to
students’ writing.
Lynn, on the other hand, had positive attitudes towards teaching ESL writing with
network computers and thought the courses she taught “was quite effective in getting things
done because on certain days students could do their assignments and submit them from
anywhere.” Because Lynn had a chance to sit down with students and assisted them with
problems in a real time, she felt computer technology was a useful resource that could
facilitate instructional activities, such as peer review. As a result, Lynn felt herself like a
computer/technical whiz and facilitator, the one who involved actively in student learning by
offering timely assistance. In sum, from the two teachers’ perspectives, the hybrid version of
ESL first-year composition classes seemed to be a more effective format than a fully online
one, although more studies with a larger sample size would give us a clearer and more
complete picture of how a hybrid and online version of the FYC classes affect ESL writing
instruction.
Conclusion
The findings of this case study support McCormick and McLaughlin’s (2000) argument
regarding the complexity of teaching ESL writing with networked computers. In either hybrid
or online classes, teachers need to deal with students’ L2 issues and computer literacy, which
can add up to the challenges they may encounter. As a tool of instruction, networked
computers can suddenly become “the object of instruction”, especially when most students
have trouble following teachers’ instructions on how to do things on the computer
(McCormick & McLaughlin 2000, p. 17).
In addition to dealing with students’ language issues and computer literacy, teachers in
hybrid and online classes may also encounter technological problems, which usually lead to
pedagogical challenges. Although the technological problems, according to the research
participants, are mostly minor ones such as log-in failure and unstable network connection,
they can interrupt the flow of the lesson or even make a lesson plan unfeasible. As one of the
research participants suggests, “[one] need[s] to be flexible and not get frustrated easily and
just accept that okay- well my plan today is not working because of external factors.”
Teachers in hybrid and fully online classes have different pedagogical concerns. The
lack of synchronous communication and face-to-face interaction is a major shortcoming in
online writing classes, which can lead to the teacher’s uncertainly about the effectiveness of
his instruction, since it is difficult for him or her to find out students’ reactions to online
activities and assignments. The ways to check students’ learning and progress are limited to
giving online reading comprehension quizzes and examining the differences between
students’ drafts. The pedagogical challenges in hybrid classes, by contrast, relate to the
technical glitches that can happen during actual class time in computer-mediated classrooms
and some students’ low L2 proficiency and computer literacy. For example, the instructor in
hybrid ENG 107 feels that she needs to put extra effort to get students to understand the
written instructions on how to conduct certain activities due to their heterogeneous computer
literacy.
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This study has investigated two college-level writing teachers’ experience in and
perspectives on teaching ESL with networked computers. It has been found that the teachers,
in either hybrid or fully online sessions, encountered various pedagogical challenges, most of
which relate to unexpected technological glitches or the limitation of online instructional
settings. These challenges and limitations affect how teachers perceive their roles in class.
Several suggestions can be made based on the findings. This study found that the teacher
in fully online settings was uncertain about the effectiveness of certain online activities due to
the lack of teacher-student face-to-face interaction. Such uncertainty tends to affect
negatively how teachers perceive their roles in class. To alleviate the problem, teachers can
consider setting up some online surveys to find out what students think about certain
activities and how effective they think they are. Such surveys can help teachers better
understand their students’ perceptions of the class and make better instructional changes.
In addition, more methodology classes on how to teach ESL writing online should be
offered. One research participant mentioned that there was no such class in the graduate level
a few years ago when he first started teaching online and there are still few in nearby
universities up till now. As many institutions begin to offer online ESL writing classes, more
teachers will be needed. Therefore, there is a need for Teaching English as a Second
Language graduate programs to develop such methodology classes so that both in-service and
pre-service teachers can learn about up-to-date theoretical frameworks on online ESL writing
instruction.
There is also a need to develop a community among the teachers who are teaching ESL
writing in an online or hybrid format. Teaching in isolation seems to be a problem for many
who are teaching FYC courses with computers, especially those who are teaching a
completely online version. Dave, one of the participants, mentioned how difficult it was
being the only one teaching a fully online ENG 107/108 class in his institution and in the
entire district. Under such a circumstance, it is hard to share ideas and get input from other
teachers who have similar experiences. If establishing an actual teaching community is not
possible due to the very small number of such courses in one institution, perhaps a virtual or
online community, forum, or listserv can serve as a potential solution. Therefore, those who
are also teaching fully online ESL writing courses from other institutions or other countries
can exchange ideas and share experiences for better online instruction.
Finally, more user-friendly software or e-learning interface is needed with a specific
focus on teaching ESL writing. Many e-leaning systems nowadays, such as WebCT,
Blackboard, and Angel, are designed to facilitate online teaching in L1 settings in general and
are not specifically geared toward ESL composition instruction. Several shortcomings of
these online learning interfaces have been identified by the ESL instructors in this study,
which include the lack of verbal components and word editing features such as “Insert
Comments” and “Track Changes.” In addition, the process of uploading and downloading
files whenever teachers want to post material online can be overwhelming and time
consuming. Therefore, more software or online learning management platforms that are
specifically designed for TESL purposes are needed to better cater to both teachers as well as
learners.
This study is not without limitation. First, the small sample size does not allow
generalization to other teaching contexts with networked computers. Both participants
indicated that their institutions and departmental administrators were very supportive of their
using computer technology to enhance first-year composition classes even though there were
few hands-on trainings and workshops available. This may have influenced the teachers’
perceptions on and beliefs in online or hybrid ESL writing classes. Future research can
include a larger sample size and compare the experiences and perspectives of teachers in the
institutions that are not as supportive and do not have as many computer technology
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resources. In addition, future research can look at the perspectives and experiences of ESL
writing teachers who are teaching in other ESL contexts outside of the United States and EFL
settings. A comparative study on ESL/EFL writing teachers’ perspectives and experiences
would help us better understand the pros and cons of computer-mediated writing instruction
in various contexts.
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The paper reveals a striking relationship between James Joyce’s A Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man and the sense of sight. In A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man Stephen Dadalus not only experiences a process of self-creation, but also
occupies two places simultaneously along with the readers/spectators. One is the
imaginary closure with the illusion—as we see, young Stephen develops himself
based on the pattern of sin, the mechanics of confession, as well as his decision of
becoming an artist. The process of searching for order in chaos is visually described.
As a result, out of the canvas, we view a young man/an artist-to-be draws the contour
of an artist/himself. The other is an association with the optical machine in question, a
reminder of its presence of gradually constituting the only seemingly unified
spectacle—Stephen builds up a mental world liberated from the external world to
achieve his own self-recreation. The transition from Stephen’s being in a rather
confused state of mind to his fully developing himself exactly represents a new
possibility.
Alberto Giacometti’s sculpture works, or the works of Marcel Duchamp or M.
C. Escher can be taken as the examples to analyze the correlation between A Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man and the rhythm existing in the two places in the paper.
James Joyce aims to complete self-knowledge. It is by projecting a series of selves
and of others with whom these selves interact that Stephen gets such knowledge. That
is, the “flow” inward and outward is essential for Stephen’s fulfillment of his self.
There is always a process of transition while Stephen tends to communicate with the
self he later turns to be. At the start of each chapter, Stephen is trying to behave
himself within the social institution. However, threats tend to send his mind out of his
original direction. Stephen, therefore, moves to other sides immediately, but at the
same time he is also driven to read his own mind by seeking a possible enclosure.
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Abstract
Benjamin Woolfield Mountfort, a Canterbury Association pilgrim, was one of the
leading and most prolific architects in New Zealand during the 19th century. His oeuvre
has been well researched and documented. However, little has been documented about
his plans, commissions, and architectural designs for the “little church in the bush,” the
Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist at Rangiora. This paper presents a
comprehensive study of Mountfort’s design and his dealings with its resolute vicar, the
Reverend Benjamin Woolley Dudley. The church was built piecemeal throughout the
years, but its timber ceiling is regarded as one of the finest examples of early colonial
carpentry in the Gothic tradition. Architectural historians consider Mountfort’s Rangiora
design to be the precedent for his most impressive wooden design of St. Mary’s Parnell,
the cathedral church in Auckland (1886-97). The enduring relationship between
Mountfort and Dudley resulted in a “gem in the bush.”

The Architectural History
of the
Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist:
Rangiora, New Zealand
`

One of the most striking large timber churches in New Zealand in the Gothic

Revival style is the Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist in Rangiora (fig. 1).
Construction on the first church in Rangora began in 1859. This was only intended to be
a temporary edifice until a more permanent stone structure could be built. In the years
that followed, the little settlement in the bush would see several additions to that church,
notably a church school, parish hall, vicarage, and Sunday schoolrooms – all erected by
1882. The church and congregation have a prominent history because of two men: the
Reverend Benjamin Woolley Dudley (1805-1892) and Benjamin Woolfield Mountfort
(1825-1898), 1 the architect – linked together for over thirty years in the cause of the
Church. The “church” in Rangiora was established by Charles Obins Torlesse, surveyor
for the New Zealand Company and an area landowner and grazier, before any
ecclesiastical building was ever constructed. 2 This is, most certainly, a true pioneering
story.

Figure 1. The Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist, Rangiora, New Zealand.
Source: Drawing by Lennon Michalski, M.F.A., alumni and former adjunct
faculty studio instructor, Department of Art & Design, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, KY, 2011; permission re-granted on June 6, 2013.

St. John the Baptist, Rangiora, was consecrated on St. Mark’s Day, April 25,
1860, by Bishop Harper, Lord Bishop of Christchurch, assisted by the Venerable
Archdeacon William Aylmer of Akaroa (fig. 2). (Also in attendance were the Reverend J.
Raven, the Reverend Benjamin W. Willock, and the Reverend H. Fendal.) 3 The Reverend

Benjamin Woolley Dudley was installed as vicar of the recently consecrated parish at
Rangiora. 4 Following the service, hymns were sung, conducted by Charles Merton,
headmaster of the newly established Church of England School. 5 Merton, from Stoke-byNayland in Suffolk, would later become headmaster of the Rangiora Anglican School. 6

Figure 2. The Anglican Church of St. John the
Baptist, Rangiora, 1864. Source: Image courtesy of
the Christchurch City Libraries, Christchurch, New
Zealand, File Reference: CCL PhotoCD 7, IMG0089
from The Weekly Press, October 3, 1928, 29,
permission granted on May 21, 2013.

The final portion of the ceremony was the presentation of an illuminated tablet of
plate glass by the initial architects, Mountfort and Isaac Luck. The inscription reads:
This church dedicated to the glory of Almighty God in honour of
St. John the Baptist was commenced on the feast of St. Peter, June
29, 1859, and erected by voluntary offering of the parishioners,
and by a grant of publick money voted by the Provincial Council,
Session 10, 1858.
George Thompson, Ingram Shrimpton, churchwarden
Building Committee – George Thompson, chairman;
Charles d’Auvergne; James Gulliver; George John Leech;
John Rose Brandon, hon. sec.; Smith Howard; Henry
Blackett; Samuel Andrews
Architects, B. W. Mountfort, I. Luck 7
The building committee met after the ceremony to determine the placement of the tablet
in the new church. After some discussion, one member (traditionally reported to have
been George John Leech) asserted himself:

Look here, boys, I, for one, don’t wish to see my name made conspicuous
in the church for doing what it was only my duty to do. While we have
acted as the building committee, there are others who have done as much
as we have towards the erection of the church, then why should we be
singled out to have our names put up on the wall? I vote that the tablet be
put out of sight. 8
The church took nine months to complete, but at the consecration, work still
remained to be finished. The interior furnishings were yet to be constructed and
installed. 9 The little church, which seated a congregation of 100, stood alone in the bush,
amid tussock, flax, rushes, and cabbage trees, away from the main settlement of
Rangiora. It was situated on the south side of High Street on a portion of land now
occupied by the present church. 10 The land to the west was purchased by Dudley for his
future residence, the Earnley Estate.
The recorded history of the church, the vestry minutes, begins at this time (the
first entry is recorded upside down in the volume), signed and dated by Dudley as
secretary. These minutes not only allow us a glimpse of the past, but they also
substantiate the progress of the church and major events in the community. The first
meeting of the vestry appropriately discussed parish finances. 11 Two meetings that year
addressed the boundaries and a map drawn by the surveyor J.C. Boys. 12 In the July
meeting, it was noted that even though the church had been consecrated, the furnishings
remained unfinished. As secretary of the committee, Dudley was requested to
“remonstrate” the carpenter for his slow progress. 13
The cemetery was a favorite project for Dudley. Informally established in 1858, it
because the major topic of vestry meetings in late 1860. An unknown benefactor donated
two hectares for the Rangiora cemetery dedicated to “His Honour the Superintendent.” 14
The cemetery was initially intended to be an interdenominational “resting site,” but a
“clerical error” in the deed assigned the land to the Anglican church. 15 Two years later,
Dudley was reported to have been most distraught that nonconformists and dissenters
were being buried in the “all-Anglican cemetery.” 16 Thus, the Anglican cemetery at
Rangiora was founded. The first “official” burial service observed in the new church
eulogized James Rouse, “who died in a local accident and left a wife and eight

children.” 17 On a happier note, the first church-officiated wedding was celebrated in
September between Margaret Watt and William Henry Small. 18
Prior to 1857, the schooling of Rangiora children was held in private homes. 19 In
1856, Torlesse drew up plans and made ground measurements for an Anglican school and
chapel on or near his property. Financial support came from his father’s parish in Stokeby-Nayland, and books, music, and a harmonium arrived from the elder Torlesse. An
evening service, using the new harmonium, was called to raise funds on 29 October
1854. 20 On July 31, 1855, Torlesse gathered the Anglican settlers in the vicinity and
proposed his plans. What was completed, in a relatively short time, was a building (which
functioned as a communal church and a meeting place) and schoolroom in June 1856. 21
Priscilla Torlesse, his sister and a teacher, was also proposed to head the Anglican school,
but she decided to return to England in 1859. By the end of that same year, due to the
great number of settlers arriving in the community, the Anglican church building
committee decided that a more permanent and formal approach was needed for their
children’s education. At this time, Charles Merton was installed as headmaster on
January 1, 1860, in the very over-crowded conditions of the Anglican Assembly Room.
Later that year, Merton personally paid for much-needed enlargements to the
Assembly Room and a headmaster’s house. Therefore, the bishop of Christchurch was
“in debt” to Merton for about £280 – out of necessity. 22 The school had “seventy-four
pupils of all ages which Merton taught without assistance.” 23 A newspaper article in 1861
reported that Rangiora was a “thriving village with a neat Church [the Anglican church of
St. John the Baptist] and a population of about a thousand.” 24 The number of children
being enrolled in the Anglican school stretched its resources. That same year, Dudley
wrote the Bishop requesting funds to construct a new school building. 25 The Bishop’s
reply granted £60 for the “old” schoolroom (referring to remodeling or building an
addition). 26
Basic “housekeeping” tasks were on the agenda for 1862. The year began with a
“conversation” about payment for a harmonium, initiated by Merton. 27 By May, it was
noted that the construction debt had been paid. 28 The parishioners then began a
beautification program that has been carefully “ministered to” through the present day.

Land previously given by Torlesse was sold for £25, and the proceeds were
directed to grounds improvements. The vestry resolved to lay a gravel (shingle) path
nearly 3 meters wide from the church entrance to the porch. A trench was dug around the
church, approximately 0.6 meter wide and “filled with … stones, having smaller pebbles
on the top.” (This was a measure taken to drain the rainwater falling off the eaves.) At the
same meeting, it was also decided “that a small border be dug along the fence fronting on
the road nearly 2 meters wide” to plant evergreens and trees. Lastly, the vestry stated that
“there [should] be an iron gate with two posts, if funds allow.” 29
By the end of 1862, the area was growing rapidly with settlers and freeholders. So
rapidly, in fact, that the two-year-old church began to swell. 30 In November, a
subscription list was called for enlarging the church. 31 The church minutes do not
continue the topic of an addition to the church until the following year when the vestry
requested that the chairman (Dudley) write to Messrs. Mountfort (fig. 3) and Luck to
ascertain their charges for drawing up “Plans and specifications for an additional aisle
and porch to the church.” 32 Mountfort, in approving their ideas, suggested that the
southwest side be weatherboarded and that the south aisle be made 0.5 meter wider. He
also recommended that “calico be put under the shingles.” 33 The architect seems to have
been extremely well versed in overseas trends of shingle building techniques, and he
would probably have been horrified that corrugated iron was the more satisfactory
roofing material for the region. (Due to the ever-present rotting problems, the roof of the
church was totally replaced before the turn of the century.) 34 Yet, this confirms
Mountfort’s use of contemporary materials and his concern for his clients’ needs.

Figure 3. Benjamin Woolfield Mountfort, architect,
c. 1860. Source: Image courtesy of the Canterbury
Museum, A.C. Barker Collection, Reference: 5279,
photograph by A.C. Barker, permission granted on
July 1, 2008; permission re-granted on June 7, 2013.

Mountfort’s recommendations were approved, and Dudley was requested to
consult with the architect to invite tenders, specifying that the contractor would finance
all costs, “except the timber.” 35 Barker’s tender was accepted, but not noted until 10
May. 36 (Barker was a well-known area builder and farmer from nearby Loburn, residing
at Richmond Hill with his growing family. He was also a one-time owner of portions of
the Mount Thomas Run and the Hillside Estate station, in addition to having donated
nearly one hectare in 1868 for the proposed Loburn School that was also designed by
Mountfort.) 37
During the same month, the vestry noted that “… omissions and inaccuracies
appear on the plans and specifications … of Mr. Mountfort … and that a letter be drafted
to the architects requesting one of them to come up [with] … personal inspection to
rectify the mistake.” (The vestry most likely did not know that Mountfort, at that time,
was having difficulties with Luck, his “truculent and aggressive” brother-in-law who
finally left the country in 1868.) 38 Mountfort was, however, on the verge of a establishing

a most-successful partnership with another noted provincial Christchurch architect,
Maxwell Bury, known later for his design of the University building at Otago, Dunedin
(1878). 39 While the “mistake” was not explained in the minutes, the vestry did, however,
note that it would allow Barker an extension of three months to finish the additions, or “a
£10 penalty would be enacted.” 40 Two weeks later, Mountfort replied concerning the
letter from Dudley. 41 Later that same month, the Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist,
Rangiora, opened a bank account at the Bank of New Zealand at Kaiapoi for church
renovations and enlargements. 42
On 25 August 1864, sadness touched the members of the new church; the Rev
Dudley’s wife, Mary Frances, passed away after an illness tracing back to her days in
England. 43 The new additions to the church were completed in September. One month
later, a letter was read from Barker, the contractor, “calling attention to extras done (by
him) which were not included or contemplated in (his) tender.” The “extras” refer to
“plated forming caps to arches, chandeliers, and a portion of the … roof of the aisle.” 44
The next month, funds were lacking to pay Barker’s full account, so he was offered
partial payments, and the balance was paid in full the following January). 45
Dudley was strongly opposed to co-educational instruction. 46 Parishioners
supported this view with an official report by James Restell, Provincial School
Inspector. 47 Torlesse again offered 0.2 hectare for a new school. 48 It is recorded that his
offer, not of the land, but for the school, was not taken. Dudley felt that further education
might harm the minds of the girls and lead them into early, doomed, marriages. 49 Thus,
with the aid of subscriptions, the Church of England Girl’s School took new quarters in
1868. It was located diagonally across from the church on High Street – most probably in
a rented cottage since no new structure was built or mentioned in the minutes. In later
years, the Anglican Girl’s School would be used as a parish hall. 50 Though housing for
the Dudley family was obviously an importance, the vestry decided “not to take steps to
build [a] Parsonage at this time (1866). 51 The vestry considered the repayment of
building costs, church maintenance, and school needs to be more important at this time.
On the land he had previously purchased, Dudley, with his own funds, built
Earnley Estate, so named after his first post in England. 52 This was a “large cob, brick
and stucco, two-storied residence with dormer windows which gave a fine view of the

distant mountains [namely Mt. Grey, Mt. Richardson, Mt. Thomas, and Mt. Karetu].” 53 It
was located 30 meters west of the church. Dudley lived much in the manner of the landed
gentry, but he was not criticized in any of the recorded documents because he gave so
very much of his time and efforts to his parish and the community in those formative
years. This was especially true of his works and generosity during the depression years
between the 1860’s and the 1880’s. 54 During the same year as Earnley Estate was
constructed, Dudley was made “The Reverend Canon Dudley.” 55
The vestry minutes lapse in the area of church-building records until the winter of
1867 when tenders were sought for repainting the church. 56 In September, R. Watking’s
tender was accepted for £16 (the highest bid was for £34) “on condition that the materials
used were good ….” 57 The last entries for that year concerned insurance and a chandelier.
The parish was insured with the Northern Assurance Company for £800. Also noted was
the donation of a “handsome chandelier” for the nave by J. Horniblow (noted for his
generosity to the parish).
As the parish of St. John the Baptist grew, so did another nearby parish. In 1867,
St. Stephens, Tuahiwi, was built by Herbertson and Byres of Saltwater Creek. 58 The
following area churches were also constructed before the turn of the century: St.
Barnabas’, Woodend (December 1860, rebuilt in concrete in 1953); St. Simon and St.
Jude, Ashley (1871); St. Matthew’s, Fernside (1874); St. Mary’s, Southbrook (1880); and
St. Martin’s, Loburn (1891). 59 The cemetery again was the discussion during vestry
meetings in March and April 1868. The topic even rated a column in Christchurch’s The
Press, reporting that the townspeople had agreed to “equally apportion” the cemetery
amongst the eight denominations represented at Rangiora. This actually never happened.
Instead, “This small township found itself with the dubious distinction of possessing six
cemeteries.” 60
Both the parish and the township experienced one very special event in 1869. Sir
George Bowen (British author and colonial administrator) delivered an address in front of
G. Thompson’s store in Rangiora and proceeded to inspect “the only building considered
to be worth looking at,” the Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist. 61 Prince Alfred,
Duke of Edinburgh, was slated to pay a visit to New Zealand in April. The townspeople
thought that he would most certainly include a visit to Rangiora in his itinerary of the

South Island. Therefore, advance preparations were made throughout the town, and High
Street was to be decked with colourful banners. The townspeople were most upset to find
out that Rangiora was not on the “proposed tour” for the prince. 62 Members of the parish
also planned appropriate festivities for the visit, plus grandiose afternoon teas.
Appropriately, at this same time, the vestry decided that the parish needed a more
proximate and larger accommodation for their future parish social functions. 63
Dudley, once again, returned to Mountfort’s architectural office for advice.
Mountfort “strongly recommended the committee to keep to the “original plan and
specifications” as tendered by Boyd and Keir (Rangiora builders) for £300 … for this
purpose, and even with all of their funds amassed, it was still necessary for the parish to
secure a loan of £100. 64 Sadly, fires in the region were a continuous threat, especially
with so much bush still around the village. It was the bell of St. John’s that was used to
alert the townsfolk of fires. The vestry, ever mindful that their precious church was
wooden, decided to take precautions. Thus, a well was sunk “in the immediate vicinity of
the church and school room for the use of the Fire Brigade in the event of a fire.” 65 The
Rangiora Fire Brigade also used the bell of St. John’s to alert the townspeople if help was
needed in the community66
In June, in addition to additional ”housekeeping matters,” such as roof repairs and
putting the harmonium in “good order,” the vestry discussed the much-postponed
vicarage (parsonage). Apparently, the subject was short-lived, because there is only a
postscript in the minutes stating “no money.” 67 Originally, the parsonage was to have
been constructed 0.8 kilometer (approximately ½ mile) from the church on land owned
by the parish. Dudley’s private residence, Earnley Estate, was located further away from
the church. Therefore, Dudley, 65 years old at this time, must have favored a closer site
for the parsonage. In 1870, he gave 1.6 hectare, adjoining the church grounds, for the
future parsonage. 68 Nevertheless, construction on the parsonage did not begin for three
more years.
The following year (1871), a parishioner, C.F. Howard, made a most generous
contribution “to be directed to the old church debt.” 69 This might be assumed to be the
final payments for the construction of the parish hall, since the church additions of 1863
had been long repaid. The financial outlook of “the little church in the bush” must have

been slowly improving due to Dudley’s financial acumen, because the vestry again
turned its attention to the discussion of the proposed parsonage. It was reported to the
vestry that the church body was prepared to make a grant for one-half of the cost of the
parsonage and the outbuildings. The vestry instructed Dudley to confer with Mountfort
on these matters. Dudley was to “make a clear and definite arrangement with him so that
the Vestry should be under no misapprehension as to the full extent of his charges.” 70
One month later, Dudley reported on his meeting with Mountfort that he “would
act as [the] architect for [the] new parsonage at [a] 5 % compensation for his services,
together with Coach-Fare from Ch-Ch and back on all occasions … to inspect the work
of the Parsonage and offices.” Dudley, then, read a letter (dated 17 August 1871) to the
vestry from Mountfort and presented two separate plans for the grounds of the parsonage
“for the inspection of the vestry ….” The vestry then instructed Dudley “to confer with
Mountfort on [the] vestry’s decision.” To finalize the matter, parishioner G. Thompson
was requested to “solicit a subscription form the Proprietor of the Times [Lyttelton]
toward the Parsonage” fund at Rangiora. 71
The vestry did not meet again for two months. The recorded entry for October
(1871) states that final plans and specifications from Mountfort were received that day,
and they were inspected and discussed. 72 Dudley, in receipt of the plans and
specifications, must have enthusiastically called the vestry together that same evening.
He was probably excited about his meeting with Mountfort and wished to share this new
chapter in his church’s history with the vestry committee. At the same meeting, it was
decided that Ayers would be employed to build the chimneys and do the brickwork of the
parsonage. 73 The next month, the vestry placed a tender in the newspaper for finally
constructing the parish parsonage. 74 Later the same month, the vestry was gathered again
and the tenders were presented. 75 The vestry decided that the “Tenders being
considerably in excess of the amount at dispose of the committee, it was resolved to let
the matter stand … until after January 1872 ….” 76
Lastly, the vestry minutes, noting G. Horniblow’s tender was lowest bid,
instructed the “Churchwarden to confer with him concerning the stability of his bid and
sincerity of completing the project according to the plan and specifications.” 77 The vestry
minutes do not follow up on the discussion with Horniblow, but since tenders were again

sought, it might be assumed that his reply was negative and perhaps that his “sincerity”
was lacking. At the end of the year (1872), Rangiora had a population of only 763, down
279 people in only four years. This was perhaps due to a number of reasons: an
inaccurate count, shifting boundaries, epidemic (which was common), or business/farm
failures, to name only a few reasons. 78 It was not until a half year later that Dudley saw
Mountfort again to give him instructions to advertise for tenders for the parsonage in The
Times and The Press. 79 The next month, the vicarage building committee (Messrs,
Blackett, Burrows, Howard, Hunnibek [?], Moore, and Tremenan [?]) offered two
tenders. 80
At this time, the vestry also advised Blackett, as building committee chairman, to
meet with Mountfort to procure final plans for the parsonage “not to exceed £650.” 81 In
the event that “things could not [be] amicably arranged with Mr. Mountfort,” it was
decided that another architect be appointed “to furnish plans and specifications for a
parsonage which could be built for £600 or £650,” which Mountfort had failed to do. 82
There were some interesting developments in the next paragraphs of the vestry
minutes. Firstly, two sets of tenders were sought, one by the vestry committee and a
second set by the architect. In addition, Blackett, as mentioned, was then sent to meet
with Mountfort. Previously, Dudley had been the only person (mentioned in the vestry
minutes) to confer with the architect. Nothing is inferred with this, except that it seems to
set some sort of precedence. Apparently, the building committee was taking a “hard-line”
position with Mountfort, possibly only due to financial constraints placed on the building
committee by the parishioners. The following month, Dudley presented the vestry and
building committee with a “fresh [set] of plans,” including of a plan for the outbuilding,
“received by him from Mountfort, together with specifications and certain alterations and
modifications.” 83 From this information, it appears that Dudley and Mountfort must have
worked together in order to develop a satisfactory conclusion to the proposed pans and
monies available. It may also be assumed that Mountfort’s price came in at exactly the
requested one by the building committee. Also, there is no mention of the committee’s
approval, but tenders were advertised for “at once.” 84 One month later, tenders were
presented to the vestry committee.

At the same meeting, it was also noted that additional funds were raised by the
ladies of the parish from their bazaar, plus from subscriptions. 85 Yet, the general
discussion of these tenders does not seem to be positive. The vestry concluded their
meeting by requesting again that Dudley meet with Mountfort to discuss the “tender
people” in order to obtain tenders for the “entire building.” This may refer to the
architect’s “plans, alterations, and modifications” of July 23rd. The vestry further
specified “the amount of which not to exceed the sum total liked to be raised by the
committee.” 86 These were “tight” years for the growing community and probably even
tighter ones for the expanding parish of the Anglican Church at Rangiora.
Early in 1873, Dudley reported to the vestry that “Mr. D Reese of Christchurch
had signed a contract for £715, that the workmen were on the ground(s), and that the
building would be finished by the end of May next.” 87 Dudley personally insured the
parsonage for £500 with the Northern Assurance Company for one year. 88 This shows
Dudley’s concern for fire-hazard protection for this wooden structure and his desire to
alleviate his parish from additional financial strain during that year. Later that year, a
parish sub-committee was appointed to arrange for gates and a road to the vicarage – “to
be paid by making additional subscriptions.” 89 Prior to Christmas in 1873, it was voted to
put screened metal [stones] on the churchyard paths. 90 It may be assumed that ,over this
year, Dudley, his parish, and the town eagerly watched the construction of the “wooden
mansion.” 91 Meanwhile, the town was growing rapidly, mainly due to the opening of the
railway through Rangiora. Institute Hall on High Street opened, along with two new
banks (the Union Bank of Australia and the Bank of New Zealand).in addition to the
Oddfellow’s Hall. (The Institute Hall was the site of many town debates and musical
offerings, some of which also benefited St. John’s Anglican Church. 92
The Rangiora Anglican School ceased to exist in October 1873. After a lengthy
debate (over six-months long), the town was split on the type of education suitable for
their children. 93 The Anglican School merged with the newly established Rangiora
District School. Schoolmaster Merton retired, and C.G. Chapman, the headmaster of the
Anglican School, became the headmaster of the Rangiora District School. 94 Publicly
funded schools were proposed in 1863, but it was not until 1871 that the Canterbury
Education Board was formed; education was paid for through taxes, with a small fee

levied from each family. 95. When Dudley moved into the new parsonage, he leased the
Earnley Estate to Chapman. 96 Chapman then resigned his post and developed the estate
into the Earnley Academy, a boy’s private school with boarding facilities. 97 The
parsonage was finally completed in 1874. 98 Community expansion overwhelmed the little
church in Rangiora by 1874, so much so that in the May vestry meeting minutes recorded
emphatically that expansion of the church property was an “urgent necessity.” 99 A
subscription list was started to raise the necessity £600 estimated to complete the church
enlargement program. By July, £169-19-0 was donated by many parishioners. 100
Unfortunately, the vestry minutes do not detail the additions or tenders at this time, but
the vestry minutes of 1876 and town council records supply some of the information. It
can be assumed that the remainder of 1874 and early months of 1875 were devoted to
plans for raising monies to finance the alterations. A newspaper notice states that the
contract to develop new building projects was delivered to J.J. Robinson. 101 The minutes
in 1876 record that £400 was paid to Robinson “toward the enlargement of the
church.” 102
The new foundation stone was place on November 4, 1875, but no mention was
made of the architect or architects involved in he process. (Mountfort may be assumed to
have been the architect of these designs and improvements because of his prior work for
the committee, and the plans were most likely his original design from previous years.
(Throughout all of these parish communications, Mountfort must have been extremely
patient with Dudley and his Rangiora parish.) However, it is recorded that Mountfort
was paid for “his work” in 1877.) 103 Construction did not begin until “sometime” in
1875. 104 There was a problem with rebuilding on the same site as the old church. Plans
were apparently drawn up (but there is no mention who provided them) “for the removal
of the chancel, transepts, and vestry and their later replacement when the nave had been
enlarged.” 105 The old chancel was removed to the Anglican cemetery, piece by piece, in
1875. For many years, it served as a mortuary chapel until it was dismantled at some
point during the 1930’s, and it was then used for firewood. 106 The chapel was sold to the
cemetery committee for £50, and it was still in use in 1935 during the parish’s seventyfifth jubilee celebration. 107

In 1876, the present chancel and transepts were built. The parish gathered all but
£150 needed for the additions. Yet, there was not enough money to pay “the architect’s
fees, lining and painting, and additional seats.” 108 In order to ease his parishioners’
burdens, Dudley paid for the chancel lining and to have lath and plaster applied in the
transepts. 109 No additional work was performed on the nave or the aisles that same year.
On May 4, 1876, Dudley was again honoured by the Diocese. This also meant additional
responsibilities, since he was required to supervise a number of parishes and their clergy.
He became the Archdeacon of Rangiora, as memorialized on his tombstone. 110 By mid1877, the balance of Mountfort’s architectural fees were paid in full. The vestry
committee concerned itself with the sale of a bequest of land from the late C.O.
Torlesse. 111 The bequeathed 1.5 hectares (approximately 3 acres) was intended to be the
site of a new church and parsonage, but the vestry committee had great difficulty
deciding where the land actually was located. Thus, according to the minutes, the matter
was to be further researched. 112
The vestry did not again meet until just before Christmas 1877. It was decided
that Dudley would “immediately” see Mountfort concerning the possibility of “Enlarging
the Sunday School Room.” 113 The schoolroom, opposite the church, had been used as a
Sunday School since 1869. On Boxing Day, Dudley delivered a “powerhouse” report to
the vestry – plans, specifications, and three tenders (as received from Mountfort) for the
new alterations and additions. 114 The vestry decided that even the lowest bidder was too
high for the funds at their disposal. Therefore, Dudley was again sent to see Mountfort to
find out the “probable cost of turning the present school room around … for the windows
to face East and putting it on a concrete foundation, and then doubling it, adding a porch
to the front, the doors in which to open East and West.” 115 The Sunday school concerns
were not discussed in the minutes for many more months.
The Rangiora parishioners also took serious interest in their town’s affairs.
Problems with drainage and road maintenance were mounting for over twenty years. The
townspeople again requested that Rangiora be considered a borough. High Street, the
main road and frontage street of St. John’s, was always a problem during severe weather.
It, indeed, emerges why Dudley was so anxious to have Earnley and the vicarage so close
to the Anglican church. Public debate on the borough issue began at Rangiora’s Institute

Hall on 14 November 1877. 116 Henry Blackett, confirmed by C.G. Chapman, was elected
as the first mayor of the new borough. 117 The vestry called a meeting the same day that
The Times (Lyttelton) reported the new mayor of Rangiora. 118 \Finally, the Rangiora
vestry committee approved Mountfort’s plans and specifications. (The delay may have
been attributed to deliberations on the tenders and planning sessions for fund-raising
schemes.) During the same meeting, a Mr. Hills (most likely Thomas Hills, a bricklayer)
“advocated substituting concrete or some other durable kind of building [material] for
that of timber named in the specifications.” If this proposal was agreed to, Hills also
agreed to donate £25 to the parish construction fund. The vestry decided to confer with
the local firm of Boyd and Keir concerning their cost for substituting walls in the new
part of the building. 119
One month later, Boyd and Keir responded that an additional £32 (to their original
tender of £330) would be required for the substitution of concrete (up to the wall plate),
instead of timber. Dudley records that when Mountfort heard of this plan, he “strongly
recommended an entirely new building of concrete.” 120 What could Mountfort’s actual
reaction have been at that time? The parish Church Property Trustees were prepared to
allow £100 (instead of the £50 grant) “provided the building was of concrete.” 121 At the
same meeting, the vestry requested that Dudley meet with Mountfort so that he might call
for ”tenders,” especially for “Builders Resident in the Parish.” (There may be the
question here of whether the vestry and building committee sought to been control the
construction, or if they desired to have their money contributed to “one of their own” –
thus, perhaps increasing Sunday’s collection. At any rate, neither option could be
negatively criticized.) In closing, the vestry committee finally put their thoughts into
order. It was decided that, since the old school room was in such poor condition, a new
Sunday school room would be constructed at the back of the church: 15 meters long and
6.5 meters wide, with a porch, bell turret, and fireplace (with a concrete hearth and
fender). 122
Two weeks later, Dudley presented “two fresh plans prepared by the architect
.…” The second plan was favored by the vestry and Dudley was requested to meet with
architect Mountfort to suggest alterations and draw up another plan for approval. 123 One
week later, Dudley presented the new plan. The plans were approved “with the exception

of the porch … [to] be shortened 2 feet (approximately 0.6 meters).” Again, Dudley was
requested to go back to Mountfort with additional alterations, but with the “promise” that
the Church Property Trustees would approve the plan. The proposed alterations were not
mentioned in the vestry minutes at that time. Dudley was required to ask Mountfort for
“working drawings specifications, and invite tenders for the work … [with] stone facings
and mullions as drawn in [on] the plan … concrete [to] be substituted for the stone work,
and wooden mullions in the windows ….” Dudley also asked Mountfort that, if stone
were selected, it might be quarried from one of Mr. Wallace’s Quarries. 124 The minutes
of that evening carried one final task for Dudley. He was directed to ask J.J. Robinson
(carpenter) to erect “a fresh bell turret [because] the present [turret] was deemed
unsafe.” 125
In October 1878, new tenders for the Sunday school room were submitted to
the vestry and building committees. Robinson’s tender for £475 was accepted, and
construction began shortly thereafter. 126 The vestry minutes do not record any other
information about the Sunday school room construction or completion. The parish
magazine stated that the school room (called the “kindergarten room” in 1960) was
completed in 1878. 127 This is most unlikely, since the tenders were not even presented
until October of that year. It seems more likely that the new structure, doubling as a
parish hall, to replace the hall of 1869, was completed in mid- or late 1879.
To support this, the vestry minutes show concrete evidence of the sequence of
events. In February, the Church Property Trustees decided to lease the old school room
(opposite the church) for £7, £14, and £21, respectively. 128 In June, when construction
must have been nearing completion, the new Sunday school room was to be insured by
the Union Insurance Company for £300. It was also agreed that w.c. facilities should be
erected for the children’s use, but further details are lacking; this did not merit mention in
subsequent minutes. Lastly, at the same meeting, it was requested that Robinson finish
the new school by “flushing it with a coat of colour cement.” 129
The vestry minutes do not record any further mention of the Sunday school room.
Thus, relying on scattered information from the minutes, the Sunday school room appears
to have been fully completed in by late 1879. The old Sunday school room and church
parsonage reserve (on Victoria Street) were offered to Charles Albert Tyler, a ranger for

the Road Board, for the rental of £45 per annum. 130 Apparently, the vestry considered the
rentals to be wise business decisions for payments of current and future building projects.
For the rest of the year, per the minutes, the vestry concerned itself with the purchase of a
new organ to replace the much-used harmonium. The minutes discuss, at some length,
that the new organ was to be “varnished, not stained.” This discussion was then accepted
by the committee. 131 The old harmonium was purchased by Dudley, most likely for
Earnley, for £25. 132 Lastly, on this subject, the services of a “Mr. Moorhouse” were
engaged as organ blower 133. There is no evidence of the Christian names of Moorhouse,
but it was recorded that William Moorhouse paid many visits to Rangiora. 134
The vestry handled a few more minor matters in mid-1879, such as the need for a
bench on the Sunday school room porch “with a lid to open for coal and firewood
inside.” 135 In a lighter vein, the vestry discussed the pesky “draught” from the north
transept doors during services. One vestry member had the ingenious idea of simply
adding a couple of springs to the doors, and Dudley summarily noted “that would answer
the problem.” 136 Otherwise, from the few entries for that year in the minutes, all must
have passed faily peacefully for the parish and its building program.
The year 1880 also must have passed equally quietly; there were only a few
entries for the entire year. In the Rangiora Borough, economic depression was felt, and a
number of developed companies failed. In addition, there was general unrest about
working conditions and wages. This unrest was also felt in decreased memberships in
regional societies and churches. 137 This depression in the borough may account for the
decreasing number of vestry meetings that year. During May, the vestry decided that the
“old part” of the church needed new shingling and painting. 138 At the same meeting, the
vestry discussed better lighting for the nave; the minutes reveal some heated discussions
on this matter. 139 The opposition, lead by Dudley, wanted to wait for electricity to come
to Rangiora instead of wasting precious money on gas lamps that soon would become
obsolete. In August, William Meedings gave a presentation at Institute Hall on the uses of
electricity and the first demonstration of the telephone. Proceeds of this meeting were
donated to St. John’s organ fund. 140 One final event for this year occurred that would
help the parish with its dream of completing Mountfort’s original plan. A loan of £200
was received from the Church Property Trustees. 141 Since there was no mention of any

outstanding debts, it may be safely assumed that this loan could help to pay for future
construction projects.
In 1881, the Rangiora Borough’s first official census was taken. It is recorded that
there were 1,445 persons residing within the official boundaries. 142 This marks a fairly
stable growth if compared with the unofficial statistics a decade earlier, although there
may, of course, be the question of “official” boundaries. Likewise, the parish church of
St. John the Baptist also grew by this time in numbers, enthusiasm, and physical size. In
early 1881, the aging church structure was in poor condition. Some stages of construction
had been completed, but others were pending. The nave was greatly over extended, and it
was noted that there was “standing room only” in the church on Sundays. 143 The minutes
for this year do not begin until May. It was noted that the old part of the church roof
leaked; therefore, it was decided to treat that part with zinc. 144 Two months later, since
the fence alongside the church had been broken during the recent construction of the
Sunday school room, the vestry decided to build a new one, including the border on High
Street. A “lower gate” was placed near the Sunday school room for the children. 145
Finally, having been plagued with a semi-completed church for so many years,
the vestry again discussed ideas for finally completing the structure “according to Mr
Mountfort’s plan, with a new nave and new aisles.” 146 The vestry decided that the steeple
and the west bay would be completed at a later date when funds were available. Dudley
went back to Mountfort to discuss the project at hand at yet another meeting. In late
September, a letter from Mountfort was read to the vestry concerning the possibility of
completing the required items and the probable costs. The architect again specified the
addition of two porches on the west end of each aisle, as originally designed. The vestry
debated whether they would have the existing aisles repaired or have new aisles
constructed (per the original design). The meeting concluded with the vestry agreeing
that “the time has arrived when the plans for the new nave and aisles of the church
[should] be carried out if sufficient support can be obtained …” and that “tenders be
called for.” 147 Preliminary plans for the new nave, aisles, and porches were presented to
the vestry by architect Cyril Julian Mountfort (1853-1920), son of the original
architect. 148

Financial matters had to be planned very carefully if the parish wanted to see their
church finally completed. The vestry considered the sale of Earnley Academy and the
reserve on Victoria Street, but these could not be sold because they were “educational
properties.” 149 By December, £130 had been promised to the building fund. One month
later, the parish had £180 in its coffers. 150 Robert Aherne, Rangiora’s agent, reporter for
the Lyttelton Times, and churchwarden, was instructed to write Mountfort, requesting him
to prepare final plans and specifications and to invite tenders for the completion of the
church according to its original plans. 151 In an event highly out of character, Dudley
decided “to communicate” with the ladies of the parish so that they could “assist in
raising funds for completing the church [and incidental expenses] by providing Goods for
a Bazaar to be held in August.” 152 The tenders were presented to the vestry in
February. 153 However, all of these tenders proved to be too expensive.” The vestry,
accordingly, decided that Mountfort must submit “fresh tenders.” These new tenders
were to be for a building of entirely new material, with the old material to be made
available to the parish for their disposal. In addition, Mountfort was requested to omit the
west porch and the interior painting. 154 Less than two weeks later, Mountfort replied and
offered a second set of tenders. 155 The vestry selected Pollock and Thompson’s tender for
the new project.
The vestry discussion then turned to an interesting problem: where would the
parish hold services while construction took place? The vestry tried to secure a meeting
place at Institute Hall, but the hall required ten shillings per day, plus the vestry would be
required to summarily light and close the hall. This plan was totally unsuitable to the
vestry 156 In March, “after considerable discussion, the following resolution was moved
by Mr. Aherne, seconded by Mr. Leech [that] arrangements be made for removing the
North and South aisles of the Church piecemeal, weatherboarding the nave, placing the
Choir in the Chancel, and filling up the Transept with Benches so that the New Building
may be built over the present Nave without interrupting the services.” 157
The fund-raising bazaar, set for August, was rescheduled for October 1, 1882, probably
organized for the ladies to have more items for sale for the holidays. The vestry then
petitioned the Church Property Trustees “for a loan of £300 toward the cost of
completing the erection of the [originally planned] Parish Church.” 158 Although the

vestry minutes do not state a completion date, the Service Register states that
construction was finalized on Thursday, October 12, 1882. 159 The consecration ceremony
was provided by Bishop Harper (the Right-Reverend Henry John Chitty Harper, D.D.
[1804–1893] with thirty-seven communicants in attendance). The monetary collection for
the ceremony was £20-19-6 for the current building fund. 160 For their purposes, the
vestry must have considered their beloved church to be “almost” complete. In the years
that followed, the porches on the north and south end were finally added, along with the
addition of stained-glass memorial windows and various improvements to the interior and
parish grounds. Yet, the church remains unfinished, to date ,concerning Mountfort’s
original plan. The west bay and bell tower were to be completed when funds permitted,
but these were never constructed. Additionally, there once was a doorway in the center of
the west end which is now sealed with concrete blocks. 161 Since the church was
constructed in so very many stages, as the parishioners and Dudley’s funds allowed, the
church became an organic structure, truly representing their pioneering spirit and
resolution.
One account, dating from the turn-of-the 20th century, read that –
… the foundations of the present church were laid in solid concrete. The superstructure is
composite, and a tower has still to be added to the building, which has accommodations
for 500 persons. There are two Sunday schools adjoining the church, one in wood, and
the other in concrete ….” 162

Because the church of St. John the Baptist has survived in its present state for more than over a
century, it stands today as a tribute to all of those pioneers who stood by it during the early years.
The parishioners experienced difficult times during the 1880’s, but they diligently worked
together to finance and construct a church worthy of their beliefs.

The colonial Anglican church at Rangiora still stands today (fig. 4) – almost
frozen in time – and no major changes have been needed or undertaken to mar its historic
charm and dignity. 163 In Doreen Warren’s Some Canterbury Churches, the Anglican
Church of St. John the Baptist (Rangiora) is often compared to St. Mary’s Cathedral,
Auckland (1886-97), also designed by Mountfort. St. Mary’s “is regarded as one of the
finest wooden churches in the English-speaking world.” 164 The Anglican Church of St.
John the Baptist at Rangiora bears a striking resemblance to St. Mary’s. Since the
Rangiora parishioners could not afford their house of worship to be built as Mountfort

originally designed it in his original proposed plan (having been constructed piecemeal
because of finances), it may be assumed that St. Mary’s in Auckland was a fulfillment, on
a larger scale, of Mountfort’s initial plan for the “little church in the bush” at Rangiora
when the architect was far younger and the parishioners and their vicar (Dudley)
envisioned that they could accomplish miracles for their dream church at Rangiora.
However, the timber-designed church of St. John the Baptist at Rangiora is remarkable
for its “pit-sawn timber ceiling … [that] ranks among the finest example of colonial
Gothic carpentry in New Zealand.” 165 This church design is a true testament to its early
pioneers, its parishioners, the Reverend Benjamin Woolley Dudley, and most definitely
to its most-insightful and ever-patient architect, Benjamin Woolfield Mountfort, the true
example of a visionary architect in colonial New Zealand. 166

Figure 4. The Anglican Church of St. John the Baptist, Rangiora, N.Z.,
designed by architect Benjamin Woolfield Mountfort. Source: Photo by the
author, 1988.
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Pittsburgh Artist’s Life Cut Short:
Designer George Heppenstall, 1901 – 1923
Abstract
For over 90 years, the artistry of George Heppenstall has remained relatively
unknown and unseen by the American public. The last exhibition of his works was in
Greensburg, Pennsylvania, in May 1972 – some forty years ago. Heppenstall could have
and should have been one of the most anticipated young American artists of the early 20th
century, perhaps even exhibiting artworks and designs in London and Paris and beyond,
as was planned in 1922. He has been noted as an emerging genius of book illustration,
design, and painting. Additionally, Heppenstall was a costume designer/illustrator for the
Zigfield Follies and the New York fashion house of Lucille. For a brief time, he was also
an instructor at the Parsons School of Design and at the Carnegie Tech (Carnegie Mellon
University). In 1922, Heppenstall was slated to exhibit with a number of seminal
European artists, but he put this exhibition and his European travel on hold in order to
fulfill his teaching obligations at Carnegie Tech.
Heppenstall had such a promising future, and he may have been a great artist
during his time – exhibiting with the other great artists in Europe and across America.
However, his life was cut short after a brief illness in early 1923, and his artistic history
has sadly been forgotten. This article will shed light on a relatively unknown American
artist’s life and his artworks – sadly cut very, very short.
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Pittsburgh Artist’s Life Cut Short:
Designer George Heppenstall, 1901 – 1923

Figure 1. George Heppenstall,
photograph, ca. 1922. Courtesy of
Diana Searight.

George R.M. Heppenstall (fig. 1), the son of George T. Heppenstall, was born on
June 7, 1901, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 1 He was a member of the prominent steel
industry family in the Lawrenceville region of the city. 2 Heppenstall and his two sisters,
Alice and Lenore, were raised in a spacious home on Mellon Street in Pittsburgh’s
affluent East End. This home is where the inspiration for art started early in his life – with
stories of the Arabian Nights, illustrated by Edmund Dulac, and the Kingdom of the
Pearl, by Leonard Rosenthal. Heppenstall attended Peabody High School where his art
teacher, Jean Thoburn, continued his art education and was instrumental in his future
success. Thoburn encouraged Heppenstall’s early artistic endeavors, and was not
impressed, at first, by his early productions. She later stated, “It was my very happy lot at
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Peabody to have a great many gifted people,” according to the Qed Renaissance,
Pittsburgh’s magazine of the arts and public affairs. 3

Figure 2. George Heppenstall, The
Young King, 1921. Watercolor and
ink, 11 ¼” x 8 5/8”. Courtesy of Diana
Searight.

In 1919, Heppenstall matriculated in the New York Academy of Fine and Applied
Art (now Parsons: The New School for Design) 4 – where he finished a three-year course
in only six months.5 Upon graduation, Heppenstall was hired as an instructor at the
institution and became the director of costume studies at the Academy. His work from
this period exhibited an Orientalism common to other artists at the time, and he also
collected butterflies from lepidopterists from all over the globe. 6 While serving as the
head of costume studies at the Academy, Heppenstall came in contact with numerous
personalities in the same field during the early 1920’s. Among these notables were
Nicholas Roerich, a Russian painter who secured connections for him with Anna Pavlova
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(the Russian ballerina), who he sketched from life studies, and James Reynolds, the head
of costumes for the Ziegfeld Follies. 7

Figure 3. George Heppenstall, Pavlova
Dances, 1922. Watercolor and pencil,
9 3/8” x 7 ½”. Courtesy of Diana Searight.

Figure 4. George Heppenstall, The
Young King of the Black Isles, 1917.
Watercolor and splatter paint.
Courtesy of Diana Searight.

While in New York, Heppenstall embarked on a new direction for his costume
designs, and, in 1920, he was responsible for the costumes, sets, and masks worn by the
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actors in the Broadway stage play Gardens of Fate. At this time, Heppenstall created
oriental-style costumes for Florence Ziegfeld’s productions. 8 He then also completed
designs for a number of dignitaries, including Lady Duff Gordon, the head of Lucile,
Ltd., “the first English-based couture house to achieve international recognition.” 9
Lucile’s New York branch opened in 1910, and Lady Gordon’s “most visible work was
in the performing arts,” with Zigfield as one of her most valued clients. 10
By 1913, Lucile was housed at 37-39 West 57th Street in New York, and the large
fashion house remained at this address until 1924. 11 Lady Gordon understood the
American market and exploited “the power of the press” with “highly popular illustrated
fashion articles.” 12 “Exotic Oriental toilettes” 13 were always among those designs her
house promoted, and this may be one reason that Lady Gordon noticed Heppenstall’s
unique designs. She subsequently acknowledged his personal style and the distinct
creativity of his work by hiring him as a “special designer” in 1920 at the age of 19. The
following year, Heppenstall was appointed as the “chief designer” of her New York
fashion house. During the three years that he worked for Lady Gordon, he designed
hundreds of costumes for her runways. Lady Gordon had appointed Heppenstall as a
minor designer at the age of 19; within a year, he became her chief designer. 14
Additionally, Heppenstall also designed a gown for Miss Sarah Mellon of
Pittsburgh, and she wore this particular gown at her debutante ball, known as “The
Fountain of Youth.” Miss Mellon specifically requested that Heppenstall design this
gown and commissioned him to do so as a friend of the family. 15
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Figure 5. George Heppenstall, costume design,
ca. 1921. Courtesy of Diana Searight.

Figure 6. George Heppenstall, costume design,
ca. 1921. Courtesy of Diana Searight.

Heppenstall also designed the costumes for dancer and choreographer Rosa
Rolanda (1898-1970), the wife of Mexican artist Miguel Covarrubias, which she wore in
The Music Box Review and Goyescas. 16 Additionally, he designed the costumes to match
the vitality of the music required for Rolanda for her cerographical elements. 17 After the
first designs for her, she became his favorite model, and they remained good friends until
his untimely death. Lastly, he created the costume for Mae Murray’s movie Broadway
Rose in 1922. 18 This was the final design Heppenstall created for the fashion world and
also the last of his designs for the House of Lucile in New York.
In 1922, Heppenstall returned to Pittsburgh to take up a teaching position in the
Fine Arts Department of Carnegie Institute of Technology – “Carnegie Tech” (now
known as Carnegie Mellon University). That same year, he was invited to exhibit at the
Pittsburgh International Exhibition of Contemporary Painting and Sculpture (The
Carnegie International), under the Institute’s second director, Homer Shiff SaintGaudens (serving from 1922-50, the son of noted American sculptor Augustus Saint-
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Gaudens). 19 Heppenstall was then the youngest artist invited to exhibit; at that time, he
was only 21 years old. In this exhibition, there were works on display by Mary Cassatt,
Childe Hassam, Claude Monet, and Rockwell Kent. 20

Figure 7. George Heppenstall, SelfPortrait, ca. 1920. Watercolor and crayon,
8 ¾” x 7”. Courtesy of Diana Searight.

Concurrently, Heppenstall was also invited to exhibit his artworks and designs in
London and Paris, but he decided to postpone the European trip for a year because of his
teaching obligations at Carnegie Tech. He was never able to participate in those pivotal
exhibitions due to a sudden illness and his untimely death. In 1923, Heppenstall started
one of his few oil paintings entitled Helen. This painting was inspired by the Edgar Allen
Poe poem To Helen. 21 His sister, Alice Louise Heppenstall, posed for the painting;
however, this painting remains unfinished. In early 1923, George Heppenstall attended a
local play and caught a chill; just nine short days later, on March 13th, he died of
pneumonia. 22
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Figure 8. George Heppenstall, Fragment of an Unfinished Illustration
(detail), ca. 1923. Watercolor and ink, 8 ¼” x 11 ¼”. Courtesy of Diana
Searight.

In October 1923, a memorial exhibition was held in the Department of Fine Arts
at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in honor of Heppenstall’s brief artistic career.
This exhibition contained 51 works: 17 paintings (oils and watercolors), 7 pencil
drawings (black and white), and the remaining 37 pieces were color costume sketches. 23
Following Heppenstall’s death, his artworks were returned to the family home in
Pittsburgh. There they remained, out of the public eye for over 40 years. Then, in the
1960’s, Heppenstall’s nephew, Cowles Wilbert, having grown up surrounded by his
uncle’s sumptuous artworks in his family home, hoped to re-introduce Heppenstall’s
creative genius to a new generation. 24 After many months of research and preparation,
Wilbert successfully coordinated an exhibition of the Heppenstall collection at the
Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh on January 25, 1972. 25 The exhibition was
described as a “tragic triumph.” 26 Many who attended the exhibition wondered what this
young native artist could have produced – if his life had not been tragically cut short.
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Sadly, George’s sister Alice, in whose home the paintings had long resided, died just
months before the exhibit.
A third major exhibition of Heppenstall designs and paintings was held at the
Westmoreland County Museum of Art in Greensburg, Pennsylvania, in May 1972. This
exhibition featured 172 examples of Heppenstall’s artworks, including paintings,
drawings, costume designs, Christmas cards, and even painted dolls that were made out
of fine fabrics. 27 Following both exhibitions in 1972, the Heppenstall collection returned
again to the Wilbert residence. Wilbert passed away in 1991, and the collection remained
with his widow, Claire Ahearn, and was subsequently turned over to Heppenstall’s greatniece, Diana Searight. 28 In 2006, Searight (then a business major and art history minor)
hoped to exhibit these artworks in the Giles Gallery at Eastern Kentucky University
(EKU). However, after many attempts, no funding to sufficiently repair the many aging
artworks and their much-neglected frames could be found. Thus, this paper will remain,
at the present, as the last record of Heppenstall’s artistic designs and creations during his
very short lifetime during the early 20th century. There should be more to Heppenstall’s
meteoric rise in the American art world, but “Fate” is rather fickle. The Heppenstall
collection has not been exhibited or viewed by the public since 1972. Heppenstall’s name
and art now remains buried in history.
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Figure 9. George Heppenstall, photograph,
ca. 1922. Courtesy of Diana Searight.

Though very young when he died, Heppenstall had a wide range of artistic skills,
far beyond the range of many artists of his same age. 29 He was noted for his imagination,
creativity, and vibrant use of color in his exotic works, such as The Winged Head,
February 1922. 30 The young artist died long before he was able to fulfill his plans to
expand his artistic expertise into book illustration, which was his first love and the source
of his artistic inspiration. Although his life was cut short by pneumonia, it should be
noted that he was highly skilled in the artistic areas of illustration, painting, and costume
design. Heppenstall was an early 20th-century American artist whose creations and
designs have remained relatively unknown and unseen by the American general public
for far too long. With this paper, Hepenstall should be revisited and reviewed for his
artistry in design during the early 20th century in American art history.
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Gender differences in the relationship between
satisfaction and cognition for changeability of the body
Minako Ohmuraa, Yayoi Kojimab, Yojiro Nakataa, Yoko Sawamiyac

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Increasing trend of stick to appearance in adolescent female
Cabinet Office has conducted 8th World Youth Survey (Cabinet Office, Director General for Policy, 2009). The
result, worries about the appearance of Japanese men and women youth from 18 years old to 24 years old, met in
2003 6.3% whereas was, in 2008 and has been increased to 11.1%.When viewed by gender, men whereas the
trouble of 7.2% for appearance, women have a high 14.9% and percentage. Report that the beauty or ugliness of
appearance for women is important (Lee & Ogawa, 2008) also from, stick to appearance is conceivable that many
women.

Report that affect the body satisfaction to stick to appearance
It has been pointed out that as a characteristic of people who stick to the appearance who are not satisfied with
your body (Nabeta, 2004; Phillips, Menarda, & Fay, 2006). Eda (2006) conducted a survey of college women and
found that the person who judged of their own figure to be “somewhat fat” or “fat”, in spite of having a normal
body weight, more than 80% of them. The result will be the possibility of seeing the manifestation of
dissatisfaction with one’s own body. Dissatisfaction with the body usually is accompanied by the individual’s
feelings of dissatisfaction with particular body parts in addition to the whole body. Ishihara and Osawa (2003)
revealed that feelings of dissatisfaction in adolescent female were living with “(a thick) foot”, “(a thick) waist”, or
“(a thick) arm”. Ohmura et al. (2014a) measured body satisfaction for each part of the body, among female
adolescents. Ohmura et al. (2014a) examined whether body esteem for each body part has an influence on shyness
(social anxiety, social passivity) through self-esteem. Parts of the body were classified into five parts: “Body
shape”, “Eyes”, “Nose and Mouth”, “Skin”, and “Hair” as a result of a factor analysis that was performed of an
assessment of the satisfaction of the 32 parts of the body. Path analysis revealed an effect of shyness and
self-esteem only on satisfaction with “skin”. By comparison, satisfaction with four other body parts had no effect
on shyness or self-esteem. In addition, Kanamoto et al. (1999) surveyed female university students about their
satisfaction with each part of their body and found that their dissatisfaction was mostly directed to the lower part
of the body, “thigh”, “hip”, and “legs”. Kanamoto et al. (1999) pointed out the survey’s findings to the possibility
that it is easy to accept a strong dissatisfaction with the lower part of the body because instantaneous changes in
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those parts of the body are difficult.

The relationship between satisfaction and changeability of the body in adolescent female
It was based on the findings of Kanamoto et al. (1999)，Ohmura et al. (2014a), examined the relationship
between satisfaction and cognition for changeability of five parts of the body: “Body shape”, “Eyes”, “Nose and
Mouth”, “Skin”, and “Hair” to determine the type of relationship between the individual’s cognition of
changeability and satisfaction with parts of the body. The results of the correlation analysis showed a significant
positive correlation between the cognition of changeability and satisfaction of the same body part for only three of
the body parts: “Skin”, “Hair”, and “Nose and Mouth”. In particular, a positive moderate correlation was found
between the cognition of changeability and satisfaction with the “Skin”. The results were revealed that
relationship between satisfaction and cognition for changeability by body parts.

Increasing trend of stick to appearance in adolescent male
In recent years, the number of people who are not satisfied with their bodies has increased for men, although
small in comparison to the women

(Cabinet Office, Director General for Policy, 2009). A survey of elementary

school students in the upper grades, college students, and middle school students, found that the rate to perform
weight loss of many men who are obesity conscious is high particularly among male college students (Yakura,
Hiroe, and Kasagi 1993). This finding suggests that the number of men with body dissatisfaction is predicted to
increase.

Men and women of the difference on cognition for changeability of body
Ohmura et al. (2014b) revealed that there were gender differences in the cognition of the changeability of
different parts of the body. The following differences between the two genders were found. Women perceived the
“Eyes” as being highly changeable, as compared to the men who did not. Women can change the size and shape
of the eyes by using eye makeup. On the other hand, men do not use makeup generally; therefore, it is difficult if
not impossible for them to change the size and shape of their eyes. This finding is the reason why the “Eyes” are
considered a body part that only women can easily change. Other body parts, the degree of changeability become
same tendency in men and women.

The purpose of this study
In the present study, the relationship between satisfaction and cognition for changeability of five parts of the
body: “Body shape,” “Eyes,” “Nose and Mouth,” “Skin” and “Hair” by gender was examined.

METHOD
Participants
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Minako Ohmura, 4-2-16 Osaki Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-0032, Japan
E-mail: popyblancpoponoir@gmail.com

The survey was conducted in two times. 1st survey, the participants (N = 256) included 186 female university
students ages 18 years to 26 years (M = 21.98, SD = 9.71) and 70 male university students ages 18 years to 27
years (M = 24.59, SD = 13.8). The survey was conducted in the three university and one professional school
located in Tokyo suburbs, Japan, in July-October 2013. 2nd survey, the participants (N = 283) included 156
female university students ages 18 years to 29 years (M = 20.06, SD = 3.21) and 127 male university students ages
18 years to 28 years (M = 20.15, SD = 2.15). The survey was conducted in the three university and one
professional school located in Tokyo suburbs, Japan, in July 2014.

Procedures
The participants were recruited from psychology classes. The lecturer was contacted for permission to collect data
from their students who were told that they were not obligated to participate in the study and that if they wished to
participate, their responses would remain anonymous and confidential. The students also were informed that their
participation in the study would not influence their grades or relations with the lecturer in any way. At the end of
the class period, the researchers conducted a short debriefing for research purposes.

Measurement
a. Questions of body satisfaction (32 items)
We used the 26 questions in the "Body cathexis scale (Masuda et al., 1992)" which measure the satisfaction with
body. We added the six questions of the "Hair style," "Hair of quality," "Depth of eyebrow," "Entire face,"
"Make‐up" and "Having no make-up" to these 26 items. Students responded to the questions using a 5-point
Likert type scale of the degree of satisfaction of each body part, ranging from (5) “it is very satisfied (5) to (1) “it
is not satisfied” (1).
b. Questions of changeability of Body (32 items)
Students responded to the same questions as the above using a 5-point Likert type scale of the degree of ease of
change of each body part, ranging from (5) “it is very easy to change (5) to (1) “it is very hard to change” (1).

RESULTS
The data of 288 female university students (M = 19.55, SD = 1.45) and 149 male university students (M =
20.30, SD = 1.99) were analyzed and no deficiencies in their responses were found. The means and standard
deviations of satisfaction and changeability of the body were examined (Table 1).
Ta b l e 1 The m ea ns a nd s t a nda rd devi a t i ons of s a t i s fa ct i on a nd cha ngea b i l i t y of t he b ody

satisfaction

M

Body shape
Eyes
Skin
Nose and Mouth
Hair

2.40

Women

SD

.817

3.09

1.173

2.86

.881

2.67

3.07

.836

.983

M

2.91

3.32

2.89

3.09

3.15

Men

changeability

SD

.797

.938

.728

.812

.836

M

2.39

Women

SD

.724

2.42

1.009

1.81

.835

2.72

3.17

.851

.862

M

2.56

2.14

2.58

1.90

3.00

Men

SD

.811

.899

.807

.888

.844

T

he results of the correlation analysis
The correlation analysis was performed to examine differences in the relationship between satisfaction and

Ta b l e 2 The res ul t s of t he correl a t i on a na l ys i s

changeability

sex
Body shape

Eyes

Skin

Nose and Mouth

Hair

Body shape

.122

.053

.124

.019

.125

Eyes

.075

.023

.003

-.051

.011

Skin

.221

Nose and Mouth

.135

Hair

.169

Body shape

.138

Eyes

.109

Skin

.168

Nose and Mouth

.117

Hair

.006

satisfaction
Men

Women

.241

**

.119

.086

.056

.170

*

.084

-.034

*

.064

.128

.029

.068

*

.037

.110

.009

.076

.102

.032

.027

-.038

**

.080

.293

**

.020

.090

*

.066

.186

**

.195

.026

.067

**

.175

*

.084

**

.013

.205
*

**

p <.05, ** p <.01

cognition for changeability of five parts of the body between the men and women (Table 2).
The results of the correlation analysis showed a significant positive correlation between changeability and
satisfaction of the “Skin” in men (ｒ＝.24, p<.01). On the other hand, there was no correlation between
changeability and satisfaction of the "Body shape," "Eyes," "Nose and Mouth" and "Hair" in men (r =.12，ns：r
=.02，ns：r =.08，ns：r =.07，ns).
The results of the correlation analysis showed a significant positive correlation between changeability and
satisfaction of the "Body shape, "“Skin,” "Nose and Mouth" and "Hair" in women (ｒ＝.14, p<.05：ｒ＝.29,
p<.01：ｒ＝.16, p<.01：ｒ＝.21, p<.01). On the other hand, there was no correlation between changeability and
satisfaction of the "Eyes"

in women (r =.14，ns).

DISCUSSION
Gender differences in the relationship between satisfaction and cognition for changeability of the body were
examined in the present study.
The men and the women showed a difference of the “Nose and Mouth” and “Hair”. It was observed
relationship between satisfaction and cognition for changeability of “Nose and Mouth” and “Hair” only in women.
But also related in women is low, there was no much difference in men and women. On the other hand, there was
a similarity relationship between the men and the women of the “Skin”. It was revealed that a person who feels
that it is difficult to change the state of the skin has a higher level of dissatisfaction with the skin. In Ohmura et al.
(2014b) revealed that both the men and women had the same cognition of “Skin” as relatively easy to change or
“cannot say either way”. Perhaps the “Skin” is not as difficult to change as the “Upper body” and “Lower body”,
but there is no easy way to change “Skin”, which was similar in this respect to ”Hair”. In women, “Skin” can also
be camouflaged temporarily by a method, such as a makeup. However, makeup is not good if they have skin
irritation. In this situation, camouflage the “Skin” by just makeup is difficult. In Omura et al. (submitted), "Skin"
is finding that a body part directly connected to the self-concept has been reported. From the results of this study

"Skin" was less satisfaction for both men and women. Therefore, still be "Skin" is an important body part directly
connected to the self-concept was suggested.
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The Female Hand in Romantic Literature and Film
Yoko Ima-Izumi
Professor of Film and Literature
University of Tsukuba, Japan

Abstract
The femme fatale is an indispensable element in Romantic Literature. Her hand
physically or metaphorically grabs a man who is hopelessly attracted to her. I will
explore the ways in which such a fatal female grip is depicted in William Blake’s
composite art and Emily Brontës Wuthering Heights in the era of Romanticism as well
as six films based on the novel. I will argue that, no matter when the films are made,
the image of femme fatale is maintained in the films made in the West. The only
exception is a Japanese film based on Wuthering Heights. The film shows the opposite
image of the woman who leads a man to life and not to destruction. The symbolic use of
the female power is thus quite different in the West and the East.

******** ********

The human body functions as symbols in art. Each part of the body has its own
peculiar meaning in film, literature, and other artistic media. The eye, for example, is
related with seeing and knowing. The foot is an active element to let one cross
boundaries to enter the previously unknown arena. The hand is an organ of touch, and
it allows one to enjoy haptic communication with others. But it can also grab others to
put them under one’s control. The hand furthermore functions as a pointer to show the
right way to take. In this paper I will focus on the symbolic use of the “female” hand in
the works of two representative authors of British Romanticism, William Blake and
Emily Brontë, clarify that the Romantic idea of the female can be found in all the works,
including six films based on the novel by Brontë. My approach is first to explore the
image of the “female” hand in Blake’s works to clarify the characteristics of the
Romantic idea of the female, and secondly to detect the same idea in Brontë’s novel and
six films 1 based on it.
1

Six films to be examined in this paper are as follows:
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The eighteenth-century science in England developed theories about the human
body and helped circulating pseudo-anatomical studies such as folk physiognomy and
the humor of the body. William Blake was deeply concerned with the anatomy of the
body, and made illustrations of bodily parts which were sometimes experimentally and
grotesquely deformed. He created his own symbolic system of the human bodily parts
and, paying particular attentions to the hand. There have been numerous studies about
the meaning of Blake’s “hand,” for he made it more conspicuous than the other parts by
personifying it in his final composite art, Jerusalem. It is significant that this
anthropomorphic hand is male, as is seen in Plate 18 of Jerusalem (Figure 1), 2 and gives
a wrong impression as if Blake were more concerned with male hands than female ones.

Figure 1 (Jerusalem 18, part)

It is true that male hands convey Blake’s motto to work out one’s life even in
darkness, as we see in Plate 1 of Milton (Figure 2). But female hands in Blake’s
composite art are in fact given the primary significance, for they present clues to the
way of human beings’ regeneration. The female hands in Blake’s art, which are not as
simple as the male hands, have not been explored on a full scale.

2

1939, Wuthering Heights, U.S.A., William Wyler;
1953, Adismos de Passion Cumbres Borrascosas, Mexico, Luis Buñuel;
1970, Wuthering Heights, U.K. and U.S.A., Robert Fuest;
1986, Hurlevent, France, Jacques Rivette;
1988, Arashigaoka, Japan, Yoshishige Yoshida; and
1992, Wuthering Heights, U.K., Peter Kosminsky.
All quotations, both text and image, from William Blake’s works are from “The
William Blake Archive,” http://www.blakearchive.org/blake/indexworks.htm,
November 30, 2014.
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Figure 2 (Milton 1, part)

In this paper I will clarify the meanings of the female hand in Blake’s composite
art against the backdrop of Romanticism with particular attention to the idea of femme

fatale, which Mario Praz identified as one of the characteristics of Romanticism in his
book, The Romantic Agony (London, Oxford University Press, H. Milford, 1933). I will
select four plates from Blake’s Jerusalem and other illuminated works to detect female
hands and summarize their natures as follows:
(1) to fascinate and control the male according to her unlimited desire, and
(2) to support and guide the male to an appropriate way.
I. The Female Hand in Blake’s Art
Jerusalem, the title character of Blake’s final illuminated poem Jerusalem, has a
split personality, and her negative persona is characterized as a veiled woman named
Vala. Plate 4 of Jerusalem shows (Figure 3), in the upper right part, Vala who is dressed
in blue-grey vale stretches her hand successfully to grab the head of Albion on the right
in her attempt to control him. The main plot of the work Jerusalem depicts the painful
way for Albion to escape from Vala’s grip or from the fallen state and accept Jesus to
achieve regeneration. Albion is often grabbed physically and/or mentally by Vala’s hand,
and reveres her as Goddess, as Vala verbally requires him to believe the primacy of her
over “the Imaginative Human Form” that is a Blake’s phrase for Imagination, one of the
most significant ideologies of Romanticism:
Know me now Albion: look upon me I alone am Beauty
The Imaginative Human Form is but a breathing of Vala
I breathe him forth into the Heaven from my secret Cave
4

Born of the Woman to obey the Woman
(Jerusalem 30 [34]: 48-51)

Figure 3 (Jerusalem Plate 4)
The hand of Vala frequently appears not only in Jerusalem but in the previous
works. In Plate 16 of America, copy m (Figure 4), she extends her hand to Albion as if
she were to grab his head. She does not really grab him, but he gets seduced and
mesmerized by the power of her hand into worshipping her by pressing his hands
together. A snake springs from her genitals and threatens by sticking out his
divided-tongue from his widely open mouth. The snake itself has a symbolic meaning of
seduction as it seduced Eve in Paradise, and Vala with the snake doubles the power of
seduction.

Figure 4 (America 16, copy m, part)

This female hand to cast a spell on the male is also depicted in Plate 25 of

Jerusalem (Figure 5), where Vala perfectly puts Albions under her control by spreading
her hands over him with supports from the other two women who physically draw fibers
out of his body to reinforce the female control. The female characters draw the male
5

fibers in other places as well. The twelve daughters of Albion in Plate 69 of Jerusalem,
for example, “drew out from the Rocky Stones [Albion’s sons] / Fibres of Life to Weave.”
The most prominent example is seen in Plate 85 of Jerusalem (Figure 6). The hands of
Enitharmon draw fibers out of the body of Los, her husband and successfully produce
fruit out of them. The brightly shining sun on her side approves her supremacy over Los,
who is passive and is located next to the equally passive moon. The only action he
obviously makes is to protect his head by hand lest Enitahrmon’s hand should grab it.

Figure 5 (Jerusalem 25, part)

Figure 6 (Jerusalem 85, part)

These female hands thus grab the male to attain the female desire to achieve
primacy. The female hand of the opposite nature, however, is also illustrated in Blake’s
works. The upper left part of Plate 4 of Jerusalem presents the female protagonist
named Jerusalem leading a chain of human beings, at the end of which Albion is
situated. He turns away from Vala and significantly takes the same posture of
worshiping as in Plate 18 of America, but the object of his worship is different. Albion
who has escaped from Vala’s grip worships Jerusalem who points to the motto “Jesus
only” (written in Greek). Jerusalem’s hand can thus function as a pointer, though most
of the time it is overwhelmed by Vala’s powerful seducing hand.
II. The Female Hand in Brontë’s Wuthering Heights
The female hand is effectively used in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights. I will
examine both the literary text and six film versions to detect Blakean female hands of
two opposite natures, clarifying that the Romantic image of woman survives in the films
today.
A passage to be examined is about the ghost of Catherine appearing to Lockwood,
who happens to stay in a dilapidated room in the house named Wuthering Heights
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owned by the middle-aged Heathcliff. It clarifies eloquence of hands. Lockwood extends
his hand through the broken window glass to reach a noisy branch shaken with the
wind but grabs, instead, an ice-cold hand of a female ghost who calls herself Catherine
Linton. He is terrified by the tenacious grip of the ghost, who would not let him go. Even
though he cruelly rubs the hand to and fro against the broken window glass until blood
runs down to soak the bedclothes, he cannot free himself from the grip. The bloody hand
is indicative of femme fatale who would make Lockwood a prey.
But he frees himself from the femme fatale by lying to her and quickly
withdrawing his hand. He further puts piles of books against the broken window glass
so that he may emphasize the boundary between IN and OUT. The female hand fails to
achieve the function of femme fatale.
This time, I remembered I was lying in the oak closet, and I heard distinctly
the gusty wind, and the driving of the snow; I heard, also, the fir bough repeat
its teasing sound, and ascribed it to the right cause: but it annoyed me so much,
that I resolved to silence it, if possible; and, I thought, I rose and endeavoured
to unhasp the casement.

The hook was soldered into the staple: a

circumstance observed by me when awake, but forgotten. ‘I must stop it,
nevertheless!’ I muttered, knocking my knuckles through the glass, and
stretching an arm out to seize the importunate branch; instead of which, my
fingers closed on the fingers of a little, ice-cold hand! The intense horror of
nightmare came over me: I tried to draw back my arm, but the hand clung to it,
and a most melancholy voice sobbed, ‘Let me in—let me in!’ ‘Who are you?’ I
asked, struggling, meanwhile, to disengage myself. ‘Catherine Linton,’ it
replied, shiveringly (why did I think of Linton? I had read Earnshaw twenty
times for Linton)—‘I’m come home: I’d lost my way on the moor!’ As it spoke, I
discerned, obscurely, a child’s face looking through the window. Terror made
me cruel; and, finding it useless to attempt shaking the creature off, I pulled its
wrist on to the broken pane, and rubbed it to and fro till the blood ran down
and soaked the bedclothes: still it wailed, ‘Let me in!’ and maintained its
tenacious gripe, almost maddening me with fear. ‘How can I!’ I said at
length. ‘Let me go, if you want me to let you in!’ The fingers relaxed, I
snatched mine through the hole, hurriedly piled the books up in a pyramid
against it, and stopped my ears to exclude the lamentable prayer. I seemed to
keep them closed above a quarter of an hour; yet, the instant I listened again,
there was the doleful cry moaning on! ‘Begone!’ I shouted. ‘I’ll never let you in,
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not if you beg for twenty years.’ ‘It is twenty years,’ mourned the voice: ‘twenty
years. I’ve been a waif for twenty years!’ Thereat began a feeble scratching
outside, and the pile of books moved as if thrust forward. I tried to jump up;
but could not stir a limb; and so yelled aloud, in a frenzy of fright.
(Wuthering Heights, Chapter III) 3
This passage of the appearance of Catherine’s ghost plays a key part in the novel,
for it fast advances the core plot of Catherine and Heathcliff. Lockwood’s encounter with
the ghost of Catherine is reported to Heathcliff, who becomes obsessed with the wish to
see Catherine once again. Heathcliff opens the window and cries with tears: “Come in!
come in!” “Cathy, do come. Oh, do—once more! Oh! my heart’s darling! hear me this time,
Catherine, at last!” (Wuthering Heights, Chapter III). He is gradually eaten by the
femme fatale until he finally confesses: “I am within sight of my heaven,” meaning that
he is almost able to see Catherine. Nelly observes Heathcliff ’s inordinate gaze: “don’t,
for God’s sake, stare as if you saw an unearthly vision” (Wuthering Heights, Chapter
XXXIV).
There are thus various hints of Heathcliff almost seeing Catherine, but there is no
explicit description of the two finally meeting or Heathcliff being taken by the femme
fatale to death. Films tackle the difficult issue of revealing Catherine’s aspect as femme
fatale and presenting Heathcliff ’s death to be caused by Catherine. I will examine six
films with the emphasis on the appearance of the ghost of Catherine.
III. The Female Hand in the Wuthering Heights Films
In the 1939 American academy-award winning film based on Wuthering Heights,
which was made by William Wyler, Lockwood is grabbed by the hand of Catherine, as in
the novel. But he is too easily terrified to exchange words with the ghost. He screams
and quickly withdraws his hand (Figures 7-8). There is a scene neither of the blood
running from Catherine’s hand nor of the pile of books moving. It is Heathcliff who
takes over the role of Lockwood to face the ghost. Hearing the scream of Lockwood,
Heathcliff opens out the window and stares at the stormy outside, calling Catherine by
name (Figures 9-10), and he finally runs out of the house into the snowy storm to be
eternally caught by her as we learn later by the longshot of Catherine and Heathcliff

3

All quotations from Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights are from the “The Project
Gutenberg eBook, Wuthering Heights, by Emily Bronte,”
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/768/768-h/768-h.htm, November 30, 2014.
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walking side by side in the snow (Figure 11). It is clear that Heathcliff is taken by her to
her world. The female hand originally grabs Lockwood’s hand and eventually gains
Heathcliff ’s body.

Figure 7

Figure 10

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 11

The second film to be examined is the 1953 Mexican version, which was made by
Luis Buñuel. Lockwood is completely omitted, and the hand of Catherine or Catalina
has a direct contact with Heathcliff or Alejandro. It is in the underground grave of
Catherine that Heathcliff, being shot and bleeding, puts his hand on Catherine’s
(Figures 12-13). Suddenly the female hand, though dead, sticks to his hand. He frees his
hand from her sticking hand, but the existence of the persisting female hand is
emphasized by its being brightly-lit in the generally dark scene and centrally placed in
the frame (Figure 14). The persisting hand is soon replaced by another hand of
Catherine, who now stands behind Heathcliff (Figure 15). He stares at this second hand
that is extended to him as if to embrace him. This image of Catherine is taken over by a
man holding a gun to shoot Heathcliff (Figure 16). The persisting female hand leads
Heathcliff to death.

9

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 14

The idea of Heathcliff being shot to death is not in the novel; it is the invention by
Buñuel. It is further adopted in the 1970 British version made by Robert Fuest.
Catherine is a typical femme fatale, leading Heathcliff to death. It is not, however, the
female hands but the eyes that play a significant role. The exchange of the gazes at each
other evokes eroticism and when their eyes are shot in extreme close-up, Catherine’s
eyes are replaced by the gun muzzle (Figures 17-20). Heathcliff is shot and his image
becomes blurred (Figure 21). Catherine watches him take his last breath and
contentedly smiles (Figures 22-23). She completes herself as a perfect femme fatale.

Figure 17

Figure 18
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Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 23

The hand comes back in the 1986 French film by Jacques Rivette. Lockwood is
again omitted, and Heathcliff himself encounters the female hand which, wavering in
the air, invites him through the broken window glass (Figures 24-25). The hand
gradually moves into the room of Lockwood, who in his turn moves to the window and
extends his hand to it (Figures 26-27). The intention of the female hand to draw
Heathcliff towards her is clear, but the film ends there, and the fate of the man remains
ambiguous.

Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 26

Figure 27

The fifth film is a Japanese version of Wuthering Heights, which was made by
Yoshishige Yoshida in 1989. The film-director drastically changed the image of
11

Catherine who is here called Kinu. The female hand does not appear in the film, but her
voice is heard by Heathcliff or Onimaru when he, with one of his hands cut off by his
opponent, is about to be killed (Figures 28-31). Staring into space, he repeats that “Kinu
calls me” (Figure 32). His opponent feels creepy and runs away, leaving Heathcliff alive.
Heathcliff is saved by the female voice. Catherine or Kinu is not a femme fatale but a
guardian spirit who saves his life and leads him to the right way. This image of a woman
as guardian spirit is identical with one of the two women that are illustrated in Plate 4
of Blake’s Jerusalem – not the one gripping a man by the head but the other leading a
man to a hopeful goal of life.

Figure 28

Figure 29

Figure 31

Figure 32

Figure 30

The image of a woman who leads a man to life is again replaced by the femme

fatale image in the final Wuthering Heights film to be examined. The 1992 film by Peter
Kosminsky is intended to be faithful to the novel, and does not omit Lockwood. He
meets the ghost of Catherine, whose hand grabs him. Kosminsky’s Catherine is the
most persistent, among all six Wuthering Heights films, in her desire to grab Lockwood
and extends both of her hands to him (Figure 33). She not only firmly grabs him but,
unlike the other films, clearly shows her face to him (Figure 34). When Lockwood
escapes, Catherine extends her hand to Heathcliff to grab his hand (Figures 35). He is
taken to her world and kisses her (Figure 36-37), and the kiss means, in the real world,
his death as is soon shown (Figure 38).
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Figure 33

Figure 34

Figure 35

Figure 36

Figure 37

Figure 38

The Wuthering Heights films, except the Japanese version, thus vividly present
the female hand to draw a man into her world of death, magnifying the subtle
implications of the femme fatale in the novel. The image of woman protecting a man
from death, which is seen in the Japanese film, is not far removed from the Romantic
design. As in Blake’s art, particularly in Plate 4 of Jerusalem, there is always a woman
of the opposite characteristics who invalidates the power of femme fatale. But the films
in the West do not develop such characterization but stick to the motif of femme fatale.
This paper has clarified that the female desire to control a man and his life is
expressed by the persisting grip of femme fatale in the works by Blake and Brontë in
the era of Romanticism and further that films based on Brontë’s Wuthering Heights, no
matter when they are made, maintain the same ideas of woman as seen in the source.
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A Comparative Study of Characters in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering
Heights and Yoshishige Yoshida’s Film Adaptation
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
(Doctoral Program)
University of Tsukuba
Tang Niannian

Abstract
This paper focuses on a successful Japanese film, Wuthering Heights, which is
known as a special adaptation of Emily Brontë’s writing. Although this film maintained
the original structure, its setting was totally changed into Kamakura Period by the
director, Yoshishige Yoshida. He has added Japanese traditional culture and religious
elements into this film and built new relationships among characters. This paper would
discuss the different relationships of characters in Brontë’s novel and Yoshida’s film via
analyzing chosen scenes.

******** ********

Introduction
As always, adaptations play an important role in film productions. Some classic novels
even have been adapted for several times since they could afford many narrative source
materials.

However, in intercultural adaptations, considering different cultural

backgrounds, though some filmmakers would seek the fidelity to original contents, they
also might create several changes to localize the adaptations for reaching the target
audiences.
The Japanese film Wuthering Heights (嵐が丘, arashi ga oka) which is based on Emily
Brontë’s novel of the same name is such an outstanding representative of intercultural
adaptations. This

film was released in 1988 and was nominated for the 1988 Cannes

film festival award for Palme d’Or.
The director Yoshishige Yoshida who also wrote the screenplay has reset the story into
a new setting of Kamakura Period (from 1185 to 1333 A.D.). This period is known for
14

the establishment of feudalism in Japanese history. As a result, there are a lot of
traditional Japanese elements could be found in this film. For an example, the director
has brought Noh, a kind of Japanese traditional play into the film. However, the biggest
change in this film should be the relationships of characters. Since the rigid
stratification in feudal system, the relations of the main characters are very different
from the originals. This paper would discuss the relations among Yamabe families by
analyzing several scenes within the film and also would compare the film with the novel
in order to find out the differences between them.
1 Discussion of the first appearance of Heathcliff and Onimaru
In this section, the paper would analyze the appearance of Heathcliff and Onimaru and
discuss the difference between them. First, the paper would analyze the appearance of
Heathcliff.
When Mr. Earnshaw who is the father of Hindley and Catherine came back from
Liverpool, he has brought a homeless boy back and announced the adoption of him. This
is the first appearance of Heathcliff to the family.
‘And at the end of it to be flighted to death!’ he said, opening his great-coat, which he
held bundled up in his arms, ‘See here, wife; I was never so beaten with anything in my
life: but you must e’en take it as a gift of God; though it’s as dark almost as if it came
from the devil.’
We crowded round, and, over Miss Cathy’s head, I had a peep at a dirty, ragged,
black-haired child; big enough both to walk and talk- indeed, its face looked older than
Catherine’s- yet, when it was set on its feet, it only stared round, and repeated over and
over again some gibberish that nobody could understand.
Though the correct age of Heathcliff is not clearly mentioned, the author still pictured
him with ‘child’. Via analyzing Mr. Earnshaw’s motion - he held bundled up in his armsit could be supposed that Heathcliff is just a little boy at that time. However, the first
appearance of Onimaru in the Japanese film Wuthering Heights is different. The next
section would analyze the scene of Onimaru’s first appearance.
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In figure 1, the film uses an extreme long shot to show the whole landscape. Though few
details could be identified in this shot, it has made a deep impression on audience
within the view of dark and barren land. In the original work, the story happened in
West Yorkshire, which lies in the east England and is well known for the view of moors.
Such wild scenery hints that a powerful and haunting story of love and revenge is
performing. However, the view in film is more desolate than in the original. Such
desolate view could be taken as a hint that the conflicts in the film would be more
intense than in the original work.
There are two figures coming near the camera in figure 2. One person is leading the
horse and the other one is riding. According to the medium shot in figure 3 and 4, we
could identify that the rider is a middle-aged person and the other one is a teenager.
Their costumes are obviously different. The middle-aged person looks like a feudal noble,
while the boy has disheveled hair and dirty face. This is the first appearance of
Onimaru in the film.
Via comparing the original work with this film there are two differences could be
pointed out. First, though the correct ages are not mentioned, Heathcliff is obviously
younger than Onimaru. Second, we could find that Heathcliff and Onimaru do not
belong to the same class. Although Takamaru (the middle-aged person) spoke to
Onimaru in a very gentle tone in the film, he still took Onimaru as a common boy and
treated him as a servant. While in the original work, Mr. Earnshaw held Heathcliff
carefully and regarded him as ‘a gift of god’. This difference of social stratums would
become more obvious in the next scene.
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2 Discussion of social stratum of Earnshaw family and Yamabe family
This section aims to find out the different circumstances of Heathcliff and Onimaru. In
order to find the answer, this paper would discuss the respective social stratum in
Earnshaw family and Yamabe family.
In the original work, when Nelly Dean, the servant of the Earnshaw and Linton family,
narrated the process of Heathcliff’s first appearance to the Wuthering Heights，she said
as below:
and Mr. Earnshaw told me to wash it, and give it clean things, and let it sleep with the
children.
And when she talked about the memory how Heathcliff was given a name, she said
on coming back a few days afterwards, for I did not consider my banishment
perpetual, I found they had
christened him ‘Heathcliff ’; it was the name of a son who died in childhood, and it has
served him ever since,
both for Christian and surname.
Through these two paragraphs, two facts could be found out. First, when Heathcliff
came to Wuthering Heights, he could receive services from the servant. Second, Mr.
Earnshaw took him as his own son. As a result of these, it could be concluded that
Heathcliff was in the master class within Earnshaw family.
However, in the film, Onimaru’s circumstance is totally different. In next section, the
paper would discuss the different classes in the Yamabe family via analyzing the chosen
scene.
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The above figures have shown the scene that Takamaru returned home from Kyoto
and pictured the rigid stratification in Yamabe family. A long shot has shown two people
in figure 5 – Takamaru was sitting opposite his daughter, Kinu, who turned her back to
the camera. From the view of audience both of them are sitting on the right side of the
frame. However, from the view of actor who is facing the audience, they were sitting on
the ‘stage left’. In Japan , ‘stage left’ would be called as ‘上手(kamite)’. In some
traditional Japanese plays, like ‘kabuki’ and ‘Noh’, the important characters usually
appear in this side. And in usual life, superiors in a family would also sit on this side. As
a result, it could be concluded that both of Takamaru and Kinu are in the higher class in
Yamabe family. Takamaru was also taking a higher position than his daughter, and
such position has shown his governance in this family.
Onimaru and an old man appeared in figure 6. The old man took the middle position
while Onimaru was just sitting on the left side of frame. And then the old man was
called by Takamaru and sat down on the far left in figure 7. As mentioned above, the
important person would appear on the stage left (the right from the view of audience).
Therefore, it could be determined that the status of this old man is the lowest among the
three people. In fact, this old man was just a servant of Yamabe family. So, based on
figure 6, it could be interpreted that Onimaru’s status was even lower than a servant.
This finding would be proved in the next scene.
In figure 8, when the camera turned to Kinu, another teenager boy had appeared. He
was Kinu’s brother Hidemaru. The figure shows that Hidemaru was sitting on a higher
place than Kinu and this place also serves as a symbol of his status.
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The next scene has shown how Onimaru was treated when he appeared in Yamabe
family at the first time. The film used a long shot to show the process how the servant
hit Onimaru from the higher place to the lower one. And the reason for hitting Onimaru
is that a menial does not have the right of getting in the house from dirt floors.
Therefore, the status of Yamabe family could be pictured based on the two scenes.
Takamaru obviously took the highest place in the family and the junior was his son,
Hidemaru. As the traditional ethic in Kamakura period, men were superior to women,
and consequently Kinu is lower than her brother. These three people belonged to the
master class. The servant and Onimaru belonged to the lower class. But even the lower
class was rigidly stratified. Onimaru was obviously treated as the lowest menial in this
family.
It could be found that Heathcliff and Onimaru had respective circumstances based on
analyzing the differences between the original work and the film. It could be pointed out
that Onimaru’s circumstance is more difficult than Heathcliff ’s. The filmmaker
intentionally looked forward to making a hint that the disparity between Onimaru and
Kinu is larger, so that their love story would be more dramatic than the original.
3 Discussion of the antagonism between Onimaru and Hidemaru
The next part is an original scene created by film. The Yamabe family protected the
volcanoes and served the god of giant serpent from ancient time. They need to hold an
annual ceremony. The antagonism between Onimaru and Hidemaru became stronger as
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they grow up. The film uses the composition of figures to show their antagonisms when
the ceremony was being held.

13

14

15

16

There is no dialogue in this scene. The film used shot reverse shot to show the tense
relation between Onimaru and Hidemaru. The ceremony fire cut the frame in half in
figure 13 and 14. Hidemaru and Kinu were sitting in the right side of figure 13 while
Onimaru and the other servants were sitting opposite and taking the left side of figure
14. In figure 15 and 16, a medium shot was used to show the expressions of these two
men. They looked at each other with anger and the fire in frames looked like a symbol of
their fierce hatred of each other. This scene has foreshadowed the later trend of the film.
4 Discussion of conflicts among Yamabe family
In the next section, the paper would analyze another original scene in the film. In this
scene, the conflicts among Yamabe family broke out for the first time. This section
would especially discuss the conflicts among Onimaru, Kinu and Hidemaru. And the
paper would also make a comparison with the novel.
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For protecting the god of the giant serpent, Yamabe family had a secret ceremony (not
the annual ceremony) passed from their ancestors and only the master of family
(Takamaru) could know details of the process (figure 17). However, Onimaru has broken
the rule and looked at the whole process of the ceremony stealthily (figure 18). The next
scene is about the process Onimaru was tortured for this crime.
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In the long shot (figure 19), the audience could see the servant was hitting Onimaru
and the other Yamabe families were watching this. A special condition should be pointed
out is that Takamaru who is the real master of Yamabe family did not appear in this
long shot. This might be a hint that torturing Onimaru was supposed to be the idea of
Hidemaru without his father’s permission. And then the camera captured a medium
shot of Hidemaru and Kinu (figure 20). In figure 20, Hidemaru was standing while Kinu
was kneeling down. The thing should be noticed is that both of them were taking the
right side of the frame. This composition has shown that Kinu still obeyed her brother
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at that time. However, when her brother wanted to hurt Onimaru, she stood up and
spread her arms to stop him (figure 21). In figure 21, Kinu and Hidemaru were standing
in two sides and created a symmetrical composition. The relationship between them has
changed from the moment when she started opposing her brother because of Onimaru.
Such antagonistic relation would get worse in figure 22. Onimaru was bound in the
middle of figure 22 while Kinu and Hidemaru were standing in two sides respectively.
When Hidemaru wanted to cut off Onimaru’s head with his katana sword, Kinu stopped
her brother and told him that ‘if you want to kill Onimaru, then kill me first.’
In the novel, though Hindley hated Heathcliff and had fights with him, he never really
attempted to kill him. And he never had a chance to torture Heathcliff in the first part
of novel since Heathcliff was treated as Mr. Earnshaw’s son. And the antagonism
between Hindley and Catherine was not as strong as in the film.
Conclusion
This paper has compared the Japanese film Wuthering Heights with the original work.
The first part of the film has placed emphasis on the relationship among main
characters. Based on the comparison between the adaptation and the novel, there are
several conclusions could be carried out.
First, the film emphasized the social status among characters. Since the background of
the film is Kamakura period when is known as the feudal hierarchy, every character has
been rigidly stratified. Especially Onimaru, the hero in the film, is treated as the lowest
menial in Yamabe family. It could be said that his circumstance is worse than
Heathcliff ’s.
Second, the film used composition of figures rather than dialogues to picture the
relationships among characters. For example, in the scene of Yamabe family’s annual
ceremony, though there are no dialogues at all, audiences still would aware of the
antagonism between Hidemaru and Onimaru by analyzing the composition of figure
13-16.
Finally, characters in the film own more intense emotion than in the novel and the
conflicts are more complex than the original ones. For example, Hidemaru hated
Onimaru so that he even wanted to kill Onimaru. And Kinu had strong affection for
Onimaru that she opposed against her brother for protecting her lover. However, in the
first part of the novel, Catherine never met such crisis and never had confrontation with
Hindley.
As the film unfolds, the relationships among characters would totally change in rest
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part of the film. Therefore, it could be said that the setting of characters in the first part
has foreshadowed the subsequent developments. And the sharp contrast between the
first and later halves of film would create more dramatic effects.
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Abstract
In Arthur Miller’s Broken Glass (1994), white is used for the depiction of mass evil in the
human race. This presentation will explore the relationship between the symbolic use of white and
Sylvia Gellburg’s paralysis during the last days of November 1938, the aftermath of Kristallnacht to
clarify the significance of the use of white in Miller’s plays and films.

******** ********

In the TV film adaptation of Arthur Miller’s Broken Glass (1994) by the BBC in
1996, white is used for the depiction of good in Sylvia Gellburg and her family doctor
Harry Hyman, whereas black is used for her husband Phillip Gellburg.

This

presentation will explore the relationship between the symbolic use of color and Sylvia
Gellburg’s paralysis during the last days of November 1938, during the aftermath of
Kristallnacht to clarify the significance of the use of color in Miller’s plays and films.
Philip is described as “a slender, intense man in his late forties, … in a black
suit, black tie and shoes and white shirt.”(3) 4 He explains to Hyman that the reason
why he always wears black is that when he started his career as a young man, he
wanted to seem older than he was to increase his authority when dealing with his
clients. Since he is Jewish, his attire looks like that of a typical orthodox Jew. He is,
however, a non-practicing Jew who tends to distance himself from the Jewish
community. Phillip is indifferent to the plight of German Jews when he reads the
newspaper article of Kristallnacht:
It’s no excuse for what’s happening over there, but German Jews can be pretty
… you know … Pushes up his nose with his forefinger. Not that they’re pushy
All quotations from Broken Glass have been from Arthur Miller’s Broken Glass (New
York: Penguin Books, 1994).
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like the ones from Poland or Russia but friend of mine’s in the garment
industry; these German Jews won’t take an ordinary good job, you know; it’s
got to be pretty high up in the firm or they’re insulted. And they can’t even
speak English. (12)
Phillip dissociates himself from his fellow Jews, moreover, he boasts to say that, “In fact,
I’m the only Jew ever worked for Brooklyn Guarantee in their whole history.”(22)
Yet what he does for his company is foreclose Brooklyn for them during the
Great Depression. “You got some lousy rotten job to do, get Gellburg, send in the Yid.
Close down a business, throw somebody out of his home.”(118) Phillip is hired by Mr.
Case from the company Brooklyn Guarantee to do the job that other gentiles do not like
to do. His role for the company reminds us of the pogrom story in Miller’s fiction Focus
(1945) in which Itzik the Jew is used to fleece the ignorant peasants out of their fortune
by the baron in Austria. When Phillip loses Mr. Case’s confidence, Hyman says to him,
“But is all this news to you? That’s the system, isn’t it?” (119) Hyman means that Jews
are only tools for the gentiles. Dr. Hyman, a Jewish physician who has studied in
Germany due to the limited number of quotas on Jews in American medical schools,
adores German music and literature so it is difficult for him to imagine that Germans
could suddenly change into the thugs who started Kristallnacht to prosecute Jews. He
is married to a gentile woman Margaret and distances himself from the Jewish
community. Yet he is more sympathetic to the fate of the German Jews and that makes
him psychologically closer to Sylvia.
Phillip hates being Jewish saying, “Being a Jew is a fulltime job.”(122) He
does not want to be mistaken for Goldberg and he is quick to correct, “It’s Gellburg, not
Goldberg.” (4) Still he is more of a character who internalizes the American system in
which Jews are prosecuted by gentiles than Sylvia and Hyman. Therefore he wears a
black suit, tie and shoes to signify his Jewish-ness and wickedness whereas Sylvia
appears in a white bath towel and Hyman with the association of a white horse to
signify purity making them more sympathetic to fellow Jews in Germany. Hyman says
to Phillip, “Look in the mirror sometime!” (126) Hyman means that Phillip should
admit that he is Jewish. He continues to say, “To forgive yourself, I guess. And the
Jews.” (128) Hyman means that Phillip should accept himself as he is and so should
the Jews. In the BBC TV film version of Broken Glass, Phillip looks at himself in the
mirror from the beginning and his profile is shown in the foreground to emphasize his
hooked nose when he consults with Dr. Hyman in his office. Phillip’s Jewish-ness in
racial terms is emphasized in the BBC TV film.
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Hyman is associated with white by saying to his wife Margaret, “We find an
island and we strip and go riding on this white horse.” (28) He is not a successful
physician and prefers a neighborhood practice to Manhattan.

Margaret says to

Gellburg, “By rights he ought to be on Park Avenue if he only had the ambition, but he
always wanted a neighborhood practice. Why, I don’t know—we never invite anybody,
we never go out, all our friends are in Manhattan. But it’s his nature, you can’t fight a
person’s nature.” (6) In the BBC TV film, Hyman is shown in horse-riding boots on
horseback on Brighton Beach. Leather horse-riding boots remind the audience of the
leather boots of Nazi’s soldiers and therefore this distances him from fellow Jews. This
is the moment in which he frees himself from being a Jew. Hyman rides on horseback
against the bright blue beach. He is a similar character to Dr. Jim Bayliss in All My

Sons (1947). He is insightful and attractive as an individual, however, not ambitious
enough to succeed in his profession nor pry into social affairs. He is a character who
regrets his life yet at the same time he is mature enough to accept his own choice and
the result.
Sylvia is in her mid-forties, a warm Jewish woman whose legs are
unfortunately paralyzed due to the shock of Kristallnacht in Germany.
I don’t really know. A slight pause. Remember Grandpa? His eyeglasses
with the bent sidepiece? One of the old men in the paper was his spitting
image, he had the same exact glasses with the wire frames. I can’t get it out of
my mind. On their knees on the sidewalk, two old men. And there’s fifteen
or twenty people standing in a circle laughing at them scrubbing with
toothbrushes. There’s three women in the picture; they’re holding their coat
collars closed, so it must have been cold … (33)
She is sympathetic to the plight of German Jews from the beginning of the incident,
whereas her husband Phillip does not show much interest in the event. It is as if he
were representing an American Jews’s attitude to the European Jews, especially during
the advancement of Adolf Hitler on the European fronts. During the Great Depression,
New York Jews like Phillip support Franklyn Delano Roosevelt’s policy not to
accommodate European Jews in the U.S. for fear of further increasing unemployment.
Leonard Dinnerstein analyzes the American Jews’s ambivalent attitude to the
European Jews:
Strangely enough, even many American Jews were ambivalent about
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admitting refugees.

Millions of the Jews in the United States had either

assimilated or were in the process of doing so, and they feared that an influx of
coreligionists might result in deepened anti-Semitic sentiment and increased
violence against them. 5
Since Arthur Miller himself was a New York Jew, he projected his experience through
Phillip. He recollected the 1930s in the U.S.:
That was at a time when most Jews (and certainly most non-Jews) were trying
to hush-hush the whole Nazi thing, because they didn’t want to draw attention
to their situation in the United States … for fear that it would awaken the
same thing. 6
Miller’s attitude to the 1930s in the U.S. is rather apologetic. He displays the paralysis
of society at the time of the European Jews’s crisis through Sylvia’s physical paralysis.
The second interpretation of Sylvia’s paralysis is when she summarizes her
divorce, “Sylvia reveals that the idea of divorce has been in her mind but that she has
simply settled into the new reality. Her paralysis now justifies her inaction, as it
stands as an image for it.” 7 After her legs are paralyzed, she is bathed by her maid and
wrapped in a white bath towel. She sits still and does nothing as if she were an
innocent victim of her harsh husband and from the shock of Kristallnacht. In this
context; white represents the traditional connotation of the color, goodness and
innocence. However, Phillip knows the true nature of her paralysis from the beginning
of the incident. Hyman asks Phillip, “Then you think she’s doing this on purpose?”
Phillip replies, “Except she’s numb; nobody can purposely do that, can they?” (23)
Sylvia was the head bookkeeper at Empire Steel in Long Island City before she
gave up her career to marry Phillip. Sylvia says to Phillip:
I’m here for my mother’s sake, and Jerome’s sake, and everybody’s sake except
mine, but I’m here and here I am. And now finally you want to talk about it,
now when I’m turning into an old woman? How do you want me to say it?
Leonard Dinnerstein, Anti-Semitism in America (New York: Oxford University Press,
1994), p. 145.
6 Arthur Miller, interview on Austrian television, 1996. Quoted from Christopher
Bigsby’s Arthur Miller: 1962-2005 (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2011),
p. 426.
7 Bigsby, p.421.
5
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Tell me, dear, I’ll say it the way you want me to. What should I say? (44)
Sylvia continues to psychologically torture Phillip and opens her heart to Hyman in
order to build her intimate relationship with him. Hyman says to Sylvia, “I want you
to imagine that we’ve made love. I’ve made love to you. And now it’s over and we are
lying together. And you begin to tell me some secret things. Things that are way
down deep in your heart.” (70) At the end of this scene, after Hyman leaves the room,
the stage direction says, “She reaches down and lifts the knee, and then the other and
lies there that way. Then she lets her knees spread apart … ”(70) The BBC TV film
does not follow this stage direction, so the truth of her paralysis is unknown to the
audience. This stage direction allows us to know that the reason for her paralysis is
more a psychological one rather than a physiological one.
Phillip yells at Sylvia, “What are you trying to do?” (45) Yet her reaction in
the stage direction says, “She looks at him in terror at the mystery before her.” (45) So
she gets revenge against Phillip both consciously and subconsciously.

She says to

Phillip,
What I did with my life! Out of ignorance. Out of not wanting to shame you
in front of other people.

A whole life.

Gave it away like a couple of

pennies—I took better care of my shoes. Turns to him. – You want to talk to
me about it now? Talk me seriously, Phillip. What happened? I know it’s
all you ever thought about, isn’t that true? What happened? Just so I’ll know.
(110)
As Sylvia’s sister Harriet says, Phillip adores Sylvia, however, Sylvia has the same
dream every night in which the Germans chase after her and one of them with Phillip’s
face catches her and pushes her down. He gets on top of her and begins kissing her
and then starts to cut off her breasts. Sylvia is afraid of Phillip to the point where her
subconscious fear towards him emerges in her dreams every night. At a conscious
level, Sylvia says to Phillip, “But with us, Phillip, everything somehow got … dangerous.
Whatever I wanted to do, whatever I wanted to say, I had to tiptoe around you. And it
wasn’t me.” (130)
When Gellburg collapses in Mr. Case’s office due to the intense stress of his
boss’s loss of confidence in him, he sees a tremendous white light.
I want to tell you something; when I collapsed … it was like an explosion went
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off in my head, like a tremendous white light. It sounds funny but I felt a …
happiness … that funny? Like I suddenly had something to tell her that
would change everything, and we would go back to how it was when we started
out together. I couldn’t wait to tell it to her … and now I can’t remember what
it was. Anguished, a rushed quality; suddenly near tears. God, I always
thought there’d be time to get to the bottom of myself! (118)
For both Sylvia and Phillip, what they need is to free themselves. Sylvia wants to be
free from Phillip and Phillip wants to be free from his constraint of being a Jew. Phillip
says to Hyman, “Being a Jew is a full-time job.” (122) In this sense, Phillip is a
surrogate of Miller himself who has been fending the arrows of discrimination thrown at
him throughout his life.

The “tremendous white light” is depicted here as the

revelation of his true self. This “white light” illuminates the darkest corner at the
bottom of himself.
Phillip sees Jewish-ness in the racial term, however, Hyman sees it as a social
term. Hayman gives examples of Jews as a social construct, “I have cousins up near
Syracuse who’re still in the business—they break horses. You know there are Chinese
Jews.

…

They are Chinese.

They’d probably say you don’t look Jewish.” (121)

Jews are not always garment manufacturers nor pawnbrokers. Hyman’s grandfather
in Odessa was a horse dealer.

The Chinese could be Jewish in religious terms.

Hyman says he is a socialist who happens to marry a gentile woman who helps him.
He does not hide that he is Jewish yet he is free from the racial constraint of being a Jew.
On the other hand, Phillip cannot help seeing himself in the racial term:
I want to tell her [Sylvia] – tell her I’m going to change. She has no right to be
so frightened. Of me or anything else. They will never destroy us. When
the last Jew dies, the light of the world will go out. She has to understand
that – those Germans are shooting at the sun! (124)
Phillip sees Jews as the light of the world and that the Germans are fighting against the
ultimate light, that is, God in the racial term.
Miller created a sympathetic socialist physician who helps Sylvia recover from
her paralysis and a stubborn Jewish businessman who cannot stop judging her. At the
end of the play, Phillip has a heart attack and falls back dead. Sylvia struggles to
stand up and balances herself on her legs. She finally frees herself from Phillip as
Linda frees herself from Willy Loman in Death of a Salesman (1949), and Elizabeth
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from John Proctor in The Crucible (1953).
The color white is used for Sylvia and Hyman for the conventional reason to
symbolize the goodness of both characters. On the other hand, white light is used for
Phillip for a rather unconventional use of representing “nothingness.” The light of the
world and the sun exist, however, they do not necessarily save the fate of the Jews.
Phillip asks Hyman, “Why must we be different? Why is it? What is it for?” (127)
Hyman answers to Phillip:

Everybody’s persecuted. The poor by the rich, the rich by the poor, the black
by the white, the white by the black, the men by the women, the women by the
men, the Catholics by the Protestants, the Protestants by the Catholics – and of
course all of them by the Jews. Everybody’s persecuted—sometimes I wonder,
maybe that’s what holds this country together! And what’s really amazing is
that you can’t find anybody who’s persecuting anybody else. (127-128)
Hyman advises Phillip to forgive Sylvia, forgive himself, and finally forgive the Jews.
What he means is to accept the fate of the Jews.

Hyman says to Phillip, “And

supposing it turns out that we’re not different, who are you going to blame then?” (127)
Hyman, as a surrogate of Miller sees the Jews as a social construct. In his view, the
Jews bear the burden of the world as a necessary evil that illuminates goodness. In
this sense, what Phillip perceives is the opposite of reality. The existence of the Jews
makes the gentiles realize the existence of the light of the world and the sun. Miller
sheds the light of his socialistic world view on the Jews in his Broken Glass, not in
racial terms but in social terms.
Since Hyman is a character who sees the Jews in social terms, he is even
described as “transparent” by his wife Margaret, “Because you just don’t realize how
transparent you are. You’re a pane of glass, Harry.” (84) “A pane of glass” comes from
the title of this play Broken Glass.

Sylvia says, “But it’s in the paper—they’re

smashing up the Jewish stores … Should I not read the paper? The streets are covered
with broken glass.” (40) Hyman is transparent in society, he does not hide the fact that
he is a Jew yet he mingles with the gentiles. He is like a pane of glass, his Jewishness
cannot be seen yet it does exist. If it can be reached and smashed, it will be broken into
pieces. His social transparency is broken at any moment whenever any racial tension
rises. Thus he is described as “transparent” as the color white depicts the emptiness of
the character.
Also, Hyman, who is associated with a white horse, is characterized as a
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symbol of potency, as opposed to an impotent Phillip. Metaphorical interpretations of
the characters are already abundant in academic discourse.
His [Hyman’s] sensuality, though, is an essential part of a play in which
Gellburg’s [Phillip’s] literal impotence is offered both as the root of his
estrangement from Sylvia and as an image of the impotence of those who
witnessed the events in Europe without intervening. 8
Yet, Hyman’s sensuality is not an active agent in this play.

He is an inactive

intellectual whose reminiscence of Germany is just a neighbor of nostalgia. Hyman’s
high thinking is almost akin to fatalism.
If you’re alive you’re afraid; we’re born afraid—a newborn baby is not a picture
of confidence; but how you deal with fear, that’s what counts. I don’t think you
dealt with it very well. (123)
This Shakespearean epigram does not bring Phillip nor us very far. Fear is not dealt
with very well either by Phillip nor Franklyn Delano Roosevelt himself who left one of
the most frequently quoted political slogans, “The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself.”

Hyman as well as his fellow American Jews fail to express the sense of

connectedness to the European Jews:
How could an “alien race” force a powerful president to ignore overwhelming
public sentiment and attempt to save the lives of people most Americans
loathed? After all, as historian Henry Feingold has accurately pointed out,
“Roosevelt’s anti-refugee policy was based on a broad popular consensus.” 9
This seems to be the political climate of the day of Kristallnacht and the answer to
Sylvia’s outcry, “Where is Roosevelt! Where is England! You’ve got to do something
before they murder us all!” (105)
The inactive political climate of the day reflects on the emptiness of Phillip as
well, “I feel like there’s nothing inside me, I feel empty.” (124) Both Phillip’s and
Hyman’s inaction is linked to the “nothingness,” in other words, emptiness of the color
white in Broken Glass. The color white does not contain any color at all, or if we look
8
9

Bigsby, p. 423.
Dinnerstein, p. 146.
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at the color from a different angle, the color white contains all the colors. In either way,
it does not fill the emptiness of Phillip nor is his color coming back. Phillip is dead at
the end of the play. Phillip says to Sylvia, “I spend a lifetime looking in the mirror at
my face!—Why we’re different I will never understand but to live so afraid, I don’t want
anymore. I tell you, if I live I have to try to change myself.” (131) Phillip cannot
change himself, he is destined to be Jewish, and always has to face the difference, thus
he cannot live any longer.
In Focus (1945), Miller created gentile characters who choose to fight with the
American Jews against racial discrimination in the 1940s. In Broken Glass (1994), he
created Jewish characters who stand still against Kristallnacht and the tide of
anti-Semitism in the U.S. Miller was an existentialist until the day of his death,
however, in his late plays, he created more and more fatalistic characters who see in
white, emptiness or “nothingness” rather than conventional goodness or innocence.
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Observational Sketching as a Platform to Improve Sketching Techniques
Introduction
Architecture is a very visual discipline and sketching and drawing are mediums for visual
expression. Design ideation (Jonson, 2005) and its development is an integral part of the training
and maturation of the student of architecture. A high comfort level with sketching is, if not
central, greatly facilitative in the expression of design. An idea for a design is as brilliant as its
(visual) expression. In a large number of architecture programs the emphasis on hand drawing
has shifted to an emphasis on the digital tools of the day. Students are keenly aware of the latest
and greatest available digital tools for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
drawing. Students are taught right in their freshman year the use of digital tools such as AutoCAD (ACAD), Sketch-Up among others, with sketching/ hand drawing becoming more of a
support tool; a total reversal of teaching methods of the past. The computer has become the
preferred design tool of students with most of them scared to sketch and not able to convey
design ideas through free-hand sketching when required to do so.
As with many technology programs, the Architectural Science (AS) program in the
Department of Architectural and manufacturing Sciences (AMS) at Western Kentucky
University (WKU) introduces students to ACAD in their freshman year with a view to preparing
students to be technologically competent in the work force. In an effort to encourage students to
get more comfortable with and less afraid of free-hand drawing, in the drafting course, students
are expected to maintain a sketch book where they are given a weekly sketching series. In the
freshman year students spend about six weeks in the architectural graphics course on hand
drafting and drawing and are also assigned an observational sketch assignment every week. In
design studios students are forced to hand draw in initial studio projects but are allowed to use

computer generated models as project complexity increases. In a recent design studio class the
enthusiasm for computer based tools and simultaneous reluctance of students to (hand) sketch
forced the author to create design studio assignments where students had to sketch and grading
rubrics included a substantial grade for these sketches.
Through an internal grant received at the university an undergraduate student decided to
“rediscover the forgotten practice of drawing” (Brillhart, 2011) through observational sketching.
The student sketched buildings of the university campus that were part of their everyday routine
highlighting entire building facades as well as intimate details thereby creating a narrative.
Initially starting with pencil sketching the student experimented with pen, color pencils and
markers culminating with digital tools.
This paper will highlight the various techniques used by the student during this process of
freehand sketching, the progression from pencil to pen to color and the integration of digital tools
into the realm of freehand sketching. The aim being to bring together the ageless art of freehand
sketching and modern digital tools to create a balance between the two, to preserve the lost art of
hand drawing and to realize that digital tools are here to stay and how best to integrate them.
Literature Review
Drawing is an essential skill for students, design practitioners and architects. Design ideas
are conveyed through drawings, it is a means of visual communication (Have, Vandentoorn,
2012). Literature is replete with the importance of hand sketching for the architect, artist and
student. According to Brillhart hand drawing helps make sense of size in relationship to another
object and also enables one to remember and understand (2011). In his experience Baskinger has
found that by beginning with “analog” media like pencils and pens ideas can be expressed very

quickly. Hand drawings can help the author of the sketch to think differently, engage and invite
others to collaborate. It can also be an easy way to transition into digital sketching using a variety
of available tools (2008). According to Leggett traditional hand drawing, “has character,
emotion, imperfections, authenticity, spontaneity, hierarchy, personality, humor and textureattributes that describe one-of-a-kind, original artwork” (2010). Sketching by hand enables the
student designer to get a basic understanding of their designs and becomes an efficient tool to
visualize these initial ideas (Pan, Kuo, Strobel, 2013).
For the study discussed in this paper the student decided to use observational drawing as
a means to highlight various sketching techniques and mediums. Leggett, sees observational
drawing as one of the fundamental methods of drawing (2010). According to Ching, drawing
from observation helps to retain visual memories, sharpens awareness of the surrounding
environment, and helps build and increase design vocabulary. Drawings evolve over time and
crucial to the process is to “know where to begin, how to proceed and when to stop” (2008).
According to Baskinger, “one of the most powerful uses of sketching is to record ideas for
yourself through observation and note taking” (2008).
In the past hand drawings/ sketching was the only means of conveying design ideas. With
the advent of ACAD, Sketch-Up, REVIT and other digital tools the importance of hand drawing/
sketching has been shifted into the background. Students and young practitioners alike are
shifting their focus to the use of these digital tools as most of these are so sophisticated that they
require less and less thought from the user (Brillhart, 2011). Some practitioners have recognized
the need to combine the two methods, one such practitioner Leggett calls the process of merging
paper and pixels, the combining of traditional and digital techniques as “tradigital drawing” and

shows extensive ways to achieve desired end results combining the traditional and the digital
(2010).
Study Process
Faculty-Undergraduate Student Engagement (FUSE) grants are competitive internal
WKU grants that students with good academic records are encouraged to apply for. Students
work under the guidance of a faculty mentor over a research or creative topic of their interest.
These grants are available every semester. Through a FUSE grant received at WKU the student
decided to undertake a journey of sketching structures on campus that formed an important part
of the student’s everyday travel. The author was the faculty mentor of the student. The student
wanted to experiment with the different available techniques and mediums for sketching.
The work began by first selecting a path along which the student would sketch. The path
selected began at one of the oldest campus buildings and ended at the Industrial Education
Building (IEB) which is where the architectural science classes are held and a very important
part of the student’s everyday routine. Once the path was finalized, structures along this path
were selected for sketching. While the student created a number of sketches as part of the study,
in this paper three structures sketched will be discussed highlighting a detailed hand drawn
sketch with minor touchups in the digital realm, a sketch with proportionate work using hand
drawing and digital tools and the third sketch worked on solely using digital tools. The student
used the procedure prescribed by Ching; building up a drawing which involved the following (1)
composing a view and establishing structure, (2) layering tonal values and textures and (3)
adding significant details (2008).

The student sketched the structures with different mediums; pencil, pen, color pencils and
markers. Hand drawn sketches were scanned and digitally modified to experiment with various
digital techniques that could be used to enhance the sketch. Sketches were restricted to 8 ½”
X11” and 11”x17” depending on the structure. The first structure discussed involved the student
creating a detailed hand drawing both with pencil and color markers and then adding touchups in
the digital realm, the Administration Building on campus was the subject. The base outline of the
structure was created using pencil on a sketchpad. The initial sketch was very simple, with light
lines which established the view, proportions and size of the sketch while not interfering with the
next layer of detailing, darkening and shading. Once the proportions were refined the student
went on to add detail, darken and shade the sketch. Since a wide frame of the building was
captured all the intricate details were not visible and hence not drawn. The details created for this
sketch were based on the depth perception that the building was communicating, such as the
corners of the building, the overhang, windows, extrusions that went into the building creating a
hallway to an exit door, to even the shadow play of the trim, these details were shaded, darkened
to a degree based on the direction of light coming from the sun. Figure 1 illustrates the finalized
pencil sketch.
The next step involved using color markers, vellum was placed over the detailed pencil
sketch, color was added to match as closely the color of the structure, to achieve darker shades
the student went over the same area twice with the marker, for lighter effects it was done just
once or in some cases a lighter marker itself was used. Once color was added, fine-tip black pens
were used to outline the structure on the vellum, to create boundaries and define the sketch.
Horizontal pen hatching was used over the color to add a darker shade. Similarly pen outlines

Figure 1: Detailed Hand drawn pencil sketch of Administration Building

were used in the foliage as well to create a leaf like effect. Landscape elements and shadows
were added as finishing touches to the sketch. The final step in the hand drawing was the use of
color pencils; white was used to lighten up areas, grey and black color pencils were used to
darken areas and greens were used over the foliage. Not only did color pencils help play with
light and shading, they created texture for the foliage and a contrast between the building and the
foliage as well. The student felt that it was important to emphasize the natural structure that the
plants and trees made compared to the ordered structure of the building, seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Illustrates the completed color sketch.

After the hand sketch was completed the student experimented with digital tools; for the
purposes of this creative exercise the student used a tablet and stylus. The student scanned in the
sketch and then experimented with available photo editing tools. First the student realigned the
image; shadows were added to the image using available tools. The student had previously added
shadows in the hand sketch and was of the opinion that it should not have been done since the
digital environment can be controlled, whereas the pressure of the pencil to the paper can vary
with each stroke. In the hand drawing the student had not added sky and undertook that exercise
to make the drawing more realistic as well as to remove the negative space. An image of the sky
was imported and various filters were applied to merge and integrate it to create a unified image.
The student also added entourage to give the image a sense of scale. After all the editing filters
were applied, one filter was applied to give it a grainy effect and the other filter was applied to

give it a more pencil sketch feel. Figure 3 illustrates the various layers of the digital aspect of the
sketch.

Figure 3 (top left to bottom right): Illustrates the steps carried out during the digital modification of the Administration Building
sketch.

The next sketch discussed involved a proportionate amount of work using hand drawing
and digital tools. The subject was a historic building, the Van Meter Auditorium. The student
used a different approach to sketching this structure with the initial pencil sketch being much
lighter as the student wanted to try a more detailed approach in the digital realm. From the pencil
sketch the student then went on to use markers for color. There were more details on Van Meter
than the Administration Building but since not every finite detail was visible from a distance the
curves and the movement was portrayed through line work using fine-tip black pens, as seen in
figure 4. Once this was completed the color drawing was scanned to be worked upon digitally.
Although the building was colored with (color) markers, the student had to go over it digitally to

enhance the color. Different shades were used depending on location and sun or light orientation
towards the building. On the original drawing, the colors used in certain areas were incorrect and
they were corrected digitally. The student felt that enhancing the colors digitally added to the
character of the building, something that was not done in the previous building sketch. Even
though the building portrayed through the pencil sketch had a slight tilt to it the student did not
feel the need to correct it digitally as done in the digital sketch of the administration building
seen in figure 3. The Van Meter Auditorium on the other hand was a theater and preforming arts
building in which artists and audiences experienced movement and passion, it seemed a natural
extension and an expression of art.

Figure 4: Illustrates the hand drawn Van Meter Auditorium.

Like the previous sketch, landscape colors were contrasted to the building colors and a sky was
added. Where the building was dark, the sky was light and where the building was light the sky
was dark which worked well with the overall sketch, seen in figure 5.

Figure 5: Illustrates the digitally enhanced sketch of Van Meter Auditorium.

The last sketch discussed involved the student completely using digital tools, sketching a
very straightforward building, though historic, details of which were very simple but of
significance to the student as it was a place where the student spent the most time while in the
AS program: the Industrial Education Building. After setting the image size to 11”x17” the
student started out with black line work. Lines and outlines were sketched digitally using a
stylus. Everything was done on separate layers and identified clearly. Layers were used in a
manner similar to the overlapping of velum on a hand drawing, except a lot more convenient.
Figure 6 shows the basic line work done digitally. Since this was the first time the student was
doing such extensive line work with the stylus it took a considerable amount of time, countless
undo commands and erasing.

Figure 6: Illustrates the IEB building sketched using digital tools.

Once the line work was completed the student went on to add color to the building. The
building is mostly off-white with shades of grey where stonework exists. For the color the
student added paint and kept layering color in order to make it darker due to sun, shadow and
aging. The student used a leaf paintbrush to add the effect of an existing tree which helped with
the contrast element. For the grass effect a green paint was added and in spotty areas the student
used the grass paintbrush for added effect. Sky was inserted next and was layered to fit into the
background, manipulations were carried out to account for reflections of the sky on glass
window panes. The lighter color of the sky complimented the darker tree color. The final two
steps involved adding the tree reflection on the windows and entourage to the sketch. The results
of this effort can be seen in figure 7. It is seen from the above description that the use of the
digital approach at some point involves operations that clearly are not within the traditional

definition of sketching. However, due to the extensive line work carried out during the process
the basic character of a sketch is still maintained.

Figure 7: Illustrates the final outcome of IEB.

Discussion
The study process above illustrates the three techniques used by the student; (1) advanced
hand sketching techniques using pencils, fine-tip pens, color markers and color pencils with
touchups using digital tools, (2) a basic sketch in pencil, pen and color markers and subsequent
work in greater detail with digital tools, and finally (3) a sketch with line work and detailing,
done in its entirety using digital tools. While using digital tools the stylus replaced the pencil.
Certain inherent aspects of working with software while sketching are of significant impact.
Software allows the ability to “clean” the drawing field by erasing or undoing unwanted work
perfectly. It is also easier to copy a drawing to branch out to an alternate or better drawing
outcome. Significantly the stylus allows the student or practitioner freedom of input to

practically the same degree of freedom that a pencil allows with the (added) convenience of
some of the advantages (of the digital approach) touched upon above. This is important because
it minimizes the conceptual difference between arriving at a sketch either using a traditional
approach or a digital approach or a hybrid; at the heart of sketching is the fact that the hand is
able to communicate to as close an extent as is possible what the eye sees and eventually what
the mind envisages.
Some of the things that the student learnt during the sketching process included the
importance of communication, especially to the viewer, through lines, colors, details and shades
bringing out the important elements present (in the subject). Experimentation was important in
this process and experiencing and experimenting with different mediums helped add to and
create a better image. Adding detail was another important aspect of creating the sketch. In a
number of instances since the buildings were sketched from a distance, smaller intricate details
could not be replicated, instead line work was used as representation which helped convey the
idea. Line work was a very important aspect and drawing lines be they vertical, horizontal,
inclined, circular, always gave the sketch its character.
Conclusion
The work done by the student and the examples shown in the paper intend to promote the
view that during a training period the ideation of design is (temporarily) shifted into the
background while the practitioner focused on visual expression. The idea is that once a comfort
level is acquired the shift of observation is seamless from physical observation to expressing an
idea that has already been visualized in the mind. In a series of exercises provided to students
ranging from drawing through observation to drawing to generate design ideas Lane, Seery and
Gordan concluded that free hand sketching, “is a highly complex, cognitive skill, which can

significantly support the formation, manipulation and synthesis of visual thinking and creative
discovery” (2010).
In conclusion observational sketching can be a practical starting point for design
visualization particularly for undergraduate architectural students who are getting introduced to
the field. It enables a student to focus more on the task of visually expressing an (architectural)
observation. Students being introduced to free hand sketching and drawing would do well, to
observe the form and shape of existing structures and interpret these details through their
sketches without overloading themselves in thinking of design ideas at the same time as learning
the art of freehand drawing, which in itself is an intensive task. It would serve well for faculty in
architecture related programs to introduce at the foundational level, various observational
sketching exercises which would begin with simple sketches and increase in complexity through
the semester. This would have students much more prepared to use free-hand sketching in design
ideation as they move to design studio courses.
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Abstract (Paper 1)
The utilization of Theme-based Art Therapy enables the clients to express their inner
perception and connect their feelings then project those through the art works. The art works
reflect the individual development, ability, personality, personal interest, concept,
subconscious, and emotional status.

The researcher is an art creator. By using the techniques of theme-based
metaphors and interpretations. From the glue painting exhibition on June, 2014, the
researcher integrated and categorized the art works from the phenomenology
perspective:
1. The researcher constantly makes reflections during the process, from material
preparation, scratch, till drawing. The reflections include self-awareness and
transforming the seen objects to thoughts in order to provide feedback to remedy
emotion, cognitions, and behaviors.
2. The theme-based art therapy collaborate the creator, others, and the
environment. Then present visualized images via the art materials. Through these
processes, the creator can experience, aware, reflect, transform, and conduct
self-dialogue and self-development.
1

3. The unfinished business from the subjective and object concept and growing
process affect the relationship of ourselves and the outside world. Each individual can
be presented via creative art works. These awareness and feedback acquired in the
art-creating process can cultivate self-concept and self-esteem. Therefore, the creator
is able to gain problem-reconstructing ability and achieve ultimate peace.
Keywords: Theme-based Art Therapy. social practice. glue painting exhibition
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1. Introduciton
In Jung’s opinion, creativity is a kind of basic instinct. The energy to create is
important to mental health.
“Beauty” plays different roles in the journey of experiencing art – by sharing, it
shorten the distance between people, it also enable people to discover the connection
of the inner self and the outside sensory.
Painting fascinated the presenter started from a very early stage of life. However,
due to insufficient finance support and pressure of entering prestigious schools, she
had to give up. After being admitted to Graduate Institute of Psychology, The
presenter chose the art therapy as the research focus and further utilize this skill in
group counseling. The presenter dedicated herself in to expressive art therapy field.
After earning a Ph.D degree, the author devoted herself in to art creation,
expressive art therapy and teaching. Four years ago, the author started to create “glue
painting” from Tong Hai University, the creation bloomed. Growing from a novice,
the author learned and created artworks and it is a self-reveal process of her life.
As in the field of art therapy, the combination of creative art expression and
therapy can be helpful. Art therapists provide a safe environment for clients, and build
mutual trust through therapeutic relationship. During the art therapy, the client can
reflect their vision, thoughts, personality, abilities, unconsciousness, and deep
emotion.
The presenter incorporated visual art with various themes. During the producing
process, the presenter enhanced her insight and self-awareness through the artwork,
description of the work. From framing, material preparation, to drawing, the
presenter’s mind gradually calm down and her worried mood was eased. This carefree
feeling is the goal of life – to be present, enjoy the moment, be unrestrained, and
embrace the mindfulness.
The presenter held an individual exhibition in June, 2014. Five piece of artwork
is selected for detail analysis in this research. By using thematic metaphor and
explorative skills, twelve exhibition participants joined the “interactive storytelling”
and the researcher collect the data from this activity. The data is analyzed carefully
based on phenomenological viewpoint. Then, decode, analyze, and integrate the
touching stories of social interaction.
The paper addresses the following points:
1. How Theme-based Art Therapy help the presenter express and reflect her
thoughts, feelings, and connections.
2. The analysis of the five paintings via the theme metaphors and interpretations.
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3. The interaction among the public and students in the exhibition. This
experience is elaborated to provide structure of the process.
2. Literature Review
2.1Theme-based creation art therapy
Art therapy is an intervention of psychological therapy. Via non-verbal expression,
each individual can reveal his originality, art experience, can use non-verbal. The
approach adopted by different art therapist may produce effectiveness, this also
happens between to people with different experience. Instead of judging from the
presentation of final product, there are many ways to evaluate the final product of art
therapy, such as the improvement of mental health, life quality, and personal
experiences. These criteria will enhance the individual’s self-esteem (Liebmann,1986；
Malchiodi,1998；Malchiodi,2008；Nucho,1990).
The arrangement of expressive art therapy, such as creative role-play using
puppet or masks, photo therapy, story therapy, reading therapy (children’s picture
books), can bring the clients various feeling – scary, pleasant, anxious, peaceful.
Many researchers had explained how memory conceptualize brain and body
(Thompson & Laubscher, 2006). As a result, the visual input can be perceived by our
visual cortex and stimulate our body.
The current research is a study of connecting art works to sensory system. For
instance, what sensory memory the limbic system would produce after certain
incidence. This process can be a tool of implicit memory, such as body’s feeling and
emotion. The art presentation should match the related topic in order to make
effective connection to deeper sensory memory. Besides, with re-constructing skills to
make story, some burdens can be reduced.
Evaluating expressive art experience through phenomenological viewpoint, is
originated from the belief that learners or painters can observe and illustrate their own
work because it is a effect from self-fulfillment (Betensky, 1998). This production
also emphasizes more on each individual’s inner experience and the process of
creating art works, instead of evaluating the final product only.
The product of art therapy allows the presenter to show the material, procedure,
observation, and explanation of the art work. The product is also a combination of a
personal’s perception and reflection.
2.2Thematic Metaphor
When a person is completely involved in creating the art work, he will develop a
feeling that body, mind, and spirit are all coordinated and sublimed. Expressive art
experience provides a space for each individual to expressive their thoughts, to see the
4

connection of various materials, and to let the art creation be shared in order to fulfill
self-coordination. This helps the individual to understand himself better. This type of
communication is done via sharing and it also enable the individual to enhance their
sense of beauty (Drachnik, 1995; Gordon, 1978).
Expressive art therapy has the feature of using image to present the meaning.
Therefore, during the therapy, the metaphor is served as protection. The meaning of
the meanings will guide the client’s oppressed, ignored, traumatized images and let
those out. Via thematic metaphors, the presenter’s glue paintings represent her
thoughts –what she saw, her reflection and observation, and transformation of the
aforementioned. These experiences are feedback to the presenter, teaching her how to
modify her emotion, cognition, and behaviors.
The presenter of this exhibition also sees the process as sharing. The art creator
enables others to see the reasoning, feelings, and experiences through the art work,
and this gives the most authentic meaning.
2.3Exhibition of Art and Society
Culture and art are universal languages. In the exhibition, the presenter’s visual
presentations provoke the viewers to think and to feel. In this era of global village, the
art exhibition enables the worldwide visitors to understand different cultures and
society. Moreover, the visitors would gain understanding the presentation of society
through the art works.
In the exhibition, the presenter’s original and culture is presented in the art works.
More importantly, through this exhibition, visitors can observe the presenter’s
self-awareness and reflection in the process of becoming a better and a more mature
person. The presenter’s objective and subjective judgment will influence herself and
further impact the relationship between her and the world. Therefore, when viewing
the artwork again from a new perspective, the empathy and positive values will be
revealed and to be applied when facing new challenges. The ability of reconstructing
can help the individual to gain peace in mind.
3. The evaluation of metaphor of the art work
The author of this research is also the painter of the exhibition. She analyzed her
relationship of herself, others, and the surrounding by presentation of the art material.
She also illustrated her feeling from the procedure of experience, observation,
reflection, and transformation in the visual presentation – art work. This process let
her have more chances to examine her thoughts and to improve self-development.
The exhibition discussed in the current research includes 25 art works. The
presenter chose five pieces of paintings. Twelve out of the 60 visitors express their
5

feeling toward the chosen art works. They discuss the topics, names, themes, and
stories of the art works.
The presenter adopted glue painting technique in the exhibition. Glue painting is
also called as double colored painting, mineral color painting. The material’s feature
is using glue. It is mixed with mineral powder and water, and then be drawn on paper,
fabric, or wooden board. Many material can be combined in to the art work and thus
produce more possibilities.
Glue painting is a phrase created after WWII. In Japan or other countries, it is
called Nihonga. When Japan ruled Taiwan, glue painting is called Tōyōga.
Glue painting was introduced to Taiwan from Japan during the Japan ruled
period. Glue paintings were categorized in Oriental Painting in the art exhibition at
that time. After WWI, glue paintings were categorized in to Chinese paintings in art
exhibition ( Lee, 1994).
In 1977, Professor Chih-chu Lin proposed to use “glue painting “to be the
official name of this type of art work, and to substitute the name of Chinese and
oriental painting. This also avoided controversy since the material of the art work is
the name of it. In 1982, the sub-division of Chinese painting is re-named as “glue
painting division,” and it has become the official name (Lin, 2007). Tung Hai
university started the first glue painting course in Taiwan, and the education is no
longer an apprenticeship system, but it became the official course in academic
institutes.
4. Findings
The presenter chose 25 pieces of glue painting for the exhibition. Five of the glue
paintings were illustrated by thematic stories. Twelve visitors’ reflection and feelings
toward the five glue paintings were analyzed. The five painting’s date, materials, and
size are presented in table 1.
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Table 1: Description of the art therapy practice –
themes of the five glue painting Works
Picture

Title

Feelings and
experiences

Spring /
Butterfly

Butterfly and flower
gives me a better
world, fluttering
butterflies and
flowers dependent
joy dry

Flower fell on the
water, you can feel
Ripples in the air, quiet
Tranquilit feeling, slight ripples
y
like a superficially
like dry
understatement

Blurry
View

Sunset and
moonlight
intertwined beauty,
shimmering lights
like in the sunset just
opened, not very
dense trees, giving
the village a
refreshing feeling,
quiet warm place, it
is for walking

rain roses, a bit like
the feeling of
romance, flower but
Rebirth in unshakable, but the
Adversity color is painted in
black and white,
with a touch of
sadness dry

Date

Materials

Size

2012

water, minerals,
Mino pape

20F

2013

water, minerals,
aluminum mud

30F

2013

Water ink
pigment,
minerals, ink

2012

water, minerals,
ink

30F

30F

7

Freedom
in the
Space

in today's society,
people tend to be
sidetracked by the
environment,
assimilation, only
uphold the noble
sentiments, in order
to have the most
authentic self dry

2013

water, minerals,
gold clay, gold
(sprinkled)

30F

In the metaphoric explanation, the presenter named the first painting as “Spring/
Butterfly.” Spring is being expected, the butterfly come for nectar, people can feel the
mutual dependance of the butterfly and th flower. This reminds people are attracted to
that beautiful things.
The presenter name the second painting as “Ripples in Tranquility.” The flower
fell into water and produced the ripples, which compliment the beauty and grace of
the flower. The flowers are both telling their stories.
The presenter named the third painting “Blurry View.” With one light in the dark,
accompany the trees. Warm feelings are brought to people who got lost in the dark,
keeping a hope.
The presenter named the fourth painting as “Rebirth in Adversity.” A rose in the
rain, showing the need of accompany. Yet, no matter how hard life is, it will persist
the life and live on.
The fifth painting is name “Freedom in the Space.” With the light and darkness
intertwined together. The shadows are paired up, meeting the other shadow.
Figure 5 performances will be named "free space" staggered light and dark,
shadow inseparable, with anthropomorphic law like after seeing pairs met each other.
The presenter kept reflecting on “what, so what, now what” when preparing the
materials and painting the artwork. These procedures helped her modify her emotion,
cognition, and behaviors.
For instance, in the second painting, two red flowers were in opposite position,
similar to two people looking at each other. Looking at the painting from certain
distance, it looks like a nostalgia woman in the woods. This created numerous
feedback and thoughts. The presenter was able to re-considerate what she wanted, and
put her thoughts into action, and fulfill the life goal.
The presenter use thematic metaphors to explain her paintings. This type of
learning also let others understand the presenter. Through this experience, a person’s
emotion can be purified, and self-growth will be enhanced.
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For example, in the fourth picture, the rose in the rain remain standing in the
pouring rain. The rose projects the presenter’s persistence of working hard. The
presenter accumulated more faith and positivity though the cycle.
5. Conclusions
The exhibition of paintings also provides a opportunity for the presenter and
visitors to communicate and interact. The third painting shows the unsatisfied desire
and the need of warm caring, while in the fifth picture, the acceptance is illustrated
through the painting. The presenter realized that regardless of what others are doing,
she always carried hopes, and this enables her to gain a peaceful mind. In the first
picture, the butterfly dance in the spring, the presenter believed that she could
re-evaluate the problems and construct her faith and meaning of life.
As a result, art therapy is a tool and channel of mind healing. Through forms of
music, dance, painting, and drama, people express their inner feeling via verbal or
non-verbal presentation. The art therapy experiences allow each individual to discover
their problems and potentials, which help human to reach the purpose of balance.
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Abstract (Paper 2)
The negative impacts of depressed parents on their school aged
children are primarily through impaired parental function. And also via
telling and retelling stories related to depression, children may acquire
negative cognitions, affect and behavior that are resemble to those of
depressed parent. Those children could be in an elevated risk of writing a
script that may eventually develop into depression in the future.
Therefore, the dimension of parent-child narrative should be included as
one of the critical concerns as the depressed parents are on their journey

toward healing and recovery.
This research interviewed a depressed mother and her school-aged
daughter by a method adapted from psychodrama. The mother engaged in
religion and related volunteer work in the group, where healing occurd
along the way of expanding social roles. The researcher used colored
cloths, staff toys, and other props as the media for role playing,
interviewing, and presenting of the family script. The mother and
daughter re-constructed and co-constructed the important scenes of
developing nurturing strengths. In the process of theatrical interviewing,
they did role play, talk, mirroring narrative, and co-construct the meaning
of the depression coming into and leave their family. They shared the
meaning and benefit they acquired during the construction of family
script. In particular, they found increased connection between nurturing
strengths of mother and access to those strengths by daughter.
The researchers expect to explore the implications from this case a
more comprehensive healing framework, which will incorporate
prevention and education of depression for school aged children of
depressed parents by using theatrical method in co-constructing their
family script.
Keywords: Depression, Social Engagement, Nurturing Strength,
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Abstract (Paper 3)
Most college students hold stereotypes toward traditional ‘talk therapy.’ The
stereotypes brought unwillingness to college students to apply for counseling services.
The modern counseling services are multi-dimensional. Thus, utilizing the
untraditional counseling techniques, visual cards (VC), is an effective approach to
enhance college students’ willingness to seek for counseling services when they are in
need. The researcher adopted qualitative research method. Five counselors were
interviewed using a semi-structured questionnaire on their utilization of VC to college
students. The results show that VC facilitates counseling relations. College students
were encouraged by the pictures on VC and could easily relate their individual
experiences. During the counseling process, VC can be used to examine counseling
relations and further understand clients ’disturbing emotions and problems. At the end

of the counseling, VC served as blessing to clients. VC enabled the counseling
services to be more interesting. In addition, VC motivated college students’
willingness to make good use of counseling services. The researchers pointed out that
students’ individual traits should be put into consideration when using the VC, since
some students cannot easily verbalize nor project themselves to the VC. These
ﬁndings suggest university counseling centers future innovations that improve
counseling effectiveness and approachability.
Keywords: Visual Cards, Counseling Center

1. Introduciton
In the past few years, applying visual cards in students counseling has become
more popular among University’s students counseling center in Taiwan. Visual card is
a convenient and entertaining methods. It is of great help utilizing visual cards as
supplementary media to build relationship with the clients. Visual cards enable the
clients to explore their inner world and lower their resistance, these contribute
positively in the counseling.
The principal of using visual cards is based on the Projective Techniques. Clients
are encouraged to reflect their life experience according to the contents of the visual
cards. Therapist will analyze the projected contents shared by the clients and conduct
mental therapy (Yang, 2011). As for practical use, visual cards can be applied in
individual counseling as well as group counseling.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Related theories of visual cards application
Freud, the psychoanalytic psychologist, stated that human’s observable
consciousness is like an iceberg – only a small portion is visible to others with most of it lying
below the surface. In fact, many life experiences that influence our thoughts and actions
existed outside of conscious awareness and operate entirely in our unconsciousness. Clients’
projection on the visual cards can present their conflict in unconscious thoughts. From the
process of aware, insight, and work-through, the purpose of self-integration and self-healing
can be reached. As a result, counselors should facilitate clients to be aware of their
unconsciousness and to improve their understanding to themselves, especially the connection
of emotion and their problems.

As far as using narrative viewpoint in projection is concerned, one of the core
activities in human story is constructing stories. The therapist used the story that
clients projected on the visual cards, then externalized the problem in the narrative to
separate the problem and the clients. The client regarded the narrative as visual card
story telling. This is a helpful technique since the client’s will not put too much blame
on himself and thus lower his pressure of stating the story (Wang, 2007). The client’s
resistance will be lowered because of externalizing the problem through story telling;
hence, this technique helps producing satisfactory therapeutic effects (Yang, 2011).
2.2 The application of visual cards in counseling
Successful individual counseling rely on building a good the counseling
relationship. For clients who do not come to counseling center voluntarily, it would be
difficult to build relationship. Therefore, at the beginning of the counseling, applying
visual cards facilitate counseling process. Some common counseling topics, Zhong
creatively (2013a) utilized projective “OH” visual cards to produce effects of

psychological displacement, which helped the client to discover various dimension of
their inner self. The client narrate his story from the first, second, third person’s
perspectives. This technique helped the client solve the problems and transfer the
negative emotion, and further integrate self-experiences and improve emotional
healing. As for career counseling (Zhong, 2013b), through “OH” visual cards to
engage a story telling relay or classical questions, effective model of career
counseling can be built. The clients can be aware of their inner self via the career
experience, connect the present and the past experiences. When they encountered
difficulties, it will be easier for them to find a solution, and to produce a better life.
For clients who are bothered by interpersonal problem, Huang, Lian, & Lin (2013)
has analyzed the effectiveness of applying Tarot skills via task analysis. These
researcher found that counseling model and visual cards application are both vital and
are significantly helpful to teenagers.
Lenz & Roscoe (2011) utilized the personal wellness card sort task. In their
research, they found these cards are practical tool for mediating a therapeutic impasse
when working with clients who have experienced a traumatic event. The researchers
also found this activity can assist clients with viewing themselves in a holistic way,
regaining disowned aspects of self and initiating movement toward connecting with
others.
Chase, Medina, & Mignone (2012）conducted a pilot study of the life story
board (lsb). In the study, a novel visual information system with a play board and sets
of magnetic cards designed to be a practical clinical tool for counsellors, therapists,
and researchers. The result of the research confirmed that the visual participatory
process facilitated rapport with students and elicited useful information. LSB methods
may be well suited to assessment and interventions common to schools and in diverse
therapeutic and assessment applications.
Visual cards can not only be applied in individual counseling, but also in group
counseling. Take self-growth group as an instance, Yang & Huang (2010) found that
the members are highly satisfactory with using the cards the counseling. Visual cards
also brought other effectiveness, such as relaxing, stress-relieving, problem
concreteness, be aware of unconsciousness, intuitive thinking, internal meaning
discovery.
3. Methodology of this Research:
This research employs a qualitative approach, since such an approach can deeply
explore counselor’s practice and thoughts of using visual cards in University’s
counseling center. The researcher interviewed five counselors from five universities
respectively, including two females and three male counselors. The interviewees have
work as counselors for many years, ranging from three to thirty-three years. Two of

the interviewees have experience of designing and publishing visual cards.
The current study use semi-structure interview, the outlines are listed below:
(1) During the counseling, what make you want to use visual cards?
(2) While using visual cards, do you have certain principal to follow?
(3) Base on your observation and understanding, what effects did visual cards
bring?
(4) What influence and helps would the visual cards bring to the clients?
(5) Regarding university students using counseling center’s resources, what
effects would visual cards bring?
(6) As for counseling purpose, what is your thoughts, reflection, and suggestion?
4. Findings
The conclusion of the interview is organized and summarized as followings:
(1) During the counseling, what make you want to use visual cards?
i.
With the help of visual cards, the counseling process became smoother.
When things got stuck, visual cards serves as a transaction. This change
make the counseling process more interesting.
ii.
Judging from the counseling timing, when talking about career counseling,
the related visual cards, such as ability cards, value cards can be applied. As
for other timing, when the clients do not know what to talk about, visual
cards came in handy to build up a conversation.
iii.
As for building relationship, visual card is a good tool at the beginning.
Similar to playing, projecting the visual cards is just like telling stories, with
less pressure, and thus is useful when initiating the counseling relationship.
iv.
Regarding of maintaining relationship, when the counseling got stuck, or
clients encountered difficulties to go further, counselor can use visual cards
to guide them. Without client’s noticing it, they would start expressing more,
which is a good thing.
v.
Visual cards can be a gift when closing a counseling relationship. Visual
cards can be a gift for carrying blessing. For example, I hope you can become
a certain type of person, etc. This gift can be given in group or individual
counseling.
vi.
Speaking of counseling clients, different media of visual cards should be
applied based on each individual client. For a client who is interesting in
visual cards (a painting lover, or students of the design institute), visual cards
are a suitable media to build counseling relationship. When the client is not
voluntarily receiving counseling, they usually do not want to talk. Visual
cards will be ideal media to understand and get closer to the students’ mind.

(2) While using visual cards, do you have certain principal to follow?
i.
Beginning of the counseling
a. When counselor starts the conversation with clients, clients usually holds resistance
due to uneasiness. I would stop and ask if clients want to understand himself better
by using the visual cards.
b. Speaking of family relationship, I use Personita visual card and let client decide
which family member the card represent for based on the facial expression, color,
atmosphere. Then, let client introduce them through the cards. In addition, by
lining up the cards, we would know how close the family members are.
c. For career counseling: it is common that students apply for counseling service due
to uncertain career guide or they are facing difficulties. Thus, using career visual
cards is good for discussing and clarifying values. Then, we can focus on the career
route.
d. Visual cards can be a warm-up for self-discovery. When clients see a picture or
painting, they will be stimulated and reflect their experiences, then create images.
This is a positive way to build a relationship of trust.
ii.
During the counseling
a. Visual cards can be used to discuss the focus of the counseling. Similar experience
can recall the client’s memory. We can further uncover and discuss thoughts, action,
and feelings. The counselor can bring up the connection and clarification at the
good timing.
b. Immediacy: when the counselor and the client run into a bottleneck in their
relationship, we can find suitable cards to examine counselor and client’s
relationship.
c. The card selection would reflect client’s emotion and further reveal what bothered
him recently.
d. When the client says he can express clearly how he feel, I would ask him to pick
the cards that are similar to the scenario or that reflect his mood.
e. Cards conversation: do a role-play by using the Personita visual cards.
f. Combine visual cards and painting: since my client enjoys painting very much, I let
him draw his favorite cards or cards that energize him. Later, I would employ the
self-narrative methods.
iii.
Closing a counseling
a. The client discovered many potential that are not exposed before via the use of
visual cards, and these are closely related to the issue.
b. Nowadays, there are many visual cards with inspiring words printing on them. The
cards can be gifts carrying blessing. The counselor gave feedback to the client, and

vice versa. There are two ways of giving blessing: (1) Randomly pick a card, let
client make connection of the whole counseling. (2) Counselor choose the blessing
for client, and the blessing served as reminder of client’s emotion or behavior
during the counseling.
c. A retrospect of the counseling process: The beginning, middle, and ending during
the process between counselor and client.
(3) Base on your observation and understanding, what effects did visual cards bring?
i.
When using the visual cards, clients were attracted by the images on the cards,
and they devoted themselves into the conversation with the counselor. They
were thinking, connecting their personal experience, and produce some
thoughts and values.
ii.
When client said he did not know what to tell the counselor or when they
think they have no issues to deal with, the counselor can guide them through
visual cards to help them examine their life and related issues. Quite often, the
client would shout out “A-ha” and tell the counselor that he has not thought
about this type of problem. Therefore, they heard others and consider those
opinions that gained them more wisdom.
iii.
With the help of the visual cards, it is easier to project one’s inner self and
thoughts. One can understand himself better and understand what’s the
correlation of the cards and his personality; what inspiration and realization he
got.
(4) What influence and helps would the visual cards bring to the clients?
i.
The cards enhance client’s insight and add diversity to university students’ higher
level of thinking.
ii.
The projecting technique improves counselor’s understanding to the client.
iii.
Due to cultural differences, it is hard for some clients to share their feelings and
thoughts. Some common conversational counseling is able to help them relax.
Through good questions, clients had guides to direct their feelings and say it out.
This enables the inner transition of thoughts to be revealed since most of the
clients do not share their privacy.
iv.
Some clients tend to reject whatever the counselor said. If the counselor
encounters this situation, perhaps using the visual cards would be a good solution.
These unconscious messages carry more power than counselors’ words. It is
possible to run into clients who might not need visual cards at all. I will ask him if
he wants to draw by himself. Since he drew the picture by himself, the messages
are conveyed better. Thus, it is easier to break the deadlock.
v.
The biggest difference from verbal parts is that conversation output is produce
from the left brain, it requires logic processing. When it gets stuck, an alternative
is to try something else. Some of the stimulus might be retrieved from visual
cards, or have the clients draw pictures by themselves This might be a good
substitute.

vi.

Visual cards are helpful to let clients see what is the dilemma and what are the
things they should get rid off. Visual cards help clients to clarify the current issues
and problems and how those would affect their lives or make their lives more
meaningful. Clients will be able to perceive life from different perspective – past,
now, future. By doing so, they can re-examine their attitude to life, and to add
more positive energy to their strength. With the practices, they might improve
their status quo.
(5) Regarding university students using counseling center’s resources, what effects
would visual cards bring?
i.
Attractiveness: visual cards is attractive is certain degree. Since students do not
fully understand counseling, they might think this is a way to look for answers. By
asking questions, they get the answers. Besides, college students see visual cards
as interesting, new, innovative tools for starting conversation. Visual cards engage
college students to counseling for it’s attractive features. College students are
often curious about the cards and thus making counseling enjoyable.
ii.
De-stigmatization: students will think counseling center less intimidating.
Students are more willing to receive the counseling services after the counselor
engage visual cards on them.
iii. Multi-dimensional visual cards: generally speaking, there are three types of cards:
oracle, projection, clarification. Counseling centers can fulfill students’ need if
they possess and utilize these three types of cards. The cards also enhance students’
willingness of applying for counseling services. Moreover, students can improve
their self-understanding by delving the meanings on the cards, which also widen
the dimension of counseling.
(6) As for counseling purpose, what is your thoughts, reflection, and suggestion?
i.
It is not necessary to use visual cards on every student. Some students’ problem
would be solved with conversation.
ii.
Students will promote and spread good words about visual cards. This will
increase counseling center’s charm and reputation. If the counseling center is
keen to make future promotion, visual cards can be promoted as a theme, and try
to make it mysterious. It is also suggested to engage the young people’s jargons,
such as home run, conquer the monster, etc.
iii.
Sometimes, the counselor relies on verbal expression too much. Actually, it is not
exploring new things. Yet, it is reviewing and finding out what we have missed.
By doing so, you can find the charm from the cards. It is amazing. For example,
when the clients stuck somewhere, we only need to give me a tiny hint, and his
unconsciousness will help him find a way out. The client will be firm, and have
more faith with his inner self.
iv.
Now, there are a great variety of cards. Some have no words on them, purely
projection. When utilizing projection, the counselor should have certain level of
sensitivity and imagination toward the cards. Otherwise, it would be hard to
understand the clients’ imagination. During the visual cards counseling process, it
is better to use open-ended questions instead of close-end question. For instance:

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

questions started with how, what, why is more appropriate to understand the inner
self of the clients. Due to the fact that our conscious level is being protected,
therefore, when applying visual cards, it is better to discuss the issues from deeper
level.
The utilization of visual cards should depend on each individual; however, it is
not necessarily effective to everyone. Some people regard the cards as interesting
and effective methods. Nevertheless, some students cannot make abstract thinking
or connection easily.
Visual cards are assisting materials. We should bear in mind the essential element
of the counseling. Counselors should decide when to use the cards. Some people
might become over-depended on the cards and make it inappropriate to use them.
Visual cards should be alternative materials of fun, stimulus, yet not the base of
counseling.
When using visual cards in counseling, the counselor should be familiar with the
use of cards. The status below should be eliminated: no trust, no preparation, not
objective, emotional, not concentrated, or just ask meaningless question, trivial or
unrealistic matters.
The visual cards counseling is based on the counseling relationship. Hence, it
should be conducted by qualified counselors in order to convey the counseling
concepts, techniques, and to ensure the appropriate moral standards.

5. Conclusions
With the foundation of projection theory, visual cards provide non-verbal images
for clients to tell their story of life. Visual cards are very helpful for university
students, who are discovering their life and setting up the goals.
From the interview, it is found that counselors will decide when to visual cards
to improve the counseling. The following criteria are summarized from the interview:
the stage of counseling, timing, relationship, maintaining the relationship, closing the
counseling, and the clients. In practical, regardless of the beginning, middle, or the
end of the counseling, visual cards provoke thinking and trigger the self-discover
process. The discussion focus of the counseling is also concentrated by reflecting the
visual cards. Clients are attracted by the visual cards. Through the cards, clients’
thoughts and feelings are projected so they can see and analyze them clearly. Clients
also gained more thinking and inspiration, thus the effectiveness of applying visual
cards is achieved.
Visual cards connect images and instincts in the right brain. This fact makes it
comparatively easier for people who tend to have difficulties expressing their
thoughts due to cultural factors or conversational ability. In general, university
students do not understand what services are provided by the counseling center.
Visual cards add more fun in the counseling and thus make the counseling more
attractive, which help remove the stigmatized stereotype of the counseling center.
These positive effects let the counseling center become more approachable and allow

the students become more motivated to make good use of counseling services.
For future application, it is suggested that university counseling center maximize
the effectiveness of visual cards. Some clients might not require the assistance of
visual cards, therefore, counselors should pick the appropriate cards based on clients’
personality and need. Counselors should be familiar with the visual cards, so that
counselors and clients can build a strong relationship in counseling, and to fulfill the
purpose of helping others through counseling.
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Abstract (Paper 4)
Southeast Asia new immigrant couples in Taiwan are formed in the context of a
special economic structure and historical timing. The power structure within the
families of those new immigrant couples are deeply influenced by patriarchal system.
And this power structure exerts significant constraint on the autonomy of those female
immigrants in marriage. This study will explore how those female new immigrants
present their agency while under structural constraint. And what are their coping
strategies? This research uses qualitative in-depth interview method to interview five
female new immigrants in the “Mandarin Class.” The study uses the Hermeneutical
Phenomenology perspective to conduct the analysis. The outcome of the research
shows that the female new immigrants develop the agency of change while aware of
their situation. And they develop a set of strategies in power negotiating with their
husbands.
Keywords: Southeast Asia female new immigrant, Agency
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I.

Introduction
New immigrant families in Taiwan are formed under special circumstances, and
life adjustment issues in cross-border, cross-cultural marriages increase the
complexity of maintaining couple relations in such families. The relationship of new
immigrant couples is deeply influenced by differences in social and economic status,
social discrimination, and the patriarchal system. This power structure exerts
significant constraint on the autonomy of female new immigrants in marriage. This
study interviews four female new immigrants from Southeast Asia to explore how
they present their agency while under structural constraints, as well as their coping
strategies.
II. Literature Review
(I) Southeast Asia New Immigrant Couples
Cross-border marriages between a Taiwanese male and Southeast Asian female
began in the 1980s. Large numbers of females from Southeast Asia immigrated to
Taiwan via marriage between 1990 and 2005, and formed a new type of Taiwanese
family – new immigrant families (Chao Shan-Ju, 2010). This trend peaked in 2004
when one out of every seven marriages formed a new immigrant family. At present,
there is roughly 440 thousand foreign and mainland (including Hong Kong and
Macau) spouses in Taiwan. Of these, roughly 130 thousand are from Southeast Asian
countries, the majority of which are from Vietnam (84 thousand), followed by
Indonesia (National Immigration Agency, 2011).
Government statistics show that the majority of new immigrant couples is
formed by a Taiwanese male in the ages of 35-44 and a foreign (including mainland)
female in the ages of 25-34. In terms of education, most foreign and mainland females
graduated from junior high school, while their spouse (Taiwanese male) graduated
from high/vocational school. In terms of occupation, Southeast Asia and mainland
females are mainly in the categories “elementary occupations” and “service workers
and shop and market sales workers,” and their income is mainly in the range
“NT$10,000 ~ Less than NT$20,000”; their spouses (Taiwanese male) are mainly in
the category “craft and related trades workers,” followed by “elementary
occupations.” The household income of new immigrant families is roughly
NT$20,000 NT$40,000, in which the highest percentage of families (21.2%) had a
household income between NT$30,000 and NT$40,000 (Ministry of the Interior,
2010). Generally speaking, there is a large age difference in new immigrant families
and a high probability of an old husband with a young wife; most couples do not have
a high level of education, and they are relatively disadvantaged compared with other
Taiwanese families in terms of occupation and income.
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Female new immigrants are highly dependent on their spouse when they first
arrive in Taiwan. They live in a closed environment with a language barrier, and their
interpersonal network is centered on their spouse’s family (Wu Mei-Ching, 2003).
The language barrier makes it very difficult for new immigrant couples to build
their relationship, and also constrains female new immigrants from expanding their
social network. Furthermore, a number of studies mentioned that “commercial
cross-border marriages” have made female new immigrants subject to discrimination
and constraint from their spouse’s family. The spouse of female new immigrants and
his family are extremely cautious due to the lack of an emotional foundation in their
commercial marriage, and they thus restrict the economic and physical freedom of
female new immigrants due to the “fear of a runaway wife.” Some female new
immigrants are even viewed as disposable assets and treated with violence (Chang
Yu-Pei, 2002; Shen Hsing-Ju, 2002). Among the many roles of female new
immigrants, the role of motherhood is the most valued. They have high expectations
for their children and view their children as a channel for success in Taiwan (Chen
Ming-Li, 2004; Hsu Man-Chen, 2005; Su Jung-Chin, 2004). Yet, the role of
motherhood is full of puzzlement and difficulty to many new immigrant mothers. Due
to expectations of the husband’s family to continue the family line, female new
immigrants become pregnant not long after arriving in Taiwan and enter the role of
motherhood. However, whether or not they are ready to become mothers, and whether
if the husband is fully prepared to have children are hidden worries of female new
immigrants and the husband’s family from a financial and parenthood perspective
(Kuo Ching-Huang and Hsueh Hui-Ping, 2004). Most studies found that even though
the spouse (husband) is the new immigrant female’s main supporter in marriage, the
new immigrant female is still mainly responsible for nurturing children, while the
husband plays the traditional role of breadwinner. Although the husband is the head of
the family, he clearly has insufficient interaction with his children, and usually plays
the role of a strict father.
(II) Agency of Female New Immigrants from Southeast Asia
Agency is an individual’s action through self-dialogue under a social structure,
and thus changes the social structure that the individual inhibits. Social structure
constrains human action, but human beings do not entirely comply with structural
constraints as a result of introspection and creativity, giving them the power to
negotiate in a structure, develop individual survival strategies, and thus become
agents (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998). Agency is influenced by time as a person will
choose a strategy based on past experiences, imagination of the future, and current
situation to achieve the purpose of action (Hung Chia-Fang, 2014).
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Cross-border marriages with Southeast Asia new immigrants is also referred to
as “commercial cross-border marriages” (Hsia Hsiao-Chuan, 2000; 2002), which is
when a male of low social and economic status in a more developed country seeks a
spouse in less developed Southeast Asian countries. Oppressed by the patriarchal
system, Southeast Asian females use this marriage to leave their disadvantaged
circumstances in their native country. This type of marriage often lacks understanding
and an emotional foundation. The male is in a superior position from the beginning,
which is aggravated by the commercial behavior in the marriage (marriage broker,
commercial terms), and the husband thus dominates the foreign spouse both
objectively and subjectively. This results in an extremely unequal power structure in
the marriage.
Even with the heavy monitoring and restrictions imposed by the husband’s
family, female new immigrants do not completely obey the rules set by the husband’s
family. On the contrary, when living in this unfriendly environment, female new
immigrants use various life adjustment strategies or their strengths to begin a new life
for themselves, e.g. using their control over childbirth, manipulating their intimate
relations with their husband to gain space, and running away from family constraints;
building a personal social support network via Mandarin and life adjustment classes;
and turning around their disadvantaged situation by learning work skills and
transportation skills to become financially independent (Shen Hsing-Ju, 2002; Li
Hsiu-Chu, 2004).
III. Research Methodology
(I) Research Design and Methods
This study aims to explore the agency of Southeast Asia female new immigrants
in marriage, and interviews female new immigrants in the “Mandarin Class” planned
by the researcher. The researcher made an oral invitation, explained the research
purpose and method, and then conducted interviews after gaining the approval from
four female new immigrants. This study uses the semi-structured in-depth interview
method to gather the experiences of female new immigrants when interacting with
their husband and their coping strategies when facing a dilemma in their relationship.
The outline of the interview is based on the timeline of the marriage, focusing on
important issues at different points in time, and then conducting a more in-depth
interview of special conditions of the subject.
The study uses the Hermeneutical Phenomenology perspective for data analysis,
and specific analysis strategies an procedures are based on the approach proposed by
Li Wei-Lun (2009): (1) Data collection; (2) Immersion reading; (3) Meaning units:
Break down and rewrite; (4) Build the theme; (5) Situated structure; (6) General
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structure.
(II) Research Subjects
Research subjects are four female new immigrants from Southeast Asia. The
basic information of the four new immigrant couples is as follows:
Code

Age

Years of

Children

Nationality

Education

Occupation

Marriage
H

W

Arrangements
1 son (17)

Husband:

Husband: High

Husband: Factory

Lives with

1 daughter (15)

Taiwan

school

driver

husband’s

Wife: 46

Wife:

Wife: High school

Wife: Factory

parents,

years old

Indonesia

worker

separate meals

Husband:

18

53 years old

T

Living

Husband:

Husband: High

Husband: Factory

Small family

57 years old

Taiwan

school

supervisor

with only the

Wife: 33

Wife:

Wife: Attended

Wife: Factory

husband and

years old

Vietnam

junior high school

worker

wife

1 son (12)

Husband:

Husband: Junior

Husband:

Lives with

1 daughter (10)

Taiwan

high school

Building cement

husband’s

Wife: 37

Wife:

Wife: College

worker

parents,

years old

Vietnam

Wife: Factory

separate meals

Husband:

Husband:

12

13

45 years old

None

worker
L

1 son (12)

Husband:

Husband:

Husband: Truck

48 years old

The husband

Taiwan

Vocational school

driver

Wife: 35

has 1 son and 1

Wife:

Wife: Attended

Wife: Factory

years old

daughter with

Vietnam

elementary school

worker

Husband:

13

Step family

his ex-wife

IV. Findings
(I) Female New Immigrants Aware of Their Situation Present the Agency
of Change
An individual’s awareness of his/her situation often influences the individual’s
actions. Feminist therapy emphasizes that raising awareness of “gender” and “power”
is the first step to helping an individual solve problems (Hsiu Hui-Lan, 2009). When
female new immigrants, who are disadvantaged in gender and power, become aware
of their situation, it will bring change.
Wife H became aware that she was confined to her home and gradually lost
control and sense of self-worth. She thus began thinking about changing her lifestyle,
and actively tried to get a job. Furthermore, she also attempted to make changes after
becoming aware of the harm brought by differences between her husband’s family
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and native family, and actively joined the Mandarin class and also invited her husband
and husband’s family to participate in the class. Wife L became aware of the
disadvantaged position of her role as a step mother, and chose to stand aside in family
affairs to force her husband to respond. Wife W found that her husband was incapable
for planning for their family and children’s future, and realized that she must rely on
herself, so she persuaded her husband to let her manage the family finances. The
wives in these new immigrant families all became aware of the constraints and
oppression brought by lack of financial resources, and sought to overcome any
difficulties preventing them from working, actively negotiating with their husband or
husband’s family to let them find a job.
Awareness of their disadvantaged situation cause female new immigrants to
present the agency of change, changing themselves and their family.
(II) Negotiating Autonomy and Control in Couple’s Power Structure
1. Gaining the Husband’s Trust by Putting Family First, While Resisting
the Society’s Discrimination
Foreign wives in cross-border marriages are constructed as the “inferior other”
by public discourse (Hsia Hsiao-Chuan, 2002). They are described as women without
much education from less developed countries here in Taiwan to make money.
Foreign wives who are viewed as “otherings” exert great effort to change themselves
and cater to the living habits of Taiwanese people, so that one day they can change
from an “othering” to “one of us.” On the other hand, in the gender culture of
Taiwan’s society, women are expected to do domestic chores and care for elders and
children in the family. During the interview, Vietnamese wives T and W thought that
household affairs were originally women’s work. Wife T said that it was the tradition
in Vietnam, the wife was supposed to wake up early and clean so the husband’s family
would see a clean house when they wake up. Wife H from Indonesia said that her
mother taught her do domestic chores so she would not go through any hardship after
she was married.
These actions that women seem “to have no choice but to do” under the
patriarchal system allow female new immigrants to make their husbands depend on
and trust them, since they are carried out to maintain the family. Husband T felt
satisfied with his wife taking care of daily affairs; his wife handling all domestic
chores met his expectations and he had nothing to complain about. Husband L praised
his wife for her loyalty and thoughtfulness, and felt that he “married the right
woman,” developing a sense of gratitude towards his wife after becoming dependent
on her. When a marriage starts to have an “exchange of terms,” couple relations begin
to change, “needing to be satisfied,” the husband becomes more dependent on the
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wife, turning around the original relationship in which the wife was dependent on the
husband.
2. Declaring the Authority of the Husband to Indirectly Gain the Power to
Make Family Decisions
Regardless of the wife’s conditions, patriarchal thinking still has great influence
on the behavior of couples. Tichenor (1999) proposed the concept of “gender
strategy” and pointed that when the behavior of husbands and wives deviate from
traditional cultural norms, couples will attempt to cover their “politically incorrect”
behavior, and even intentionally attempt to appear as if they conform to the norm
(Tung Hsiu-Chu and Yang Lien-Chien, 2004). Wife W has considerably higher
education and skills than her husband, but under the patriarchal thinking that “a
woman cannot be better than her man,” she emphasized on several occasions that she
gave her husband “face” in the presence of others; she always acted as the submissive
wife next to her husband, regardless of how capable she was. Wife H believes that the
husband should be the supporter of the family, and she used this reason to emphasize
the husband’s responsibility when persuading her mother-in-law to let them have
“separate meals” with their in-laws. This allowed her to gain autonomy and freedom.
Wife W was even more sensitive to the opinions of others than her husband when
attempting to get her in-laws to live and eat separately from them, and acted as a
coordinator in conflicts between her husband and in-laws. This made her husband
willing to stand on the same side as her and won her husband’s trust, who handed over
the family’s financial power to her.
Although the female new immigrants are deeply influenced by the patriarchal
system, it does not mean they are willing to remain under oppression. They declare
the “authority of the husband” and use the strategy to form an alliance with their
husband to successfully gain power, gaining greater autonomy and decision making
power in the family. Behavior that seems to follow patriarchal thinking can also be a
maneuver to gain power. Female new immigrants who are aware of this oppression
can use it to change the power structure in their marriage to make it more equal.
3. Using the Role of Motherhood to Demonstrate Their Subjectivity
The role of motherhood is a social construction, but mother do not entirely
passively accept this role, and in fact participate in or resist the social construction of
this role (Yu Yen-Chuan, 2006). Whether a mother rejects or accepts the role of
motherhood defined by mainstream culture, she constantly redefines this role in daily
life (Apple and Golden, 1997, cited from Yu Yen-Chuan, 2006).
From the perspective of female new immigrants who do not have any relatives in
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Taiwan, her husband and children are her focus in life, especially her children are the
main source of their emotional connection and psychological support. Wife H said
that “no matter how hard I will earn the money for my children to grow.” Wife W said
that her children are very important to her and all of her plans are for her children and
family life. Female new immigrants bravely take action for their children, e.g. Wife H
was aware of the increasing expenses as her child grew up, and she made a request to
her mother-in-law to have meals separately and to stop paying her mother-in-law for
child care; Wife W convinced her in-laws to buy insurance for her children, even
though her husband was against it; Wife L, who became a step mother once she got
married, stated that she would no longer discipline her stepchildren after a conflict,
using this as a strategy to force her husband to redistribute their roles of parenthood,
and she thus stepped out of the role of step mother and gained autonomy as a parent.
From a different perspective, female new immigrants make numerous compromises
under the society’s expectations of their role as mothers, e.g. when caring for her
children conflicts with her job, she is willing to give up her job and stay home to care
for her children, which is the case for Wife L.
The role of motherhood allowed these female new immigrants to experience
different emotions and power, and their children allow them to demonstrate their
subjectivity, even under the patriarchal system’s oppression.
4. Gaining Personal Financial Ability Changed the Power Structure in
Marriage and Autonomy
Women who are more financially dependent on their husband have less
bargaining chips when negotiating for family power, and of course the relationship
between husband and wife is more unequal (Chang Chih-Yao, 2003). Finding work is
an important turning point for female new immigrants in the change of their role.
Work gives her a financial source and helps raise her power relation at home. It also
expands her interpersonal network and influences her self-consciousness as well as
awareness of power relations (Chao Shan-Ju, 2010).
All four female new immigrants in this study have jobs, and were no longer
completely dependent on their husband as they had a source of income, which also
gave them autonomy as consumers. Their income lifted the family’s financial burden
and also raised their power relation in the family. In the case of couple H, the husband
was originally in control of the family finances, after they became separately in
control of their own finances, in which the wife was responsible for family expenses,
the decision making process regarding family finances began to change. Husband W
has more flexible working hours than his wife, his wife’s job lifts his financial burden,
so he is perfectly happy to cook and care for their children when his wife needs to
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work overtime.
Having a job also influences the way the wife feels about her home. Wife H
thought that having a job gave her autonomy in life and finances, and enabled her to
participate in the decision making of family expenses. She compared her life before
and after getting a job, and stated that she gained freedom and autonomy through
work, experienced the beauty of life and freedom, improved her self-worth, and freed
her from the constraints of family. Wife L experienced a similar situation and her
stable work made her life better, so she felt even less inclined to leave. Although the
wife finding a job does not completely change patriarchal thinking in the family, it
changes the family’s way of life and couple relations, and also influences the wife’s
sense of self-worth.
(III) Gaining External Resources Changes the Social Status of Female New
Immigrants: Participating in Mandarin Class and Expanding
Interpersonal Network
Female new immigrants often hesitate to participate in social activities due to
discrimination, and it influences their social support network. The social support
network of couples in this study are mainly the husband’s family, but the wife
attending “Mandarin Class” was a changing experience that changed their living
space and influenced their marital relationship.
Wives H, T and W attended the “Mandarin Class” offered by the researcher’s
university for at least four years. Their husbands started out as bystanders, but
gradually became acquainted with the researcher, students and other new immigrant
couples, and became their wife’s supporter. Their attitude changed and it influenced
their couple relations in marriage. Wife H said that after her husband saw the
presentation of her Mandarin Class, he started to talk more to her and would even
urge her to go to class when she was feeling depressed. Wife W and her children
frequently attend the Mandarin Class and children’s class, she would ask her husband
to help whenever there was an event; the Mandarin Class connected their whole
family to the university’s resources in their community, and it imperceptibly expanded
their living space. Wife T attended the Mandarin Class of the household registration
office and represented her township in receiving commendation for being a model
new immigrant family.
Furthermore, female new immigrants also changed their situation by actively
using their interpersonal skills to expand their interpersonal network. When wife H
first arrived in Taiwan, she actively built relations with her neighbors, not being held
back by her identity as a foreigner. Her Taiwanese language gradually became fluent
as she constantly chatted with others, and she was quite pleased with herself after
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receiving positive responses from her neighbors. Wife W amazed her in-laws and
neighbors with her enthusiasm at work and attitude in life, even her husband’s friends
were envious of him for having such a good wife. Wife T built intimate relations with
her husband’s family with her great enthusiasm, and it helped her adjust to life in
Taiwan, also becoming an emotional support in her simple life with her husband.
Even though social constraints and an unfriendly environment will often shatter a
new immigrant’s attempt to build interpersonal relations or participate in social events,
the influence of individual agency still cannot be overlooked. When female new
immigrants are able to present their capabilities, they begin to free themselves from
constraints imposed by the society, and become agents that shape the environment
around them.
V.

Conclusion
Superior social and economic resources of the husband, as well as commercial
terms of Southeast Asia cross-border marriages, put female new immigrants in a
disadvantaged position from the beginning of the marriage. Female new immigrants
must overcome oppression from the patriarchal system as they seek to change their
life and status. Through time the foreign spouse gradually adjusts to life in Taiwan,
expands her social network, and gains financial ability. The change in resources held
by husband and wife lead to an increase in the wife’s power, which gives her the
ability and opportunity to resist the patriarchal system. Female new immigrants
skillfully use their individual resources to negotiate their autonomy with their
husband/husband’s family. Even though they did not successfully overturn patriarchal
culture per se, they all changed the power structure in their marriage and family.
Even though the patriarchal system seems to be immovable, we can still see the
toughness and capabilities of female new immigrants as they present the agency of
change. “Becoming aware of their situation – attempting to change and accumulating
resources and capabilities – using their resources and advantages to change their
situation” are the three steps female new immigrants take. The use of their advantages
in this process is clearly presented and can serve as reference for other females
seeking change.
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Abstract
Although the usage of teaching function of Internet is widely expected, the
practical teaching efficiency and utility efficiency presently do not measure up to
common people's expectation. Some Second Language Acquisition experts and
English teachers also indicate that it is essential to take a comprehensive consideration
of learners’ learning styles, motivations and teaching courses before developing
online teaching in order to make use of Internet sources effectively. It is necessary for
teachers and users to clearly understand English Acquisition and the way how online
learning applies. In fact, most teaching websites are designed from programmers’
point of view to program website function instead of designing from foreign language
learners’ view. Moreover, a very few language teaching websites make abundant
online learning environment and foreign language learning content integrate to reach
the perfection of complete mechanism and integrated application. Hence, in order to
make maximum benefit, students’ different language levels and different learning
styles should be taken into account when designing perfect learning websites.
Therefore, this research aims to integrate learning theory, second language
acquisition and feature of Internet and is based on the Perceptual Learning Style
Preference Questionnaire designed by Reid, an educator of second language
acquisition. It considers students’ individual needs of different learning styles and
combines the skills of English learning ability, including listening, speaking, reading,
writing. Moreover, Internet variety and flexible environment are also concluded to
establish an English Internet-assisted instruction system of adaptive learning style.
After carrying out the English Internet-assisted instruction instruction system of
adaptive learning style, this research provides an empirical research about the
beneficial results of comprehension of Internet English learning on users in order to
discuss the effects of English Internet-assisted instruction system of adaptive learning
style. Furthermore, it expects to establish a personalized and adaptive learning style
environment to assist in the activities of English learning to enhance the educational
function of Internet application.
Background

In the trend of globalization, English, the bridge of interpersonal communication,
is publicly considered as the second international language. Recently, it is reported
that Taiwan Students' English ability is dragging behind among Asian nations. The
current situation of English teaching and the students’ language ability is worrying. In
fact, the most challenging situation of domestic English teaching is the phenomenon
that most students’ intrinsic motivation for learning is not enough at present.
Moreover, this non-English environment limit reduces the chances of speaking
English and students are confined to the lessons in school only. It gets twice the result
with half the effort when it comes to the teaching result. Therefore, some experts of
language teaching suggest that teachers should devise some extracurricular activities
to help students use English they learned from class in their daily life. Then, internet,
provides unlimited learning time and diversified learning environment, is highly
praised by many educators.
In recent years, technological innovations in computers and breakthroughs in
internet or multimedia skills have an impact on implementation and skills of teaching.
Because of the omnipresent characteristic of internet and diversified and flexible
environment, learners and teachers are provided an environment and teaching tools of
augment learning except for learning in the traditional classroom. The common usage
of internet and multimedia in education enables the teaching style of teacher-center
orientated or oral lecturing to be replaced by learner-centered or the style of
multimedia-assisted language learning to apply in class gradually. Chi-te Hsu (2003)
indicated that Internet-assisted Learning means that instructors utilize internet to
design some teaching materials to provide learners with remedial instruction after
school, to strength and to give assistance in self learning. It possesses the function of
hypermedia, interactivity, authenticity, diversification and the advantage of
environmental protection and conformance to economic demand. The combination of
the information and instruction greatly changed the role of teachers in the traditional
classroom- from the authority in the classroom to more like partners in the
teaching-learning process.
Although the usage of teaching function of Internet is widely expected, the
practical teaching efficiency and utility efficiency presently do not measure up to
common people's expectation. Some Second Language Acquisition experts and
English teachers also indicate that it is essential to take a comprehensive consideration
of learners’ learning styles, motivations and teaching courses before developing
online teaching in order to make use of Internet sources effectively. It is necessary for
teachers and users to clearly understand English Acquisition and the way how online
learning applies. In fact, most teaching websites are designed from programmers’
point of view to program website function instead of designing from foreign language

learners’ view. Moreover, a very few language teaching websites make abundant
online learning environment and foreign language learning content integrate to reach
the perfection of complete mechanism and integrated application. Hence, in order to
make maximum benefit, students’ different language levels and different learning
styles should be taken into account when designing perfect learning websites.

Objective
This research aims to integrate learners’ perceptual learning style and investigate
learning styles to develop adaptive English E- learning style, to enhance English
learning environment and to increase students’ intrinsic motivation in English learning.
The adaptive English learning platform can not only assist students to grasp learning
contents quickly and successfully but also help them find the best way of
development. Also, it can make up for the lack of environmental factor, such as
language itself and social environment. Besides, a empirical study of the perceived

benefits of online English learning is conducted on the users after carrying out the
English Internet-assisted instruction system of adaptive learning style to discuss the
effects of the system. It is hoped that every learner establish a personalized and
adaptive learning style environment to assist some activities of language leaning and
promote the educational function of Internet application.
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ABSTRACT
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In June 2013 the Vancouver International Song Institute (VISI) hosted its

inaugural Contemporary Performance Studies program. The ten-day event offered
student and emerging artist singers and pianists the opportunity to study and
perform contemporary works both of their own selection and assigned by the
program directors. Among the pieces assigned were works by Vancouver

composers, both established professionals and rising talents, that showcased
astonishing variety, depth, and excellence in their styles and artistry. The

composers at VISI represented the latest generation in a long tradition of art song
composition in Canada, but outside of the country’s borders, Canada’s composers

and works are largely unknown. Lack of presence in the international musical
canon has unfortunately been a historical issue for Canada. However, as

compositional trends have shifted toward neo-tonality, art song in Canada has

experienced significant growth in production and performance, particularly in

Vancouver. Aided by organizations such as VISI, Canadian art song has been
primed to take a prominent position on the international stage.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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In the introduction to A History of Canadian Culture, distinguished

professor Jonathan F.W. Vance quotes a famous Canadian anecdote:

“Question – What’s the difference between Canada and yogurt?
Answer – Yogurt has an active culture.” 3

The issue of Canadian culture, and indeed Canadian national identity, has

long been the lament of Canadian historians and, as evidenced by Vance’s

reference, the butt of many jokes. A country known for its rich natural resources
and stunning landscapes, Canada has struggled to catch up to other nations in

cataloguing and promoting its cultural assets, and Canada's music has been no
exception to the situation. In a 1969 Musicanada article, Canadian native and
composer John Beckwith declared the lack of recognition of Canadian music

internationally a “P.R. failure,” placing the fault primarily with Canada for not

promoting its own music. 4 He pointed out that even with an increase in available

information during the latter portion of the twentieth century, Canada was “still a
country of widely separated cultural enclaves susceptible to divisiveness and

jealousy,” under the curse of what the late Frank Underhill identified as Canada’s
“national psychosis,” with Canada’s musical scene suffering from a cultural
separatism more damaging than the nation’s political separatism. 5

3 Jonathan Vance, A History of Canadian Culture (Don Mills, ON: Oxford University Press,
2009), vii.
4 John Beckwith, Music Papers: Articles and Talks by a Canadian Composer 1961-1994
(Ottawa: The Golden Dog Press, 1997), 36.
5 Ibid., 76-7.

Purpose of Study
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The intent of this study is to offer a perspective on the new wave of song

composition and performance in Vancouver, and in doing so, draw deserved

attention to a worthy but overlooked body of art song repertoire. Rather than

attempt a catalogue of works, the emergence of Vancouver as a center for new

music and contemporary art song composition will be considered, and a selection
of representative works will be presented. For the purposes of this study, the

selection criteria will limit the works to those written since 2005, by composers
living in Vancouver, with texts by Canadian poets.

Thesis Statement

Vancouver has emerged in recent years as a Canadian center for the

composition and performance of new song, due in part to an overall compositional
trend toward neo-tonality, but specifically invigorated by the founding of

institutions such as the Vancouver International Song Institute and its Art Song
Lab, the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra’s New Music Festival, the Vancouver

New Music Society, and related pursuits in Vancouver’s academic establishments.
Major features of this movement include the use of exotic scales and modes, the
employment of minimalist textures, and the application of contemporary
techniques within neo-tonal harmonic environments.

Review of Literature
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Canadian music as a whole has been historically underrepresented or even

ignored in musicological literature. The first major resource was Ernest

MacMillan’s 1955 publication Music in Canada, a summary of the post-war music

scene that included some historical information. This was followed by A History of

Music in Canada: 1534-1914, published by Helmut Kallman in 1960. In 1981, a

team financed by Canadian editor Floyd S. Chalmers prepared the English version
of the Encyclopedia of Music in Canada, followed by a French edition in 1983. This

Encyclopedia remains the most thorough and widely available source on Canadian
music.

Elaine Keillor’s work Music in Canada: Capturing Landscape and Diversity

(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2006) offers a recent and

comprehensive summary of the origins and paths of Canadian music, but does not
deal in particular detail with art song. Keillor is helpful in noting major events in

Canada’s musical history of the past thirty years, such as the International Year of
Canadian Music celebrated in 1986. Many newly commissioned Canadian works

were presented over the course of the year, and Keillor positively states that the

celebration “did much indeed to put Canadian music and musicians on the map.”
She also describes the 2000 festival MusicCanadaMusique, which was organized
by Nicholas Goldschmidt to mark the new millennium and involved sixty new

works. The festival highlighted the diversity of Canada’s contemporary musical
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expression and was intended to “change Canadians’ view of their composers.” 6
Despite the vibrant and growing Canadian musical scene, academic

scholarship on Canadian composers of art song and their works is scant at best.

For the 1994 NATS convention in Ottawa, performer and teacher Gloria Jean Nagy
presented a reference work, A Singer’s Overview to Canadian Contemporary Vocal

Literature 1940-1994 (Ottawa: National Association of Teachers of Singing, 1997),

which was later published and archived at the Canadian Music Centre’s Vancouver
location. The work is unavailable for purchase or loan, however, restricting access
to those in the Vancouver area. It is also necessarily limited in scope and is now
out-of-date, leaving the current trends in Canadian vocal literature unexplored.

Canadian mezzo-soprano Clea Huston (née Nemetz) completed a doctoral

thesis in 2005 titled “Contemporary Canadian Art Song for the Mezzo-Soprano

(from 1940-2006): An Annotated Bibliography” (University of Colorado). As with
Nagy, Huston offers an overview of the literature, limited to compositions for
mezzo-soprano, which is helpful as a reference but can no longer truly be

considered “contemporary.” Her work also revolves primarily around song

composed earlier in the given timeframe, offering little information on newer
compositions and composers.

The most systematic resource available on Canadian art song specifically is

a 2012 dissertation by Erika Switzer, “Canadian Art Song Post-World War II:

A Catalogue and Discussion of Select Composers and Their Songs” (the Juilliard

Elaine Keillor, Music in Canada: Capturing Landscape and Diversity (Montreal: McGillQueen's University Press, 2006), 251-2.
6

School). A native Canadian, Switzer was studying in Germany when she felt the
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pull to study the music of her own national heritage. As she delved into the body of
Canadian art song, Switzer was frustrated by the lack of a “Guide to Canadian Art
Song” that would simplify the process and focus on the needs of singers and

collaborative pianists. As a result, Switzer created a “footprint” for this guide

through her doctoral research, limiting her discussion to twenty-four composers

who had, in her words, “already made their musical contribution” and represented
the diversity of the Canadian musical repertoire while impacting Canada’s musical

identity in some larger way. 7 Switzer’s project focuses on the decades immediately
following World War II, a period of remarkable cultural growth in Canada.

While it would be fascinating and commendable to continue Switzer’s

catalogue and in some way “fill in” the gap between her work and today, that is not
the intent in this study. This project will focus instead on present-day art song
composition in Vancouver, including a discussion of current trends and

representative works in Canadian art song. The primary goal is to explore this new
movement in Canadian art song while introducing contemporary Canadian

composers and their valuable contributions to the body of art song to a wider
circle of musicians.

Erika Switzer, “Canadian Art Song Post-World War II:
Select Composers and Their Songs,” (D.M.A. dissertation, the Juilliard School, 2012), 6.
7

A Catalogue and D iscu

CHAPTER 2: NATIONAL IDENTITY IN CANADIAN MUSIC
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Canada’s musical roots are deeply entrenched in European tradition, but

European practices were not seamlessly transferred to the new land, with its

sparse and separated settlements and without the long tradition of patronage and
established musical institutions. During the immigration boom of the late 1700s-

early 1800s, musical life generally belonged to imported British military bands.
With the printing press came the opportunity to advertise concerts, teachers,

merchants, and services, but making a living from music was nearly impossible.
Most Canadian-born professional musicians had to seek their careers abroad,

whether in the United States or Europe. The common taste in Canada was more

for patriotic, dance, and parlour music, evidenced in the surviving compositions of
the Victoria era. After several volumes of church music were published, sheet

music began to be printed in newspapers and journals, then distributed on its

own. Public schools did not offer music as an activity until the latter half of the

nineteenth century, and while the first university music degree was granted in
1846, specialized musical education was left to conservatories until late in the

century. The first school of music was established at the University of Toronto in
1918 despite decimated numbers of musicians due to World War I.

Following the war, Canada experienced a sudden rise in musical activity. A

multitude of orchestras, choruses, and other musical organizations were founded,
and employment opportunities for professional musicians increased with the

advent of radio broadcasting. The Great Depression unfortunately then left many

musicians in an employment crisis, but after World War II an even greater musical

“explosion” occurred. Canada was simultaneously making a conscious effort to
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stimulate national pride and establish its cultural identity. 8 Introducing his

reference work Music in Canada: A Research and Information Guide, Carl Morey
noted that Canada was essentially absent from published musical histories or
repertoire guides before MacMillan’s Music in Canada. Following MacMillan’s

example, Helmut Kallman began tracking Canadian composers and their works. As
music historian of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation during the 1950s,

Kallman added copies of scores when available to the Corporation’s library. 9
Kallman’s A history of music in Canada: 1534-1914, published in 1960, 10

established a thorough beginning for written chronicles of Canadian musical

history and helped to promote Canada’s musical culture outside of the country.
During the same time period as MacMillan’s and Kallman’s historical work, the
government began to take an active and generous role in funding the arts, and

various organizations were instituted to support Canada’s blossoming musical

culture. Chief among these was the Canada Council for the Arts, an independent
granting agency established in 1957. After the deaths of two prominent

businessmen, their combined estates entrusted the Canadian government with a
total of one million dollars specifically designated for the arts, leading to the

formation of the Canada Council. The 1950s also saw the founding of the Canadian
League of Composers in 1951 and the Canadian Music Centre in 1959, greatly

8 Helmut Kallman. The Canadian Encyclopedia digital edition, s.v. “Music History,” (2013)
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/music-history/. Accessed June 4, 2014.
9 Keillor, 4.
10 Kallman, Helmut. A history of music in Canada: 1534-1914. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1960.
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increasing the resources available to musicians and contributing to both national
and international respect for Canadian art music. 11

After reading John Beckwith’s piece on Canada’s musical “P.R. failure,”

Canadian editor, publisher and philanthropist Floyd S. Chalmers envisioned a
systematic guide to the music of Canada. With Chalmers’ financial support,

Kallman, Gilles Potvin, and Kenneth Winters led a team in the preparation of the
Encyclopedia of Music in Canada, publishing an English version in 1981 and a
French version in 1983. With the advent of the Encyclopedia came increased

interest in Canadian music, leading to a need to include published copies of music
in the volume. To meet this demand, the Canadian Musical Heritage Society

(CMHS) was founded in 1982 with the purpose of finding, editing, and publishing
Canadian music composed before 1950. 12

Around the same time, the field of new music also took an optimistic turn,

introducing the avant-garde, embracing diversity, and establishing composition as
a viable way to make a living. Composers were quickly catching up with the rest of

the world in terms of harmonic language and experimental writing and developing
their own unique voices. Canadian composer Tim Brady speaks to this change of

perspective on native composers in his article “Why Canadian Music Doesn’t Exist
– and Why I Love It: Homage to Generation Zero.” Brady refers to the founders of
the Canadian League of Composers (established 1951) as “Generation Zero” and
praises those composers for their innovative response to the separatist cultural
and political situation in Canada. Rather than attempt to impose a national
11
12

Switzer, 1-3.
Keillor, 5.

standard or define a common “Canadian” musical language, they embraced
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professional Canadian composers of any artistic leaning. Brady states that the
League’s goals were:

…to create their own music, their own way—and to create institutions that
helped other composers do the same. By responding to the regional nature
of the country and its history of cultural diversity, and to the world-wide
collapse of nationalist, hegemonic forces, they created a strong and vibrant
musical environment, where artists are not only allowed to, but are
expected to explore at times the extreme edges of their own personal
artistic vision. 13
However, while Canada’s musical life continued to grow, its people

remained seemingly unaware of the valuable resource they possessed in Canada’s
music. The situation was painfully apparent in a 1995 survey by the United
Nations, which assigned Canada last place out of ninety countries in the

“presentation and promotion of its own culture.” 14 As the twentieth century drew

to a close, Canada’s attention – and subsequently monetary resources –

was directed to other issues such as the environment, deficits, free trade, and

energy. After over a decade of investigation, an independent report appeared in

1995 that highlighted the vital role of the government in Canada’s musical life over
the preceding twenty years. The government responded to the report, An

Economic Case for Government Support, by directing increased private funds to the

arts while decreasing overall public cultural expenditure. 15 If Canada was to have
a vibrant musical culture, Canadians were going to have to support it. Two major
13 Tim Brady, “Why Canadian Music Doesn’t Exist – and Why I Love It: Homage to
Generation Zero,” (Musicworks 77, Summer, 2000), 5-6.
14 Keillor, 4.
15 Keillor, 247.

projects in the last thirty years served to put Canada on the musical map both in
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terms of national awareness and esteem and international reputation: the

International Year of Canadian Music in 1986, providing multiple opportunities
for commissioned Canadian works and a plethora of performances across the

country and worldwide; and MusicCanadaMusique 2000, organized by Nicholas
Goldschmidt to celebrate the new millennium and involved sixty new works.

MusicCanadaMusique highlighted the diversity of Canada’s contemporary musical
expression and was intended to “change Canadians’ view of their composers.” 16

Canadian historian W. L. Morton termed Canadian destiny “an evolution in

progress,” 17 saying Canadian experience teaches that the important thing is “not to
have triumphed, but to have endured.” 18 Rather than the designation “melting

pot,” of which the United States was so proud, Canada was described by author

John Murray Gibbon in the 1930s as a cultural “mosaic,” each piece preserving its

identity while contributing to the entire country and maintaining mutual respect,
and Canada was the first country to officially proclaim a state policy of

multiculturalism in 1971. 19 A nation that, in the words of its popular storyteller,
Pierre Berton, has historically put “order first, individual freedom second,” 20

Canada has lacked the flashy revolutionary-type activities that tend to draw global
attention, both as a nation in general and in its various cultural developments.
16
17

1973), 83.

Ibid., 251-2.
W. L. Morton, The Canadian Identity, 2nd edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

Ibid., 112.
Ken Dryden, Becoming Canada: Our Story, Our Politics, Our Future (Toronto: McClelland
& Stewart Ltd., 2010), 199.
20 Pierre Berton, Why We Act Like Canadians (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Ltd., 1982),
40.
18
19
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Correlating with Beckwith’s estimation of Canada’s “P.R. failure” in music, former
NHL goaltender and Canadian politician Ken Dryden observes the same issue in
Canada as a whole. He states that the “wrong sense” that Canadians have had of
themselves as a nation has resulted in them existing under a “ceiling of

expectation and ambition that is so far below what we can do and can be.” 21

Dryden expresses hope, however, citing the arts as the most prominent place in
which musicians, writers, playwrights, and other artists are expressing “the

Canada within them,” regardless of critical opinion or historical expectation. 22 The
Canada Council has closely followed the series of changes in Canadian
demographics, public attitudes, governments and public funders, arts

communities, and society at large. Recognizing the diversity and maturity

exhibited by the Canadian arts community in recent years, the Canada Council has
responded by strategically planning its disbursement of funds based on current

trends and forecasts for the future of the arts in Canada. 23 Rena Sharon, renowned

pianist, Professor of Collaborative Piano Studies at UBC and Founding Artistic
Director of the Vancouver International Song Institute, observes:

Canada's current philosophical relationship to art is complex but there
remains a general understanding that it is a vital aspect of a healthy society.
As such, public funding allows new initiatives to find presence and
momentum, providing many contemporary artists with public voice and
significant profile. 24

Dryden, 17.
Ibid., 184.
23 The Canada Council, http://canadacouncil.ca/en/council/about-the-council/theevolution. Accessed June 17, 2014.
24 Rena Sharon, e-mail to author, May 25, 2014.
21
22

From the efforts and enthusiasm of the Canada Council, the Canadian League of
Composers, and other such organizations, Canada appears well on its way to
taking its place on the international stage as an exciting and robust artistic
presence.

24

CHAPTER 3: CHRONICLE OF ART SONG IN CANADA
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Within Canada’s expanding accomplishments in the arts, the genre of art

song has had a rich and noteworthy journey of progress. Initially, it began with the
importation of European music. Letters from the late eighteenth century confirm
that Canadian ladies offered Italian and French songs as entertainment during

social events, and newspapers of the same time advertise imported vocal sheet

music. Until the latter half of the nineteenth century, the greatest musical demand
was for vocal compositions, as only a singer and an accompanying instrument

were needed for performance. While much of the early Canadian music has been

lost, a few selections survive. Two canzonets for coloratura soprano and piano by
Stephen Codman, published around 1827, reveal the influence of opera in ornate
melismas. However, most of the early songs were strophic with simple

accompaniments for keyboard, evidenced in J.P. Clarke’s Songs of Canada (1853),
the nation’s first published collection of song.

The development of Canadian solo song received a boost in the mid-

nineteenth century when Canadian literary journals began to include music,

providing vital exposure and circulation to the geographically dispersed Canadian
people. Simple, diatonic strophic settings prevailed, mirroring the concurrent

poetic trend. As the decades passed, the influence of European song, particularly
the German Lied, was evident in Canadian compositions. The songs of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries pay stylistic tribute to Schumann, Wolf,
Mendelssohn, and other European contemporaries. The first hints of Canadian

nationalism appear primarily through settings of Canadian texts and Canadian
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thematic material. Ernest MacMillan’s Songs from Sappho (1911), for example, are
settings of poetry by Canadian writer Bliss Carman. As the twentieth century

progressed, Canadian composers began to embrace trends such as exotic scales,
serialism, and polytonality. Coupled with a newfound awareness of and

appreciation for the Canadian folk music tradition, both native and European, the

new influences and material gradually released Canadian art song from European
templates. Through the 1970s, composers such as Hungarian-Canadian Istvan

Anhalt experimented with extended vocal techniques, favoring abstract practices
over literary foundations. Anhalt noted a new trend in vocal music as early as the
mid-1950s, describing works for voice that explored unconventional uses of the

voice, such as "spoken, whispered, murmured, and hummed delivery" as well as
sound effects including "coughing, sighing, [and] audible breathing" in

combination with traditional vocal technique. In his essays, he mentioned that

while some of the new compositions preserved the intelligibility of the text, others
(like his own) experimented with the words and language, utilizing the text more
as sound options than a means of communication or narrative. 25

Anhalt viewed text as standing for “some kind of mental activity,” able to

express an experience of some sort in a context through both conscious planning
and instinct. 26 He was known for separating text into syllables, deconstructing

Istvan Anhalt, Alternative Voices: Essays on Contemporary Vocal and Choral Composition
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), 3.
26 Ibid., 2.
25

language, and exploring profound human feeling through the isolated
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components. 27

After this period of somewhat abstract and experimental writing,

composers returned to poetry as inspiration, leading to more tonal compositions
and a subsequent rise in the distribution and popularity of art song in Canada.
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CHAPTER 4: THE NEW WAVE OF ART SONG IN CANADA
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In retrospect, David Gordon Duke considers compositions such as Anhalt’s

and other abstract works written during the 1970s experimental movement a
"daunting prospect" for singers to learn and perform, noting that as the

compositional trends shifted to neo-tonal, post-modern, and minimalist practices,

singers became more willing to approach new compositions, leading to a "boom"
in art song production as composers began to trust that there was a greater

chance of their works being performed. 28 Rena Sharon agrees, adding that average
listeners and concert attendees still tend to prefer tonality and "singable"

melodies, though they are becoming more open or "eclectic" in their reception of

musical explorations outside of the tonal harmonic idiom. Also contributing to the

new movement in art song is the emergence of poetry "well-suited to text-setting"
and a new fascination with "word-music interactions," according to Sharon. She
observes that, historically, geographical "creative centres" for art song have

shifted periodically and North American art song had a later beginning, likely

accounting for its more recent flourishing and global position. A factor in the rise

and prominence of North American art song has been the development of a unique
aesthetic due to the collaboration within the US and Canadian multi-cultural
networks of poets and composers. Sharon states:

North American Art Song that is generated by North American poetry
inevitably has distinctive elements drawn from its culturally-specific
fusions of themes, intrinsic modes of expression, and folk/popular/music
theatre song influences. That is perhaps axiomatic across the entire realm
of Art Song – its music flows from its engagement of the unique poetical
language and worldviews of its diverse eras and places. As such, Art Song is

28

David Gordon Duke, e-mail to author, March 13, 2014.
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an incredible contributor to the literary legacies and cultural history of the
world. 29
Duke confirms the presence of a growing North American (and specifically

Canadian) art song style, calling it "a quite wonderful, and sometimes bewildering,
mashup of ideas from all over… a growing sense of "world" as opposed to
"Eurocentric" perspective." 30

In spite of these advances, art song still has a fairly limited audience due to

its reputation for being somewhat of an artistic "sub-culture," even for classical

music devotees. Among the potential liabilities of art song performance Sharon

lists issues such as lack of artistic partnership between singer and pianist, "overly
restrictive performance practice," and poor connection with the audience. She
believes that the keys to a meaningful concert are "heartfelt singing and piano
playing reflecting deeply connected understanding of the poetic text, and

expressive freedom that lets the song take the performers where it must." Without
expanding the audience, the new movement of art song will wane, as will the

performance venues for its existing archive. Sharon is confident that the evolution
of new strategies for creative presentation modes that enhance connection with
the audiences will help turn the tide and bring about a golden era for Art Song:

When audiences feel included in the wonders of Art Song's intimate realm
they leave the hall truly transported and deeply moved. That's our mandate
as performers, and when the needed criteria are met, audiences will return
for more. 31
Rena Sharon, e-mail to author, May 25, 2014.
David Gordon Duke, e-mail to author, March 13, 2014.
31 Rena Sharon, e-mail to author, May 25, 2014.
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Canadian composers have recognized the art song as a powerful means of

communication and inspiration. During World War II, the Toronto Branch of the
Canadian Authors’ Association published a collection of poetry with this bold

declaration in its foreword: “Where goes a song, goes a spirit that no power of
darkness can enslave.” 32 More than 1300 art songs were written by Canadian

composers during the latter portion of the twentieth century. In her dissertation
on Canadian art song, collaborative pianist Erika Switzer observes:

Where chamber music and symphonic works represent the
aspirations and achievements of composers, the art song
represents the fragile heart. Its aim to unite poetry and music
is noble. It often is a composer’s most intimate expression and
reveals aspects of his or her personal worldview. 33
As Canada has worked out its national and cultural identity, its composers

and poets have responded through creative collaboration, sharing their histories,
hopes, and hearts in song, crafting a unique and truly Canadian artistic voice.

Vance concludes his history of Canadian culture with a perceptive charge to his
fellow Canadians: “It has taken a long time for Canadians to learn to speak for

themselves; we owe it to ourselves to keep doing so.” 34 If the current outpouring
of song is any indication, Canadian composers and poets have accepted this
challenge with vigor, and the future of the Canadian voice in art song looks
exceptionally bright.

Vance, 312.
Switzer, 6.
34 Vance, 456.
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CHAPTER 5: CONTEMPORARY CURRENTS IN VANCOUVER
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Rena Sharon uses the terms "extremely vibrant" and "mobilized" to

describe the contemporary music scene in Vancouver. She notes that the

university cultures in Canada strongly advocate for contemporary music, offering
opportunities and incentives for young performers to be involved in the

premiering of new works by their contemporaries. There are a lot of professional
new music societies with very dedicated audiences who convey a sense of

excitement about their own role in advancing Canada’s composers' creative
profiles. 35

Composer Leslie Uyeda muses that Vancouver’s geographic separation

from the rest of the country has contributed to its tendency to “go its own way”

and be on the cutting edge of artistic progress, much like California in the United
States. She notes that there are “mavericks” in Vancouver, artists willing to

attempt risky projects. 36 The major catalyst for the expansion and promotion of

contemporary art song in Vancouver is the Vancouver International Song Institute,
founded in 2007 "through the collective efforts of an international group of

renowned musicians, music scholars, poets, composers, and social scientists, as a

stronghold to support the perpetuation of Art Song as a vital human legacy." VISI’s
initiatives have had a ripple effect in Vancouver, with a visible increase in

traditional and Art Song programming by other presenting organizations. Rena

Sharon writes that the VISI dream is to be "an ongoing international centre for the
interdisciplinary study of all song as a central phenomenon of our species – and
35
36

Rena Sharon, e-mail to author, May 25, 2014.
Leslie Uyeda, e-mail to author, July 19, 2014.

for the creation of new sung stories to travel along the millennial continuum." 37
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Held annually in the summer on the campus of the University of British Columbia,
VISI's programs include Song Scholarship and Performance, an interdisciplinary

collaborative seminar involving musicologists, theorists, singers, and pianists; the
immersive French Mélodie Intensive, offering master classes with experts from
France and Canada, diction courses, literary and socio-cultural lectures, and a

focus on collaborative work; the Theatre of Art Song/Collaborative Piano Studies
program, a comprehensive course in the interpretation and performance of art
song emphasizing novel approaches to performance, relationship with the

audience, and connection to poetry and text; and Art Song Lab, a collaborative

creative experience pairing performers, composers and poets in January to craft a
new art song, then culminating in an intensive summer week of workshops,

rehearsals, forums, and finally world premieres during the VISI Festival of Song.

VISI's innovative approach to art song fosters an environment that is "a haven for

brainstorming, experimentation, and supportive feedback," a vital gathering place
to celebrate, explore, create, and perpetuate the art form. 38 Sharon adds:

Within the intended mission of the VISI spectrum, the development,
creation, and advocacy of multi-media and/or staged Art Song has been a
central goal. While this approach remains a volatile aesthetic flashpoint
within the field, two decades of experimentation in diverse performance
modes has made clear that creative fusions of Art Song with other media
create access for an entirely new audience sector – some of whom have no
prior exposure to the repertoire - who quickly fall in love with Art Song
when offered dramatic contextualization, visual adjuncts, and other
content.

2014.

37
38

Vancouver International Song Institute. http://www.songinstitute.ca/ Accessed June 11,
Ibid.
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Research with cognition scientists has produced some preliminary
data indicating significant shifts in comprehension for performers as well
as audiences within staged and/or narrative contexts.
VISI has produced more than 15 new works of Art Song Theatre as
well as numerous improvisational works. Its Songfire Theatre Alliance is a
gathering nexus for those who are motivated to explore evolutions in
performance practice. Art Song Theatre does not replace the traditional
recital, but adds alternative options that may generate a broad
new audience of enthusiasts. 39
Many other figures and organizations have contributed to the rise of the

composition and performance of contemporary music and art song in Canada, and
in Vancouver specifically. Vancouver New Music (VNM) celebrated its 40th

anniversary in 2013 and exists to "explore" and "contextualize" new music via

concerts, festivals, and community events as well as workshops. VNM is a leader in
the commissioning and promotion of new Canadian works and presenting leading
and emerging artists, composers, and performers. 40 Vancouver ProMusica is a

volunteer-run non-profit organization with the express purpose of presenting and
promoting the new music of composers in British Columbia. One of their main

events is the annual Sonic Boom Festival, a multi-day "celebration" of new works
by B.C. composers featuring a plethora of premieres and a distinguished

composer-in-residence. 41 The Vancouver Symphony Orchestra launched its

inaugural New Music Festival in January 2014, planning to highlight both an
international composer and a Canadian composer each year. 42 Specifically

promoting contemporary art song in recent years are the Vancouver Recital

Rena Sharon, e-mail to author, August 7, 2014.
Vancouver New Music. http://newmusic.org/about-contact/. Accessed June 11, 2014.
41 Vancouver ProMusica. http://vancouverpromusica.ca. Accessed June 11, 2014.
42 VSO New Music Festival. http://www.vancouversymphony.ca/festivals/13NMF/.
Accessed June 11, 2014.
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Society and Music on Main. The Vancouver Recital Society values intimacy and
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innovative musical presentations, though in recital settings, and aims to be “a

catalyst in creating a new, diverse generation of concertgoers.” 43 Further pushing

the creative envelope and challenging audiences, Music on Main events take place
in Vancouver neighborhoods rather than concert halls, and the organization is

gaining an “international reputation as storytellers for a post-classical age.” Music
on Main’s director, David Pays, founded the organization in 2006 in order to

create musical experiences that are both “informal” and “intimate.” 44 The events
include premieres of works by Music on Main’s Composer-in-Residence, most

recently Jocelyn Morlock. Vancouver’s online news source, The Georgia Straight,

says of Music on Main: “If there was any doubt that Vancouver is becoming a real
nexus of musical creativity, its latest concert series should take care of that.” 45

Contemporary music is flourishing in Vancouver, and the cultural soil is ripe for
the cultivation of new song.

43 Vancouver Recital Society. http://vanrecital.com/about-us/values-vision-mission/.
Accessed June 12, 2014.
44 Music on Main. http://www.musiconmain.ca/. Accessed June 12, 2014.
45 Ibid.
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Throughout the history of song from its European roots, compositional

trends have swung between valuing music over poetry and vice versa. However,
Carol Kimball defines the unique character of art song in the introduction to her

book Song, stating, “…in an art song, a composer blends music and poetry in such a
way that it is impossible to think of them apart. We do not hear poetry set to

music—we hear a song.” 46 All three of the contemporary Canadian composers
whose song cycles will be examined cite the poetry as the inspiration for their

music. For some, the rhythms are influenced by the accents of the spoken text. For

others, the rise and fall of the melodic line imitates the meaning of the text in word
painting. In one instance, the use of sprechstimme lends greater importance to the

sounds of the syllables than to an overall melodic form. In all cases, the intent is to
communicate the text and enhance its meaning and emotional impact, as opposed

to confining the text to a pre-determined melodic, harmonic, and/or rhythmic

structure. As previously mentioned, the emergence of poetic texts that are well-

suited to musical setting has encouraged contemporary composers to contribute
new art song repertoire, and many composers have forged strong relationships

with poet colleagues in the process, working collaboratively on artistic projects.

The results are compelling, relevant artistic amalgamations, heralding a brilliant
and promising future for Canadian art song.
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Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard,

JOCELYN MORLOCK AND ALAN ASHTON:
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INVOLUNTARY LOVE SONGS

Vancouver composer Jocelyn Morlock has most recently been named

composer-in-residence of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, a two-year

position beginning in September 2014. While not the first Vancouver resident to
be appointed, Morlock is the first woman and was unanimously voted into the

post. This honor follows directly on Morlock’s two years as composer-in-residence
with Vancouver’s innovative new music series, Music On Main. Born in the

province of Manitoba, Morlock has lived and worked in Vancouver for eighteen
years and has become one of Canada’s most sought-after composers. The

Vancouver Sun calls Morlock “a lyrical wonder” with “an acute feeling for

sonority.” 47 A recipient of numerous awards, Morlock was honored with a Juno

Nomination for Classical Composition of the Year in 2011 for her work Exaudi. She

has been the composer of record for prestigious competitions including the 2005
Montreal International Music Competition and the 2008 Eckhardt-Gramatté

National Music Competition, for which she composed the song cycle Involuntary

Love Songs. Morlock released her latest album, Cobalt, her first-ever orchestral CD,

in March 2014. She holds the Bachelor of Music in piano performance from

Brandon University and both a Master’s degree and a Doctorate of Musical Arts
from the University of British Columbia.

Morlock’s poetic collaborator for Involuntary Love Songs was Alan Ashton.

Born in South London, U.K., but raised in a small mining town in northern
47

http://jocelynmorlock.com/biography/. Accessed June 23, 2014.

Manitoba, Ashton earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of
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Manitoba then completed an interdisciplinary Master’s degree at Simon Fraser

University in Vancouver. He now lives in Manitoba with his wife and family and is
employed by the federal government of Canada. Ashton has written poetry and

fiction throughout his life and was involved in spoken word poetry and theatre,
even during many years as a single father. 48 Regarding his poetry, Ashton

observes that he has “a recurring fascination with the way that commonplace
reality and physical experience alternately mask, reflect and reveal deeper
(sometimes darker) things underneath.” 49

The cycle Involuntary Love Songs was commissioned by the Eckhardt-

Gramatté National Music Competition through the assistance of the Canada

Council for the Arts in 2008. Commonly known as the “E-Gré Competition,” it is the
most important contemporary music competition held annually for exceptional
Canadian performing artists in piano, voice, and strings. 50 The only limitation

given to Morlock for the piece was that it be roughly ten minutes in length. Instead
of composing one large work, Morlock chose to create a cycle of three songs,

affording more diverse moods and vocal lines to suit the strengths of the various
performers. About the pieces, Morlock says:

At various times in the set, the singer needs to silently convey a story
during the piano interludes, to demonstrate vocal agility, and to manoeuver
through very long lines, large and ferocious passages, and heavilyornamented vocalise/melismas. 51

Alan Ashton, e-mail to author, September 1, 2014.
Alan Ashton, e-mail to author, June 5, 2014.
50 “The E-Gré National Music Competition.” http://e-gre.ca. Accessed June 23, 2014.
51 “Jocelyn Morlock: Composing For Competitions.”
http://sparksandwirycries.com/FeaturedArticles/JocelynMorlockComposingforCompetitions.aspx
. Accessed June 23, 2014.
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There is also a strong focus on the collaboration between the singer and pianist to
round out the skill set required to master the pieces. Alan Ashton had provided
Morlock with all of the poems he’d written at the time, and she chose “Thaw,”

“Matches,” and “Script” from his collection, stating that after memorizing them,

thinking about them, and hearing them in her head, it was “easy to come up with
the melodic/rhythmic/etc. material.” 52

In the program notes for Involuntary Love Songs, Ashton says that “[the]

songs – each in a different way – speak to the connections, the disconnections and

the spaces between internal and external worlds.” 53 Morlock’s writing paints these
relationships through the interactions of several B-flat collections, particularly Bflat Dorian, B-flat Mixolydian flat-6, and B-flat Mixolydian. The set was published
in a variety of pitch levels to accommodate the various voice types competing in
the 2008 E-Gré Competition. For the purposes of this document, the score from

which examples will be extracted is the Mezzo-Soprano edition of Involuntary Love
Songs.

First, it is important to note the specifics of the B-flat Mixolydian flat-6

collection. This collection is exactly what its title suggests: a B-flat Mixolydian

mode with a flat-6 scale degree, or a G-flat. The consonant triads found in this

collection are E-flat and F minor, and A-flat and B-flat major, the rest of the triads
being diminished or augmented. B-flat Mixolydian flat-6 is a palindromic
52

2.

53

Jocelyn Morlock, e-mail to author, July 26, 2013.
Alan Ashton, Notes to Involuntary Love Songs (Jocelyn Morlock and Alan Ashton, 2008),

collection, with a structure of W-W-H-W-H-W-W, thus containing a five-note
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whole-tone subset, G-flat-A-flat-B-flat-C-D. Prominent in Morlock’s writing is the
use of various sections of the whole tone collection as well as emphasis on the
tritone, another significant characteristic of the Mixolydian flat-6 mode.

In Involuntary Love Songs, the collections found most frequently are B-flat

Dorian, B-flat Mixolydian flat-6, and B-flat Mixolydian (Figures 6.1-6.3).
Figure 6.1. B-flat Dorian collection.

Figure 6.2. B-flat Mixolydian collection.

Figure 6.3. B-flat Mixolydian flat-6 collection (“Hindu”).

The two places of divergence among these collections are the D-flat in B-flat

Dorian and the G-flat in B-flat Mixolydian flat-6 not found in the others. The D/D-

flat and G/G-flat cross-relations are utilized both as pivot or transition devices and
for expressive purposes throughout the song cycle.
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Regarding the first poem, “Thaw,” Ashton remembers meditating on “a very

Vancouver experience: “a bus commute in winter, looking through the dripping

windows to see the sun peeking through and lighting the scene before him. To his
own surprise, he began to realize “secrets and passions hidden from view and

ready to come to life,” awakening personal feelings about a lost love that reminded
him of spring thaws during his childhood. Ashton remarks, “I had this

disconcerting sense that all of this was contained inside my own physical body and
running under my skin.” 54

Ashton also recalls that in writing “Thaw” and the final poem “Script,” he

was “very conscious of the sounds and rhythms” made through the words,

bringing to mind the experimental uses of sound and text explored by Istvan

Anhalt and his associates. 55 “Thaw” uses the “k” sound quite a lot, while more “s”
and “sh” sounds appear in “Script,” a fascinating sonic representation of the
emotional “thaw” occurring over the course of the song cycle.

The opening twenty-six measures of the first piece, “Thaw,” present

somewhat of a prelude both for the piece itself and for the entire cycle. Morlock’s
indication “birdlike” is visible in the birdcall-type figures in the right hand of the
piano, which foreshadow similar figures throughout the song cycle (Musical
Example 6.1).

54
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Ashton e-mail, June 5, 2014.
Ibid.

Musical Example 6.1. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 1-5. 56
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A series of harmonic shifts and modal mixtures during the introduction

create a musical haze, painting Ashton’s winter scene and the foggy glass of the

bus window. At m. 27, as the text begins to describe Ashton’s specific memories,

the B-flat Dorian collection is presented (Musical Example 6.2). M. 32 introduces a
D natural, foreshadowing B-flat Mixolydian flat-6, to which the harmony shifts in

m. 35 by means of the flat-6 scale degree, G-flat (Musical Example 6.3). A similar
shift occurs in m. 56 (Musical Example 6.4).

Musical Example 6.2. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 27-31.

56

Jocelyn Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs (Canadian Music Centre, 2008).
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Musical Example 6.3. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 32-37.

Musical Example 6.4. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 54-56.

As the piece progress, a passage somewhat resembling a ritornello wavers

between B-flat Dorian and B-flat Mixolydian flat-6, dividing the series of memories
(Musical Example 6.5).

Musical Example 6.5. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 57-59.
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Though the exact notation is not repeated each time, the dissonances caused by
D/D-flat and G/G-flat cross-relations continue to reveal conflict, a musical

representation of both Ashton’s emotional state and the double meanings

contained in the text. The whole tone segment of B-flat Mixolydian flat-6 functions

as a transition in mm. 70-72, followed by a B-flat Dorian section in which the poet
admits his longing for the unreachable beloved. The ritornello attempts a brief
return with a surprising A/A-flat cross-relation, but “Thaw” remains in B-flat

Dorian to its finish, closing with a lasting musical reminder of unrequited desire
through the D-flat-G tritone over a D-flat-A-flat fifth (Musical Example 6.6).

Musical Example 6.6. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Thaw,” mm. 107-111.
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The second song, “Matches,” starts with conflict almost immediately in the

third bar. The left hand of the piano is squarely in B-flat Dorian, but the right hand

enters with an accented staccato clashing D natural, which is repeated in the vocal
line at m. 8. The introduction of the jarring cross-relations in “Matches” outlines a

logical progression of fifths: D/D-flat in m. 3, A/A-flat in m. 11, and E/E-flat in m.

28 (Musical Examples 6.7-6.9).

Musical Example 6.7. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Matches,” mm. 1-3.

Musical Example 6.8. “Matches,” mm. 10-12.
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Musical Example 6.9. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Matches,” mm. 27-30.

“Matches” is the only poem of the set written specifically to be set to music. Ashton
points out the repeated words and phrases that are suited to singing rather than
reading, and says that he was “a bully” to the words, forcing them to create the
desired rhythms. He shares a secret about the setting of the text:
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I haven’t told Jocelyn this, but one of the things that surprised me the most
in this process was that the rhythm[s] that she gave to the words here were
very close to how they sounded in my head before they had any melody
attached to them.

Ashton’s inspiration for “Matches” came from an incident in his childhood, setting
fire to fabric in which he had somehow become entangled, a memory that returns
with strong feelings of conflict and denial. The poem is an attempt to

…capture the frustration of knowing better, trying to deny these irrational
underground springs, all the while they are pulling you in like a penny in
one of those spiral wishing well coin funnels…. it was inspired at least in
part by the pointless exercise of trying to outrun something which has
latched on to you and only worsens when you try to shake it off. 57

The theme of “Matches” is the denial of passion, and it is interesting to note the

frequent assertion of A natural although it is against the key signature as well as
the primary pitch collections. Though not an element in the interaction of the

three primary collections, the A/A-flat cross-relation found near the end of “Thaw”
features prominently in “Matches,” suggesting the influence of B-flat major along
with the other collections. A natural may also represent a musical “denial” of the
presence of B-flat major, being Morlock’s choice for the words “lightning” and

“matches” in mm. 81-82, “smoke” in m. 96, and finally “fire” in m. 101, an ultimate
clash with the A-flat in the left hand of the piano (Musical Examples 6.10-6.11).
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Ibid.

Musical Example 6.10. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Matches,” mm. 79-82.
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Musical Example 6.11. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Matches,” mm. 98-101.

In stark contrast to the dissonant and percussive A-B-flat-C cluster that

leaves “Matches” unresolved, “Script” opens with serene spaciousness, affirming

B-flat centricity through the use of open fifth sonorities that continue through the
entire piece. The clashing A natural at the end of “Matches” resolves as “Script”

begins, stepping up to a deep B-flat. In mm. 9-10, the D/D-flat cross-relation is a

reminder of emotional tension not yet released (Musical Example 6.12).

Musical Example 6.12. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 9-10.
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Unlike the rhythmically driven “Matches,” the piano writing in “Script” is sparse

and open, while the vocal line behaves almost improvisationally. Ashton was once
asked by a performer if the text for “Script” indicated more of a religious than
sensual experience. While perhaps not the original intent, Ashton remarks:

I couldn’t deny that while writing, I was aware that dealing with issues like
confession, ecstasy, truth, and an oceanic feeling of connection had biased
my selection of some key words in that direction.

He concludes with the thought that however the text is interpreted, the story
involves being “caught off-guard by feelings lacking easy labels.” 58 Morlock’s

musical response mirrors this notion of complicated labeling with a modality that
subtly but continually shifts among the three primary collections by means of the

D/D-flat and G/G-flat cross-relations. At the lyric point “I have been cracked open
by truth,” Morlock uses a rising whole-tone segment outside of the collections,

then opens into a solid B-flat Mixolydian mode as “truth” is repeated, suggesting
58

Ibid.

that B-flat Mixolydian may be the answer to the harmonic wandering just as the
poet is finding resolution for emotional conflict (Musical Examples 6.13-6.14).
Musical Example 6.13. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 41-43.

Musical Example 6.14. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 44-46.

In the following description of the effect of the truth, a storm that is severe,

sudden, ferocious, and sweet, the contrast in the text is depicted once again by

modal shifts, with a surprise G-flat for “storm” and a ramble into what behaves
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almost like D-flat major in m. 56-59, a moment of unusual sweetness and
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consonance (Musical Example 6.15).

Musical Example 6.15. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 58-60.

Finally, mm. 61-73 of “Script” settle into B-flat Mixolydian, a harmonic

choice that presents a sense of resolution after the constant series of shifts and

cross-relations through the cycle. The vocal line is marked “Vocalise,” expanding
upon the improvisational nature of the entire song, and the disproportionate

length of the coda provides balance for the unusually long introduction at the

opening of “Script.” Further confirming this idea of the prelude to “Thaw” and the
postlude to “Script” bookending the cycle is a vocal figure in mm. 68-70, almost a
birdcall as in the piano part in “Thaw” and the only portion of the coda that

introduces a pitch outside of the B-flat Mixolydian collection (Musical Example
6.16).

Musical Example 6.16. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 69-70.
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The final cadence is not a functional harmonic structure by any stretch of

the imagination, as the B-flat sonority in the bass has been strongly present

through the entire cycle and the closing harmony is a statement of open fifths, Bflat-F-C, but after the tension and conflict expressed over the three pieces, this
sonority provides release, just as the vocalise represents the poet’s emotional

relief, in Morlock’s words, finally feeling free “to admit powerful feelings that were
denied earlier” 59 (Musical Example 6.17).

Musical Example 6.17. Morlock, Involuntary Love Songs, “Script,” mm. 71-73.
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Jocelyn Morlock, Notes to Involuntary Love Songs (Jocelyn Morlock and Alan Ashton,
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In the conclusion to her doctoral dissertation, Morlock writes:

My goal is to write music that is emotionally and intellectually engaging. I
think it is necessary to use a variety of musical styles to do this…
Attempting to recreate intense emotions has forced me to experiment with
new writing styles, and increased my technical capabilities and scope of
expressive power. 60
Morlock has indeed expanded her “scope of expressive power” and has effectively
recreated intense emotions through her melding of styles and sonorities in

Involuntary Love Songs, bringing all of the modal conflict to a B-flat Mixolydian

resolution at the conclusion of the set. Ashton confirms Morlock’s interpretation of
the text and the sense of directional movement through the three pieces both in
terms of music and words, summarizing the song cycle:

It seems that by the time you get to the end of “Script” you have to be finally
ready to forego control and intention and release yourself into something
less ordered, less intended, less rational, but somehow more free and
unlimited as a result…. It’s like… how the best way to be strong is to show
your belly, the best way to survive a fall is to relax, and the best way to ride
a wave is to let it show you where it wants to take you. 61

Jocelyn Morlock, “Musical Composition, “Icarus Landing,” with document” (Order No.
NQ73215, The University of British Columbia (Canada), 2002), 35.
61 Ashton e-mail, June 5, 2014.
60

LESLIE UYEDA AND JOY KOGAWA:
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MINERALS FROM STONE

Montreal-born composer, pianist, and conductor Leslie Uyeda has been

writing music since she was very young. The majority of her musical career has

taken place in the opera world, spending twenty years with companies such as the
Canadian Opera Company, L’Opera de Montreal, Manitoba Opera, Opera Hamilton,
the Banff Centre, and the Chautauqua Institute of Music as a coach, pianist, and
conductor. Uyeda has collaborated in recitals with many esteemed Canadian

singers and held the position of Chorus Music Director and conducted a number of
mainstage productions at Vancouver Opera from 1992-2004, as well as serving on
the faculty of the University of British Columbia. A member of the Society of

Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN) and an Associate
Composer of the Canadian Music Centre, Uyeda is now a full-time composer,
principally published through The Avondale Press (AvP). 62

Uyeda’s Japanese Canadian heritage is a major influence in her life and her

music, and is a key factor in the connection she feels to the writings of Vancouver
poet and novelist Joy Kogawa, a fellow Japanese Canadian. Though primarily a

poet, Kogawa’s best-known work is Obasan (1981), a semi-autobiographical novel

based on her experiences as a child during World War II. Kogawa and her family
were evicted from their Vancouver home and sent to the internment camp for

Japanese Canadians at Slocan, British Columbia. Her family resettled in Alberta

after the war, and Kogawa joined the effort to obtain governmental redress as well
62

http://leslieuyeda.com. Accessed June 23, 2014.
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as educate Canadians about the history of Japanese Canadians and the internment
camps. The Literary Review of Canada named Obasan one of the most important
books in Canadian history, and Kogawa was made a Member of the Order of

Canada (1986) and the Order of British Columbia (2006). In 2010 Kogawa was
honored by the Japanese government with the Order of the Rising Sun “for her
contribution to the understanding and preservation of Japanese Canadian
history.” 63

Uyeda considers the many genres and pieces of music that she has studied

throughout her life the “vault” from which she draws motives, moods, figures, and

other musical materials, but states the most “crucial factor” is always the poetry. 64

She is especially inspired by the words of contemporary poets and Canadian

female poets in particular, saying that she responds best “to a woman’s point of

view….” She describes Kogawa’s language as “delicate, gentle, subtle, like a brush

painting, but so vivid!” 65 Kogawa muses about her poetry, “I don’t know where or

when or how the leaps of words arrive that become poems,” recalling that her first
poems “came straight out of dreams.” She likens the process of adding music to

words to adding color to black-and-white photography, and connects her poetry to
images, calling them “the basis for the language of dreams.” 66

For Minerals from Stone, written for Canadian mezzo-soprano Jean Stilwell,

Uyeda chose three of Kogawa’s poems that she describes as “dramatic, but

contained,” knowing that Stilwell would bring a deep understanding and “spiritual
htttp://www.joykogawa.ca, Accessed June 23, 2014.
Leslie Uyeda, e-mail to author, July 18, 2014.
65 Leslie Uyeda, e-mail to author, March 3, 2014.
66 Joy Kogawa, e-mail to author, June 2, 2014.
63
64
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insight” to the set. 67 While recognizing that many modern composers are moving
away from the narrative song cycle, Uyeda still tries to select texts for her song

cycles that relate to one another in some sort of “dramatic arc.” 68 She generally

considers her songs “tougher” as she gravitates toward poetry with difficult topics
such as injustice and rape. 69 The poems contained in Minerals from Stone are no
exception, coming from Kogawa’s experiences and perspective, but Uyeda finds

hope in Kogawa’s writing as well, observing that “though the poems are suffused
with sadness, they are guided by a determination to move on.” 70

One of the most noticeable features of Uyeda’s writing is the use of

repetitive patterns, an attribute of minimalism. The original minimalist movement

in music of the 1960s and 70s headed by composers such as Steve Reich and Terry
Riley was a reaction against Modernism which featured both total serialism, as in

the music of Pierre Boulez, and indeterminacy, exemplified in works by John Cage.
Minimalist composers purposely streamlined rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic
materials, reducing them to bare structures and utilizing them in orderly

systematic forms. Later practitioners of minimalism such as John Adams, who

terms himself “post-minimalist,” use repetition and patterns combined with more
Romantic ideas of thematic development, harmonic direction, and large-scale

shapes, still maintaining the steady pulse and general tonal nature of minimalist
music. 71 Dan Warburton notes the difficulty in applying conventional means of

Leslie Uyeda, Notes to Minerals from Stone (The Avondale Press, 2010), 1.
Uyeda e-mail, July 18, 2014.
69 Uyeda e-mail, March 3, 2014.
70 Uyeda, Notes, 1.
71 Keith Potter, “Minimalism,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online (Oxford University
67
68

Press),

analysis such as Schenker graphs and set theory to minimalist music because
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these methods generate “out-of-time representational model[s]” of the musical

contents, failing to account for the real-time listening experience. He states that

the significance of musical events in minimalist composition is in the way that they
are heard, how they unfold in performance, making it impossible to analyze a
score without having heard the work, as one hypothetically could using

Schenkerian or set theory. 72 In Minerals from Stone, Uyeda does not employ strict
minimalist techniques such as phasing or block addition but uses minimalist
textures to create environments and dramatic effects, all supporting and
highlighting Kogawa’s poetic designs.

Kogawa summarizes the theme of the first poem, “Minerals from Stone,” as

“…the failure of the effort to create love and the cost of suffering within it….” 73 The

first lines refer to “fact and fantasy” being considered “androgynous with truth.”
Uyeda notes that her piano parts are “real piano music” — a result of her own

piano background and skills — and that the piano music in each song contains a
great deal of the “vocabulary and intent.” 74 Through the opening section, she

utilizes a pulsing chord with occasional slight pitch alterations, shifting through
various configurations of eighth-note bars, appropriately depicting the text’s
“androgyny” (Musical Example 7.1).

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/article/grove/musi
c/40603. Accessed July 1, 2014.
72 Dan Warburton, “A Working Terminology for Minimal Music” (Intégral 2, 1988),
http://www.paristransatlantic.com/magazine/archives/minimalism.html. Accessed July 2, 2014.
73 Joy Kogawa, e-mail to author, July 1, 2014.
74 Uyeda e-mail, July 18, 2014.

Musical Example 7.1. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Minerals from Stone,” mm. 35. 75
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The chosen chord could be considered a first inversion dominant chord in

the given key signature of D-flat major, but as it does not behave in a functional
harmonic manner, the pitch content is more effectively viewed in terms of its
subtle and persistent instability. At the word “home,” the pulsations stop in a

suspended moment without tonal resolution, as the “crossroads” of fact, fantasy,
and truth cannot provide a true answer (Musical Example 7.2).

Musical Example 7.2. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Minerals from Stone,” m. 12.

75

Leslie Uyeda, Minerals from Stone (The Avondale Press, 2010).

The key changes abruptly to E-flat minor at m.13, poco più mosso, as the

58

poet begins to build her own reality and find meaning outside of loss and

suffering, “via abstraction” and “mythology” according to Kogawa. 76 Uyeda

fashions “what is not into what might be” through iteration of second-inversion Bflat minor, leading unpredictably to G minor. The climactic phrase “a palace cave
for savage saints with hunting knife still moist” introduces the leading tone F-

sharp, the only use of the strong tendency tone in the piece (Musical Example 7.3).
Musical Example 7.3. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Minerals from Stone,” mm. 2427.

As the piano line slides into the approaching “shadows,” the pulsing figures

descend by half-step punctuated by eighth rests, the first moments of breath in the

pattern, suggesting that the shadows will be a place of release and respiration

rather than oppression. A poco rit. and a brief pause lead to the meno mosso in

m.36, the key-related turmoil of the previous sections finding space and resolution
in B-flat major. Repeated chords return, this time in a cluster without harsh

dissonances, marked dolce. Instead of reinforcing the left hand repetitions, the
76

Ibid.
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right hand of the piano part presents rolled octaves, bell-like figures contributing
to the overall sense of openness and supporting the Bb major harmonic
environment (Musical Example 7.4).

Musical Example 7.4. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Minerals from Stone,” mm. 3337.

Kogawa describes the choice of a “house in the shadows” as a decision to

receive “nourishment via insights, a sense of the Presence, within solitude.” 77 The
bell figures in the piano part evoke the impression of the sacred, the “sense of the
Presence,” as well as the feeling of seclusion. The three sung phrases of the final
section all present the lowered seventh scale degree, removing any tonal or
harmonic tension. The last notes of the “bells” are echoed in the vocal line,

stepping out of the mixed and compound meters for the words “straight from
stone” (Musical Example 7.5).

77

Ibid.
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Musical Example 7.5. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Minerals from Stone,” mm. 4548.

The minimal pattern fades into the ultimate bar with added depth from open

chords in the left hand line, and a final rest lends the remaining right hand clusters
a sense of exhalation.

The second song in the set, “Breezes,” is immediately contrasting with the

previous piece in its sultry rippling scale figures, suggestive of wind chimes and

conjuring exotic scenes with humid, heavy scented air. Kogawa refers to a “longing
to know closeness” that, though illusory, can be experienced through art (Musical
Example 7.6). 78

78

Ibid.

Musical Example 7.6. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Breezes,” mm. 1-2.
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Repeated chords mingle with chime-like shapes in rhythmic flexibility

during the introductory lines of text, describing a painting with a weeping willow
in the breeze, brushing the distant bushes “sensuously,” but admittedly “one

dimensional” from the perspective of the beholder. At the poco più mosso, marked
dolce, the tempo stabilizes as the poet recalls a time when she thought she “knew

so well” the meaning of the beloved’s “careful words,” which transitions the meter
from compound to simple 3/4 time. Repeated eighth notes lead to the disclosure
of the feeling of those words “brushing” the poet’s mind “with a nearness”
(Musical Example 7.7).

Musical Example 7.7. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Breezes,” mm.15-19.
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Insistent quarter note F’s in the right hand of the piano part act as a call to

confront reality in the poco accel. at m. 22, leading into a steady 4/4 meter with
continuing accents on the F’s and the stabilizing of F minor as the first clear
harmonic environment of the song (Musical Example 7.8).

Musical Example 7.8. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Breezes,” mm. 20-26.

The simplified metric and harmonic textures reflect the text’s realization of clarity
and reality: “now i see how distant the bushes are.” Kogawa speaks of knowing

that “distance is our ‘reality,’” no matter how much closeness is craved. 79 The
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poet’s torment and longing is clear in the final phrase, “i still would paint them
touching,” which Uyeda reflects by obscuring the previously-asserted key of F

minor through chromatic means, resulting in a heavy E minor postlude. The right

hand of the piano part contains what appear to be the anguished cries of the heart

in groan-like figures, ending with a strident C-sharp against the left hand’s E minor
(Musical Example 7.9).

Musical Example 7.9. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “Breezes,” mm. 32-38.

Uyeda opens the final song of the set, “For A Blank Book,” with a piano solo

reminiscent of the opening of Debussy’s Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune or the
famous bassoon solo in Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du printemps (Musical Example

7.10). It functions as a fanfare for Nature, as suggested in the first line of text: “i

have peculiar leaf shaped ears / my fur is forest coloured.”

79

Ibid.

Musical Example 7.10. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 1-3.
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At m.9, an earthy bass figure in the piano leads to the renewal of minimalist

figures as the poet expresses confusion leading to frustration. Minimalism once

again represents clarity, or in this case, the desire for clarity and understanding,
but cross rhythms between the right hand and left hand of the piano suggest

issues of miscommunication. The text contains the beloved’s veiled injuries: “you
said I attend stone and not flesh / source and not blood / bread and not bone”
(Musical Example 7.11).

Musical Example 7.11. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 14-16.

Mm. 15 to 21 build through both an accelerando and a crescendo to the

point of understanding at m. 22: “your flesh / your blood / your bone,” as the poet

realizes the true meaning behind the accusations. M.27 introduces a minimal
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pattern recalling “Minerals from Stone” combined with a groan-like figure similar

to the end of “Breezes,” rekindling a painful history while the poet pleads with the
beloved to recognize their misunderstandings (Musical Example 7.12).

Musical Example 7.12. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 26-29.

The piano part captures the emotions in a stormy interlude, a pesante dissonant

bass line against rapid shattered figures in the right hand (Musical Example 7.13).
Musical Example 7.13. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” m. 33.

At the m.35 Meno mosso, the piano continues the clashing C/C-sharp in the

left hand while the right hand adds additional jarring figures, interfering with the
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C harmonic environment. The poet resigns herself to the relationship’s wreckage:
“But you cannot see / or hear / or taste” (Musical Example 7.14).

Musical Example 7.14. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 35-37.

Mm. 40-47 provide a moment of relative harmonic stability with a C octave

pattern in the right hand of the piano, a place of sweetness and tenderness in the

face of loss: “listen then, my love / to the wind blowing / and the sound of breath /
over the grassy forest floor.” The piano recalls the sense of the mysticism from the
opening of the song, once again evoking images of nature (Musical Example 7.15).

Musical Example 7.15. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 41-43.

The poet’s acceptance is evident in m.48 with a textural change to heavy whole

note minor chords, also indicative of the steadfastness expressed in the text: “but
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know i did not bend / to the right or to the left.” However, the minimal figures and
bells of “Minerals from Stone” return in m. 52 with the poet’s final plea, “all the

while / that i loved you,” mounting to the final A tempo as the E-flat seven sonority
of the minimal pattern ultimately resolves to G minor (7.16).

Musical Example 7.16. Uyeda, Minerals from Stone, “For A Blank Book,” mm. 54-56.

The last pangs are heard in the piano with two gasps of an inverted C-sharp minor
chord, but the song and the relationship fade away in G minor.

Kogawa calls the poem “a lament for a doomed relationship,” elaborating:

…as ships passing in the night, our intentions and meanings in our
communications become miscommunications and the stor[ies] of our lives
that we could have written are erased or aborted, which is so sad. 80
While the three poems were chosen from three separate collections, Uyeda

has woven them into a complete story, a song cycle, all expressing the moments
and emotions of the “lament” for the relationship that would not be. Her

unconventional combinations of minimalist figures and lyric writing complement
80

Ibid.
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Kogawa’s spare and sensitive poetry, offering the performer and the listener alike
the space in which to feel and experience emotions often hidden away.

DANIEL MARSHALL AND ELAINE WOO:

69

MOODS: INDIGO TO CARMINE

Hailing from Calgary, Alberta, Daniel Marshall is a talented emerging

composer working in Vancouver. He is a proponent of collaborative and

interdisciplinary projects and served as a board member in 2013-2014 for

Vancouver Pro Musica, a leading presenter of contemporary music in British

Columbia. His 2012 work for soprano and piano Night-time Symphony with text by
Vancouver poet Elaine Woo won a festival prize at the Boston Metro Opera’s 2013

International Composer’s Competition. Marshall has been mentored by prominent
composers including Allan Bell, David Eagle, Stephen Chatman, Keith Hamel, and
Trevor Wishart, and holds the B.Mus. from the University of Calgary and the
M.Mus. in composition from the University of British Columbia. 81

Marshall met poet Elaine Woo through VISI’s Art Song Lab in 2012. They

were paired by the institute and worked together to produce Night-time Symphony
over several months, coming together for an intensive summer week to workshop
and discuss the piece, rehearse with the performers, and premiere the work.

Marshall reflects on the benefits of Art Song Lab, saying, “The most rewarding

aspect… for me was the collaborative nature… fueled by the concept of the musical
work as made of malleable material and part of an ongoing process.” He considers
the art song scene in Vancouver “cutting-edge,” breaking the traditional

boundaries of musical composition and promoting the idea that “there are

81

http://daniel-marshall.com/about. Accessed June 24, 2014.

defining elements of a composition that are not aural phenomena.” Marshall
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champions Vancouver’s contemporary art song methods:

Art song here is not only song but also social practice, not a finalized work
but a dynamic entity. Its authorship is attributed to one composer and one
poet for convenience’s sake but is actually the result of several minds
working together. 82

Marshall’s passion for collaborative work is matched by that of Elaine Woo,

a fellow University of British Columbia graduate who studied creative writing. A
poet, librettist, and writer of non-fiction, Woo is the membership coordinator of

Canadian Women in the Literary Arts and frequently collaborates with Canadian
and U.S. composers. Her poetry has appeared in literary journals such as Arc
Poetry Magazine and carte blanche, and her first collection, Cycling with the

Dragon, was published in September 2014 by Nightwood Editions. She describes
herself as a “post modern poet,” attracted to poetry that crosses between “lyrical
and avant-garde.” 83

Woo labels the poems in Moods: Indigo to Carmine “ekphrastic,” a term

designating prose or poetry that is specifically descriptive, typically referring to a
work of visual art. In an unusual twist, the poems were written during a wind
ensemble concert at Vancouver’s Canadian Music Centre in 2012. While Woo

listened to the pieces, she simply wrote, embracing the words that came for each
poem. The result was four poems created out of four musical works. Woo states:

…composing the text is akin to translating from one language to another.
The difference being, intuition is at work in creating imagery and play with
language…. I translated from music to language text. 84

Daniel Marshall, e-mail to author, March 20, 2014.
Elaine Woo, e-mail to author, March 16, 2014.
84 Ibid.
82
83
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Though Woo initially sent the poems to Marshall “just for fun” without the intent
or expectation of turning them into songs, Marshall took Woo’s texts and
improvised at the piano, a process he describes as “quite conventional,”

developing the music from the text. Primarily inspired by nature, Marshall
expounds upon his personal philosophy regarding the beauty in nature:

…many things in nature are beautiful because they are fleeting, resisting
the permanence that we sometimes try to impose on it. This was my main
idea behind writing a cycle that has several brief characters in succession.
Each has a “beauty” of sorts, but it is not dwelled upon or drawn out. 85

This mingling of music and philosophy is largely due to the influence of Marshall’s
former teacher, Calgary-based Allan Gordon Bell, who completed his

undergraduate degree in philosophy before completing a Master of Music degree
at the University of Alberta, studying with Canadian composition legend Violet

Archer as well as Malcolm Forsyth and Manus Sasonkin. Bell is known as a truly
“Canadian” composer, deriving inspiration from the Albertan landscape and

musically mapping his environment. 86 While Marshall has not done in-depth

analysis to note concrete similarities between his work and that of his former

teacher, he notes that his practice of treating triadic harmonies non-functionally is
a result of Bell’s influence, and clearly Bell passed on his interest in nature to his
student as well. 87

Marshall e-mail, March 16, 2014.
“Allan Gordon Bell: Biography.” Canadian Music Centre Composer Showcase.
http//www.musiccentre.ca/node/37172/biography. Accessed July 17, 2014.
87 Daniel Marshall, e-mail to author, July 1, 2014.
85
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Marshall recalls that as an undergraduate student, he found twentieth-
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century music fascinating, much to the bewilderment of his fellow classmates.

Moods: Indigo to Carmine reflects this interest, especially in the third movement,
but Marshall employs contemporary techniques in an innovative way to
demonstrate that they need not be “too serious or distant.” 88

One technique that is immediately visible in the A section of the first

movement, “Into the Blue,” is proportional notation. Also known as “analog

notation,” proportional notation is a form of graphic notation that relates space in
a score to duration and is utilized in compositions such as Luciano Berio’s

Sequenza I (1958) and Jacob Druckman’s Windows (1972). 89 Instead of a time

signature, Marshall provides tempo markings and horizontal barring over the

piano introduction, indicating the duration of each figure (Musical Example 8.1).
Musical Example 8.1. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Into the Blue,” mm. 12. 90

Ibid.
Nicole Gagné, Historical Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Classical Music
(Lanham: Scarecrow Press, 2011), 215.
90 Daniel Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine (2012). Available from the composer.
http://daniel-marshall.com/. Accessed August 26, 2014.
88
89
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The repeated patterns in the piano with indicated rubato and dynamic swells are
intended to evoke the waves of the sea, a modern application of text painting for
Woo’s words: “old one, lone / by the sea.” Each wave figure constitutes some

variety of seventh chord, introducing another contemporary technique: planing.

Due to the number of pitches involved in each chord, extended tertian harmonies
do not lend themselves to common practice contrapuntal procedures. Beginning
primarily during the Impressionist period, composers utilized extended tertian

chords in parallel motion as Marshall does in “Into the Blue,” a practice for which
he credits the influence of Allan Gordon Bell. The piano introduction rotates

between B-flat major seventh and A minor seventh chords, with an anticipatory
tone used as a transition (Musical Example 8.2).

Musical Example 8.2. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Into the Blue,” mm. 5-6.

With the entrance of the vocal line, the chord progression travels upward (G minor
seventh, A minor seventh, B-flat minor seventh) before settling on an F major
seventh which behaves as a tonic chord in this context. The pattern begins a
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repetition in m.17 but leads abruptly to an E-flat major seventh sonority in m.19

for the word “crag,” using a molto rit. to transition to the second section (Musical
Example 8.3).

Musical Example 8.3. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Into the Blue,” mm. 1920.

The B section opens in sharp contrast to the previous material, squarely in

4/4 time, with an emphatic G minor ninth chord marked forte. Woo’s text, “casting

stones afar,” is depicted through angular rhythms, leaps, and wide distances in the
accompaniment with emphasis on the abrasive major seventh interval. The

contour of the vocal line parallels the angles of the piano part using a quasipentatonic pitch set (Musical Example 8.4).
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Musical Example 8.4. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Into the Blue,” mm. 2122.

As the focus returns to the sea, “into the deep blue,” the open sevenths

descend and decrescendo into a sort of A prime coda in m.26. Over the span of the
initial A section, mm. 1-20, the left hand octaves spell out a span of a perfect fifth
(B-flat-A-G-F-E-flat), and in the semi-return of the material from mm. 26-31, the

perfect fifth is transposed down a step (A-flat-G-F-E-flat-D-flat), further depicting

the “deep blue.” Planing is once again utilized in the descending seventh chord

harmonies that reflect the text: “sinking swallowed,” but remaining in metered

time without the previous proportional notation. The chords descend stepwise to

an unsettled D-flat major seventh harmony suited to the unfinished impression of
the poem: “before he” (Musical Example 8.5).
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Musical Example 8.5. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Into the Blue,” mm. 2831.

Woo recalls writing “Into the Blue” as a reaction to a “disconsonant” piece of music
that induced feelings of great despair and desolation, and reveals that the text
alludes to the “old one’s” eventual suicide, evident in the ultimate textual

fragment. 91 Marshall reflects that the idea of death in “Into the Blue” was a key
factor in the cycle’s structure. The original order of the poems was “Last Leaf,”

“Flown to Where Angels Dance,” “Into the Blue,” and “Reedy Tale,” but Marshall
rearranged them so that “the slowly sinking music accompanying the

contemplation of death is transformed by the text to become the song of hope.” 92
The second song, “Reedy Tale,” instantly contrasts with the preceding

movement in its sparse texture. Bare accompanimental interjections alternate

with twisting improvisational vocal lines, the resulting effect rather like a twentyfirst-century recitative. Each piano interpolation involves a set of grace notes

91
92

Woo e-mail, March 16. 2014.
Daniel Marshall, e-mail to author, September 7, 2014.
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leading to a longer pitch, always within the span of the major seventh that was so
prevalent in the first movement (Musical Example 8.6).

Musical Example 8.6. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Reedy Tale,” m. 1.

Woo’s text presents the adjectives “lulling,” “charming,” “weaving,” “convoluting,”
“sinewy,” “sensual” to describe the “serpent of sound.” She recollects the piece of
music that inspired her poetry as a “sinuous” piece that reminded her of “snake
charming music,” but emphasizes that the “snake” she was visualizing was the
music, not an actual reptile. 93 The corresponding exotic-sounding intervals,
seemingly free rhythms, undulating dynamics, and written-out ornaments

certainly evoke the image of a snake charmer and the mysteriously enchanting

tones of the reedy pungi summoning the “serpent of sound” (Musical Example 8.7).

93
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Musical Example 8.7. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Reedy Tale,” mm. 9-11.

Marshall’s early interest in twentieth-century music is most evident in the

third movement of Moods, “Flown to Where Angels Dance.” He describes the piece
as:

…a respectful satire of the highly angular and pointillistic texture in some
twentieth-century music (e.g., Webern, Boulez, Stockhausen), which was
dismissed as needlessly intellectual, cold and distant by my friends. It was a
novelty for me to take these similar techniques and show how they are not
necessarily too serious or distant. 94
The piano opens with playful staccato intervals and syncopations,

primarily utilizing the major third, augmented fourth, and major seventh intervals,
decorated with frisky grace notes. The vocal line consists almost entirely of
sprechstimme and/or approximated pitches with requested “sharp ending
consonants,” specifically denoted by Marshall (Musical Example 8.8).

94

Marshall e-mail, July 1, 2014.
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Musical Example 8.8. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Flown to Where Angels
Dance,” mm. 4-6.

Marshall’s “satire” suits the predominantly syllabic poetry, which Woo says was

influenced by a “happy” piece that utilized “short bouncy” musical figures, lending
itself to a text that hopped and skipped. 95 The final consonants used are nearly all
plosives until m. 8, which introduces the fricative [f] sound. Marshall

acknowledges this change in consonantal sonority with a corresponding musical
shift, asking for more freedom, assigning actual pitches, and adding pedal to the
richer piano figures (Musical Example 8.9).

Musical Example 8.9. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Flown to Where Angels
Dance,” mm. 10-12.
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Woo e-mail, March 16, 2014.
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At m. 13, Tempo I returns with material identical to mm. 1-2, the vocal line

returning to mono syllables and plosive sounds. The “kite”’s last swoop is depicted
in the final forte vocal phrase, “scurry jolly kite” on approximate pitches falling

into a heavy major seventh interval in the left hand of the accompaniment, but the
piano finishes with soft staccato notes, whispering of more fun to be had (Musical
Example 8.10).

Musical Example 8.10. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Flown to Where
Angels Dance,” mm. 20-23.

“Last Leaf” concludes the song cycle, opening with a piano depiction of a

“frenzied twirl.” Woo recalls hearing music that exhibited “frantic twisting” and

“looping,” which she translated into the image of a leaf desperately clinging to its
stem during a storm. 96 Marshall represents the poetic anxiety through furious
trills and tremolos, once again outlining the dissonant major seventh sonority
(Musical Example 8.11).

96

Ibid.

Musical Example 8.11. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 1-2.
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The A section could almost be viewed as a double exposition, one each for the

piano and voice. The A pitch is relatively centric through the first seven bars. At m.
8, the frenzy finds a place of repose, the “stem” to which the leaf still clings, in

simple B pitches for both piano and voice which also acts as a transition to an A
prime section revolving around B (Musical Example 8.12).

Musical Example 8.12. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 7-11.
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Fierce tremolos represent the leaf “spinning” until it flies off, “wind borne,” in m.
15. Marshall’s text painting is clear, with a rising augmented fourth in the vocal

line accompanied by rapidly ascending arpeggiated tritone spans in the piano part
(Musical Example 8.13).

Musical Example 8.13. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 14-15.

As in the previous A section, the agitation disappears into simple bell-like pitches,
this time utilizing A instead of B, expressing that the leaf has found purpose after
its flight, “to nourish” (Musical Example 8.14).

Musical Example 8.14. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 16-18.
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At m. 22, a familiar figuration returns: the proportional notation and

seventh chords from “Into the Blue” bring the cycle full-circle as the leaf fulfills its
destiny to “reincarnate, withered to new” (Musical Example 8.15).

Musical Example 8.15. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 22-23.

In contrast to the desolation and despair of the first movement, Woo concludes the
final poem and the entire cycle with “hope” and “renewal,” responding to a

“melodic musical ending.” 97 The octaves in the left hand of the piano begin the

same descending pattern as in “Into the Blue,” but this time the harmonic motion
seems drawn to a place of rest in F, somewhat like an extended movement from

IV-I, an appropriately plagal “Amen” for the conclusion of the song cycle (Musical
Example 8.16).

97

Ibid.
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Musical Example 8.16. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 26-28.

However, the expected F chord is omitted in the final bar of “Last Leaf.” Marshall

instead closes the piece with an E-flat octave in the left hand of the piano (Musical

Example 8.17).

Musical Example 8.17. Marshall, Moods: Indigo to Carmine, “Last Leaf,” mm. 34-36.

The final motion to E-flat leaves the song cycle with a sense of suspension

and anticipation rather than closure, seemingly symbolic of the unfinished and

unending natural cycle as the leaf returns to the earth to nourish and bring forth

new life. Marshall’s harmonic structure paints Woo’s ideas of hope and renewal,
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and Marshall considers the transformation from death to hope the solidifying

factor in the cycle. 98 Rather than the self-contained story of most song cycles, the
total effect in Moods: Indigo to Carmine is more like the constant regeneration of

nature. With the cycle, Marshall and Woo have managed to fashion something that

feels organic rather than devised, poems and songs and that have grown out of the
earth and return to it to nourish new life.

98

Marshall e-mail, September 7, 2014.

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
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Canada may have had a slow start in developing and asserting its national

voice in art song, but the representative works by Jocelyn Morlock, Leslie Uyeda,
and Daniel Marshall demonstrate both the richness of Canada’s expanding art

song repertoire and the vibrancy of Vancouver’s new music culture. Morlock’s use

and manipulations of exotic scales, Uyeda’s application of minimalist components,
and Marshall’s employment of contemporary techniques, all within neo-tonal

harmonic structures, offer a diverse and challenging body of song while remaining
appealing and accessible to singers and collaborative pianists. The composers’
active collaboration with their poets and their texts manifest themselves in

sensitive text-painting and detailed expressive devices, resulting in vivid and

meaningful word-music combinations. Morlock, Uyeda, and Marshall, along with

many others in Vancouver and across Canada, have also respected the prevailing

audience preference for melodic writing in their song cycles, skillfully wooing

listeners with tonal idioms and gently inviting them to embrace new techniques

and ideas. Vancouver’s latest generation of art song composers has recognized the
need to encourage audiences to enter the “intimate realm” of art song, as aptly

described by Rena Sharon, and has responded by blending new and old, familiar
and avant-garde, established and experimental, into a powerful new wave of

repertoire. Most importantly, they have understood the vital necessity of the

connection with the audience and are offering performers tremendous conduits

through which to impact and transport the listeners. Canada’s artistic voice in art

song is emerging as one that is sensitive, relevant, and potent, and with the
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support of the many figures and organizations in Vancouver and across the nation,
Canada, particularly Vancouver, will continue to establish itself as a true center for
creative expression in song in the twenty-first century.
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Each provided by the composer

JOCELYN MORLOCK

Juno-nominated composer Jocelyn Morlock is one of Canada’s most

distinctive voices.

“A lyrical wonder, exquisite writing” with “an acute feeling for sonority”

and an approach that is “deftly idiomatic” (Vancouver Sun), Morlock’s music has
received numerous accolades, including: Top 10 at the 2002 International
Rostrum of Composers; Winner of the 2003 CMC Prairie Region Emerging

Composers competition; winner of the Mayor’s Arts Awards in Vancouver (2008);
two nominations for Best Classical Composition at the Western Canadian Music
Awards (2006, 2010) and most recently a Juno Nomination for Classical
Composition of the Year (2011, Exaudi.)

She is currently serving as inaugural Composer-in-Residence for

Vancouver’s innovative concert series, Music on Main. Morlock’s international

career was launched at the 1999 International Society for Contemporary Music’s

World Music Days with Romanian performances of her quartet Bird in the Tangled
Sky. Since then, she has become the composer of record for significant music

competitions, including the 2008 Eckhardt-Gramatté National Music Competition
and the 2005 Montreal International Music Competition, for which she wrote
Amore, a tour de force vocal work that has gone on to receive more than 70
performances and numerous radio broadcasts.

Highlights of the past year’s premieres include Three Meditations on Light,

written for the debut concert of the Couloir duo at Music on Main’s Modulus

Festival; Luft, a 35-minute music and dance production with choreography by

Simone Orlando, featuring Josh Beamish and the dancers of MOVE: The Company,
written for Turning Point Ensemble’s Rio Tinto Alcan prize-winning production

Firebird 2011; In Situ, a large-scale collaboration with the Aeriosa Dance

Ensemble premiered during the 2010 Cultural Olympiad and attended by over
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7000 people; Theft for Standing Wave’s Too Strange…an exploration of magical

realism in music, and two CBC commissions: Asylum, a piano trio written for the
10th anniversary of the Tuckamore Chamber Music Festival and the 200th

anniversary of Robert Schumann’s birth; and The Jack Pine, written for The

Gallery Project, a partnership between Music and Beyond, CBC Radio Two and the
National Gallery of Canada.

New CD releases featuring Morlock’s work include musica intima’s Into

Light, (nominated for two 2010 Western Canadian Music Awards and two 2011

Juno Awards: Classical Album of the Year, and Classical Composition of the Year

for Morlock’s Exaudi), Fringe Percussion’s eponymous debut album (nominated

for a 2010 Western Canadian Music Award), pianist Rachel Iwaasa’s Cosmphony,
and the Canadian Chamber Choir’s In Good Company. Other notable, recent

releases include Tiresias Duo’s Delicate Fires (nominated for a 2008 Western
Canadian Music Award), Trio Verlaine’s Fin de Siècle and the Canadian Music

Centre’s So You Want To Write A Fugue (“the most exciting disc of new Canadian
music in years” – The Toronto Star).

Jocelyn Morlock completed a Bachelor of Music in piano performance at

Brandon University, studying with pianist Robert Richardson. She received both a
Master’s degree and a Doctorate of Musical Arts from the University of British
Columbia. Among her teachers were Gerhard Ginader, Pat Carrabré, Stephen

Chatman, Keith Hamel, and the late Russian-Canadian composer Nikolai Korndorf.
LESLIE UYEDA

Born in Montreal, Quebec, Leslie Uyeda is a composer, pianist and

conductor. She studied piano with the late Dorothy Morton at McGill University
and with William Aide at the University of Manitoba. She has played chamber

music since her student days and continues to perform her own music with her
colleagues.

During 20 years in opera, Leslie worked as a coach, pianist and conductor

with the Canadian Opera Company, L’Opera de Montreal, Manitoba Opera, Opera
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Hamilton, the Banff Centre and the Chautauqua Institute of Music in New York. She
also collaborated with some of Canada’s best singers, performing recitals with

Tracy Dahl, Richard Margison, Brett Polegato, Wendy Neilsen, Heather Pawsey,
Liping Zhang, Jean Stilwell and Viviane Houle. After moving to Vancouver, B.C.,
Leslie became Chorus Music Director at Vancouver Opera, where she also
conducted several mainstage productions.

Leslie started composing at a very young age. A few years ago she left her

positions at Vancouver Opera and the University of British Columbia to compose
full time. Leslie is an Associate Composer of the Canadian Music Centre, and is a
member of SOCAN.

Leslie Uyeda's principal publisher is The Avondale Press (AvP).

Leslie lives very happily with her family in Vancouver. She loves reading,

walking her dog Opus, gardening, and cheering for Le Club de Hockey Canadien –
the Montreal Canadiens!
DANIEL MARSHALL

Daniel Marshall is a composer from Calgary, Alberta. He completed a BMus

in composition at the University of Calgary and a MMus in composition from the
University of British Columbia. Former mentors include Allan Bell, David Eagle,

Stephen Chatman, Keith Hamel, and Trevor Wishart.

Recently, Daniel has engaged in collaborative projects such as musical

direction and sound design for the Vancouver United Players’ 2013 adaptation of
Euripides’ Hecuba and the setting of poetry by Vancouver-based Elaine Woo, the

latter of which has been awarded a festival prize by the Boston Metro Opera in

their 2013 International Composer’s Competition. Daniel hopes to develop a focus
on collaborative and interdisciplinary endeavours.
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Each provided by the poet

ALAN ASHTON

Alan Ashton was born to a working class family from south London in

1965. Like others who were hit by the decline of the English industrial economy

in the late 1960’s, Ashton's father emigrated to Canada to find work. Ashton was

raised from childhood in Thompson, a recently incorporated planned community
built at an isolated mining site in northern Manitoba.

Ashton is a lifelong writer of poetry and fiction. He obtained a B.A. from the

University of Manitoba and an interdisciplinary Master’s degree from Simon

Fraser University in Vancouver. He was a single father for much of his adult life,
while active in theatre and spoken word poetry. He has collaborated with
composer Jocelyn Morlock on several vocal music pieces.

Ashton has family in provincial and federal politics and Manitoba, and is

father to Taylor Ashton, musician, songwriter and lead singer of Canadian

alternative folk band Fish & Bird. Alan Ashton works for the federal government
of Canada and lives with his wife and family in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
JOY KOGAWA

Joy Kogawa was born in Vancouver in 1935 to Japanese-Canadian parents.

During WWII, Joy and her family were forced to move to Slocan, British Columbia,
an injustice Kogawa addresses in her 1981 novel, Obasan. Kogawa has worked to

educate Canadians about the history of Japanese Canadians and she was active in
the fight for official governmental redress.

Kogawa studied at the University of Alberta and the University of

Saskatchewan. Her most recent poetic publication is A Garden of Anchors. The

long poem, A Song of Lilith, published in 2000 with art by Lilian Broca, retells the
story of Lilith, the mythical first partner to Adam.

In 1986, Kogawa was made a Member of the Order of Canada; in 2006, she

was made a Member of the Order of British Columbia. In 2010, the Japanese

government honored Kogawa with the Order of the Rising Sun "for her
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contribution to the understanding and preservation of Japanese Canadian history.
ELAINE WOO

Elaine Woo is a poet, librettist, and non-fiction writer. She is a graduate of

the University of British Columbia's creative writing program. Her poetry appears
in literary journals including Arc Poetry Magazine and carte blanche as well as in
the anthologies, V6A, The Enpipe Line, and Shy: An Anthology. She collaborates

with composers in Canada and the U.S. Elaine is also Membership Co-ordinator of

Canadian Women in the Literary Arts. Her first poetry collection is forthcoming
from Nightwood Editions.
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APPENDIX C: POEMS
Involuntary Love Songs
Thaw
Where was I?

There was, I think, a graffiti cloud on a rusted gate.
A guide dog narrowed his eyes,
plaintive, patient in the sun.
A young woman glowed like a bride,
glowed like a peach.

Weathered knuckles wrapped around a handkerchief,
slipped around a chrome bar.
Commuters danced a tarantella to the pitch and sway of traffic,
and steam curled skyward from the street.
Now, I read secret cursive scripts under my skin.
I was about to say something,
how I miss you from the inside out.
Now, where was I?

While you were away,
the thaw made dark rivulets under the ice
and the fog retreated from the shore.
October 2004
Matches

Oh I remember I recall
I tell myself I keep telling me
That I’m not I am not but
I keep telling myself I’m not
And the more I do

The more I tell myself I’m not
The more that part of my self
The part that I deny
I deny my self
The part that I tell myself that I am not
That part there
The more I deny the more that part runs
free and wild like a spreading fire
the fire that I deny
For I am not no not on fire
And I run free and I’m trailing smoke
And I run and run and I run
trailing smoke and flame in the dark
In the darkest night I’ve never seen
In tighter circles sending signals to a sky
That I can not see
I deny the sky the fire
with an eye to the part that I deny
the inner part
I circle a child cold and shy
lighting matches
Oh I recall
the inner dark that I deny
the tighter circles cold and shy
I am not no I tell myself I’m not
I tell myself
I deny
I’m trailing smoke
But I am not
no not on fire
October 2007
Script

Hold out your palms
I will fill them with licks
and nibbles and kisses.
I will spell out cryptic riddles
with the tip of my tongue.
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Let your skin be a canvas,
a journal to fill with schemes,
with words that your ears are not ready to hear
and my voice fails to form.
Shivers and tremors.
Soundless syllables.
With less than a whisper,
let me reveal
that I have been cracked open by truth.
Truth strong like hunger.
Severe as a sudden summer storm,
ferocious and sweet.
September 2007
Alan Ashton
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Minerals from Stone
1. Minerals from Stone
for many years
androgynous with truth
i molded fact and fantasy
and where they met
made the crossroads home

here the house
built by lunatic limbs
fashioning what is not
into what might be

a palace cave
for savage saints
with hunting knife still moist
bring me no longer
your spoils, my lioness
i have a house in the
shadows now and have
learned to eat minerals
straight from stone

from Woman in the Woods
2. Breezes

the weeping willow sways low
in the breeze it seems to brush
the tops of those distant bushes
sensuously in my one dimensional
perception – once i imagined
i knew so well the meaning
of your careful words brushing
my mind gently with a nearness
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now i see how distant
the bushes are i still
would paint them touching
from A Choice of Dreams
3. For A Blank Book
i have peculiar
leaf shaped ears
my fur is
forest coloured

when your flesh
first uttered words
i lost understanding

you said i attend
stone and not flesh
source and not blood
bread and not bone
your flesh
your blood
your bone

which brings you to
mistrust of me

and all the while
the stone bleeds
the source calls your name
the bread is broken
but you cannot see
or hear
or taste

listen then, my love
to the wind blowing
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and the sound of breath
over the grassy forest floor
but know i did not bend
to the right or to the left
all the while
that i loved you

from Woman in the Woods

Poems from A Garden of Anchors: selected poems by Joy Kogawa, Oakville,
ON: Mosaic Press, 2003; copyright 2003, Joy Kogawa.
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Moods: Indigo to Carmine
Last Leaf
frenzied twirl
last leaf clinging
by thread of stem
spinning till
wind borne
to nourish sod
reincarnate
withered to new

Flown to Where Angels Dance
kite bouncing atop
clouds bop bop
from fluff-puff to
tough-puff
skip skip
jostle
tip tip tap
scurry
jolly kite

Into the Blue
old one, lone
by the sea
on a granite crag
casting stones
afar into
the deep blue
sinking, swallowed
before he
Reedy Tale

lulling serpent
of sound
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charming
wriggling
twisting
sinewy
Sensual

Elaine Woo
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WENLOCK NATIONAL SCHOOL IN ENGLAND
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Louisville, Kentucky 40292
robert.kebric@louisville.edu
Abstract: Dr. William Penny Brookes, a physician from Much Wenlock, Shropshire,
England, is now acknowledged as the founder of the Modern Olympics. His local
Olympian Games began in 1850 as an avenue to improve the health and physical
activity of his patients through sport and competition. What is published here for
the first time is a rare chart, recording the exercises and physical improvement of
twelve boys in his charge at the Much Wenlock National School in 1872.
If Dr. William Penny Brookes were not the first to recognize the principles

underlying the modern discipline of Physical Education to promote health and sport,

he certainly must be included among the earliest to put theories about its benefits

into practical application over 150 years ago in England. It is not the intent of this

presentation to argue who might best deserve the honor as founder of what became
known as Physical Education, earlier called Physical Culture, at least in Europe and
the United States. It is, instead, to make known the existence of an extraordinary
document related to the history of physical training and sport. The document in

question is included in the leather bound second volume (1877-1895) of the Minute

Books of the Wenlock Olympian Society (WOS) in the Society’s Archive at Much

Wenlock, Shropshire, England. The contents of both this and Volume 1 (1850-

1876) of these historic WOS minutes has in recent years had a profound impact on
1

the true story of the development of the modern Olympic Games. They clearly

demonstrate that the ideas of Dr. Brookes, a British physician (and Fellow of the

Royal College of Surgeons) born in the small market town of Much Wenlock, about
health, exercise, and sport not only spread throughout his own country in the

second half of the nineteenth century, but also strongly impacted the eventual
success of the modern Olympic movement.

The document that I wish to emphasize here, however, is a small but important

early insight from 1872 into Brookes’ exploratory work on physical education— and
especially gymnastics. It records the results of how his application of specific

exercises affected twelve boys under his instruction at the Much Wenlock National
School (f. 1848 by public subscription) from August 21st, 1871 to February 21st,

1872. Brookes, who served as Manager of the School, had previously campaigned
Parliament through the WOS about including physical education in the nation’s

schools in 1868 and again 1870 (finally adopted in 1890). He had already realized

these types of exercises improved performances of athletes not only at his own

annual local Olympian Games, but also at national sports competitions. In fact, his

arguments usually included a copy of this very document, which he also sent to the
Baron de Coubertin, the individual most often associated with the founding of the
Modern Olympic Games, when the two first began corresponding in 1889.

Coubertin would subsequently incorporate material from Brookes into his own

work for the French government, which had commissioned him to discover how to
improve the manhood of France to match the more physically (and militarily)
prepared Prussians, products of the German Gymnastic system.
2

Brookes was also motivated by the motto, Mens sana in corpore sano, or “a sound

mind in a sound body,” a Latin sentiment that had nothing to do with the Ancient
Olympics but served his cause well since he believed that the health of both

improved through a combination of learning and physical exercise. At the time,

schools were rewarded only for producing mental results, prompting Brookes to
offer that students’ brains were overworked to the detriment of physical

development, “like a blight on a beautiful flower just beginning to unfold itself, the

relentless strain upon the minds of our young school children robs them not only of
the sunshine of the morning of life, but too often of life itself.” At the National

Olympian Games in Birmingham in 1867, Brookes stated that the taxpayers were
not getting a good value from the country’s schools, whose emphasis on brain
development was resulting in “pumpkin heads and pygmy bodies.”

The exercises on the chart in question, reproduced here by permission of the

WOS Archives, Much Wenlock, England, and attached at the end of this paper,

appear simplistic and routine in today’s sophisticated atmosphere of physical

training and sports medicine. In Brookes’ day, however, few were prepared even to
suggest such radical ideas about physical training at any level of participation

without experiencing criticism or derision. The difference was that Brookes not

only recommended such exercises to improve youngster’s health, but also proved
their validity through charts like this one. Ultimately, it, along with Brookes’

personal work with gymnastic systems around England, exposed the limitations of
simple rote drills for physical development. With the ever-increasing interest in

sports in the late nineteenth century, many budding athletes consequently began to
3

look to Brookes as their mentor. WOS archivist Chris Cannon (who has also

provided information for the writing of this article) has assured me that as recently
as November, 2014, this document had never previously been published in a

modern study.

Early studies of Physical Education, or Culture as it was once called, were rather

vague, mentioning mostly athletic facilities and drill programs in a general fashion—
and Brookes is typically not included among nineteenth century proponents of
physical culture, especially in America. Brookes, however, was already

distinguishing himself by his local programs as someone who was doing things
differently. His daily experience as a physician gave him continual insight into

health problems, especially among poor laborers, and how an individual’s body (and

mind) could be improved through physical training. The chart included here is not
just a page from the standard nineteenth century exercise handbook, including
illustrations of how to perform each body movement. It is an actual exercise

program Brookes developed for the specific needs of the boys involved and shows
over a six-month period how the exercises affected their bodily development.

There cannot be many surviving examples of such an early individual results chart,
and this one remains only because the tireless Brookes made an effort to keep

records that have fortunately survived. The fact that he had the study’s results
printed demonstrates that he wanted it distributed widely. This, I think, is

indication of how significant he thought the results were at a time when few

believed such kinds of exercises could result in the enlarging and strengthening of

the body. He desired a greater audience for his findings— and, ultimately, he got it.
4

As Chris Cannon has observed, “Brookes worked with Professor [Joseph] Hubbard

from Birmingham [Athletic Club: BAC] and the German Gymnasiums in London and
Liverpool on physical education and gymnastics,” as his interests and influence
expanded.

In the meantime, Brookes was encouraging the Greek national revival of the

Olympics from their start in Athens in 1859. He and similar-minded colleagues also
established the British National Olympian Association (NOA), which held a threeday, successful Festival in 1866 at the Crystal Palace in London. He had reached
something of celebrity status among fellow advocates by the time Baron de

Coubertin, usually considered the founder of the Modern Olympics, visited Much

Wenlock to observe Brookes’ Olympian Games in 1890 (the same year Brookes had
asked Parliament once again, this time successfully, to make Physical Education
compulsory in British schools). Coubertin was greatly impressed and began to
blend his own aspirations with those of the English doctor. Correspondence

between Coubertin and Brookes is also included in the WOS Minute Books and has

gone far in establishing Brookes’ precedence over the Baron in Olympic history. In
February, 1891, Brookes recorded that the Baron had been made an honorary

member of his WOS— three years before Coubertin’s 1894 Congress in Paris that

established the International Olympic Committee and designated Athens as the site
for the first Modern Games in 1896. This and other evidence finally prompted

former IOC President, Juan Antonio Samaranch, on the 100th Anniversary of

Coubertin’s founding of the IOC, to concede at Brookes’ gravesite in Much Wenlock

that the doctor was actually the founder of the modern Olympic movement: “I came
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to pay tribute and homage to Dr. Brookes who really was the founder of the Modern

Olympic Games” (William Penny Brookes and the Olympic Connection, published by
the Much Wenlock Olympian Society [Much Wenlock, England, 2007], p.16).

Without Brookes’ passion for archival records and the subsequent preservation of

his work, sometimes more through luck than diligence, much of what is known now
would have been lost.

Already by the time the results chart now being discussed was compiled in the

early 1870s, Brookes had been hailed by at least one British publication, the Oxford
Journal (Saturday, August 25, 1866), as the “founder of the new Olympic Games.”
His role as the first organizer of a modern Olympics Games at Much Wenlock in
1850, forty-six years before the first official international Olympics in Athens,

Greece, in 1896, was given scant public notice until finally highlighted during the

2012 London Olympics. In his speech at the Opening Ceremonies, Jacques Rogge,

then President of the International Olympic Committee, acknowledged for the first
time the debt that the Modern Olympics owed to the early work of Brookes,

observing that the “Games [were] coming home” to England (upsetting the Greeks)
and referring to Brookes by name in an interview the next day. After more than a
century of neglect, the IOC finally gave Brookes the “official credit” he deserved

(although the IOC still prefers to refer to Brookes as the “inspiration for” rather than
the “founding father” of the Modern Olympics).

The accompanying chart demonstrates that Brookes was never an armchair

advocate of Olympic style athletics, but he practiced what he preached from the

start at the grassroots level. No doubt his physical “experiments” had been going on
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for many years, but this chart is the earliest surviving evidence of one of his actual

group studies. The results, as can be seen from that chart, are very revealing. Until

such studies slowly began to change attitudes and gain advocates, society in general
had frowned upon the idea of physical exercise as a way to improve one’s mental

and physical health and strength. Even changing one’s clothing for a more suitable
outfit for exercise was typically shunned. Christianity also proved a formidable

obstacle because the kind of exercise and sporting events Brookes was proposing as
healthy not only for interested individuals but also for the good of England, were

rooted in what was regarded as heathen Classical ritual. The Ancient Olympics, the
most famous of Greek athletic contests, were, after all, dedicated to Zeus, father of
the gods. Christian England was not Ancient Greece. Few in today’s sports crazy

world would have any understanding about how unlikely it was that Brookes’ tiny
Wenlock Olympian Society, created largely to benefit the health and education

of laborers under his charge, would go so far in helping build the foundations for

modern organized sport.

It was mostly the poor physical condition and lack of education of local limestone

quarry workers and those who labored nearby in Ironbridge Gorge, also in the

Borough of Wenlock, Shropshire (Much Wenlock was the administrative center),

that prompted Brookes’ efforts. The heaviest labor took place at the iron-smelting

centers around Coalbrookdale and Ironbridge, where the world’s first iron cast

bridge was built in 1779. Ironbridge is listed as a World Heritage Site for being the

birthplace of the Industrial Revolution, a long-standing tradition that was connected
with Brookes as part of the 2012 London Olympics Opening Ceremonies. Brookes
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also wanted to improve the skills of the average working man for better

employment and offered “Still Life” art classes at his school to help prepare many
for work at the famous Coalport China works, also in Ironbridge Gorge (through
which the Severn River passes). In his day, however, Dr. Brookes was, to put it

mildly, the proverbial voice in the wilderness, and not a very popular man in his
own rural community because of his outspoken advocacy of physical fitness,

changes in local and national education, and other non-traditional Victorian
attitudes.

Such societal prejudices particularly against gatherings to engage in physical

activity are clearly reflected in a roundabout way in an excerpt from the Eddowes’s

Journal (Shrewsbury, England) of Wednesday, October 30, 1850, (also preserved in
the WOS Minute Books), whose sympathetic correspondent had witnessed the

proceedings at Brookes’ first annual meeting of the Olympic Class of the Wenlock

Agricultural Reading Society (as it was then called)-- and found them to his liking.

In fact, he even states in his article, “It was often said by those who were opposed to

public games that the working men of England could not meet for amusement

without drunkenness, rioting, and the destruction of property. The men of Wenlock,

however, would prove that this assertion was ungenerous and untrue.”

This, of course, has all changed today. Without Brookes’ pioneering efforts, it

would have taken much longer for athletics and exercise to become a prominent
feature of European and American society. It is the aforementioned document,

however, that most captures our attention here. As can be seen from the attached
copy of the chart, the “experiment” has the title, “Statistics of the Drill and
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Gymnastic Training given to Twelve Boys in the Much Wenlock National School

From August 21st, 1871, to February 21st, 1872,” a period of six months. During that
period, Brookes put half the boys through conventional drills-- but he has the other

half train also with gymnastic equipment, including the “Indian Club, Vaulting Horse,
Horizontal and Parallel Bars.” Wooden Indian Clubs (or “meels”), shaped like

bowling pins with narrower necks, varied in weight and size. They were usually
swung in unison by a group of participants and were among the few hand held
instruments available for strength training during the Victorian era. Today,

introducing such equipment to a class of youths would undoubtedly bring more

snickers and curiosity than any serious consideration of using them. Many would

also associate the vaulting horse more with modern gymnastics than an initial step

for upper bodybuilding— and while horizontal and parallel bars are still used to
develop specific muscles, they, like the vault, are not recommended for serious

strength training unless one is already in good physical shape. Brookes, of course,
was in no position to be choosey because there was not much in the way of

equipment available for his experiments. As a physician and keen observer,

however, he certainly would have brought the boys along gradually. This was, after
all, a six-month program.

Brookes was particularly interested in how these gymnastic exercises combined

with drills were superior (if at all) to drills alone in developing the boys’ “Chests,
Upper Arm(s) and Fore Arm(s).” He observes only increases in upper body

strength. Why no attention is spent on attempting to develop the upper and lower
legs cannot, of course, be known. It may be that Brookes had decided to develop
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specific areas of the body separately, and there may have been other charts that
emphasized other parts. It might also be that most of the laborers with whom

Brookes was familiar used the upper part of their bodies more than the lower. It

would be difficult to believe, however, that Brookes would not have seen the entire
body functioning together in any labor— and had programs to develop both upper
and lower body mass and strength. If so, they are not available.

For the “Chest,” Brookes’ chart shows that the six boys who participated in drill

and gymnastics rather than only drill all increased markedly in size— nearly two

inches on average versus not even one half inch for the six boys involved in drill

alone. Boy 7, for example, only increased by ¼ inch through drill, whereas boy 6 in

the drill and exercise group grew by 2 ¾ inches, a truly amazing result. Presumably,

Brookes would have selected boys of about the same age, weight, and height for his
experiment, but some disparity is to be expected between them since he would not
have had a large sample group from which to select-- and some bodies react more

quickly to physical stimulation than others. So, too, as modern sports medicine has

recently demonstrated, some bodies do not change at all no matter how much an
individual exercises-- but that seems not to have been the case in this particular
experiment. Within these sessions, we can be sure that the good doctor

meticulously observed the boy’s progress and had his tape measure close at hand.
That was characteristic of Brookes’ personality.

The “Upper Arm” category showed less increase in both categories, the range

being only ¼ inch improvement to ¾ inch, although boy number 6, who had the

largest increase in the “Chest” category, also tied for highest in this one. It was still
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the case, however, that the six boys using the gymnastic training along with drills
showed most improvement. The lack of more significant results may be that the

boys were already exercising their biceps fully in their labors— even at this early

age. This was a time when most the children whom Brookes was around were put

to work immediately upon reaching acceptable age— and in the nineteenth century,
that was usually in the eye of the beholder.

The last category on the chart involved the “Fore Arm,” where the results were

the most disappointing. Seven of the boys in both categories showed no

improvement at all. Number 6 was again the most improved with ½ inch, but

sharing the honors this time with Boy 8, who had also matched him in the Upper

Arm development category (though that boy’s chest had only increased a mere ½

inch). Such results would indicate that, at least in the way Brookes employed them,
the Indian Club, Vaulting Horse, and Horizontal and Parallel Bars were not the best
equipment to develop the Fore Arms significantly— or the Upper Arms, for that

matter. Brookes takes most satisfaction in noting the increase in the “circumference
of chest” as a result of his program. This by itself was a notable fact, which may not
have been demonstrated by empirical data before 1872. At least it added to
whatever knowledge that did exist on the subject.

Brookes may have concentrated foremost upon these areas of body development

because of statements like the one made by the same writer of the aforementioned

1850 article in the Eddowes’s Journal, which Brookes thought enough of to include in
the WOS Minute Books. The article goes on to say that, “Lord Dalmeny, in his

address to the middle classes, upon the subject of gymnastic exercises, states that a
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curious experiment was made by the late Sir Samuel Meyrick, in whose gallery hung
sixty complete suits of English armour. Two of his guests (Englishmen of average
size) tried on the whole in succession, but the shoulders and chests of the

degenerate moderns were so broad and brawny that it was impossible to squeeze
them into the armour worn by their ancestors.” This prompted Lord Dalmeny to
remark that “the Englishman was degenerated— that civilization had enervated

him-- had diminished his stature and strength.” However, the author of this same
article says that “Mr. Brookes” believed such statements were unfounded, as

demonstrated both by facts and sound reasoning, “And Waagen, President of the
Academy at Berlin, has declared that it is in England that are now to be seen the

most perfect models of the human form— the strongest men and the most beautiful
women.”

The results of Brookes’ revolutionary exercise program are clearly demonstrated

by his chart. If anyone did question his method of developing young boys physically,

it unequivocally showed actual results through his unconventional methods of

training over a six-month period. Parts of the body, especially the chest, could be

dramatically developed and made stronger— and no reasonable person could doubt
the success of his techniques, which encouraged further study.

The “Muscular Christian” movement in the late nineteenth century, which

Brookes and friends like John Hulley, who helped start the Liverpool Athletic Club in
1862 with Charles Melly, would also help break down the religious objections to

physical activity for its own sake. Both Hulley and Melly belonged to the movement,

which was drawing more Christians’ attention. Few non-specialists have little today
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other than the portrayal of Eric Liddell in the popular 1981 film, Chariots of Fire, to

draw from for their introduction to “Muscular Christianity,” but the movement had

been going on for many decades before the 1920s. As portrayed in the film, at least,
Liddell sought to combine teaching Christianity with his athletic prowess,

promoting the idea that development of the body furthered rather than interfered
with mental and spiritual growth— a stigma still carried over into athletics by the

Medieval Christian concept of hated of the flesh. Chariots’ representation of Eric’s
sister Jenny, who initially rejects Eric’s new teaching methods, is a fair

representation of the difficulties for those Christians holding such views. Although

the brother-sister conflict is historically incorrect since the actual Jenny stated that
she had always supported Eric’s efforts, it was one of the many conflicts Eric has to
overcome in the film to promote his religious views. Nonetheless, Chariots was

helpful in conveying the problems “Muscular Christians” had faced for more than a
half century.

The work of Brookes and others like him helped pave the way to offering

physical education as part of the British school curriculum, something the
Shropshire doctor had advocated from the start. Like Coubertin did later,

undoubtedly again following Brookes’ lead, the example of using the military was
probably the most successful route in getting the public more involved. Better-

conditioned and physically fit young men would also make better soldiers, and in a
time of frequent wars, national security was the best platform from which to

advocate the benefits of Physical Culture. As Brookes became more involved in his

crusade, he also understood that he had to become more political. As far as his
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Olympian efforts, they are what distinguish him from all the other early Physical
Culturists. Locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally, especially in his

encouragement of the Greeks with their new national Olympics, he was consistent in
doing all he could to reenergize the old Olympic Games. Unfortunately, Brookes

died on the verge of the first modern international Olympics celebration in Athens in
1896 that he had helped the younger Baron de Coubertin bring about. Had he lived
longer, his name would certainly be associated more with the Olympics today— for
if Coubertin is to be recognized as the “father” of the modern Olympics, then
Brookes was their “grandfather.”
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Dr. Brookes’ Drill and Gymnastic Training Results Chart (Reproduced by permission of the Much
Wenlock Olympian Society)
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Abstract
The following paper analyzes the film, Django Unchained, as cinematic amnesia, in that
the author purports that the film offers several historical inaccuracies in its depiction of
enslavement. The paper also reviews historical portrayals of African Americans, and portrayals
of enslavement. Lastly, the paper discusses the potential impact of the misrepresentations
offered in the film.
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Introduction
The film Django Unchained premiered on December 25, 2012 to critical acclaim. The
plot centers around the unlikely friendship between two men – a German dentist-turned-bountyhunter named Dr. King Schultz (Christoph Waltz) and a slave-turned-bounty-hunter named
Django (Jamie Foxx). Together the two men set out to rescue Django’s wife, Broomhilda (Kerry
Washington), who was enslaved on the plantation of a sadistic slaver by the name of Calvin
Candie (Leonardo DiCaprio). Along the way they leave a great deal of gratuitous carnage in
their path.
The film grossed more than 30 million dollars during its opening weekend, and more than
400 million dollars worldwide in just a few short months. The film was nominated for 54
awards, and won more than half of those awards: including an Academy Award for Best Actor in
a Supporting Role – Christoph Waltz – and an Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay –
Quentin Tarantino. The film also won Golden Globe Awards in the same two categories.
Additionally, among African American audiences and award show producers, Jamie Fox and
Kerry Washington were awarded Best Actor and Best Actress, respectively, at the BET (Black
Entertainment Television) Awards Ceremony; and the NAACP Image Awards honored Samuel
L. Jackson as Best Supporting Actor, for his role as Stephen, the modernized “Uncle Tom.”
Clearly this wealth of honors speaks to the film’s critical and commercial success.
Additionally, most film critics raved about the film. Joe Morgenstern of the Wall Street
Journal described the film as:
Wildly extravagant, ferociously violent, ludicrously lurid and outrageously
entertaining, yet also, remarkably, very much about the pernicious lunacy of
racism and, yes, slavery's singular horrors (Dec. 27, 2012).
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Lisa Kennedy of the Denver Post proclaimed that “Tarantino crafted a parable of decency
versus evil for a generation that never saw Roots" (Dec. 25, 2012). Rene Rodriguez of the
Miami Herald called the film, “exciting and ironic and, at times, explosively funny” (Dec. 24,
2012). While, Anne Hornaday of The Washington Post said that the film “meaningfully engaged
the history it’s repurposing,” Hornaday also called it “enormous fun to watch,” (Dec. 25, 2012).
Finally, A. O. Scott of the New York Times asserted about the film, “It is digressive, jokey,
giddily brutal and ferociously profane. But it is also a troubling and important movie about
slavery and racism” (Dec. 24, 2012). The same critic also compared the film to Tarantino’s 2009
film Inglourious Basterds and stated:
As such, “Django Unchained” is obviously a companion to “Inglourious
Basterds,” in which Mr. Tarantino had the audacity to turn the Nazi war against
the Jews into the backdrop for a farcical, ultraviolent caper. He did not simply
depart from the facts of history, inventing, in the title characters, a squad of
mostly Jewish-American killers led by a United States Army lieutenant from
Tennessee; he rewrote the past in the vivid, visceral language of film
fantasy…Like “Inglourious Basterds,” “Django Unchained” is crazily
entertaining, brazenly irresponsible and also ethically serious in a way that is
entirely consistent with its playfulness” (Dec. 24, 2012).
In short, while several reviewers acknowledged the films outrageousness; they continued
to praise it at the same time. I interrogate, however, whether any piece about the horrors of
enslavement, holocaust and genocide should be, “explosively funny” and “crazily entertaining”?
And, should that much creative license be taken with the facts?
On the other hand, for those who dared to criticize the film, some common social media
responses were, “it’s just a movie” or “it was fun to watch.” As such, I began to ponder that
question, is it “just a movie,” or are there larger, more lingering implications to the praise of a
film such as this? Dare it be compared to the classic mini-series, Roots, which broke television
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ratings records on ABC in 1977 and sparked a national conversation on enslavement and racism
in this country?
This paper carefully analyzes that question – is it just a movie – through a thorough and
critical review of the film. First, this paper reviews the literature on historic film portrayals of
African Americans and common media stereotypes. Second, this paper reviews film portrayals
of the enslavement of African Americans in such films as Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Birth of a Nation,
Gone with the Wind, Roots, and more recently, 12 Years a Slave. Finally, this paper offers a
textual analysis of Django Unchained, explicating the historical inaccuracies of the film and the
potential implications of the film’s cinematic amnesia.

Review of Literature
African American Film Portrayals
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking
at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness,—
an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder (Du Bois, 1903).
It is no secret that since the very first film portrayal of Blackness in the 1903 film
adaptation of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Black images have been distorted
and characters have been caricatures. In fact, the lead character, Uncle Tom, in that 1903 film
was a white man in Blackface. The Blackface tradition was based solely on white men’s
perceptions of Blackness – notions of silliness, laziness, savageness, and foolishness permeated
early media. And in many ways, this even impacted Blacks’ views of themselves. Director,
Melvin Van Peebles, called these depictions more harmful to the Black Psyche than pornography
(2006). As such, when the Hollywood Ratings Board judged his film, Sweet Sweetback’s
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Baadassss Song, with an X rating, he protested with t-shirts and posters asserting, “Rated X by
an All White Jury.” This was his way of making a statement against the inherent racism of the
“Hollywood machine.” He raised the question: Was it fine to create Uncle Toms, Coons,
Sambos, Black Bucks, Pickanninny children, Aunt Jemimas, Mammies and Jezebels for decades;
but not fine to create a Black male character in search of his own agency?
According to Bogle (2001):
Fun was poked at the American Negro by him as either a nitwit or a childlike
lackey. None of the types was meant to do great harm, although at various times,
individual ones did. All were merely filmic reproductions of black stereotypes
that had existed since the days of slavery and were already popularized in
American life and arts (2001, p. 4).
In his best-selling book, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies & Bucks: An Interpretive
History of Blacks in American Films (4th edition), Bogle (2001) unpacked each stereotype and
offered numerous cinematic examples of each. Bogle (2001) also described the dilemma of many
Black actors and actresses of both yesterday and today. Two of the most prominent and wellknown early African American films stars he discussed were Hattie McDaniel – the first African
American Academy Award winner – and Stepin Fetchit, known as the classic coon. As
described in the documentary, Ethnic Notions, “From the twenties through World War II,
blackface permeated motion pictures. When this mask was abandoned, its imprint still warped
film images of Blacks even when Blacks played themselves.” Lincoln Theodore Monroe Andrew
Perry (Stepin Fetchit) played the slow-talking, slow-walking, dimwitted caricature in more than
three dozen films in the 1920s and 30s. He was also a regular target for criticism by Black
scholars and groups, such as the NAACP; however, he was later praised for opening doors of
opportunity for other Black actors. In essence, he was one of the first Black superstars and first
Black actors to become a millionaire.
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Similarly, Hattie McDaniel was criticized for her regular portrayals of the loyal Mammy
in dozens of films in the 1930s and 40s – a caricature for which she was rewarded by the
Academy in 1939 for Best Supporting Actress in Gone with the Wind. She too was later praised
for opening doors of opportunity and for her philanthropic actions on behalf of Black students
aspiring to attend college.
Cartoons soon followed suit, many using images of Fetchit and McDaniel as their
foundation – mammies and coons began to make regular appearances in cartoons such as the
Looney Toons and Tom and Jerry. Though not as blatant, some argue that this tradition
continues today. According to Brabham (2006), in the character Donkey from the animated
Blockbuster hit, Shrek, “blackness rings loud and clear, conveying historical, stereotypical ideas
of black experience to the audience.” The author further described Donkey as, “a sidekick, an
unwanted chatterbox accompanying Shrek in the historically white narrative of fairy tale” (2006,
p. 64).
Another common theme in early film portrayals of Blackness was the musicality. Black
entertainers were often the ancillary characters in early films, there to perform a quick number
during the main character’s scene in a night club or restaurant. These musical numbers were also
subject to be cut from a film during the editing process, as the characters were never central to
the main plot. These scenes also added to the stereotypes that all Blacks were good for was
singing and dancing. As such, the first films to portray all-Black casts were musicals. Two of
the very first were Hearts in Dixie and Hallelujah. Both films were released in 1929 and both
were written and directed by whites. Moreover, both were highly stereotypical. Bogle (2001)
called it “Blackface Fixation.”
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Directed by whites in scripts authored by whites and then photographed, dressed,
and made up by whites, the Negro actor, like the slaves he portrayed, aimed (and
still does aim) always to please the master figure (2001, p. 27).
Reid (1993) unpacked this notion further in his book, Redefining Black Film. He argued
that white appropriation of Black images continued even after Black writers and directors begin
making their own films. He further asserted that there is a discernible difference between Black
commercial films and Black independent films. He stated: “Even when commercial films are
made by Black writers and directors, a black perspective that acknowledges differences of race,
class, gender, and sexuality rarely surfaces” (p. 1). Similarly, Diawara (1993) maintained that:
Hollywood Blacks exist primarily for white spectators whose comfort and
understanding the films must see, whether they thematize exotic images dancing
and singing on screen, or images constructed to narrate a racial drama, or images
of pimps and muggers (1993, p. 3).
In sum, Django Unchained continues a long tradition of films made by and for whites to
consume Black cultural ideologies. In fact, lead character, Django, follows the traditional brutal
black buck characterization. Some believe that the first adaptation of the brutal black buck
lusting after white women was portrayed in D. W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation (1915). The
character of Gus – played by a white actor in blackface – chased a young white female character
to her death because he was unable to control his brutish ways. Afterward, likenesses of this
character reappeared in many films and then he was re-imagined during the Blaxploitation era,
when he was no longer the brute lusting after white women. This new version of black buck was
a hero; he was tough and handsome; he was a ladies man; he had money, fine clothes and cars;
and every chance he got, he would “stick it to the white man.” In essence, he always beat the
white power structure – the oftentimes corrupt white power structure. As such, Django falls into
this more contemporary version of black buck, which was created in the mind of a white male,
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fascinated by Blackness as it was commodified in the 1970s – primarily by white directors and
producers.
Mario Van Peebles said it best in the documentary about his father, Melvin. He asserted
that the message of his father’s film, Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasss Song, was ultimately
perverted by the “Hollywood machine.” Mario referenced a comment made to him by
Congressman Bobby Rush, who suggested that the film Sweet Sweetback made being a
revolutionary hip. In contrast, according to Mario Van Peebles, many of the films that followed,
ushering in the Blaxploitation era – like Superfly and The Mack – made being a drug dealer or a
pimp hip. So essentially, the era began with Sweet Sweetback, which was a surprise box office
hit. Then, according to film-maker St. Clair Bourne, once Hollywood came on board, the idea
was to take the formula created by Melvin, take out the politics, and create a wave of similarly
themed – stick it to the man – films. Bourne called Blaxploitation “the bastard child of
Sweetback.” Today, one could continue that line of thought and argue that Tarantino is the
bastard child of Blaxplotation. In fact, bell hooks (1996) wrote:
Hollywood is the new plantation, getting more chic with the times. That Tarantino
can call it out, tell it like it is, give the ultimate “read”…It’s deconstruction at its
finest – all dressed up with no place to go (1996, p. 63).
The Portrayal of Enslavement
In her essay, Playing in the Dark, Toni Morrsion (1992) discussed literary depictions of
Black characters in the works of such literary giants as Twain, Poe, Hemingway and Hawthorne.
In it, she stated:
Black slavery enriched the country's creative possibilities. For in that construction
of blackness and enslavement could be found not only the not-free but also, with
the dramatic polarity created by skin color, the projection of the not-me. The
result was a playground for the imagination…a fabricated brew of darkness,
otherness, alarm, and desire that is uniquely American (Morrison, 1992).
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The earliest film depictions of slaves, in films such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1903) and
Birth of a Nation (1915) had a few things in common. They all had Mammies, Uncle Toms,
pickanninnies, and most notably – images of happy, dancing slaves. This was a common form of
propaganda – to convince white audiences that slaves were happy and docile in order to assuage
their feelings of guilt about one of the darkest times in our nation. Uncle Tom’s Cabin offered
several such images. D. W. Griffith, on the other hand, had some images of the happy slaves,
but he also offered images of dangerous Blacks in Birth of a Nation (1915). This ushered in a
new form of propaganda – the danger that Blacks pose on an otherwise civilized society.
Nonetheless, after Birth of a Nation (1915) few films portrayed enslavement; most switched
perspective to the happy, dancing servant – the new and improved slave of the 1920s and 30s.
Then came Gone with the Wind (1939), the epic dramatic adaptation of a Pulitzer Prize
winning novel. At its core, the film was a love triangle between the spoiled and selfish Scarlett
O'Hara, the wealthy and honorable Ashley Wilkes, and the angelic Melanie Hamilton. There
was also a secondary story of the tumultuous relationship between Miss Scarlett and Rhett Butler
– all of which occurred shortly before, during, and years after the American Civil War. The film
portrayed the challenges faced by wealthy white women during the Civil War, who lost nearly
everything – including their men. It inspired the audience to feel sympathy for these women and
applaud the men for their sacrifices in times of war. The primary slave depictions included
Mammy (Hattie McDaniel), Pork (Oscar Polk), Uncle Peter (Eddie Anderson), Big Sam (Everett
Brown), and Prissy (Butterfly McQueen). What they had in common was that all of them were
exceptionally loyal. There were also numerous silent Black characters, including field hands and
little girls who fanned the privileged white women as they napped. In comparing these films to
Django Unchained, Anne Hornaday of The Washington Post purports:
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There’s a point in “Django Unchained” when its sheer absurdity, luridness and
violence pose an inescapable challenge to the skeptical literalists in the audience:
Sure, this is an outrageous distortion, the "Django Unchained" movie itself seems
to say, but is it any more outrageous than “The Birth of a Nation” or “Gone with
the Wind”? (December 25, 2012).
This is a very interesting question. Yet, at its core, the question seems to ask that
audiences excuse Tarantino for being no more misguided than D. W. Griffith in 1915 or Victor
Flemming in 1939. I assert, however, that given all that has transpired in nearly a century since
these depictions, there certainly needs to be a greater expectation placed on writers, directors,
and producers today to at least attempt to offer some form of dignity and historical accuracy to
the Black characters on screen. The characters in Birth of a Nation were either buffoons or
violent predators; while the characters in Gone with the Wind, were nitwits like Prissy, bossy like
Mammy, or blindly loyal like Pork, Uncle Peter and Big Sam.
Many years passed before audiences would see another depiction of African enslavement
on the large or small screen. In the 1970s, several films were released – The Legend of Nigger
Charlie (1972), Mandingo (1975), Drum (1976), and the mini-series Roots (1977). The first
three of these films are considered to be a part of the Blaxploitation formula, each having some
outrageous and unrealistic elements. Nonetheless, all of these films portrayed elements of
racism and the brutality of enslavement; most portrayed the rape and vulnerability of Black
women; but none were taken more seriously and had a greater impact than Roots (1977). Roots
was a television mini-series – one of the first mini-series ever produced – and it was adapted
from a novel written by Alex Haley. It ran during primetime on ABC for eight nights in a row –
Sunday, January 23, 1977 through Sunday, January 30, 1977. What was different about Roots,
compared to other films depicting enslavement, was that it brought audiences to Africa and
showed a civilization that ran counter to previously held ideas of pre-enslavement Africa.
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Though some Africans were portrayed as complicit with white slavers, most were portrayed as
cultured and family centered, having clear rules and value-systems in place – unlike the notions
of barbarism previously espoused. After much hesitancy and concern on the part of white
producers and network executives, Roots (1977) brought in an unprecedented market-share
between 60 and 70 percent of the television-viewing audience each night; and on the final night
some 80 million Americans watched (Hur and Robinson, 1978).
Although Roots (1977), by all accounts, was considered a success, it also faced its share
of criticism. Even William Haley – son of author Alex Haley – stated that, “Roots was not
culturally competent, in a sense, because script-writers were mostly whites. Today I would say
that because they couldn’t share some of the feelings of the Blacks that it was not as hard-hitting
as it could have been” (2007). There were also those who questioned the authenticity of Haley’s
story. Haley portrayed it as a fact-based, research-based saga about his own familial roots that
he had traced for nearly a decade. He was accused, however, of plagiarizing passages in Roots
from another novel – The African (1967) by white researcher, Harold Courlander. Haley settled
the case out of court for more than $600,000 and he later acknowledged that Roots was primarily
a fictional tale and some passages were “unintentionally” appropriated from Courlander’s book.
The mini-series, nonetheless, still made a significant contribution to the American consciousness
and sparked a national debate on the issue of racism and enslavement; and it is my contention
that Django Unchained should not be compared to Roots, because it has no basis in researched
history. Whether it was Haley or Courlander, the situational accounts of that time period were
thoroughly examined and there was great effort made on the parts of writers and directors – most
of whom were white – to portray Roots in a realistic manner.
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Another impactful film depicting enslavement was Glory (1989). Glory was a war epic,
based on the true story of the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, the first all-Black regiment
to fight for the Union Army in the American Civil War. The film earned several awards that
year, including Denzel Washington’s first Academy Award as Best Supporting Actor. The
predominant portrayal was of African American men – some who were slaves and some who
were free. They ran the gamut from Uncle Tom-like loyalty (Andre Braugher) to wise and brave
(Morgan Freeman) to brutish (Denzel Washington); and the primary criticism among Black
scholars was that the plot centered much more around Matthew Broderick’s character – Colonel
Robert Gould Shaw – than it did on the Black soldiers. In fact, even well know critic, Roger
Ebert, suggested that the Black experience was told “largely through white eyes.” He stated:
Watching "Glory," I had one recurring problem. I didn't understand why it had to
be told so often from the point of view of the 54th's white commanding officer.
Why did we see the black troops through his eyes - instead of seeing him through
theirs? (January 12, 1990).
The film, Amistad (1997) directed by Steven Spielberg, faced a similar criticism. While
the plot was based on the true story of an 1839 mutiny aboard the slave ship, La Amistad, much
of film focused on lawyer, Roger Sherman Baldwin (Matthew McConaughey), and the
challenges he faced trying a case on behalf of a group of non-English speaking Africans who
claimed to be free. Lead character, Cinque (newcomer Djimon Hounsou) was, however,
portrayed with great dignity and strength of character, as was freed-man Theodore Joadson
(Morgan Freeman).
In 2012 and 2013, several films were released that featured predominantly Blacks casts
and stories, most of which were praised by critics; and three of those films focused on African
enslavement – Django, Lincoln and 12 Years a Slave. Of those three films, only one was
directed by a person of African descent – 12 Years a Slave, directed by London-born newcomer
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Steve McQueen. That fact notwithstanding, it is my contention that only two of the three films
offered depictions of enslaved Africans that more closely aligned with historical fact and
demonstrated human dignity in the characterizations – Lincoln and 12 Years a Slave.
What was most refreshing about the film Lincoln was that the 16th president of the United
States was not portrayed as a Saint; nor was he portrayed as one who was liberal-minded and
truly understood and empathized with the plight of African descendants. And most importantly,
he was not portrayed as the white savior of the Black man. He was portrayed as a shrewd
politician, willing to do what he needed to do to save union. He was willing to make tough, and
in many cases unpopular choices, for the good of the country as a whole. One poignant scene in
the film is when Lincoln has a brief conversation with the very well-kept and well-spoken former
slave and real-life seamstress of Mrs. Lincoln, Elizabeth Keckley (Gloria Reuben). In that scene,
Keckley asked the president about his feelings toward Blacks. His response was:
I don’t know you Mrs. Keckley, any of you. You’re familiar to me as all people
are…You have a right to expect what I expect. And likely our expectations are
not incomprehensible to each other. I assume I’ll get used to you (Lincoln, 2012).
Hence, while these may not have been President Lincoln’s exact words, the scene
represents that he was in no way a great lover of Black people and his goals were not specifically
about their freedoms. The portrayal of the real-life, rumored Black mistress of Thaddeus Stevens
– Lydia Hamilton Smith – was also tastefully done. On the other hand, one could argue that this
film was also made by, for, and about whites primarily; and there were very few speaking roles
for the Black characters. Nonetheless, few Black scholars argued against the film’s portrayals;
Daniel Day-Lewis won an Academy Award for Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading role;
and the film was nominated for a record 12 Academy Awards.
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The film, 12 Years a Slave, was also been nominated for several Academy Awards,
including Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading role for London-born actor Chiwetel
Ejiofor’s portrayal of Solomon Northup. Again, the story was based on historical fact and the
writers and directors made significant attempts to portray it properly; this included hiring
renowned historian and professor of African American Studies at Harvard University – Henry
Louis Gates. Moreover, film critic David Denby of The New Yorker, called the film “easily the
greatest feature film ever made about American slavery” (October 21, 2013).
In sum, there have been many film portrayals of American Slavery, some have been
offensive and stereoptypical; some have been exploitive; and some have been thought-provoking
and inspiring; but only one has been described as “wildly entertaining” and “enormous fun to
watch” – that is Django Unchained.

Analysis
Shortly before the nationwide release of Django Unchained, popular MTV host and radio
personality, Sway, interviewed Quentin Tarantino on his nationally syndicated morning show,
and he called the film an “honest depiction of the time of slavery.” I assert, however, that
Django Unchained is full of historical inaccuracies and absurdities that can be potentially
harmful to younger viewers – born long after Roots – who may perceive it as a true depiction of
the time. In short, Django is a brutal black buck; Dr. Shultz is a liberal white savior, Calvin
Candie is a sadist; Stephen is an Uncle Tom with attitude; and Broomhilda is primarily onedimensional and silent, aside from being somewhat of a jezebel – i.e., the white man’s temptress.
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The Spaghetti Western
The film, Django Unchained was essentially marketed as a spaghetti western. Even
director, Quentin Tarantino described it as such, which may be a more accurate description than
categorizing the film as “a movie about slavery.” According to the 1968 documentary, The
Spaghetti Western, the genre became popularized with A Fist Full of Dollars (1964) – originally
titled Per un pugno di dollari – directed by Italian director Sergio Leone. Although it was not
the first of its sort, A Fist Full of Dollars was one of the most successful in both foreign and
domestic markets. It stared actor Clint Eastwood, who was a virtual unknown then, but after
additional collaborations with Leone – For a Few Dollars More (1965) and The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly (1966) – both of their careers took off.
One of the very first box-office successes was the 1903 film, The Great Train Robbery,
so the Western genre was certainly at the forefront of American cinema. The Spaghetti Western,
however, is disguisable in a number of ways. First and foremost, most of the films of this
category were created and directed by Italian directors on fairly low budgets. Fagen (2003)
described the Spaghetti Western as, “noted for its explicit brutality, flamboyant visual style and
abundant use of extreme close-ups,” all of which can be applied to Tarantino’s Django
Unchained. Another important characterization of the Spaghetti Western, according to Fagen
(2003) is that they are:
Born out of the cynicism and amorality of the 1960s, bred a new type of hero, one
motivated by greed, not altruism, in a world where heroes and villains were
harder to tell apart and where the good guys seemed to lose more battles than they
won (2003, p. 159).
Again, Django Unchained aligns with this description. Moreover, the film was named
after another popular Spaghetti Western released in 1966 – simply titled Django and directed by
Sergio Corbucci. It was described as portraying some of the most “shocking brutality of any
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spaghetti western ever made.” In fact, in the opening scene the main character comes into town
dragging a coffin. Tarantino borrowed many of the stylistic and thematic elements of the
original Django, including the opening music. He also offered a cameo role to the original star
of the 1966 Django, Franco Nero. As such, Django Unchained is much more in line with the
Spaghetti Western genre than it is with films on enslavement. In fact, it should in no way be
categorized with films like Roots (1977), Glory (1989), Amistad (1997), Lincoln (2012) or 12
Years a Slave (2013). I tend to agree with director, Spike Lee, who commented on the social
media outlet, Twitter, “American Slavery Was Not A Sergio Leone Spaghetti Western. It Was A
Holocaust. My Ancestors Are Slaves. Stolen From Africa” (Dec. 22, 2012).
Regarding the historical inaccuracies of Django Unchained, there are many. Hoerl
(2009) calls it cinematic amnesia when film depictions of social injustices from the past fall far
short of reality. Cinematic amnesia also contributes to “the rhetorical processes of memory
construction in popular culture,” and the author seems to perceive this as a potentially useful way
to inspire dialogue. Hoerl (2009) stated:
The rhetorical implications of cinema lie not only in filmic depictions but in how
critics and publics interested in those depictions respond to the movie.
Disagreements between these sites reveal the presence of situated publics who
engage cinematic depictions with their own investments in how the past gets
remembered…Disagreements over depictions of Black struggles in popular
culture prevents White hegemonic memories from ossifying by encouraging
audiences to think critically about whose version of the past is selected and how
those remembrances shape social and political realities in the present. Popular
films that provide startling and distorting portrayals of injustice may provide
fertile resources for provoking additional remembrance of social struggles that
have otherwise been forgotten (2009, p. 72).
In other words, films like Django Unchained that distort history can also inspire research
and critical analysis. This section will address some of those cinematic distortions.
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The Cinematic Amnesia of Django Unchained
In the opening scene of Django Unchained a group of enslaved Black men are chained
together travelling through what appears to be a vast Southwestern terrain, ranging from the
warm mountainous desert to frigid forest areas. They appear to be walking for days without
shoes or significant clothing. While it is true that many slaves were transported by foot during
the domestic slave trade (Hine, Hine and Harrold, 2010), it is unlikely that they traveled such a
vast terrain as portrayed without any shoes, shirts or coats. The business of enslavement was all
about profit; what would it profit a slaver to arrive at his destination with only half of the men he
set out with still alive? It appears that Tarantino’s primary goal in this scene was to portray
brutality by letting the audience see the scared bodies of the Black men, chains around their
bloody ankles, and the injustice as they walk bare foot while the slave drivers ride on horseback.
Once the white savior, Dr. King Schultz is triumphant against the Speck brothers (the
slave drivers transporting Django and the other men for sale), he and Django make their way into
Daughtrey, Texas – which was a town that does not actually exist based on that spelling. A
“Daugherty,” Texas existed, but was not settled until 1883. Nonetheless, Django is portrayed as
riding into town on horseback, black hat and all – worn similarly to the way Franco Nero wore
his hat in the original Django – and the white settlers are mesmerized by the image of “a Nigger
on a horse.” The two men entered a saloon, had a couple of beers and Schultz explained to
Django the business of bounty hunting. He states, “like slavery, it’s a flesh for cash business.”
In reality, however, it was not until the 1873 U.S. Supreme Court case of Taylor v. Taintor that
bounty hunters were allowed to cross state lines to pursue a fugitive for bail, as it was depicted in
the film’s pre-Civil War era. For nearly 40 minutes the film portrayed Shultz and Django
pursuing fugitives across various states in what appeared to be Midwestern terrain.
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During one of their pursuits, the two men come across a group of hooded white men on
horseback. While it is clear that the scene is meant to belittle the men – who have formed an
inept racist mob seeking revenge on the “nigger” who murdered slave drivers, the Brittle
brothers – research suggests that this portrayal is also historically inaccurate. For most
moviegoers, the men represented the Klu Klux Klan (KKK). Research suggests that the KKK
did not formally organize until 1866 (Newton, 2007). Tarantino, however, has asserted that the
men actually represent “the Regulators,” a “pre-KKK posse that terrorized slaves” (Holslin,
2012). Yet, that term was not commonly used during the time period portrayed in the film.
“Regulators” was a term used during the years leading up to the American Revolutionary War to
describe men who fought against high taxes and other regulations that were deemed unfair. The
closest likeness of a group similar to the KKK pre-Civil War were the “Patrollers” who would go
out in search of fugitives slaves and who were willing to perform any and all sadistic acts against
Black men and women (Newton, 2007).
These minor cinematic infractions aside, the two most troubling depictions in Django
Unchained were: (1) the portrayal of Black prostitutes, and (2) notions of Black inferiority as a
result of skull research – i.e., phrenology. When Django and Schultz finally made their way to
Mississippi to rescue Django’s wife – Bromhilda – they meet Calvin Candie at what appears to
be a brothel. They are initially greeted by a smiling Black woman, wearing a French maid
costume – apparel that in reality did not even exist before the Civil War. Then, Django and
Shultz are greeted in the foyer by Calvin Candie’s lawyer, as the camera pans past a large dining
room full of Black women in fancy gowns and white men happily singing. In the next scene, the
two men enter a parlor where Candie is watching two large Black men fight, as an exceptionally
well-kept Black woman (Sheba) sits at the bar, drinking champagne, and wearing a gold gown
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with matching jewelry. Sheba is essentially portrayed as Candie’s mistress, given that she
remains in the room as the three men talk business and she joins the men for dinner. The
brutality of the scene notwithstanding – as Candie cheers while his slave kills another – the
notion that Sheba and the other women of this brothel are fully complicit and even enjoying
themselves is troubling. Author bell hooks (1981) discussed notions of Black female prostitution
versus Black female rape in her critically acclaimed book, Ain’t I a Woman. She stated:

The use of the word prostitution to describe mass sexual exploitation of enslaved
black women by white men not only deflected attention away from the prevalence
of forced sexual assault, it lent further credibility to the myth that black females
were inherently wanton and therefore responsible for rape (1981, p. 34).
Either Quentin Tarantino did not know or did not care about the implications of these
images.
The next troubling depiction is the scene when Calvin Candie takes out the skull that he
proclaims to be that of a slave by the name of Ben. In this monologue he stated:

The science of phrenology is crucial to understanding the separation of our two
species. In the skull of the African here, the area associated with submissiveness
is larger than any other human or any other sub-human species on planet earth
(Tarantino, 2012).
This junk science was used for many years to justify the sub-humane treatment of Native
Americans and people of African descent. According to Zeider, Sadler, Berson and Fogelman
(2002) phrenology was used:

…to justify its racial policies in the colonization of African tribal
lands…measurements of the jaw in relation to the mandible were said to be more
similar to apes, monkeys, or Cro-Magnon humanoids than to the Anglo-Saxon
people of Europe and thus constituted "inferior races" (Zeidler, et. al., 2002, p.
136).
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What was most troubling for me was that shortly after I saw the film, a 19-year-old
female student, born in Jamaica, raised her hand in my Introduction to Africana Studies class and
asked if it was true that African descended people are biologically more submissive. This is the
potentially harmful impact of films such as Django Unchained. One can only wonder how many
other young people – born before the nationwide phenomenon of Roots – believed what they saw
in this scene? And how many of them had access to someone who could correct that
misinformation?
So, in as much as Hoerl (2009) suggested that films with cinematic amnesia are good in
that they inspire dialogue and renewed interest in certain subjects, I am incredulous. What about
those who do not seek out corrected information? What about those who take what they see at
face value? What about those, like MTV host and radio personality, Sway, who perceived
Django Unchained to be an “honest depiction of the time of slavery.” Moreover, what about the
viewers and listeners of Sway – who are predominantly in their late teens and early twenties –
that value his perspective? For all of these, researchers and scholars should be concerned.

Discussion
In the introduction of this paper, I asked two important questions about the film Django
Unchained: (1) Is it just a movie? (2) What are the potential implications of glorifying the film’s
cinematic amnesia – i.e., historical inaccuracies? I would argue that no movie is just a movie
when it offers depictions of sensitive histories – histories that the ancestors of the people who
lived during a troubling time might not find “wildly entertaining.” Author David Reynolds
(2011) said of the book, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, “No book in American history molded public
opinion more powerfully than Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” He further argued that the book “directly
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shaped the political debates over slavery” and it provoked sympathy for the slaves depicted.
Unfortunately, the film adaptations of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and later films like Birth of a Nation
directly undermined the new American consciousness, by offering visual portrayals of happy
slaves on one hand, and dangerous slaves on the other.
Conversely, Hur and Robinson (1978) reported that the mini-series Roots did not actually
have a significant impact on whites’ perception of slavery or on their level of sympathy toward
those who experience racial inequalities. The authors stated:

Inspection of our data shows that about a third of white viewers of "Roots"
remained unconvinced after the program that what blacks went through during
slavery was any worse than what white immigrants went through in this
country'...This suggests that the possible effects of "Roots" on the perceptions of
the hardships of slavery were mainly felt by those whites already sympathetic to
the program's content (1978, p. 24).
As such, examining the cinematic amnesia of Django Unchained has left me with more
question than answers. To further address these questions, it would be necessary to conduct
additional research that directly examines the perceptions of moviegoers. It would also be
necessary to ascertain how much of what they saw did they believe was an accurate account of
history.
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to concentrate on subject matter about President Taft, activities surrounding
Pancho Villa, and the subsequent Mexican Revolution [which is mostly reproduced
word for word]).
Background: On October 16, 1909, U.S. President William Howard Taft and Mexican
President Porfirio Diaz met in El Paso, Texas, and Ciudad Juarez. It was the first
meeting between Presidents of the United States and Mexico. It was also only the
second international visit (a simple border crossing in this case) by a sitting U.S.
President, and, by all accounts, it was a grandiose affair-- certainly the most
significant diplomatic event that had occurred to date between the two countries.
All of El Paso turned out for the celebration, and Mr. Blume’s high school had a role
in the proceedings.
Mr. Blume: Well, I think El Paso at the time, I think was about 50,000 (pause),
45,000 population, and about 40% of them were Mexican. It was really a Mexican
town back then. The feeling between the Americans and the Mexicans was very
poor.
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Kebric: What about the visit of President Taft?

Blume, etc.: Oh, yes. Shortly after we came down there [Mr. Blume earlier
explained that the family had originally come to El Paso from New York City in 1906
after his father had obtained employment in the Texas border town], why President
Taft followed suit, and came down to meet Porfirio Diaz, the President of Mexico.
Kebric, etc.: What do you remember about the visit?

I remember one thing. There was an altercation there somewhere, and one young
fellow was killed…an American boy. Those are the things that I remember.
Did you see Taft, yourself?
Yes, we saw…. (pause)
What did he look like?

Heavy…very fat, heavy set, ungainly looking fellow.

Were you impressed?

(Laughter) That he was President, yes…. His appearance…we weren’t impressed.
What was he wearing, do you remember?

And of course, it was sort of a good will proposition…

Why was he there? Why did he come to El Paso? Just a good will…?

Just good will…. That was the whole idea. Because most of the development of the
mines in northern Mexico was with American capital…so it was very important to
keep up good relations with the ruling group.

What about Diaz? Do you remember anything about him? What about the Mexican
President…do you remember what he looked like?
No…

You didn’t even look at him?

I don’t remember getting close enough to him.
But you saw both of them together?
Yes, we saw them…on the bridge.
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Over the Rio Grande…?

I think they had some sort of a ceremony on the bridge. I believe at first Porfirio
Diaz came over to the American side, and then President Taft went over into Mexico,
into Juarez.
Did Taft stay at all or did he leave right after…?
Yes, shortly after that….
By train, right?

And meanwhile, we learned the Mexican national anthem, so we had to sing it.
So you were part of the celebration?
Yes….

That’s interesting….

That is, all of the school kids, all the way down the line…high school to the public
schools…all learned that Mexican national anthem, and we all sang under the
leadership of the, I think, teacher out at the high school.

What effect…do you remember any effect of the visit on the town of El Paso? Was
the town really turned out…or did they care?
Oh, yes, the town was there. Solid….

You didn’t get to see Presidents very often in those days, huh?

And, uh, a short time thereafter, why…. (Doesn’t finish thought)
Long pause….

Finished Taft Recollection and Began Talking about Pancho Villa
Background: Pancho Villa is probably the most famous Mexican name Americans
know from this period. His celebrity was almost immediate once the Mexican
Revolution had begun, and he started appearing in film as early as 1912. Many
movies mythologizing and romanticizing his life have followed since his
assassination in 1923. In 2003, one called “And Starring Pancho Villa as Himself”
played on the persistent idea that Hollywood even scripted his battles during the
Revolution to ensure full theaters in the States. Most overlook Villa’s activities as a
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revolutionary and politician, and his image as a sombrero wearing, mustachioed
bandit with belts of ammunition strapped across his chest is what popular culture
has made of him. Henry Blume encountered him both directly and indirectly (i.e.
bullets flying through El Paso from battles across the Rio Grande in and around
Juarez) before and after Villa’s rise to fame.
Kebric: Now, you said that you encountered Pancho Villa, the Mexican politician
and bandit in your experience. I’d like you to go back and tell me the background for
the story. You said that you were working at an ice cream parlor…?
Blume: Well, there were quite a number of bandit gangs in Mexico...in northern
Mexico, and they would raid the mines that were being worked by the Americans.

Kebric, etc.: Did they ever raid in El Paso, or did they always stay on the Mexican
side of the border?

Blume, etc.: No, they were raiding in Mexico…they were raiding the mines. The
mines were in the hands of American capital.

What was your image of these bandits? Did you consider them to be politically
motivated— or just renegades?

No, they were just interested in banditry.
Was there a great fear in El Paso…?
No…

None at all…?

I recall that Villa came right out of the outskirts of Juarez, that’s on the Mexican side
of an industrial area on the American side, and that they had a temporary bridge out
there and a number of the Mexicans of these bandit gangs would come over—
particularly this Villa gang would come over and come down into town to refresh
themselves.
And nobody bothered them…?
No….

Because they weren’t in trouble in the United States…?

They didn’t trouble anybody…and that time when I came across Villa, it was during
the summer time and summer vacation. I had a job in this ice cream parlor during
the vacation, and Villa would come in with a few of his men to regale themselves.
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He liked ice cream...huh?
Yeah….

Do you remember what flavor he ordered?
No…. (laughter)

What do you remember about him? You said he didn’t look as formidable as the
images presented….
No….

What did he look like, do you remember?
Just…just a normal Mexican.

How was he dressed? Do you remember that? Did he have a hat on?
Yeah, they had…big hats.

Like a typical Mexican sombrero? You always see them in these photos with the
bullets across the chest. Did they have those things?
No….

Were they armed?

No, they weren’t armed when they came over.

Do you remember any physical characteristics of what Villa looked like? Did he
have a moustache?
No, I don’t remember…
Did you wait on him?
Yeah….

How long did they….how many times did they come by? Did they come by more
than once?

Oh, I guess during the period I was there, I think he was there…he came in three or
four times with his group.
Were you afraid?
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No….

Was he friendly to you?

No fear involved at all there because they weren’t… at that time they didn’t dare do
anything on the American side.
Did they come across on horses…or did they walk, or…?

No. They came across…I think a temporary bridge that was built out there....
But did they come across on horses or cars or did they just walk?
They walked….

How many bodyguards did he have with him? Do you remember?

I think he had about four or five men with him. I assume that they were the
bodyguards.
Were they all dressed more or less the same?
Just normally dressed….

Did they eat with him or did some of them protect the door…?
No, they ate with him….

So, there was no concern for security?
No….

They felt completely safe?
Absolutely….

Why did he come to your ice cream parlor? Was it the only one in town?
Yes, that was the main…the big one.

Do you remember any thoughts about him being there...or did you talk to your
friends about it-- or did anyone say anything about it?
No, he was just one of the brigands….
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Nobody was concerned at all? No thoughts at that time about the fact he would turn
out to be something big in Mexico…? This was when he was just really getting
started?
Yeah….

He wasn’t as notorious as he was later made out to be…?
Long pause

Mr. Blume Now Begins Talking About the Mexican Revolution
Kebric: What did you see of the war from the rooftops of El Paso?

Blume: Later on, why… as the rebellion in Mexico started…why that area there
where Villa and his gang would settle while they were on the run [ ] the border.
That was the area where the (pause).
Kebric etc.: You mean near Juarez?

Blume, etc.: The attacks started against Juarez and during that particular period…
that was after the war had started…that is I mean the Revolution.
So this was Pancho Villa attacking Juarez? And other
gangs…rebels?

Yeah, rebels. That’s the word I was trying to think of, and I couldn’t.

Yeah, because Pancho Villa was more of a politician….

They fought from that area….
And you saw them?

We were able to see them attack. In fact, many stray bullets came over right into the
center of town. I think one individual was killed just while looking out through the
window at what was going on the Mexico side. That’s how close….
So, the fighting was right up to the river?
Yeah, right over the river….

Well, did he ever come…? (Henry starts talking again)

Now…I’m trying to think of the name of the area where they would come across….
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Well, were you ever personally involved in any of these wars…were you on a train?
No….

Were you on a train stopped by Mexican bandits…or a train stopped by Pancho Villa
at some time?

No, some rather tragic incident took place shortly thereafter while the insurrection
was going on in Mexico. Why…some of the mine owners tried to keep their mines
going, and they were sending out American workers and in amongst those American
workers was a young fellow from the high school. The other day I recalled his name,
but I can’t think of it just now.
That’s all right….

Well, the Mexican federal authorities guaranteed their safety, but evidently they
weren’t in control when this group went down there. Their train was held up, and
the fellows were just cut to pieces.
Was this Pancho Villa, or someone else?

No, I…. Who knows…I don’t think it was Pancho Villa.
Uh-huh….

There were other bandit gangs.

Pause.

Did you say you had an uncle that visited the bandit gangs?
Uncle Charley….

And how did he get…?

While he had his [business] in El Paso in the secondary business street, El Paso St.,
he became acquainted with quite a lot of Mexicans there, and he treated them well.
And so, they were very…when he was able to go into northern Mexico with his
camera during the summer and take pictures of the different communities. They
never molested him because of the fact that they knew him. This was at a time when
it was dangerous for an American to go down there.
So some of these people he knew were members of the gangs…the bandit gangs?

So, that’s…. That’s the opportunity I had of going down there with him…I should
have. I could have really have had some experiences.
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So he took pictures of some of these bandit gangs?

Yes. He had pictures of some of these bandit gangs.
Of Pancho Villa? Or others…?

I’m not sure about the Pancho Villa group, but I know there was another particularly
tough group that he took pictures of….
What’s this about him almost being killed?

While he was on down there, he came into an area where they didn’t know him, and
he was being led down to the river to be shot when one of the men recognized him
from El Paso… one of the Mexicans. He sidetracked the whole situation and set him
free.
Did he come back to El Paso?

So, he came back-- poste haste…. (Laughter)
I seem to recall you told me a long time ago about Pancho Villa giving you a good tip
at the ice cream parlor. Do you remember about that? I recall you telling me that he
always gave you an American silver dollar as a tip every time he came in…
Generally, he left a nice tip.

So he liked ice cream, and he liked you. Did you always wait on him…did he ask for
you?
No, no. There was a girl also on the floor there, and she waited on him. I think, at
least one other time.

What did you think later on when he became so famous? Did you have any thoughts
about the fact you had served him ice cream?
Well, when the Revolution started all these bandit gangs joined the revolting group,
and they were constantly hammering away at the Federales.
What did you think having served him ice cream-- and he seemed to be such an
ordinary person?
Just an ordinary group of Mexicans….

But later on…what did you think when he became so famous?
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After he became famous...?
What did you think?

I never saw him after that….

No, I mean what did you think when you had served him ice cream? Were you
scared…the fact that you’d served this man who became so notorious and so
famous? Did you have any thoughts about that at all? Or didn’t you talk about it
with anybody— the fact this man you had served ice cream to a few years earlier
was now tearing up Northern Mexico?
Long sigh….

Any thoughts at all…?
(No reply)
Pause

Some Additional Spontaneous Remembrances about Life in El Paso
Blume: El Paso was the big connection with Mexico.
Kebric: El Paso?

Blume, etc.: Yes, food traffic, and so forth came through El Paso. And, uh….

Kebric, etc.: So who are these Coyotes you mentioned? Is that a name applied to
certain Mexicans?

The Mexicans, the workers on the railroad down in Mexico…were all Mexicans, of
course. Mexican peons. Very ignorant class of Mexican, and when they were paid,
they were paid in gold. They’d come up to El Paso, and Mexican fellows whom we
called “Coyotes” because would take them in….
So these were Mexicans taking advantage of other Mexicans?
Yeah. They helped to clean them out of their money.
And these people were called “Coyotes…”
They called them, “Coyotes.”

By the Mexicans…or by the Americans?
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By the Americans….

Did the American merchants treat them fairly or did they try to cheat them also?

No, the American merchants did not treat them…on that street. On that main, I
mean that secondary business district where most of the Mexicans bought their
merchandise, they were just cleaned out by these Coyotes who would direct them in
there. This was right outside of El Paso. I don’t know what they call it now.
And there were U.S. government troops stationed there.
Yeah.

Did you go out to their fort?
Yes….

What do you remember…?

I recall going out to Ft. Bliss and selling banners and things of that type.

Were these soldiers supposed to patrol the border and keep the bandits on the other
side…is that why the bandits behaved themselves when they came across?

Well, they were at that time, uh…General Pershing was at Ft. Bliss.

General Pershing? He was there when you were there?
Yes….

So, he ultimately led the American troops down into Mexico.

Well, that was much later.

But he had been there for quite a while before that— before he made his reputation?
Did you ever see him?
No…

He never came to eat ice cream?

(Laughter) I don’t recall him personally.

Was there anything you remember about relations between the town and the fort?
Were there a lot of soldiers in town?
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There were quite a number of soldiers in town…that is constantly as they took their
vacations and so forth, or their time off. They’d come downtown and we had a “red
light” district and, of course, that’s where they would head (laughter). But that
didn’t look good for the public. So the local leaders tried to close it down…decided
to eliminate the red light district, which they went and did…and after that no girl
was safe. Right next door to us we had a family of two boys and a number of girls,
and they were no longer safe. They were afraid to go out.
Were there many difficulties between the Mexicans and the soldiers? Did they get
along…. Were the Mexicans afraid of the American soldiers?

No.

There weren’t any problems between the Mexicans and the soldiers?
No…not that was public anyway.

Because one would imagine there might be problems with American soldiers
looking for Mexican women…that kind of thing. You never heard of anything like
that happening?
No difficulty there….
Pause

How long did you live in El Paso? Most of your early life…?

Our home was there for many years. I don’t think we pulled up stakes until 1916 or
17, somewhere around there. By then, I was away from El Paso a great deal of the
time. When I first came to El Paso, I got into the eighth grade that was the final
public school grade— and then from there into High School. There was only one
High School. I was in high school three years. Graduated in three years.
Was this a one-room school?

Oh, no. It’s well…. It was a big high school.

Did they ever talk about Pancho Villa and the revolution at school?

No, it was just the normal situation there. These bandits would come up…they
didn’t create any trouble in the United States. They weren’t molested.
You went away to school in Pennsylvania.
Yes.
So, that’s when you left El Paso?

END OF NARRATIVE
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Title: A Muslim Religious Scholar on the Relative Value of Skin Color
While many Euro-American scholars of early Islamic history are familiar with the
famous work of the Abbasid litterateur al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 255/869) on The Boast of the Blacks
against the Whites, few know that the medieval Egyptian polymath Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūṭī
(d. 911/1505) penned three separate treatises on the subject of skin color. Al-Suyūṭī
continued and expanded on an existing tradition among Muslims of writing about skin
complexion that spanned centuries and included prominent scholars such as al-Jāḥiẓ and
Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597/1200). Confronting prejudice towards dark-skinned people was a
recurring challenge in the ethnically diverse civilization that Muslims had built.
I propose to circulate a paper that examines one of al-Suyūṭī’s treatises: Nuzhat al-'umr
fi’l-tafḍīl bayna al-bīḍ wa’l-sūd wa’l-sumr (The Pleasure of a Lifetime: On the relative
value of those with white, black and brown complexion). This is the shortest of alSuyūṭī’s works on skin complexion but the least studied in Euro-American scholarship. 1
This treatise is also unique because unlike his other treatises as well as the treatises of alJāḥiẓ and Ibn al-Jawzī, it does not focus solely upon the value and virtue of darkcomplexion; rather it is a synthetic compilation of poetic verses concerning the entire
spectrum of skin color found among Muslims during al-Suyūṭī’s time.
This paper offers a close reading of this treatise, placing it within a broader literary
context of both the works of al-Suyūṭī and of others who wrote on this subject. This
examination serves as a prelude to a complete English translation of the Arabic treatise. It
therefore makes an important contribution to appreciating the synthetic originality of alSuyūṭī’s literary oeuvre and sheds greater light on Muslim imaginations of ethno-racial
diversity in Egypt during the Mamluk period of pre-modern Muslim history.
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Translatability and Modern Chinese Poetics
Abstract
“Poetry is what gets lost in translation,” said a quote widely attributed to Robert Frost
(1874-1963), often understood as a remark on the untranslatability of poetry. The debate over
the translatability of poetry has been a long-standing issue for decades. Relatively few
discussions, however, have focused on the concrete reasons of poetry being translatable (or
untranslatable). Moving beyond traditional ways of elucidating the matter through theoretical
criticism, this study aims to investigate the question of poetry translation in a more empirical
manner by looking into linguistic and language-based aesthetic differences between Chinese
and English, in particular their prosodic features and capacities.
This paper points out that while present discussions of untranslatability seem to focus
largely on fidelity to the source text, it may be the target text that matters more, as the target
language literally sets a limit to what translation can achieve (and thus determines the degree
of translatability of a text). Hence, while poetry translation may be a more difficult task than
other types of translation, its nature is not categorically different from others, for all
translations are confined by the target language in the first place. One may thus conclude that
poetry, like anything else, is translatable, although the difficulty of translation might vary.
Regardless of one’s theoretical perspective, issues of textual translation are languagebased. Before one discusses issues of poetry translation, one must first understand issues of
language, poetic language and poetics (including prosody). These are all what the present paper
aims at exploring. By re-evaluating the relationship between the source and target texts, this
study attempts to shed more light on poetry translation, and hopefully clarify the issue of the
untranslatability of poetry.
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Translatability and Modern Chinese Poetics
1. Introduction
“Poetry is what gets lost in translation,” said a quote widely attributed to Robert Frost, 1
often understood as a remark on the untranslatability of poetry. Over a century earlier, Percy
Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) has used “[t]he plant must spring again from its seed, or it will bear
no flower—and this is the burthen of the curse of Babel” as a metaphor for the impossibility of
poetry translation ([1821]2003: 355). In a similar vein, Roman Jakobson stated that “poetry by
definition is untranslatable,” and that “[o]nly creative transposition is possible” ([1959]2012:
131), while W. H. Auden (1907-1973), in his introduction to Rae Dalven’s translation of C. P.
Cavafy’s poems, stated that he has “always believed the essential difference between prose
and poetry to be that prose can be translated into another tongue but poetry cannot” (Dalven,
1976: xv).
The question of whether poetry can be translated has been asked, implicitly or explicitly, in
many studies of poetry translation. Notwithstanding the fact that poetry has always been
widely translated (and some poems have even been translated many times), translation of
poetry has been, and still is, regarded by some as an impossibility. At the very least, there is a
general consensus among those who write about the translation of poetry that poetry
translation is “a difficult job” (Jones, 2011: 1).
Regardless of one’s theoretical perspective, issues of textual translation are languagebased. Although translation is no longer seen as purely linguistic or source-prominent,
fundamental language-related questions cannot be overlooked, for translation does not exist
without a source text after all. Before one discusses issues of poetry translation, one must first
understand issues of language, poetic language and poetics (including prosody). This essay
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According to Mark Richardson, editor of The Collected Prose of Robert Frost, “the oft-quoted quip (‘Poetry is what
is lost in translation’) does not appear in the published prose, though RF did occasionally utter it (or forms of it) in
public performances. He didn’t say this in any essay he published, but he did say it” (cited in Robinson, 2010: 23).
In fact, Frost said in an interview that “I could define poetry this way: It is that which is lost out of both prose and
verse in translation” (Frost, 1961: 7), which is often quoted as "Poetry is what gets lost in translation". Louis
Untermeyer (1885-1977), Frost’s long-term friend and correspondent, also recalled in his book Robert Frost: A
Backward Look that Frost had once said “You've often heard me say – perhaps too often – that poetry is what is
lost in translation. It is also what is lost in interpretation. That little poem means just what it says and it says what
it means, nothing less but nothing more” (cited in Untermeyer, 1964: 18).
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therefore seeks to discuss poetry translation by first returning to its linguistic roots, and to
investigate the issue through a more evidence-based empirical approach.
1.1. Setting the Context
The debate over translatability has been a long-standing issue for decades, especially in
the case of translating poetry. The mode of discussion mainly falls into two patterns: some
conclude whether a text (or part of the text) is translatable or not by a mere observation of
whether it is translated, whereas others tend to concentrate on the different purposes of
translation (and hence the different strategies) and overlook the role of linguistic factors in
translation practice. Yet merely answering “yes” or “no” by observation or evading the core of
the issue is bound to blur the discussion, leaving the difficulty of poetry translation more or less
a general impression without much explanation.
Before we go any further in our discussion, what is more important at this stage is to
understand the reasons why poetry translation is generally considered difficult if not impossible.
To make such observation more understandable, there is still work that needs to be done, given
the limited amount of scholarship focusing on the concrete reasons of poetry being translatable
(or untranslatable). Kwong (2009) has provided substantial evidence (including figures) to
elucidate why classical Chinese poetry is generally translated into non-rhymed English, and has
laid down a framework for similar discussion. His article, however, sets its main focus on the
aspect of rhyme, and does not discuss the more general issue of rhythm. Despite being an
obvious formal feature, rhyme is not (as Kwong recognizes) the most important element in
poetic form, for rhyme mainly concerns certain words or syllables in a poem only.
Comparatively speaking, rhythm, being a backbone of poetry, poses more translation problems
than rhyme, and a concrete discussion of both rhyme and rhythm would provide a more
comprehensive basis for understanding the translation of poetry.
Moving beyond traditional ways of elucidating the matter through theoretical criticism, this
paper aims to investigate the question of poetry translation in a more empirical manner by
looking into linguistic and language-based aesthetic differences between Chinese and English,
in particular their prosodic features and capacities.
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2. Translatability and Poetry Translation
Half a century ago, J. C. Catford already drew attention to the issue of untranslatability,
classifying the problem into two types: linguistic untranslatability and cultural untranslatability
(1965: 93-103). According to Catford, “language is form” and beneath this form, there are
various kinds of substance: phonic substance, graphic substance and situation substance.
Among the substances, he has separated the first two (which he categorized as “mediumsubstance”) from the third, and further divided features of situation substance into
“linguistically relevant” and “functionally relevant” (Catford, 1965: 3, 94). To him, the latter is
the essential item for translation in that “[f]or translation equivalence to occur, […] both SL and
TL text must be relatable to the functionally relevant features of the situation”, and
“[t]ranslation fails – or untranslatability occurs – when it is impossible to build functionally
relevant features of the situation into the contextual meaning of the TL text” (Catford, 1965:
94).
Translation, in most cases, could then be considered partial in the sense that not every
aspect of the source text is translated; and translatability, to a certain extent, depends on
whether various substances of the text can be separated. Like Catford, Noam Chomsky (1972)
has divided language into two layers: surface structure and deep structure. Sharing Chomsky’s
view, Eugene Nida proposed that a translator should first analyze “the message of Source
language into its simplest and structurally clearest form [i.e. deep structure],” transfer and then
restructure it “to the level [i.e. surface structure] in the Receptor language which is most
appropriate for the audience which he intends to reach” ([1969]1975: 79-80). In other words,
translatability is guaranteed when there is a clean separation of form (signifier) and content
(signified) in language, making the re-creation of presentation form more acceptable, while on
the other hand, when the two layers tend to be inseparable, the problem of untranslatability is
intensified.
Of all literary genres, poetry (in particular formal poetry) probably manifests the strongest
bond among various layers or substances:
Sounds as well as thoughts have relation both between each other and towards that
which they represent, and a perception of the order of those relations has always
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been found connected with a perception of the order of the relations of thoughts.
Hence the language of poets has ever affected a certain uniform and harmonious
recurrence of sound, without which it were not poetry, and which is scarcely less
indispensable to the communication of its influence, than the words themselves,
without reference to that peculiar order.
(Shelley, [1821]2003: 355)
Consequently, as remarked by Nida, it is scarcely possible to preserve both form and
content in poetry translation:
In poetry there is obviously a greater focus of attention upon formal elements than
one normally finds in prose. Not that content is necessarily sacrificed in translation of
poem, but the content is necessarily constricted into certain formal molds. Only rarely
can one reproduce both content and form in a translation, and hence in general the
form is usually sacrificed for the sake of the content.
(Nida, 1964: 157)
Arthur Waley considered “it is impossible not to sacrifice sense to sound” in translating
classical Chinese poetry into English (1941: Preface). There are also others who have found
themselves in a similar stance. For example, Ezra Pound also held auditory features of a poem
untranslatable:
That part of your poetry which strikes upon the imaginative eye of the reader will lose
nothing by translation into a foreign tongue; that which appeals to the ear can reach
only those who take it in the original.
(Pound, [1918]2003: 511)
Literary critic Mao Dun 茅盾 (1896-1981) further specified that among the auditory
features of a poem, it is the metrical rhythm that is often left out in the process of translation:
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Of all the strengths of the original poem, only one or two can be preserved in
translation, and the whole absolutely cannot be preserved. [...] The situation is most
obvious with the translation of foreign poetry which is “metrical”. 原詩所備的種種好
處，翻譯時只能保留一二種，決不能完全保留。[…] 翻譯「有律」的外國詩，此
層尤為顯然。
(Mao, [1922]1984: 289-290; [1922]2004: 203)
In addition to rhythm, rhyme is also regarded by many as not feasible in Chinese to English
translation. For instance, James J. Y. Liu, poet and translator, found rhyme translation often at
the expense of other elements of a poem (e.g. content), and sometimes the cost is considered
too great that a translator has no choice but to discard the use of rhymes:
I now realize the virtual impossibility of keeping the rhymes without damage to the
meaning, and no longer wish to insist on the use of rhymes. Thus two of the most
important elements of Chinese versification, tone-pattern and rhymes, have to go.
(Liu, 1969: 42)
Similarly, Lefevere also stated a dilemma poetry translators often face in choosing
between auditory and other poetic features:
Translators who translate with rhyme and meter as their first priority often find
themselves neglecting other features of the original: syntax tends to suffer most […]
and the information content is almost inevitably supplemented or altered in none too
subtle ways by “padding”: words not in the original added to balance a line on the
metrical level or to supply the all important rhyme word.
(Lefevere, 1992: 71)
Austrian writer Karl Kraus (1874-1936) once metaphorically stressed the inseparability of a
poem and its poetic elements: “[o]ne can translate an editorial but not a poem. For one can go
across the border naked but not without one’s skin; for, unlike clothes, one cannot get a new
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skin” (Kraus, 1986: 67). Being mostly concise and pithy in language use, poetry is often seen as
a condensed form of literature in which various elements are woven together. Compared to
other literary genres, such elements are often more closely attached to one another. Although
this does not necessary lead to absolute untranslatability as Kraus put it, it is clear from the
above observation that at least some poetic elements are less transposable from Chinese to
English:
The least communicable aspect of Chinese poetry is the formal or prosodic one. Some
elements of Chinese prosody [e.g. tonal pattern] are totally incommunicable; others
[e.g. metre] are theoretically communicable but are virtually incommunicable in
practice.
(Hawkes, [1964]1989: 83)
The abundance of translated poems is to many a substantial challenge to the notion of
poetry translation being impossible, yet this possibility does not mean that a poem can remain
intact through translation. The argument against translatability does not posit absolute
untranslatability, but rather questions about whether fully adequate translation can be
achieved. Nor are all poetic elements untranslatable. “Not all poetry gets lost in translation. But
if imagery is a poetic element that can traverse time, space and culture with relative ease,
phonological attributes are not transportable across languages” (Kwong, 2009: 213).
Untranslatability of poetry is not itself a conclusion of this essay. It is, rather, a general
observation made by various translators and translation scholars over the years. It can be
inferred from their comments above that one of the greatest challenges of translating poetry
lies in the struggle between content and form, and that poetic form is one of the main reasons
why poetry “gets lost” in translation.
3. Poetics and Translation
Burton Raffel has once highlighted five specific constraints of language in his book The Art of
Translating Poetry (1988: 12-22):
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1.

No two languages having the same phonology, it is impossible to re-create the
sounds of a work composed in one language in another language.

2.

No two languages having the same syntactic structures [sic], it is impossible to
re-create the syntax of a work composed in one language in another language.

3.

No two languages having the same vocabulary, it is impossible to re-create the
vocabulary of a work composed in one language in another language.

4.

No two languages having the same literary history, it is impossible to re-create
the literary form of one culture in the language and literary culture of another.

5.

No two languages having the same prosody, it is impossible to re-create the
prosody of a literary work composed in one language in another language.
(Raffel, 1988: 12)

It is worth noting that three (Points 1, 4 and 5) of the above five general linguistic
constraints have direct relevance to poetic form. This might explain why poetry has been long
regarded as the most difficult genre for translation. According to Wang Li, poetic prosody is
never “created” by poets as they wish, but by the phonological features of the language (2002:
166). Following Wang’s remarks and Raffel’s summary above, translation difficulties may be
rooted in linguistic differences.
3.1. Chinese Poetics
Form is perhaps the most distinguishable feature in denoting a poem. In the evolution of
Chinese poetry, end-rhyme has become a general habit since guti shi 古體詩, which basically
refers to verse written in classical Chinese that is not regulated verse (i.e. jinti shi 近體詩).
Despite its greater freedom of form (there is no regulation of tone pattern, line length, number
of lines, etc.) as found in irregular-line yuefu 樂府 poems, uniform line length of a fixed number
of syllables (such as tonally unregulated pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic poems) is not
uncommon in guti shi. Ever since jinti shi became the mainstream of classical Chinese poetry in
the Tang dynasty, there have been rules regulating rhyme, tone pattern and line length in jueju
絕句 (four-line regulated verse) and lüshi 律詩 (eight-line regulated verse) as well as pailü 排律
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(unlimited number of linked couplets) (Cao, 1990: 132; Cai, 2008: 5, 161-172).
During the New Culture Movement in the 1910s and 1920s, vernacular Chinese as the new
written standard was promoted by scholars and intellectuals like Hu Shi 胡適 (1891-1962),
Chen Duxiu 陳獨秀(1879-1942) and Lu Xun 魯迅 (1881-1936). In his “Modest Proposals for the
Reform of Literature”〈文學改良芻議〉, published in the journal New Youth《新青年》in
January 1917, Hu put forward eight guidelines to rejuvenate Chinese literature, which were
summarized one year later into four principles in his “On a Constructive Literary Revolution”
〈建設的文學革命論〉, in which the fourth point, “speak in the language of the time in which
you live 是什麼時代的人，說什麼時代的話”, calls for a substitution of classical Chinese with
the vernacular language (Hu, [1918]1998b: 6-15, 44-57; De Bary & Lufrano: 1960/2000, 362).
Labelling classical Chinese as a “dead language 死文字”, Hu, in his introduction to The Great
Anthology of Chinese New Literature – Constructive Theories 《中國新文學大系‧建設理論
集》, went further by suggesting a replacement of orthodox classical literature with a “living
literature” 「活文學」 through the establishment of vernacular Chinese as the sole medium of
expression for all literary genres ([1935]1998a: 106-139). Echoing Hu’s “Modest Proposals”,
Chen also proposed three tenets in his essay “On Literary Revolution” 〈文學革命論〉,
advocating a fundamental reform of Chinese literature (See Hu, [1917]1998b: 15-18).
Vernacular Chinese has since then become the standard language and mainstream
medium of expression in Chinese literature. In addition to the change of linguistic medium,
there were voices proposing a reform of Chinese poetry by discarding poetic form. One of the
leading advocates was Hu Shi:
Restrictions of form have hindered the free flow of spirit and a full expression of
content. […] A lüshi consisting of eight lines of five or seven characters can never be
rich in content, and a twenty-eight-character jueju can never allow for precise and
detailed observation. Nor can a fixed-length line of five or seven characters express
any profound ideals or complicated feelings in a euphemistic manner. […] Without
regard to prosody, tone pattern or line length, we should write poems on whatever
topic we choose, and in whatever way we wish. 形式上的束縛，使精神不能自由發
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展，使良好的內容不能充分表現。 […]五七言八句的律詩決不能容豐富的材料，
二十八字的絕句決不能寫精密的觀察，長短一定的七言五言決不能委婉達出高深
的理想與複雜的感情。[…]不拘格律，不拘平仄，不拘長短；有什麼題目，做什
麼詩；詩該怎樣做，就怎樣做。
(Hu, [1919]1998b: 134, 138)
Similarly, Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (1892-1978) also argued for the beauty of natural rhythm found
in verse, and that rhyme is not the essence of a poem ([1922]1984: 226, 275). Nevertheless,
even when traditional poetics was discarded during the New Culture Movement, traces of
rhyme and even regularity of line length can still be found in some of the poems written by Hu
Shi and Liu Bannong 劉半農 (1891-1934), both of whom were advocates of a surrender of
poetic form. Meanwhile, there were poets, particularly those of the Crescent Society 新月社,
who advocated poetic form in modern Chinese poetry. In terms of translation, there was no
lack of efforts attempting to translate foreign verse into poems in regulated form in the late
nineteenth to early twentieth centuries (Li, 2011: 178-187), and transplanting the formal
features of foreign poetry into Chinese even became the major strategy or priority of the
translation work done by some Crescent poets, such as Xu Zhimo 徐志摩 (1897-1931), Wen
Yiduo 聞一多 (1899-1946), etc. It can be concluded that form, in most cases, plays an essential
role in Chinese poetry. Furthermore, despite the fact that the mainstream of modern Chinese
poetry tends towards free verse, and one might expect the difficulty of translation to relax a
little bit when the medium of Chinese poetry moved to the vernacular language in the 20th
century, a “modern classical poet” like Wen Yiduo, who wrote on the basis of sharply
articulated aesthetic views on modern Chinese poetry, may further intensify the difficulties
inherent in translating Chinese poetry.
3.2. Wen Yiduo’s Poetics and New Metrical Verse
As an advocate of the New Culture Movement, Wen, in an article “To Obsolete Poets”〈敬
告落伍的詩家〉 published in Tsinghua Journal《清華學刊》in 1921, called on his fellow
poets to write modern verse (Wen, [1921]1993a: 37-38). Disagreeing with Hu that modern
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poetry means a total surrender of poetic form, which Hu referred to as “shackles and fetters 枷
鎖鐐銬” in his essay “On New Poetry”〈談新詩〉 ([1919]1998b: 134), Wen believed natural
prosody is not always perfect, and hence there is a need for art (i.e. poetic form) to remedy
nature’s deficiency (Wen, [1926]1993a: 138). Wen also argued for the aesthetic value of
classical poetry. He commenced his research titled “A Study of Rhythm in Poetry” in 1921 and
finished his treatise “A Study of Lüshi”〈律詩底研究〉the year after, acknowledging the
aesthetic suitability of lüshi in lyrical writing, and regarding the beauties as unique to Chinese
aesthetics which are untranslatable ([1922]1993b: 159). While supporting borrowing from the
West in reforming Chinese poetry, Wen also insisted on the necessity of Chinese aesthetics
([1922]1993b: 166). The two articles laid a solid foundation for his “Form in Poetry” 〈詩的格
律〉 in 1926, in which Wen stated the significance of poetic form and the “three beauties” in
poetry.
Along the way, the year 1923 marked the formation of the Crescent Society 新月社 in
Wen’s studio apartment, with Wen as “the leading theoretician of the Crescent school” of
poetry 新月派 (Yeh, 1992:13). Under his and Xu Zhimo’s leadership, the Crescent school “ran
counter to the main literary current which was drifting toward social and political literature”
(Hsü, 1963: 45). As noted by Hsü Kai-yu, Wen’s biographer, Wen’s contribution to modern
Chinese poetry “lies chiefly in his theory about rhyme, form and imagery” (Hsü, 1963: 46). Using
his verse for experiment and demonstration, Wen not only constructed “a new prosody for the
new language” (Hsü, 1963: 46), but also contributed to the establishment of a new genre in
Chinese literature – “new metrical verse” 新格律詩.
At the beginning of his essay “Form in Poetry”, Wen compared form in poetry to rules of
chess to prove the essentiality of poetic form, suggesting that one cannot dispense with form
when writing poems, since “the more masterful a poet is, the more gracefully he will dance in
his fetters 越有魄力的作家，越是要帶著腳鐐跳舞才跳得痛快、跳得好” ([1926]1993a: 137,
139; [1926]1996: 321). Art cannot exist without form, and “[p]oetry has never been divorced
from formal and rhythmic considerations 本 來 詩 一 向 就 沒 有 脫 離 過 格 律 或 節 奏 ”
([1926]1993a: 140; [1926]1996: 322).
Among the three beauties in poetry which Wen aspired towards, i.e. pictorial beauty 繪畫
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的美 (which refers to the use of imagistic vocabulary), musical beauty 音樂的美 and
architectural beauty 建築的美, the latter two relate to poetic form. Believing that the new
genre should be “the offspring of a marriage of Chinese and Western art 中西藝術結婚後產生
的寧馨兒” (Wen, [1923]1993a: 118), Wen tried to combine the strengths of classical Chinese
poetry and Western poetry (e.g. sonnet) in his poetics, concluding that form in modern Chinese
verse should be different from that in classical Chinese poetry:
Regulated Verse will never present more than one pattern for poetic composition,
whereas the number of patterns possible in New Poetry is limitless. […] When writing
a poem in Regulated Verse, one must fit one’s theme and artistic conception into the
predetermined pattern – almost as though one has been given a suit of clothes, and
no matter whether one is a man or a woman, an adult or a child, one must try to wear
it as best one can. New Poetry, on the other hand, tailors itself to individual needs. […]
[W]ith Regulated Verse form and content are dissociated, whereas with New Poetry
form is designed according to the spirit of content. The format of Regulated Verse has
been determined for us by our predecessors, whereas the format of New Poetry is
decided upon spontaneously according to the artist’s predilection. 律詩永遠只有一
個格式，但是新詩的格式是層出不窮的。[…]做律詩，無論你的題材是什麼，意
境是什麼，你非得把它擠進這一種規定的格式裡去不可，仿佛不拘是男人，女人，
大人，小孩，非得穿一種樣式的衣服不可。但是新詩的格式是相體裁衣。[...]律
詩的格律與內容不發生關係，新詩的格式是根據內容的精神制造成的。[…]律詩
的格式是別人替我們定的，新詩的格式可以由我們自己的意匠來隨時構造。
(Wen, [1926]1993a: 141-142; [1926]1996: 323-324)
To Wen, poetic form in modern verse is different from that in classical poetry, since form
in modern Chinese poetry is flexibly built in accordance with content, adding variety to
architectural (and musical) beauty, whereas in classical Chinese poetry the poetic pattern is
predetermined, fixed, and thereby dissociated from content. It could be seen that in conception,
Wen’s tenets build a closer relationship between form and content in a poem, by adding
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individual aesthetic considerations to linguistic attributes in constructing “a new prosody for
the new language”.
Wen was not the first in advocating poetic form in modern Chinese poetry, nor is his
“Form in Poetry” the first article of the School. Nonetheless, “Form in Poetry” is undoubtedly an
influential one in the development of modern Chinese poetry, given the flourishing growth of
the Crescent School back then and the studies on Wen’s theories afterwards. It also marked the
maturation of Wen’s poetic art in both theory and practice.
In his search for a new prosody for the new poetry, Wen not only tried to borrow from the
West, but also attempted to inherit classical Chinese poetry. One can say that Wen’s poems
stand at the crossroads not only of classical and modern Chinese poetry, but also of Chinese
poetry and Western poetry. Such hybridity brings out most of the fundamental issues inherent
in the English translation of Chinese poetry.
4. Linguistic and Prosodic Differences between Chinese and English
Except for certain translators like H. A. Giles, John Turner and Xu Yuanzhong who hold
rhymed translation dear, most Chinese poems are translated into blank or even free verse in
English. So why is poetic form often left out in the translation from Chinese into English? Is that
because, echoing the comments made by various translators or critics above, the so-called “loss”
of form is inevitable in translation? If so, why does poetic form get lost in translation? A brief
account of Chinese poetics, in particular poetic form in Chinese poetry, might be necessary
before we answer the question.
Poetic form in the context of Chinese poetry can be broadly understood as prosodic form
and structural form, with the former including rhyme, rhythm, tone pattern, etc., and the latter
consisting of line length (in terms of syllable or character), stanzaic pattern, alignment of lines
(often found in modern Chinese poetry), etc. There are also some in-between features (e.g. line
length) relating to both prosody and structure. In this essay, poetic form refers to prosodic form
and other seemingly untranslatable formal features, unless otherwise specified. Nevertheless,
one should bear in mind that not every formal feature is untransportable, and the term is by no
means all-inclusive in this paper.
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4.1 Rhythm
a. Line Length

As rhythm in poetry is essentially an exploitation of the phonetic resources of a language,

“[v]erse rhythms are determined by language rhythms” (Raffel, 1988: 80-81). Consequently,
two languages with great phonological distance might imply problems in rendering form across
them. Chinese and English are such a pair of widely different languages, particularly in
orthographical and phonological terms. For instance, Chinese belongs to a “wholistic [sic]”
syllabic system (Wang, 1981: 232; DeFrancis, 1989: 89-120; McCarthy, 1995: 63, 71) with each
character, in most cases, corresponding to a morpheme, the smallest meaningful unit. As
Chinese characters adopt a regular and independent square form (Han, 2012: 75-85), such
isolating and stable nature lays a solid foundation for a symmetric rectangular shape of poems,
in which each line is equal in length as found in regulated verse.
Whereas a word may consist of more than one syllable, […] a character is invariably
monosyllabic. Thus, in Chinese poetry, the number of syllables in each line is identical
with that of characters, and it is immaterial whether we call a line a “five-character
line” or a “five-syllabic line”.
(Liu, 1962: 21)
In constructing his new metrical verse, Wen also took advantage of square Chinese
characters by writing most of his poems in evenly proportioned stanzas and orderly individual
lines. Wen called such visual arrangement “architectural beauty” 建築的美, which he regarded
as one of the features of modern Chinese poetry ([1926]1993a: 140-141).
Since each character corresponds to one syllable, given the largely morphosyllabic nature
of Chinese, i.e. each syllable represents a morpheme (DeFrancis, 1989: 89-120; McCarthy, 1995:
63, 70-71), consistency and neatness in line length (at both visual and auditory levels) in
Chinese poetry can be achieved with relative ease as compared to English, a morphophonemic
language (McCarthy, 1995: 63, 71) in which “morphemes vary in phonological form, may be
polysyllabic, and may not even consist of an integral number of syllables; syllable structure is
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complex; the number of possible syllables is relatively large” (Mattingly, 1992: 20). Furthermore,
English adopts an analytic alphabetic system (DeFrancis, 1989: 200-208; McCarthy, 1995: 63,
71), in which a “word” is defined by Hans Marchand as “the smallest independent, indivisible,
and meaningful unit of speech, susceptible of transposition in sentences” (1969: 1). As English
words are orthographically made up of letters in various lengths, such linear arrangement of
alphabetic letters makes it relatively difficult and perhaps artificial to construct lines with
consistency and neatness in length at both visual and auditory levels as achieved in Chinese
poems. In fact, traditional English poetic form like the blank verse, quatrains and the sonnets,
though written in lines of fixed number of syllables (mostly in pentameter), is uniform only in
terms of syllables but not visual length.
b. Sound Pattern

Character-count is not the only rule that governs rhythm in classical Chinese poetry. While

the unity of character and syllable produces a clean-cut rhythm as well as a visually symmetrical
structure of the whole poem, pattern of tonality modulates pitch and length of a poem line, in
particular that of classical Chinese poetry. Given that Chinese is a tonal language in which
lexical or grammatical meaning is distinguished by pitch, poets also take advantage of the
language’s tonality to add variety to metre. Liu regarded the “monosyllabic nature of the
characters” and “their possession of fixed ‘tones’” as “[t]wo characteristic auditory qualities of
Chinese”: the number of syllables in each line naturally decides the basic rhythm of a poem,
while variation in the four tones (i.e. “level” 平聲, “rising” 上聲, “departing” 去聲, “entering”
入聲) “involves not only modulation in pitch but contrast between long and short syllables”
(1962: 21-22). Flat and without changes of pitch, the level tone can be elongated in speech;
conversely, the entering tone, which ends with a stop consonant such as /-p/, /-t/, and /-k/, has
to come to an immediate stop soon after utterance. Exploiting the phonological characteristics
of tones, the rules on tone pattern 平仄 bring flexibility and variety to metre despite fixed
syllables in each line.
As for auditory aspects in new metrical verse, Wen largely inherited Rao Mengkan’s 饒孟
侃 (1902-1967) ideas in his “On the Metrics of Modern Chinese Poetry” 〈新詩的音節〉 (Rao,
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[1926]1991: 54-63) and “Further Discussion on the Metrics of Modern Chinese Poetry” 〈再論
新詩的音節〉([1926]1991: 64-70), that metrics play an essential role in making a good poem,
in mediating a balance between sound and meaning. While Wen also briefly mentioned the
modulation of tone pattern as one component of his “musical beauty” 音樂的美 in “Form in
Poetry”, tone pattern no longer plays a major role in modulating rhythm in his actual practice.
Instead, Wen’s poems mark a significant break from regulated verse by placing metrical
cadence (which he called yinchi 音尺) at the core of rhythmic composition in his new metrical
verse (see Section 5). According to Wen, a systematic metrical scheme ensures poetic euphony
and eventually guarantees orderliness of lines: “orderly lines are an inevitable phenomenon
associated with metrically harmonized poetry 整齊的字句是調和的音節必然產生出來的現象”
([1926]1993a: 143; [1926]1996: 326). Although the significance of tone pattern has been
undermined by the “invention” of yinchi in Wen’s new metrical verse, one should note that
traces of tone pattern being part of the rhythmic structure can still be found in some modern
Chinese poems, including Zhu Xiang’s 朱湘 “Pawnshop” 〈當舖〉and “Song of Picking Lotus”
〈採蓮曲〉(Li, 2011:242).
While English can still achieve auditory uniformity by producing fixed lines in terms of
syllable, the Western non-tonal language can do little about tone pattern which is unique to a
tonal language like Chinese. English is stress-phonemic, i.e. shifts in stress can transform
meaning (e.g. “CONtent” refers to the substance contained in something, while “conTENT”
means happy or satisfied) or parts of speech (e.g. while both refer to a disrespectful act,
“inSULT" is a verb and “INsult" a noun) . It is therefore no surprise that the language employs a
stress-based prosody that “[e]ven under the conquering onslaught of French, English never
took on a syllabic prosody. Instead, English poets learned to combine syllabic counting with
stress principles” (Raffel, 1988: 82):
Since every language develops its own unique prosody, […] it is linguistically
impossible to reproduce either language’s prosody in the other. Even two sets of
syllabic or two sets of stress prosodies are not transferable.
(Raffel, 1988: 82-83)
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Just like tonality in Chinese, which cannot be reproduced in English, adapting Western stress
prosodies to Chinese also gives rise to several problems, given that linguistic stress in Chinese is
not phonemic (i.e. shifts in stress do not change lexical meaning) and stress is not as
distinguishable as tone in the language. This may also arouse problems when poets try to
“translate” English poetics like metre to construct modern Chinese poetics (see Section 5 for
more details).
4.2 Rhyme
According to Ron Padgett, rhyme is “a phenomenon that results from our having only a
limited number of sounds for making words. No human language is without rhyme” (1987: 163).
Nonetheless, in spite of being a shared feature across languages, the degree of naturalness of
rhyming is definitely not the same in every language.
In Chinese pinyin rules, a syllable consists of an initial, a final and a tone:
The final is the remainder of the syllable, namely, a simple vowel (a, e, i, o, u) or a
complex or compound vowel that combines two or three of the simple vowels (e.g., ei,
iao), and sometimes a final consonant, which may be n, ng, or r. (Some linguists do
not consider -r as a final consonant. In Cantonese, the final consonants can include p,
t, k, m as well) […] Chinese has no consonant clusters.
(Taylor and Taylor, 1995: 30-31)
With a relatively simple syllable structure and the lack of consonant clusters, the number of
possible combinations of finals in Chinese is restricted. Since each Chinese character represents
a syllable only, the size of rhyme resource in Chinese heavily depends on the number of finals.
According to Taylor and Taylor, there are only 38 to 39 different finals2 in Chinese (1995: 30).
The rhyme inventory is further increased as rhyming in Chinese poetry concerns only the final
2

The exact number of finals varies in different Chinese dialects. In the case of Mandarin Chinese / Putonghua, for
example, there are 35 finals in written pinyin form (i.e. a, o, e, i, u, ü, ai, ei, ao, ou, an, en, ang, eng, ong, ia, ie, iao,
iou, an, in, iang, ing, iong, ua, uo, uai, uei, uan, uen, uang, ueng, üe, üan, ün), and 39 final sounds, i.e. the 35
finals plus ê [ɛ], /-i/[ɿ], /-i/[ʅ] and er [ɑɻ], whereas in Middle Chinese, 31 groups of finals are found (Stimson, 1976:
viii-ix).
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phonetic element (i.e. nuclear vowel and final consonant or off-glide), and therefore the medial
of a syllable does not really matter (e.g. /-a/, /-ia/, and /-ua/ belong to the same rhyme as only
the nuclear vowel /-a/ is counted in this case) (Norman, 1988: 27; Wang, 2000: 2-3).
In contrast to the morphosyllabic nature of Chinese, English words are constructed by
vowels and consonants clustering in multiple lengths and ways, and consequently its syllable
structure is relatively more complex than Chinese. Instead of concerning only the final phonetic
element of a word, English rhyme “is based not simply on whole syllables, but on a word’s last
stressed vowel and all sounds that follow it, so that larger, grammatically significant elements
of a word are likely to be involved” (Lennard, [2005]2012: xi). The New Oxford Rhyming
Dictionary (2012) has listed 35 groups of ending sounds with over 45,000 words (including
proper names). Nevertheless, despite the similar amount of ending sounds of the two
languages, the rule of rhyme is stricter and more complicated in English: while homonyms are
accepted as rhyme in Chinese, there must be a “difference in the consonantal sounds that
immediately precede the accented vowel sound” in an English rhyming pair (Allen and
Cunningham, 1998: 1), and hence rime riche (i.e. identical-sounding syllables) is generally
considered “aesthetically unacceptable” in English poetry (Levý, 1963/2011: 242). As a result,
the 35 sections in the New Oxford Rhyming Dictionary are further divided into 927 sub-sections
to better divide rhyme groups. In addition to the wide range of phonemic combinations of
English words, varying stress positions in polysyllabic words further dilute the rhyming effect as
accented syllables often have to be rhymed with unaccented or weakly accented syllables
(Kwong, 2009: 193; 2013: 127-128). Unlike in Chinese, rhyming is far less likely to be an intrinsic
linguistic advantage in English:
English vocabulary has relatively few words that rhyme, with the unhappy result that
most rhymes have been “used up,” and rhymed words in poems too often lead to
clichés […] A few words in English are thought to have no perfect, legitimate rhyme.
(Padgett, 1987: 163-164)
In fact, the number of members in each rhyming group is generally limited in English. There is a
predominance of groups with limited number of rhyming members: 60% of the groups have 2–
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15 members, and only 25 groups “containing more than 50 items, which are the only groups
able to offer an adequate variety of rhymes” (Levý, 1963/2011: 235). Kwong also registers
similar figure by stating that only eight words on average can be found per rhyme group (2009:
192). On the contrary, Chinese rhyme groups are less scattered. In terms of Middle Chinese,
Qieyun《切韻》(601 CE), one of the earliest Chinese rhyme dictionary, recorded about 12,000
characters in 193 rhyme group (on average 62 characters per group); Tangyun 《唐韻》(in
730s CE) and Guangyun《廣韻》(1008 CE), two revised editions of Qieyun assembled around
15,000 and 26,194 characters distributed among 195 (76 characters per group) and 206 rhymes
(127 characters per group) respectively; Renzi Xinkan Libu Yunlüe 《壬子新刊禮部韻略》(also
known as Pingshui Yun 平水韻) in Song dynasty (1252 CE) further combined neighbouring
rhyme groups into 106 in four tones, and such framework has been used in classical Chinese
poetry since then. After the vernacular has replaced classical Chinese as the medium of writing,
rhyme groups of different tones as well as of close similarity of sound are merged into larger
groups: about 12,000 commonly-used characters distributed among 18 rhymes (667 characters
per group) in Zhonghua Xinyun《中華新韻》(1950), and there were a number of poets using
Thirteen Rhymes 十三轍 prior to Zhonghua Xinyun (c.f. Kwong, 2009: 199-200; Peng, 2005: 2-6).
In short, its simpler syllable structure facilitates a concentration of rhyme groups in
Chinese as compared to English; meanwhile, orthographical and phonological differences also
influence the rhythmic capacity of the two languages. “Rhyme is a basic possibility of language”
(Lennard, [2005]2012: x); so is rhythm, for both, being an exploitation as well as manipulation
of language resources, are something inherent in language. It could therefore be seen that
linguistic features play a role in determining prosodic potential of one language and hence
possibilities of translating foreign prosodies into that language at an early stage.
To state the importance of poetic form in making a poem a poem is not saying that a good
translation must procure these features, or that any translation transferring these features
must be a good one; nor does it mean to advocate formalism. It is simply to draw attention to
the components of a poem which are most likely to drop out of the translation.
In sum, translation problems, particularly in the case of poetry translation, are based on
linguistic and prosodic features to a certain extent. Based on the general observation that
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poetry translation is difficult (and impossible to some people), the above discussion proposes
that poetic form is one of the main reasons to account for poetry translation being mostly
partial. As poetic form is perhaps the most distinguishable feature in denoting a poem, the
relative non-transposability of form across languages might lead to an impression that a
translated formal poem is less “poem-like” than its source counterpart. “Languages are not
homologous, and to attempt to render the sense is to lose the form, […] while to attempt to
imitate the form inevitably loses the sense” (Robinson, 2010: 38). As it is almost impossible to
translate both content and form, poetic form is most likely to be the inevitable loss.
Such difficulties are not unique in modern Chinese formal poetry as these problems have
been found in translating classical Chinese poetry, in particular regulated verse. What further
complicates the problems is that, unlike classical regulated verse in which each poetic form is
fixed regardless of content, the rules of form in modern Chinese poetry are determined by the
poet himself/herself with regard to content and his/her aesthetic views. In the case of Wen, for
instance, his aesthetic tenets make it even more difficult to discard poetic form during
translation, for the prosody, previously less attached to the content of the poems themselves,
has become one of the core elements of the poet’s works. On the other hand, it is also possible
to say that poetic form can become quite arbitrary in modern Chinese poetry, with
ramifications for translation ranging from more freedom to more confusion. In fact, Wen’s
aspiration for poetic form leads to even more translation problems, for these problems are now
rooted in aesthetic premises which cannot be separated from linguistic attributes.
5. Creativity in Translation
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 show that problems regarding the translation of form are somehow
rooted in linguistic differences between Chinese and English, and hence untranslatability of
poetic form is to a certain extent an objective impossibility and a natural consequence of
language differences. Nevertheless, this “impossibility” does not necessarily imply a hopeless
situation, for translation creativity is often triggered and enhanced by constraints as argued by
Boase-Beier and Holman (1999: 1-17), and it is often such creativity that makes translation
possible. Such creativity, however, is also confined by linguistic constraints, and therefore
translatability is basically determined by the capacity of the target language. A more detailed
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discussion of Wen’s “translation” of Western poetic form in his metrical verse, particularly in
the case of his yinchi might help us better understand why a specific formal feature like rhythm
is largely left out in poetry translation.
Inspired by the metrical pattern of Western poetry (e.g. the sonnet), Wen strove to
employ the cadential feature of Western poetry when writing poems. To achieve resonance in
poetry, Wen proposed to divide each line into a certain number of feet, using character count
instead of syllable stress to measure feet ([1926]1993a: 143-144):
這是

｜

一溝

｜

絕望的

｜

死水

In “Form in Poetry”, Wen used the first line of his poem “Stagnant Water” (also translated
by some as Dead Water) 〈死水〉as a demonstration of foot division: he divided the line into
three “disyllabic (two-character) feet” 二字尺 (namely 「這是」, 「一溝」 and 「死水」) and
one “trisyllabic (three-character) foot” 三字尺 (i.e. 「絕望的」) ([1926]1993a: 143-144).
One outcome of the invention of yinchi is that the importance of tone pattern as the major
rhythmic pattern in classical Chinese poetry has been undermined: despite Wen’s brief mention
of tone pattern as one of the auditory elements in poetry ([1926]1993a: 140), no distinctive
pattern of tonality throughout a poem is found in most of his new metrical verse; rather, yinchi
has become the core rhythmic pattern in Wen’s poems.
Such replacement of tone pattern is not alone in Wen’s experiments in poetry. In fact,
there were voices arguing against the function of tone pattern in the vernacular since 1910-20s:
There are many differences between the pingze in the vernacular and that in classical
verse. A character is in oblique tone when pronounced alone, but switches to a very
light level tone when it becomes part of a word. For instance, characters originally in
oblique tone like de and le are no longer pronounced so in phrases like “Sao xue de
ren [the man who brushes off the snow]” and “Sao jingle dongbian [Swept out the
east side]”. We can simply conclude that there is no more a distinctive tone pattern in
vernacular verse; instead, we find a contrast pattern of pitch and stress. 白話裡的平
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仄，與詩韻裡的平仄有許多大不相同的地方。同一個字，單獨用來是仄聲，若同
別的字連用，成為別的字的一都分，就成了很輕的平聲了。例如「的」字，「了」
字，都是仄聲字，在「掃雪的人」和「掃淨了東邊」裡，便不成仄聲了。我們簡
直可以說，白話詩裡只有輕重高下，沒有嚴格的平仄。
(Hu, [1919]1998b: 143)
Meanwhile, Liu Dabai 劉大白 (1880-1932) even claimed that “pingze (i.e. tone pattern) as
a rhythmic tool has already gone bankrupt 平仄這件東西，實在早經破產，而不足為構成抑
揚律的工具了” (Liu, [1926~]1981: 292). Such perspective still remains valid among some
contemporary poets and literary scholars. Bian Zhilin 卞之琳 (1910-2000) remarked that he did
not think that pingze should be a core prosodic concern in modern vernacular poetry “平仄問
題，在白話新詩裡，我認為不再是格律的基本因素問題” (Bian, 1984: 163). Zhao also points
out that tone pattern has become less distinctive in vernacular verse, for the length of each
character has been reduced owing to a theoretically faster speed of verse speaking as
compared to that in classical Chinese poetry, and particles pronounced in neutral tone 輕聲 in
Mandarin further lessen the resonance effects of tone pattern “現代漢語詩歌的朗誦速度比古
典詩歌可以而且應該快得多，音長相應縮短，因而平仄的對比就漸趨模糊。失去聲調的輕
聲襯字的加入使平仄對比效果更差” (Zhao, 1979: 49).
Classical Chinese is known for its conciseness and compactness. Compared to the modern
vernacular, classical Chinese is a language of pithiness (which is often regarded as a feature of
poetic language) and parataxis (which can dispense with grammatical items like particles,
prepositions, pronouns, etc.). Accordingly, a distinctive tone pattern is aesthetically viable in
classical Chinese. Modern Chinese, on the other hand, is not as paratactic as classical Chinese,
in which most of the items previously dispensable are required in sentence construction in
order to be grammatically correct. These grammatical items, particularly the "empty word"
particles like de 的 and le 了, are generally pronounced in neutral or weaker tone, and hence
blur the distinction between level and oblique tones as remarked by Zhao. Furthermore, the
modern language also sees an increased emergence of polysyllabic words, within which the
neutral tone is not uncommon. As the neutral tone of some characters is not fixed (e.g. the
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second character in words such as késou 咳嗽 and luóbo 蘿蔔 should be pronounced in the
neutral tone, and those in words like jīhuì 機會 and wèizhì 位置 can be pronounced in the
neutral tone or their original tones), tone pattern in vernacular Chinese can be arbitrary in
some cases.
Tone transformation in Mandarin/Putonghua has also undermined tone distinction in
vernacular Chinese. First is the loss of the entering tone: characters previously pronounced in
the entering tone in Middle Chinese 中古音 are now pronounced in the other three tones (i.e.
level, rising and departing) in Mandarin. Besides, although the traditional level tone in Middle
Chinese has been transferred to yinping (first tone, or high-level tone) 陰平 and yangping
(second tone, or mid-rising tone) 陽平 respectively, the second tone, rising from mid-level to
high pitch, is not in fact “level”. At the very least, the traditional tone division is not as
applicable to Mandarin Chinese as it is to Middle Chinese and to some southern dialects (e.g.
Cantonese, Fukienese) today. Since tone pattern is not as viable in modern Chinese poetry as in
classical Chinese poetry, those who propose a surrender of poetic form would have found a
reason to discard the artificial rhythmic pattern, while those who argue for the need of
rhythmic form have to search for a substitution.
Nonetheless, Li Guohui suggests that the disposal of tone pattern in modern Chinese
poetry is in fact out of strategic decision rather than necessity, for the emergence of neutraltoned particles and disyllabic words has already been found during Ming and Qing dynasties
and change in tone pattern remains a small proportion (2011: 241-243). A more likely reason
for those modern poets to deny tone pattern is perhaps to draw a demarcation line between
classical and modern Chinese poetry.
In any case, tone pattern has been regarded as unviable and obsolete, either linguistically
or strategically, by most modern poets, and formalists have to look for a new rhythmic pattern
for substitution. For the Crescent School, translation of Western poetry has offered them the
answer.
In Wen’s case, the “translation” of the English stress pattern appears to be his solution. Yet,
one might find on closer examination that his yinchi is in fact more a vernacular version of the
caesura (or pause) long employed in classical Chinese poetry, than an adaptation of Western
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prosody:
這是

一溝

絕望的

死水

(代詞+動詞)

(數量詞)

(形容詞)

(名詞)

(demonstrative + verb to be)

(number+classifier)

(adjective)

(noun)

Take the first line of “Stagnant Water” again as an example: those feet are in fact divided
in terms of parts of speech or phrase, in which no direct relation with tone and stress can be
found; nor is the rhythm created distinctively different from the natural rhythm of the language
given that metre is basically syntactic division (Zhu, 2005: 222; Li, 2012: 305-307). The rhythmic
pattern of this line is 2-2-3-2, which demonstrates no distinct difference from the use of
caesuras (e.g. 2-3 for pentasyllabic lines and 2-2-3 for heptasyllabic lines) in classical Chinese
poetry. 3
Notwithstanding Wen’s pursuit of making his modern verse “the offspring of a marriage of
Chinese and Western art”, his “translation” of Western metre remains more a theoretical
adaptation (or inspiration), and the implementation of yinchi is still made on the basis of “pause”
頓/逗 in Chinese. This might be due to the relative incompetence of Chinese to produce a
distinctive and systematic stress pattern.
Despite being a tonal language, Chinese does have stress. Nevertheless, stress in Chinese
often refers to stress at certain syllables (such stress occurs on account of the specific position
of a syllable and hence is not attached to the syllable itself) rather than stressed syllables
themselves (i.e., stress attached to the syllable) (Li, 2011: 213). Unlike English, in which the
word (which can consist of more than one syllable, and therefore a preliminary stress pattern is
attached to the polysyllabic word) is the smallest meaningful unit, Chinese is considered
morphosyllabic given that its smallest meaningful unit (in the form of character) is the
morpheme which is largely monosyllabic (see Section 4.1a). Owing to its morphosyllabic and
3

As lines in regulated verse are basically end-stopped (without enjambment), its basic rhythm is established on
fixed-length lines of five (pentameter) or seven (heptameter) characters together with the use of caesuras, or
pauses within the line. The common structure is 2-3 (may be further divided into 2-1-2, 2-2-1) in pentasyllabic
lines and 4-3 (further divided into 2-2-3, 2-2-1-2 or 2-2-2-1) in heptasyllabic lines, numbers referring to syllables
and hyphens indicating caesuras (Kūkai, 806/1980: 17; Cai, 2008: 104; Yip, 1969: 13, 17; 13-37).
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largely monosyllabic tradition, Chinese characters are mostly stressed if pronounced alone, and
any contrastive stress pattern can only be found on the word level or above, where the
assignment of stress is based on the position each character holds in the syntactic structure. For
instance, Yang Tso concludes that the basic stress pattern for Mandarin disyllabic words is the
iambic (i.e. the stress generally falls on the second character/syllable) and that in a metrical
structure, “the primary stress always falls on the last full-toned syllable, the secondary stress is
assigned to the first tone-bearing element, and the rest receive the weak stress” (1990: 219),
suggesting the importance of the position of a character in determining stress at certain
syllables, and that the syllable itself has little to do with stress. Besides, stress on the sentence
level is generally related to grammar 語法重音, emphasis 強調重音, emotion 感情重音, etc.,
found in the utterance (Li et al., 2012: 7-10). Although the emergence of the neutral tone
(mostly unstressed) has enabled a greater stress contrast among characters, the number of
fixed neutral-toned characters remains a minority. According to Zhao, the proportion of neutral
tone in literary vernacular is generally below 10-20%, and the disparity between the sizes of
tone-bearing syllables and neutral-toned syllables has prevented a regular rhythmic pattern in
terms of stress (1979: 49). Furthermore, except for a limited number of characters pronounced
in the neutral tone, such as particles (e.g. de 的, le 了, ma 嗎) and the second (or last) character
of certain polysyllabic words (e.g. rènshi 認識 and gūniang 姑娘), Chinese characters are largely
tone-bearing, and therefore stress of these characters varies according to their position and
syntactic function in an utterance.
In short, despite its inventory of polysyllabic words, Chinese characters, being
morphosyllabic, are mostly stressed syllables; in spite of Yang Tso’s conclusion that the basic
stress pattern for Mandarin disyllabic words is the iambic, stress variation is generally
acceptable since stress is not phonemic in Chinese, and therefore the language cannot achieve
a stress pattern as distinct as in English (Chen 2000: 160; Wang, 1958/2005: 865). Besides,
shifting mostly in accordance with context, stress in Chinese has little connection with the
vocabulary itself (in contrast to English stress pattern), and is therefore much harder to regulate
(He, [1954]1985: 65-67). Despite the fact that there were at the same time poets and scholars
who advocated the adoption of stress pattern in modern Chinese poetry, including Lu Zhiwei 陸
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志偉, George K.C. Yeh 葉公超, Luo Niansheng 羅念生, etc (Li, 2011: 160-163), stress pattern in
modern Chinese verse might not be feasible and applicable to others. As the stress potential in
Chinese is weaker than English given its lack of distinctiveness and certainty, stress is not a
primary concern in Wen’s yinchi despite the fact that its source of inspiration is English metre.
Instead, Wen chose to divide feet on the basis of caesura, which has in fact been practised for a
long time in Chinese. While this might also suggest that stress-based English is not capable of
re-creating whatever rhythm Wen might have intended as discussed in Section 4, it shows how
translation is to a certain extent confined by the target language and the translator’s perception
of the target language capacity.
Translation often involves creativity, particularly when direct/literal translation is not
feasible. The capacity of such creativity, however, is to a certain extent determined by the
potential of the target language. As shown in Wen’s “translation” of metre, stress pattern is not
“translated” since Wen found it not viable enough in the target language to produce a
significant resonance effect. In other words, the capacity of the target language basically plays a
role in determining how far a creative rendition of the source text is feasible, and eventually
whether or not the text (or part of it) can be translated. At the same, this may also suggest that
Wen’s poetics actually compounds the problem of translating new metrical verse from Chinese
into English instead of ameliorating it.
6. Concluding Thoughts – Translatability and Modern Poetics
Traditional discussions over translatability are mainly rooted in the notion of sameness (i.e.
whether translation can produce the same quality as the source text in terms of say, meaning,
form, function, etc.) and difference (i.e. whether target texts can be seen as translation when
there are differences between the source and target texts). With both ways (which are in fact
two sides of the same coin) pointing to the question of fidelity or faithfulness, the notion of
untranslatability is, to many, source-prominent and somewhat fault-finding. Nonetheless, it
may be worth noting that while the focus of such discussions seemingly lies in the source text, it
is ultimately the target text as end-product that matters within the translation framework. If, as
Jones argues, “source language is not a major influence on translator behaviour or perceptions”
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(2011: 87), one may also argue that the source text serves mainly as a framework or material to
which the target text refers, and need not be a major factor in determining the translatability of
a text; whether or not the text is translatable (or to what extent it is translatable) depends on
the potential of the language it translates into. Hence, the target language literally sets a limit
to what translation can achieve (and thus determines the translatability of a text) before fidelity
and other similar concepts come into the picture. As translation is built on the target language
after all, the act of translating is in fact an acknowledgement, conscious or unconscious, of the
influence of the target language over translation; and since it is already accepted that languages
are not homologous, difference and discrepancy between the source and target texts should be
taken as a given fact. Once the objective impossibility of literal translation is acknowledged, one
is released, at least to a certain degree, from the burden of aiming at fidelity, and become
partly liberated towards a more creative re-creation of poetry with the source text as a guiding
reference. In other words, there is no need to be lost in poetry translation.
Starting from a famous aphorism widely attributed to Robert Frost, the present study
has looked into the traditional discussion of untranslatability in a more concrete and empirical
manner, by adopting a linguistic perspective to elucidate the reasons why poetic form is often
lost in translation. The linguistic perspective is chosen as a basis for discussion not because it is
one among many perspectives on the same place, but because artistic expression is ultimately
rooted in linguistic capabilities. It can be seen that linguistic factors set a limit to what can be
translated at a preliminary stage of translation. Untranslatability here basically refers to a literal
impossibility (Robinson, 2010), and as languages are essentially different from one another,
untranslatability can be seen as a natural consequence of differences between the two
languages.
A fundamental premise of untranslatability is that the target text must reproduce
everything from the source text and that languages are different from one another. Section 4
discusses from a linguistic perspective that language and prosodic differences lead to an inborn
difficulty (if not impossibility) in translating poetic form across languages with great disparity
like Chinese and English. Nevertheless, one has to admit that homogeneity does exist between
languages, no matter how different they seem to be. For instance, rhymes can be found in
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Chinese and English, though the inventory of rhyming resources might vary. By discussing the
different prosodic capacity between the two languages, this essay does not intend to propose
absolute untranslatability or to deny the universality of languages; it simply means to provide a
more concrete discussion to elucidate why poetic form is often dropped out of translation from
Chinese to English by highlighting linguistic and prosodic differences between the two
languages. While this essay investigates the matter on the premises that source-poet loyalty (i.e.
re-creating the source text as much as one can in a viable receptor-language poem) is a default
approach accepted by most translators (Jones, 2011: 144, 179-180) and that the content of a
poem take priority over poetic form in translation, this, of course, is not the only translating
approach; for instance, certain poetry translators like H. A. Giles, John Turner and Xu
Yuanzhong choose to place a higher priority on the translation of rhyme instead of holding the
source content sacred, so that alterations of sentence structure, omissions or modification of
images used and even padding are not uncommon in their translations. Meanwhile, the
necessity of reproducing every aspect of the source text is also questionable, for one may
doubt the significance of translating features like Chinese tone pattern into English under
normal circumstances. As translation is not intended for the original author or those who
understand the source language, it is not entirely fair to criticize the target text while holding
the source text as the sole judging standard.
By re-evaluating the relationship between source and target texts, this study attempts to
shed more light on poetry translation and hopefully to clarify some issues of (un)translatability
of poetry. Firstly, this essay strives to provide a more concrete elucidation of why poetic form is
often not translated from Chinese to English from a linguistic perspective. Secondly, as the
capacity of the target language makes the finest determination on how far a creative rendition
of the source text is feasible and eventually which parts of the text can be more fully translated
(or cannot be translated at all), it seems that translation, basically working between languages,
is bound to be framed by the linguistic context. In other words, this paper hopes to point out
that the potential of the target language is influential in determining the extent of translation
(be it creative or not), since the target text (i.e. the end-product) is built on the target language.
While in common perception the notion of untranslatability emphasizes the source text rather
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heavily, in the context of the goals of translation it is ultimately the target text that matters
more, in the sense that the target language literally sets a limit to what translation can achieve
(and thus determines the degree of translatability of a text) before fidelity and other similar
concepts come into the picture.
The investigation is by no means comprehensive, for poetry translation is a vast topic that
could be discussed from various perspectives or within different theoretical frameworks. In fact,
linguistic constraints alone might not provide an ample account for the issues of poetry
translation, and factors like translation aims, censorship and power relations between different
systems might be variously important in affecting a translator’s approach and hence the textual
outcome in other cases and other genres. Further research in these areas will greatly benefit
our understanding of the nature of translation.
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“The narration of exile in Laila Lalami’s Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits.”

Evelyne M. Bornier
Auburn University

Il pensait déjà à son nouveau départ, dans un
nouveau pays.”
(E, 124)
Le plus important pour tenir le coup dans cette vie
c’était de ne pas trop penser.” (E, 156).

Born in Morocco, Laila Lalami studied English at the University Mohammed V in
Rabat. She then moved to London, where she earned a Master’s degree from the
renowned University College. Her academic career continued in the United States, where
she received her PhD in linguistics from the University of Southern California.
Talented and prolific author, she quickly established herself as a rising star of
contemporary Moroccan literature. Her texts are, in turn, published in the Boston Globe,
the Los Angeles Times, The Nation, The New York Times, and the Washington Post, to
name only a few. In 2006, Lalami was shortlisted for the Caine Prize for African Writing.
She is currently Associate Professor of Creative Writing at the University of California,
Riverside. She created “Moorishgirl”, a literary blog that quickly became very popular in
the US.
Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits (Algonquin, 2005; Harcourt, 2006) is
Lalami’s first novel. It has also been translated into French, Spanish, Dutch, Portuguese
and Italian. Based on a news item, discovered at random in Le Monde during the summer
of 2001, the narrative articulates around the secret and illegal crossing of Morrocan
immigrants who, fleeing their homeland of origin, cross at night the Strait of Gibraltar
between Tangier and Spain. The novel is divided in two main chapters: "Before" and
“After”, and the narrative begins with an introduction entitled “The Trip”. In “The Trip”,
the reader meets various characters who try crossing the Strait of Gibraltar at night on a
Zodiac. Their names are Faten, Aziz, Mourad, Mouna and Halima. In the first chapter of
the novel (“Before”), the reader discovers what motivates the characters to attempt exile.
The second part ("After") is dedicated to the fate of these characters when they reach the
Spanish coast.
To leave, to emigrate, exile, are major themes in the literature from the Maghreb
of the 1990s. The precariousness of everyday life, record unemployment rates, and
corruption, are so many negative factors which make Europe an attractive and promising
land, whose images invade TV screens via satellite dish.
However, since its independence (March 2, 1956), Morocco has been suffering
from multiple troubles. The massive influx of fellahs towards cities (their lands not
producing enough for them to survive) was soon followed by the emigration of these
same individuals, in droves by entire boatloads. Formerly encouraged (France recruited

everywhere) this wave is now confronted with the xenophobia of the Europeans, who try
to backtrack by tightening the bolts of legal immigration.
The legal immigration network towards the countries of Europe being thus very
limited, illegal immigration is the only option left to those who want to emigrate. The
journey which was made formerly in broad daylight, on a trans-Mediterranean ferry, is
now made at night, out of sight. Over the last fifteen years, the Strait of Gibraltar has
become the stage of a ceaseless stream of illegal immigrants from the Maghreb and in
particular from Morocco; this in spite of the grave dangers which such a crossing
(operated on unsuitably equipped boats) represents. The Moroccan and Spanish
coastguards must handle the sad job of collecting the corpses of victims, which the sea
has thrown back. Some of these emigrants are thrown into the water off the pateras by
their boatmen as they get close to the European coast. Not knowing how to swim, many
never make it to land. Others get lost at sea and die from dehydration. In her article on the
novel Cannibals, by Mahi Binebine, Beate Burtscher-Bechter compares, rightly, the
crossing of the strait to that of the Styx. One way or another, these emigrants are
condemned to die or to live like “dead men alive” once they have arrived.
In the French newspaper Le Monde, Pierre Vermeren reveals shocking figures:
On the Spanish side, in 2000, we fished up 72 corpses, whereas 271 deaths
were attested by the survivors. […] On September 26th, 1998, one of the
worst wrecks caused 38 deaths in the strait. According to the Association
of the friends and the families of the victims of illegal immigration
(AFVIC), 3 286 corpses were found on the banks of the strait from 1997
to November 15, 2001. If we accept the ratio of a corpse found for three
missing persons, it means that more than 10 000 migrants died in the strait
within a five year period. 1
Lalami expresses perfectly the theme of the journey of the last chance for these
immigrants: “The six-meter Zodiac inflatable is meant to accommodate eight people.
Thirty huddle in it now, men, women, and children, all with the anxious look of those
whose destinies are in the hands of others – the captain, the coast guards, God.” (Hope, 12)
Disgusted with the idea that they are facing a future without promise in their
native Morocco, Lalami’s characters see Europe as a Promised Land, an El Dorado where
they will find work, financial stability and can finally afford the tangible assets about
which they have always dreamed:
He imagines the office where he’ll be working ; he can see his fingers
moving quickly and precisely over the keyboard; he can hear his phone
ringing. He pictures himself going home to a modern, well-furnished
apartment, his wife greeting him, the TV in the background. (Hope, 13)

1 Vermeren Pierre. “En guise d’avenir, l’exil. Les Marocains rêvent d’Europe.” Le Monde, Archives —
Juin 2002. “Du côté espagnol, en 2000, on a repêché 72 cadavres, tandis que 271 décès étaient attestés
par les rescapés. […] Le 26 septembre 1998, un des pires naufrages a causé 38 morts dans le détroit.
D’après l’Association des amis et familles des victimes de l’immigration clandestine (AFVIC), on a
relevé 3 286 cadavres sur les rives du détroit de 1997 au 15 novembre 2001. Si l’on accepte le ratio
d’un cadavre retrouvé pour trois disparus, cela signifie la mort de plus de 10 000 migrants en cinq ans
dans le détroit. ”

The first part of the narrative introduces us, with no holes barred, to the
challenges of everyday life in Morocco; with its corrupt social and political system where
only the privileged (Cf. pp.30-1) survive and every man has to fight for himself. Real life
is somewhere else, away from Morocco, a country where the unemployment rate reaches
record numbers.
To get out of this “inferno”, it is necessary to leave this cursed land. In spite of the
"dangers" which it represents, hope is beyond the borders of the country. The contrast
between the image idealized by the western bank of the Mediterranean Sea and the reality
of everyday life in Morocco creates a "bipolar" vision of the world where hope/despair,
poverty/wealth, freedom/oppression are in opposition; in a world geographically divided
by the Strait of Gibraltar 2.
Exile is a traumatizing experience, and as such a negative one. However, it shines
bright in the eyes of Lalami’s characters, who see exile as an attractive magic solution to
their problems. In spite of the dangers, leaving is for them a way of
reconstructing/redefining themselves somewhere else. The other land seems full of
promises, it’s a place where a new life can begin. It is, seemingly, a choice for a
promising future where, even the most helpless being, can finally resurface and be
reborn:
After leaving the Café La Liberté, Murad headed back toward the beach.
He found a spot near the Casbah where he could get a view of the
Meditarranean. It was getting dark. In the distance, car lights from the
Spanish side looked like so many tiny lighthouses, beacons that warned
visitors to keep out. He thought about the work visas he’d asked for. For
the last seven years, the quotas had filled quickly and he’d been turned
down. He knew, in his heart, that if only he could get a job, he would
make it, he would be successful, like his sister was today, like his younger
brothers would be someday. […] And Spain was so close, just across the
Straits.” (Hope, 108)
In the narrative, the geographical nearness between Africa and Europe, is
thwarted by the political, social and economic distance which separates both continents.
This distance is symbolic of the reasons why the protagonists are forced into exile:
Mourad and Aziz flee unemployment, Halima tries to escape her violent husband and the
poverty that ravages her family, the young person Faten leaves to avoid prison. The strait
of Gibraltar becomes a symbolic umbilical cord which connects the emigrants with the
Promised Land; that of their revival: “It’s worth it, though, Murad tells himself. Some
time on this flimsy boat and then a job.” (Hope, 108)
Lalami’s text focuses not only on the topographic distance which separates Africa
from Europe, but also on the topological distance. In the novel in question, the creation of
this topological distance is the product of both continents. One the one hand, Europe
imposes legal limits on immigration at the borders (to which are added physical barriers);
on the other hand, Africans see Europe as a "paradise" brimming with opportunities.
Gibraltar, gaping crack between both continents, becomes the melting pot of great
expectations, but also dramas.

2

Le journaliste Thomas Ferenzi parle de “nouveau rideau de fer”. Le Monde, 14 octobre 2005,
http:/listes.rezo.net/archives/migreurop/2005-10/msg00013.html.

Emigrants flee the specter of poverty and the fear of being trapped in a miserable
existence. “what’s the purpose of living when all you are doing is surviving ?” asks
young Halima (E, 129). Aziz does not want to end up like his best friend Lahcen who
eeks out a living selling telephone cards. The humiliation of a life in utter poverty
motivates him to leave:
[He] had weighed [his parents’] warnings against the prospect of years of
idleness, years of asking them for money to ride the bus, years of looking
down at his shoes or changing the subject whenever someone asked what
he did for a living, and the wager seemed, in the end, worthwhile. (Hope,
79)
Mourad works as a tourist guide. Without a real job, he cannot get married
because he cannot afford to pay a dowry (E, 116, Hope, 100). He received his university
degree six years ago and he is still unemployed. Not only the poor run away, but also
young graduates. Najib Redouane speaks about the “syndrome du départ” (departure
syndrome) “[…] qui n’est pas simplement conçu comme le passage d’un territoire à un
autre. Il incarne plutôt la fuite hors d’espaces clos et étouffants, dans des sociétés à
jamais bloquées, vers d’autres “terres promises” plus ouvertes, en principe sans limites. 3”
The dreams of freedom are fueled by images on television, by the international
press and the embellished narratives recounted by boatmen (“passeurs”). Rahal says to
Mourad: “ You know Rashid the baker ? His brother went on one of our boats about eight
months ago. Now he’s in Barcelona and he sends his family money every month. ”
(Hope, 106)
The dichotomy between modern European life and traditional Moroccan life is
constantly reinforced by everyday innovations: microwave ovens from France, television
sets offering glimpses of Europe as a paradise, buildings inherited from the French
colonial empire (such as the post office). Moroccans are constantly reminded of their
predicament. If the topographic proximity is undeniable (Less of 20kms separate Tangier
from Tarifa), the topological distance is enormous:
Fourteen kilometers. Murad had pondered that number hundreds of times
in the last year, trying to decide whether the risk was worth it. Some days
he told himself that the distance was nothing, a brief inconvenience, that
the crossing would take as little as thirty minutes if the weather as good.
He spent hours thinking about what he would do once he was on the other
side, imagining the job, the car, the house. Other days he could think only
about the coast guards, the ice-cold water, the money he’d have to borrow,
and he wondered how fourteen kilometers could separate not just two
countries but two universes. (Hope, 1)
Exile is also the punishment for those who left full of dreams, thinking they
would be protected from misfortune. Moroccan author Nasser-Eddine Bakkaï Lahbil calls
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Redouane, Najib. Clandestins dans le texte maghrébin de langue française. Paris: L’Harmattan, 2008,
p.11. “which cannot simply be thought of as going from one land to another. Rather, it embodies the
escape from a stifling and enclosed space, in societies permanently repressed, towards other promised
lands more opened and, in general, without limitations.

this quasi-mythical journey (“journey of the vanquished") and rightly so 4. Many don’t
make it. The journey ends in tragedy. For others, after the terrible ordeal of the trip on the
sea, the adventure ends on the Spanish shores. They are arrested and deported back to
Morocco. As for those who manage to get through to Europe, their situation is hardly
enviable. They become harragas (from the verb " h’rag " which means burning, this
word refers to the young people who burn their papers to avoid being sent back home).
Once on the other side, the reality is quite different from their dreams and everyday
situations remind them of this cruelly. Hence, young Faten most certainly finds herself in
Spain, but on the streets, selling her body to survive. Western lifestyle is very far from
the pious life that a true Muslim woman is supposed to lead. Faten veers away from
religious extremism to prostitution. European materialism corrupted her “pure” Moroccan
side.
Exploitation and exclusion are the daily lot of immigrants who, in spite of
themselves, get caught in the infernal cogs of a slave-like system where they become
"invisible" (E, 172). Yet, some had been warned : “ And you think Spain’s going to be
great? It’s all just hard work and ghurba and loneliness. […] No one comes back” (Hope,
76), explains Lahcen to his friend Aziz.
Nevertheless, for those who still believe in sorcerers and magicians (E, 66-67),
the call of the sirens is irresistible. In the novel, there is a constant gap between the
narrative voice (which offers us a panoramic vision of each situation and attempts to
rationalize - voice of reason) and the individual voice of each of the protagonists of the
narrative (which expresses the temptation to depart). And if the weighing of hesitation
between leaving and staying is a recurrent theme, the specter of a bleak future, pushes
even the most reluctant to “take the plunge”: « [Halima] devait faire quelque chose pour
son avenir. Maintenant. » (E, 85).
The choice of exile provokes a series of fractures, chain reactions: the social
fracture comes along with the destruction of the exiled individual’s ego followed by that
of his/her family. Once abroad, the immigrant lives through his/her memories. He/she is
constantly out of sync with the culture of the adopted homeland. It is necessary to work
through the memories in order to reconfigure and cultivate the traces of the original
culture. Hence, in Madrid, when Aziz learns of the death of his father, he no longer has a
point of reference: “ He felt a great deal of shame not being able to cry. In Madrid, life
went on, and his grief, having no anchor, seemed never to materialize. Now he found it
hard to conjure it on demand. ” (Hope, 164)
« En arabe, "Al-Ghorba", c'est l'exil, c'est aussi l'étrangeté, le mal du pays qui
colle au corps et à la mémoire de l'exilé », explique Maati Kabbal 5. Prisoners, in spite of
themselves, of a hostile and impersonal environment to which they will never assimilate,
illegal immigrants evolve in a restricted self-centered world. Their daily lives are
dominated by the fear of being discovered and sent back home. Nostalgia for the
homeland is like a gnawing and they remain haunted by the places they have left:
[Murad had] been living in the future, thinking of all his
tomorrows in a better place, never realizing that his past was
4

Nasser-Eddine Bakkaï Lahbil. Le Détroit ou le voyage des vaincus. Casablanca, Imprimerie Attakatoul Al
Watani, 1995, 238p. « In Arabic, "Al-Ghorba", means exile. It also means strangeness, a sort of
homesickness that clings to the body and to the memory of the exile.”
5
Maati Kabbal. Magazine Littéraire. Paris : avril 1999.

drifting. […]. He wondered if one always had to sacrifice the past
for the future, or if it was something he had done, something
peculiar to him, an inability to fill himself with too much, so that
for every new bit of imagined future, he had to forsake a tangible
past (Hope, 177-8)
If the Promised Land quickly becomes hell, empty of any humanism, we notice
that the immigrants, far from complaining, "play the game" to the very end. Embarked on
a sordid adventure, they perpetuate the lies about the reality of their existence, by not
letting those in the old country see the other side of the coin. So, they save all year long
and pull the wool over their eyes. The infernal self-destructive spiral of keeping up
appearances keeps spinning:
[Betoul] was one of those immigrants with the installment plan –
she sent regular checks in the mail to help her brothers and sisters.
In addition, she lives like a pauper for eleven months of the year,
and then, in August, she flew home and spent whatever was left in
the bank account. Of course, her yearly trips only made people
back home think that she made a lot of money, and so she always
came back with long lists of requests in her hand and new worry
lines etched on her forehead. (Hope, 136)
What should one do? The long-awaited return home brings its disappointments,
too. Far from finding himself again, the exile feels like a stranger in his own land: he
hardly recognizes his city and his family. He had dreamt so many times of himself as a
hero returning home full of gifts, but this image begins to fade even before he even
crosses the border: “ But as the date of the return to Morocco approached, Aziz found
that he had to alter the details of his daydreams. ” (Hope, 146). The arrival in Morocco
plunges the traveler into a whirlwind of contradictory feelings. Torn between the joy of
returning home and the feeling of not really belonging in this country that he left so long
ago, he is caught in a sort of a no-man’s-land in terms of his identity. To him the word
Harraga takes its full meaning.
Anti-establishment novel? It is not xenophobic Europe that Lalami denounces, but
Morocco which is crumbling, the Morocco that forces its citizens to leave, the Morocco
where privileges and plots of all sorts reign. It is the Morocco where a university degree
is worth nothing because obtained in a dishonest way, the Morocco where the
unemployment rate is catastrophic, where the phony sacrosanct bureaucracy is
overwhelming and where humiliating others and playing power games make an infernal
mix. Lalami’s text is an indictment against the torpor into which Morocco sinks a little bit
more each day. It is an appeal to the Moroccan people, to their dignity trampled by the
iron fist of the protectorate, then by the ruthless ambition of the decolonized, who enticed
by gain, are ready to do anything to rise up to the top. Lalami’s novel is an appeal for a
national awakening and a warning against false hopes and their dangerous quest.
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In the early days of new China (1949-1965)
Background:
• Liberation from Japanese occupation and the
Chinese Civil war
• Chinese People lacked physical fitness and had
serious health, economic and productive issues
• Olympians from old China never get medals in
Olympic games. Chinese were called “ Sick men of
Asia”

In the early days of new China- exercise to radio
programs

Outline
1.In the early days of new China
2.After the Open-door policy
3.National Fitness and the Beijing Olympic
Games
4.Harmonious and overall development
between Sports and Fitness

Policy Actions:
• The policy focused on mass participation in fitness and
sports.
• It had military character, It called on people to improve
their physical quality in order to defend the country
• Established administration and organizations
• Mobilized sports cadres and activists
• Strengthen propaganda work of sports and physical
education, organize more -easy-to- carry activities and
competitions.

During the Cultural Revolution(1966-1977)
• Leading cadres at all levels of sports were
overthrown
• Most sports facilities were abandoned or
destroyed
• Sports organization and sports teams were
forced to dissolve
• The already well organized “exercise to radio
music” programs disappeared
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After the open-door policy
• In 1978, China began the open-door policy. In 1979,
China finally could return to Olympic competition after 23
year absence since 1956 in Melbourne because some
international powers wanted Taiwan and China to
represent “two Chinas”
• Sports became an important tool for external propaganda
and favorable method after return to The Olympic Game
• Combine the improvement of Fitness and Sports, but
affirm the Sports’ priority in development strategy
• Mass Sports policy shift the emphasis from political and
military function to Fitness and Cultural function.

Outcomes:
• Sports developed rapidly. For the first time since taking part
in the Olympic games, Chinese athletes won 15 gold medals
in1984. The win finally and officially crushed the " sick man
of Asia " stigma.
• Chinese cities witnessed a significant increase in sports
clubs. More than 30% of workers took part in different levels
of competitions. Communities organized various sports
activities, built public exercise areas. Even the elderly and
disabled people began to participate in sports programs.
• Rural Sports programs were launched. In 1988, the first
session of the National peasant Games were held in Beijing.

National Fitness and the Beijing Olympic Games
To apply the bid for Olympics (1991-2000), Beijing
developed rapidly from1993 to 2000:
Improvement in Beijing for the bid of Olympics
30%
25%

25%

22.20%
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0%

urban construction
stadiums
public transport
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Policies and Regulations:
• Competition Sports still focused on the political function ,
and followed the old Soviet "System"
• In 1978 , issued a directive "On the need to strengthening
school sports and health "
• Government issued another directive focusing on “
strengthening of urban sports Work“
• Shift from state-run sports to a combination of state-run
and socially-run programs " to achieve mass sports
development”
• Government issued People's Republic of China Sports Law
and Nationwide Fitness Program. Mass sports and fitness
programs to be the basis on a healthy development track

The 23d Olympic Games in Las Angeles in 1984:
Country
U.S.A
Romania
FRG
China
Italian
Canada
Japan
NZ
Yugoslavia
Korea

Gold medal
83
20
17
15
14
10
10
8
7
6

Sliver medal
61
16
19
8
6
18
8
1
4
6

Bronze medal
30
17
23
9
12
16
14
2
7
7

Total
174
53
59
32
32
44
32
11
18
19

People’s Health awareness improved :
• Slogan in 2005 of Olympics: one world, one dream.
• 2006 proposed“ National Fitness develop with the
Olympics, everyone love sports, understand sports and
enjoy sports”，for example：“ Delivered 2.3 million
National Fitness popular science brochures to people,
did many free presentations
• Olympic Concept: The green Olympics, the high - tech
Olympics and the people's Olympics. Began to
emphasize Human centered
• People attended all kinds of activities eagerly

Rate of rise
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With the guarantee of law, the basic human rights of
Fitness is ensured :
Year
1995
2002
2006
2006
2006
2007
2009

content
Nationwide Fitness Program
Beijing Olympic Action Plan
National Fitness develop with the Olympics
Beijing Sports 915 development program
Beijing citizen fitness regulations
Sunlight Sports
Nationwide Fitness regulations

Harmonious and overall development
between Sports and Fitness
• China has fully demonstrated its sporting prowess in
recent Olympics. Finishing in the top three of the medal
standings in the Sydney Olympics (third) and the Athens
Olympics(second). China won the top position at the
Beijing Olympic Games
• China started its efforts to promote mass participation in
sports with the aim to improve the health and physical
condition of the Chinese population

Village equipped with Nationwide Fitness project
facilities
100% of local communities and parks were funded and equipped
as part of the Nationwide Fitness Project facilities.
villages equipped with Nationwide Fitness project
facilities
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

90%
55%

60%

65%

2004

2005

2006

100%

25%
2003

2007

2008

The National Fitness activities spread all over the
country:
National Fitness day
International challenge day
World walking day
Sunlight Sports
“Hundred Thousand Villages City” campaign
National Fitness outdoor Gym program
“XueTan” project for the west and national minority

Sunlight Sports

Students do morning and Recess calisthenics exercise everyday

3
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The government has invested billions of dollars in
installing outdoor fitness centers throughout the
country, all furnished with fitness equipment and
facilities.
The government stipulated that 60 percent of the
proceeds from the sports lottery must go toward the
National Fitness Program.
Social sports instructor from 0.06 million in 1997
increased to 1.47 million, this means from 7007
people per instructor to one thousand per instructor

Fitness Machines (Outdoor Gyms)

Sports Population

Morning exercise--Taichi

• Sports participation rate compared to total population in
China was11.5% in1995, 28.2% in 2007, and 32.7% in
2012.
• Beijing’s participation rate is better than other provinces in
China: 11.5％ in 1995, 41.38％ in 2001, 52.4％ in 2008, and
49.1% in 2010.
• Participation in morning/evening group exercise programs is
the most popular way Chinese people keeping healthy
• Exercise dancing programs accounts for the highest
population partaking in daily exercise

• Countless middle-aged and elderly Chinese join Taichi
morning exercise programs
•

Exercise dancing
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Exercise dancing--Why is exercise dancing so
popular
• Government provides professional training for dance
instructors
• People enjoy dancing to popular music
• It's fun, easy and free to learn
• Helps keep people fit and ease their mind

Future Outlook
• With the mass sports policy priorities
• Increase people’s awareness of the health benefits of
fitness and sports participation.
• Continue to pursue policies to raise Chinese standard of
living.
• Focus on innovations in education
Conclusion: Harmonious and overall development between
Sports and Fitness running smoothly
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Hotbed of Instability!

Revolts, Revolutions, Civil Wars and the
MIDDLE EAST in the 21st Century
A PAPER PRESENTATION
BY
Baher Ghosheh

Professor, Edinboro University
Edinboro, PA
11/25/2014
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ROOT CAUSES OF CONFLICT & INSTABILITY
IN the Middle East

The Middle East

• SHARED HISTORY & REGIONAL UNITY
• COLONIALISM AND FRAGMENTATION
CREATION OF MINI-STATES IN POST WWII ERA
DIVIDE & RULES POLICIES
-COLONIAL LEGACY
SUPER IMPOSED BOUNDARIES
NATION DIVIDED
STATELESS PEOPLES
11/25/2014
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SHARED HISTORY & REGIONAL UNITY

History
• Region United for 1000s of years
•
Empire of Alexander
•
Roman Empire
•
Arab-Islamic Empire
•
Ottoman Empire

11/25/2014
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1

Turkish Ottoman Empire

11/25/2014
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Contemporary History
• Post WWI British Mandate 1920-1932 in Iraq
• British Mandate of Palestine 1920-1948
• Hashemite Kingdoms In Iraq-Syria & Jordan
• Iraq 32-58 (British Indirect Rule)
• Jewish State in Palestine (Arab-Israeli conflict)
• Creation of New Mini-states
• Puppet Regimes & Minority Rule
11/25/2014
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ROOT CAUSES OF CONFLICT &
INSTABILITY IN West ASIA

• REGIONAL FORCES:
Pan-Arabism
Pan-Islamism (the Muslim Nation)
-Competing Power Centers & Ideologies
Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Turkey
-US Role in Region
Our Allies Our Policies
11/25/2014
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Oil: 60% of Total World Reserves
Nation divided into mini-states
• Arab nation
22 + countries
• Kurds
in 5+ countries
• Turks
in 7+ countries

11/25/2014
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2010 Estimated Reserves:
Top six
Rank Countries
Amount
# 1 Saudi Arabia: 262,700,000,000 barrels
# 2 Canada: 178,900,000,000 barrels ****
# 3 Iran: 133,300,000,000 barrels
# 4 Iraq: 112,500,000,000 barrels
# 5 United Arab Emirates: 97,800,000,000 barrels
# 6 Kuwait:96,500,000,000 barrels

Top 10 Oil Importers 2010
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

United States: 10,400,000 barrels per day
Japan:
5,300,000 barrels per day
Germany: 2,600,000 barrels per day
France:
1,850,000 barrels per day
Italy:
1,690,000 barrels per day
China:
1,600,000 barrels per day
Spain:
1,500,000 barrels per day
India:
1,200,000 barrels per day
Turkey:
584,326 barrels per day
Thailand:
539,973 barrels per day

11/25/2014
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Top 10 Oil Exporters in 2010
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
=8
=8
10

Saudi Arabia: 6,710,000 barrels per day
Russia: 4,910,000 barrels per day
Norway: 3,300,000 barrels per day
United Arab Emirates: 1,920,000 barrels per day
Nigeria: 1,900,000 barrels per day
Mexico: 1,680,000 barrels per day
Iraq: 1,560,000 barrels per day
Libya: 1,250,000 barrels per day
Algeria: 1,250,000 barrels per day
Oman: 908,816 barrels per day

Ethnic and Language Groups
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Nation without state: Palestinians
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Type of Government:

11/25/2014
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Elections: Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon?

11/25/2014
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OBAMA SPEECH AND POLICIES

Minority Rule:
Lebanon
Shia: 44%
Sunni: 20%
Maronite: 20%
Druze: 7%
(Greeks,
Armenians
Others) 9%
11/25/2014

• IN CAIRO: CALL FOR REFORM AND DEMOCRACY
• US WILL WORK FOR PEACE IN M.E.
IN GHANA:
• WE’LL WORK WITH RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
AND SHUN THE REST!
• WHO ARE OUR ALLIES IN THE M.E.
25

11/25/2014
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Our Dictators in the Middle East
•

The
Company
you Keep!

11/25/2014
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Our Dictators in the Middle East
Stability vs Democracy??

Thomas Friedman
• Our support of dictators turn people against
us…they hate their government and those
who support it.
• The friend of my enemy is my enemy…
• US support for S.A., Israel, Jordan, Kuwait….
(General Petraus report: March 2010)

11/25/2014
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Different situation and conditions in
different countries but….

Revolts and Revolution in the Arab
Middle East

•
•
•
•

Lack of Democracy
Corrupt and unresponsive leadership
Poverty and Rising Inequalities
Very High Unemployment-especially among the
Young
• Police Brutality and repression
• Foreign policies of elite that control gov’t
• No respect for human rights, free press, right of
assembly..etc

Egypt: Heartland of the Arabs
“Mother” of the world

1952 “Revolution”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Officers Coup
Monarchy Overthrown
Nationalist/Socialist Egypt
Land Reforms (10 Acres only) +Irrigation
Universal Education
Food Subsidies
Industrialization Program (State-Owned Factories)
Industrial + Food output UP
but Population growth is UP (at a higher rate)

Revolts in the Middle East:

President: Muhammad Hosni Mubarak

• Hosni Mubarak is Egypt's longest-serving ruler since Muhammad Ali
in the early 19th century and one of the longest-serving leaders in
the Arab world.
• He gained a fifth consecutive term in presidential elections in
September 2005. The poll was the first under a new system which
allows multiple candidates to stand. In previous elections Egyptians
voted yes or no for a single candidate appointed by parliament.
• However, the only opposition organization which has broad public
support, the Muslim Brotherhood, is banned from open political
activity and could not field a candidate .

6

Elections?? What Elections
• Mr Mubarak gained a fifth
consecutive term in
presidential elections in
September 2005, when he
was aged 77. The poll was
the first under a new
system which allows
multiple candidates to
stand. In previous elections
Egyptians voted yes or no
for a single candidate
appointed by parliament.

• During 2005 elections,
Mubarak’s party won 80%
of seats.
• In 2010, they won 95% of
all seats
• (Most opposition parties
boycotted elections)
• In Senate: His party won 84
of 88 seats…and 3 more
won by independent that
support him!!

Middle East Situation Driven by Human Insecurity: Poverty, Dashed
Hopes, Democracy Deficit, Lack of Good Governance, SecretaryGeneral Tells Security Conference

• Conference on Global Security calls for Democracy in the
Middle East
• Concerning the situation in the Middle East, we do not
know how these events will end. But this much we do
know. They are driven, at bottom, by human insecurity:
poverty; diminished or disappointed expectations; the
lack of good governance -- corruption, ineffective public
institutions, a deficit of democracy. Munich 2/7/11

Political Parties in Egypt:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal/recognized groups:
Wafd Party
Naserrism
United Front
Democratic Front
Tomorrow

• Un-recognized/Illegal
groups (not allowed to run
in elections):
• Muslim Brotherhood
• Egyptian Workers Union
• Enough
• April 6th movement
• National Front for Change
• United Front for Change

Millions of all walks of life take to the
Streets in Egypt
Egyptian People Demands:
• The end of the Mubarak regime and its apparatchiks
End of the emergency law (in force for 30 years!
• Constitutional reform
• Free and fair elections
• No more presidencies for life
• An honest police force "like any developed country"

• Different situation and conditions in different countries
but….

Democratic Demands in Egypt

Who are the Protestors??
Egyptian from every walk of life!

• Parliament dissolved.
• New Elections within 6 months (both Presidential and Parliamentary
elections)
• Constitution suspended. Revised Constitution approved via
referendum.
End of the emergency law (in force for 30 years).
• Free and fair elections
• Term Limits: No more presidencies for life
• An honest police force "like any developed country"

7

Security Forces Conspire to instill
Chaos and Fear!

EGYPT
• BACK TO MILITARY REGIME….(The Deep State)
• CRACKDOWN ON MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD
• IMPLICATIONS FOR WAR ON TERROR:
• ARAB SPRING PROVED THAT NON-VIOLENT MASS REVOLUTION CAN
BRING DOWN CORRUPT REGIMES but…
• Counter-Revolution and return of military to power (with violent
crackdown on demonstrators, media and opposition leadership)
may serve advocates of violence and Al Qaeda
**Story of two Egyptian Brothers (Zawahiri):
Muslim Brotherhood vs Islamic Jihad (Al Qaeda)
US in no-win situation: Muslim Brotherhood forced to disband
Go Underground>>>>splinter groups can be more radicals

7 of 9 Major Syrian Rebel Groups Affiliated with Al Qaeda
100,000-130,000 REBELS 75-80% Islamist!
Lessons from Afghanistan??

Revolt or Proxy War in Syria?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

11/25/2014
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Current military
situation in
Syria.
Controlled by
Syrian
government
Controlled by
Kurdish forces
Controlled by
ISIS forces
Controlled by
opposition
2014

2013

11/25/2014
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NORTHERN SYRIA and ANTAKYA, TURKEY -- There was another checkpoint up ahead, so we slowed down, but didn’t stop. It’s better to keep
moving at rebel checkpoints now. Don’t make too much eye contact, and move on.
We were in a convoy of pickups with commanders from the Free Syrian Army, top guys, but they didn’t have much juice anymore.
A year or two ago, the FSA ran all the checkpoints. They ran the revolution. With their fatigues, Winston cigarettes and patriotic songs
blaring on their car radios, they were the rebels of Rebelstan and the people loved them.
Farmers stopped them on the road to push baskets of figs snapped right from the trees into their cars. The FSA didn’t need bases because
families opened their homes for fighters to bed down for the night.
But it got all messed up. The extremists started coming about a year ago.
Saudi teenagers looking to shoot someone with their new guns. Iraqis showing off how much they knew about fighting from years blowing
up American Humvees. Tunisians and Libyans unsatisfied with their own revolutions and hungering for more. Al Qaeda put out th e call to
go Syria and it was answered.
The men at the checkpoint waved us through. “Who are these people?” I asked the commander in my pickup. “I don’t know. Nusra
maybe,” he said. The al-Nusra Front used to be the worst, the hardest of the hardcore Islamists, earning a spot on the State Department’s
list of terrorist groups. But now, Nusra has been surpassed by newer, more bloodthirsty gangs. The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (also
known as ISIS) is more radical than Nusra. So are the Mohajeroun, "the migrants."
On a spectrum of dark knights, Nusra has become a charcoal to the Mohajeroun’s raven black. The Nusra at least tried to play nice, handing
out bread, picking up garbage and playing for hearts and minds. The Islamic State and Mohajeroun don’t bother. You either listen to them,
live by their unbending interpretations of seventh century Islamic justice or they whip you and kill you and forget about you.
“They have no friends,” said a friend of mine who was kidnapped by the Islamic State and sentenced to death after a five minute Islamic
"trial." He managed to slip away by the silver of his tongue.
The Islamic State whipped a young groom and his father last May in the town of Saraqib. A video shows men giving the groom 40 lashes
with a length of rope and his father 50 lashes, for marrying a divorced women without waiting three months, as defined by Islamic law.
Other radicals killed a boy in Aleppo in July for making an off-handed comment about the Muslim Prophet Muhammad, considering it
blasphemy. In Raqqda last May, extremists carried out a public execution of three men they accused of being regime loyalists. They sat the
men on the ground, hands bound behind their backs, read the verdict on a bullhorn, and shot each one with a pistol to the bac k of the
head.
We’d only been driving for a few minutes since we’d gotten through the last checkpoint. The new one up ahead didn’t look promising. All
black flags. Five men with AK-47s. No smiles.
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Territories ISIS Controls

Shia
Crescent
IranIraqSyriaLebanon
vs Sunni
Block

MiniStates
in Syria?

GCC + 2
Jordan
and
Morocco
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NEW MORE DIVIDED MID EAST
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“Post-Civil War Sierra Leone: The Social and Economic Challenges
of the Ebola Outbreak”

ABSTRACT
For over a decade in the 1990s Sierra Leone experienced one of the bloodiest civil wars
in the West African region. At the end of the war, the country was faced with a myriad of
problems including high youth unemployment, complete collapse of the public health and
sanitation systems, and the rise of diseases such as tuberculosis, lasser fever, malaria, and HIVAIDS. The impact of the civil war on the healthcare delivery system became very evident.
Today, health care in Sierra Leone is largely dependent on international NGOS and other foreign
donors. After a decade of civil war, the manifestations of diseases in Sierra Leone have been
certainly reconfigured. It is within this context and climate that the Ebola epidemic has surfaced.
With very limited resources for the government, the Ebola outbreak is creating serious
challenges for the people of Sierra Leone. The economic growth at 10 percent this year has been
drastically altered resulting in layoffs, flight of investment capital, school closures, decline in
food production, closing of mines, and the deaths of over 500 people so far. This paper will
examine the socio-economic challenges and overall impact of the ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone.

The Paper Offerings in the funeral of Chenji ‘San Duo Tang’,
Guanzhong Area, Shaanxi Province

By
Rui Chao-Zhang
College of Landscape Architecture and Arts
Northwest A&F University, CHINA
3 Taicheng Road,Yangling,Shaanxi 712100,China
zhangruichao@nwsuaf.edu.cn

Abstract: In China, paper material is an important medium of conveying the emotions of people. It is so
spiritual that Chinese people believe it can be used to reach God or their ancestors. There is a proverb in
the Guanzhong area, saying “Yin and Yang is only a piece of paper away.” Therefore, paper is a common
material for goods being used in traditional Chinese funeral ritual. This paper reveals the findings of a
historical research on the paper products produced for the purpose of funeral ritual in the Guan Zhong
Plain Area, China. An interview with Pu Fu Chen, the inheritor of the Chenji “San Duo Tang” regarding
the process of funeral-related paper work making, characteristic style and local funeral custom will be
elaborated at the same time.
Keywords: the Paper Offerings, the Folk Art of Shaanxi, traditional Chinese funeral ritual

The Chenji “SAN DUO TANG”, a funeral related paper working shop, is located in Yabai village, Zhouzhi
County, Xi’an region of Shaanxi Province in China. Zhouzhi is an ancient and historic county, which is
formerly known as “ZhouZHi (盩厔)”, and the name is changed to “ZhouZhi (周至)” in 1964. One of the
Chinese famous Philology specialists, Professor Junwu Xue has said that the word “ZhouZhi (盩厔)” is
very old. As an important area for King Zhou Wen and King Zhou Tai in Zhou dynasty, Zhouzhi (盩厔) was
famous for the place of sacrifice for the royal family, and therefore, retains a variety of sacrificial
activities since then. That’s the reason why the Chenji “San Duo Tang” funeral-related paper work
making can survive and inheritance so far.
I. History about the Chenji “San Duo Tang”
“San Duo Tang”, meaning a wish for more blessing of happiness, fortune and longevity, bears with itself
the most natural dream of ordinary people. With customers from a dozen of nearby villages, the shop
doesn’t have to worry about its business.
The founder of “San Duo Tang” is a peasant artist, Mr. Huaiyi Chen. The following inheritor is Junxian
Chen and the third inheritor is Pufu Chen. Now, the shop of
Chenji “San Duo Tang” is in the hand of Weichao Chen, the
forth generation inheritor. In fact, Pufu Chen is mainly in
charge of it. Pufu Chen is 53 yeas old, and his father has
taught him paper offering skills ever since he was a kid. By
the time when he was 13 years old, he has been able to
make paper work by himself. Even after the Chinese
Cultural Revolution, nothing could decrease his passion.
Instead, he re-opened Chenji “San Duo Tang” in the year of
Fig.1 Right:Pufu Chen,Left:Weichao Chen
1978 which has had a good reputation in the local area.
Pufu Chen hopes the skill shouldn’t be lost. As a dream of him, he protects and heritages this skill in his
lifetime. He succeeded in persuading his youngest son Weichao Chen, who was only 20 then, in
inheriting this kind of skill.
Weichao Chen is 28 years old now, the fourth inheritor of the Chenji “San Duo Tang”. Just like most of
others in the generation of 80s, he likes music, internet and car riding. So it is hard to imagine that he is
a non-material cultural heritage inheritor. He told me that the Paper Offerings were one part of his life.
As a habit, he was willing to do this work, although some classmates or friends usually laughed at him.
He said he could not imagine a day when he lost this “habit”.
Here is the interview with Pufu Chen:
Ruichao Zhang (Zhang): When did you start learning it?
Pufu Chen (Chen): Ever since I was a child, but I have not fully engaged myself in it until I graduated from
High School.
Zhang: When did you start doing it independently?

Chen: My father was sick when I was 21 years old. So I have to begin to engage in Paper Making by
myself. I could create some works then and I can make it according to custom’s requirements now.
Zhang: Is there something unforgettable in your learning process?
Chen: Yes. When I was a learner, drawing Drama Face is the toughest job for me. The key problem is the
color. I must paint the dark color at first, then paint the light color, and dip clean water at last. The
whole process needs three touches (Fig.2). Finally, you can see the color change from dark to light. It is
more difficult for beginner.
Zhang: As I know, you can make any style. I still wonder what memorable story there is.
Chen: My father had a bad temper. If the paper work can’t meet his requirment, he will destroy it, rip off
or burn it.
Zhang: Do you have siblings?
Chen: Four siblings, one elder brother and two elder sisters.
Zhang: Don’t they like paper work?
Chen: No, they don’t love it since their childhood.
II.Type of works
San Duo Tang’s paper works serves two purposes: the offering of the funeral and the offerings of temple
fair. The offering of a funeral includes classical drama figures, animals, gold and silver bucket, pall,
building, lanterns and so on.
2.1 Classical drama figures
Classical drama figures are displayed as a miniature. A drama is called a decorated archway (牌楼) (Fig.3
and 4), which is from traditional operas, such as Great Homage, Sanniang Jiao Zi, Xiangshan Si Huan
Yuan, San Di Xue Ji Ling, Huang Hua Gang Ji Ling and so on. Those are all about fine tradition how to
respect parents and pay homage to their ancestor.

Fig.2 Face of Drama Figures

Fig.3 classical Drama Figures

Fig.4 classical Drama Figures

Fig.5 Horse

Fig.6 Crane

Fig.7 the common pall

Fig.8 the pall with ten Beauties

Fig.9 Shouxing

2.2Animals
There are deer, horses, cranes, cattle, sheep (Fig.5 and 6) etc. The local people emphasize three
animals: Cattle, Horses and sheep. Other animals are not necessary, such as cranes and deer. In Feudal
society, the rich people use real animal to pay homage, while the ordinary use paper models to pay
homage.
2.3 Pall
The pall is very characteristic in the local funeral. It is seldom to see elsewhere. It almost disappeared
during the Cultural Revolution, because nobody can make it and nobody dared to use it during that
special period. But now, it is “resurrection”and “flourish” in the hand of Pufu Chen, and from the single
form to three forms, and is used widely.
The pall is divided into three types. One is the common pall, which has just only one floor, and
decorated with the flowers of paper, lanterns, and dragons, etc. There is rich Color: red, pink, blue, goldbased, and dotted white silk in the top and white lanterns hanging at the four corners.
The second is the two floors pall (Fig.7) with two floors. It is also decorated with colors and forms, but
there are differences. The two floors pall is more complicated, and the overall effect is more abundant.
The third type is the pall with ten Beauties (Fig.8). It has also two floors and it the most complicated and
most representative. In addition to the common pall and two floors pall, it is decorated with color, form,
and others. This pall has ten "beauty", which has complex production processes, rich styling, and can be
described as the classic folk funeral goods.
Additionally, some works such as Buildings, temple statues and various items are also required. Those
are for the temple fairs. During the Cultural Revolution, they also made Tiananmen Square and
Chairman Mao sculpture, and so on.
2.4 Statues
There are statues of Bodhisattva, Shouxin (Fig.9), Baxian, the Queen Mother, Black Tiger Lingguan etc.,
The overall shape and strive to rigorous, consistent with the clay statue worship. Throughout paper
models skills in its production process the most complex and demanding. The idol is the usefulness of
contrast for the entire temple atmosphere; people gathered in temple carrying statues and brought the

whole event to a climax. After the temple and some were burned point, there was placed the temple,
but will not be worshiped.
2.5 The temple of classical Drama Figures
It is different from the funeral of classical drama figures. The temple of classical drama figures has
historical drama, such as "Er Jing Gong", "Dragon and Phoenix"etc.., and the funeral of classical drama
figures is to respect their parents and pay homage to their ancestor, but it is the same for the making
and performance method.
III.The production Process
Chenji “San Duo Tang” paper model's skill combines paper cutting, painting, straw, clay sculpture,
wallpaper and other process as a whole; It requires not only the ingenuity paper models, but also
calligraphy, painting, modeling, architecture and other aspects of knowledge and skills. The whole
process can be divided into the circular ride (ride framework), paper cutting, drawing, and paperhanging
work.
3.1 Circle ride (ride framework)
To take the circle is the basic framework. The material used is a reed, the locals called "Yu Zi" (Fig.10),
and thin wire. "Yu Zi"’s characterized by toughness, it is very suitable for the basic framework. And now,
the "Yu Zi" is mainly from Gansu Pronice, which is better and tougher than the Shaanxi local according to
Pu fu Chen.
For example, in the beginning to making the building used the paper material, the first is chosen the “Yu
Zi”, then we will have the right YUZI, which are square, hexagonal, octagonal, generally one dimension is
5-6 Chinese inches; He will put the one side into "Yu Zi”‘s stems, It is an interface, Do not need another
fixation method. Secondly, he will select the rough’s "Yu Zi", which is the longitudinal framework, and
then we used the thin wire to fix together; Finally, he will make the details of production. And we can be
fixed the subject of the connection. The end we will complete framework of production. But, it is
complex and sophisticated for the statues and animal of frameworks; it depends on the artist's
experience and technology to compete, because the size of the finished product is produced in
accordance with the requirements of the buyers (Fig.11).

Fig.10 Yuzi

Fig.11 the framework

Fig.12 tools

Fig.13 "cutting paper"

3.2 Papercutting and decoration
In this stage, we need complete the all decorations including paper-cut and patterns. First of all, the
paper-cut, I think, it is better to say that the “Gigging Paper” is special for “San Duo Tang” because they
don’t use scissors to make the paper-cut. However, there is a special tool designed by “San Duo Tang”
(Fig.12), and is made at the blacksmith shop. The whole set includes curved blade, straight edge, convexshaped blade, etc. There are various sizes and shapes. The biggest advantage of this tool is efficiency
and it can quickly create a variety of "cutting paper" style (Fig.13). Pufu Chen can not cearly remember
the number of sets which "San Duo Tang" had replaced, he know it has been replaced in his hands at
least three times. But now, with the gradual reduction and the loss of traditional crafts, blacksmith shop,
and he was afraid that the "San Duo Tang" will change the tool because it became difficult to use in
future.
If the paper-cut can not achieve the effect, they add decoration. They usually use the dry pigment, the
modulation with leather glue together. Now, it is difficult that we can look for it, even if you can find it,
nobody can accept, because it is so expensive, so they have to the color of advertising to describe, this
pigment is the lowest price. As the paper material, they usually choice the glossy paper or paper gold
paper in terms of lower prices, glossy paper, a thin layer of wax above, it appears bright colors, a variety
of color options, commonly used red line, blue line green lines and black.
The patterns (Fig.14, 15) can divided into three Tepys, one is floral patterns, for example
chrysanthemum, peony, lotus, etc., These usually use the lanterns, clothing and animal; The second is a
geometric pattern, there is diamond pattern, Turtle pattern etc.; The third is the pattern of building,
there are windows, roofs, these mainly uses for some of the top archway, windows and roof tiles
decorated.
This stage is an important stage of the production process, you need to make all decorative patterns you
needed, you cannot redraw after paste, if you do, and the whole effect is destroyed. So, the artist needs
to have a well-thought out plan in mind and envision his art before it is finished.
3.3 Completion of stage
Finally, the wall paper stage, connect all the material as a whole at this stage, the overall effect of the
final presentation of works can be divided into three steps. First, establish a foundation that is the
overall modeling at the basic framework; the second is the second steps to complete a decorative
pattern paste mounted in the right place; and the last is they can derectly draw in the undecorated site
(Fig.16).

Fig.14 decoration

Fig.15 decoration

Fig.16 paste

Fig.17 Establish foundation

Fig.18 HeiHuLingGuan

Fig.19 theatrical mask

Fig.20 the mold of paint

Establish foundation (Fig.17), they will use the hemp paper to paste in accordance with the basic form of
a framework. Pu-fu Chen said, they have to use newspaper instead of the hemp paper, because it does
not sell in the market, you can look for it sometimes, but the price is too high. It is no problem we are
making the animals, dramatic characters, lanterns and the other funeral, but the temple is not, because
the newspaper is no tougher than hemp paper, And don’t last long.
And then, they will post the pattern to the right place, this step is of great importance, operational
requirements accurate, otherwise it will affect the final results, and to do leak filled.
This is a modification stage; they will remove the unwanted and add to something, those are directly
drawn. For example, when they make the blossom on the body of the deer, they can directly draw it.At
this point, the final completion of the works, Fig.18 is the work of “Hei Hu Ling Guan”.
It is not easy that Chen Ji”San Duo Tang” have gone through ups and downs, and survived the Cultural
Revolution. According to Chen Pu-fu said, the local people are afraid of funerals, and don’t cry during
the Cultural Revolution.They can just make some lanterns on Lantern Festival, not to mention some of
the Funeral activities.
Chen Ji “San Duo Tang” reopens under your father’help after the reform and opening-up policy, and
began to serve the local people; the surrounding people also began to dare to resume their worship of
funeral. Thankfully, Chen Ji “San Duo Tang” retained under ancestors left theatrical mask (Figure 19)
after experiencing the Cultural Revolution; however, unfortunately there are some skills will disappear,
and no one will do again, such as Chenji “San Duo Tang”’s color painted skills, because of this skill is
difficult, but what is more importantly is we cannot find the paint,and it is expensive, All we can do now
is to preserve the mold of paint (Figure 20) and imagine the spectacle in this year.
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Native American Nations
W. Gregory Guedel 1
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University of Washington Jackson School of International Studies
September 2014

I want to build on our true government-to-government relationship…As we made
clear in the Executive Order earlier this year that established the White House
Council on Native American Affairs, we have a unique legal and political
relationship, one that’s been affirmed many times in treaties, in statutes and in
the Constitution. That’s the unique relationship we honor today. That’s the
relationship we're called upon to sustain for the progress of all of our
peoples…let’s keep our covenant strong by strengthening justice and Tribal
sovereignty.
President Barack Obama
White House Tribal Nations Conference, November 2013
I. INTRODUCTION
These powerful words from President Obama are encouraging for advocates of
enhancing the sovereignty of Native American nations, but the President himself
confirmed an equally important fact: “What matters far more than words—what matters
far more than any resolution or declaration—are actions to match those words.” 2 This
study explores elements of the sovereignty dynamic in the government-to-government
relationship between the U.S. and Native American nations to assess 1) what benefits
1

Mr. Guedel is Chair of Native American Legal Services for Foster Pepper PLLC in Seattle, a researcher
at the University of Washington Jackson School of International Studies, and serves as Chair of the
American Bar Association’s Committee on Native American Concerns. The author is tremendously
grateful to Dr. Christina Wygant of the University of Washington’s Program for the Comparative History of
Ideas for her contributions and editing of this paper.
2
http://www.nativelegalupdate.com/2011/12/articles/white-house-Tribal-nations-conference-progressreport-released/
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Tribal communities glean from this unique relationship, and 2) whether enhanced Tribal
sovereignty can enhance overall quality of life for Native Americans. By examining
empirical results from specific instances exertion of Tribal sovereignty, this study seeks
to identify approaches for understanding economic development and human security
conditions unique to Tribal communities. This study focuses on “Sovereignty Events”,
wherein Tribal governments individually and/or collectively assert sovereignty through
definable actions commencing at an identifiable point in time, to show how these events
allow for growth, development, and increased security within the Tribes. Three case
studies centered on the sovereign resource of Tribal gaming revenues are presented:
1. Increases and growth trends in Tribal gaming revenue following California v.
Cabazon;
2. Allocation of Tribal gaming revenue for political contributions to increase Tribal
influence in Washington, D.C.; and
3. Poverty outcomes in Tribal communities relative to Tribal gaming revenue.
There are presently 566 federally recognized Tribes within the United States, and the
U.S. and Tribal nations share governmental control over policies and programs affecting
Native Americans in a unique legal arrangement known as “domestic dependent
sovereignty”. 3 It is a treaty-based, government-to-government relationship in which
federally recognized Tribes are treated as separate nations whose sovereignty has in
some areas been reduced from the traditional nation-state. 4 This paradigm is the
current manifestation of several centuries of evolution, wherein the organic societies
and political organizations of the indigenous people of the Americas were forcibly
undermined (and at times abolished) by European colonial powers and the U.S.
government. 5 Despite the fact that Native American nations are geographically located
within the territorial boundaries of the United States, the U.S. and Tribal governments
are engaged in an international relationship, which calls for analysis utilizing the
methodologies and metrics of international development research.
Within the field of International Studies, human security is viewed as a means of
holistically “creating political, social, environmental, economic, military, and cultural
systems that together give people the building blocks of survival, livelihood, and
dignity.” 6 For Native American nations, human security provides a broad description of
the conditions that impact the quality of life in a given Tribal community: physical
security, economic development, public health, cultural freedom, and others. The
statistics for Native American communities have chronically registered unfavorably
3

Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831).
Between 1776 and 1871, over 379 treaties were ratified between the U.S. government and Tribal
nations, and these treaties continue to form a fundamental element of the present government-togovernment relationship. See Corntassel, Jeff, Forced Federalism: Contemporary Challenges to
Indigenous Nationhood. Norman: U. of Oklahoma Press, 2008 (p. 58).
5
Deloria & Wilkins. Tribes, Treaties, and Constitutional Tribulations. Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1999 (p.3).
6
Wellman, James K. Jr., and Clark Lombardi. Religion and Human Security: A Global Perspective.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2012.
4
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compared to the U.S. national average in most measurable areas of human security
including having higher rates of preventable disease, lower employment, increased
poverty, and higher levels of violent crime. Professor Kevin Bruyneel of Babson College
has argued that the increased assertion of Tribal sovereignty “can open up realms of
political maneuverability for indigenous people”, offering a new pathway for addressing
human security conditions. 7 For many Tribes, sovereignty appears to hold the potential
to be a transformative political and socio-economic force to deploy in the effort to
ameliorate chronic poverty, preventable disease, and social justice issues.
Working from the institution of national Tribal casino gaming at the end of the 1980s, the
research described in this article analyzes Tribal policies and implementation
approaches intended to result in measurable improvements in Native American human
security indicators. Combining information from government and academic sources
with new data and research analytics, this study seeks to provide some evidence-based
answers to the question: “How does Tribal sovereignty impact human security in Native
American nations, and does enhanced Tribal sovereignty lead to enhanced quality of
life?”
With Tribal gaming revenue and its specific uses as the manifestations of Tribal
assertion of sovereignty, this study presents three case studies with empirical outcomes
of Sovereignty Events related to Tribal economic resource development, Tribal political
influence on congressional funding for the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, and poverty
levels within Native American nations located in the northwestern United States.

A. OVERVIEW OF NATIVE AMERICAN HUMAN SECURITY ISSUES
There are approximately 5.2 million Native American and Alaska Natives in the United
States. 8 49% self-identify their race as Native only, and 51% identify as Native in
combination with one or more other races. 9 Empirical data on human security
measures for Native Americans has chronically indicated sub-standard conditions
compared with the population of the United States as a whole, and certain fundamental
metrics on economic development, law enforcement, and public health indicate
problems of crisis proportions. 10 For example:
7

Bruyneel, Kevin., The Third Space of Sovereignty: The Postcolonial Politics of U.S.-Indigenous
Relations. Minneapolis: U. of Minn. 2007.
8
US Census: The American Indian and Alaska Native Population, issued January 2012.
http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-10.pdf
9
US Census CB13FF.26, Oct. 31, 2013.
10
As U.S. policy makers and international academics place increasing emphasis on global wealth
inequality, the disparity between Native American nations and the rest of the U.S. provides a stark case
study. For example, the state of South Dakota is the corporate headquarters home to banks controlling
assets in excess of $2.76 trillion - the highest amount of capital of any state in the nation- while the state’s
residents living on the Oglala Sioux Pine Ridge Reservation have the lowest per-capita income in the
country. The state currently has the third-lowest overall unemployment rate in the U.S. at 3.7%, yet
unemployment on Pine Ridge typically exceeds 75%. See: South Dakota - Quietly Booming, The
Economist, August 30, 2014, p.27.
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•

27% of Native Americans live in poverty, the highest rate for any racial group in
the United States, and nearly double the national average. The median
household income of Native Americans in 2012 was $35,310 – the national
average was $51,371. 11

•

Tribal communities experience rates of violent crime and domestic violence that
substantially exceed national averages, but the percentage of successful
prosecutions for on-reservation crime is significantly lower. Of the 566 federallyrecognized Tribes in the U.S., only 178 have law enforcement agencies that
employ at least one full-time sworn officer with general arrest powers. Of all
federal criminal cases involving juveniles in 2008, nearly half involved Native
American youth. 12

•

Native Americans have the highest rate of suicide in the U.S., and a homicide
rate three times higher than whites. 13

Given that these perilous human security conditions exist within the borders of one of
the most highly developed nations in the world, the extent and persistence of negative
indicators for Native Americans calls for the analysis of root causes and viable modes of
action toward improvement.
B. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
For over 200 years, the United States government has held primary control over
economic development and human security resources and programs impacting Native
Americans. 14 The empirical results of this balance of sovereignty for America’s
indigenous people have been chronically poor, and identifying more promising
pathways for increasing Native American development indicators stands today as a
political and moral imperative for both the U.S. and Tribal governments. The research
discussed in this article examines the hypothesis that economic development and
human security indicators for Native Americans can be improved by shifting more
control over socio-economic programs and resources to Tribal governments, i.e.
enhancing Tribal sovereignty. The underlying assumptions are that enhanced Tribal
sovereignty allows economic and human security development programs to be tailored
to specific local needs and conditions, be implemented more efficiently, and maintain
consistency with indigenous culture and traditions.
The research will test whether increased control by a Tribal government over a specific
resource or program results in a measurable increase in a related human security
condition for the Tribal community. Following a Sovereignty Event as described below,
11

US Census Release CB13-29, February 2013.
Bureau of Justice Statistics, Census of State and Local law Enforcement Agencies, 2008.
13
CDC Health Disparities and Inequalities Report – United States, 2011.
14
See Deloria, id., p.71-78.
12
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the study expects to see measurable improvement in the related human security
condition (e.g. an increase in the annual revenue of an economic activity that is taken
over or created by Tribal governments.
C. ASSESSING NATIVE AMERICAN HUMAN SECURITY – INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

AND

DEPENDENT

The methodological approach in this research is to assess the impact of Tribal
Sovereignty Events on selected human security data. A Sovereignty Event is a term I
created to describe an act taken by a Tribe or Tribes that results in: a) the development
of new resources for the Tribal community; b) increased control by Tribal government
over programs and/or resources previously managed by the U.S. government
connected to human security; and/or c) utilizing Tribal resources to impact U.S. policy
toward Native American human security. A Sovereignty Event offers a clear point in
time for comparing before-and-after performance of measurable economic development
and human security indicators. Examples of Sovereignty Events include, but are not
limited to, Tribes signing a treaty with the U.S. or a compact with state government,
winning a lawsuit to confirm sovereignty rights, or creating a unique sovereign
enterprise within Tribal lands.
For this study, three Sovereignty Events that serve as Independent Variables are:
1) The institution of national Tribal casino gaming via the outcome of the
California v. Cabazon federal litigation in 1987 (Case Study 1);
2) The use by Tribes of gaming revenue dollars to make political
contributions to U.S. Senators, 1997-2006 (Case Study 2); and
3) Collective gaming revenue obtained by Tribes in the Northwestern U.S.
between 2001-2010 (Case Study 3).

This study will analyze the three Sovereignty Event case studies to assess their
relationship to the corresponding Dependent Variables: measurable economic
development and human security outcomes connected to the Sovereignty Events. The
analysis will focus specifically on economic performance and related human security
indicators. The three corresponding Dependent Variables for the study are:
1) Tribal economic resource development, in the form of new revenue
realized from casino gaming operations, 1995-2005 (Case Study 1);
2) U.S. Congressional appropriations for the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
1997-2006 (Case Study 2); and
3) Poverty statistics for members of NIGC Region 1 Tribes between
2000-2010 (Case Study 3).
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The three case studies offer before-and-after comparisons of measurable Native
American economic development and human security indicators relative to Sovereignty
Events designed to impact them. The goal of the research is to identify the extent to
which the assertion of sovereignty by Tribal governments is associated with empirical
increases in economic development and human security indicators in Tribal
communities, i.e. whether quality of life within a Tribe can be measurably increased if
Tribal governments take greater control over programs and resources for the benefit of
their members.

II. STUDY
A. CASE STUDY 1: TRIBAL GAMING AND ECONOMIC RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 15

A chronic problem that has hampered the advancement of Tribal development and
human security has been a lack of economic resources available to Tribes. 16 There is
no escaping the fact that fundamental elements of quality of life for individuals and
communities – education, health care, infrastructure, public safety resources – all
require significant capital to implement and maintain. Tribes have perennially struggled
to raise development capital due to factors such as geographic isolation, lack of access
to markets, and a lack of willingness of traditional financing sources to invest in Tribal
communities. 17 With the cost of essential human security components subject to
continual inflation, it is imperative for Tribal governments to cultivate sustainable
sources of capital that can be used to fund development programs.
One of the landmark Sovereignty Events for Native American nations in the second half
of the 20th Century was the outcome of the federal litigation known as California v.
Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987). In the mid-1980s, two Tribes in
Southern California were conducting small on-reservation card and bingo gaming
operations which catered to both Tribal members and non-Tribal visitors. The State of
California declared that such gaming operations were illegal under California law and
demanded the Tribes cease the activity completely. The Tribes refused, citing Tribal
sovereignty and asserting the state did not have regulatory jurisdiction over the Tribe’s
on-reservation economic activities. The State of California subsequently sued the
Tribes in federal court, and the case proceeded through the appellate system for
several years and was ultimately heard by the U.S. Supreme Court.

15

Data utilized for assessment: National Indian Gaming Commission Tribal Gaming Revenues, 1995 –
2013.
16
Guedel, W. Gregory. Strategies and Methods for Tribal Economic Development. Boston:
Thomson-Reuters (2013) p. 13.
17
Id. p. 45
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In 1987, the Supreme Court ruled that state governments could not restrict Tribal
gaming when other forms of gaming (e.g. a state lottery) were allowed within the state,
even if full casino gaming was not allowed. The practical result of the decision was to
open the way for Tribes to undertake Las Vegas-style casino gaming within the
boundaries of their reservations. The economic potential of the legal victory was readily
apparent to both Tribes and the U.S. government, and as Tribes began making plans
for undertaking casino gaming, they conducted government-to-government talks with
the U.S. to assess and manage future impacts. A new agency, the National Indian
Gaming Commission (NIGC), was formed in 1988 as the national regulatory body and
data repository for Tribal gaming.
The NIGC began collecting and publishing national and regional Tribal gaming revenue
data in 1995. Presently, about 250 Tribes in 28 states are involved in Class III casinostyle gaming. 18 Graph 1 illustrates the growth in the collective revenue realized by
gaming Tribes nationally from 1995 through the current reporting year.
GRAPH 1

18

http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2012/06/23/myth-indian-casino-riches
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The data indicates significant and continued growth in Tribal gaming revenue over the
first reported decade, with collective revenue growth each year during the period.
Between 1995 and 2013, gaming Tribes nationally collected a total of over $293 billion
in revenue from casino operations. These funds constitute a sovereign resource under
the exclusive control of Tribal governments, which can be utilized for economic and
human security development programs in accordance with the needs and priorities of
the communities they represent.

Data-Based Associations – Case Study 1:
•

Tribal casino gaming, instituted by the Sovereignty Event of Tribes prevailing in
the United States Supreme Court’s decision in the California v. Cabazon lawsuit,
is associated with gaming Tribes collectively realizing tens of billions of dollars of
additional annual revenue that is presently available to support economic
development and other human security programs for Tribal communities.

•

Beginning in 2007, the collective revenue from Tribal casino operations has
plateaued. The nearly 400% growth in annual gaming revenue from 1996 to
2006 has been followed by less than 7% total growth for the last seven years,
including two consecutive years of negative or zero growth.

The data revealed in this case study has significant implications for Tribal
governments in their strategic planning for using the sovereign economic resource of
gaming revenue. While the raw revenue statistics for the full reporting period are
impressive in terms of total dollars, the past seven years reflect a markedly reduced
rate of growth for Tribal gaming income. Market saturation, increased competition,
and a general reduction in U.S. household spending have created significant
challenges for the Tribal gaming industry. 19 The data suggests that Tribal gaming
revenue may have reached a peak level with limited future growth potential,
increasing the importance of effective resource management and investment
practices by Tribal governments.

19

In the past 10 years, numerous Tribes have closed gaming facilities and ceased operations, including
the Apache Nation of Oklahoma, the Paskenta and San Ysabel in California, and the Spokane in
Washington. The Foxwoods Casino operated by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe, the largest gaming
facility in the U.S., defaulted on $2.3 billion in debt in 2009 and its year-on-year quarterly cash flow for Q2
2014 was down over 41%. http://www.providencejournal.com/business/content/20140818-slow-recoverymore-competition-hurting-foxwoods.ece
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B. CASE STUDY 2: TRIBAL GAMING, POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS, AND US POLICY
OUTCOMES 20

As transformative as gaming revenue has been for the on-reservation socio-economic
conditions of Tribes, it has also led to increased Tribal influence outside their borders.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is an agency within the U.S. Department of Interior,
and is the primary federal agency with which all Tribes interact in their relationship with
the federal government. The BIA is also the agency with primary responsibility for
administering and funding Native American human security programs on behalf of the
federal government. Tribal human security programs administered by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Social Services and Housing Improvement
Natural Resources Management and Disaster Relief
Economic Development
Law Enforcement
Infrastructure Development and Maintenance

The BIA’s 2014 Green Book report states the agency’s human security mission:
“Through Indian Affairs programs, Tribes improve the quality of life for their members,
their Tribal government infrastructure, community infrastructure, education, job training,
and employment opportunities along with other components of long term, sustainable
development.” 21
Despite the BIA’s stated mission of support for Tribal development, in 1996 Tribes faced
a major external human security crisis in their relationship with the United States
government. The U.S. Government Accountability Office and Congressional Budget
Committees had both been investigating BIA operations for several years, and
separately issued reports condemning program waste and operational inefficiencies and
recommending the agency’s budget be cut by up to $250M beginning in FY 1998.22
Recognizing the impact of the proposed cuts for the BIA’s budget, in April 1996
Assistant U.S. Secretary of Indian Affairs Ada Deer stated: “If the final decisions of
Congress are in alignment with the Budget Committees, Indian Tribes will suffer yet
another major setback.” 23
20

Data utilized for assessment: Frederick J. Boehmke and Richard Witmer (2012): “Indian Nations as
Interest Groups Tribal Motivations for Contributions to U.S. Senators.” Political Research Quarterly 65
(1): 179-191; U.S. funding appropriations for Bureau of Indian Affairs; Center for Responsive Politics:
Tribal gaming political contribution data, 1996-2012.
21
http://bia.gov/cs/groups/xocfo/documents/text/idc1-021730.pdf p.3.
22
U.S. GAO Report B-276713, “Bureau of Indian Affairs: Information on Potential Budgetary Reductions
for Fiscal Year 1998”, April 25, 1997.
23
U.S. Department of Interior News, “Assistant Secretary Deer Delivers Budget Cut Warning” May 16,
1996.
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By traditional and internal committee structure, the U.S. Senate is the primary driver of
federal policy and funding for Native American programs. 24 Key members sit on the
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, and their recommendations typically determine the
level of annual BIA funding appropriation that is ultimately incorporated in the federal
budget. In response to the BIA budget cut recommendations of the GAO and CBO,
Tribal governments began increasing the use of gaming revenue for political
contributions to U.S. Senators. This increase has led to more focus on native issues
and legislation providing increased federal funding and technical assistance to Tribes
for their economic and human security development programs. Graph 2 illustrates the
level of Tribal gaming revenue dedicated to U.S. Senate political contributions between
1988 and 2006: 25
Graph 2

24

The U.S. House of Representatives has a subcommittee for American Indian and Alaska Native Affairs,
but it is one of five subcommittees to the larger House Committee on Natural Resources and does not
appear to impact BIA funding appropriation levels to the extent of the stand-alone Senate Committee on
Indian Affairs.
25
Frederick J. Boehmke and Richard Witmer (2012): “Indian Nations as Interest Groups: Tribal
Motivations for Contributions to U.S. Senators.” Political Research Quarterly 65 (1): 179-191.
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Graph 3 illustrates the ultimate BIA funding appropriation levels approved by Congress and
incorporated in the federal budget for the years 1997-2006. Of particular note is the year 1998,
the year the GAO and CBO had recommended significant reductions to the BIA budget. Despite
the auditors’ recommendations for cuts up to $250 million, the BIA budget was actually
increased by approximately $90 million. This Congressional action followed two election cycles
(1995/96 and 1997/98) in which Tribes had significantly increased the amount of Tribal gaming
revenue used for making political contributions to U.S. Senators. 26
Graph 3 (dollar figures in billions)

26

See Graph 2 above.
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To test the statistical association between Tribal political contributions and subsequent
Congressional funding appropriations for the BIA, the yearly data was analyzed with a
correlation matrix. Correlations run on a scale from -1 to +1. A value near -1 indicates
an inverse correlation, wherein the movement of one factor is associated with an
opposite movement of the correlating factor, whereas a value near +1 indicates a
positive correlation suggesting a connected causality in factor movements. The
statistical correlation between Tribal gaming political contributions and the BIA funding
appropriation approved by Congress for the years 1997-2006 is 0.7849, a result that
indicates a strong association between Tribal political contribution amounts and the
pattern of increasing funding by Congress for BIA human security programs benefitting
Native Americans.
Having found a statistically significant association between Tribal political contributions
to U.S. Senators and the subsequent Congressional funding appropriations for the BIA,
new “control” variables were introduced into the analytical model in an effort to detect if
other factors might have been responsible for the apparent connection. Two control
variables were selected for this study:
1) The number of Senators during the period who were of Native
American ancestry, and who therefore might have possessed an ethnic
bias favorable to increasing BIA funding independent of any political
contributions by Tribes; and
2) The party majority status of the Senate was analyzed to determine if
and for how long the Democratic Party was “in control” of the Senate by
virtue of holding a majority of seats during the period. The Democratic
Party has traditionally been viewed as more “pro-Tribal” than the
Republican Party, which might influence its support for increasing BIA
funding independent of any political contributions by Tribes.
Congressional membership data reveals that there was only one U.S. Senator of selfidentified Native American ancestry in office during the period, Senator Ben Nighthorse
Campbell of Colorado, which empirically rules out the theory that an increasing number
of Native American Senators might have been working for BIA funding increases.
Further, Sen. Campbell retired in 2004, leaving the Senate without any Native American
members for the final two years of the case study period – yet the pattern of BIA funding
increases was unaffected. Similarly, the Senate majority party for most of the period
was actually the Republican Party, and the “control party” changed three times during
this period. Regardless of which party held the majority of seats in the Senate, the
pattern of BIA funding increases was unaffected. Table 1 provides a regression
analysis that includes the multivariate controls for potential ethnic bias and Senate party
majority:
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Table 1
Multivariate Controls for Senators’ Ethnic Bias and Senate Party Control
biafunding

Coef.

Std. Err.

contributions 985.2932 206.9152

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]
481.4369

1489.149

- 1.02e+08
2.05e+08

-2.01 0.091 -4.53e+08

4.40e+07

major_dem 1.09e+08 7.59e+07

1.43 0.201 -7.69e+07

2.95e+08

num_natam

4.78 0.003

_cons 1.73e+09 1.09e+08 15.90 0.000

1.46e+09

1.99e+09

The P-values and Confidence Intervals for the three variables indicate that neither potential
ethnic bias of Native American Senators nor the party in control of the Senate had a statistically
significant impact on the association between Tribal gaming political contributions and the
subsequent Congressional funding allocations for the BIA.
The median and total dollar figures for Tribal gaming political contributions demonstrate a
substantial rate of return for Tribes, measured by the BIA funding increases during the case
study period:

Total Tribal Gaming Political Contributions, 1997-2006:

$2,300,000

Total Increase in Annual Funding for BIA, 1997-2006:

$547,988,000

Median Annual Tribal Gaming Political Contributions, 1997-2006:

$255,555

Median Annual Increase of BIA Funding, 1997-2006:

$60,887,555

Subsequent to the time period for Case Study #2, it appears that Tribal governments have
recognized the value of this form of diplomatic advocacy for their human security programs and
have continued to utilize it in earnest. In the state and federal election campaign cycles of 2007
and 2008, four of the top-10 largest political donors in the U.S. were Native American-controlled
groups. 27 These four donor organizations spent a combined total of $129.8 million on state and
federal political campaigns; together they donated more than double that of the top national
donor (the National Education Association), which spent $56.3 million during the cycle. 28 The
continuing funding pattern for Tribal human security programs within the BIA by the United
States government certainly validates this approach:

•
27
28

FY 2012 Congressional
$2,746,178,000

Appropriation

Center for Responsive Politics.
Opensecrets.org.
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for

Bureau

of

Indian

Affairs:

•

Total Increase in Annual BIA Appropriation Since FY 1997: $1,302,676,000

•

There has been a 90.2% increase in annual Congressional funding of BIA Native
American human security programs since the start of political contributions
financed by Tribal gaming. 29

Data-Based Associations – Case Study #2:
The availability of gaming revenue provided new resources for Tribal political advocacy
regarding US policies affecting Native American human security. The threat of significant
reductions in U.S. government funding for Tribal human security programs was followed closely
in time by the Sovereignty Event of Tribes’ markedly increased use of gaming funds for political
contributions to members of the U.S. Senate. The increased use of Tribal gaming revenue for
this form of diplomatic advocacy was followed by favorable outcomes in US congressional
appropriations for Native American human security development programs within the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, which provided a positive fiscal investment in Tribal programs by the U.S. that
significantly exceeded the total capital investment by Tribal governments. 30
VII. CASE STUDY 3: TRIBAL GAMING AND NATIVE AMERICAN POVERTY LEVEL OUTCOMES 31
This case study analyzes the internal human security condition of poverty within Native
American nations, and is designed to examine whether casino revenue received by gaming
Tribes has a measurable impact on the rate of poverty for their members. As a threshold
matter, it is important to note that not all Native American nations are involved in gaming. Of the
566 federally recognized Tribes within the U.S., less than half have IGRA Class III casino-style
gaming operations. 32 Due to geographic and economic factors, particularly travel distances
from reservations to major population centers, gaming is not a viable economic activity for many
Native American nations. 33
The National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) is the oversight agency for all Tribal gaming
nationwide, and the NIGC issues annual reports detailing Tribal gaming revenue statistics.
NIGC gaming revenue data is aggregated and reported on a national and regional basis; the
agency does not provide revenue statistics for the gaming operations of individual Tribes, as
that information is considered sovereign property and confidential. For this case study, the
29

See current BIA budget and funding data in the Bureau’s 2014 Green Book:
http://bia.gov/cs/groups/xocfo/documents/text/idc1-021730.pdf
30
Each year, the specific allocations of federal funding for Native American development programs are
detailed in the annual “Green Book” issued by the BIA, which can be accessed through the bia.gov
website.
31
Data Utilized for Assessment: National Indian Gaming Commission Regional Gaming Revenue Data,
2001-2010; 2000 US Census, American Indian and Alaska Native Summary Files; 2010 US Census,
American Community Survey: American Indian and Alaska Native Tables.
32
The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) classifies bingo-style games as Class II; Class III includes
dice, roulette, slot machine, and card table games. 25 U.S.C. 2710.
33
Native American Rights Fund: “Dispelling the Myths About Indian Gaming”.
http://www.narf.org/pubs/misc/gaming.html
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selected sample data for gaming revenue is for NIGC Region 1, which is comprised of the
gaming Tribes located in the state of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Alaska. The collective
gaming revenue for Region 1 Tribes for the ten-year period between 2001 and 2010 is reflected
in Table 3:
TABLE 3
NIGC REGION 1 COMBINED ANNUAL
TRIBAL GAMING REVENUE, 2001-2010 34

YEAR

REVENUE

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

1,013,470,000
1,196,178,000
1,439,516,000
1,601,346,000
1,829,195,000
2,080,369,000
2,263,950,000
2,376,025,000
2,520,908,000
2,665,096,000

TOTAL – 2001-2010:

18,986,053,000

The NIGC data reflects a steady and significant growth in gaming revenue for Region 1 Tribes
during the period. At the start of the decade, the annual collective revenue among the Tribes
was approximately $1 billion. 35 By the end of the decade, their collective annual revenue had
increased over 2.5 times to $2.6 billion, and the revenue increased significantly each year
during this period. In total, Region 1 Tribes collected nearly $19 billion in revenue from their
gaming activities between 2001-2010.
These particular years were selected for this case study to coincide with the poverty data
reported by the 2000 US Census and the 2010 US Census, allowing for a before-and-after
comparison of poverty levels within Region 1 Tribes relative to the Tribal governments’
collective receipt of the $19 billion in gaming revenue over the decade. Using NIGC reports, the
specific gaming Tribes within Region 1 were identified. Then, the population and poverty
statistics for each Region 1 gaming Tribe were gathered from US Census for the year 2000 and
2010. Mean poverty rates were calculated for the Region 1 Tribes for 2000 and 2010, and
compared with the national average poverty rate for all Tribes in the U.S. for those years as
reported by the US Census. Using Tribal and state government information resources, it was
also possible to identify which of the Region 1 gaming Tribes issued per-capita payments to
their members as a means of providing direct personal income support from gaming revenue.
The results of the NIGC Region 1 gaming revenue and Tribal poverty percentage case study
are listed in the following table:
34
35

NIGC Gaming Revenues by Region; http://www.nigc.gov/Gaming_Revenue_Reports.aspx.
Id.
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NIGC REGION I GAMING TRIBES: ON-RESERVATION POPULATION AND POVERTY STATISTICS, 2000 & 2010

Tribe

2000
Population

Coeur d'Alene
Colville
Coquille
Jamestown S'Klallam
Klamath
Lower Elwha
Muckleshoot
Nez Perce
Nisqually
Nooksack
Port Gamble
Puyallup
Quinault
Siletz
Skokomish
Spokane
Squaxin Island
Suquamish
Swinomish
Tulalip
Umatilla
Upper Skagit
Warm Springs
Yakama

1476
8212
362
24
2620
369
3586
3981
442
727
509
1510
2157
1718
681
2370
440
3482
581
2381
1562
362
3143
7887

TOTALS

50582

2000
<Poverty

2000
Poverty %

350
1944
59
0
729
98
573
926
158
248
82
398
618
362
207
722
138
297
196
604
279
115
1043
2520

2010
Population

23.7
23.7
16.3
0
27.8
26.6
16
23.3
35.7
34.1
16.1
26.4
28.7
21.1
30.4
30.5
31.4
8.5
33.7
25.4
17.9
31.8
33.2
32

12666

MEAN POVERTY RATE OF REGION I TRIBES
NATIONAL AVERAGE FOR ALL TRIBES IN U.S.
Number of Tribes with Increased Poverty Rate, 2000-2010: 12
Number of Tribes with Decreased Poverty Rate, 2000-2010: 12

2000:

25%
25.7%

SD=8.76 SE=1.78

2010
<Poverty

1726
8324
475
19
2431
825
4204
3320
524
1159
788
2346
2005
2452
485
2261
461
4025
907
2645
1605
1030
3531
8882

425
2443
58
0
604
388
924
719
114
379
176
532
574
928
99
613
57
398
488
648
373
352
1918
3156

56430

16366

2010
Poverty %

Per Capita
Payments

24
29.3
12.2
0
24.8
47
22
21.6
21.7
32.7
22.3
22.6
28.6
37.8
20.4
27.1
12.4
9.8
53.8
24.5
23.2
34.1
54.3
35

2010:

29%
27%

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SD=12.84 SE=2.62

Number of Tribes Issuing Per Capita Payments to Members: 17
Number of Tribes with No Per Capita Payments to Members: 7
Per Capita Tribes with Increased Poverty 2000-2010: 58.8% (10 out of 17)
Non-Per Capita Tribes with Increased Poverty 2000-2010: 28.5% (2 out of 7)

Notes
2000 Data: 2000 Census, American Indian and Alaska Native Summary File
2010 Data: 2010 Census, American Community Survey, American Indian and Alaska Native Tables
2000 and/or 2010 Census data not available for the following NIGC Region I Gaming Tribes:
Coos, Chehalis, Grand Ronde, Cow Creek, Kalispel, Klawock, Kootenai, Lummi, Metlakatla, Shoalwater,
Shoshone-Bannock, Snoqualmie, and Stillaguamish.
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The results from this case study were unexpectedly complex. From an economic
perspective, it would be reasonable to expect the infusion of new capital provided by
Tribal gaming to be a catalyst for poverty reduction, and likewise expect to see the
individual and collective poverty percentages for Tribes decrease. On a collective
basis, the actual results for Region 1 Tribes demonstrated the opposite. In 2000, the
median poverty rate for gaming Tribes in NIGC Region 1 was 25%, slightly below the
rate for all Tribes in the U.S., which stood at 25.7%. Ten years and $19 billion later, the
median poverty rate for these same gaming Tribes in NIGC Region 1 increased to 29%
- an increase of four percentage points from the beginning of the decade, which also
placed the Region 1 Tribes two percentage points higher than the 2010 national
average for all Tribes of 27%. The combined total population of the Region 1 Tribes in
the case study increased by 5848 people during the decade. The combined total
population below the poverty level during the period increased by 3700, nearly twothirds of the total population increase.
Per capita payments are a controversial issue within and across Tribal nations. Every
Tribe has a sovereign right to determine whether, when, and in what amounts it will
issue per capita payments to its members, and the institution, conditions, and
management of a per capita regime are matters of individual Tribal discretion. In Tribes
with high unemployment and poverty, per capita payments are often viewed as a means
of collective support by and for Tribal members, with each member eligible for an equal
share of Tribal wealth. However, questions have arisen regarding the effectiveness of
per capita payments for poverty reduction in Native communities; some have likened
them to a welfare-type system that provides a disincentive for work and dissipates Tribal
economic resources that could be better used to finance strategic initiatives such as
scholarships for higher education. 36 For the gaming Tribes in NIGC Region 1, the
statistical results of Case Study #3 indicate an inverse correlation between per capita
payments and poverty reduction. Of the 24 Tribes studied, 17 issue per capita
payments to members, 7 do not. Of the per capita Tribes, 58.8% (10 out of 17)
experienced an increased poverty rate from 2000-2010. In contrast, of the Tribes that
do not issue per capita payments, only 28.8% (2 out of 7) experienced increased
poverty during the period.
Data-Based Associations- Case Study #3:
•
•

Tribal gaming activity is associated with sustained annual revenue increases for
NIGC Region 1 Gaming Tribes from 2000-2010.
Tribal gaming revenue is not associated with an overall reduction in poverty for
NIGC Region 1 Gaming Tribes during this period.

36

See “Greed, Corruption, and Indian Country’s New Welfare States”, Indian Country Today;
http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2013/06/27/greed-corruption-and-indian-countrys-newwelfare-states
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•
•
•

•

•

From 2000-2010, the mean poverty rate of NIGC Region 1 Gaming
Tribes increased from slightly below the national average for all Tribes in 2000 to
two percentage points higher than the national average in 2010.
Poverty outcomes varied widely among NIGC Region 1 Gaming Tribes during
this period, with some experiencing a 50%+ reduction and others experiencing a
100%+ increase.
The standard deviation and standard error of individual Tribal poverty rates from
the mean increased by 32%, indicating that the differences in poverty outcomes
between Tribes grew notably during the period, with a greater gap between
Tribes experiencing increased poverty and those that were successful in
reducing poverty.
Certain Tribes with very similar population size, geography, and economic
resources experienced starkly different poverty outcomes over the decade. For
example, the Squaxin Island Tribe reduced its poverty rate from 31.4% to 12.4%
during this period, while the Swinomish Tribe’s poverty rate increased from
33.7% to 53.8%.
There was an inverse correlation between per capita payments and poverty
reduction, with per capita Tribes significantly less likely to have achieved poverty
reduction during this period that Tribes that did not issue per capita payments to
members.

III. CONCLUSION: EMERGENT RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND NEXT STEPS
A macro-level analysis of the results of these case studies confirms some fundamental
facts that are crucial for the study of economic and human security development in
Native American nations. While Tribes have theoretical equality in their level of
sovereignty from a legal perspective, Tribes are very diverse in how their sovereignty is
actually exercised, and there is significant disparity in the results that follow from their
management of sovereign resources and policies. While there are some clear
correlations between Sovereignty Events and improved human security outcomes, e.g.
the increase in BIA program funding following Tribal political contributions, the research
also revealed some puzzling results. The dramatic differences in poverty outcomes
between the Region 1 gaming Tribes, despite these Tribes having similar structural
conditions and sharing in nearly $19 billion in gaming revenue over a decade, indicates
that equal sovereignty does not produce equal development results for Tribal
communities.
From this research, key questions have emerged for further examination:
•
•

What explains the differences in economic and human security
development outcomes between similarly situated Tribes?
What policies and actions are most effective for improving Native
American economic and human security indicators?
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To answer these questions, next steps in the research process include continued data
collection on key human security indicators such as economic development, public
health, social justice; interviews with Tribal leaders regarding effective/ineffective human
security policies and programs; and development of data-supported theoretical
approaches to assessing and implementing Tribal human security initiatives.
The research will be facilitated by a public event to be hosted in Seattle in the Spring of
2015. With funding support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, a two-day program
entitled Sovereignty, Development, and Human Security: A Colloquium On
U.S./Native American Relations will be held at the University of Washington. The
colloquium will bring together leaders from Native American nations and U.S.
government agencies for presentations and dialogue on effective programs and
practices for economic and human security development. The presentations will be
filmed for podcast downloading, and key information and policy recommendations from
the Tribal leaders will be published in future articles.
WGG
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Abstract: Paper Session
Eighteenth century colonial love plots reflect a time of uncertainty about human difference,
whereas the more conservative and less sexualized relations of later nineteenth century publications
indicate a more concrete conception of the moral and physical character of the other. John Gabriel
Stedman’s Narrative and its various iterations demonstrate the ways in which colonial violence and
human variety are intertwined, revealing subtle yet significant differences among textual witnesses. In
particular, the multiple versions of the Narrative reveal the conflicting debates on slavery and the
contradictory interpretations of human difference over time, as demonstrated by the shifting portrayals of
Stedman’s relationship with Joanna, and her diverse roles as concubine, wife, matronly caregiver and
nursemaid in Surinam.
Such marked differences in the representation of Joanna in various texts demonstrate the
importance of studying the editorial history of Stedman’s Narrative in the context of changing
representations of human variety during its composition and publication process. I focus on the varying
representations of Stedman’s relationship with Joanna, ranging from common sex (in the original diaries),
romantic attraction (the 1790 manuscript of his Narrative) and paternal devotion (the 1796 edition of the
Narrative and the 1962 edition of the diaries), making use of Roxann Wheeler’s multiplicity theory to
uncover racial and sexual attitudes revealed by these texts. I investigate the striking discrepancies
between Stedman’s original diaries and their rendition in Thompson’s 1962 edition, followed by brief
comments on essential differences between the 1790 and 1796 versions of the Narrative and the
relationship between the diaries and the narratives.

1. “Unfamiliar Themes and Styles of The Innocents Abroad to Japanese Readers”
2. Hirata, Michiko
3. Kinki University
4. 3-4-1 Kowakae, Higashiosaka, Osaka 577-8502
5. hiratami@kindai.ac.jp
6. Abstract:
It is well known at least in the United States that Mark Twain established his fame as a
professional writer with his first two travel books, The Innocents Abroad (1869) and Roughing It
(1872).

His literary work has been popular in Japan for many years, but strangely his fame in Japan

is based almost entirely on the popularity of his “children’s literature” such as The Prince and the
Pauper (1881), The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885).
Why have Japanese readers not read Twain’s travel books so much as those widely accepted as
children’s books?

Or why have Japanese scholars and translators not introduced another important

aspect of Twain as a travel book writer to the Japanese public in a more positive manner? The
presentation will mainly treat Twain’s first and probably most popular travel book, The Innocents
Abroad and discuss possible causes of relative difficulty of Japanese acceptance of Twain’s travel
literature.
Yoshio Katsuura, Shunsuke Kamei and Tsuyoshi Ishihara have already published the results of
their research on the history of Japanese acceptance of Twain’s works, especially of the above three
“children’s books” and their discussion on the effects of Japanese translations on the acceptance. It
should be possible to consider what themes or styles that Twain deals with in his travel books have
been difficult for Japanese readers to appreciate or accept by referring to the reasons that Katsuura,
Kamei and Ishihara suggest for why The Prince, Tom Sawyer, and Huckleberry Finn gained such
popularity in Japan or why Japanese translators had to change or remove certain parts of the books
partly or completely in their translations.
In addition, discussions on what critics have often cited as defects or something that might
degrade the art of Twain’s amusing narrative and humor in The Innocents Abroad such as rather
frequent references to death, repeated harsh criticisms of the Catholic church and social conditions in
the “Old World,” and degradation of the narrator “Twain”’s tone in the latter part of the book will be
reexamined to see how American and Japanese readers have reacted differently toward them and
whether there can be other causes unique to Japanese readers that make their acceptance of Twain’s
travel books difficult.
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6. Abstract
Angela Carter used the award money she won in 1969 to travel to Japan, where she stayed
for two years. One often quoted remark that Carter made on her experience in Japan read:
“In Japan, I learnt what it is to be a woman and became radicalized.” Her experience in
Japan has been noted by many scholars such as Lorna Sage and Susan Gamble as a
crucial “turning point” in her writing career. The shared impression here is that Japan
“radicalizing” the author was to some good effect at least on her writing. Recently, however,
scholars like Susan Fisher have questioned the “radical” nature of Carter’s treatment of
Japan. It is true that much remains a mystery as to the details of her stay, although we do
know that she stayed in Tokyo and Yokohama, two of the most Westernized cities in Japan,
from whence she continued to write for New Society essays based on her experience.
However, as one Japanese interpreter observes, much of what she wrote during her stay
may have been based on her actual experience, but it is dangerous to take everything
literary as well as literally. Her short stories and essays are later published in Fireworks
and Shaking a Leg. The purpose of my paper is to re-examine the effect Japan had on
Carter, and what she actually meant by “learning what it is to become a woman” and
“becoming radicalized.” In particular, my main interest lies in her treatment of Japanese
women. While Carter is candidly outspoken about her relationship with Japanese men who
became her lovers, she remains mysteriously quiet about the female counterpart. In fact,
in one essay, she is referred to as Pinkerton and her Japanese boyfriend Butterfly. My
paper will discuss that such a reversal of gender and sexuality becomes a crucial element in
Carter’s depiction of the Orient.
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Blessed are the Dead: Johannes Brahms’s Musical Journey of
Faith Through Tragedy, Decline, and Loss
Abstract: The re-assessment of life and career that comes with aging can be observed in the life of composer Johannes Brahms. Deaths of family and
close friends can be shown to affect a change in texts chosen for composition, liturgical or social function of the music composed, and the general
direction of an artist's stylistic development. The composer’s earlier texts tended to contain traditional religious subject matter, while subsequent
choices increasingly demonstrate feelings of insecurity, doubt, and despair. By examining this highly sensitive composer’s responses to the ravages of
aging, tragedy, and loss, we can gain insights into our own faith tradition and its likelihood of sustainability through the rest of our own lives. Our
ability to relate to others and their life challenges is immensely aided by a thorough examination of how this stoic individual was affected by loss and
how he salvaged a meaningful portion of his original belief system to help him through the inevitable transitions of life.

The Reality of How Experience Changes Us All
Mortality changes the way we look at the world and ourselves. While many families pass down religious ideas and
traditional approaches to dealing with the vicissitudes of time, the individual is left to apply these ideas and approaches and
must ultimately decide if these means of coping are sufficient for their own needs or if alternate measures are necessary to
effectively deal with the magnitude of their own personal travails. Whatever the effect of aging on our lives, this process is
difficult to observe accurately and dispassionately while it is occurring. While the lives of ordinary people of bygone eras
may indeed be unknowable due simply to their obscurity, biographies of classical composers have left ample data to assist
in assessing the changes that take place when these individuals face the realities of aging and the demise of those they hold
dear. Since tragedy, decline, and loss leave an imprint on the average person, how much more observable will those effects
be on a sensitive, creative person who produces artistic works?
Johannes Brahms was comparatively long-lived composer. He experienced many milestones in his own life that are
common to a wide spectrum of people. He also experienced hardships that are specific to musicians and composers in
particular. I am limiting this study to an examination of texts Brahms set that address death, grief, decline, and aging.

The Young Brahms
Brahms’s early textual choices concerning death were typical of his station and the prevailing Lutheranism of his family in
that they express unquestioning acceptance of the explanations and comfort offered by traditional Christian doctrines. As
he experienced his own aging and the decline and loss of his friends, Brahms’s choices for compositional fodder revealed
his gradual transformation into a deeply troubled person who lived in bitter resentment of the edicts of fate. His
pronouncements on death and the afterlife became more circumspect and doubtful of the surety of Christian dogma, yet still
basically optimistic of the existence of an afterlife. The choices of text Brahms made in midlife, while not nearly so
orthodox as his earlier choices, show a tendency to co-opt religiosity, and display his need to believe that lost loved ones
were in a better place where he would see them again. His religious faith, whatever its actual makeup, is intact, but it has
been tempered with the pain of life experiences that have challenged and altered it greatly.
In 1856, Brahms set a poem by Paul Fleming (1609-1640) in his Geistliches Lied (Sacred Song). The choice of a poem
from this era is logical considering his love of the baroque period and deep study of this era. Robert Schumann, one of
Brahms’s dearest friends and supporters died earlier that year in an insane asylum, and this work is ostensibly and homage
to him. Brahms dedicated the work to Schumann’s widow, his dear friend Clara. Geistliches Lied reads like a Lutheran
eulogy and shows the influence of a Christian faith Brahms himself claimed not to share. The grief of Schumann’s passing
is subjugated to the surety of an afterlife and any questioning of why such loss is necessary is seen as a lack of faith.
Let nothing cause you grief,
Be calm, as God has decreed,
Thus shall my will be contented.
What of tomorrow would you be troubled with today?
There is One who stands for us all,
Who gives you also what is yours.
So in all your ways be steadfast,
Stand firm, as God has secured,
This is and must be for the best.

Amen. (Brahms, 1864, author’s translation)
For a 23-year-old Johannes Brahms, the faith of his forebears is sufficient and unquestioned. The injustices of life are
not yet personal and he accepts what he has been told about man’s ultimate destiny in heaven. Brahms had spent the better
part of three years supporting Clara, while they both were separated from Schumann by the sick man’s incarceration in the
asylum. Whether it was because of his need to comfort the widow, or his own guilt at his growing closeness with her,
Brahms allowed himself to co-opt the pious admonishment provided by this writer and to set it to beautiful music without
personalizing the sentiment. The stresses of the next ten years would rob Brahms of this ability to shrug off the real
suffering occurring around him.
Only two years later, Brahms set a funeral song suitable for a graveside service. The text is by another 16th century
writer, Michael Weiße.
Now let us bury the body,
Over which we have no doubt:
He shall on the last day be raised,
And unfettered go forth.
Earth is he and made from the Earth;
And will once gain to earth return;
And from Earth again be raised
When God’s trumpet shall sound
The third, fourth, and fifth stanzas contain declarations of the deceased’s belief in God, forgiven sins, mystic
participation in the death and resurrection of Christ, and the security of the soul separated from the corruption of the body.
The last two stanzas notably contain prominent themes taken up by Brahms eight years later in his German Requiem.
Here did he live under the weight of fear,
There shall he be comforted,
In eternal Joy and Wonder
Shining like the beautiful sun.
Now let us leave him here to sleep,
And go all our separate ways,
Give ourselves willingly to the task,
Till death comes to us all at last. (Brahms, 1983, author’s translation)
Does Brahms actually believe what he is setting to music, or is he simply choosing a reliable vehicle to assure the work
is performed? Once again, it is obvious that Brahms has taken the theological viewpoint of his Lutheran compatriots and
served it up to his musical audience as personally accepted truth.

Humiliation and Acceptance
In early 1859, Brahms’s D minor piano concerto was given its local debut with Brahms at the piano. It was received in an
icy fashion with barely three audience members applauding and the rest hissing him from the stage. Less than a month after
this public humiliation, his new fiancé, Agathe von Siebold, broke off their engagement (Swafford, 1997, 188-193).
Brahms was devastated and hardly showed his face in public for a month. His private grief was overwhelming and his
public reputation had been marred seemingly irreparably.
It was amidst this failure and despair, however, that Brahms was asked to take on the directorship of the Hamburg
Frauenchor, a newly formed women’s choir. This was a position he took gladly and used to great effect in composing
music for women. He also acquired a great number of female admirers and engaged in a few romantic relationships while
holding this post. There is a detectable measure of cognitive dissonance between the depression of his losses and the joy of
his newly acquired job, as the next text he chose to set was as schizophrenic a passage as one can find in the Bible. Brahms
chooses a text that begins to show real dejection and anger at life’s unfairness. Toward the end of the text, however, despair
is almost shamed into abeyance by declarations of the unquestioned goodness of God in Psalm 13.
Lord, how long will you completely forget me?

How long withhold your countenance from me?
How long shall I be weighted with care in my soul
And with daily fear in heart?
How long will my foes be ascendant over me?
Surely look and hear me, Lord my God!
Lighten my eyes, that I not sleep in death,
That my enemies not succeed.
Be thou my strength that they not say,
“He is defeated!”
I hope in you, for you are so kind;
My heart rejoices for you are so ready to help.
I will sing to the Lord,
For he is so good to me. (Brahms, 1890, author’s translation)
The summer of 1860 provided positive events in Brahms’s career, coupled with tragic humiliations he could never
have anticipated. His concertizing at the piano was well received while the Frauenchor produced not only artistic success,
but a few romances as well. While his music gained popularity, his feud with the faction surrounding rival composer Franz
Liszt was heating up. Brahms and his friends published a rebuke of the Liszt crowd in a local paper, prompting ridicule
from those who saw Liszt as a giant of music and philosophy.
At this time, Brahms set three religious texts: a penitent and pleading Psalm 69 (But I am poor and sorrowful, Lord), a
boilerplate affirmation of the redeeming death of Jesus by 16th century hymn writer Paul Speratus, Now Unto Us Comes
Salvation, and an appeal for spiritual purity from Luther’s Psalm 51, Create in Me a Clean Heart, O God. This group of
works appears to indicate that, due to Brahms’s brushes with doubt, the weight of life’s cares have begun to creep into his
outlook, but have not compromised his outward religious orthodoxy.
Clara Schumann fell into a deep melancholy from the beginning of 1861. Brahms spent a good deal of 1862 in
seclusion, laboring over his c minor symphony, and in 1863 a conducting position he had sought for several years was
inexplicably given to one of his dear friends, a singer with barely any orchestral experience to his credit. From Vienna,
Brahms wrote a heartbroken letter to Clara:
“I . . . feel, and shall forever feel, that I am a stranger and that I can have no peace . . . one is naturally
frightened by the thought of solitude. An active existence living in association with others . . .the happiness of the
family circle, --who is so meager a human being who does not long for these things?”(Stephensen, 1973, 24)

Brahms’s Family Unit Dissolves
Brahms’s parents’ marriage fell apart in early 1864 and his father moved out of their house. Jakob Brahms refused to
support his wife and daughter, Johann’s brother broke his pledge to assist them, and so Brahms alone was left to support the
family. His emotionally unstable sister did not recover from the event and never reconciled with her father. By February of
1865, Brahms’s seventy-six year old mother could hold up no longer. Her subsistence on revenues from seamstress work
came to an end as her hands began to shake and the added stress of helplessness sent her to bed where she died before
Brahms could arrive to say goodbye. Though he had harbored an unformed idea of composing a major funereal piece ever
since the death of Robert Schumann, Brahms now began to pull together movements for a choral-orchestral work on the
subject of death. He chose texts that had been landmarks of composition in the German language since the earliest days of
the Protestant Reformation and brought them together in one massive concert work addressing the tragedy, emotions, and
inevitability of death.
Movement 1
Blessed are they who bear grief, for they shall be comforted. (Matthew 5:4)
They who sow in tears shall reap in joy.
They go forth and weep, carrying noble seed
And shall return with Joy, bringing their belongings (Psalm 126: 5,6,)
Movement 2
For all flesh is as Grass, and all the nobility of man

like the grasses' flowers. Grass withers and the flower
falls to the ground. (I Peter 1:24) (indirect quote of Psalm 103)
Therefore be patient, dear brothers, until the return of the
Lord. Observe, a caretaker waits for the precious fruit of the
Earth and is patient until he receives the morning and evening rains. (James 5:7)
But the Lord's Word remains in Eternity. (I Peter 1:25)
The redeemed of the Lord will return to Zion with shouting; eternal joy crowning their heads.
Joy and elation shall they obtain and
pain and sighing will flee. (Isaiah 35:10)
Movement 3
Lord, teach me truly that there must be an end to me,
My life has a limit, and I must also.
Observe, my days are a hand's breadth before you
and my life is as nothing. Ah, how insignificant are all men,
who so securely live. They go forth as a shadow and have much unnecessary unrest;
they sow and know not who will reap it. Now Lord, in whom shall I take comfort?
I hope in you.
(Psalm 39:5-8)
The righteous souls are in the hand of God
And no torment can disturb them (Wisdom 3: 1)
Movement 4
How lovely are your dwellings, Lord of Sabbaoth.
My soul longs and swoons for the courts of the Lord.
My body and soul rejoice in the living God.
Well are they, who live in your house.
They praise you there forever. (Psalm 84: 1, 2, 4)
Movement 5
You have now sadness, But, I will comfort you like a Mother.
Look at me, I have for a short time had much grief and toil.
And have found great comfort.
I will see you again, and your Lord will make you joyful
And no one shall take your joy away. (John 16:22)
Movement 6
For we have here no enduring place
However, we seek the one that is to come. (Hebrews 13:14)
Behold, I tell you a mystery: We will not all go to sleep
We will all, however, be transformed, instantly
In the blink of an eye, at the time of the last trumpet.
Then will the trumpet sound, and the dead will be resurrected incorruptible,
and we shall all be transformed
Then will the word be fulfilled that stands written.
Death is swallowed up in triumph
Death, where is your stinger? Hell, where is your triumph? (I Corinthians 15:51-55)
Lord you are worthy to receive praise, glory and strength
For you have made all things
Through your desire they have their being.
And are created. (Revelation 4:11)
Movement 7

Blessed are the dead, who die in the Lord from now on
Yes, says the Spirit, that they rest from their labors
For their works follow them there. (Revelation 13:14)
(Brahms, 1868, author’s translation)
Brahms’s observable “religion” has now undergone a fundamental transformation in his choice of vastly
divergent texts from the far reaches of the old and new testaments, tailored to fit the composer’s rhythmic needs as
well as his theological idiosyncrasies. While Brahms claimed he could no more add than subtract a word from his
“revered poets, (Nowak, 1984,119)” he was exacting in what portions of holy writ he chose to set and which he
skipped over. A single verse of Matthew coupled with a verse from the Psalms. A verse of I Peter, followed by a
verse of James, a second verse from I Peter, concluding with a verse from Isaiah. While liturgical scholars are
accustomed to a patchwork of verses from divergent books (New Testament reading, Psalm, Old Testament
reading, Gospel), these texts are in no liturgical order to speak of. Furthermore, if a liturgical function is sought,
one finds that the readings are utterly random as pertains to the Lutheran Lectionary: (Flachman, 2006)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Gospel Reading, 4th Sunday after Epiphany, year A/ All Saints, Pericope **
Psalm reading, 3rd Sunday of Advent, year B
NT reading, 3rd Sunday of Easter, year A
NT reading, 21st Ordinary Sunday (Lutheran proper)
NT reading, 3rd Sunday of Easter, year A
OT reading, 3rd Sunday of Advent, year A
Unassigned Psalm, recommended burial service (Regula Missae)
Roman Catholic OT reading, All Saints *
Psalm reading, dedication service for a new church
Gospel reading, 5th Sunday of Easter, year C/ 4th Sunday of Easter, Pericope
NT reading, Ordinary Sunday 17, year C (also suggested funeral)
NT reading, 8th Sunday of Epiphany, year C / Easter Day, Pericope
Unassigned NT reading
Generally prescribed final reading, Lutheran funeral liturgy

* Luther considered Wisdom to be apocryphal, or at least deuterocanonical.
** Pericope refers to the traditional one-year lectionary used by baroque era Lutherans
The idiosyncratic order of this collection proves that Brahms did not borrow the readings from one of Luther’s funeral
liturgies, and its sentiments were his own. Brahms’s earlier assurances of God’s firm control over the world fell away,
replaced by a position of retreat. Life no longer supported Paul Fleming’s platitude that “This is, and must be for the best,
Amen.” The reality of grief and loss refused to fall neatly into place, thus “Let nothing cause you grief, be calm as God has
decreed,” rang hollow. When faced with the break up of his nuclear family and the death of his dear mother, Brahms bore
the faith-shattering assault death makes on us all. Although the bulk of Brahms’s self-selected libretto consists of bleak
lines of defeat, each of the despondent narratives he employs is answered with a comforting salvo of hope. “All flesh is as
Grass,” but “the redeemed of the Lord will return . . .and pain and sighing will . . . flee.” Although men “go forth as a
shadow,” he still believed “the righteous souls are in the hand of God and no torment can disturb them.” Where did
Brahms believe these souls are kept from torment? Movement four proclaims: “How lovely are your dwellings, Lord of
Sabbaoth . . . well are they who live in your house.”

The German Requiem Emerges
By the end of 1866, Brahms had finished all but what would become movement five of his requiem. At this point, there is
no reference to disprove the notion many held that he was reacting to the death of Robert Schumann. Could the depth of
Brahms’s consideration of mortality plausibly have sprung from the grief of this 23 year old in 1856? Had this work
remained in its original form we may never have known. However, by 1869, after two performances of the six-movement
work, Brahms added a text that makes it all too clear from whence springs his ultimate grief. Brahms’s new fifth movement
functions as a focal point for the entire work. The first four movements speak about God, even directly to God. In
movement five, God speaks back, and his voice is the voice of Brahms’s mother:
You have now sadness
But, I will comfort you like a Mother . . .

Brahms’ selection of John, chapter 16 identifies precisely the demon he was exorcising. Brahms’ philosophical
metamorphosis was not a complete about-face from his earlier, all-is-for-the-best mentality, but he admitted that some
things are not for the best--parts of life are very unpleasant and cannot be explained to human satisfaction. However, he
had not escaped his primal fear of the finality of death—nor had Brahms given up his need for the consolation of a
resurrection.
While the musical exegesis of Requiem may have satisfied Brahms himself, there remained a nagging theological
deficiency according to religious authorities of his time. Each new performance produced a furor over its suitability for a
religious space. Clergy objected to the lack of any assertion of the redeeming act of the death of Jesus. Brahms refused to
rectify the “omission,” and so a compromise was made. Each time the work was presented, “I Know That My Redeemer
Lives,” from Handel’s Messiah was inserted after the third movement, usually sung by the soprano hired to sing the
motherly St. John text. 1

Life Continues to Disappoint
In 1869, Clara’s daughter Julie Schumann was a deep infatuation for Brahms, his love for her prompting the Liebslieder
Walzer, or love-song waltzes. However, after the inevitable ‘betrayal’ of Julie falling in love with a man closer to her age,
Brahms was once again cast into just enough dejection to produce another masterpiece. His Alto Rhapsody was conceived
as a wedding piece for Julie, though it is really a lament and opens with a description of Brahms himself:
But who is that set apart?
His path disappears in the undergrowth;
Behind him the bushes spring back together ;
The grass stands up again;
The wasteland engulfs him.
Ah, who shall heal the pains
Of him for whom balsam has become poison?
Who drank man-hatred
From the fullness of love’s drink!
First scorned, now a scorner,
He feeds secretly on his own worth
In unsatisfying selfishness.
The last stanza, however, still clings to the hope of a God who heals the brokenhearted and holds the souls of the
departed for final reunions.
If there be on your psaltery,
Father of love, one note
His ear can recognize,
Then quicken his heart!
Open the clouded gaze
To the thousand springs
Near him who thirsts in the wilderness!
(Mandyczewski, 1926-27, author’s translation)
In 1871, the German Kaiser’s victory over the French and the re-unification of Germany prompted Brahms to write an
overwhelmingly well-received piece of nationalistic bombast. His Triumphlied, a setting of a poem by Hölderlein, is full of
Hallelujahs and imagery from Revelation 19:
“. . . behold a white horse; and he who sat thereon was called Faithful and True. . . . he treadeth the
winepress of . . . Almighty God . . .King of Kings, Lord of Lords, Hallelujah, Amen!”(Mandyczewski, 1926-27,
translation by author)
On the heels of this literal war-horse, Brahms took a permanent set of rooms for himself, settling down to full-time
directorship of the Hamburg Philharmonic. While many would see this as a triumph, Brahms saw it as a sign of his having
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Heinrich Schütz, who left the most extant settings of Brahms’s Requiem texts, included “I Know That My Redeemer Liveth,” in his Musikalisches
Exequien, a work containing two of the other EDR texts. Christoph Graupner (1683-1760), apparently set nearly all of the texts, but most exist
only in manuscript or are lost.

moved past his prime. He wrote to his publisher upon being paid for Schicksalslied, or song of destiny, “Enclosed is the
receipt for my life’s blood, also thanks for the purchase of this poor little piece of my soul.”(Swafford, 1997, 368)
While the music, especially the orchestral writing, is masterful in this work, the text reveals that Brahms’s old
melancholy has returned and his attitude towards aging and human finality is darker than ever.
. . . to us no restful haven is allotted.
We falter, we fall, unfortunate mortals,
Blindly from one moment to another
Like water from precipice to precipice
Is thrown, destined for nothingness below. (Brahms, 1864, author’s translation)

Isolation and Decline
Brahms was blessed by triumphs both small and great as his life crept by, but his heart never rose to the heights of joy he
had once felt. Gradual estrangement from Clara and other friends foreshadowed the dwindling of his social circle. The
deaths of Brahms’s father, Julie Schumann, and others darkened his mood to the point that he was nearly unable to bear
polite company. As fate slowly picked at Brahms’s emotional sores, his music became ever more brooding and fatalistic.
In 1877, he penned the dolorous Warum ist das Licht gegeben dem Mühlseligen, utilizing a self- scavenged set of texts
from Lamentations, James, and the writings of Martin Luther. The first stanza practically moans:
Why is light given to the weary of soul,
and life to the troubled hearts?
They who wait for death and it does not come,
who dig for it even in secret places,
Those who almost rejoice,
and are happy that they achieve the grave.
Why?
And to the man whose way is hidden,
from whom God himself has been concealed?
Why? (Mandyczewski, 1926-27, author’s translation)
His 1881, his Nänie proclaims:
Even the beautiful must die!
That which overcomes Gods and men
Moves not the heart of the Stygian Zeus . . .
Behold, the Gods weep, all the Goddesses weep
that the beautiful perish, that the most perfect passes away.
(Brahms, 1881, author’s translation)
In 1886, he longs for his own death with the first stanza of Heinrich Heine’s Der Todt, das ist die Kühle Nacht:
Death is the cool night,
Life is the sultry day;
It grows dark and I grow sleepy;
The day has made me weary.
(Brahms, 1886, author’s translation)
In 1889, his opus 110 consists of Ach, arme Welt:
(2nd stanza)
Ah false world, you are untrue,
Your glories fade, I know too well,
With grief and great sorrow.
(Mandyczewski, 1926-27, author’s translation)
and the first stanza of Wenn wir in höchsten Nöten sein:

When we are in highest grief
and know not, up or down,
and find no help nor peace,
tho we have longed from morn til night.
(Mandyczewski, 1926-27, author’s translation)

But perhaps the truest sense of Brahms’s final attitudes regarding aging and death can be gleaned from his final vocal opus
on the topic. In his Four Serious Songs, he laments the dead Clara Schumann.
Denn es gehet
So it goes for men as it does for beasts, as one dies, so the other; they all have one breath;
And the man has nothing more than the beast: for all is vanity, all is vanity.
All go to the same place, all are of earth and to earth return.
Who knows if the spirit of man goes upwards, or of the animal goes to earth?
Therefore say I, there is nothing better, than a man be joyful in his labor;
For that is his part, for who can bring him to see what comes after?
Ich wandte mich
So I returned and looked on all the unjust misfortunes under the sun;
And see, see! The tears of those who bore the suffering, and had no comforter,
And those of unjust deeds had much power, so they could have no comforter.
Then praised I those already dead more than the living who still had life.
And those who are not yet born are better than both these,
Who have not witnessed the evil, now done under the sun.
O Todt, wie bitter
O death, how bitter are you, when remembered by one of good days who has enough and lives without cares, for
whom all goes well and who still may eat well!
O death, how well suited are you to the unfortunate, who is weak and old, who is stuck in nothing but care, and
has nothing better to hope for.
Wenn ich mit Menschen
If I speak in the language of men and of angels, but have not love,
I am a noisy gong or clanging cymbal. And if I have prophecies, and know all mysteries and science, and have
such faith as moves mountains, but have not love, and am nothing.
If I give away everything to the poor and even my body to be burned, but have not love, I gain nothing. We see now
through a darkened mirror, but then face to face, Now I know only part, then will I know even as I am known. Now
remain in faith, hope, and love, but love is the greatest of these. (Mandyczewski, 1926-27, author’s translation)
In the end, when all had fled his grasp, Brahms clung only to the memory of love. Man’s fate is no better than that of
an animal—it is ultimately better not to be born! Death is all that an old, hopeless man has to look forward to. But finally,
it is not some rumored retreat among the blessed that saves life from futility; not eloquence, though he held it in high
esteem as a young man. Neither can erudition or faith, though they each sustained him through early trials. And although
Johannes was known to be a great supporter of those in need—whether family or stranger, good works offered no hope for
a man in his position. No, it was the concept of all-redeeming love that saved Brahms from becoming only a noisy gong or
a clanging cymbal. Who was Brahms hoping to see and know, face to face? It could be a God somewhere, but it is more
likely Clara Schumann.

Brahms’s Emergence as Deist
Johannes Brahms championed the ideological stance that music is an “absolute” art form, meaning that no programmatic
aspect is necessary to complete any given work. However strongly he and his allies held this belief, Brahms’s choices of
text for vocal music hint at a more subjective reality and of his need to include in his works an extra-musical dimension.
While vocal music is of necessity a programmatic endeavor, the emotional progression Johannes Brahms took through life
casts a clear shadow on his musical output from the beginning of his career to the end. Since he was known to destroy any
compositions he deemed unworthy or that placed him in any unflattering light, we can assume Brahms was proud of his

extant works and, if indeed he recognized the amount of psychological biography they revealed, he was comfortable with
future generations of music lovers being allowed this glimpse into his spiritual metamorphosis.
If this examination of Johannes Brahms’s spiritual transformation through the crucible of human suffering proves
anything, it might well be that the values and beliefs given to us by our parents are very difficult to escape. But it also casts
light on the cumulative effect of the continuous onslaught of indignities and cruel exactions heaped upon the individual by
passing time. No personal philosophy, no matter how positive or how firmly held, is impervious to the effects of grief and
loss. And while infirmity and pain are much lamented, the hardest blows to our psyches come from the loss of those we
love and whose support make life worth living.
How do we take lessons learned from a study of this long-dead nineteenth century composer and make them useful in
the twenty-first century and beyond? First we must recognize that, despite our century and a half long temporal separation,
present day humans are emotionally identical to denizens of Brahms’s time. We all begin with a toolbox full of emotional
material, passed down to us from our family and faith traditions that will ultimately prove inadequate to the task of
sustaining us through life’s tribulations. All people need perspective on their lot in life that provides meaning and that
soothes the pain of loss and separation. While many address their losses with oft-repeated quotations from scripture, our
window into Brahms’s life suggests this is often emotional bluster, and a great deal of uncertainty, disappointment, and
pain lie beneath these borrowed sentiments. Our task as comforters to our friends and to ourselves, is to recognize the
existence of these unaddressed emotions and to find a way to lessen the severity of their impact.
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Abstract
Picture books could be used in art education to improve students’ visual
perception and visual culture literacy. In our study, picture books were used.
The university students were first shown picture books and encouraged to
analyze and decode the symbols as well as meanings in those picture books.
Afterwards, they were required to implement field study to collect data for
making their own picture books. Since we focused on local cultures and
aesthetics, the students mainly collected art and cultural materials or sources
surrounded them. Students then needed to analyze, judge, reconstruct, and
identify those materials or sources which were collected. In this study, four
methods were used, which were (1) integrating internal and external resources
to conduct team-teaching; (2) integrating interdisciplinary curricula; (3)
developing an e-learning feedback online system; (4) developing an
instruction evaluation system. In this study, we find that the methods we used
are shown to be effective in improving university students’ visual culture
literacy in the following aspects: (1) through images and texts to record and
preserve personal local culture experiences; (2) through the creation of picture
books to reflect, explore, and extend personal critical thinking and personal
visual perception; (3) through picture books publishing to share personal ideas
and thinking with others more effectively.
Keywords: Visual culture literacy, Picture books
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The contemporary resistance to speaking about truth in the moral and political realm is partly
based on the postmodern and postcolonial critique of the foundational moral theories of
modernity, particularly their claim to universal, absolute moral truths that apply to all persons,
societies, and cultures, as well as on the important normative concern for toleration of cultural
differences. The historical use of such universal claims to justify the forceful imposition of
dominant European values and political systems onto other societies during colonialism
demonstrates a practical danger with the use of such universal moral claims; they may be used
to ignore and even silence different views. A significant challenge for contemporary moral
and political philosophy is how we can preserve and value pluralism and diversity without
falling into a relativism that prevents us from aiming at moral and political judgements that go
beyond one’s mere subjective preferences and beyond the dominant cultural beliefs and
practices of one’s immediate community. How can we have mutual respect for different ways
of life and yet judge some ways of life or moral beliefs, such as those that threaten pluralism
and diversity (for example, racism and sexism), as wrong and unjust? Although this
challenge also exists within local communities or social groups due to internal diversity, the
challenge is greater in the global or cross-cultural context where people’s ways of life and
background beliefs are considerably different. The existing disparity in political and
economic power raises a further challenge: how can those who are part of the dominant group
avoid cultural imperialism without going so far as refraining from making moral judgements
about the practices and values of minority groups? In this context, it seems all the more
problematic to separate the epistemological question concerning the nature of moral
knowledge or the objectivity of moral claims from the ethical and pragmatic question of
which conception of moral knowledge best promotes diversity and pluralism.
Non-cognitivists and relativists point to the fact of moral disagreement as proof that
moral claims are not truth-apt and that morality is not objective. In the cross-cultural context,
cultural relativists and epistemological relativists argue that the concepts of one culture cannot
be adequately understood by people outside that culture. Although difference and moral
disagreement appear to be a large part of our moral experience, this does not mean that we
should resign ourselves to relativism, or that we should refrain from making moral
judgements about the practices and values of those from different communities. Such a
position does not account for the fact that in our globalized world, there are many forms of
interaction between local communities, including forms of cross-cultural dialogue on moral
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and political issues; human beings do not live in isolated local communities. In addition, the
cultural relativist position may have a negative effect on moral practice with respect to the
promotion of pluralism and respect for other ways of life insofar as it only promotes a blind
tolerance and does not motivate us to learn from other ways of life or to share our own views
and experiences with others. Just as notions of absolute and universal truth have been used to
silence different points of view and to prevent debate, cultural relativism also prevents the
consideration of different perspectives since there is no motivation to pursue such dialogue or
inquiry.
Given these problems with extreme relativism and strong universalism, how can we
aim at moral and political judgements that go beyond one’s subjective biases and beyond the
dominant beliefs and practices of one’s local community, while preserving pluralism and
respect for different ways of life? A promising approach is to focus on moral inquiry and
practice, particularly on what guides and motivates such inquiry across difference, despite
ongoing disagreement. In this paper, I will consider a few theorists who take this approach,
beginning with the pragmatist conception of moral inquiry developed by Cheryl Misak. 1
According to Misak, what guides moral inquiry, what cuts across whatever divides us from
others, is our aim of getting at the truth in the sense of getting beliefs that we, the community
of inquirers, could not improve upon – beliefs that best fit with our experience and reasons,
beliefs that satisfy our particular aims of inquiry. 2 Misak argues that her pragmatist
conception of inquiry does not obliterate differences or go against pluralism because it does
not idealize moral inquiry by requiring that it achieve the one right answer that everyone
would in principle accept. Since the primary aim is to get the beliefs that best fit with our
experience and arguments, rather than beliefs that we would converge upon, her theory
accepts that disagreement will persist, and that given the complexity of our moral and political
lives, there will be a corresponding complexity of responses. 3 As a pragmatist committed to
the thought that our philosophical views must have a good effect on practice, Misak suggests
that rather than focus on irreconcilable differences, which would have disastrous
consequences, we should think of ourselves as belonging to one community – one community
of inquirers that embraces all peoples and cultures – and bring to it our differences. 4
Taking Misak’s conception of moral inquiry as a starting point, I will consider how we
should conceive of the community of inquirers in the global and cross-cultural context. Can
we have a community of inquirers that embraces all peoples and cultures? How can we aim at
getting a judgement for all and yet preserve and value diversity? 5 Drawing upon Hannah
Arendt's theory of judgement, I will suggest that we think of the community of inquirers as
potentially encompassing all others, but as limited in each case and for each judgement, not to
1
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any definable social, political or cultural community, but as extending to those others whose
perspectives one has considered for a given judgement. Hence, the community of inquirers
will transcend social, political or cultural boundaries, but it will still be a situated community
that is developed in the very process of moral inquiry. While this conception of moral inquiry
attempts to encompass all others, it resists the concerns raised against universalism because
one does not begin with the assumption that one’s locally held beliefs or experiences have
universal validity that applies to all others. This conception also avoids some of the
problematic elements of Richard Rorty's account. In replacing the traditional metaphysical
notion of objective truth with his conception of solidarity (what “we Western liberal
intellectuals” regard as true), Rorty seems to promote a form of ethnocentric relativism.
Although he speaks of extending the community of inquiry to all others, his account is
problematic because it begins with a pre-established community – "we American liberals" –
and only then does he extend this community outwards by including and absorbing others
within it. By contrast, by appealing to Arendt, I will argue that one develops and revises one's
moral beliefs and judgements by considering the perspectives of others, and that it is in doing
so that the community of inquirers is developed. Arendt’s conception of judgement preserves
and values diversity to the extent that it does not equate one's community of inquirers with
those who agree with us in fact; it does not aim at convergence. Although there are some
limitations with applying Arendt’s theory of political judgement to the question of moral
truth, her theory makes a significant contribution to this issue because it suggests a way in
which, even when faced with ongoing moral disagreement, we can nonetheless think of our
moral judgements as right or true in the sense of being justified with respect to the
perspectives one has considered and less subject to an one’s personal subjective bias or a
group’s cultural bias. 6
The first part of the paper will examine the problematic aspects of Rorty’s account
while drawing upon Misak’s conception of moral inquiry and truth. The second part of the
paper will analyze and develop Arendt’s community-based conception of judgement as a way
to understand the community of inquirers in moral inquiry.

A PROBLEMATIC COMMUNITY-BASED CONCEPTION OF MORAL INQUIRY: RICHARD RORTY
One of the central concerns for those who seek objectivity in moral and political matters is
how to make one’s convictions and judgements reach beyond oneself and one's society.
Moral realists and those who believe in foundational theories of truth attempt to identify
concepts, principles or values that exist independently of people’s subjective moral beliefs
and practices. By measuring one’s moral judgements against transcendental concepts or
principles, one can then regard one’s judgements as possessing universal validity and
extending not simply beyond oneself or one’s society, but to all others. This approach has
been challenged and rejected from various philosophical perspectives. One practical concern
with foundationalist theories is that they have been used to justify the imposition of one
6
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society’s values onto those with differing values and perspectives, without giving
consideration to their different perspectives. 7
Richard Rorty argues that pragmatists should reject the quest for transcendental
objectivity and instead aim for solidarity – for as much intersubjective agreement as possible.
According to Rorty, a person seeking objectivity “distances herself from the actual persons
around her, not by thinking of herself as a member of some other real or imaginary group, but
rather by attaching herself to something which can be described without reference to any
particular human being.” 8 By contrast, a person seeking solidarity does not ask about the
relation between the practices of her chosen community and something outside that
community. Rorty argues that for pragmatists, the desire for objectivity is not the desire to
escape the limitations of one’s community; rather, it is “the desire for as much intersubjective
agreement as possible, the desire to extend the reference “us” as far as we can.” 9 A positive
element of this account is that it encourages dialogue with others and it portrays moral inquiry
as a shared enterprise in which the participants consider each other’s views. Unfortunately,
the way in which Rorty conceptualizes this alternative to transcendental objectivity is
problematic for a number of reasons.
Rather than arguing for a reconceptualization of truth or objectivity, Rorty equates the
language of objectivity and truth with a transcendental and foundational conception of these
concepts, thereby rejecting the language of objectivity and truth altogether and replacing it
with the language of solidarity and justification. Given the ongoing importance of the
concepts of truth and objectivity, it seems more fruitful to rethink the traditional metaphysical
conceptions of these terms rather than discarding them out altogether. As Cheryl Misak
argues, without the idea of truth, we cannot explain or account for some core practices of
inquiry and belief:
We assume, for instance, that it is appropriate to criticize the beliefs and
actions of others and that we can make discoveries, mistakes, and progress.
All of these practices need to appeal to something beyond the parochial. We
also require the concept of truth to distinguish between a belief which is
adequate on the evidence and argument available, and a belief which would be
adequate were all the evidence and argument available. Inquirers do not
usually think that they have the truth in their hands, no matter how pleased
they are with their views. In order to make sense of this thought, we must
appeal to something which goes beyond what is reasonable here and now – we
must appeal to truth. 10
In the absence of any such notion of truth, Rorty’s account of the practices of inquiry,
7
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dialogue and argument is simply that we happen to have a preference for persuasion and
uncoerced agreement over violence and physical coercion. In response, Moody-Adams
argues that a general preference for persuasion rather than force in any inquiry requires
confidence that methods of argument and inquiry will eventually produce agreement without
violence or physical coercion. 11 She adds that this confidence must be rooted in aspirations to
the transcendent validity of the results of inquiry: “[t]he ‘desire for objectivity’ is essential to
the confidence needed to support one’s preference for persuasion rather than force.” 12
A more significant, but related, objection to Rorty is that his pragmatism leads to a
problematic relativism. Although Rorty denies that he is a relativist, he describes his position
as one that promotes “ethnocentrism.” He holds the view that “there is nothing to be said
about either truth or rationality apart from descriptions of the familiar procedures of
justification which a given society – ours – uses in one or another area of inquiry,” but he
rejects the view that every belief is as good as every other, or the view that something is
relative to something else. 13 He rejects the relativist principle of incommensurability – the
argument that concepts and terms in one culture cannot be equated in meaning with the terms
used in another culture – based on Donald Davidson’s argument that this principle is selfrefuting. He states that his claim that we must be ethnocentric means that beliefs suggested
by another culture must be tested by trying to weave them together with beliefs we already
have. 14 Hence, his ethnocentrism is not based on the relativist view that cultures are
irreconcilable since he does envision the expansion of his community to include others and
their diverse ideas and beliefs. He still wants to regard other people or cultures as “members
of the same community of inquiry as ourselves.” 15 However, his promotion of ethnocentrism
and his conception of justification as relative to a given group seem to go against this
recognition that all peoples and cultures are members of the same community of inquiry. He
states that we should test the beliefs of another culture by trying to weave them together with
the beliefs we already have, but he does not address the possibility that in doing so, we might
find that it is our own beliefs that are wrong or in need of revision.
Many of Rorty’s critics rightly point out the curious irony in his position. As MoodyAdams states, “assumptions underwriting a relativist stance somehow issue in a decidedly
non-relativist confidence in one set of ‘local’ moral values.” 16 Rorty’s argument for attaching
a special privilege to our own community follows from his rejection of the relativist principle
of tolerance. He states that when faced with a choice between “pretending an impossible”
tolerance for every other group and attaching a special privilege to our own community, “we
pragmatists,” “we Western liberal intellectuals,” should privilege our own group. 17 Although
Rorty accepts the relativist recognition that there is no “supercultural observation platform”
from which to assess the merits of diverse value, no independent and transcendent criterion
with which to judge between different groups, he tries to resist relativism by arguing that, in
11
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order to not have to justify everything, we have to start from where we are. He avoids the
collapse of moral confidence by promoting ethnocentrism. To be ethnocentric is to divide
the human race into the people to whom one must justify one’s beliefs, and the others. 18
Rorty relinquishes the desire for objectivity in favour of a desire for solidarity with the
members of one’s ethnos. Of course we have to start from where we are, but if we begin by
privileging our own group, then this may prevent us from fully inquiring into the
reasonableness and correctness of our views, and it may prevent us from taking the views of
others seriously.
Fortunately we are not faced with the choice of either pretending an impossible
tolerance for every other group or attaching a special privilege to our own group. We can
begin with the recognition that while we will likely tend to favour the values and beliefs that
are dominant in our immediate community, particularly those which we have acquired
through upbringing and education, we should test these views by considering different
perspectives, in order to determine whether these values and beliefs are indeed the best, or
whether we merely take them to be so based on subjective or cultural bias. Rorty’s
ethnocentrism seems to lead to the very dangers many cultural relativists seek to avoid – the
setting up of one set of values and practices as better than the different values and practices of
other communities or cultures.
Another common charge against Rorty is that his use of “we” (as in “we Western
liberal intellectuals”) seems to refer to a homogenized, monolithic “we,” one that does not
seem to recognize internal disagreements or internal divisions. 19 He does not seem to address
the fact that members of a given society may be torn between competing solidarities. As
Moody-Adams argues, Rortean ethnocentrism dangerously divides the world into “us” and
“others” in a way that renders fruitful cross-cultural conversation difficult because it assumes
that one can say in advance who is a member of one’s ethnos and who is not. She argues that
it is not only implausible but potentially dangerous to assume on matters of any moral
significance that there might be some antecedently given fact about how to best draw the
boundaries between one’s own way of life and that of the “other.” 20 Lorraine Code argues
that Rorty’s goal of achieving “as much intersubjective agreement as possible” and of
extending the reference of “us” as far as we can, is unlikely to convince members of groups
who do not feel solidarity with the representers of the self-image of “our” society. She
suggests that “[t]he very promise of inclusion in the extension of that “we” is as likely to
occasion anxiety as it is to offer hope.” 21 While promising inclusion, there is an imperialist
element to Rorty’s goal of extending the reference “we” as far as we can.
Rorty’s account makes fruitful cross-cultural dialogue difficult in another significant
respect. Rorty’s theory does not allow us to actually criticize the views of others as wrong in
any meaningful way. Misak argues that we want to be able to say to the neo-Nazi that he has
gotten things wrong or that he is immoral, and we want to be able to explain to ourselves why
we are right to oppose him. 22 However, Rorty merely suggests that the neo-Nazi believes one
18
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contingent, cultural-laden theory and that we believe another. 23 Rorty replaces the notion of
‘truth’ with that of justification, and he argues that such justification is relative to a group or
audience. 24 Consequently, Rorty is left with saying that one belief happens to be best for us
and an incompatible belief happens to be best for others. 25 Although Misak realizes that we
might not be able to convince the neo-Nazi that he is wrong, she argues that “to think that we
just happen to believe that he is wrong seems a rather pitiful reason to give to ourselves to
justify our anti-Nazi stance.” 26
While convincing others and reaching agreement are important aspects of moral
inquiry and practice, they should not be regarded as necessary in order for us to consider our
beliefs to be right. We should however be able to provide good reasons to ourselves as to
why we think another view is wrong, and considering different perspectives and views is an
important way to test our beliefs and ensure that we have valid reasons for these beliefs
beyond the fact that it is what one happens to think. According to the community-based
conception of truth developed by Misak, even though the individual is the one who does the
judging, whether or not a person’s belief is correct is not solely a matter of what fits with his
own experience; it is also a matter of what fits with all the experience that would be available
to the community of inquirers. 27 Under a transcendental or foundationalist theory of truth, all
rational agents can have access to absolute objective truth directly through reason; there is no
need to consider the particular experiences of others. The worry with this account is that the
individual who forms moral beliefs or judgements without any consideration to the
experiences or perspectives of others will form beliefs that are limited to his or her own
particular subjective conditions and preferences. But if our community of inquirers only
consists of those with whom we already share similar beliefs and experiences while there are
others who have different beliefs and experiences, than this will limit the scope and validity of
our beliefs; our judgements will be relative to a fairly homogeneous group, one that is defined
by similar beliefs.
As will be developed in the next section, the concern with giving reasons to ourselves
for why we think other views are wrong, rather than with convincing others or reaching
consensus, is an important element in Arendt’s conception of political judgement as well.
Arendt’s community-based theory of judgement recognizes that although the individual is the
one who does the judging, the validity of one’s judgement is determined by the extent to
which one tests that judgement against other perspectives. The community-based theories of
judgement and truth developed by Arendt and Misak require that we consider the views and
perspectives of others in forming, testing, and improving our judgements and beliefs, but they
do not require that others in fact agree with us in order for us to consider our beliefs to be
correct, or our judgements valid.
Why should we not think of moral inquiry as primarily aiming at agreement or
consensus? Many theorists take convergence and agreement to be a goal of moral inquiry,
even if only in an ideal sense. For example, Hilary Putnam suggests that there will be
convergence at the ideal end of inquiry and Jurgen Habermas’s discourse ethics suggests that
23
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in the ideal speech situation, we could arrive at general principles to which all rational agents
would agree despite their different particular experiences and points of view. The problem
with regarding moral inquiry as being motivated by the goal of reaching an agreement or
convergence is that it does not take differences seriously; it does not value or preserve human
pluralism and diversity. With reference to Habermas, Schutte argues that the rationality of
consensus is only a few steps from the desire for one system, one truth. 28 Anotther problem
with treating convergence as the goal of moral inquiry is that agreements can be reached
through subtle forms of manipulation and coercion. As Nicholas Sturgeon observes, the
motivation that is important in an account of moral inquiry that takes differences seriously is
not simply the goal of reaching agreement or convergence; the central motivation for
considering the views of others is based on a recognition of our own fallibility and a concern
that our views be as correct as possible. 29 Rather than impeding moral inquiry or
demonstrating its impossibility, Sturgeon argues that disagreement is a stimulus to inquiry.
Listening carefully to opposing views and being open to revising our views based on what we
learn from others is central to moral inquiry. It also is a mark of mutual respect that provides
a bond between people with different views and experiences, even when these differences are
substantial. 30 For similar reasons, Misak conceives of true beliefs or correct judgements in
moral and political matters, not in terms of beliefs we would converge upon in certain
circumstances, but rather, as beliefs that we, the community of inquirers, could not improve
upon. 31 Because the primary aim of moral inquiry according to Misak is to get the beliefs that
best fit with our experience and arguments rather than beliefs that we would converge upon,
her theory accepts that disagreement will persist, and that given the complexity of our moral
and political lives, there will be a corresponding complexity of responses. 32 Rather than focus
on irreconcilable differences, which would have disastrous consequences for moral practice,
Misak argues that we should think of ourselves as belonging to one community – one
community of inquirers that embraces all peoples and cultures – and bring to it our
differences. 33

A BETTER APPROACH: THE COMMUNITY
JUDGEMENT

OF

INQUIRERS

IN

ARENDT’S THEORY

OF

Arendt’s theory of judgement provides a valuable way of conceiving of the community of
inquirers. Arendt’s theory suggests that we think of the community of inquirers as both
limited and situated to actual others in each case, but as always potentially encompassing all
others. 34 It suggests a conception of community-based judgement that aims at the goal of
28
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considering all perspectives and applying to all others, while being aware of its actual limited
and situated scope. The conception of the community of inquirers which I draw from Arendt
is able to address some of the concerns raised against Rorty’s account, particularly with
respect to his problematic conception of the referent “we” and his ethnocentricism. It also
seems to be largely consistent with Misak’s account. Although Arendt’s theory of judgement
is concerned with the validity of political judgement and not moral truth, her ideas can be
applied to the concept of truth in moral inquiry if truth is conceived along the lines of Misak’s
account as opposed to the transcendental conception of absolute, universal truth. 35
Arendt argues that in the absence of a framework of universal moral concepts, we are
not left with subjectivism and relativism, rather, we can obtain valid judgements by
proceeding empirically, starting from the particular phenomenon itself. 36 According to
Arendt’s conception of political judgement, one goes beyond mere subjectivity, beyond one's
own individual bias and arbitrary subjective conditions, by considering the standpoints of
others. Drawing from Kant’s Critique of Judgement, she calls this “enlarged mentality.” By
considering other perspectives and imagining oneself in the place of others, one is able to
move from what Arendt refers to as a privately held opinion to a political judgement that has
validity in the public realm. As we form our judgment, we imagine trying to persuade others
and we test our opinions against what others would say. 37 By considering and responding to
other perspectives, our judgements become less limited by subjective prejudice or bias. By
liberating ourselves from our subjective private conditions and our idiosyncrasies in this way,
we become capable of true judgement for which we can claim validity. 38 As Arendt states,
“The more people’s standpoints I have present in my mind while I am pondering a given
issue, and the better I can imagine how I would feel and think if I were in their place, the
stronger will be my capacity for representative thinking and the more valid my final
conclusions, my opinion.” 39
Although Arendt draws from Kant’s Critique of Judgement, her theory of judgement
differs from Kant’s analysis in some important respects. Kant describes representative
thinking as “comparing your judgement with the possible rather than the actual judgements of
others, and by putting ourselves in the place of any other man, by abstracting from the
limitations that contingently attach to our own judgement.” 40 This suggests that one abstracts
from one’s own contingent, particular situation to adopt a general standpoint that would apply
to anyone and everyone else. Kant says that through representative thinking we can "impute"
Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield, 2001) [hereinafter “Judgment, Diversity”]. However, on this very issue
of how we should conceive of the community of inquirers, my interpretation of Arendt differs in some
important respects from Nedelsky’s interpretation. I will discuss this below.
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the agreement of everyone else and "expect" the assent of others. 41 Hence, for Kant, one's
judgement can have a certain universal validity. Such universal validity is possible based on
the fact that all human beings share the same cognitive faculties (imagination and
understanding) – what Kant refers to as our “common sense.” 42
By contrast, Arendt’s conception of enlarged thought emphasizes the consideration of
particular standpoints. Although Kant also says that we arrive at the general standpoint by
considering different standpoints, 43 Arendt emphasizes the particularity of these standpoints. 44
The distinction here between Kant and Arendt can be thought of in terms of Seyla Benhabib’s
distinction between the “generalized other” and the “concrete other.” 45 Arendt states that for
judgement to be valid, it depends on the presence of others whose perspectives it must
consider – concrete others. 46 She argues that even when we are quite alone in judging, we
still need others to be present to us through our imagination in order for judgment to be
possible: “by the force of imagination it makes the others present and thus moves in a space
that is potentially public…" 47 Enlarged thought “cannot function in strict isolation or
solitude; it needs the presence of others ‘in whose place’ it must think…without whom it
never has the opportunity to operate at all.” 48 For Arendt, judgement involves “anticipated
communication” with others. Arendt differs from Kant by emphasizing that the “common
sense” which makes judgement possible requires community and communication with others.
She states that “communicability obviously implies a community of men who can be
addressed and who are listening and can be listened to.”
Due to this difference, while Kant’s conception of judgement is able to obtain
universal validity, Arendt’s conception can only obtain specific validity for a particular
community of fellow judges. She argues, "judgement is endowed with a certain specific
validity but is never universally valid. Its claims to validity can never extend further than the
others in whose place the judging person has put himself for his considerations." 49 Kant
seems to think that it is possible to take "every conceivable standpoint" into account and to put
41
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oneself in "the standpoint of any other man". 50 For Kant, one’s judging community consists of
all other human beings, at all times, in all places. He seems to think that it is possible to take
"every conceivable standpoint" into account and to put oneself in "the standpoint of any other
man". 51 Arendt's conception of judgement is more situated. It considers the standpoints of
actual others and the scope of its validity is limited to these actual others.
Arendt’s community of judgement is not limited to those with whom I agree.
Enlarged thought achieves validity, not by compelling agreement by reason (as Arendt thinks is
the case with logical truths) but by what she calls “wooing” the consent of those others whose
perspectives are taken into account.52 Hence, I can think of my judgement as valid as long as I
think that it could be capable of obtaining consent from those others whose perspectives I have
considered. The concern here is not with achieving agreement or a convergence of perspectives,
but with improving my own judgement by liberating it from arbitrary subjective conditions and
preferences, and making it more responsive to other perspectives. Arendt argues that judgement
derives its specific validity from the potential agreement with others. When I imagine trying
to persuade people with different perspectives, I make my judgement public and
communicable to them; I include them in my community of judgement or my community of
inquiry. However, I can still think of my judgement as valid even if they disagree with me.
For Arendt, the consideration of other perspectives is not motivated by a pragmatic
need to reach agreement with those around us for such reasons as peaceful co-existence or
solidarity. For Arendt, the activity of judging through enlarged thought is the way in which
human beings live in community with others at a more fundamental level – it is the way we
share a common world and the way we come to understand the world and each other. She
states that judging “is one, if not the most important activity in which this sharing-the worldwith-others comes to pass.” 53 Arendt describes the activity of judgement as part of our
sociability, which she regards as “the very origin, not the goal, of man’s humanity…[it] is the
essence of men insofar as they are of this world only” – this shared world. 54 Arendt’s theory
is based on the recognition that human beings are plural, and that they see this shared world
from different perspectives.
I would like to consider whether the problems I raised against Rorty’s account might
also apply against Arendt’s account. Is Arendt’s conception of community limited to a local
political, cultural or social group comprised of individuals who share various experiences and
beliefs? Jennifer Nedelsky seems to interpret Arendt’s community of judgement in this way,
while also recognizing that we can be part of multiple communities. 55 There are some aspects
of Arendt’s analysis that support this reading. Arendt says that the capacity to judge is a
50
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specifically political ability in the sense that it is the ability to see things in the perspective of
all those who happen to be present: “… judgment may be one of the fundamental abilities of
man as a political being insofar as it enables him to orient himself in the public realm, in the
public world.” 56 This may suggest an immediate political community – the polis. However,
she then says that common sense (that which grounds judgement), “discloses to us the nature
of the world insofar as it is a common world...” 57 I interpret this as going beyond the political
and social activity in one’s local community and as including the broader recognition that
judging is one of the activities that is rooted in the more fundamental social nature of human.
However, even if we interpret her earlier statement as referring to one’s polis, then in the
contemporary globalized world, this sharing of the world with others in the public and
political realm could extend to a broader community; if not all the way out to a global
political community, then at least to real political and social interactions that transcend locally
defined political and cultural boundaries.
In an important passage, Arendt contemplates judging as a member of a world
community. She states:
One judges always as a member of a community, guided by one’s community
sense, one’s sensus communis. But in the last analysis, one is a member of a
world community by the sheer fact of being human; this is one’s ‘cosmopolitan
existence.’ When one judges and when one acts in political matters, one is
supposed to take one’s bearings from the idea, not the actuality, of being a
world citizen… 58
While the first sentence seems to restrict the perspectives one considers to one’s immediate
political, social or cultural community, the rest of the passage indicates that there is a broader
conception of community at work here. Nedelsky states that she takes the phrase, “in this last
analysis,” to mean that “one should understand the first stages of judgement as based on one’s
more immediate community.” 59 Nedelsky notes that Arendt’s invocation of community is
confusing because it seems to slip into Kantian language in an inconsistent way. Nedelsky
suggests that the problem with interpreting her use of the term “community” as “simply the
community of all mankind to which we belong by virtue of being human,” is that we cannot
literally take everyone (“all others and their feelings” 60) into account. 61 Despite this,
Nedelsky recognizes that “the common sense of mankind” can serve as an aid to the
imagination in difficult times, such as when the “common sense” of one’s immediate
community seems to have become an unreliable ground for exercising the enlarged mentality
(for example, during the Holocaust). 62 She also notes that the project of “trying (always
unsuccessfully)” to imagine the perspectives of others elsewhere in the world can serve to
enrich and expand the scope of one’s enlarged mentality. 63
I interpret the above passage differently. I interpret “in the last analysis” as indicating
the importance of seeing ourselves, first and foremost, as a part of a community of judgement
56
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that extends to all others with whom we share a common world. This is what allows one to
judge against one’s immediate community in all cases and not just in difficult times, and what
allows us to not be limited to our social or cultural prejudices. In actuality, it is impossible to
arrive at a moral or political judgement based on the consideration of all the relevant
perspectives of all human beings. However, I interpret Arendt’s statement above as
suggesting that the idea that we are part of a global community of inquirers or judges, a
community that extends to all human beings with whom we share this common world, should
nonetheless guide us, particularly when we are considering which perspectives to consider.
In the global context, the imagination can play an important role in including distant
others in our community of judgement and making them present to us. Arendt states that “by
the force of the imagination it [enlarged thought] makes the others present and thus moves in
a space that is potentially public, open to all sides; in other words, it adopts the position of
Kant’s world citizen. To think with an enlarged mentality means that one trains one’s
imagination to go visiting.” 64 Although Arendt emphasizes the importance of actual others
being present for judgement to be possible, she does not limit the process of enlarged thought
to those who are immediately present – those in our local, immediate communities. For
Arendt, we do not need to know what actually goes on in the minds of others. She
distinguishes enlarged thought from a form of empathy that merely accepts other people’s
thoughts since I would then be merely exchanging other people’s prejudices for my own.
Rather, through the imagination, I must think for myself from these other “standpoints.”
When my government is enacting certain policies that will negatively affect certain groups in
a distant country, it is important that I be able to consider how I would think and feel if I were
one of those affected individuals.
Recognizing the idea that we must judge as a member of a world community as a
background assumption or regulative ideal which guides our inquiry provides an important
way to avoid the problems with Rorty’s account. When Arendt states that the validity of my
judgement only extends to those others whose standpoint I have considered, I take this to be
what in fact defines the community of judges or inquirers in each case. If I only consider the
perspectives of those who are part of a certain subgroup of my larger political community,
then my judgement would not extend to all within the larger political community; it could
only claim validity with respect to the subgroup. I may consider the standpoints of those who
are part of a distant political community and different cultural group. In doing so, these
others whose standpoints I consider become part of my community of inquiry and judgement.
Arendt’s analysis suggests that while the validity of each particular moral or political
judgement is limited to, and situated in a particular community, this community is not defined
in terms of political or cultural boundaries, but in terms of the perspectives I have considered.
Despite this situated nature of judgement and moral inquiry, in the last analysis, I inquire,
judge and act as a member of a broader world community – a community that potentially
extends to all human beings. According to my interpretation of Arendt's theory, I can
legitimately think of my judgement as applying beyond myself, beyond my social, political,
and cultural group, even though it may not in fact extend to all others. The goal is to
consider as many different relevant perspectives as possible.

GOING BEYOND ARENDT: LIMITS OF THE IMAGINATION AND THE NEED FOR DIALOGUE
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One of the main problems with Arendt’s conception of judgement is that there are important
limitations and dangers with imagining that we are in someone else’s position. Although
Arendt argues that we need the presence of actual others in order for judgement to be possible
at all, she seems to think that it is good enough for us to make other standpoints present to our
minds through the imagination. She does not adequately address the need for real dialogue –
for finding out what other people actually think and feel. On the contrary, she argues that
enlarged thought should not involve empathy or considering what other people actually think
and feel; rather it requires that we think as ourselves in different standpoints – what I would
think or feel if I were in that position. Iris Marion Young identifies a very important problem
with this idea of imagining oneself in another’s position. She argues that it may lead to the
projection of one’s own biases and prejudices onto others. 65 Rather than effectively testing
our beliefs against other perspectives and making our beliefs less subject to our own
prejudice, this exercise of imagining we are in another’s position may serve to incorrectly
confirm our existing biased beliefs. Young argues that because each person is distinguished
by a particular history and social position in an irreversible way, it is neither possible nor
morally desirable to imaginatively take another person’s standpoint in moral reasoning. 66 For
example, I can try to imagine how I would think or feel if I were physically disabled, but I can
only do this from the perspective of someone with a whole lived-life experience of being ablebodied in a society in which this experience is the norm. The whole lived-life experience of
someone who is physically disabled cannot be reduced to a standpoint. Young argues that
this idea that we can adopt someone else’s position through the imagination supports a
projection of sameness that obscures important differences. 67
Instead of adopting other positions through the imagination, Young argues for the
importance of taking other people’s perspectives into account through actual dialogue and by
listening to them. She adds that we should listen to other people’s perspective with an attitude
of moral humility that starts with the assumption that one cannot see things from the other
person’s perspective and waits to learn by listening to the other person. 68 Misak similarly
argues that the “pragmatist does not think that the experience of others is taken into account
by a thought experiment, where ‘rational’ people imagine that they are in the position of those
others. The pragmatist will want to really listen, as well as she is able, to the voices of those
others.” 69 Although Arendt does not adequately consider the importance of actual dialogue
and finding out what those from different standpoints actually think and feel, this method of
inquiry can be compatible with her account. Learning about the experiences and views of
others can improve our capacity to judge and it can improve the validity of our judgements,
because it can help prevent us from merely projecting our own biases.
Listening to other people’s perspectives need not lead to the problems that Arendt
65
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associates with empathy. Arendt seems to identify two problems with empathy: first, we
passively substitute another person’s subjectively private opinion for one’s own instead of
critically thinking and judging for oneself; and secondly, one simply cannot know what
actually goes on in the mind of all others. 70 As Arendt states, “This process of representation
does not blindly adopt the actual views of those who stand somewhere else… this is [not] a
question…of empathy, as though I tried to be or to feel like somebody else…but of thinking
in my own identity where actually I am not.” 71 As long as we do not mistakenly believe that
we can actually know what it is like to be someone else, and insofar as we use enlarged
thought to give ourselves a different perspective from which to test our judgements, then
Arendt’s conception then Arendt’s conception of enlarged mentality can resist some of these
worries. 72
Young asks, if the best expression of moral respect is willingness to listen to others,
then why do we need the idea that moral respect requires being able to imagine oneself in the
position of others? 73 The process of enlarged thought can serve two important purposes. The
first is that it can act as a bridge between myself and others. Rather than simply adding a
different view to my own view, I can try to develop a new view that incorporates important
truths from both views. By trying to imagine how I would think or feel in the other person’s
position, I can also think critically about what he or she tells me. Rather then blindly
accepting other people’s views, I should be able to also form my own judgements about they
reveal to me. The second important function of Arendt’s conception of enlarged thought is
that it allows us to begin to think about the perspectives of those with whom we are not able
to communicate; for example, distant strangers. In the global context, many of the decisions
we make affect distant others who we do not know. The imagination allows us to bring these
distant strangers into our community of moral inquiry. 74 However, in using our imagination
in this way, we should always be aware of the limitations of our ability to adequately imagine
these other positions and perspectives. Enlarged thought and considering other positions
70
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through the imagination can be a starting point. It can help us to identify the relevant
perspectives that we should consider in our judgements. However, we should then seek out
information to learn as much as possible about these actual others. We should listen to their
views with humility, and we should really listen. However, by considering other perspectives
through an enlarged mentality, we can also then think critically about the views we learn from
others. Hence, a better conception of judgement emerges if we combine the two methods of
inquiry: if we both carefully listen to other voices and carefully consider different
perspectives through our imagination. At the same time, we need to recognize the limitations
of both of these methods.

CONCLUSION
Arendt’s community-based theory of judgement and Misak’s community-based theory of
moral inquiry together provide a promising way to move beyond the tension between wanting
our moral beliefs and judgments to apply to all others, and respecting and preserving
pluralism and diversity. In the contemporary globalized world, where our local actions and
decisions can affect distant others in significant ways, being able to make judgements that
have validity beyond one’s local community seems all the more important. Based on my
analysis of Arendt, Misak and others, I have argued that we can best address these concerns
by taking the perspectives and experiences of others into account in formulating our beliefs
and judgements, while at the same time being aware of the limitations of this. While it is
impossible for us to actually take the perspectives of all others into account, it is important
that we judge and inquire with some kind of regulative ideal that our community of inquiry
includes all others and that we judge as a member of a world community, because doing so
will motivate us to consider as many particular perspectives as possible in the formation and
revision of our beliefs and judgements.
Being guided by this ideal in our moral inquiry and judgement avoids some of the
problems that arise with Rorty’s ethnocentrism. Rorty seems to begin with a limited,
homogeneous “we,” and he then tries to extend this referent “we” outwards to bring others
within its scope in a way that makes cross-cultural moral dialogue and judgement difficult and
ethically problematic. Arendt’s community-based conception of judgement is able to avoid
the problems of relativism and Rorty’s ethnocentrism because, by seeing ourselves as
members of a world community in an ideal sense, our actual communities of judgement are
rendered open, flexible and multiple. In each particular case of judgement, our community of
inquiry is actually limited to those whose perspectives or standpoints are considered in a
situated and contingent way – contingent because it can expand and change as different
perspectives are considered. This conception of community cuts across and transcends what
are taken to be political and cultural boundaries in various situated ways, through actual social
and political interaction, including cross-cultural discourse and the activity of enlarged
thought.
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Application of the Functional, Expressive and Aesthetic (FEA) Model
to the Design Evolution of Surfer’s Board Shorts
Lisa Reese and Linda Arthur Bradley: Apparel, Merchandising, Design and Textiles,
Washington State University, Box 6406, Pullman WA USA. linda.bradley@wsu.edu

While surfing developed as a local sport in Hawai`i before Western contact, this sport
spread into California in the 1960s. Surfing became a popular sport in Hawai`i and California,
and by the late twentieth century surfing was a global phenomenon. As the sport developed, so
too did the surfwear industry, which became a multi-million dollar business. This study focuses
on the key garment for that industry, board shorts (also known as surf trunks). Such research
allows for insight into the deeply-rooted sporting heritage that typifies American culture. In
addition, through the analysis of the symbolic nature of material culture in general and dress in
particular, athlete identity can be investigated. The movement toward greater acceptance of
sports-oriented clothing closely follows the transition from custom-made to mass-production of
apparel, followed by the development of symbolic meaning attached to garments. An analysis of
the design evolution of board shorts will be used to show the applicability of a conceptual
framework for the analysis of apparel design developed by Lamb and Kallal (1992). The model
is referred to as the Functional, Expressive and Aesthetic (FEA) model. It examines how
garments develop and evolve by examining how the garments meet the consumers’ tangible
needs for fit, function and adaptability. In terms of the more symbolic aspects of apparel, the
FEA model also helps us examine how the garments meet the consumer’s needs for selfexpression, self-presentation, and aesthetic concerns such as fashionability.

This triangulated research project used both primary and secondary materials as well as
qualitative and quantitative methods. Content analysis of a structured sample of 100 images in
Surfer magazine (1961-1999) documented the design evolution of board shorts. These images
were analyzed for trends and changes in product design and style. Design details, colors, style
and fit were noted. In addition, primary resources included the examination of 36 surf trunks
from two collections of vintage surf wear were analyzed for these same product characteristics.
Finally, interviews were conducted with 10 surfers, writers, and editors of surfing magazines.
Results from this study show that in the early years function was the most critical aspect
of design, and continues to be the major concern. Surfers needed quality fabric beyond what was
offered in basic swim trunks; they demanded textiles that would last against repeat abrasion but
would also provide sufficient flexibility and breathability to allow successful performance of
their sport. Such functionality was a key feature of surf trunks, which made them superior to
swimsuits for such a physically demanding sport. While function continues as a key issue, the
expressive nature of board shorts became increasingly important by the 1970s until the end of the
century. Particular styles of board shorts were considered symbolic of an ‘authentic’ surfer
identity. Functionality and brand awareness were key issues that led to the connection between
surf trunks and their symbolism as evidence of an authentic surfer lifestyle. The aesthetic
dimensions of board shorts were apparent in that they did somewhat reflect the designs and
colorations found in mainstream men’s fashions of the time. Waistbands, trunk length and
garment fit followed along with men’s fashion trends until the 1980s when technology became
increasingly important as competition-worthy performances placed greater emphasis on the
physicality of sport. Cutting-edge technology in textiles and garment construction became

critical; with the importance of surf photography branding and logos became important in the
advertisements and were symbolic of the authentic surfer lifestyle.
This triangulated research project documents the design evolution of surf trunks, an
apparel item that is key to the multi-million dollar surfwear industry. The FEA model was found
to be useful in analyzing the varied motivations and needs of consumers of surf wear. In
addition, the research provides an understanding of the historical and social frameworks that led
surfers to embrace this particular garment as symbolic of the authentic surfer lifestyle.
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Based primarily on analysis of primary sources including written documents,
photographs, and extant Nazi uniforms currently housed in archives in Germany, this paper
provides a unique perspective on the politicized role of an idealized masculine image as
exemplified by Nazi Storm Troopers (or Sturmabteilungen, (SA). The development, construction
and fit of the ‘brown shirt’ uniform was critical to the success of the SA. Drawing on theories
from gender studies, fashion studies, and sociology, in this paper we employ evidence from

Hitler’s guidelines to his SA, period photography, examination of Nazi uniforms, and finally
documentary evidence from contemporary Nazi sources. We show that Hitler strategically used
the uniform to construct a masculine image that was eagerly embraced by young men who
volunteered to join the SA. Hitler manipulated the public by using the SA for mass
demonstrations that became a form of political theatre. Young men were entranced by the look of
the ‘brown shirts’ and the uniform appearance of strength, vitality and virility. The uniformed
SA allowed Hitler to gain support in the political circumstances of the Weimar Germany, and
became symbolic of the hyper-masculinity of German politics.
Recent historical scholarship suggests that Nazi mass popularity partially rested on the
masculine and dynamic image they projected. Hitler’s brown-shirted Storm Troopers (SA)
carried this image. After World War I, many right-wing uniformed, but voluntary, defense
organizations sprang up to defend Germany from Stalinism and communism; these groups
dissolved later on but the general trend toward the militarization of German society remained.
All political parties established uniformed private armies. These groups militarized German
politics by adopting military like structures, disciplined public behavior, and uniforms. Hitler’s
SA was just one of many paramilitary groups in Weimar Germany, and needed to attract
followers. In 1923 the Nazi coup failed and Hitler needed to find another way to take control. He
used propaganda and material culture to sway opinion, and manipulated the public with both fear
and fashion, through the brown shirted uniform.
Hitler and his SA leaders fashioned their uniform in 1926 based an idealized image of
youthful, powerful masculinity and drew inspiration from both military dress of the past but also
from contemporary sports attire. The resulting Nazi uniform manipulated the male body into a
hyper-masculine shape and gave the Nazis an attractive image. This constructed and gendered

image lent Hitler an advantage in Weimar political theater by appealing to emotions of Germans,
who, after their defeat in World War I had come to perceive their republic as emasculated and
weak. At the same time, the SA image lent an air of status to the young men from the lowermiddle class who were recruited into the volunteer organization, and whose membership was
made clear by their clamoring to buy and wear the uniform.
The Nazis strategically created their image with an understanding of the symbolic value
of the uniform, the key piece of which was the iconic brown shirt. The brown shirt was the end
result of a drawn out process in which the Nazis showed remarkable agency. The SA leadership
chose a style adapted to contemporary male fashion ideals. The SA man, therefore, liked to wear
his chic uniform in public and was easily socialized in disciplined and massed formations. The
Nazis used the uniform to present a youthful, powerful, masculine and disciplined image. The
shirt physically enhanced the body of the SA-man through its advantageous cut and unique
construction and fit. The shirt’s military-like properties, like signs of rank, and the shirt’s
popularity among the troopers allowed the SA-leadership to control the troopers and project a
disciplined, hyper-masculine image.
The brown shirt uniform became a potent marketing tool for the Nazis because it set
them apart from the other Weimar paramilitary organizations as unique. The Nazis understood
the power of fashion to influence people and politics. The fashionable garment heightened the
potency of the party uniform. The SA actors in these political dramas wore their brown costumes
with pride and gave the entire movement a strong, dynamic image. No other mass organization
in the Weimar era repeatedly accomplished such displays of power and discipline. From 1926 on
these military skills and practices allowed the Nazis to take over centers of opposition. The Nazis
took old traditions and military tactics and then gave them a more modern civilian fascist spin.

Like modern Neo-Nazis, fascists in the Weimar era attempted to establish a new image out of
older established and popular cultural strands. This image was popular and made Germans
respond to the Nazis in an emotional manner. Hitler won the hearts and minds of Germans by
appealing to emotions, not reason.
Hitler did not only use racist slogans to gain support. Hitler needed to do much more
than that, otherwise the 1923 Nazi coup attempt might have been successful. On the contrary,
Hitler first had to devise his brown image with the help of the brown shirt. The shirt symbolically
united all German Fascists. It did not matter what a Fascist said, but how he said it. The shirt
literally covered up all differences among the Nazi constituency and made them look monolithic
and strong. Hitler then propagated this image with constant dynamic activity, rallies and
marches. It took Hitler a decade to come to power because of the constructed nature of his
image. His calculated and careful application of this youthful, disciplined and aggressive image
allowed for his rise to power.
Hitler did not only win votes because of lower-middle class fears of economic decline,
his anti-Semitism, and the nature of fascism itself. Instead, the Nazi image, centered around the
SA, was an additional factor that must be included to understand the explosive rise in Nazi
popularity during the end of the Weimar era. Hitler devised his ideal male image with the help of
the brown shirt and the SA uniform. In this way he won votes from the center-right parties when
economic troubles worried their voters. It took Hitler a decade to come to power because of the
constructed nature of this image. His calculated and careful application of this youthful,
disciplined and aggressive image facilitated his rise to power.
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ANTON CHEKHOV: A MAN AHEAD OF HIS TIME

Anton Chekhov, the nineteenth-century world-famous short-story
writer, dramatist and physician was a man truly ahead of his time in
many respects. He was the most objective writer in Russia of his day
eschewing a utilitarian, socially-committed, tendentious and didactic
approach to literature. His position was very clear regarding the subject
matter which rightly falls within a writer’s purview and a writer’s
“qualifications” and responsibilities as an artist.

Writing to his

publisher A.S. Suvorin, 27 October 1888, he argued: “It is not the
artist’s job to solve problems that require a specialist’s knowledge. …
An artist must pass judgment, only on what he understands; his field is
just as limited as that of any other specialist.” After stipulating the
prerequisite that an artist must be qualified to write and assess a given
problem, and reflecting his commitment to introducing objectivity of
science into his writings, Chekhov expressed his views regarding the
creative process which he insisted includes a “premeditation or
intention” on the part of the artist:

2

An artist observes, selects, guesses, synthesizes — and this in itself
presupposes a problem: unless he had set himself a problem from
the very first there would be nothing to conjecture and nothing to
select. … I will end by using the language of psychiatry: if one
denies that creative work involves problems and purposes, one
must admit that an artist creates without premeditation or
intention, in a state of aberration.
Even more significant and germane to the subject of Chekhov’s
objectivity as an artist is his explicit insistence: “You are right in
demanding that an artist should take an intelligent attitude to his work,
but you confuse two concepts: solving a problem and stating a problem
correctly [emphasis Chekhov’s]. Only the latter is obligatory for the
artist. In Anna Karenina and Evgenii Onegin not a single problem is
solved, but they satisfy you completely because all the problems in these
works are correctly stated.” Finally, using courtroom terminology he
added: “It is the duty of the court to formulate the questions correctly,
but the answers must be given by each member of the jury according to
his own preference.” 1 On another occasion, responding to criticism that
his objectivity amounted to “indifference to good and evil [and] lack of
ideals and ideas,” Chekhov stated: “When I write, I reckon entirely
1
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upon the reader to add the subjective elements that are lacking in a
[given] story” (Letter to A.S. Suvorin, 1 April 1890). In other words,
Chekhov was of the opinion that his duty as a writer was to state his
observations clearly, accurately and objectively and to allow the readers
to arrive at their own conclusions instead of providing the author’s
interpretation. The quoted statements to Suvorin succinctly reveal the
essence of Chekhov’s creative objectivity.
He elaborated upon his striving to be an objective writer stating:
“I am afraid of those who look for tendentiousness between the lines,
and who are determined to see me either as liberal or conservative. I
am neither a liberal, nor a conservative, nor gradualist, nor monk, nor
indifferentist. I would like to be a free artist and nothing more.” He
then added what became some of his most frequently quoted words, a
succinct summary of his Weltanschauung: “My holy of holies is the
human body, health, intelligence, talent, inspiration, love, and the most
absolute freedom imaginable – freedom

from violence and lies,

whatever forms they may take. Such is the program I would adhere to if
I were a major artist” (Letter to A.N. Pleshcheev, 4 October 1888). His
literary credo and striving for objectivity distinguished him from most
Russian writers of his day and have served as an excellent model for
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present-day authors who have aspired to be objective. As Jack
Coulehan has observed correctly, “Chekhov’s objectivity and aversion
to theory played a major role in the development of modern literature.
Twentieth-century writers followed Chekhov in attempting to describe
the world of human character and relationship objectively and allowing
the world to speak for itself.” 2
With respect to Chekhov the prosaist, he is considered by most
literary experts as one of the greatest short-story writers ever and by
some, including Raymond Carver, as “the greatest of all short story
writers.” Most respectable anthologies of short stories contain if not
one then several of his works. Furthermore, as Rajen Barua notes:
“[Chekhov] is inevitably the forerunner of many of the later modern
writers including Ernest Hemingway and many other modern American
writers” 3 – such as Raymond Carver and John Cheever, “the Chekhov
of the suburbs.” He also influenced a number of British writers
particularly Katherine Mansfield and Victor Sawdon Pritchett, and was
admired by notables such as Virginia Wolf and Irish authors James
Joyce and George Bernard Shaw. All of them were impressed by
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Chekhov’s works which are characterized by a very modern and
complex view of the human condition.
Chekhov was a pioneer in Russian and to some degree in world
literature with regard to the large variety of illnesses he portrayed;
portrayals which are accurate medically and successful/accomplished
artistically. His knowledge of natural sciences and scientific methods
acquired in medical school served him well in his creative writing. He
used his medical expertise to lend accuracy to descriptions of diseases
and medical situations in works such as those dealing with
schizophrenia and megalomania (“The Black Monk,” 1894),

brain

cancer (“The Doctor,” 1887), typhoid fever (“The Bishop,” 1902),
diphtheria (“Enemies,” 1887, “The Grasshopper,” 1892), tuberculosis,
the most frequent disease portrayed by him (beginning with the early
work, “Late Blooming Flowers,” 1882, and ending with his last prose
work, “The Bride,” 1903), persecution complex/mania (“Ward No. 6,”
1892), other mental disorders (“A Nervous Breakdown,” 1888),
depression which leads to suicide (Ivanov, 1887), and the particularly
vivid and effective description of typhus (“Typhus,” 1887) – perhaps the
most impressive artistic description of this disease in world literature,
which the author himself, in a rare instance of self-praise, called a chef-
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d’oeuvre. 4 Psychiatry was at an infantile stage of development in
Chekhov’s Russia. And, although not a trained psychiatrist, Chekhov
was truly ahead of his time as he anticipated with great accuracy the
modern definition of narcissistic personality disorder as stated by the
American Psychiatric Association in portraying the heroine of “The
Princess” (1889). 5 Another first was Chekhov’s fictional world peopled
by more doctors than the works of any other writer – an extensive
gallery of more than one hundred memorable portraits. 6
With respect to Chekhov the dramatist, his plays are universally
recognized as innovative and a unique contribution to the development
of modern theater. Rajen Barua, echoes the widely held view that
“today [Chekhov] is considered the best playwright next only to
Shakespeare.” 7

The annual repertoire of many major theaters

invariably includes one or two of his plays. The popularity of his plays
and their influence upon modern playwrights is enormous. For
example, the number of productions of his plays in 2012 illustrates this
convincingly. Ben Brantley writing in the New York Times in November

4
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2012 stated: “I can’t remember a year in the theater as crowded with
productions of Chekhov’s chronicles … as 2012 has been. Between May
and August three utterly different interpretations of Uncle Vanya were
staged in New York. Two other versions of the same play recently
opened in London, along with a new Seagull, relocated on the Isle of
Man, and a Three Sisters set in contemporary Russia.” Many
contemporary theatrical works have been inspired by Chekhov’s works,
such as Christopher Durang’s 2013 Tony Award winner Vanya and
Sonia and Masha and Spike. 8 The evidence is clear and impressive -Chekhov continues to be relevant to audiences in various parts of the
world and his plays continue to generate new interpretations.
Prior to the appearance of Chekhov’s plays, Russian dramaturgy
was traditional, stale and boring. 9 Geoffrey Borny notes correctly that:
“The new form of drama [Chekhov] devised [aimed] to express complex
relationship between various dualities such as pessimism/optimism,
tragic/comic dualism and antithetical pairings as science/art, ideal/real,

8
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outer life/inner life – all

dependent on the formal duality of

text/subtext.” 10
Chekhov saw much that was wrong with the conventional
theatrical concepts of his time. In contrast to the traditional drama of
direct action, Chekhov developed indirect action plays, four dramatic
masterpieces, The Seagull, Uncle Vanya, Three Sisters and The Cherry
Orchard, which are governed by different theatrical principles.

He

insisted that modern drama shift its interest from outward action to the
inner man, from an external intrigue to a psychological conflict. He
introduced into his plays a system of new theatrical devices (elements of
direct

sensory

appeal

which

are

means

of

direct

emotional

communication unaltered by the introduction of speech which is a
descriptive substitute for an actual emotional experience) serving as a
means of expressing feelings and thoughts in addition to the traditional
literary communication through words. 11 Chekhov objected to
nineteenth-century Russian theatre’s “triviality”; he believed there was
a lack of connection between its vision and form and real life. He
advocated a realistic acting style reflecting actual human behavior.

10
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Chekhov’s new form of drama and Stanislavski’s new form of acting
were based on scientific principles and aimed to be realistic rather than
melodramatic. As stated earlier, Chekhov’s dramatic innovations have
had and continue to have profound influence on modern theatre. In
American theatre he had influenced

notables such as Tennessee

Williams, Arthur Miller, Clifford Odets, Elia Kazan, and in particular
Lee Strasberg.
Chekhov was greatly impressed with the energy and extensive
activities of Nikolai M. Przhevalsky (1839-1886), explorer, geographer,
geologist, natural scientist, zoologist, botanist (his name is eponymic
with more than 80 plant species), climatologist of Central Asia, and
prolific author of scientific subjects who contributed significantly to
European knowledge of Central Asia and who, similar to Chekhov, died
at a relatively young age. Chekhov expressed his admiration for
Przhevalsky

and

two

other

“legendary

figures”

Stanley

and

Livingstone, in the well-known paean which he published on the
occasion of the explorer’s death. He wrote:
In our sick time, when … even our best men sit about
without doing anything and justify their idleness and
debaucheries by the absence of a definite purpose in life,
such pioneers are as necessary to us as the sun itself. … Such
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men as Przhevalsky are particularly valuable because the
meaning of their lives and achievements and their moral
worth are accessible even to the intelligence of a child. It has
always been so, for the nearer a man is to truth the more
intelligent and simple he is.” 12
For his part (perhaps emulating Przhevalsky), despite suffering
from the debilitating disease of tuberculosis and having been strongly
advised against taking an arduous trip to the remote island Sakhalin,
Chekhov travelled there in 1890, investigated the deplorable conditions
at the notorious penal colony, and exposed them in his famous and
longest prose work titled The Island of Sakhalin. As Ronald Hingley has
stated: “It occupies an honored place in Russia’s vast corpus of
penological literature.” 13 The work had considerable influence on
Chekhov’s contemporaries by informing them about the penal
conditions on Russia’s “Devil’s Island.” The sociological treatise led to
several major reforms in the penal system, particularly regarding the
brutal treatment of convicts. “Corporal punishments denounced by
Chekhov were abolished, the exiles’ living conditions were improved,
and schools and hospitals were built.” 14 The entire final chapter is
devoted to diseases, mortality and medical care of prisoners. And as
12
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Jack Coulehan notes correctly: “One of Chekhov’s best known public
health efforts was his epidemiological survey of health and social
conditions in the prison colonies on Sakhalin.” A penal provision which
prohibited prisoners sent to Siberia from ever returning to European
Russia was particularly repugnant and objectionable to Chekhov. His
protest may have influenced Tsar Alexander III’s decision to issue a
decree in May 1891 which relaxed this provision. 15 Once again, being
ahead of his time, Chekhov was an advocate of the abolition of corporal
and capital punishment as well as life imprisonment. 16 Going to
Sakhalin was the result of, among other reasons, Chekhov’s
humanitarian drive.

It is fair to say that today in his own right

Chekhov, like Przhevalsky, Stanley and Livingstone, also enjoys a
legendary reputation.
In some respects, Chekhov’s humanitarian activities resemble and
anticipate that of the [theologian] philosopher, musician, author and
physician Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965), whose work and contributions
to mankind were significant, earning him a Nobel Peace Prize in 1952.
Similar to Chekhov, Schweitzer always felt a strong yearning towards

15
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direct service to humanity. In 1913 at age 38 he responded at his own
expense to an urgent need for physicians in the French colony of Gabon,
where he built a hospital and practiced medicine in it as a doctor and
surgeon. In the first nine months he treated nearly 2.000 patients, some
coming from nearly 200 miles away, for diseases such as tropical eating
sores,

syphilis,

tropical

dysentery,

malaria,

leprosy

etc.

An

accomplished organist he performed concerts raising funds to equip the
hospital. In 1925-26 he fought courageously famine and a dysentery
epidemic. He was also the administrator of a village and writer of
numerous scholarly books.
From 1892 to 1899 Chekhov lived on his country estate at
Melikhovo in the district of Serpukhov where there were very few
doctors. When the local population/peasants learned that Chekhov was
a doctor, peasant patients even from distant villages came to seek
medical help for all kinds of ailments. Despite frequent recurrences of
tuberculosis, he never refused to help even when summoned in the
middle of the night in foul weather, and even though most were unable
to pay him. Moreover, he gave away medications purchased at his own
expense. 17 He became involved in various philanthropic endeavors
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Daniel Gillès, p. 182.
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including building three model schools, a fire station and a clinic,
created a society for the aid of teachers in the area, and planned the
establishment of a rural mobile school museum and library. He
inspected factories in nearby villages and a tannery that was polluting
the rivers and shamed the owners into action. When the district was
threatened by cholera in 1892, the Regional Health Council requested
him to organize the necessary preventive measures. He made a study of
the disease, ordered the construction of relief centers in the twenty-five
villages under his care, and travelled to all the villages over dusty or
muddy tracks, checking sanitation, treating dysentery, worms, syphilis,
diphtheria, typhus, scarlet fever and tuberculosis and returning
exhausted late at night.18 When the threat of cholera reappeared in
1893, Chekhov again visited the villages, organized relief for victims of
famine and cholera and appealed to his friends and rich neighbors for
funds. He said of his hectic experience: “There are times when I am
sent for at home four or five times in a single day. I’ve just come back
from Kriukovo and already there’s someone outside from Vas’kino
waiting for me” (Letter to A.S. Suvorin, 28 July 1893).
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After moving to Yalta in 1898, as a result of his advanced
tuberculosis, Chekhov the humanitarian continued to be involved in
many social and philanthropic activities.

He supported and raised

funds for the establishment of a sanitarium for tuberculosis victims in
Yalta. And, as Ernest J. Simmons points out: “[Chekhov] joined the
Red Cross, attended the Town Council, attended a meeting of district
physicians, started a campaign in the newspapers to raise money for the
starving children in Samara and even indulged in a little medical
practice, … in this town of tuberculars.” 19
There is another significant and exceptional contribution on
Chekhov’s part which needs examined – his concern regarding the
environment leading some critics to refer to him as a “conservationist”
or “proto-conservationist” 20 – making him a man amazingly ahead of
his time. The eminent Russian critic A. P. Chudakov was spot on when
he stated that Chekhov was “the first writer in literature to include the
relationship of man to nature in his sphere of ethics.” 21 In that
19
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relationship Chekhov also discerned man’s deplorable degradation of
the environment. Chudakov argues that “Chekhov felt there was a need
for a symbiotic connection between human beings and their
environment, and that material and spiritual progress were dependent
on this connection.” 22 Therefore, it is not surprising as Chudakov points
out, that Chekhov “sympathizes with those remarks by his heroes in
which the appraisal of man’s attitude to nature is placed on the same
level as the value of spiritual phenomena.” 23
The writer Trigorin in The Seagull remarks in Act II: “I love this
water here, the trees, the sky, I have a feeling for nature; it arouses in
me a passionate irresistible desire to write” (13, 30). His creator had a
similar “feeling for nature” and drew inspiration from it. A number of
Chekhov’s prose works (e.g. “The Shooting Party,” 1884-85,”
“Panpipes,” 1887, “The Steppe,” 1888 (a masterpiece of lyrical poetry in
prose), “Rothschild’s Fiddle,” 1894) and major plays (The Wood Demon
[1889-1890], Ivanov [1887-1889], The Seagull [1896], Uncle Vanya
[1897], Three Sisters [1900-1901] and The Cherry Orchard [1903-1904]),
and his travel accounts including From Siberia (1890), in which
Chekhov’s enthusiasm is evident at the sight of vast coniferous forests
22
23
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made up of larch, spruce and pine, and The Island of Sakhalin (18911894) – all of these are permeated by a “feeling for nature” and at the
same time, they contain expressions of serious concern regarding the
destruction of the environment, particularly the destruction of the
Russian forests

24

-- a concern constituting a major topos; a theme

adumbrated in Chekhov’s earliest prose works and heard particularly
in his major plays – Ivanov , whose eponymous hero laments that his
“forests are groaning under the axe;” The Wood Demon, whose Dr.
Khrushchov protests against the destruction of forests, a protest which
is embodied almost verbatim in Uncle Vanya. And in Act IV of The
Three Sisters, Tuzenbach proclaims: “I see these fir trees, these maples
and birches, as if for the first time, and they all gaze at me with curiosity
and expectation. What beautiful trees, and, in fact, how beautiful life
ought to be with them!” (13, 81). Unfortunately, Natasha, the
“destructive barbarian,” to borrow Astrov’s expression, cuts down the
very trees Tuzenbach admires and identifies with. The refrain “The
Russian forests are groaning under the axe” comes to mind with

24
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particular vividness in The Cherry Orchard which ends with the sound
of axes cutting it down.
However, the most famous example of concern for the Russian
environment and her forests is offered by Chekhov’s notable idealist,
Dr. Astrov in his impassioned, eloquent, lyrical and longest speech in
Uncle Vanya, Act 1: “I could accept the cutting of wood out of need, but
why devastate the forests? The Russian forests are groaning under the
axe, millions of trees are being destroyed, the dwellings of wild beasts
and birds are despoiled, rivers are subsiding, drying up, wonderful
landscapes vanish never to return” (13, 72). Here Astrov serves as a
raisonneur. It is Chekhov’s own keen awareness of soil erosion and
other agricultural problems, primarily created by man’s ignorance and
indifference that we hear in these words –words reflecting Chekhov’s
concern for the preservation of the natural environment, particularly
trees whose impact on man, the environment and climate he firmly
believed was serious. Astrov calls people who burn the forests in their
stoves “reckless barbarians” (bezrassudnye varvary) who destroy what
they cannot create. Significantly, similar to his creator, Astrov is not an
eccentric “tree huger”; he is not against progress; he allows for a
managed tree harvesting providing it is for mankind’s benefit, that is, if
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highways, railroads, factories, mills and schools replace the lost
woodland. On a positive note, Astrov points out the possibility of
stopping if not reversing this process: “Man is endowed with reason and
creative powers so that he may increase what has been given to him, but
up to now he has not created but only destroyed. There are fewer and
fewer forests, rivers are drying up, wild life is becoming extinct, the
climate is ruined, and every day the earth gets poorer and uglier” (13,
72-73).

Following this assessment of the conditions, Astrov the

scientist/environmentalist, a 100 years ahead of his time, substantiates
his claims of destruction by displaying in Act III a color-coded map that
he has drawn up of the environmental changes to the local district, of
the district’s ecology, illustrating what the environment was like fifty
years ago, when half of the area was covered with woodland, then
twenty-five years ago, when only one third of the area was covered with
woodland and now, the present situation, where woodland appears only
in patches. Significantly the symbiotic relationship between trees,
people, settlements and farms is underscored by the degradation of the
one leading to the degradation of the other – an observation well ahead
of its time. Astrov concludes that unchecked, the process will be
complete in ten or fifteen years.

As Roland Quinault notes aptly,
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“Chekhov’s reference to a detailed land-use map is interesting because
at the time that he was writing, such surveys were rare, not only in
Russia, but elsewhere as well.” 25
As for his own contribution to fighting this destruction, Astrov
declares elatedly: “When I walk by a peasant’s woodland which I have
saved from being cut down, or when I hear the rustling of young trees
which I have planted with my own hands, I realize that the climate is
somewhat in my power, and that if, a thousand years from now,
mankind is happy, I shall be responsible for that too, in a small way.
When I plant a birch tree and then watch it put forth its leaves and
sway in the wind, my soul is filled with pride” (13, 73).
Chekhov’s Melikhovo estate was situated in the middle of a large
area of forest.

As an example of his personal views regarding the

spiritual and practical benefits of forests, he noted: “In a forest you
sense the presence of a deity, not to speak of the fact that it is more
advantageous – there is no stealthy felling of trees and the care of the
woods is easier.” 26At Melikhovo Chekhov planted a large variety of
trees — fifty cherries, eighty apples and a hundred lilac. As Rayfield
25
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observes, “the real cherry orchard preceded the fictional one.” 27
Chekhov also asked his sister Masha to bring seeds of fir, pine, larch
and oak from Moscow which he cultivated. 28 In planting and watching
the growth of a shrub or a tree Chekhov responded to what moved him
most namely, the affirmation of life. 29 According to Alexander I. Kuprin
Chekhov stated what sounds very much like Astrov speaking: “Look,
every one of the trees you see here was planted under my eyes and of
course it is precious to me. But even that isn’t what matters, the thing is
that before I came this was a wilderness full of idiotic holes and ditches,
all stones and weeds … Do you know, in another three or four hundred
years the whole earth will be a flowering garden.” 30 –an optimistic note
which is in accordance with Astrov’s observation of what man can
accomplish if he sets his mind to it because “man is endowed with
reason and creative powers so he can increase what has been given to
him.”
In addition to being a forester, managing the state forest in place
of the old and sick regular forester, Astrov runs “a model garden and
nursery” which suggests a strong affinity with his creator who was a
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passionate gardener. As Borny points out correctly: “The fact that
Chekhov had a love of gardening is consistent with his overall belief in
progress. To cultivate the earth sensibly was for [him] a means of
closing the gap between humanity and nature.” 31 Rather than being a
forester, Chekhov was an avid horticulturalist. After moving to Yalta,
he continued his passionate interest in gardening and planting trees. He
planted acacias, birches, poplars, black cypresses, palms, and
extravagant eucalyptuses. He had also planted rosebushes, his favorite
flowers, and a modest orchard of fruit trees and a kitchen garden
“dabbler’s garden.
Simon Karlinsky offers a very faithful and appropriate /summary
of Chekhov’s numerous contributions to his fellow man:
“His life was one continuous round of alleviating famine,
fighting epidemics, building schools and public roads,
endowing libraries, helping organize marine biology
libraries, giving thousands of needy peasants free medical
treatment, planting gardens, helping fledgling writers get
published, raising funds for worthwhile causes, and
hundreds of other pursuits designed to help his fellow man
and improve the general quality of life around him.” 32
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We can add that as a major innovator in and influence of
subsequent prose and drama, an exposer of the horrors of penal
servitude in Russia and an opponent of capital punishment and life
imprisonment, an environmentalist who was a strong advocate of the
preservation of Russia’s environment in general and forests in
particular, and a champion of the dignity of man, a genuine
humanitarian, and for many other reasons, Chekhov can rightfully be
called an exceptional man far ahead of his time.
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Impact of balanced scorecard on financial performance
A comparative study of an American, Japanese and an Indian
Manufacturing concern
Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to know the impact of balanced scorecard on the performance of
manufacturing firms. Two manufacturing companies namely Ingersoll-rand and Ricoh
Corporation were selected from balanced scorecard adopter. The data is collected from the
annual reports of both companies from the period of 1997 to 2012. It is collected prior to and
after the adoption of the balanced scorecard. Data is also collected from secondary resources
such as Google scholars, Science direct, J store and especially balanced scorecard institute.
Independent sample T-test using SPSS version 16.00 is applied to analyze the data. Further, data
is also carefully examined by calculating various profitability ratios such as Gross profit,
Operating profit, Net profit, Return on equity and Asset turnover ratio. Results of the study
indicate that the BSC positively impact the performance of the manufacturing firms. Especially,
Ricoh Corporation showed continuous performance improvement for consecutive 10 year after
the adoption of balanced scorecard. However, KPI’S of Ingersoll-rand showed slight decrease in
performance after the adoption of BSC due to some technical and environment factors. As a
whole, the balanced scorecard helped both companies to achieve sustainability in their
performance.
Key words: balanced scorecard, profitability ratios, sustainability in performance.
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Vicente Huidobro’s Fascist Fantasy, Mío Cid Campeador (1929) (Portrait of a Paladin, 1929) 1
I initially read this first published novel of Vicente Huidobro because my dissertation director,
Grinor Rojo, told me to. I was to closely reread the prose fiction of Vicente Huidobro, he said, using all
the tools for analyzing narrative I had acquired during graduate school, and see what I came up with. All
very scientific. So, despite some nervousness deriving from the knowledge that I would be covering
ground already covered by others perhaps more qualified than I 2, I forged ahead, collecting data and
looking for patterns.
What emerged was to me startling and unexpected. The author, I discovered, had ably knitted
together the various threads of the Rodrigan legend and produced a fascist fantasy particularly
appealing to the Spanish and Spanish American reader. This fantasy is subtly reiterated and reinforced
at the level of myth and allegory. As Benjamin Rojas Pina documents in his dissertation, “La prosa
narrativa de Vicente Huidobro” (The Narrative Prose of Vicente Huidobro), Huidobro overlays his
reworking of the story of the Cid with an allegory of the Creationist, or literary Cubist, artist as an heroic
superior being who creates new worlds, while the mythical dimension of Mío Cid Campeador expresses
the individual will to fashion or establish one’s own identity through the rite of passage. This impulse
radiates outward as the novel progresses to involve the community, as well.
In my own experience of the novels of Huidobro, the reading process always takes the form of a
linear progression in which the reader goes along picking up cues which permit him or her to continue
advancing. The result of this process is not, however, a single reading but, rather, a succession of
readings—always at least three. The first, predictably, is a traditional or conventional reading carried
out when the reader collects and assimilates the formulaic elements which have become
conventionalized by tradition, in this case the epic-chivalric tradition. Another, symbolic reading
ascribes mythical and allegorical connotations to the components of the previous reading. A third

2
reading which is in turn the product of the two previous readings consists of attributing to the text a
political value. 3
To begin with, this novel’s title and the various associations which it produces in the minds of its
readers serve as a triggering mechanism for the three readings. First, it places the novel, before the fact
within a specific set of literary coordinates: that is, literature written about the Cid 4; the medieval epic,
and; chivalric literature, in general. In addition, it conjures, in the imagination of the reader, the figure
of an archetypal hero with nationalist connotations. And, more concretely, it calls to mind the historical
figure of Rodrigo Díaz, deft engineer of the consolidation of Castilian hegemony. On the other hand, the
author’s use of the possessive “Mío” as opposed to the definite article employed in the titles of
traditional Rodrigan texts—e.g., Poema del Cid (The Poem of the Cid), Las mocedades del Cid (The
Youthful Adventures of the Cid), the romances (ballads)—may also alert a watchful reader to expect the
political which pervades all facets of this new version.
Those aspects of Mío Cid Campeador which invite a traditional/conventional reading would
include those which have been transposed more or less directly from the Poema del Cid as well as the
Cantar de Rodrigo (the Song of Rodrigo, also know as Las mocedades del Cid) and the romances. This, of
course, would implicate much of the plot, most of the characters and some of the linguistic formulae of
the novel. Interestingly, the incorporation of the material of the Rodrigan saga into a novel results in
the production of narrative configuration with superficial affinities to those of the novel of
apprenticeship (the Cid as self-made man) as well as the Romantic historical novel. The cradle to grave
story of Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar is “sung” by an unabashedly adoring third-person omniscient narrator, as
in this scene from the Cid’s vigil before his to be knighted:
It is dawn. The Cid is there at his prayer stool, kneeling, pale, rigid as a statue with his
eyes fixed on his soul. He has spent all night long on his knees. I look at him, in silence,
and I see this man was made for me to love him. (183)
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In this sense, the narrator resembles both the epic poet and his descendent, the narrator of the chivalric
novel. He never fails to exalt his protagonist in the most hyperbolic terms. (Often, however, this results
in the stalling of narrative progress while the narrator unburdens himself in lengthy lyrical outbursts
inspired by his narrative creatures.)
The life of the protagonist unfolds in a series of familiar episodes which include: Rodrigo’s
precocious duel (for his father’s honor) to the death with Jimena’s guardian, and, Jimena’s ambivalent
plea for retribution before King Fernando, which results in her betrothal to Rodrigo; Rodrigo’s
subsequent departure from Castile in search of death in battle; Rodrigo’s miraculous victories even
against those as powerful as the Emperor and the Pope; Rodrigo’s marriage to Jimena; the Cid’s exile
from Castile by Alfonso VI and the confiscation of his properties in Burgos and Vivar; Martín Antolínez’s
clever scheme to obtain a loan for his leader from the Jews Raquel and Vidas, in exchange for the chest
full of sand; the subsequent series of triumphs by the Cid over superior numbers of Moorish warriors, as
well as over the powerful Conde Barcelona, all of which pave the way to his eventual conquest of the
prized city of Valencia; the Cid’s reconciliation with Alfonso VI; the cowardice and shame of the Infantes
de Carrión, the husbands of the daughters of the Cid; the Cid’s postmortem ride against those who
would recapture Valencia, his corpse having been secured by his men to the saddle of Babieca.
With Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar as its focus, the argument can be said to evolve through three stages
based upon the phases of the protagonist’s life, that is: 1) apprenticeship: from “Youth” to “Knighting of
the Cid”; 2) maturity: from “The Oath of Santa Gadea” up through “Lord of Valencia”; 3) decline and
death: “Jusuf” to “Victory after Death.” A secondary plot line consists of Díaz de Vivar’s courtship of and
marriage to Jimena. This vision of the novel’s organization views the development as linear and
chronological, with a traditional “closed” ending.
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The novel is somewhat ambivalent concerning the forces which govern the Cid’s ascending
trajectory in the narrated world, appearing to credit both providence and chance as the responsible
factors. If one is to judge by the concluding image of the protagonist, however, providence prevails:
Darkness came, and silence, and there, leaping from world to world, the mare with free
rein and her dead rider crossed the universe like a presage, rode in a shimmering vision
through the gates of Paradise, and burst into the presence of God upon His throne.
(316)
The novel’s borrowed cast of characters brings with it an easy familiarity for the reader,
especially the Hispanic reader. That the writer is counting on this effect can be deduced from, among
other things, the text’s frequent failure to provide background about a character as he/she is
introduced. The most obvious instances involve the Cid’s well-known aides-de-camp, Martín Antolínez
and Alvar Fañez.
In general, the characters exhibit the same lack of depth as their original counterparts, having
been endowed with just enough psychology to make them appealing to a modern audience. Their
comportment follows, for the most part, the dictates of the medieval code of chivalric behavior, of
which Rodrigo-Cid is the maximum representative. His exploits in the novel, viewed from this
perspective, can be understood as a succession of ever greater challenges to his fidelity to such values as
honesty, loyalty, valor, chastity, honor, magnanimity. As many of these values have begun to erode in
the century in which Mío Cid Campeador is composed, the narrator occasionally finds it necessary to
come to the defense of his idol in order to ensure his credibility before the reader:
There was indeed something strange about our Campeador. He was thirty and
three years old, and his body had never touched a woman’s. He was a virgin.
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You may laugh if you will; but I shall hold him worthy of all homage—this
matchless man who, in an age when even the clergy gave themselves up to every kind of
license, had kept his chastity for more than thirty years. (193)
The humorous nature of this digression, of course, does nothing to elevate the figure of the protagonist
or the tone of the novel. It is, in fact, part of the broader tendency of the narrator to prick the bubble of
grandiloquence whenever it exceeds a certain loftiness. This tendency derives perhaps from the
author’s irrepressible avant-garde instincts to subvert tradition/convention as well as from certain
realist considerations with which he cannot entirely dispense. That the latter may be true is borne out
by the narrator’s constant struggle to prevent his creature from becoming larger than life:
The reason was that the Cid rose out of the category of men and entered the category
of the elements. The Cid was not a man. He was the wind, the sea, the tempest, the
hurricane. The Cid was faith. One moment of doubt, and the Cid was finished, undone,
crumbled to dust. But the hurricane does not doubt; it blows and obliterates. An
earthquake does not doubt; it shakes, it uproots, it overthrows.
In the category of the elements was the Cid, but he did not cease on that
account to be a man; he was a very human element. There was nothing in him of the
warrior of Myth; he was no Siegfried. His sword had not been forged in a cave of the
gnomes, or on the anvil of the gods of the mountains. He did not draw his strength
from the wizards of the forest, nor had he plumbed the mysteries of the depths of the
earth, nor had he bathed in the blood of a dragon.
The Cid Campeador was a man who wept and suffered. (139-140)
This supreme effort to retain the figure of Rodrigo-Cid within the range of the human stems, it will be
shown, from the ultimately sociopolitical intentions which the author has for his narrative.
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The reader finds his/her way from the traditional/conventional reading onto the second,
allegorical-mythical level of narrative meaning thanks precisely to the twin elements of Mío Cid
Campeador’s cast of characters and the “cosmic” Creationist imagery by which the novel endows the
characters with symbolic significance of mythic proportions. The allegorical-mythical dimension has
been thoroughly explored and expertly mapped by Benjamin Rojas Pina in the third chapter of his
dissertation (179ff.).
Angus Fletcher has shown, in his excellent exhaustive study of the mode of allegory, that when
fictional characters are made to act as vehicles for a certain set of intellectual constructs—be they
philosophical, religious or merely ethical—the inevitable result will be the creation of a flat, rather onedimensional entity whose behavior is wholly predictable and reiterative. 5 Fletcher terms such a being a
“daemon”. The reader of Mío Cid Campeador, at some point in his/her first reading (probably at or near
the conclusion, as will become clear in a moment), will necessarily become quite conscious of the fact
that the protagonist, the secondary characters and their actions have been so presented as to state and
reinforce a specific set of ideas. That is, they are “daemonic”; and their actions have the effect of
creating, beneath the novel’s apparently linear evolution, a circular, upward spiraling movement
intended to propagate a particular ideological point of view with greater and greater intensity.
Before exploring the full extent of this message, however, it is useful to examine the mythical
component of this second symbolic reading, encouraged, as noted earlier, by the text’s effective use of
the “created” image.
At the deepest level, the mythical dimension of Mío Cid Campeador expresses the individual will
to establish one’s own identity through the rite of passage. This rite has been variously defined in
mythical studies as the challenge and the conquest of the Feminine, the Terrible Mother and even the
Terrible Dragon. Whatever the case may be, it is clear that the actions of the novel’s hero, Rodrigo-Cid,
do conform to some sort of basic human impulse toward independent personhood. And, in a second
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operation, note Benjamin Rojas Pina, this impulse radiates outward as the novel progresses to involve
the community—Castile/Spain—as well (Rojas Pina 64).
Rojas Pina organizes the hero’s mythical labors into three stages: 1) Initiation; 2) Consecration,
and; 3) Glorification—each stage an amplification and intensification of the previous one. Within this
general scheme, Rojas has selected for analysis those episodes which seem to best reflect the mythical
operations. Among these are, by stage:
Initiation
The procreation and birth of Rodrigo; Rodrigo’s invention of the bull fight.
Consecration
The baptism and “recognition” of Rodrigo-Cid.
Glorification
The death of the Cid and his subsequent postmortem adventure against those
besieging Valencia.
In each of these episodes, the participation of the cosmos (read: Nature; Spain) is evoked through the
use of Creationist “created” imagery, as in this excerpt describing the procreation of the hero:
“It is hot,” she said at length; “it would be well to open the windows.”
“Go to sleep.” Diego Laínez rose and opened the windows. The silence
returned, but still he wooed sleep in vain.
That simple gesture of opening a window, which seems so trivial, so
unimportant, is a grave matter. For to open a window is as if to open the soul, and to
expose the body to the soul’s influence. Through the windows flowed in the night, and
with the night came in Castilla, and with Castilla Spain. Millions of stars streamed
through the windows like a drove of cattle who had been awaiting the opening of the
gates of a corral. Thousands of dispersed forces, drawn as if by a magnet, pushed
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through the massive window frames. All the heat and all the straying sap of the Nature
were impelled towards this channel open in the wall of that room, making it the spearpoint of all their energies, all their aspirations. Countless currents of electricity
converged upon the room, focal point of the chart of the night.
Diego Laínez felt all this swarm of profound activities converge upon him like
something tangible. An immense vigour seized hold upon his body; his breast swelled,
expanded, overflowed into the night. [ . . . ]
Diego Laínez . . . clasped his wife with the rough vehemence of a boy, strove
with her with the energy of a warrior refreshed, eager for battle, impatient of victory.
The earth obeyed the rhythm of their panting, and the mountains sighed with them.
Infinity was emptied; the universe halted, the stellar system stopped for a moment, and
God smiled as He looked down through the keyhole of the sky. (20-21)
Perhaps the single most concentrated expression of Rodrigo-Cid’s mythico-archetypal role—as
well as its projection onto the community—is the episode of Rodrigo’s invention of the bullfight,
traditional metaphor of Spanish existence, to honor his prince, Don Sancho. The episode, not
uncoincidentally, forms part of the chapter entitled “Youth,” alluding thereby to the moment of an
individual’s most important rite of passage.
The symbolism of this first bullfight is straightforward and begins with its use of the circle, an
image which traditionally expresses, among other things, perfection and repetition and which can act as
a symbolic sacred space within which an integration of forces may be achieved (Rojas Pina 204). It
therefore serves as an excellent locus for the positing of a series of oppositions, as those listed below:
Rodrigo-Cid

vs.

The black bull

hero

dragon

light

darkness
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life

death

reason

the irrational

civilization

chaos

(Rojas Pina 205-206)

Basing his analysis on the important texts of Joseph Campbell, Mircea Eliade and Erich Neumann, Rojas
interprets the confrontation thus:
[T]he wild bull . . . represents mythically and psychoanalytically the struggle with the
Terrible Dragon. The Great Mother, in her aspect as a devourer of his children, is
transformed into that dragon or into any beast that might test the courage of the
initiate into a future life . . . [the initiate] must kill the beast in order to free himself from
those dark desires still associated with the primal act of birth and with the tie to the
mother. The initiatory rite covers the period from separation . . . to the foundation of
the new individual with his own soul and autonomy. (Rojas Pina 204; my translation)
There is also an element of ritual sacrifice implicit in this contest. The generic moments of this process
then, as Rojas goes on to indicate, consist of: “passing through the door of the unknown, confronting
the guardian, conquering the dragon and returning with the material and spiritual trophy” (204; my
translation).
As in the earlier cited excerpt from the episode of procreation and birth, the narrator employs
his considerable imagistic ingenuity to link this episode to the transpersonal. This time, however, the
association with the universal also carries a strong sociohistorical overtone:
They opened the door, and the bull emerged from night into day. An enormous
black bull and the moist savour of the stable leapt into the arena.
Here was the epic bull—the first bull of the first verse in the heroic and brutal
poem of bull-fighting . . .
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A brave spectacle! Here you have the bull who founded all the race of fighting
bulls, the first link in the chain of the bulls of death. I turn my gaze back into the past
and I see a long line of dead bulls stretched across Spain, and far away, at the last range
of vision, the great black bull, the bull of Rodrigo, the epic bull, the first bull of the future
tragedies, father of all the horned beasts who have strewn their corpses to make a
Spanish holiday.
That great holiday is the traditional festival of a people male, hardy and rude; a
people of hazard and of sport, of sport with Death, with Destiny; a people of ups and
downs, of high fortunes and deep disasters . . .
Life is the game of life and of death, a game played in silence and obscurity,
hidden in the depths of the human organism. But the Spanish people, realistic, avid of
sensation, must see and touch this game every Sunday, seated in sun or shade, on the
tiers around the arena where Life, tricked out in tinsel and tatters, falsified by a cloak
which hides its weakness, pirouettes before Death [ . . . ]
Their history is like a game played on a card-table. They draw an ace or they
draw blank. They draw America or Trafalgar, Góngora or Nuñez de Arce, Cervantes or
Echegaray, Picasso or Beltrán Massés—a people of dice, of lotteries; and of friars. (3738)
These overtones remain constant and increasingly insistent in the second and third stages of the
mythical process outlined by Rojas Pina.
The original phase of Rodrigo’s initiation complete, he returns triumphant to Burgos where he
receives the wholehearted approbation of the people and the king. This event, recorded in the chapter
appropriately entitled “Cid. Campeador,” represents the first in a series of episodes whose intended
effect, according to Rojas Pina, is the consecration of the hero:
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The Initiation over, Ruy Díaz de Vivar is ready to wield his power and become
the leader of his people in his capacity as the perfect her, warrior and lover. In this new
stage all Rodrigo’s predictions and Huidobro’s foreshadowings come true. The starting
point for the hero’s transformation is his recognition by his community and by the poet
of modernity. We call this process the Consecration of the Hero. (Rojas Pina 208-209;
translation mine)
The evolution of this consecrational line is propelled along by a sequence of apotheoses of the hero
(Rojas Pina 210) (all carefully catalogued by Rojas Pina [223-224]), each more elevated than the
previous, and culminating with that following the siege and capture of Valencia, in which the Cid is
recognized even by the Sultan Persia (“Parenthesis,” 303-307). Within the development of the
consecrational line, Rojas Pina perceives an “extensive” or symphonic component, that is, the way in
which the hero evolves in harmony with his community, as well as “intensive” or “chamber musical”
component pertaining to the hero’s personal life (210).
When the ascendant curve of Rodrigo-Cid’s trajectory reaches its apogee, a final descent begins
which concludes with his ultimate victory:
[The] prelude to the final apotheosis is the sudden illness of the Cid, his death. [ . . . ]
The final apotheosis, or Glorification, means, in the beginning, a descent into the depths
that repeats the initiatory rite. Darkness is penetrated . . . dispelled and [the hero]
emerges then transformed, in a spiritual rebirth. (Rojas Pina 225; translation mine)
Of vital importance to achieving this final stage will by Ruy Díaz de Vivar’s progressively accumulated
“supporting energies” in the form of Jimena and their daughters, his followers, Babieca, and, the two
fabled swords, Tizona and Colada. After his death they are able to finish for him his real and symbolic
task (Rojas Pina 225).
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Huidobro’s use of myth as the underpinning for Mío Cid Campeador places his novel squarely in
the ranks of the contemporary mythical narratives. In this context, the author’s incorporation of
archetypal content can be seen as a direct function of his avant-gardist incarnation. Furthermore, such
a procedure has the effect of both complementing and subtly modifying the structure and ideological
content of a conventional reading based upon traditional themes and techniques. That is to say, the Cid
is being subtly prepared for his role as a fascist leader.
The most important modifications pertain to the categories of action and the forces which
govern them within the narrated world. Myth, with its origins in a primal vision of the universe, implies
something quite different from the chivalric world view based upon Christianity and divine providence.
Principal among these differences is a conception of the universe as essentially chaotic and ultimately
beyond human comprehension. The best an individual may do, its felt under such circumstances, is to
look for patterns within the course of natural evens which can then be expressed in the form of
superstitions, myths, etc. These, it is hoped, will allow the individual to gain a measure of control over
the forces of nature. The modern appeal of myth, of course, derives precisely from the similar difficulty
experienced by the citizen of the twentieth century in rationally apprehending reality, following the
crisis of nineteenth-century Positivism.
Within the text of Mío Cid Campeador, the two visions of the universe, the providential and the
chaotic, can frequently be seen competing for dominance, with the hero conveniently in between, like a
hedge on a bet:
The men of Castilla approached to see what was afoot. The Cid watched
everybody lose, then asked for the dice himself. He shook them in his hands and flung
them on the carpet. The three dice rolled with a noise of Destiny and of fortunes
undone, and stopped dead: three sixes. “Friends,” said the Cid to his comrades, “we
shall win at Rome; God is with us.”
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And then he looked at himself aghast, growing angry over his own weakness,
and kicked the carpet, the dice and money-box far across the shore. Where was the
sense of this lure to challenge? Was this destined to be a vice of his race? He, who felt
that he carried within his body all Spain, trembled at the thought. (107)
Because the rhythms of nature tend to be cyclical, so, too, do myths and superstitions often
carry within their formulation an element of circularity which is not lost when they are incorporated into
an object of art.
Also contributing to the novel’s reiterative tendencies, it must not be forgotten, is its allegorical
dimension, whose explication it is now time to conclude.
In addition to complementing and modifying the form and substance of the (“literal”) first
reading of Mío Cid Campeador, the mythical dimension also collaborates with and reinforces, again at
the level of the subconscious, an allegorical dimension, which in turn interacts as well with the other
levels and dimensions of the text. The allegorical dimension of Mío Cid Campeador, simply
summarized, expresses in fable Huidobro’s own Creationist ethic, which proposes that the artist as an
heroic superior being in effect create new “realities,” new “worlds,” new “universes” on behalf of, and
for the benefit of, his or her fellow human being. Without going into great detail (which seems
unnecessary) it is sufficient to observe that such a view of artistic creation put great premium upon the
element of the artist’s rational control over his/her craft, as opposed to, say, more intuitive or irrational
modes such as surrealism. This approach, in fact, resembles the kind of intellectualism and prolongation
of neoclassical attitudes, to use Arnold Hauser’s characterization (2: 395, 401), exhibited by such
European avant-garde writers as Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, Wyndham Lewis, etc. Such an artistic ethic, if
transposed to the sociopolitical sphere, would, as the title of Fredric Jameson’s study of Wyndham
Lewis, Fables of Aggression: Wyndham Lewis, the Modernist as Fascist, implies, have affinities with the
ideology of fascism ( and its Hispanic equivalent caudillismo). 6 Clearly this is the direction in which the
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sum of the first and second readings of Mío Cid Campeador points on the way to a third, sociopolitical
reading.
This third reading admittedly depends upon the reader to apply the messages of the first two
readings to present time and present circumstances. Setting aside the fact that such an expectation has
traditionally accompanied the historical novel and its various permutations 7, it also true that the
narrator of Mío Cid Campeador often encourages the reader to perform this operation by linking his
vision of Rodrigo-Cid favorably with that of his own time:
Rodrigo was fifteen years old, and he was already a redoubtable athlete. He
was massive, but massive without fat, rippling with muscles, with bones well plenished
with lime, and nerves supple and solid as those of a machine. Rodrigo had the power of
forty horses, 40 H.P., and they called him Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar.
How I worship you, light-hearted, leaping boy, rude and untamed, ingenuous
and virginal! You were the forerunner of all the sportsmen of to-day, and by how much
their better! You were the unsurpassed inventor of the Yankee youth, the football
player and the cowboy. (27)
Viewed from every angle the larger message of this second reading is the same one: reality is
essentially chaotic and order may only be established and maintained by sheer force of human will. As
antidote to this pessimistic vision, the novelist/novel conjures the figure of Ruy Díaz de Vivar, “El Cid.”
In sociopolitical terms, the vision presented of Rodrigo-Cid and his actions call to mind those
characteristics and behaviors which have come to be automatically associated with the protofascist and
fascist leader—Julius Caesar, Napoleon, Mussolini, Hitler, Franco, for example—as well as the Latin
American caudillo—Juan Facundo Quiroga and Antonio López de Santa Anna, among others. To review,
the fascist ideology, according to Hans Kohn, has as its principal features “an emphasis on the elements
of nation, race or state, as the center of all history and life,” in combination with an unquestioning
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“acceptance of the authority of a single, charismatic leader, behind whom the people are expected to
form and unbreakable unity” (Kohn 182). Its philosophical bases rest, in general terms, on a rejection of
liberalism, and its companion notions of individualism, personal freedom, egalitarianism, democracy,
empiricism and skepticism, in favor of a spartanism emphasizing state authority, rigid hierarchy (in the
form of rank and/or caste) and the value of blind faith, obedience, discipline, strength and action. In
modern times, these attitudes receive further support to varying degrees in the writings of,
chronologically, Machiavelli, Bodin, Hobbs, Fichte, Hegel, Nietzsche, Sorel and Spengler. Fascism is an
essentially reactionary ideology often embraced by a faltering, socioeconomically backward society.
With economic crisis and external threats to national sovereignty as its common triggering mechanisms,
fascism frequently emerges as part of a nationalist reaction which facilitates broad coalitions of unlikely
political allies such as the proletariat, the middle class, the military, the Church and the old aristocracy,
all under the direction of a popular leader.
The author himself sets the tone of this reading when he proclaims his racial pride in his
introductory note:
I cannot hide the pride I take in my Spanish blood. Through my ancestors I am Castillan
and Galician, Andalusian and Breton. I am Celt and Spaniard, Spaniard and Celt: and
aboriginal Celto-Iberian, impervious and hard-headed. (vii)
What’s more, in this same note Huidobro explicitly identifies the figure of the Cid with this heritage,
declaring him: “the quintessence of the Old Spain” (ii). These remarks imply a desire on the writer’s part
to transcend other considerations such as class and appeal directly to his readers’ sense of common
ethnic tradition. This hypothesis is supported at key points in the text by its overt privileging of
meritocracy over inherited nobility:
[Nobility is] and absurd right of blood and inheritance.
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At the other side of the courtyard the Cid was leading Babieca to a drinking-trough.
“Sir,” said the Moors, “we seek the Cid.”
“I am he,” answered the Campeador, stroking the neck of Babieca.
The Moors looked at one another in astonishment. This man simply clad,
without silks, or gold, or fine linen: this man busy about grooming a horse—was this the
hero of the world, the terror of the Moslems, the idol of the Christians? . . .
The Cid smiled, and his frank lips had the curves of soaring wings. “When my
arms are at rest,” he said, “I am a simple labourer. A man of the earth, I return to her;
she is ever loyal and ever generous. (185)
Once the novel gets underway, the narrator, in defining the nature of the protagonist, singles
out his charisma as his most important attribute:
Look at the Cid in battle. He was more than genius or than talent. He was a
man of electricity. Genius may fail of inspiration, talent may fail in calculation, but the
electric man does not fail in current. Higher than the inspiration of genius and a nicety
of calculation is the discharge of a high potency, the current of irresistible voltage which
a man can make pass from one pole of his army to the other. That was the Cid. (138)
Equally stressed is his capacity for decisiveness and action:
Rodrigo was a man not of words, but of deeds, and he lost no time. (84)

He had shown himself not only a great warrior, but also a great chief
[“caudillo”], an excellent leader of men; and not only a great chief [“caudillo”], but also
a man both skilled and prudent in politics. Yet at this time of his life the Cid passed for a
space along the Way of the Cross. Secret struggles were fought out within his soul, and
for the first time it seemed that doubt ate into the breast of this man decided and
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unused to hesitations. On the one side his family and his land called him. Then King
Alfonso had summoned him back to Castilla. But on the other side was the hidden plan
[the taking of Valencia] which for some time had taken shape in his brain unknown to
any but himself.
He raised his eyes to the sky, and the sky, overburdened with enigmas, shining
with destinies, gave him no sign. “Courage, heart! One man decided is worth a
thousand lukewarm.” The Cid stayed on in Zaragoza. (246)
As the influence of Rodrigo-Cid’s charismatic personality radiates outward into the (his)
community, he acquires and increasing number of followers who sacrifice everything to join his cause:
Five hundred men went with him: five hundred men who had chosen to leave all
to enter with him into Story. [ . . . ]
With the Cid at their head they had no fear of anything. Stout braggarts as they
were, when the Cid spoke they all fell silent. Among so many men of purity, with hearts
of nobility and faith of chivalry, there must have been some bold adventurers, with eyes
of fever and hands of rapine. It did not matter: all were blind instruments of the cause,
and all obeyed no other, and all adored him. (223)

He fashioned an army demoniac in its strength, a phalanx of invincibility which
obeyed like a machine the least flicker of his eyes. (258)
The episode of the oath of Santa Gadea marks the consolidation of Rodrigo-Cid’s position as the
complete fascist leader. In a bold and Machiavellian gesture, the Cid refuses to pledge his allegiance to
the about to be crowned Alfonso VI unless Alfonso swears an oath that he had no role whatsoever in the
assassination of his brother, King Sancho. While this act draws down upon the Cid Alfonso’s momentary
ire and continuing uneasy suspicion of his motives, it nonetheless serves the necessary function of
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legitimizing Alfonso’s assumption of the throne of Castile in the eyes of its subjects. The narrator
records in dramatic tones Rodrigo-Cid’s passage into the plenitude of his power:
This was the crowning moment when the Cid stood upon the peak of his life, the
transcendental hour in which he showed the world the measure of his soul, the
grandeur of his character. For the oath of Santa Gadea proved that the Cid was not only
a warrior who knew how to conquer and defend his country, but also a man fitted to
guard his own conscience and the conscience of his people.
Victor in battle, unquestioned leader in the realm of matter, the Campeador today became leader also in the realm of spirit. At one stride he took the place of the first
man in his land. (182)
Later, a more experienced Rodrigo-Cid is characterized in similar terms which include that of caudillo:
He had shown himself not only a great warrior, but also a great chief
[“caudillo”], an excellent leader of men; and not only a great chief [“caudillo”], but also
a man both skilled and prudent in politics. (245)
The Spanish American caudillo, it will be recalled, had his origins in the landholding “aristocracy”
dating from colonial times. The patriarchal lifestyle of the frequently autarkic haciendas encouraged the
development of skills which were readily and quickly transferable to the government of state, should a
vacuum of power arise. Such power vacuums were commonplace following Independence and during
much of the nineteenth century, so much so that a tradition of personalist seizure of power was able to
establish itself in the Spanish American political culture. In the excerpt which follows, the Cid tours
Spain as an hacendado would his plantation:
The Cid came back to Castilla, and already he carried in his brain and biceps his
plans of conquest.
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He came back at evening at walking pace, dreaming and whistling. This task
[his visit to the royal court in Zamora] had been a stroll, the quiet unostentatious stroll
of an owner who takes a walk to survey his lands. (148)

Part of the impunity with which Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar is able to challenge the authority of the
traditional aristocracy, represented by the King, is his broad-based support which includes, as glimpsed
below, the masses:
The King, he [Rodrigo] thought, would learn to value him. He knew that every
day his courtiers recalled to the King’s mind the day of the oath and sought to paint in
lurid colours the danger of a man so loved by the people; but he held that in their
speech the King would hear the voice of Jealousy. (205)
The lower classes otherwise do not appear in the pages of Mío Cid Campeador, however.
The Cid also shows his Machiavellian side when, acting upon the complaints of one of his
Moorish subjects, he personally punishes the abuses of the Moorish king Abenamic:
The crew of the chief [Abenamic] flung themselves on their faces, kissing the ground.
The Cid passed, and wonder passed with him. The tread of the executioner of Justice reechoed, and none moved, none dared to raise a head. (187)
The lighter side of this same facet of the protagonist’s nature is reflected in his generous and
equanimous treatment of the citizens of Valencia following its conquest:
The most redoubtable of his enemies was routed, and the Cid had leisure to
make sure his conquests and lay his power in the city on strong foundations. To win the
affections of the Moors of Valencia he relieved them of many of their taxes, leaving only
such as they had been wont to pay when the Moorish Kingdom was at its peak of
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prosperity. About all things he was diligent, and nothing was too small for his care. He
let it be known to the Moslems that twice a week he would hear and judge their pleas.
“Come to see me when you will,” he told them, “and I will hear you, for I am no
man to go apart with women and sing and drink, after the manner of your lords, whom
you could never approach. I, on the other hand, would know all your complaints, and
be your comrade and your protector, like friend to friend and cousin to cousin.” (297298)
After the Cid falls mortally ill, the eventual impact of his death and the consequent loss of his
charismatic energy as the constitutive force of his and his supporters’ world is foreshadowed:
The next day on the haggard face of the dying man there shone a strange
splendor. Life still strove in him, and his thin fingers grasped the hand of his beloved
Doña Jimena, who knelt beside his bed. Today, as every other day, they had brought
him the Sacrament and Don Jeronimo had blessed him and given him plenary
indulgence.
Suddenly there was a noise in the next room, and he thought he heard the voice
of Martín Antolínez. His knights were talking excitedly. The soldiers of the Cid had been
routed by the Moors. That host inured to war, accustomed to conquer, that army lionhearted, had lost a battle for the first time. Without the Cid at their head they lacked
the spirit that made them unconquerable. His host was the same, the same men,
veteran in victory; but this day there had failed them that electric current, that motive
force that streamed from the eyes of their terrible leader and multiplied their power a
hundredfold. (311)
To recap, Huidobro, in his novel Mío Cid Campeador, ably knits together the various threads of
the Rodrigan legend and produces a fascist fantasy particularly appealing to the Spanish and Spanish
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American reader. This fantasy is subtly reiterated and reinforced at the level of myth and allegory.
Huidobro overlays his reworking of the story of the Cid with an allegory of the Creationist artist as an
heroic superior being who creates new worlds, while the mythical dimension of Mío Cid Campeador
expresses the individual will to fashion or establish one’s own identity through the rite of passage. This
impulse radiates outward as the novel progresses to involve the community, as well. The reader
discovers these dimensions of the text in a series of readings, always at least three.
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Serna, Huidobro y Sarduy,” Diss. Brown U, 1983; Benjamín Rojas-Pina, “La prosa narrativa de Vicente Huidobro,”
Diss. U of Minnesota, 1980, and “La hazaña de Mío Cid Campeador (1929): un modo de nueva novela en V.H.,”
Atenea 445 (1982): 201-217; Germán Sepulveda, “Antecedentes hispano-franceses de la Hazaña de Mío Cid
Campeador de Vicente Huidobro,” Estudios en honor de Rodolfo Oroz Santiago: Universidad de Chile, 1985: 299315; Raymond Williams, “Lectura de Mío Cid Campeador,” Revista iberoamericana 106-107 (1979): 309-314.
For reviews of Mío Cid Campeador see Alone [Hernán Díaz Arrieta], “Los últimos libros de Vicente
Huidobro,” La nación (Santiago) 23 July 1931; Alejo Carpentier, “El Cid Campeador de Huidobro,” Social (Havana)
October 1930: 24; Ricardo Latcham, “Mío Cid Campeador, por Vicente Huidobro,” La nación (Santiago) 20
September 1942; Fernando Mantilla, “Mío Campeador: film de Vicente Huidobro,” Atlántico (Madrid) May 1930:
68; Roberto Meza Fuentes, Atenea August 1930: 120-25.
Reviews of Portrait of a Paladin, trans. Warre B. Wells (New York: Horace Liveright, 1932) would include
those published in the British papers referred to, by way of advertisement, in the frontispiece of Mirror of a Mage,
trans. Warre B. Wells (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1931), i.e., Manchester Guardian, The Daily Herald, The Liverpool
Post, The Morning Post, and The Observer. See also the London Times Literary Supplement 9 April 1931: 289. In
the U.S. press see Boston Evening Transcript 16 March 1932, New Statesmen and Nation 21 March 1931;
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Interestingly, there are striking similarities between my described experience of the process of reading
Huidobro’s novels and Fredric Jameson’s views on the interpretation of a text expressed in Chapter One, “On
Interpretation,” of his book The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca: Cornell UP,
1981). There, Jameson vindicates the old patristic hermeneutic of the four levels (the literal, the allegorical, the
moral [read: psychological] and the anagogical) as well as the, in many ways, identical four-phase (that is, the
literal, the formal, the mythical/archetypal and the social) hermeneutic of Northrop Frye, by “recontaining” or
inserting them in his theory of the political unconscious.
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See the author’s introductory note, in which he declares that “To avoid possible misunderstandings, I should also
warn the reader that, in my data about the Cid, I have sometimes followed the old legendary romances, ballads,
and gestes, and at other times history” (ix).
5
See especially the first chapter, entitled “The Daemonic Agent,” 25ff.
6
As I was drafting my dissertation, “The Prose Fiction of César Vallejo and Vicente Huidobro” (Ohio State
University, 1991), my close readings of these novels I consider representative of Vicente Huidobro’s narrative
production yielded some interesting results. And, I have since come to discover that these results are similar in
many ways to those obtained by Fredric Jameson in his analysis of the narrative of Wyndham Lewis and reported
in his Fables of Aggression: Wyndham Lewis, the Modernist as Fascist (Berkeley: U of California P, 1979). However,
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my intent here is not to undertake a comparison of our findings, which would be interesting, but rather to divulge
in summary fashion the details of my reading of Vicente Huidobro’s Mío Cid Campeador.
7
See Georg Lukács, The Historical Novel, trans. Hanna and Stanley Mitchell (Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities
Press, 1978) 40, 42, 53, 61-62, 63.
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ABSTRACT
That science has contributed immensely to the development in societies is not in doubt. In fact, the fruit
of science and technological advances abound. Thus, their importance cannot be overemphasized.
However, it becomes more important that which each scientific advancement, comes the need for the
development of moral principles and moral norms that should regulate their development. This is
because while granting that science and technology have expanded human powers to manipulate and
control nature, it is equally clear that they do not provide a basis for dealing with the moral issues that
arise thereof.
Science provides us with the understanding of “facts” but has little or no basis for dealing with the
“oughtness” or the normative. Interestingly, most of the practices that have arisen from scientific
advancement raise ethical issues that must necessarily be addressed.
Against this background, this paper seeks to show the relevance of the humanities in dealing with the
normative aspects of public policy or social relations that are thrown up by the use of cutting edge
technologies.
In particular, this paper focuses on New Reproductive Technologies (NRT) and the ethical issues that are
thrown up by their uses. It demonstrates that science and technology itself cannot resolve the moral
dilemmas and contradictions that are the consequences of the uses of NRT, such as Invitro- Fertilisation
(IVF), Artificial Insemination, Surrogacy etc.

INTRODUCTION
And God blessed them and said unto them, be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth….” Gen 1:28
The ability to reproduce is one of the qualitative attributes of a living being. This fact forms the basis of
actions and decisions that inform medical research and therefore raise issues in certain spheres. On the
one hand are the scientists and medical technologists whose advancement in reproductive science is
regarded as a major breakthrough for man. On the other hand are fundamentalists who have argued
vehemently against the interruption of the natural processes of reproduction.
It is against this backdrop that
The history of science reveals that major revolution in are usually received with mixed feelings by
society, especially if they affect cherished and established beliefs and assumption of people. Usually
when science fiction ceases to be italics but italics and society is not prepared to receive it, the impact
could leave ripples in that society for quite a long time.
Conant in his Modern Science and Modern Man (1952) tries to identify
… two current fallacies about the nature of science; one tends to equate the scientist with the
magician, the other confuses him with a mathematician. It is from the second of these popular
misconceptions that the notion arises of a sharp dichotomy between the world of science and
the realm of values. (1952:61)
In medical science, this perception might not be different since the object of scientific research is man
himself. This brings us to our present concern which is New Reproductive Technologies (NRT) also at
times referred to as Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART). This technology falls under medical
science. And just as science in general has recorded tremendous successes and advancements, the
medical sciences are not left out.
The term Reproductive Technologies refer to various medical procedures that are designed to solve
infertility in couples. The advancement in science has brought with it new forms of reproduction. These
new reproductive technologies give great hope to infertile couples and make many new reproductive
arrangements possible. They also raise many difficult moral issues.

Definition of key words
Artificial Insemination is a term used when sperm is injected through catheter into a woman’s
reproductive tract. Bowie (2004) explains that it is usually “used to treat the husband’s infertility due to
physiological disorders. Usually, the husband’s sperm may also be provided”.
Kimura (1995) talking about infertility in japan cites that “the first medical ethics committee in japan was
established at Tokushima University Medical School in 1982 in order to review (IVF) technology and its
application to fertile women”. She observes that “A great deal of social and family pressure to have
children exists in japan. Thus, the great demand for IVF research”. She also informs that “artificial
insemination by donor and artificial insemination by husband have been used since early 1950s”.

In vitro Fertilization (IVF) refers to four ways that overlap. In one case, it refers to the joining of female
eggs and male sperm outside the woman’s living body. This is also referred to as external fertilization.
Anthony Dyson explains that:
The female eggs (or ova) are places in a culture medium in a glass or plastic flat shallow
Petri dish or other appropriate lab container, not usually in a test-tube as the popular
term ‘test-tube baby’ describes it. The male sperm is then introduced into the dish and
the process of fertilization takes place over the next 24 hours or so. (1995: xi)
After fertilization (and this is the second way), some of the embryos are transferred to the woman’s
uterus (or womb) where it is hoped that implantation shall take place followed by natural pregnancy.
Dyson (ibid) notes that these two processes of fertilization and transfer are sometimes referred to as IVF
and Embryo Transfer (ET). Although he quickly points out that at other times the term IVF alone covers
both fertilization and transfer since both are mutually inclusive.
Sometimes, a distinction can also be made between ‘embryo replacement’ (ER) and ‘embryo transfer
(ET). The former refers to when the embryo is returned to the woman who supplied the egg while the
latter refers to when the newly fertilized embryo is ‘transferred’ to a recipient other than the woman
who supplied the egg.
The third sense of IVF is also used to refer to the whole process starting with the preparation of the
woman for the release of eggs and ending with the delivery of the baby.
Finally, the term IVF also indicates that the entire process takes place “in and with laboratory apparatus
and under laboratory conditions”.

Surrogacy: this usually takes place during embryo transfer. It could refer to when the embryo is
transferred to a woman who is not the supplier of the egg. The baby is therefore carried in the womb of
another woman who is not the supplier of the eggs. In most cases, surrogacy occurs when the womb of
the donor woman is too weak to carry the embryo. Rosemarie Tong further explains that the concept of
surrogacy could involve three or more persons coming into play for several reasons:
When the female member of a married couple is unable to conceive child or is unable to
gestate a child for physical and /or psychological reasons; or though able to conceive
and gestate a child, unwilling to do so for some medical reason- for example, a genetic
disease that she does not wish the child to inherit-or even for some strictly personal
reason- for example, a schedule interruption that will intefer with her career. If she and
her husband decides to rear a child to whom they are at least 50 percent genetically
related, they may decide to seek a woman who is willing to carry the pregnancy to term
for them. Less typically, unmarried couples may seek the services of a surrogate mother
for reasons similar to those of married couples. So, too, may single women and single
men, with the specific aim of single parenting a child related to them. (1995:951)
We are careful here, not to use the word mother. This is because issues arise as to whom the mother of
the child is. Is it the woman who carried the baby in her womb (i.e. the surrogate mother) or the
biological mother ( i.e. the woman who supplied the eggs)? The other woman is said to have been

contracted, burrowed or hired to carry the embryo for the couple. She is to Carry the baby to term and
upon delivery surrender the baby to the couple. This is usually done in line with terms of contract.
Human in vitro fertilization has opened the possibility that the resulting pre-embryos can
be transferred to a woman other than the woman providing the oocytes. The second
woman, referred to variously as a surrogate carrier, a womb mother, a placenta mother
or a surrogate gestational mother, provides the gestational but not the genetic
component of the pregnancy. Usually arrangements are made for the couple whose egg
and sperm produced the embryo to adopt the new born. (Mastroianni 1995: 938)
Thus, surrogacy is not new but it is the most controversial of the new reproductive technologies ( NRT).
In most cases, the contracting couples are full of gratitude to the surrogate as should be expected since
their dream of having their own child is made a reality.
From the preceding explanations, the phases of IVF can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•

Reproduction of eggs
Extraction of eggs
Fertilization (or conception)
Transfer of the embryo to the mother’s uterus (or womb)

The facts!
That science is concerned with facts as opposed to the ‘oughtness’ of things or cases cannot be
overemphasized. Yet these facts cannot be brushed under the carpet as they affect human life, comfort
and happiness. An appreciation of this fact is evident in the following scenario:
Many couples are unable to have children naturally. For those who desire children, this
can be painful and traumatic. Couples may feel that a major part of their lies is impaired
or limited by the lack of children, and women in particular can feel a sense of lacking or
loss. For people in this position, medical advances in the area of assisted reproductive
technology (ARTs) offer a chance to live life to the full as they see it, to fill a gap in their
marriage and purpose. A whole chapter of their life may be opened by the possibility of
having their own children. It might be said that humans, like all living creatures have a
biological imperative to reproduce and that human life cannot be fully experienced if
that option is beyond reach (Robert Bowie 2004: 203)
Against the above facts is the associated or resultant response of medical scientists’ development of
NRT or ART. As Purdy (2001) explains, ART began as a way of allowing infertile couples to become
pregnant. This technique has been successful, in that the rates of deliveries are just about equal to those
achieved by normal fertilization. The question of the success rate has greatly been debated in some
circles. Ashley and Rourke (1989) maintained that IVF has not been very successful. They argue that only
5% of the procedures lead to live births. They are quick to admit though that the result seems more
encouraging if more than one procedure is attempted. But then medical scientist faces a big dilemma:
Phenomenal advances have occurred in medical knowledge and scientific skills,
particularly in the years since the Second World War. The power of medicine to prevent
nature from taking her course has been massively extended, and with that greater

power has come an almost intolerable extension of moral choice. In many situations,
doctors may now find it difficult to know what to do for the best, whereas forty years
ago, they simply would not have encountered similar problems. When a patient suffered
a heart attack, for example, or a hemorrhage into the brain he or she would likely have
died. As soon as it became possible, however, to keep the patient alive by artificial
respiration, the restoration of the normal balance of the body’s chemistry, and other
improved resuscitation techniques, doctors were faced with the dilemmas posed by their
new ability. Was it right to preserve life if the quality of life was judged to be poor?
Should doctors make any decisions about the quality of life, or should they preserve it at
all costs? Was switching off the life support machine tantamount to murder? Even if it
wasn’t would it be seen as such by the relatives? (Phillips and Dawson 1985:2)
While it is of the opinion of some that the medical scientist, hence the doctor should not concern
himself with the oughtness of his procedures and actions, others maintain that the doctor must address
the question of morality that crop up. The issues raised are rather critical quite sensitive as they affect
the interest of the parents, child, embryo and the question of life. We shall some these issues and raise
several questions such as the following:






Whom does the ART assist?
What is the status of a frozen embryo?
Who is the real mother of the child; the surrogate or the donor?
Where is the marital rights and union with the separation of sex from reproduction?
How morally justifiable is the process of reproduction with the involvement of a third party

The above questions seem easy to answer especially the first two. A scientific answer though given yet
proves inadequate.
 It assists the infertile and those who might have genetic disease that could be transferred to the
child if the mother decides to conceive and have the baby naturally.
 The frozen embryo is a potential life which can be kept in the bank to assist others in need of
children or for further research which could lead to more advancement in the field. It has helped
to select healthy embryos in situations where it is likely that the parents will produce embryos
with serious medical problems.
As explained earlier, NRT is available not only to the infertile but also to sveral other categories of cases
including those who cannot afford to be inconvenienced by the burden of carrying a baby through to
term. This raises other issues such as who is qualified to benefit from these procedures-the rich or the
poor? Also, if a women with infertility knows that she could possibly have a genetically related child,
does this frustrate more women than it helps? Rather than spend so much on high tech NRT medicines,
why not channel such efforts into eliminating sexually transmitted diseases and other diseases that
cause infertility?
 Regarding the real mother of the foetus, debates abound. The supreme court of New Jersey is
reported to have “determined in the famous Baby M case that the surrogate contracts are not

valid and that the mother should retain visitation rights, no matter what agreements were made
before the birth of the baby” (Ashley and Burke 1989:283)
Traditional opponents of surrogacy argue that surrogacy itself is contrary to nature as it involves
artificial insemination by donor and IVF. These are ‘artificial means’ to a ‘natural’ end of procreation.
Secondly, it is argued that the surrogate mother does not only offer her gestational services but also
offers her whole body. This is in no way different from slavery and prostitution since it involves a
common feature of selling of bodies.
Just as a prostitute degrades herself when she offers herself as a se object, a surrogate
mother degrades herself when she offers herself as a reproductive container (Tong
1995:952)
 Just as prostitution destroys the fabric of society by breaking up marriages; accepting surrogacy
could also affect marriages adversely. This is the fourth and fifth questions of destroying bond
and unity of marriage through the introduction of a third party. Tong notes that a “woman
might fantasize about the ‘potency’ of the man who artificially inseminated her, and a man
might marvel at the ‘fecundity’ of the surrogate mother, regarding her as somehow better than
his infertile wife”. (ibid)
Theological arguments state that the family is the goal of human sexuality and that the unitive and
procreative aspects of the act of generation must not be separated by a deliberate human act.
Procreation without sex is therefore unnatural and therefore contrary to the moral order revealed by
God. Besides, the process undermines sexual reproduction in marriage and in some ways is disrespectful
to the created embryo. It is important to state here that destruction of bonds could be avoided but the
creation of extra bonds might be difficult to avoid. This could become problematic as the surrogate
mother might feel bonded to the child she has carried to term and find it difficult letting go despite the
contractual agreement she had signed. While some argue that since she entered into a contract, she
should treat it as such but then science cannot stop one from having feelings for a child on has carried
for nine months. IVF therefore has the potential for complicating filial bonds.
Another remote and recurring argument is the state of the frozen embryo. Can it be said that disposing
of the extra embryos produced by IVF is equivalent to abortion? Who has the right to keep the embryo if
the couple should divorce? Is the biological father obligated to make child support payments for the
embryo he implanted and grows to term? (8e.devbio.com/article)
The human embryo is regarded by some to be worthy of respect, but then this respect does not
necessarily encompass the full legal and moral rights attributed to persons. The notion that the embryo
is an entity with a special status deserving special respect is contested by those who regard the embryo
as fully a human being from the moment of conception. Thus, the legal status of the human embryo
states that “if the embryo is a human embryo, then it must be treated humanely and not despicably. If
the embryo is not considered human, then one has to define its other status.” Iroegbu and Echekwube
(2005:605)

The Catholic Church is also very vocal in their opposition to NRT when they assert that “life, once
conceived, must be protected with the utmost care; abortion and infanticide are abominable crimes”
(Bowie: 205).
This leads us to the question of the person. Who is a person and what qualifies us as humans? Two
camps differ on this issue. The first argue that we are made human by the very event of our conception
(egg meeting sperm) or at the latest, our birth. The other camp argues that we are considered human
only when we act and think as conscious humans do. This reminds us of the descartian cogito ergo sum
meaning I think therefore I am.
The proponent of the first case, (i) claim that merely possessing a human body (or the potential to come
to possess such a body) is enough to qualify us as “persons”. There is no distinction between minds and
body-thought, feelings, and actions are merely manifestations of one underlying unity. The fact that
some of these manifestations are yet to materialize (in the case of an embryo) or are mere potentials (in
the case of a comatose patient) does not detract from our essential incontrovertible and indivisible
humanity. We may be immature or damaged persons – but we are persons- but we persons all the same
(and always will be persons). Though considered “spiritual”, this notion is actually a form of
reductionism. The mind, “soul”, and “spirit” are mere expression of one unity, grounded in our
“hardware” – in our bodies.
Those who argue the second case (ii) postulate that it is possible to have a human body which does not
host a person. People in persistent vegetative states, for instance – or fetuses, for that matter – are
human but also non persons. This is because they do not yet – or are unable to – exercise their faculties.
Personhood is complexity. When the latter ceases, so does the former. Personhood is acquired and is an
extensive parameter, a total, defining state of being. One is either awake or asleep, either dead or alive,
either in a state of personhood or not. The latter approach involves fine distinctions between potential,
capacity, and skill. A human bodies (or fertilized egg) have the potential to think, write poetry, feel pain
and value life. At the right phase of somatic development, this potential becomes capacity and, once it is
competently exercised – it is a skill.
Embryos and comatose people may have the potentials to do and think – but, in the absence of
capacities and skills, they are not full - fledge persons. Indeed, in all important respects, they are already
dead.
Taken to its logical conclusion, these definitions of person also exclude newborn infants, the severely
retarded, the hopelessly quadriplegic, and the catatonic. “Who is a person” become a matter of
culturally- bound and medically-informed judgment which may be influenced by both ignorance and
fashion and, thus, be arbitrary and immoral.
The latter approach involves fine distinctions between potentials, capacity, and skills. A human body (or
fertilized) have the potential to think, write poetry, feel pain, and value life.
With the remaining three questions a scientific answer might not be easy if not outright impossible.

Other questions that are vital are questions regarding the safety of human embryos frozen; what is the
fate of the embryo when the owning couples die?
After we have dealt with the question of fact, there still remains a residual normative issue that cannot
be resolved by appealing to facts. This is where the humanities come in.
Perhaps, we might never come to a consensus about the best way to address the issues raised in this
paper for the simple fact that there is already a great divide based on personal interests and disinterest.
Cultural and religious differences also contribute to this divide. However we must note in the words of
O. Malley that:
When science and technology open doors that should not be opened, a Pandora’s Box
spews forth evils that menace humanity. We invented the atom bomb and germ
warfare. These inventions are now part of human history forever. Scientists have opened
another perilous door: they are manufacturing human life and using this product as an
object of experimentation. (lifeissues.net)

It is therefore important that while couples are confronted with infertility issues and while the medical
sciences look for ways of solving this heart wrenching problem, the above mentioned issues should be
taken into consideration and presented clearly before all stake holders. Thus the issue of IVF and indeed
NRTs should not only be considered from the position of facts but from the perspective of ought, by this
we mean “is it ethically right or morally justifiable; what will be the overall social impact? Definitely,
answers would always differ as some would as we have seen in the afore mentioned arguments object
to it on the grounds that NRTs are man’s interference with nature in the reproductive process. Others
shall see it as man’s scientific victory in overcoming nature’s hurdles and therefore endorse it. Indeed
some liberal religionists would argue that God had given the command to “be fruitful, multiply and
replenish the earth, having dominion over it”. Thus IVF and NRTs are man’s way of controlling and
indeed dominating nature.
It may never be possible to have a consensus on this issue, this decision should not be left
to moralists, or philosophers, - or government, or doctors. Instead the decision should be
left to each individual couple, who provide the reproductive apparatus to create the
baby. (Banerjee 2006)
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We would like to thank all those who attended
the 2015 Hawaii International Conference on Arts &
Humanities. We look forward to seeing you at the
14th Annual Conference to be held in 2016. Please
check the website this February for dates and
further details.
To search for a specific paper presented, or to
browse all of the proceedings, please click the
appropriate button on the right.
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